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Building the near-native reader: the conscious and automatic 
assessment of the phonetic component in Chinese characters based on 
L1 and L2 reader and learner profiles 
 
1 . Introduction 
 
Characters, or graphs, enjoy a unique status in Chinese lexicography and 
teaching. Text-length is counted in characters. Dictionary entries are 
grouped under graphs. Chinese language proficiency is measured along 
character numbers and words (Bassetti 2005:339). Not only textbooks, but 
also most research - like the literature cited in this paper - focuses on the 
graph.1 This might have to do with the fact that the graph is commonly seen 
as the study item per se (Li et al. 2011).2  In this thesis, character-level 
processing is the main subject with a focus on the phonetic component. 
What role does it play in reading by native and foreign users of the script? 
How is it being assessed, automatically, and how can it be used during 
graph acquisition? 
This paper suggests a comprehensive assessment of the phonetic relations 
between characters in order to achieve near-native reading. The (L1) native 
reader serves as a model for the construction of the ideal foreign (L2) 
reader. Such a reader has acquired the graphs in an organised, i.e. helpful 
way to support knowledge retrieval in reading. The argument focuses on the 
phonetic component and proceeds via four distinct profiles. First, the 
chapters 2 to 4 – and later chapter 7 - offer the theoretical essentials 
(General theory 2+3, Reading 4, Learning 7). Then we focus on the 
profiles: In The L1 reader ( Chapter 5), the automatic assessment of the 
phonetic component is central. The L2 reader presents the limits and 
chances to generalise the argument ( Chapter 6). The L1 learner as well as 
The L2 learner add a long-term perspective to the matter (8+9). A 
discussion on implicit learning vs. explicit instruction makes room for a 
                                                 
1
 This is not to say that the level of orthographic representations of words, which are 
usually character-pairs, should be neglected. Also, the sentence- and text-level is important 
in reading (Ke 1998). 
2
 In contrast to graph acquisition, writing acquisition focuses on words (as vocabulary 
items) and grammar. More on textbook design and curricula in the second half of this 
paper. 
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conscious assessment of the phonetic component. Based on the group-
specific insight, I suggest a conscious and flexible, yet precise judgement on 
phonetic relations ( Chapter 10: The potential of a comprehensive 
assessment of the phonetic component). In combination with a maximum of 
automatisation (reading experience), the approach can help to achieve near-
native reading within the limits of an L2 nature. 
 
2. The discussion about Chineseness: a short side-note to the context of 
scholastic discourse 
 
The reader of an alphabetic script is presented with chains of letters, which 
means that in those scripts, letters are the minimal orthographic units, 
graphemes. There has been keen search for a Chinese equivalent to letters. 
Could it be the characters themselves? Or could it be a part of the graph, and 
if so, which would it be? Some state that this question might be obsolete, 
because the Chinese script works in a completely different way. Others 
criticise, the debate has produced a dichotomy between alphabets and 
graphs. This binary code has led to either overstating or rejecting a so-called 
Chineseness (McDonald 2009). I chose the phonetic component as a lens for 
the scope of this paper. This happens not as to reproduce a dichotomy, but 
in order to condense the L1 and L2 reader and learner profiles, pinpointing 
one aspect, out of many, that are potentially relevant. 
 
3. The material: Properties of the Chinese script and language 
 
The orthographic properties of Chinese are the script’s visual 
characteristics, while phonological properties are the features of the spoken 
word. Chinese orthography is often, not always, presented in contrast to 
alphabetic orthographies. The phonetic component is only one out of many 
of the script’s characteristics. It works in interaction with the other 
properties, which will be mentioned as well. The term mental 
representations serves as a framework to compare the impact of those 
striking features. The framework will be introduced by the end of Chapter 3 
and employed throughout the thesis. 
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3.1 Orthographic properties of Chinese 
 
The following list of orthographic properties builds on standard knowledge 
in the literature. It illustrates the challenging complexity of Chinese 
orthography, which both native and foreign learners have to face. Not all 
aspects are usually pointed out in the classroom, but in Chapter 9.3 it is 
argued that phonetic components should become a focus in teaching. 
 
3.1.1 Orthographic units 
 
Consisting of thousands of graphs, the Chinese script relies largely on visual 
distinction for reading and learning (Sampson 1985:150). Both tasks involve 
character analysis, for example when learners organize knowledge during 
graph acquisition. A graph can be seen as a collection of strokes, a 
combination of minimal graphemes or an arrangement of components (Shen 
2005). Choosing an orthographic unit establishes a kind of looking glass, 
offering detail from micro- to macro-perspective. 
Components are regular stroke-combinations with a varying degree of 
functionality. Strokes and minimal graphemes offer more detail, but are bare 
of any functionality, even though some minimal graphemes are components 
as well3. Components are often confused with radicals, which are mostly left 
hand side minimal graphemes, used for indexing dictionaries. Even though 
most radicals are also components, the term component will be used in this 
paper. The scholastic community has compared strokes, minimal graphemes 
and different types of components in terms of frequency and productivity 
(Taft & Zhu 1997, Guder-Manitius 1999:192-8). Frequency depicts how 
often  a reader comes across a visual unit in a text. Statistics use collections 
of text with daily life relevance, such as newspaper corpora. Productivity 
shows how many characters contain the most frequent of either of these 
features. All these eager comparisons have led to a scholastic climate, in 
                                                 
3
 A note on unit definitions: The scans from the document “Specification of common 
Modern Chinese character components and component names 现代常用字部件及部件名
称规范” on the following pages present us with some definitions that might be different 
from the ones used in this paper. The source China Language (2009) is primarily mentioned 
here to highlight the variety of definitions regarding character units. 
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which the choice of unit for research already implies some kind of political 
membership. One could draw a political spectrum of minimal graphemists, 
advocates for strokes, functionalists and anti-functionalists (McDonald 
2009). In a summary of the debate, Guder concludes that the choice of a unit 
as the centre of one’s attention depends on the purpose of research or 
teaching. He adds that, despite all restrictions to the usability of 
components, they still make the most sense for learners who commit to 
long-term learning of Chinese and aim at a minimum of intermediate 
Chinese (Guder-Manitius 1999:321). 
 
 
Productivity count for 日，an example of a very productive unit, appearing in 232 different graphs out of the 3500 
most frequently used (China Language 2009:6). 
 
The following are examples of labelled units – the sample graphs are 
marked (China Language 2009:1-2): 
 
 
 
List item 3.1 shows components (without functional labels). 
List item 3.2 shows different strokes. 
List item 3.3 shows a minimal grapheme, which can also act as a character 
(口) plus a cluster of graphemes (可), which can also act as a character. 
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List item 3.4 shows minimal graphemes, which can not act as a character. 
 
List item 3.6 shows two examples of a grapheme-cluster, which can act as a 
component. Note: 相 is a phonetic component in 想, 箱, 厢, 湘 and 霜. 
 
 
List item 3.7 – strokes, which can act as minimal graphemes – exemplifies 
how hard it is to draw the line between the different sub-units. 
List item 3.10 explains the indexing function of radicals in the use of 
dictionaries. The highlighted group of graphs can be found in the dictionary 
through the radical木. 
 
3.1.2. Functionality of components 
 
The most striking upside of components is their functionality4 – semantic or 
phonetic. Semantic parts can be seen as categorial labels. These labels 
establish a meaning range, in which the character used to be located - or 
may still do so, if functionality of this graph managed to stay intact over 
time. A character has usually one, but sometimes more than one semantic 
component (example: 甘 gān/sweet and 㟠 shé/tongue in 甜 tián/sweet). 
Since many semantic components are known as indexing radicals in 
dictionaries, they have been researched relatively well. In contrast, the 
                                                 
4
 Chinese: 线素作用 Xiànsù Zuòyòng/Associative Use (Zhang 2007) 
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phonographic side of the script has been a bit neglected by scholars (Guder-
Manitius 1999:88). Historically, early Chinese lexicography established a 
bias for semantics, which was then preserved  throughout the centuries in 
conservative character research (Zhang 2007).5 
Yang et al. (2009) define phonetic components as “sub-lexical structures of 
variable size that convey probabilistic information about pronunciation.” 
(Yang et al. 2009:239). Phonetics may cue a graph’s pronunciation, 
although the functionality has generally suffered from changes in the 
language. Newman points out that phonetics help young Chinese learners in 
early graph acquisition (Newman et al. 2011). Other scholars, such as 
Kupfer in 1994, claimed them useful for Western learners. Since the 19th 
century, there has been a tendency by Westerners to either see semantic 
(Zhang 2007) or phonetic components (Guder-Manitius 1999:145-153) as a 
helpful tool in graph acquisition. 
 
3.1.3 Character classifications 
 
Working with components requires a set of classifications. On the bottom 
line, there are single unit graphs, called 独体子 dútĭzì and unit-combination 
graphs, 合 体 子 hétĭzì. Dútĭzì are characters consisting of only one 
component. They are often, albeit not always, pictographs (e.g. 口, mouth). 
Since in most of the cases, the dútĭzì represents the stand-alone form of a 
phonetic or semantic component, it shall be called mother-phonetic (or 
mother-semantic 6 ). While most of the dútĭzì are mother-phonetics or 
mother-semantics, we classify the hétĭzì as offspring. They are compound-
graphs, which means that all hétĭzì contain more than one component. Since 
they derive from the mother graph, they always include a (usually squashed) 
smaller version of it. 
                                                 
5
 This is due to the fact that early etymological works, e.g. the Shuōwénjiězì 说文解字 (121 
B.C.) created a bias for semantics, because the semantic relations prove to be more stable 
over time. Phonetic relations, instead, were likely to suffer from changes in language and 
script (Zhang 2007). Nowadays, there is only limited functionality on both sides. 
6
 Below, there will not always be the notion that the terms apply to the semantic as well.  
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An example for a mother-phonetic is the stand-alone 元 yuán, which is the 
phonetic component in 远 yuăn amongst others.7 
远 is a hétĭzì: “Approximately 96% of Chinese characters are composed of 
two or more [components] (JG), which can occur in more than one 
character” (Taft & Zhu 1997). Throughout this thesis, these characters will 
be called compounds. 
Finally, there are complexes. They consist of a compound and another added 
compound or component (usually semantic). Compounds within complexes 
are usually characters in their own right and serve as the phonetic in the 
complex.8 
Taking the high number of compounds and complexes into account, we may 
conclude: Many phonetic components are characters in their own right. In 
most cases, they appear as stand-alone mother-phonetics. The relative 
exposure of the stand-alone form in daily-life reading, as well as the 
relations between family members have many implications. These are 
explained below. 
 
3.1.4 Groupings and statistical labels 
 
Each lexical item has a statistical value, for example its frequency. The 
following terms help to understand statistical labels in the context of a of a 
phonetic family. 
Family : With a glance to the Chinese term 形声字家族 Xíngshēngzìjiāzú 
(semantic-Phonetic Character Family) (Chen 2001), I call a group of 
characters, that contain a phonetic component, a phonetic family. 9  The 
phonetic family includes the mother-phonetic and all its offspring. 
                                                 
7
 A curious example for a dutizi: Tree木 mù is a pictograph as well as mother-phonetic and 
a mother-semantic: it depicts a tree, but it is also the semantic component in characters like 
forest 林 lín or pine松 sōng. It serves as a mother-phonetic for other graphs like 沐 mù. 
8
 The complex, therefore, again includes a compound, which in return, includes the mother-
phonetic. This can lead to differing views as of how to split a family into fractions, but 
shouldn’t matter in this context. Mù沐 within mu 莯 mù would be such an example. 
9
 Other authors call it neighbourhood, e.g. Yang et al. 2009. 
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 An example of a phonetic family (from page 10 in Appendix 4): 
• Mother-phonetic 馬 Mă 
• Offspring and their pronunciations (some of them have 
alternative pronunciations) 嗎 ma 螞 mă / mà / mā 榪 mà / mă 禡 mà 
瑪 mă 媽 mā 碼 mă 獁 mà  / ă 鰢 mă 傌 mà 罵 mà  
 
Family size : A character belongs to an orthographic family for each of its 
components. In this sense, every compound has a family, consisting at least 
of the compound and the mother-phonetic or -semantic. If the mother-
component is highly productive, it means that the family is large. This does 
not guarantee phonetic or semantic coherence. Orthographic relation is only 
defined according to visual aspects. Members of a semantic family can 
differ greatly in meaning. Members of a phonetic family do not necessarily 
share their pronunciation (Li et al. 2011). The measure is also known as 
productivity, but “family size” suits our terminology better: the “family” 
implies that the measure can matter for the component’s functionality. 
Friends and Foes : Family members can be friends or foes. The two 
members of a homophone pair are called friends, because their equal 
pronunciation corresponds to the commonality in shape. Foes are two 
members with misleading orthography. Upon sight, we may spontaneously 
assume a case of homophony, but the pronunciation is actually different. As 
for English phoneme-grapheme-correspondence, for example, there is the 
following foe-case: orthographically, mint and pint seem to rime, but they 
don’t (pronunciation: mınt and pajnt) (Yang et al. 2009). In some literature, 
a pair of Chinese character foes is called “irregular” (Yang et al. 2009). 
Prominence : Frequency numbers create some hierarchy within phonetic 
families. Each family has prominent members, the ones, that stand out for 
their high level of exposure. When we look at consistency levels, the greater 
share of prominent compounds is valid, which gives them an extra 
advantage. A prominent compound can define the family’s canonical 
pronunciation (Chen 2001). 
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An example: 把 Bă is the prominent member in the phonetic family around
Ꮘ ba. The component ranks #110 in the character frequency chart, the 
mother-component #546 (Jun 2005). Hence, the offspring ranks higher than 
the mother-phonetic. Does the mental lexicon group the family members 
under the prominent 把 bă or the stand-alone Ꮘ ba?  
In a reader, who has been shaped by statistical exposure, the hierarchy 
would favour the 把 bă, because of its frequency. However, the order and 
way of graph acquisition has an impact as well ( Chapter 10). More often, 
the mother-phonetic defines the group’s canonical pronunciation. What is 
the consequence of having many cases with a prominent mother-phonetic? 
The many cases of dominating mother-phonetics eventually foster the habit 
to draw a mother-tie association. They produce a canonical strategy choice 
(5). This choice may happen, even though some members could benefit 
from alternative strategies in the matching of symbol, meaning and sound 
(Zhou et al. 1999). Prominent mother-phonetics implicitly drill the reader on 
“checking for validity” (Yang et al. 2009). 
Phonetic validity : Phonetic validity is given, once a compound and mother-
phonetic share the same pronunciation. Among the most frequent characters 
in the Chinese language corpus, at least 38% are phonetically valid. Others 
count 26%, and only, if one was to disregard tone (Shen 2005). The number 
can be higher, too, depending on the statistical procedure (38%, Perfetti et 
al. 2005). 26 or 38% are not much. Phonetic components may not seem 
reliable, but still, they are useful in their own way. Especially if assessed 
properly, one can make use of the valid, but also invalid phonetic relations. 
This assessment will be presented in 10. 
Consistency : A family of all-valuable offspring would be called consistent. 
However, among the largest families in the Chinese language corpus, all of 
them are at least a little inconsistent. 
 
An example of a consistent family: 
栗, 傈, 慄, 搮, 溧, 凓 and 篥 are all pronounced lì (Wieger 1927/Smarthanzi) 
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3.1.5 Graphotactics 
 
In alphabetic script, graphotactics decide which letters may be coupled or 
grouped together as neighbours within words. There are legal and illegal 
arrangements of letters, depending of graphotactic rules. 
In Chinese, graphotactics describe the place of a component within the 
graph-structure: left (木 in 极), right (方 in 访), top (林 in 梦), bottom ( 心 in 
思), in- and outside (木 in 困 and 广 in 床) (Guder-Manitius 1999:203). 
Although one would be tempted to call graphotactics architectural rules, 
they can only qualify as tendencies. Take a compound, for example: You 
may say that most compound characters are structured horizontally. Their 
graphemes are written from left to right. In this writing order, the phonetic 
component usually appears on the right. Such a notion can matter for 
experiments that involve recording the eye movements in reading. Since 
graphotactics are only tendencies, we will check if place actually qualifies 
as a solid category for mental representations (3.3). 
On a different note, graphotactics can prescribe rules for the squashing of 
components. Take the short form of water (shuĭ 水 in its long form), which is 
written in three strokes, depicting three droplets. They may only appear on 
the left of a compound, as in mù 沐, hàn 汉 and others. 
There are 15 general patterns of spatial configuration in Chinese 
graphotactics (Tse et al. 2007).10 The complexity stands in sharp contrast 
with the general perception that a string of written words and speech are 
perceived as “linear” (Wang et al. 2003). 
 
3.1.6 Syllable-morphemic nature 
 
“A graph of the Chinese writing system stands not for a unit of 
pronunciation, but for a morpheme, a minimal meaningful unit of the 
Chinese language.”(Sampson 1985:145) This leads many to the assumption 
                                                 
10
 
10
 Interestingly, the writing direction of Chinese has changed: Chinese used to be a top-
to-bottom right-to-left script. The script offers little explanation for the former writing 
convention, neither for the change to the modern direction. Technically, Chinese could be 
written in any direction (Cook et al. 2005:10). It is possible that the shift happened in 
response to a change in graphotactic conventions. 
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that Chinese has a logographic script, depicting meanings, which can be 
read like signs or pictographs (McDonald 2009). In consequence, reading 
wouldn’t make use of phonological knowledge. Some even claimed that 
Chinese is processed in the right hemisphere of the brain, where pictures are 
processed. Later, it was found that Chinese is also, although not exclusively, 
processed in the left hemisphere, like any other script (Guder-Manitius 
1999:72). In alphabetic scripts, words are made of letter-chains, -clusters 
and their respective reshufflings, which, in the end, map directly onto 
phonemes, minimal units of sound. This enables readers in a loud-reading 
task to pronounce a word they have never encountered before. This is not 
the case for Chinese, but still, reading cannot bypass phonology, because 
characters represent units of language. They stand for syllables11, therefore, 
the term syllable-morphemic describes the Chinese script best (DeFrancis 
1984). For the rest of this paper, we should keep in mind that we usually get 
used to the writing system, which represents our L1. Users are familiar with 
their L1-script and its nature of mapping. Regarding the impact of mapping, 
phonological transparency is said to shape the speakers’ and script-users’ 
abilities and behaviour ( see the profiles Chapter 5+6 and 8+9) (Cook et 
al. 2005:29). 
 
 
3.2 Phonological properties of Chinese 
 
As shown above, the Chinese script is a syllable-morphemic script. This 
makes the syllable be the most important phonological unit. In all respect 
though, one has to mention the progress in this research field, which 
suggests to consider other units as well.12 
Phonology matters in our context, even though phonetic components are 
visual units. I explain below that in the framework of mental 
                                                 
11
 Note however, one out of ten graphs has more than one pronunciation, i.e. more than one 
corresponding morpheme. 
12
 It has been found that Chinese students develop phoneme-level awareness, even though 
the syllabic structure suggests a mere syllable-based phonological awareness (Newman et 
al. 2011). 
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representations, there is the rank of a mother graph’s pronunciation, and the 
rank of each member’s pronunciation. 
Homophony is included here, since it explains the Frequency Effect, an 
instrument presented in the upcoming chapter. Eventually, phonological 
properties play a role when it comes to Pinyin and teaching, a focus in the 
later part of this work. 
 
3.2.1 Syllable structure 
 
Chinese phonology is relatively simple. It comes with a regular syllable 
structure and doesn’t have consonant-clusters. A complete syllable consists 
of onset, rime and tone. Rules govern, which consonants and vowels can 
appear as onset or rime (Newman et al. 2011). 
The initial of a syllable can be one of the 22 onsets, or a sound which 
belongs to the rime, as y in yáng (pronounced “j”). Onsets are also called 声
母 shēngmŭ (Duanmu 2002). 
Out of the 38 rimes, most of them are vowels, so that 54% of the syllables in 
Mandarin Chinese are classified as open. The exceptions “r”, “n”, and “ng” 
are the only possible closings in a rime (Newman et al. 2011). 
The simplicity helps beginning foreign learners. They quite soon manage to 
distinguish legal from illegal syllables. It also leads to many cases of 
homophony, as shown below. What reduces homophony is distinction 
through tones. There are four tones13. Taking tonal distinction into account, 
there is a lot less homophony than without distinction. There are 1300 
distinct syllables. Some sources count 400 syllables, but in these counts, the 
tones were neglected (Wang et al. 2005). 
 
3.2.2 Homophony 
 
At the level of the syllable, Mandarin possesses a high degree of 
homophone density. Some syllables stand for a single morpheme. Others 
                                                 
13
 Tone-examples with the diacritics for the pinyin-letter a: First tone/high-level ā; second 
tone/high-rising á; third tone/falling, rising ă; fourth tone/high-falling à (Wang et al. 2003). 
There are also syllables without tone (a) and some scholars call this the fifth type of tone. 
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have up to a few hundred homophone mates. On average, about six Chinese 
characters share the same pronunciation (Chen Hsin-Chin et al. 2009). 
In that context, one can speak of cumulative syllable frequency. Certain 
syllables reach a high rank in a spoken word frequency ranking, because of 
their homophone density and the frequency of mates. However, the effect is 
only relative: We do not only perceive syllables, but first and foremost hear 
words during speech. Even in Chinese, most words 14  are distinct and 
discernible (Zhou et al. 1999).15 
Homophony comes with benefits and disadvantages. Homophone units of 
speech enjoy a high degree of exposure, because all homophone mates 
contribute the cumulative syllable frequency. This is a plus when it comes to 
frequency effects (4.5) (Yang et al. 2009). Nevertheless, syllables don’t 
have a unique mental representation, in which a sound always matches to 
only one morpheme. It is the word, which qualifies for the title of distinct 
phonological knowledge. 
 
In summary, Chinese phonology is relatively simple, while Chinese 
orthography is relatively rich. The structure, as well as the sub-units carry a 
lot of information. How is information stored in the mental lexicon? How 
are different-level units arranged in relation to one another? These questions 
will be answered below (Multi-indexed directory 3.3). 
When we look at the users of language and script, there are different 
implications for readers, learners and scientific scholars. The properties of 
the Chinese language and script are numerous and complex, so to speak, 
they are out of reach for the beginning learner to grasp. Several of them do 
not need to be mentioned in the classroom, they are either confusing and/or 
trivial to the learner16. In the rest of this paper it will prove that the terms 
functionality and family are two very helpful lenses, revealing a rich source 
of insight. In this way, we will not only remember the properties of 
                                                 
14
 Apart from some minimal pairs (def: polysyllabic words which are phonologically 
identical, Visted 2011) 
15
 Cumulative syllable frequency does matter in the context of priming (Zhou et al. 1999) 
see  4.3 
16
 Of course, both foreign and native learners of Chinese should learn about the history and 
theory of graphs. The question, which aspects are essential or trivial to the learners of 
Chinese should be a subject of constant debate in the teaching community. 
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language and script as the challenging aspects of reading and learning – they 
are also the challenging aspects of Chinese language research. A study on 
Chinese graphs needs to be designed with respect to these properties. The 
theoretical instrument presented in the following chapter accommodates to 
the uniqueness of language and script. It is also open for universal aspects, 
which are not language- or script-exclusive. 
 
 
3.3 A multi-indexed mental directory of representations 
 
How is information stored in and retrieved from the mental lexicon? 
Scholars have recently pursued the idea of a mechanism called multi-
information activation. A graph is stored in a multiply-indexed mental 
lexicon, which includes various kinds of representations: component 
functions, pronunciations, visual units, family relations, and so on (Cook et 
al. 2005). Considering the above, there are potentially many ways to store 
the properties of Chinese language and script. Mental representations are 
systematic storages, shaped by experience and accessed upon task. In every 
L1 and L2 language biography, mental storage happens automatically, 
although it can be steered through didactics (9.2). The brain stores 
orthographic and phonological aspects, depending on how useful they are. 
Generally speaking, characters and character-groups (i.e. written 
representation of multi-syllabic words) are the most useful sets of 
representation. Since most of the Chinese words are disyllabic, the brain 
might disfavour isolated graph representations. Among 56.008 words in the 
Lexicon of common words in contemporary Chinese, only 6% are mono-, 
while 72% are disyllabics (Li et al. 2011). And still, the isolated graph ranks 
relatively high, especially since text comes without interword spacing and 
each graph occupies the same space in the script (Georgiou et al. 2011). 
Research has found no evidence for an exclusively word-based reading-
behaviour (Li et al. 2011).17 
                                                 
17
 Representations may interact in the course of graph and word identification. This is why 
the question of characters vs. character-groups is hard to resolve.  4.3 
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What about the other orthographic units? Component representation may be 
solid compared to strokes or minimal graphemes. Do components compete 
or interact with graph-representations? This question is particularly 
interesting for the group of mother-phonetics. Regarding - for example - 
迁 in to move 迁徙 qiānxĭ, visual decoding potentially involves four levels 
of mental orthographic representation18: 
1) 迁 as a character, 2) 千 as the character for thousand or 3) 千 as a 
phonetic component, 4) 迁徙 as a disyllabic unit. 
 
Accordingly, there are four phonological representations. Which 
representations are activated upon hearing? Which ones matter while 
reading aloud? Is it only a graph’s pronunciation, that would be activated? 
What about the phonetic component’s pronunciation? Is there a hierarchy, 
and if so, what is it based on? Does it depend on phonetic validity, 
frequency or maybe the way and order, in which they are learned? The 
profiles of readers (5+6) and learners (8+9) are dedicated to these 
questions. 
 
Finally, there is the representation of space. A component might not only be 
perceived in its function, but also in its position. In horizontally structured 
graphs, the phonetic component usually appears on the right. In other words, 
a component does not only communicate through function. It also carries 
some valuable positional information. The more consistent this type of 
information, the better for the reader. Eye-movements can be more 
economic, the more predictable the label of space. In Chinese, certain 
shapes are predicted to occur on the right. This consistency, but also the 
richness of Chinese graphotactics makes the label “space” a solid mental 
representation (Wang et al. 2003).19 
 
                                                 
18
 The list is not complete, but serves the purpose of illustration. There are more possible 
types of activation than the listed four, e.g strokes or minimal graphemes, but there is little 
research on those. 
19
 Especially right-hand space, see  5.3.1: frequency by spatial predictability quotient 
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This is not to say that graphotactics “overpower” the functionality of a 
phonetic component. In their own respect, though, graphotactics are quite 
feasable and predictable. They can be learned implicitly, through 
experience. As stated above, there are 15 general patterns in Chinese 
graphotactics (Tse et al. 2007). By contrast, the relations among phonetic 
family members have a lot more variety. That doesn’t deny them some kind 
of mental representation, but it justifies the need for explicit instruction on 
family relations. This will be the subject in Focus-on-form  9.2. For now, 
let’s have a look at the automatic processes in reading. 
 
 
4 The instrument: The Constituency Model 
 
The following is a selection of instruments gathered under the theoretical 
framework Constituency Model, established by Tan and Perfetti. They serve 
as a theoretical foundation in the Readers section of this paper. Especially 
the Frequency effect, Lexical quality and Universal Phonology are highly 
relevant terms. Perfetti et al. (2005) break with former assumptions, e.g. that 
only reading of an alphabetic script activates phonological storage. This 
establishes a common ground for the reading of alphabetic and non-
alphabetic scripts. The Constituency Model acknowledges the universal 
aspects among the reading of different scripts, based on neurological 
evidence. This is not to deny any script-specific processes in reading. The 
universal outlook still allows some script-characteristics. In 5.2 the 
cascade questionnaire, we explore the cognitive processes in reading 
Chinese, and how they leave a footprint on readers (5.3). 
 
4.1 The former narrative: Phonological mediation is alphabet-exclusive 
 
The idea that only an alphabetic script may activate phonological storage 
used to stem from a seemingly logical ground. The concept of phonological 
mediation used to justify the claim. In phonological mediation, graphemes 
map directly onto phonemes. The phonetic rules, which govern alphabetic 
reading, help to match written form to spoken-word knowledge. They are 
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called grapheme-phoneme-correspondences (GPCs). They govern most 
alphabetic written forms (Cook et al. 2005:2-5). Phonological mediation 
communicates the visual input so that readers may recognise the word, even 
if they haven’t come across it in text (Brennan et al. 2013). Chinese 
obviously doesn’t fulfil these requirements. The Chinese script is known as 
an extremely “deep” orthography (Yang et al. 2009). Its visual units map 
onto morphemes. There are no phonetic rules, which allow to “read out” a 
graph’s pronunciation. The functionality of the phonetic component is not 
consistent enough. The narrative concludes that Chinese reading builds on 
graphic mediation. This view has resulted in an alphabetic-vs-non-
alphabetic dichotomy. In earlier research, there has been a bias of labels: 
alphabets use both, but specifically also the phonological route, character-
scripts use the lexical route (Yang et al. 2009). 
 
 
Figure 1: Dual route-model (source: Cook & Bassetti 2005:14) 
 
The dual route-model was developed on the basis of alphabetical reading.20 
A route is a sequence within the processing of a word and/or its components 
in reading. The lexical route is the matching of the written and spoken form 
of a word in order to retrieve its meaning. It depends on the lexical 
                                                 
20
 The fact that the model was developed from the “Western”-alphabetical view makes the 
resulting alphabet-versus-Chinese-dichotomy even more subject to criticism (Cook et al. 
2005:13). 
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representations in the mental lexicon, i.e. knowledge. The phonological 
route works through analysis, splitting the word into sub-units, letters or 
components. The reader retrieves a representation through phonological 
mediation (Cook et al. 2005:13). 
In contrast to the focus on phonological mediation, Universal Reading 
breaks with the long-held dichotomy. In the following passage, I introduce 
the concept. A visualisation by Taft&Chung can be found in  5.1.5 
 
 
4.2 The counter-argument: Phonology is active in reading Chinese 
 
Each graph has an identity, consisting of three characteristics: shape, sound 
and meaning. If we classify reading Chinese along the lines of phonological 
mediation, we could say that visual form offers no reliable clue to 
pronunciation. Readers wouldn’t be able to access the meaning on the 
phonological route. They would bypass phonology and access meaning via 
the lexical route. This would involve the effort of lexical retrieval without 
any help from mediation. 
 
Perfetti et al (2005) show that phonology is active during reading Chinese.21 
They prove activation through brain mappings and priming experiments. 
 
4.3 Priming experiments as a lens for activation research 
 
Definition: Priming is the habitual activation of associated info A2,3,4… 
upon perception of information A. The phenomenon is known across 
various fields, from neuro-linguistics to psychology and more. In Chinese 
reading, priming means that a reader of character A automatically 
anticipates a certain group of graphs following in the context of A. This 
group can be associated through reading experience, in other words, 
meaning-contextual, or it can be similar in sound or visual shape. If a 
                                                 
21
 Equally, visual-orthographic representations are activated in the processing of speech 
across languages and scripts. However, the involvement depends on age and skill (Cao et 
al. 2011). 
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phonetic component elicits only graphs that are primes from the same 
phonetic family, we can say that the visual unit phonetic component has a 
priming potential. Likewise, if a certain pronunciation triggers priming of 
homophone mates, we can say that phonology has a priming effect. In a 
body of text, it is difficult to disentangle priming effects, because there are 
many possible influences (Zhou et al. 1999). Also, effects depend on the 
reading skill.22 In the topic here, it is important to know if the assessment of 
the phonetic component happens (partly) in response to priming. 
Furthermore: Does it help if the phonetic component triggers activation of 
associated graphs? 
Another term in this context is competition: Priming activates multiple 
graphs, which then compete for recognition. High competition can therefore 
lead to slower graph identification, because familiar associations might 
force themselves upon the reader. Frequent associations appeal the most, 
even though this can lead to incorrect naming. This is called priming 
interference. 
 
There are visual and phonological primes. Scholars confirmed priming 
effects for homophone mates and for phonetic family members (Zhou et al. 
1999).23 There are beneficial and inhibitory effects, depending on the graph 
and its context (Liu et al. 2003). Since both phonology and orthography are 
the source of priming effects, there can be complex influences, which raises 
the status of a well-labelled mental directory in reading (Zhou et al. 1999). 
 
4.4 Lexical quality 
 
Perfetti et al (2005) see reading as an interaction of lexical constituencies. 
The three aspects of lexical identity – orthography, phonology and meaning 
– interact in the process of reading, independent of the type of script. Visual 
                                                 
22
 Skilled readers of English are said to be more prone to priming-caused inhibition. They 
“keep lexical representation active across larger chunks of text” (Frisson et al. 2014:150). 
Potential competition between the prime representations lasts longer. 
23
 Yet again, other studies contradicted the findings. Some scholars defend the bypassing of 
phonological knowledge. Lexical items, i.e. graphs and words, are thereby the only visual 
forms that trigger priming. Character analysis, including unit decomposition, might happen 
in the course of processing, but the perceived sub-units don’t evoke the priming of phonetic 
family members (Yang et al. 2009). 
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input, as stated above, always activates phonology. The process ends with 
word identification, the matching of shape to sound and meaning. To the 
scholar community, the precise route from input to lexical retrieval remains 
opaque. It is said that ”[...]'visual-phonologic resonance' can appear so 
quickly as to escape detection.” (Zhang et al. 1999) 
 
Lexical quality corresponds to the speed of lexical retrieval. A graph or 
word can have several qualities (e.g. solid mental representation, efficient 
labels in the mental directory, unambiguous associations) that facilitate the 
matching of constituents. Likewise, there can be shortcomings: semantic 
constituency can be vague, for example if a term has various meanings. This 
can slow down word-identification. In the same way, orthography and 
phonology might be missing a degree of distinctiveness. For example, 
reading “plane” and “plain” leads to the same sound. 24  In Chinese, 
characters like Ꮗ(sixth soar month),Ꮗ(already) and Ꮖ(self) are hard to 
distinguish. Phonologically, many syllables in Chinese are homophones. On 
the word-level, there are even minimal pairs, in which two disyllabic words 
are pronounced the same (Visted 2011). All these cases call for an 
instrument, which takes word-to-word differences into account: lexical 
quality. 
Lexical quality of a word depends on each of the three constituents. If their 
interplay leads to fast identification, the word is of high lexical quality. If 
they slow down or hinder the process, lexical quality is low. Lexical quality 
can differ from script to script, and moreover, from word to word.25 
However, there is no reading of any kind of script, which ”bypasses” 
phonological activation. This finding is supported by the Phonological 
Frequency effect. 
                                                 
24
 . English has quite a few cases, which demand more activation, even from skilled readers. 
25
 The constituency model has been discussed by scholarly peers. While some scholars 
reject the model, others contribute an update concerning one or the other result. 
Zhou&Marslen-Wilson (1999), for example, confirm that phonology and orthography 
operate in interaction, but they can rule out that phonology would have a privileged role 
over orthography in the access to meaning. 
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4.5 The role of mental representations: frequency effects 
 
Frequency records in Chinese lexicography date back to 1929, when Chen 
Heqin published a frequency-tally of characters. Nowadays, frequency-
studies can lean on official data, published in the People's Republic since 
1988 (Guder-Manitius 1999:82). Frequency charts are generated from text 
and spoken-language corpora, which means that the frequency of a word 
directly influences the frequency of a syllable and a graph. As many 
morphemes are pronounced the same, but written differently, the frequency 
count on the syllable-side reaches far higher levels than on the character-
side (cumulative syllable frequency 3.2.2). Still, character frequency can 
reach significant levels. Almost every graph appears in more than one poly-
syllabic word. The graph can achieve high frequency by appearing in highly 
frequent words. There are learning effects based on frequency, called 
statistical learning (Yang et al. 2009). 
Evidence for beneficial frequency effects in written language comes from all 
kinds of script. The processing of text-frequent words is faster, because they 
are more familiar to the reader (Guder-Manitius 1999:82). 
Naturally, words that are frequent in a language, are frequent in text as well. 
But what about syllables? Since there are many homophone mates in the 
Chinese syllable corpus, some syllables reach peculiar levels of exposure 
(Ziegler et al. 2000). At the same time, a corresponding character might 
rank low on the frequency chart. And yet, those characters are processed 
relatively fast. This allows two conclusions: First, spoken language units 
help in the process of reading. Due to that, a graph may be processed 
relatively fast, even though the rank on the written-form chart doesn't 
suggest it. The factor, which plays out in this context, is the Phonological 
Frequency Effect. Our experience from everyday speech has an impact on 
mental hierarchies of the spoken word’s visual representations. This 
confirms the argument of phonological activation. Since the phenomenon is 
universal across languages and scripts, there is one less stereotype of 
“Chineseness”, which used to beleaguer the discourse (McDonald 2009). 
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4.6 The role of the phonetic component 
 
Universal phonological activation has been a controversy in research. To 
Perfetti et al. (2005), it doesn't matter “whether there are connections to 
phonology but rather what the relevant units are. In Chinese, the 
phonological units are syllables, linked to characters, which themselves 
include perceptually functional components. The fact that the characters are 
decomposable into radicals is important in our model, which instantiates a 
compositional principle that is clearly visible in Chinese. However, it is 
equally clear that the composition is not the same as for alphabetic 
systems.” (Perfetti et al. 2005:54) 
In the cited paragraph, the authors use the word “radicals” for what I refer to 
as components. The passage clearly highlights the role of components. They 
are the characteristic units of the Chinese script. Chapter 5 presents the 
role of the phonetic component in processing by L1 readers. 
 
4.7 Summary: Recognising text builds on the knowledge of speech 
 
The Constituency Model has caused a wide echo in the research 
community26 27. It is valuable for the same reason I mentioned the context of 
this study, the formerly biased discussion on Chineseness (2). The 
Constituency Model highlights the universal aspects of reading. This 
inclusiveness will act as a kind of glue in my overarching quest: building the 
near-native reader with a glance to the L1 reader. 
All experiments concerning Universal Phonology or the Constituency 
Model were carried out with native participants, i.e. mother-tongue speakers 
of Mandarin. This tells us a lot about the L1 reader and the processing of 
graphs: The processing of graphs doesn't bypass phonology, in other words, 
it doesn’t bypass the knowledge bank of Mandarin. So even if processing 
                                                 
26
 Some aspects, which were raised by Tan and Perfetti have been subject to critical review. 
The role of phonology is the most popular topic. Georgiu et al. (2011) state that 
phonological awareness influences text-reading fluency only in English and Greek. 
27
 On a different note, Tan and Perfetti’s theory has been confirmed. The universal nature of 
the concept has been proven from the other side of the former dichotomy, alphabetic 
writing. English spelling, for example, is far from transparent and relies more on the lexical 
route of word-recognition than other European languages (Cook 2005:329). 
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text differs from processing speech, the former relies on the later. Script is 
therefore just another interface for communication. When we learn to read 
and write in our native language, we add an orthographic interface to the 
core of our mental lexicon, the storage of phonological representation 
(Ziegler et al. 2000). And still, the model doesn’t discount the value of 
alphabetic mapping and phonological mediation. These factors are 
mentioned in the model, since they can support lexical quality. As an 
alternative to the former narrative, Perfetti et al. (2005) establish three 
players, constituents, which are equally essential. Since their model is quite 
abstract, Chapter 5 includes two visualisations, one by Taft&Chung, and 
a new contribution by myself. 
 
 
5 L1 Readers  
 
Reading Chinese is a staged process that involves the potential activation of 
different mental representations. L1 readers have their own strategies in 
reading. They assess the information, which is included in a graph, in a 
“native” way. Text-recognition is a product of subconscious strategy-choice. 
What are the strategies of native readers? How can we visualise them? 
First, we conceptualise the process of reading as a recognition engine. 
Scholars have found that initially, upon sight of the graph, the engine 
operates on the character-level. Only if this approach doesn’t lead to 
recognition, component analysis kicks in. Before that, there is no 
phonological “negotiation” involved (Perfetti et al. 2005). Lexical retrieval 
builds on familiarity, which is a product of experience. The identity of 
frequent graphs is accessed through the lexical route. Component splitting 
usually happens with graphs that are not that familiar. Only in analysis, 
other representations from the multi-indexed directory come into play. In 
other words: A low rank on the character frequency chart raises the 
importance of smaller orthographic units, e.g. the phonetic component 
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(Guder-Manitius 1999:88). Depending on the graph, some labels (visual, 
phonological and statistical) contribute more to the process than others.28  
 
Reading Chinese is a staged process, which begins with the first frequency 
decision: Is the graph frequent enough so that visual input leads to lexical 
retrieval alone? If the answer is NO, interaction of labels begins. So far, 
there has been no visualisation, which combines the first frequency decision 
and the process thereafter. Since I am going to suggest a way of learning, 
which implies more decision-making on the grounds of the phonetic (10), 
decisions are crucial in this paper 29 . Therefore, I develop my own 
visualisation, inspired by other graphic models, which are cited below. 
 
 
5.1 Visualisation: Sequencing the activation of a multi-indexed cascade-
decision model 
 
5.1.1 The idea of a route 
 
My visualisation of a cascade-decision model builds on the idea of a 
processing route. To set it apart from the dual-route model, it is necessary to 
circumscribe the sequence of decisions with terms from the constituency 
model. I will also explain why we need to replace the term “phonological 
route” with the more inclusive term “analytical route”. 
In an interactive framework, readers can follow a multitude of strategies, 
which are not always the same. This becomes evident in cases of primed 
strategies (4.3). Inhibition through priming is the interference by 
suggested strategies, so speak “noise”, which isn’t helpful for the item in 
question. Similar to actual priming, a generally popular strategy can hinder 
the process (Zhou et al. 1999). In the following figure, I give an example of 
                                                 
28
 Linguistic experiments help to identify the impact of labels. Brain mappings and 
response times indicate activation of labels. Varying the reading material or the layout of 
the experiment can add a spin to the results, revealing sensibility for certain labels. 
29
 Since we are speaking of automatic processing, all the “decisions” and “choices” I speak 
of in here have to be considered subconscious. 
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different routes, or strategies. Three of the routes are pictured as crooked, 
while the interfering strategies are straight. 
 
Figure 2: reading strategy as a route.
 
The five routes A-E are reading strategies. In our daily usage of the word, 
we may call a route “fast” if it leads us quickly to the goal. Here, C is the 
fastest. While A and B are straight and relatively short, they do not connect 
to the finish line. Their straightforward suggestions can be considered 
“wrong”. D and E are the slower routes, albeit leading to the goal. The 
following figure explains detours and bends: 
 
Figure 3: Interference.
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Strategy 1 and 2 are crooked strategies for infrequent graphs. They are 
negatively influenced by more frequent strategies. These popular strategies 
(“pop”) interfere. They suggest a goal, which is incorrect. Since they are 
easily accessed, straightforward and frequent, the popular routes are shown 
as short. In the course of lexical retrieval, one has to ward off these 
influences, discard a wrong suggestion (“wrong sugg”) and find the way to 
the finish line. The bends illustrate how frequency or priming are involved 
in the relatively long processing time of infrequent graphs. Strategy 2 is 
even slower. In the course of analysis, multiple wrong suggestions may 
interfere (Liu et al. 2003). In my cascade model, detours and bends are 
shown as a zigzag-route down the cascade-questionnaire (see 5.2). 
 
5.1.2 Intersection vs. parallel pathways 
 
If an item is of high lexical quality, the activation of the three constituents 
happens in almost synchrony (4.4). If we envision the three constituents 
as roads, they would meet in a junction.30 
In theory, synchrony can only happen in an ideal alphabet, where 
orthographic shapes are closely mapped to morphological and phonological 
information. An ideal alphabet would offer consistent and straightforward 
grapheme-phoneme correspondences (GPCs). Provided with these, it doesn't 
matter if the reader has studied the visual form and pronunciation before. 
The constituency junction allows the reader to draw conclusions, to gap a 
possible knowledge hole by the means of deduction. One could hear an 
unfamiliar word in a dictation task and attempt to write it down. This is 
impossible in Chinese. The creators of the constituency model have only 
found parallel pathways, but no intersection in reading Chinese: The parallel 
pathways go from orthography to sound, and from sound to meaning. The 
first one means that visual input activates phonology (Zhou et al. 1999). The 
other one matches phonology to meaning. In my visualisation, parallel 
pathways appear as a cascade questionnaire next to an influence booth 
(5.2). 
                                                 
30
 Actually, the terms “junction” and “route” appear in this paper more often than in the 
literature by Perfetti et al. For the sake of clarification , I may pursue the metaphor further. 
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5.1.3 Constituents and background influence 
 
Figure 4: Lexical processing model of Chinese Characters (Wang et al. 2003) 
Reading the figure starts with orthographic input, which triggers 
phonological activation. It highlights the fact that semantic retrieval happens 
in interaction with phonological knowledge and visual input. The model has 
all the relevant actors, who are involved in reading, but doesn’t go deeper 
into reading dynamics. Also, character analysis does not limit itself to the 
strokes. In my visualisation, I will pursue these potential extensions. Wang 
et al. (2003) show a pool of possible influences in a separate figure: 
 
Figure 5: Chinese orthographic system (Wang et al. 2003) 
Figure 5 concentrates on the rich implications of a compound graph. 
Translated into our terms, it is an illustration of mental representations. 
Simple characters (or mother phonetics), graphotactics and shortened forms 
are all associated with the visual form. They should be added to the 
influence booth. 
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In sum, an influence booth may include: components, minimal graphemes, 
strokes, component-pronunciations and, in addition, their statistical values 
(frequency ranks, consistency and family ties). An evaluation of their 
impact is given in 5.3. Every potential influence acts as a label in the 
multi-indexed mental directory. While the engine of lexical retrieval has to 
match the three constituents, it consults the mental directory/influence 
booth. 
 
The following is a multilevel interactive-activation framework for graph 
recognition by Taft and Chung. Together with the previous figures, it is and 
inspiration for the design of a model, which can accomodate even more 
aspects in one picture. 
 
 
5.1.4 Visualisation of the lexical constituency model: A possible 
multilevel interactive-activation framework for graph recognition 
 
 
Figure 6: A multilevel interactive-activation framework for considering Chinese character recognition (Taft et al. 
1999) 
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The model combines most of the features from figures 4 and 5. It shows 
plenty of connections, but still doesn’t fully reveal the dynamics of reading. 
The cascade model is designed with the aim to be a visual framework that 
manages to illustrate the dynamics of the process. 
 
 
5.2 An interactive cascade-questionnaire 
 
The following figure shall support our concept of strategy-choice. I included 
the three constituents and the multi-indexed directory to highlight the aspect 
of interaction. The more vividly we picture the lively process, the better we 
can follow the suggestion for building the near-native reader in 10. 
Lexical decision is an extremely dynamic process and calls for a flexible 
learner and reader. Therefore, the family ties (listed on the right side in 
influence booth) need to be assessed in a flexible way (10). 
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Figure 7: Character Lexical Retrieval [31] 
Reading the figure, we start with a “visual input” (orthography), which 
triggers activation of side-effects (phonology among others). Meaning is the 
goal of lexical retrieval, here in the shape of a finish line. 
In order to satisfy the crooked route from figure 2, the questionnaire zigzags 
down the stages of a questionnaire (left side). Each stage represents a 
YES/NO-decision. NO means discarding a suggestion, which forces the 
engine to a deeper level of character-knowledge (multi-level interaction). It 
then calls for more information from the influence booth (right side). 
                                                 
31
 “Fraction” and “singleton” will be explained in 9 
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YES makes the engine take an exit to the straight road to meaning, the 
lexical route. 
Why is the last strip of the journey always the lexical route? - On all stages, 
the engine confronts the mental directory with the following question: 
1) Is the item highly frequent? Does the character-level alone trigger 
activation of all three constituents (lexical quality condition)? 
If the answer is YES, the matching of orthography, phonology and meaning 
happens on the grounds of a frequency decision. This is the point of 
lexical retrieval (POLR). It ends the decision-making process. 
If the answer is NO, graph-analysis kicks in. Visual sub-units and their 
associated statistical values as well as possible pronunciations help to 
organise the mental directory. Offering the reader a new mental set of 
representations, the second stage of the cascade-questionnaire will be: 
2) Within the suggested mental set, is the item highly-frequent? Does this 
association trigger activation of all three constituents? 
If the answer is YES, the matching of orthography, phonology and meaning 
triggers a point of lexical retrieval (POLR), just as above, but on the 
grounds of an altered frequency decision. The decision-making process 
always ends the same. 
 
If the answer is still NO, other filters help to narrow down the number of 
possible candidates. In a more precisely circumscribed set, the character’s 
identity could be approachable. Sometimes though, the questionnaire has to 
go through a number of stages, because context-level priming interferes. 
Interfering primes can lead to the fact that the filtering engine has to discard 
many wrong suggestions, taking even more bends and detours, just as 
shown in figure 3. The eventual route, even though it has extended through 
bends, is the right one. The criterion for a POLR is the right strategy, not the 
fastest. Let us now recover the notion of two parallel pathways (5.1.2): In 
order to arrive at the goal, the reading engine can sidetrack to a path, which 
includes information from the influence booth. Since the POLR is always a 
frequency decision, lexical retrieval walks a lexical route, at least in the very 
last moment prior to decision. Until then, the engine might use the parallel 
route as a temporary siding. Phonology and phonetic information, amongst 
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others, can help to organise mental representations. It would be misleading 
to call the siding a purely phonological route. The term “analytic route” 
seems more appropriate 32 . Eventually, the engine always returns to the 
lexical route, which is the only way to the finish line, a graph’s identity. The 
automatic assessment of the phonetic component is the trick of reorganising 
the mental directory with the help of the phonetic component. It is only one 
of the mechanisms in this highly complex process. 
 
5.2.1 Features of the visualisation 
 
The model helps to compromise between seemingly opposite findings: We 
know that highly frequent items are processed exclusively on the lexical 
route, but before, we’ve learned that phonology is activated routinely 
(4.5). In which aspect do these notions overlap? - In a high-frequency 
case, the engine leaves the cascade-questionnaire at the first possible fork, 
leading to the POLR. There is no analysis, no second stage in the cascade-
questionnaire, but still, there is activation of phonology, because the POLR 
means that sound matches meaning. Therefore, sound is involved. For a less 
frequent item, sound is a phonological suggestion. It can, but doesn’t have 
to be “noise”/interference. For instance, if the visual input of an invalid 
graph triggers primes, which share the sound of the mother phonetic, but not 
the one of the graph, suggested pronunciations will be wrong. The matching 
of sound to meaning will be slow. 
 
The figure also explains the complexity of the phonetic component. The 
frequency of the phonetic component matters for some, but not for all 
infrequent compounds. There are aspects outside the phonetic, which can 
trigger the POLR. This depends on the case. 
Even though not every possible influence is related to the phonetic 
component, the majority is (family membership, fraction status, singleton 
                                                 
32
 The notion of an “analytical route” implies that the alternative to “lexical” is not always 
or exclusively a phonological one. It the depends on the graph. The siding incorporates 
factors like spatial analysis, prominence and others. 
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status, priming). On account of this notion, my suggestion in 10 is about 
shaping and optimising the influence booth by exploiting the phonetic. 
 
The illustration mentions priming-effects, although the questionnaire should 
be altered for the case of sentence- or text-level processing. It would be 
even more complex. The general idea is that second- or third- (4th,5th,…) 
level suggestions are character-specific. For one graph, it might be its 
homophone mates, which govern the second suggestion. Another one 
benefits from some of its relatives, even though they only rime and are not 
homophone. A third one may profit from being unrelated (singleton case). 
In the following paragraphs, we discover the fine nuances within phonetic 
family networks. Since they matter so much, it is important that learners 
tend to friend-, rime-same and singleton-cases with care (Suggestion10). 
 
Even though I call them background influences, these factors are actually 
the most interesting feature in the model. While the (left side) cascade is a 
simple string of YES/NO-questions, the (right side) booth is a rich source of 
influence. It contributes to the engine’s dynamics. A question in Learners 
(7-9) will be: Can we shape the engine’s dynamics through a systematic 
graph acquisition? Can we mold the influence to optimise the engine? What 
is the role of frequency statistics? And compared to that: How much room is 
there left for a conscious phonetic assessment? With its rate of a mere 26% 
(or 38%) of valid phonetic connections, the phonetic system doesn’t shine 
on the numbers side. Therefore, it is important to exploit the quality of the 
system (10.6). 
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5.2.2 Possible constraints of the visualisation: 
 
The linear structure of the cascade-questionnaire suggests that there is a 
sequence of questions involved, and in the end, it is all about choosing the 
right strategy. This impression might be a product of the visualisation. Yet 
in fact, reading is not about a strategy choice. Lexical retrieval is the end-
point of only one possible strategy. Low item-experience (as in a low-
frequency case) translates into slow lexical retrieval. This, however, doesn’t 
mean that the reader has “chosen” a wrong strategy. Readers face priming 
interference or lexical uncertainty, because the graph isn’t common. The 
long distance, covered in the cascade-questionnaire, is conceivable as an 
organising effort. 
Another constraint is that not every possible influence in reading is listed in 
the influence booth. Only those, which suit the scope of this study can be 
found. The model was designed to read and understand the studies, which 
are cited below. They reveal the interplay of the phonetic component with 
other properties, labels and character knowledge. Under a different purpose, 
the model might be less helpful. It should therefore be seen as a 
contribution, a useful instalment in the understanding of reading. It is not a 
new theory. 
 
 
5.3 Properties of the Chinese script and language and their interaction 
in the multi-activation cascade: 
 
If we look at character knowledge as a pyramid, there’d be highly frequent 
items at the top. The ones that need analysis, but not very much, are the 
stratum in the middle. At the bottom are the relatively unfamiliar graphs. 
 
Figure 8: Strata Pyramid. 
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The pyramid has three chambers, filled with character items. Note that we 
shouldn’t read any quantitative aspects from the picture. The statistical 
engine works top-down. For the fact that experience fosters strategy choice, 
there is strata-mobility. Items can climb the hierarchy: Before intensive 
reading experience, lexical retrieval is slow. After reading experience, the 
engine doesn’t have to “dig up” the item from the bottom anymore. A 
complex mental directory contains numerous pyramids, with each label 
revealing another sub-hierarchy. This is why the frequency-question 
reappears in every stage of the questionnaire. Experience is the most 
influential trait in the reader’s architecture. 
 
Let’s now turn to components, which imply a variety of labels and sub-
hierarchies. In the following, we will tend to different reading-scenarios, 
taken from other studies and experiments. As we speak of component-
analysis, all of the following happen post stage 1. Stage numbers won’t be 
given each time, because that would imply drawing a very strict line. 
  
5.3.1 Early filter: frequency by spatial predictability quotient 
 
Let’s remember the quality of the label space. As stated in 3.3, spatial 
configurations qualify for solid mental representations. Combined with 
frequency, they offer an early filter, which is useful to the reader: Frequency 
works best when it translates into predictability33 . Perfetti et al. (2005) 
found out that components, which occupy a graphotactic space with a 
certain predictability, help to ease the effort in graph recognition. 
This is consistent with the cascade-model, in which the first decision-stage 
has the following question: Is the character generally frequent enough? If 
there is no POLR upon stage 1, we can expect spatial analysis to be an early 
filter thereafter. 
                                                 
33
 As a background to the fact that the brain favours statistical coherence: Preference for 
reliable labels is already visible in 8-month old infants and their development of speech. 
They can categorise speech-labels easier if they are statistically coherent. This labelling is 
the first stage of building a language lexicon (Erickson et al. 2014). 
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On the analytical route, the engine exploits information offered by 
components. First, however, the engine sees a component as a visual unit 
occupying a space within the graph. It does not deal with the component as 
a functional unit. Not yet. 
Thus, the second question would be: Does the character reveal its identity 
thanks to a high frequency by spatial predictability quotient? 
Usually, components without right-hand preference are relatively 
unpredictable. This is because left-hand forms vary in shape, e.g. the three 
droplets on the left-hand side of 泳 yŏng. They differ from the long form 水 
water.34 Statistically, right-hand components have a predictable position and 
shape. Therefore, they contribute to graph recognition (Perfetti et al. 2005). 
In a study by Taft (1997), the frequency of a commonly left-hand 
component had no supporting effect. Right-hand space is a primary focus in 
spatial analysis. Right-hand information facilitates reading, regardless of the 
function, be it semantic or phonetic. This elevates the label space over 
functionality. And still, it highlights the role of many phonetic components: 
They usually appear on the right-hand side of a horizontally structured 
compound. They are helpful for their quality of place. In other words, it is 
not specifically the phonetic system, which here, contributes the frequency 
plus. The phonetic mostly happens to be in a place where the positional 
information supports recognition (Taft 1997).35 
In order to discover the quality of function, let’s proceed further down the 
cascade. Let’s assume a different scenario, one in which analysis has 
reached the stage of component functionality. 
 
5.3.2 Another early filter: frequency by consistency quotient 
 
In this example, reading reaches the POLR shortly upon character analysis. 
Dissecting the phonetic component from the whole graph has quickly 
triggered lexical retrieval. What were the underlying mechanisms? 
                                                 
34
 This is just for illustration. The droplets are a very frequent semantic component. 
35
 Linking this to the findings presented by Wang et al. (2003), we can establish the 
following order, in which components are categorised: after spatial analysis of the graph, 
the component appears as a shape, and finally as a functional unit. In other words, the 
reader first sees a space, then a number of strokes, and finally, a potential cue. 
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The phonetic family I pick for illustrations is 袁, with its offspring 轅, 榬, 
猿, 園 (all pronounced yuán) and 遠 (yuăn / yuàn)36. 
 
The family is near homophone (only the tones differ) and since several 
items are relatively frequent, the association via the phonetic tie is also quite 
frequent (Jun 2005). If a member of this family is being assessed on the 
analytical route, it is likely that the stage 2 question will be: Does the 
character reveal its identity thanks to a high frequency by consistency 
quotient?  
 
So to speak, frequency and consistency create a hierarchy among phonetic 
compound graphs. Statistics interact with family structure, leading to the 
following equation concerning fast and slow lexical retrieval: 
 
Fastest Highly frequent and also consistent 
Slowest Not that frequent and also not consistent 
 
This equation is a popular simplification of the hierarchy in the Chinese 
reader (Yang et al. 2009, Wang et al. 2003). Here, it is only one out of many 
possible assessment types. It shows how an element from the (right side) 
influence booth interacts with the (left side) cascade. Consistency is the 
influence, while frequency is the main program of the model as such. 
 
For the following case, let’s assume a low rank in frequency by consistency, 
but some regularities regarding the mother phonetic: 
 
5.3.3 Subordinate filters: family relations 
 
Example: phonetic family around 孚 fú (Goulnik 2009) 
脬 pāo, 殍 piăo, 乳 rŭ, 郛 fú, 稃 fū, 俘 fú, 桴 fú, 蜉 fú, 莩 fú, 孵 fū, 浮 fú 
 
                                                 
36
 Their meanings are: 袁 (robe/a surname), 轅 (magistrate/surname), 榬(silkwinding 
tool/surname), 猿(ape), 園(garden), 遠(far) (Wieger 1927/Smarthanzi) 
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The graphs are infrequent and the family inconsistent (Jun 2005). The 
phonetic component appears in three different places. Obviously, low 
frequency and low spatial predictability disfavour the group. Despite all 
this, are there members which are recognised relatively fast? 
The majority of six members is valid, sharing the pronunciation of the 
mother phonetic. Phonological ties between mother and compound facilitate 
reading, but for the other five members, readers need some time to discard 
the suggestion. In our example, validity ranks higher than phonological 
distinction (Wang et al. 2003): 
1st  mother-ties 2nd  offspring-ties 3rd  phonological distinction 
The valid compounds and the mother-phonetic are a consistent sub-group 
inside the family, so to speak, a fraction. Since it is useful to the native 
reader, I will borrow from the concept in 10, where I suggest a way to 
build the near-native reader through the rating of family relations. 
 
Now, let’s look at a very special case, a particularly large, but highly 
inconsistent family. There, phonological distinction matters. 
 
5.3.4 Filters in interaction: Family size and phonological distinctiveness 
 
For such a scenario, let’s assume a very low frequency-by-consistency 
quotient. Analysis has reached deeper levels, so that by now, the possible 
candidates all belong to that one phonetic family, which is large in size, but 
highly inconsistent. A member with a peculiar pronunciation, e.g. a 
singleton, would be recognised fast. The principle behind this is competition 
(4.3). On that one option, the graph doesn't face competition. Memory can 
choose phonological form with a high level of certainty. The reason is that 
unique forms stand out. 
In a large and inconsistent family with a lot of orthographic competition the 
phonetic doesn’t help. Phonological Distinction has enough room to play 
out its influence (Perfetti et al. 2005). Hence, a singleton label can also be a 
relative advantage. (Same as with fraction, I imitate the concept in 10). 
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5.3.5 Filters in interaction: Family size and prominence 
 
Family size is beneficial as an early filter, but in the later works of deep 
analysis, the engine faces trouble roaming through larger phonetic families. 
 
Li et al. (2011) checked on the phonetic family first and on individual 
members next. In the reader’s approach to the POLR, family size makes an 
early distinction. All members of large families benefit. 
Deeper down the cascade, however, the chasm between the members 
widens with family size. 37 Prominent members in large families take an 
extra advantage. In other words: Prominence among many ranks higher than 
prominence among few. For the low-ranking members, the downside is 
worse: In the shadow of prominent relatives, the degree of competition 
increases the negative effect (Li et al. 2011).38  
 
5.4 Conclusion: Native Readers 
 
It is worth to point out that the cited studies were all conducted with skilled 
native readers. The native reader brings a set of dispositions, which is 
decisive in reading: fluency in Mandarin and reading experience (Newman 
et al. 2011). 
We have learned that reading depends on the native language (4.7), which 
is organised in a multi-indexed mental directory. 
Furthermore, the lexical retrieval engine discriminates between frequent 
items and non-frequent items. As for the latter, the phonetic component is 
often assessed automatically. Phonetic family structures are highly complex 
and hierarchical. Therefore, the multi-indexed mental directory has an 
                                                 
37
 The stages, which are mentioned here, aren’t fixed. A certain property can show an early 
or late impact, depending on experience. Here, for example, we could easily assume that 
family size matters just as much as frequency by consistency, which is not specified in the 
study by Li et al. (2011). 
38
 Therefore, in an L2 context, phonetic components are the most relevant for medium-
frequent characters. Halfway through the frequency chart, characters don't stand out enough 
as to bypass component-activation. At the same time, learners don't know that many 
relatives yet. Competition is relatively low. Through the phonetic component, they can 
identify the character quite fast. This sidenote will be recovered in the Learners section of 
this work (9.1). 
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important role in reading. Within this context, native readers have a 
knowledge advantage: their mental directory has been shaped through 
experience, labelled correctly and fitted with knowledge.  
The role of labels implies an importance of the phonetic component, its 
canonical pronunciation and frequency. Their impact depends on the graph 
and its family network. 
In conclusion, the assessment of the phonetic component is dynamic and 
flexible: In a model where phonology, orthography and morphology 
interact, different pathways and strategies coexist. They don’t contradict one 
another, they are compatible parts of one and the same engine. In this way, 
the constituency model has helped to dissolve the dichotomy in reading 
studies.39 For the aim to build the near-native reader, it is worth to assume 
that “learnt” strategies may later translate into automatic strategies. For this 
reason, an equally dynamic and flexible assessment of the phonetic 
component will be suggested in 10. In building the near-native reader, we 
can use the lexical retrieval engine as a blueprint. 
 
The findings stress the impact of experience in the forging of reading 
strategies. Does that diminish the role of knowledge acquisition? The model 
of the cascade-questionnaire gives us a complex, yet balanced answer: Like 
the left and the right side in my visualisation, the frequency decision and the 
influence booth coexist in the argument. The importance of labels (5.3) 
highlights knowledge acquisition. A learner’s approach can influence how 
he or she labels and stores information. In this way, teaching may optimise 
the assessment of the phonetic component. 40  The Learners section is 
dedicated to this question (7-9). 
                                                 
39
 Accordingly, scholars have found out that in alphabetic reading, the lexical route is also 
integral and essential (Zhou et al. 1999). 
40
 A profile wouldn’t be complete without its restrictions: The findings on automatic 
assessment don’t say anything about Chinese children, who are in the middle of 
development, or people with obvious reading deficiencies (Georgiou et al. 2011). 
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6 L2 readers 
 
Summing up the above, native readers make group-specific, subconscious 
decisions. Unlike foreign learners, they possess well-fitted orthographic and 
valuable phonological knowledge (being native speakers of 
Mandarin4.7). They navigate with ease in a broad network of phonetic 
relations. They routinely activate phonological knowledge, and assess the 
phonetic when useful. In this way, one cannot speak of the foreign reader as 
a “full reader” by native standards (Wang et al. 2004). I therefore may refer 
to them as “learning readers”. 
How can we turn learning readers into near-native readers? First and 
foremost, we have to consider the foreigner’s L1 system. Foreign learners 
(especially from outside Korea and Japan) perceive the Chinese language 
and script as “distant” (Guder 2006). The ever-present notion of distance 
can hinder the process of learning, because perceived difference may 
become an obstacle in terms of self-motivation (9) (Shen 2005)41. The 
visual form of characters presents the biggest challenge to most of the 
learners. They therefore focus on graphic forms, strokes, but also spatial 
configurations. Tones are an issue, since they are a distinct point in speech. 
The degree of perceived difference decreases with growing proficiency 
(Wang et al. 2003). While a focus on certain aspects can shape how we read, 
growing skill shapes how we perceive these aspects. Therefore, foreign 
learners, who are not yet proficient, tend to fluctuate in their reading 
behaviour. 
A foreign learner’s phonological knowledge is incomplete (Wang et al. 
2003) 42 . Most L2 learners of Chinese approach speaking and writing 
                                                 
41
 The idea of self-motivation doesn’t have to do with the language as such. It is part of the 
topic metacognitive strategies, which we will get to know as important in 9.2. 
42
 The mother tongue factor is under debate. One has compared the performance in 
character production and recognition of heritage and non-heritage US-American learners. 
“Heritage” learners are students, who are born as members of Chinese families, but acquire 
the alphabet as their first script, living outside their heritage country. Growing up as 
bilinguals, they are fluent in a Chinese language (usually Mandarin, Cantonese or 
Hokkien). The study revealed that heritage learners have no advantage in either graph 
recognition or production. This means that their knowledge advantage does not translate 
into better performance (Ke 1998). One has still to see how these findings integrate with the 
universal phonology effect. Maybe, they can help  to bring native and foreign readers 
together. 
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simultaneously. Drawing cross-associations from speech to components to 
graphs is an extra challenge. There have been almost no attempts as to 
compare L1- and L2-readers. It is under debate if the two groups defy 
comparison (Wang et al. 2005). Literature is rare, but as it leads us to the 
topic of 7-9 Learners, the learning readers should be summarized here. 
 
Adult L2 learners approach a new language with a fully grown linguistic 
system, their mother language43. Transfer effects from L1 to L2 need to be 
tested on the specific mother language. Generally though, Western readers 
of Chinese show activation patterns that are typical for alphabetic 
languages. Studies with foreign participants could confirm the universal 
nature of the lexical constituency model (Guan et al. 2011). Just like natives, 
they use validity as a distinction line. Rules raise the status for graphs that 
are conform, opposed to the ones that are not conform (Zhang 2007). 
Compared to skilled readers, beginning foreign learners rely on relatively 
shallow perceptual cues, such as the shape of a stroke resembling the 
Roman letter L or P (Wang et al. 2004). They show less structured strategies 
in reading than skilled readers. 
Foreigners are more arbitrary in their strategy choice, because they might 
acquire certain techniques for a number of graphs, but not for others. With 
the relatively little experience they have, unbalanced character exposure can 
distort the mental frequency tally. Lower-skilled readers have to balance out 
“massive asynchronies among the constituents” (Guan et al. 2001:510). 
Their reading is characterised by this balancing act. They can build and 
loose strategies fast, shifting from a focus on orthography to phonology and 
back (Chikamatsu 2005:89).  
For the foreigner, representations can mutate because of certain learning 
habits. Consulting the dictionary is such an example: Although dictionaries 
seem trifle, they can build a bias in the reader. Dictionaries may put 
emphasis on semantic radicals. For another user, they may emphasise 
homophone mates, since the entries are sorted by alphabetical order (Zhang 
                                                 
43
 Which, to be precise, might be an integrated system, because many learners of Chinese 
know more than one language, some even more than one script (Cook et al. 2005:45). More 
on integrated writing systems in 7. 
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2007).44 The fact that learning situations, such as consulting a dictionary, 
shape the reader fundamentally, steers our focus to the learner. Foreigners 
seem to spend more time approaching Chinese through cognition in the role 
of a learner. They don’t spend that much leisure time with graphs, in which 
they would casually gather reading experience. Therefore, 7-9 is 
dedicated to learners. 
The notion that L2 reading strategies are changeable has been confirmed 
through tests on instruction. Guan et al. (2011) conducted a study with 
beginning learners, who emerged as particularly prone to instructional 
influence. A similar experiment with more advanced learners would clarify 
if foreigners develop solid representations and reading strategies in the 
course of their study.45 Since most of the studies cited here were conducted 
with beginning or lower intermediate learners, longitudinal studies are 
needed (Zhao et al. 2012). 
Wang et al. (2003) confirm that a Frequency by Consistency Quotient is 
valid for foreign learners as well (Wang et al. 2003). Therefore, reading 
experience is also central to the foreign reader. 
Just as for the native reader, the same question applies: Does frequency 
really dominate reading assessment? Can learning strategies re-organise 
knowledge in the multi-indexed mental directory? 
 
In the subsequent chapters, an introduction to learning research (7) 
precedes the two profiles L1 and L2 learners.  In Chapter 8, we see how 
Chinese children acquire the script. This will lead over to the foreign 
learners (9) and their chances to use the phonetic component efficiently. 
From there, we can make a suggestion for building the near-native reader 
(10). 
                                                 
44
 At the same time, we have to consider that nowadays’ use of smartphones and dictionary 
apps produces a new generation of L2 learners. To them, dictionary indexing is expected to 
have less and less impact. 
45
 Guan et al. (2011) checked for instruction-related performance in reading. Would 
writing- and Pinyin-instruction influence lexical retrieval? In the experiment, one of these 
two instruction-types would set either an orthographic or phonological focus, i.e. sharpen a 
kind of reading “vision”. Afterwards, reading depended largely on the focus set before. It 
showed that the phonetic assessment by foreign readers is even more prone to context. 
Representations are relatively arbitrary compared to the solid sets of a native reader.  
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7 Learning research 
 
The field of learners brings a new theoretical environment, in which not all 
research tools from Readers are valid. The moment of reading offers more 
potential for empirical data, be it in response times, eye movements or the 
activation of areas in the brain. All this empirical data has led to the 
conclusions above. Compared to that, learning is harder to track down in 
empirical research. Not every learning effect can be clearly pinpointed to 
one specific learning strategy. Learning outcome can show itself in various 
shapes, sometimes it is performance, sometimes brain development. 
Learning stretches over a longer period of time. Knowledge needs to be 
perceived and digested, then used, re-used, manipulated and applied to new 
context. All this learning experience gradually shapes the learner’s brain and 
behaviour. 
Scholars may scan the brain to keep track of its development (e.g. Cao et al. 
2011, Deng et al. 2008). They may check for learned behaviour in a 
behavioural study. Connectionist models imitate the acquisition of 
knowledge. Researchers feed the model with a body of knowledge and its 
various interconnected parts of information.46 Chapter 10, an answer to the 
Learner–section, is not a connectionist study. However, it also deals with 
the building and networking of knowledge. In language learning, 
knowledge-building is a never-ending task. The network develops with 
every day the learner uses the language. It even changes when the learner 
doesn’t use the language, since it possibly shrinks. This makes learning a 
“biographical” issue, just like we refer to our years of language learning as a 
language “career” (sometimes with a hint of irony). In the same manner, a 
textbook curriculum may be seen as the empirical manifestation of a 
learner’s biography, a “lexical biography”. In my study I use a lexical 
biography, which is similar to a connectionist model, with the difference 
that connectionist models are usually all-computer based. I will rate the 
connections between a number of lexical items one by one (10). Before 
                                                 
46
 After the data input, each part of information is classified and labelled, has a scripted 
moment of introduction and a pattern of recurrence. The simulation can reveal which 
information, labels and networks foster in the course of study. 
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we have a look at this manual-and-computer-based operation (10), I give 
a definition of the most important terms. Also, I present the L1 and L2 
learner and their characteristics (8+9). 
 
7.1 Two different fields: L1-Development and L2-Biography 
 
I have chosen the term “biography” 47  in order to depict the scope of 
learning Chinese. It is a time-consuming challenge, which can reach a 
biographical dimension, provided the learner sticks to it over some years. As 
for Chinese characters, orthographic knowledge is very deep and needs a lot 
of time to digest. Ke (1998) divides the study in three stages: the 
accumulation stage, the transitional stage and the component-processing 
stage. 
I will argue that component knowledge is useful in early stages of learning 
as well. For this reason, I pick three spots in an average lexical biography – 
the beginning, the midway point and the end – and examine them with equal 
scrutiny (See manual-and-computer-based operation 10). This will be 
done only for the L2 learner. 
                                                 
47
 There are some restrictions to the concept of a lexical biography, especially in 
combination with the focus on isolated graphs: 
Biography versus Frequency. In a lexical biography, every vocabulary item can receive 
equal emphasis. This is due to the teaching context, which exploits the textbook material 
and creates exercises around a variety of graphs. In daily life, however, frequency rankings 
have a higher impact on the reader and writer. For this reason, textbooks might not fully 
represent daily life coverage, and the relative frequency of certain graphs might be higher in 
the textbook than in a representative newspaper corpus. 
Biography vs. Instruction I define a lexical biography as the outline of vocabulary items 
and assume they become a network in an organised system of orthographic knowledge. I 
could verify this claim by including a full study on instruction here. That would go beyond 
the limits of this paper. I can only assume that teachers would strive to point out recurring 
components and graphs, in order to highlight the internal network of the language, like 
suggested in other literature (Chikamatsu 2005:90). 
Words vs. Graphs and Graphs vs. Components. L2 learners of Japanese “lack intra-
character structural and morphological awareness and the ability to decompose a character 
into radicals, or even a word into characters.” (Chikamatsu 2005:88) While we have to be 
careful about the transfer from studies on Kanji into our own field of Hanzi, there is reason 
to assume a general trend in foreign language acquisition. Characters tend to be presented 
in a word context and rarely in isolation. Furthermore, the layout of an average textbook 
suggests to read the lexical biography alongside vocabulary items, the words (Chikamatsu 
2005:87). Some students confuse 蛋 Dàn with 糕 Gāo or 烤 Kăo with 鸭 Yā, because 蛋糕
Dàngāo (cake) and 烤鸭 Kăoyā (roast duck) are vocabulary items (Chen 2001). Strictly 
spoken, though, even a component is a crucial part of a lexical biography. It can assist in 
the systematic building of knowledge. 
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The reason is that first, it is the aim to build the near-native reader, and 
second, we cannot really isolate empirical data of an L1 biography. The 
learning experience of Chinese children extends to everyday life, characters 
are part of their daily environment. For the foreign learner, however, there is 
little beyond the textbook which can be part of a lexical biography48. For 
this reason, the manual-and-computer-based operation is limited to the 
foreign learner, whereas most of the developmental findings are taken from 
research with young Chinese natives.  
 
The following questions may serve as an overarching reference point: 
Which group-specific factors shape the acquisition of character knowledge? 
What role does the phonetic component play in their profile? 
 
7.2 Theoretical Foundation: Integrated Writing System 
  
Every learner of a second language writing system develops what is called 
an integrated writing system. This includes first language writing systems 
(L1WS) and second language writing systems (L2WS) (Cook et al. 
2005:26). With the acquisition of an L2WS, the assessment of the L1WS 
changes. Likewise, transfer from L1 influences the acquisition and 
assessment of an L2WS. Writing systems are never isolated from one 
another (Cook et al. 2005:45). 
Foreign learners of Chinese bring their L1WS, and the fact that most of 
them have learned a second language before (Dufresne et al. 2005:393-4). 
To some of them, characters might even be the third kind of script, for 
example if they have started from or studied Arabic (Cook et al. 2005:13). 
As for the foreign learner, our focus will be on transfer tendencies, possible 
transfer mistakes and the application of rules as a way of assessing the 
script. 
Teachers should take into account that foreign learners might over-use a 
strategy, which they transfer from their L1. Just as stated above, the most 
obvious differences between their L1 and Chinese can shape a certain focus. 
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 This, of course, doesn’t count for the student, who spends a longer time in China. 
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For the case of Chinese as a foreign language (CFL), there is a focus on 
strokes and their order. In this way, common CFL instruction stresses the 
stroke as a category in the foreign learner’s mental lexicon (Wang et al. 
2003). In the beginning of their study of graphs, a “stroke shaped as an L” 
or a “stroke shaped as a P” might stand for a more solid mental category 
than components (Wang et al. 2004). Strategies on memorisation and 
knowledge retrieval evolve around the general shape of the graph. Later, the 
focus usually turns to components. A common sign of the shift is a mistake 
called phonetic generalisation (forced validity). It usually emerges in the 
late beginner stage. Especially Western learners enthusiastically embrace 
what they think of as a Chinese equivalent to their alphabetic GPCs 
(Chikamatsu 2005:89). Advanced learners, by contrast, apply a mixed 
strategy, which also incorporates context (Chikamatsu 2005:76-77). 
Another characteristic of the foreign learner is the limited knowledge of the 
language. In their approach to the script, they will pay more attention to 
possible correspondences between character and word. They might even 
consult orthographic memory while speaking, in order to retrieve a term’s 
pronunciation. This makes the phonetic link between script and language so 
natural to foreign learners (Wang et al. 2004). 
 
As for Chinese pupils, their integrated system includes Mandarin, Pinyin, 
characters, and L2 English.49 50  Pinyin is the romanised form of written 
                                                 
49
 It remains unsolved whether Chinese languages, that are distant to Mandarin, should be 
mentioned here. For Chinese children, whose mother tongue is different, Mandarin might 
become a type of First Classroom Language in the course of kindergarten and primary 
education. One has to check if this status makes Mandarin phonology equally accessible in 
their reading, as it has been shown for Mandarin natives in 4.3. The interactive 
constituency model by Perfetti et al. might clarify that. Still, one question remains: Once 
they are fluent in Mandarin, can the graphs and their pronunciation become an L1WS, just 
like for Mandarin natives? 
50
 A study with children in Malaysia has provided new insight in this matter. Children from 
Malay, Chinese and Tamil communities were mother-tongue speakers of their community 
language, all living in Malaysia and learning to write Malay at school. Malay became the 
L1WS for all of them. Since they were learning English as well, authors checked on written 
production in English and the impact of background. Background didn’t influence English 
production. Mistakes could be traced back to Malay, which confirms the influence of the 
Malay language and the status of the Malay writing system for them (Randall 2005:134). 
Parallel to that, Chinese children from different language communities would show equal 
behaviour. 
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Chinese51. It uses Roman letters and diacritics on vowels, which indicate the 
tones. To the Chinese learner, English and Pinyin are two orthographies in 
its own right, because their sound-to-speech mapping differs. The 
commonality is that Pinyin and English both use the same letters and have 
GPCs (although English orthography is not straightforward). 
To the youngest generation of Chinese children, letters might be the first 
script in which they receive systematic teaching. Often, Pinyin is taught 
prior to graphs, although many children already learn to recognise 
individual characters upon sight. Eventually, Chinese characters gain the 
status of a L1WS, since Pinyin is still only a tool for acquisition (Cook et al. 
2005:pp.2-6,p.26). 
Considering the theory, we can ask: How do L1 and L2 users of Chinese co-
ordinate their knowledge variables within their own respective systems? 
What are the internal mechanisms of an L1- and L2 mental lexicon? We will 
start with the Chinese learner. 
 
 
8 L1 learners 
 
Dealing with the findings of our study, there are two potential risks in the 
transition from the Chinese reader to the foreign learner. First, the difference 
in the native and foreign profiles don’t allow many points of transfer. 
Second, the student is not the DNA of the grown, skilled reader. The reader 
is not a projection of the learner. This is why the findings, which are 
presented here, remain descriptive. Our overall question is: How can we 
achieve a comprehensive assessment of the phonetic component in non-
native readers? Therefore, the step from description to prescription will be 
done in chapter 9.2, Foreign learner chances in the usage of the phonetic 
component. 
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 More specifically, it is the romanised written representation of Mainland Mandarin and 
used in the People’s Republic of China. Hong Kong and Taiwan use a different system. 
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8.1 Textbooks and curricula 
 
Textbooks and curricula have an impact on writing acquisition.52 Writing 
acquisition is an organised path, laid out by different factors: developmental 
traits in the human child, properties of the learning material and finally 
instruction. 
Textbook curricula have been a subject in educational studies in Mainland 
China, Taiwan and Hong Kong since the 1980s. Tse et al. (2007) propose an 
integrative perceptual approach in graph acquisition. Characters are 
presented in relational clusters and embedded in a context that matters to the 
students. Phonetic and structural properties are highlighted during class, so 
that learners activate their perception and see knowledge as a discovery or 
experience (Tse et al. 2007). 
Knowledge progression is an important topic in textbook design. A lexical 
biography should be scripted in a way that learners explore knowledge, with 
“the new” fitting in a network of the known (Dufresne et al. 2005:379). This 
also teaches them to manipulate rules, in order to accommodate changing 
conditions. 
Especially on the Mainland, province-level educational departments have 
tried and tested their own respective approaches: Sichuan has run tests with 
component-consistent textbook chapters, Liaoning has tried a path of same-
rime memorisation. In Tianjin there were pilot studies of a speech-to-text 
method, and so on. The idea that the properties of Chinese could be 
exploited through reformed textbook material is common (Tse et al. 2007). 
However, conventional teaching is still the rule in- and outside Mainland 
China. During the first months of character acquisition, there is a focus on 
strokes, stroke-order and graphotactic rules. Each character is taught 
individually and rote memorisation is a popular approach.53 The vocabulary 
                                                 
52
 There is no room here to include writing as such – the written output and the moment of 
writing production – in this paper. The focus here is on the automatic and conscious 
assessment of the phonetic component. Furthermore, there is an emphasis on the 
organisation of knowledge as compared to knowledge retrieval. 
53
 As Cao et al. (2011) state, a uni-sensory approach is not necessarily bad in graph 
acquisition, although this depends on the age of the child. Furthermore, monotony in 
Chinese classroom teaching is another side of the problem.   
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Chinese children encounter is often only frequent in an adult-life context 
(Tse et al. 2007). 
 
8.2 Development-specific factors vs. knowledge-constraints 
 
With a growing number of vocabulary graphs, children develop an 
assessment of the phonetic component. Their focus in the study of graphs 
shifts from visual and logographic information to phonological and syllabic 
information. It is noteworthy that teachers don’t explicitly guide this shift by 
pointing out relations or “teaching” some kind of conscious assessment (Ho 
et al. 1997). Is the shift a result of general development and/or the properties 
of Chinese? Does the L1 lexical biography foster useful associations in 
young learners? 
The vocabulary learned by Chinese children has been subject of various 
studies on textbook design. It is said that the layout of the lexical biography 
benefits the development of a useful assessment of the phonetic component. 
About 75% of the compounds in primary school are either regular to the 
mother phonetic or consistent with another relative (Newman et al. 2011). In 
this stage, young students focus on phonology a lot. 
However, it is noteworthy that the focus in the study of graphs shifts back 
when the students grow older. The role of phonology declines. Teenagers 
attend to reading more in a way that adults do, because their vocabulary has 
expanded. Very likely, they have more spellings for one and the same 
syllable in their mental lexicon. Within this variety, individual graphs may 
differ only slightly from others. Visual distinction is more important the 
more characters you know (Cao et al. 2011). Knowledge expansion and 
child development both seem to govern the assessment of the phonetic 
component. 
 
8.3 Site-specific background vs. implicit learning 
 
When it comes to curricula and teaching sites, a few distinctions are needed. 
The first is about students from Mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong. 
The students have their distinctive background. Taiwan, for example, uses a 
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different letter script for graph acquisition, 注音符号 Zhùyīn Fúhào. 
Furthermore, the characters used in Taiwan are in traditional form, not in 
simplified form like the ones in Mainland China. In Hong Kong, students 
learn traditional graphs, their mother tongue is Cantonese and they don’t 
learn a romanised script for graph acquisition. Teaching characters in Hong 
Kong usually begins with a whole-word approach (Ho et al. 1997). Research 
should check on background and development of phonological awareness 
and the assessment of the phonetic component. This could clarify the role of 
curricula and mother tongue. 
On a more universal note, there can be forms of implicit learning, which 
could be driven by various factors. One of these types of learning is the 
subconscious use of achievement strategies. Any greater challenge in school 
pushes achievement strategies. Across languages and scripts, achievement 
strategies predict writing performance in literacy acquisition. Children may 
develop an achievement strategy without explicit instruction by the teacher, 
simply because the strategy proves useful to them. Research should check 
on achievement strategies, together with reading and writing performance 
(Georgiou et al. 2011). 
More findings speaks for implicit learning: Chinese young learners develop 
a sensibility for semantic components54 (and later for phonetic components) 
without explicit instruction (Wang et al. 2004). Implicit learning is crucial in 
any kind of L1WS acquisition, regardless of language and script. It is either 
part of a child’s development or a property of the Chinese language and 
script, which happens to unfold its potential in those early years (Wang et al. 
2004).55 
 
8.4 Pinyin might help L1 learners to use the phonetic component 
 
Since many regularities regarding the phonetic component can be drawn 
from similar onsets and rimes, phonological awareness is a condition for a 
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 High-frequent semantic components are assessed better than low-frequent ones. This 
speaks for a frequency-factor in implicit learning. 
55
 This brings us back to the question Biography vs. Frequency. The fact that many early 
schoolers discover certain features of language and script on their own speaks for the 
influence of frequency. Especially in that age, they learn implicitly through repeated 
exposure. 
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comprehensive assessment.56  Pinyin might be a beneficial factor in this 
development. First graders showed more phonological awareness than 
preshoolers, who hadn’t learned Pinyin. The romanised transcript of 
Chinese syllables conveys a sense for phoneme-grapheme correspondences. 
Also most European children acquire phonological awareness in their first 
year of learning the alphabet (Newman et al. 2011). “Phonological 
knowledge helps children to use the phonetic component in Chinese 
characters.” (Ho et al. 1997:948) In Mainland China, Pinyin education 
precedes character education. Children develop an awareness for phonemes, 
especially onsets and rimes (Newman et al. 2011).57 
However, there is no consent (yet) whether we can pinpoint a usage of the 
phonetic to Pinyin. The development of phonological awareness might be 
scripted as a stage in child development, usually following the first steps in 
reading. This would speak for a universal nature of the phonological skill.58 
Alternatively, the properties of the Chinese script and language drive the 
development. In that way, the phonetic component, together with the 
syllable structure, help in character acquisition. Newman et al. (2011) state 
that this question shouldn’t be approached monolithically. A combination of 
all three factors, Pinyin, properties and development, is possible (Newman 
et al. 2011). 
 
8.5 Summary : a complex interplay of developmental traits and other 
factors 
 
McBride-Chang et al. (2005) conclude that character acquisition is a 
complex process where many developmental traits and skill domains 
intertwine. Phonological awareness is one of these factors, but not central 
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 This assumption has been contested. From a post-structuralist perspective, it can stand for 
a “lens of a binary mode” (Dufresne et al. 2005:378), which says that certain skills can only 
be defined along the fixed lines of certain used strategies. The lens has long provided 
defendants of the alphabetic-versus-Chinese dichotomy with some theoretical ground. It 
should therefore be handled with prudence (Dufresne et al. 2005:379). 
57
 English is said to have a similar effect. Research has to clarify if Hong Kong students 
show weaker phonological awareness, because they don’t learn Pinyin or Zhùyīn Fúhào. If 
they don’t show weaker phonological awareness, is that due to the acquisition of English? 
58
 Cao et al. (2011) present mixed findings on that. There are some aspects, in which 
Chinese learners develop the same as non-Chinese learners. In other aspects, however, there 
are group-specific developments. 
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(McBride-Chang et al. 2005), whereas in alphabetical languages, GPCs are 
especially helpful. General child development, which goes beyond the 
question of textbooks and curricula, seems to be present in any of the raised 
factors, be it phonology or implicit learning. Nevertheless, there is a chance 
that what seems to be development, is actually an answer to the properties 
of the Chinese script and language. Under that condition, improvements can 
be steered through textbooks and teaching.59 As mentioned before, there 
have been regional attempts to exploit the phonetic component through 
textbook design. None of these pilot projects has resulted in a nation-wide 
change of textbook standards. There is another possibility: it might not be 
the textbook, but rather the teacher, who has to convey a sense for the 
phonetic component. Instruction can shape the way students perceive the 
phonetic component. In consequence, their assessment of the component 
might change. 
But then again, there is the automatic side of assessment 5. If we change 
instruction, users might end up with the same assessment, and the mix of 
possible factors makes it hard to see why.60 For this reason, the concept of a 
comprehensive assessment (9.3) should first and foremost apply to the 
foreign learner. 
 
 
9 L2 Learners 
 
Foreign students and Chinese children go through similar stages in 
developing a phonetic assessment. If there is no explicit instruction, both 
start with ignorance, until they discover phonetic relations themselves. 
Directly after the first implicit learning effect, they might embrace the rule 
with enthusiasm, resulting in over-generalisation. With more experience, 
they become aware of the limits. After that, there are less and less mistakes 
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 Of course, also textbooks can always be improved, but more in terms of learner-oriented 
context, since many students learn words alongside adult frequency rankings. 
60
 Interestingly, a study checked on instructional influence in English as a second language 
among Taiwanese, Mainland Chinese and Hong Kong children. Instruction influenced how 
the GPCs of English were assessed by the children. However, it did not influence the 
number or type of errors in reading. Still, the finding that strategy choice depends on 
instruction is valuable. It is only the question if it applies to the Chinese script, too 
(Scholfield et al. 2005:236).  
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like forced validity (result of a dominant mother-phonetic) or forced 
consistency (applied on the group) (Chen 2001). While Chinese children 
need up to three years to develop an awareness for the functionality, and up 
to three more for its limits, foreigners can achieve the same within one year. 
However, most intermediate students are still far from having developed a 
comprehensive assessment of the phonetic component (Chen 2001). 
 
9.1 Foreign learner problems in the usage of the phonetic component 
 
The Chinese system of semantic and phonetic components comes with 
many inconsistencies. Many foreign students reject the linguistic rules they 
know from their L1WS, because they don’t seem to fit the Chinese system. 
Many of them think that rote memorisation suits best in order to acquire the 
script (Shen 2005). This can lead to a scenario, in which learners 
accumulate knowledge, while bypassing a comprehensive assessment of the 
phonetic component. This is often not the fault of a lexical biography. My 
hypothesis is that any average learner biography offers enough ground for 
the development of a comprehensive assessment of the phonetic component 
(10.1). Then this quality would be language/script-intrinsic. The only 
problem that remains: the phonetic quality needs to be taught. So far, there 
are certain attitudes, which seem like an invisible barrier between the L2 
learner and the complex, new orthography. 
 
9.1.1 Problem: Transferred attitudes towards the new orthography 
 
In a study on the memorisation and retrieval of Japanese Kanji graphs, 
Japanese and foreign learners were compared. Evidence showed that both 
groups had an awareness of functional units, which are also a property in the 
Kanji script.61 L2 learners, however, applied a stricter concept of semantic 
category, compared to Japanese. Native users managed to draw broader 
associations among the members of a semantic family (Chikamatsu 
                                                 
61
 There are more similarities between Hanzi and Kanji, e.g. the liù shū 六书-lexicography 
and the six categories for Japanese Kanji. Some studies have demonstrated activation of 
phonetic components during Kanji lexical retrieval (Chikamatsu 2005:73). 
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2005:75). The orthography of Chinese and Japanese brings a tendency for 
loose association. This means that the user of the script cannot apply strict 
rules to assess its properties. As for Chinese characters, for example, there 
are some rules, which govern component-functionality. These, however, 
have their inconsistencies. Foreign learners tend to be confused by 
inconsistencies (Chikamatsu 2005:86). Cook, however, explicitly states that 
language-internal contradictions are important in language-learning and -
teaching (Wang et al. 2004:430). The Chinese learner is generally said to be 
better in loose association among various concepts (Guder-Manitius 
1999:95). The approach to rate family relations, resented in 10, imitates 
the concept of loose association.  
 
How can we “teach” loose association? Focus-on-form seems a reasonable 
method in order to raise the awareness for Chinese phonetic rules and 
contradictions. It can lower the barrier for non-native learners. More on that 
in the Chances-chapter below (9.2). 
 
9.1.2 Problem: A bias for semantics in the foreign learner context 
 
The assessment of the phonetic component builds on the principle of loose 
association. So far, foreign users of the Chinese writing system have been 
reluctant to treat phonetics in this manner. This is due to the attitudes 
mentioned above. In contrast, learners are far less rigid when it comes to 
semantics. Semantic component inconsistency seems to be something users 
have learned to cope with (Zhang 2007). 
The graph for Nail 丁, for example, has little to do with the word to hit, 打, 
but users might be able to draw some loose association. The short form of 
water doesn’t determine the meaning in many characters, in which this 
element occurs (Zhang 2007).62 
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 This is not to say that the bias for the semantic component is completely wrong. Two 
aspects speak for loose variation of meanings. First, semantics can always oscillate, just as 
much as every user of a language might interpret a word in his or her own way. Semantic 
components can easily cover a meaning range and it doesn’t seem wrong. Secondly, 
mnemonics are always told alongside meaning keywords, especially in memorising Hanzi. 
The trick is said to have a greater effect if it takes the route of the noteworthy, i.e. the more 
bizarre the mnemonic, the better to remember (Heisig 2008:31). 
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Certainly, in order to develop a comprehensive assessment of the phonetic 
component, users need to be as confident with Chinese phonology as they 
are with a semantic spectrum. Knowledge of the History of Sound (9.3) 
could build this confidence. 
 
9.1.3 Problem: A one-sided usage of Pinyin 
 
Pinyin has a strong role in Chinese as a Second Language. Foreign learners 
use Pinyin to remember the pronunciation of a word. The Reading section 
revealed that there are two parallel pathways, which are accessed in the task 
of reading. One is the link between orthography and meaning, the other one 
is the link between phonology and meaning. When we speak of the 
phonological involvement in the reading of a graph, it means that both 
pathways are accessed in their own respect, in order to match the graph to 
the word and morpheme. Guan et al. (2011) found out that a focus on form 
can foster the link between phonology and meaning, especially when it 
involves Pinyin (Guan et al. 2001).63 Students can depart from Pinyin, look 
at the phonological properties of a word, and draw associations to phonetic 
relatives. This makes Pinyin important in the comprehensive assessment of 
the phonetic component. It starts with splitting the syllable into onset and 
rime (Wang et al. 2003), but also goes further than that. 
With a glance to the transferred attitudes, it is important to mention the 
following: Foreign users face a great challenge in daily life communication 
with native speakers. Sometimes it seems that a foreigner can by no means 
pronounce Chinese right. The more they seem to fail in pronouncing 
Chinese, the more they will strive to do it right. This is why many learners 
stick  quite closely to Pinyin (Zhang 2007). They use it as a tool for exact 
pronunciation, which they need for intelligible communication. Therefore, 
using the same Pinyin for loose association seems like a risky undertaking. 
For beginning learners, a teacher may dissociate the assessment of the 
phonetic component from other domains where Pinyin is involved (Chung 
2008). Moreover, the assessment doesn’t limit itself to Pinyin. Other 
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 A focus on writing, on the other hand, fosters the link between orthography and meaning 
(Guan et al. 2001). 
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features of Chinese phonology are important as well. Based 9.3 the 
History of Sound, Chapter 10 presents the potential depth in phonological 
scrutiny, which is needed to build the near-native reader. 
 
The role of Pinyin changes throughout the learner’s biography. In the early 
stage, learners need to acquire fluency in the spoken language. Also, 
retrieving spoken forms is difficult, because the syllable structure of 
Chinese seems unfamiliar to most L2 learners. This certainly justifies a 
simple use of Pinyin for pronunciation in the very early stage. Later, though, 
there should be more than one usage of Pinyin. 
 
 
9.2. Foreign learner chances in the usage of the phonetic component 
 
The further the learner proceeds, the less there is the need of a focus on 
spoken form. In other words, Pinyin may receive a new and different usage 
in the intermediate and advanced learner classroom (Guan et al. 2001). And 
still, the assessment of the phonetic component may not start that late. For 
coherence, early knowledge needs to be labelled for a later assessment. 
Early graphs carry a particular value for the network of knowledge (Cheng 
et al. 2009). Students may tend to their phonetic information, even though 
these early graphs hold a privileged status, because they are frequent (Zhang 
2007).64 Focus-on-form can convey the sense for another use of Pinyin, and 
furthermore, a comprehensive use of Chinese phonology (Conclusion 
9.3). 
 
 
9.2.1 Focus-on-form 
 
Dufresne&Masny (2005) stress the importance of focus-on-form in 
classroom instruction. Focus-on-form is a way of consciousness-raising that 
involves the student’s active attention for structural features of a language. 
The concept builds on the assumption that knowledge can be controlled and 
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 Zhang Xi Chang, for example, states that also the group of frequent characters suits an 
assessment of the phonetic component (Zhang 2007). 
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conveyed by the teacher.65 Focus-on-form can shape the way knowledge is 
built (Dufresne et al. 2005:383). 
Via focus-on-form, the teacher can forge a lexical strategy based on the 
properties of the script. Therefore, students need to tend to the script’s 
internal mechanisms (Cook 2005:338). It is a perceptual approach to 
character knowledge. 
As we’ve established before, the distinctive aspect of the Chinese script is 
the component, especially in reading, which requires access to memory, but 
also phonology (4.6). A “distinctive aspect of the written language” has 
the highest chance to attract the learner’s attention (Cook 2005:339). 
Therefore, the targeted comprehensive assessment will be tailored to the 
phonetic component (10). 
With respect to what we’ve learned about L2 learner attitudes, the 
comprehensive assessment is a mixed form of cognitive and metacognitive 
strategy. In its core, it is about cognition – perceiving structural aspects and 
organising knowledge -, but it is also about self-control and self-evaluation 
(Wang et al. 2009). In order to reach near-native levels, learners do not only 
need to revise the content they’ve learned. They also need to revise their 
own strategies. In Chapter 10, these are the ratings of family structure. 
 
9.2.2 Explicit instruction can complement implicit learning 
 
Many authors have pointed out the potential of explicit instruction. With 
explicit guidance, Chinese students are able to extract more semantic 
components, they also develop an awareness of the functional units faster 
(Wang et al. 2004). Foreign learners can strengthen certain skills through 
explicit instruction, for example when they practice speaking with the help 
of Pinyin (Guan et al. 2001). Induction through the teacher is seen as an 
effective method in teaching phonetics, because most of the foreign learners 
are adults and have the cognitive capacity to understand the explanations. 
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 This approach is contested by various sides, and the teacher’s control is often seen as a 
conservative teaching premise. Focus-on-form, though, is a learner-focused approach. What 
separates it from conservative teaching is that it emphasises the process more than the 
product (Dufresne et al. 2005:377-82). Another point of criticism is that instructional 
practices can lead to overgeneralisation, since students take the teacher’s word very 
seriously (Wang et al. 2004). 
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As a condition, explanations should be in their own language or in a second 
language they speak and understand (Zhang 2007). A perceptual approach is 
a good bridge for learners, who are studying outside China. It makes the 
learning experience richer, which is an important factor, when learners 
cannot immense in a target language environment for the moment (Wang et 
al. 2003). Perceptual approaches bring depth, which is said to benefit the 
learning process, and later, the recall of memory (Taft et al. 1999). 
There is evidence, however, that L2 students implicitly discover some 
functional properties. They develop an assessment without explicit 
instruction. Later, it changes without teaching input, from over-
generalisation to the acceptance of its limits (Chen 2001). Foreign learners 
become sensible to graphotactic tendencies, too, without explicit instruction 
(Wang et al. 2003). They subconsciously search for connections from shape 
to sound to meaning (Shen 2005). 
In conclusion, the argument in favour of implicit learning doesn’t speak 
against explicit instruction. The latter can build on the former. Focus-on-
form and a conscious, perceptual approach are even more natural to the 
learner, who is already drawn to the use of the units. The road from intuition 
to cognition and finally to metacognition should be part of a learner 
biography (Shen 2005). Perception is a way to exploit a lexical biography, 
to extract as much value as possible. Regarding the use of the phonetic 
component, the potential will be shown in a sample study in 10. 
 
 
9.3 Conclusion: Focus-on-form is a focus on the history of sound 
 
Some scholars attribute certain aspects of linguistic awareness to certain 
scripts and languages, for example phonological, allophonic, phonemic, 
syllabic or morphemic awareness. Foreign learners with an alphabetic 
L1WS are said to master onsets and rimes quite fast (Wang et al. 2003, 
Wang et al. 2005), but they don’t use that knowledge for character 
acquisition. They attribute phonology to the speaking domain, orthography 
to the reading and writing domain (Shen 2005). 
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However, phonology has a great potential to span across both fields, also in 
classroom instruction. L2 learners shouldn’t consult Pinyin only for 
pronunciation. 
Phonetic families tell us something about the historic development of 
Chinese words. Sound shifts can be traced back along the lines of phonetic 
family heritage. Thus, even if a character doesn’t share the pronunciation of 
the mother phonetic, similarities in sound or sound production may exist. 
They are a heritage from how the word used to be pronounced. Especially 
sound production indicates a historic evolution, a sound shift (Zhang 2007). 
The Phonological Consonant Chart 声 母 表 shēngmŭbiăo should be 
consulted here.66  
 
 
Figure 9: shēngmŭbiăo (source: Pasden 2004) 
 
The table shows related consonants either side by side or one above the 
other. The rows show the place of sound production, e.g. bilabial 双唇音
(shuāngchúnyīn). The columns classify the type of sound production, e.g., 
aspirated 䗕气(sòngqì) or non-aspirated 不䗕气(bùsòngqì). Consonants in 
one line or column of the chart are said to be related. Riming syllables 
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 Chen 2001 states that once the rime is the same, two pronunciations can be considered 
“the same” (Chen 2001). In my sample study I present many cases of useful 
onset/consonant-analogies with reference to the Phonological Consonant Chart (10 and 
Appendix 4). 
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mostly start with related consonants (see Appendix 4). There is a huge 
potential here. 
Rime awareness is often neglected by scholars (Cook et al. 2005:21-22). 
Learners and teachers may refer to the shēngmŭbiăo as a tool for graph 
acquisition (Zhang 2007). In this way, focus-on-form would also be a focus 
on history. Based on this potential, I now suggest a way to build the near-
native reader. The presented chances are a starting point to establish a new 
and comprehensive assessment of the phonetic component in CFL teaching. 
 
 
10 Building the near-native reader: The potential to develop a 
comprehensive assessment of the phonetic component 
 
Hypothesis : Developing a comprehensive assessment of the phonetic 
component is possible in any average learner-biography. 
 
In order to test the claim, I check an average lexical biography on the 
phonetic potential of a few of its items. The number of vocabulary items 
should be limited to 30, since checking the whole material’s 3843 items 
regarding all their phonetic cross-references wouldn’t be possible within the 
scope of this work. The manual-and-computer-based operation should 
exemplify the diversity of phonetic references. Making use of that diversity 
is the comprehensive assessment. The operation will prove that, even on the 
basis of only 30 vocabulary items, one can develop a comprehensive 
assessment of the phonetic component in the course of script acquisition. 
 
10.1 Testing the hypothesis: Manual-and-computer-based operation 
 
First, I pick 30 vocabulary items – 10 from the start, 10 from the midway 
and 10 from the end of the learner biography. Through a manual-and-
computer-based operation, the 30 items are put in phonetic relation to the 
other 3813 items of the list. 
A phonetic relation search-engine, http://www.smarthanzi.net/?dict=wieger, 
makes it able to gather all the possible phonetic-family members by entering 
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the individual graphs of the 30 word-items. The phonetic relation is defined 
as by sinologist Wieger (1856-1933), whose work has been used to build the 
website. Since Wieger’s etymology dates back to the late 19th and early 20th 
century, another source, goulnik.com/chinese, is taken into account. 
Occasionally, when even those two extensive sources don’t suffice, I 
contribute my own considerations. 
 
Equipped with all possible phonetic-family members, one can search the 
biography again. Apache Open Office, a text editor, allows to search 
multiple items in one document at the same time. The software’s 
Search&Replace-function allows the operation \<(a|b|c|..)\> in order to find 
all text that includes either “a” or “b” or “c” and so on. The search results 
will be the graphs of 30 initially chosen vocabulary-items and all their 
phonetic relatives in the textbook series New Practical Chinese Reader 
Volume 1 to 5. 
 
In the rating-step, I will evaluate the findings, judging the relations between 
phonetic family members. This concludes in a description of a helpful, since 
comprehensive assessment of the phonetic component. The hypothesis is 
confirmed if the exploitation of only 30 vocabulary items (less than 1% out 
of 3843) unfolds a rich source of insight, which can foster the 
comprehensive assessment, and therefore, help to build the near-native 
reader. 
 
10.2 Material source 
 
10.2.1 New Practical Chinese Reader 1-5 
 
I chose New Practical Chinese Reader 1-5 67  (Liu 2002-2005) as an 
exemplary L2 lexical biography. It serves as a good example to illustrate the 
meaning of lexical biography and all its implications. It is one of the most 
widely used textbook series in- and outside China. It introduces graphs in a 
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 In the following: NPCR 
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word/vocabulary item-context. The order of their introduction 
accommodates foreign learners’ and visitors’ needs: Early chapters include 
mostly dialogues that are useful in common contexts (travel, studying in 
China etc.). The later part of the series includes more vocabulary taken from 
stories, essays or informational paragraphs. The content was chosen 
according to the relevance of the vocabulary items (i.e. usefulness, but also 
depending on the topic). NPCR does not explicitly follow a logical order in 
terms of phonetic components. In early chapters, their function is 
mentioned, but it is up to the teacher to explain the structure of graphs, the 
cueing degree and any further details of Chinese phonology. In this respect, 
NPCR does not differ from other popular textbooks or the official 
Hànyŭshuĭpíngkaŏshì 汉语水平考试 vocabulary list 68 . The choice and 
order of the items usually pays tribute to word- and character-frequency. 
NPCR is a representative series, which attracts attention for its number of 
selfstudy- and classroom-users. Just like any other popular textbook series, 
it may be subject to criticism, but there is no such reputation of failing or 
excelling in the phonetic-structural aspect. Hence, the series will be used for 
the manual-and-computer-based operation. What is useful in this context is 
the fact that the whole vocabulary list (of all items from book 1 to 5) is 
available on the learners platform https://ankiweb.net/shared/decks/ and 
http://www.hskflashcards.com/downloads/ (Marble 2012). These websites 
offer free vocabulary decks, compiled and shared by individuals. Users from 
all over the world appreciate the effort and it is common to report a mistake 
to the author, so that the deck can improve. In other words, the community’s 
system of review makes the material quite reliable. Exporting the data from 
the anki software turns all vocabulary items into a searchable Word 
document (Appendix 1). The order of the items corresponds to the order, in 
which the words are introduced in NPCR. The format of the list is a product 
of exporting the data from anki. Each entry of the numbered list is what I 
call a vocabulary item. 
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 Chinese proficiency test, also known as HSK 
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10.2.2 Comparison source: HSK 1-6 
 
A textbook differs greatly from an official language standard. Textbooks 
introduce the words in a context, be it in dialogues or text. The latter, like 
the HSK, checks on the users’ skills and knowledge. The HSK is a popular 
certificate among L2 learners. Many learner dictionaries adhere to the 
requirements of HSK. HSK vocabulary is labelled with proficiency levels 
(Level 1-6) and published in a word-list (Appendix 2) 69. Students, who 
prepare for the test, sometimes even study words out of context – 
exclusively based on HSK lists. This makes HSK an equally popular 
learner-biography. Items are chosen according to frequency. Like in NPCR, 
their order doesn’t propagate any kind of conscious assessment of the 
phonetic component. This, again, is up to the teachers who use HSK word 
lists in the classroom. The only normative stance arises from the official 
character and the frequency-focus: without having to respect any story or 
context, HSK presents the words that are used the most. In consequence, the 
biography HSK 1-6 includes all phonetic cross-references a proficient L2 
user can consider. 
 
10.3 Side-question 
 
Does NPCR, a common learner-biography that works under the 
requirements of context, offer a considerably smaller ground than HSK to 
develop a comprehensive assessment of the phonetic component? 
 
I compare HSK and NPCR in order to see if there are any shortcomings on 
either side, due to the existence or the lack of context-requirement. HSK, the 
language standard, should introduce all relevant characters and words with 
respect to frequency. 
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 Appendix 2 is a list of all words of HSK level 1-6. The document is based on the HSK-
deck on http://www.hskflashcards.com/downloads/ and enjoys the same degree of 
community review. Labels of proficiency level suggest the order, in which the items should 
be studied. They are listed in alphabetic order, showing A-Z of level 1 in front of A-Z of 
level 2 and so on. There are 5000 items in the HSK list, 1157 more than in NPCR (3843) 
(Marble 2012). 
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In contrast, NPCR might introduce a few words that are not that frequent. 
Some of its items can range outside the HSK-requirement. On one hand, 
such an extra may benefit the network of phonetic relations. On the other 
hand, there is the potential of a relative minus: It is likely that the authors of 
NPCR didn’t include every single HSK-item in their own textbook material. 
Certainly, they must have striven to deliver a work that pays tribute to 
frequency. Due to the requirements of context, though, some HSK-words 
can be missing in NPCR. Essentially for us: Is this also the case for 
characters? A shortage on vocabulary doesn’t mean that NPCR fails to meet 
HSK-requirements in the aspect of our study. Since we build this research 
around the graphs and the networks, it is the number of valuable characters 
that matters. 
For the focus on graphs, vocabulary items will be broken down into graphs. 
After the search with Apache Open Office, the findings may include many 
graph-repetitions. These will be deleted manually (such as the frequent 
character 子, which reappears as a suffix in many nouns). I will delete 
repetitions from the gathered material upon sight, looking at the character 
shape. 
 
 
10.4 Quantitative findings 
 
• Step 1: retrieving items from the NPCR vocabulary list 
 
The 30 items break down into 53 characters (of which two pairs are 
phonetically related, 安案 / 試式, and one, 度度, is a repetition) 
 
Initial batch (item 1-10)  你, 好, 陸雨平, 力波, 嗎, 我, 很, 呢, г, 林娜 
 
 
Midway batch (1919-1928)  
 
飄揚, 飛虎旗, 捲, 藏, 中榜, 宋代, 王安石, 總
是, 親愛, 終於 
 
 
Final batch (3834-3843)  
 
淺, 海峽, 測試, 答案, 數字, 適當, 名稱, 季度, 
角度, 模式 
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• Step 2: retrieving phonetic-family members 
 
http://www.smarthanzi.net/ was used to gather all phonetic family members 
of all characters from step 1. 
  
Wieger total traditional (characters in traditional form): 
 
[576] (number of all phonetic relatives belonging to the 30 items from our 
three biography stages, extracted from smarthanzi.net, plus a few added 
ones, which had not been considered by Wieger)70 
 
Wieger total simplified (characters in simplified form): 
 
[544] (same task, but for characters in simplified instead of traditional form) 
 
 
• Step 3: extracting textbook material 
 
Copying the [576] characters (544 respectively) in the Open Office-search 
operation on Appendix 1 shows if and how often each of these graphs 
appear in the full NPCR 1-5 vocabulary item list. 
 
 
The findings for traditional graphs: 
 
[833] (the gross accumulation of findings in New Practical Chinese Reader 
1-5 (Liu Xun 2002-2005), extracted from Appendix 1, applying the search 
task on the graph collection Wieger total traditional) 
 
 
A first look at the gross accumulation (see Appendix 3) indicates that many 
of the graphs recur in various words, especially 子. The skimmed count 
(checked on graph-repetition) is: 
 
[144] 
 
Exploiting 30 vocabulary items from three different stages in the NPCR 
lexical biography (beginning, midway and end) leads us to 144 unique 
graphs that have some kind of phonetic relation to some members of the 
group. Of course, the resulting number is not 576, which would be the 
maximum according to Wieger’s thorough etymology. Many of the 576 
possible family members did simply not matter enough for the creators of 
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 All search results of this and the following counts are shown in Appendix 3. 
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NPCR, either in terms of frequency or for the context. Also, the number 
doesn’t say anything about the quality of phonetic relations. 
 
 
The findings for simplified graphs: 
 
[841] (same as above, applying the search task on the graph collection 
Wieger total simplified, unskimmed) 
 
 
Checked on recurring graphs: 
 
[148] (skimmed count) 
Although there were less graphs involved in the search-operation (544 in 
comparison to 576), exploiting the simplified character-version of NPCR 
was slightly more productive (148 vs. 144). Regarding the input sample, 
character reform has brought a slight advantage for learners of the 
simplified script. Numbers for both the simplified and traditional form 
reveal that, from a quantitative angle, there is much potential for phonetic 
references. Before we check on the quality of these ties, our side-question 
shall be answered, the comparison between NPCR and HSK. 
 
10.5 Comparison NPCR-HSK (Side-question) 
Does NPCR, a common learner-biography that works under the 
requirements of context, offer a considerably smaller ground than HSK to 
develop a comprehensive assessment of the phonetic component? 
Spoken in our numbers: Are the 148 (144) findings relatively few? 
In order to answer this question, Wieger’s collection of 544 will be searched 
in the HSK-document. The HSK list has only graphs in simplified form, 
which is why traditional graphs (576) cannot be considered. Within HSK 
level 1-6, there are the following members, which, theoretically, matter for 
the learning of the sample: 
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[947] (the gross accumulation of findings in HSK Level 1-6, extracted from 
Appendix 2, applying the search task on the collection Wieger total 
simplified) 
This gross accumulation from HSK 1-6 shows if and how often the Wieger 
graphs appear in the item list. Let us now look at the sum of exclusively 
genuine HSK graphs (checked on character-repetitions), which could be 
seen as some kind of standard, due to the worldwide recognition of HSK: 
 
[191]  
 
After checking on character-repetitions, there are 191 genuine characters. 
The surplus is 43 genuine characters, compared to the NPCR series in 
simplified form. Forty-three is not much, but the confines of a textbook-
series already mean that learners, who limit themselves on NPCR 1-5, 
cannot learn all of the graphs, which could occur in a test for HSK 6. 
 
As for the 30 sample items of our study, learners cannot discover all the 
possible 191 phonetic inter-relations. However, it is up for discussion if they 
really need to. Aren’t 148 genuine graphs sufficient in order to develop a 
comprehensive assessment of the phonetic component? Before moving on to 
the qualitative aspect, the following chart sums up the quantitative findings. 
  
NPCR 1-5 Traditional 
 
 
NPCR 1-5 Simplified 
 
 
HSK 1-6 
 
Gross 
(unchecked) 
833 841 947 
 Surplus compared to 
left-hand column: 
+8 
(that is 0,95% of 841) 
+106 
(11,2% of 947) 
Genuine 
characters 
144 148 191 
 Surplus compared to 
left-hand column: 
+4 
(that is 2,7% of 148) 
+43 
(22,5% of 191) 
 75,39% 
= 144 out of 191 
77,49% 
= 148 out of 191 
← In relation 
to HSK's 191  
 
The differences between NPCR traditional and simplified form are minimal. 
Both learner groups come across three quarters of the HSK standard. Let us 
now explore the quality and nature of the phonetic inter-relations. 
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10.6 Qualitative findings 
 
10.6.1 Rating 
 
The qualitative rating should give a judgement about fractions, analogies 
and singletons within phonetic family relations. Apart from these terms, I 
will use the terms same and different initials and finals. Other judgements, 
which are used in the rating, are rather descriptive. Hence, my descriptions 
aren’t built around a standard framework. Some other authors (e.g. Hao et al. 
2005) have used the following distinctions, which have served as a source of 
inspiration for the rating in Appendix 4: 
 
Relation 
between 
character X 
and 
character Y 
Initial X Rime X Tone X Definition of the 
relation 
Initial Y Same    
Rime Y  Same   
Tone Y   Same Homophone 
     
Initial Y Same    
Rime Y  Same   
Tone Y   Different Near-
Homophone 
     
Initial Y Same    
Rime Y  Different   
Tone Y   Different 
(alternatively: 
doesn’t matter) 
The phonetic 
element prescribes 
initials/consonants 
     
Initial Y Different    
Rime Y  Same   
Tone Y   Different 
(alternatively: 
doesn’t matter) 
The phonetic 
element prescribes 
rime 
     
Initial Y Different    
Rime Y  Different   
Tone Y   Same The phonetic 
element prescribes 
tone 
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The framework certainly serves the purpose of rating. However, it also 
appears to be quite static, given the phonological subtleties of Chinese, 
which go far beyond the rating (Duanmu 2002). If one were to include 
various side-aspects, e.g. mora and sound-production, the rating could be 
more inclusive. If learners employ such a judgement, they would build what 
I call a comprehensive assessment of the phonetic component. Their 
network of knowledge would be “near-native”, since it imitates the 
flexibility of a native mental directory (5). 
 
In the findings below, I use the Hao et al.’s rating of same and different 
initial/rime/tone, but only in a number of cases. The comparison between a 
pair of Pinyins does not always suffice. There are cases, where I consult 
relevant literature or the shēngmŭbiăo. In addition, I use my own 
terminology of fractions and analogies: 
 
A family, which is entirely built on the ground of one or more related 
phonological aspects, is an analogy.71 
A divided family, which has sub-divisions of different sorts, has fractions. 
The terms fraction and analogy are tools that let us find a common ground 
inside many phonetic families. They let us rate as inclusive as possible. 
 
An example of fractions: The family around 很 hěn, item number 7 in 
Appendix 4, is fractured. 
 
根 gēn 1370  Related initial according to the shēngmŭbiăo, same final, different tone (rating: gen/hen-fraction) 
跟 gēn 287  Related initial, same final, different tone (gen/hen-fraction) 
恨 hèn 2667  Different tone (gen/hen-fraction) 
銀 yín 527  In a sub-fraction with 眼 (y-fraction) 
眼 yăn wĕn 1645 Yăn (y-fraction) 
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 The “family” I refer to is the one given by the material from NPCR, not the complete one 
by Wieger. 
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An example of an analogy: There are no outsiders in the group of item 
number 1926總 zŏng. 
 
聰 cōng 748  (cong/zong-analogy) 
總 zŏng zōng 1926 Zŏng (cong/zong-analogy) 
匆 cōng 2738  (cong/zong-analogy) 
葱 cōng chuāng 3759 Cōng (cong/zong-analogy) 
 
The term “cong/zong-analogy” emphasises that the initials c and z are 
related. The phonological consonant chart 声母表 shēngmŭbiăo reveals that 
the two sounds are produced in a similar way. 
 
The two examples illustrate how precise the rating should be. It cannot be 
done by a computer alone. Ratings of all the phonetic families, which are 
related to the 50 graphs from the 30 sample items, are shown in Appendix 4.  
 
10.6.2 Summary 
 
The findings range from rime-same couples to groups with analogies and 
fractions. Occasionally, there is an unrelated member inside the family 
(singleton). A singleton-status does not always have to be the product of 
historical sound shift. Here is an example of a semantically motivated 
singleton: 
甜 Tián does not fit in the group around 㟠 shé, 䗖 shì, and 㟡 shě, at least 
not phonologically. 甜  Tián, meaning sweet, is a double-Semantic 
compound: tongue 㟠 and sweet 甘 。㟠 doesn’t function as a phonetic in
甜. Besides that, there are other singleton-cases, which do not offer such an 
obvious explanation. Luckily, the majority of graphs belongs at least to a 
fraction. 
Is the rating as such learner-friendly? Certainly, we cannot expect students 
to scrutinise phonological properties, divide groups into fractions and find 
analogies by themselves. Appendix 4 shows how deep we may delve into 
Chinese phonology for that. 
Moreover, some related characters are introduced with a long pause in the 
lexical biography. For example the 3rd and 3252nd item: Is the early 陸 lù 
common enough so that students will instantly draw the association when 
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they finally encounter 睦 mù? Probably not. This makes phonetic didactics a 
crucial task within Chinese Second Language education. 
  
Theoretical phonology offers a variety of tools, which come in handy for 
their own occasions. There is not one concept that caters every judgement. 
However, literature says that students are able to develop a number of 
strategies and that such an approach is wiser than one rule for all (Bassetti 
2005). 
  
There is a phonetic quality to almost every character if the right mate 
appears in the course of study. Not all members of a phonetic family match 
one another. More often than not, there are fractions, and the learner has to 
look at the details in order to group in- and outsiders. Thankfully, many 
outsiders won’t remain singletons for long, since usually, there is a match 
arriving soon. It all depends how far learners proceed in their lexical 
biography. 
It is said that the network unfolds after about 500 characters (Chen 2001). In 
most lexical biographies, the first 500 vocabulary-graphs belong more or 
less to the official 500 of most frequent graphs. Learners will be familiar 
with these for their frequency. The 500 most frequent graphs comprise an 
average of 80% in newspaper text (Zhang 2009). More advanced learners 
will attempt to read the newspaper, and this is where the phonological route 
comes into play. Past the 500, there are 2500 characters, which are 
considered common as well (Zhang 2009), and they cover a fifth of the 
newspaper text. 
 
The study on 30 vocabulary items has proven that only three little snapshots 
from different moments in an average lexical biography offer enough 
ground to explore a variety of phonetic relations. In conclusion, a 
comprehensive assessment of the phonetic component 
 
-        is flexible 
-        proves usage of the various tools from phonology, especially the  
Phonological Consonant Chart 
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-        requires the constant reference to past learned knowledge 
-        allows and accepts the exception (singletons within families) 
-        includes questioning your own past judgements in order to integrate 
more and new study items 
 
The ratings in Appendix 4 turned out to be a rich source of insight, 
hopefully not only for scholars, but also for learners. This proves that the 
scope of this study is not a disadvantage. Instead, the limit of 30 even 
highlights the potential of a common leaner biography. If only 30 
vocabulary items unfold in such a way that one could, technically, discover 
the diversity of phonetic relations, imagine the same with all the 3843 items. 
A comprehensive assessment is not “秀才猜识字读半边” (“A country-side 
scholar [who] reads half of each character”) as a Chinese saying goes 
(Zhou&Zhang 2003). Neither is it discarding every other item because it 
doesn’t fit in a static framework. It is a skill that develops together with 
knowledge and experience. 
 
 
11 Outlook: A mix of ingredients in building the near-native reader 
 
A conscious assessment of the phonetic component accommodates the 
complex nature of Chinese inter-graph relations, as well as the dynamics of 
a flexible reading engine. The first half of the paper has shown: The native 
reader is flexible in the applied strategies and judgements on the relation 
between family members. The presented approach certainly imitates this 
quality: applying a concept of loose association, the method may benefit 
learning, and eventually, benefit reading. We cannot predict that with 
certainty, since the approach is only a way of imitation. Its actual outcome 
would have to be tested in a long-term empirical study. Until then, the near-
native command of reading Chinese remains a construct. Building the near-
native reader aims at qualities, which have grown over the time of a 
childhood and youth in the native reader. The foreign learner cannot rely on 
the same amount of character exposure, reading experience and daily life 
influence. The adult L2 learner will be more willing to approach the matter 
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in a cognitive way. The L1 and the L2 Learner are different by the nature of 
their learning environment, learning biography and integrated systems. And 
yet, we can try to bridge the gap. Not only with the suggested assessment, 
but also with a maximum of reading experience. As far as our insight goes, 
this would be the right mix of ingredients to build the near-native reader. 
Any further ingredients would need to be researched, e.g. the assessment of 
the other orthographic properties. As for this paper, a comprehensive 
assessment of the phonetic component has proven to be crucial in the mix. 
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Appendix 1 
 
Table extracted from the New Practical Chinese Reader 1-5 anki-file 
(https://ankiweb.net/shared/decks/) 
The columns present the deck’s information in the following order 
Item number –traditional/simplified form (if it varies) – Pinyin – POS, translation 
 
1. 你   nǐ Pr: You 
2. 好   hǎo A: good; well; fine; O.K. 
3. 陸雨ᐔ / 䰚雨ᐔ   lù yǔpíng PN: (name of a Chinese 
reporter) 
4. 力ᵄ   lì bō PN: (name of a Canadian student) 
5. 嗎 / 吗   ma QPt: (interrogative particle for question 
expecting yes-no answer) 
6. ᚒ   wǒ Pr: I; me 
7. 很   hěn Adv: very 
8. 呢   ne MdPt: (a modal particle used for elliptical 
questions) 
9. 也   yě Adv: too; also 
10. 林娜   lín nà PN: (name of a British student) 
11. ᔔ   máng A: busy 
12. 嗎 / 吗   ma QPt: (a particle used for questions 
expecting a yes-no answer) 
13. 爸爸   bàba N: dad 
14. 媽媽 / ཛྷཛྷ   māma N: mom 
15. 他୞ / 他们   tāmen Pr: they; them 
16. 他   tā Pr: he; him 
17. 捫 / 们   men Suf: (used after pronouns ᚒ, 你, 他 
or certain nouns to denote plural) 
18. 都   dōu Adv: both; all 
19. 不   bù Adv: not; no 
20. 男   nán A: male 
21. 朋෹   péngyou N: friend 
22. 呢   ne MdPt: (a modal particle used for elliptical 
questions) 
23. ຮຮ   gēge N: elder brother 
24. 要   yào V: to want 
25. 咖啡   kāfēi N: coffee 
26. 弟弟   dìdi N: younger brother 
27. ᚒ୞ / ᚒ们   wǒmen Pr: we; us 
28. ༒   hē V: to drink 
29. ৼ   dīng PN: (a surname) 
30. 她   tā Pr: she; her 
31. 是   shì V: to be 
32. 哪   nǎ QPr: which 
33. 國 / 国   guó N: country, nation 
34. 人   rén N: people, person 
35. 那   nà Pr: that 
36. 誰 / 谁   shéi QPr: who; whom 
37. 老師 / 老师   lǎoshī N: teacher 
38. 都   dōu Adv: both; all 
39. 中國 / 中国   zhōngguó PN: China 
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40. 您   nín Pr: you  (polite form) 
41. ㅡ / 䖭   zhè Pr: this 
42. 他   tā Pr: he; him 
43. ᄖ語 / ᄖ语   wàiyǔ N: foreign language 
44. 你   nǐ Pr: you 
45. ㉣生 / ක生   yīshēng N: doctor; physician 
46. 奶奶   nǎinai N: grandmother on the father's side 
47. ᄖ婆   wàipó N: grandmother on the mother's side 
48. 陳 / 陈   chén PN: (a surname) 
49. 認識 / 认识   rènshi V: to know (somebody) 
50. 高⥝ / 高݈   gāoxìng A: happy; pleased 
51. นએ   kěyǐ OpV: may 
52. 進來 / 䖯来   jìnlai VC: to come in 
53. 進 / 䖯   jìn V: to enter 
54. 來 / 来   lái V: to come 
55. 請 / 䇋   qǐng V: please 
56. 您   nín Pr: you (polite form) 
57. 朋෹   péngyou N: friend 
58. 記者 / 记者   jìzhě N: reporter 
59. 請問 / 䇋请   qǐngwèn V: May I ask...? 
60. 問 / 请   wèn V: to ask 
61. 貴ᆓ / 䌉ᆓ   guìxìng IE: What's your honorable 
surname? 
62. ᆓ   xìng V, N: one's surname is.../surname 
63. ต   jiào V: to be called 
64. వ生   xiānsheng N: Mr. 
65. 楊 / 杨   yáng PN: (a surname) 
66. 語言 / 语言   yǔyán N: language 
67. 學㒮 / 学㒮   xuéyuàn N: institute; college 
68. 的   de Pt: (a possessive or modifying particle) 
69. 學生 / 学生   xuésheng N: student 
70. ੲ㤘 / ੲМ   shénme QPr: what 
71. 學習 / 学д   xuéxí V: to learn; to study 
72. 漢語 / 汉语   hànyǔ N: Chinese (language) 
73. 英國 / 英国   yīngguó PN: Great Britain; England 
74. 馬大ὑ / 马大为   mǎ dàwéi PN: (name of an American 
student) 
75. ട拿大   jiānádà PN: Canada 
76. 美國 / 美国   měiguó PN: the United States; America 
77. 餐廳 / 餐ख़   cāntīng N: dining room 
78. 在   zài V: to be (here, there); to be (in, on at) 
79. 哪兒 / 哪儿   nǎr QPr: where 
80. 請問 / 䇋请   qǐngwèn V: May I ask...? 
81. 問 / 请   wèn V: to ask 
82. ㅡ / 䖭   zhè Pr: this 
83. 宿⥡   sùshè N: dormitory 
84. 女   nǚ A: female 
85. 學生 / 学生   xuésheng N: student 
86. 進 / 䖯   jìn V: to enter 
87. ထ   zuò V: to sit 
88. 謝謝 / 谢谢   xièxie V: to thank 
89. ወ不⿠ / 对不⿠   duìbuqǐ IE: I'm sorry 
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90. ᚒ   wǒ Pr: I; me 
91. 知㆏   zhīdào V: to know 
92. 沒關ଥ / 没݇系   méi guānxi IE: never mind; it 
doesn't matter 
93. 好   hǎo A: good; well; fine; O.K. 
94. 再見 / 再㾕   zàijiàn IE: good-bye 
95. 再   zài Adv: again 
96. 王ዊ雲 / 王ዊ੔   wáng xiǎoyún PN: (name of a Chinese 
student) 
97. ዊᆐ   xiǎojie N: Miss; young lady 
98. ੑ   èr Num: two 
99. ጀ / 层   céng M: story; floor 
100. 〇   líng Num: zero 
101. 四   sì Num: four 
102. 號 / ภ   hào N: number 
103. 不↪   búyòng Adv: need not 
104. ㅡ兒 / 䖭儿   zhèr Pr: here 
105. 晚   wǎn A: late 
106. 了   le Pt: (modal partical; aspect particle) 
107. ቡ華 / ቡ华   sòng huá PN: (name of a Chinese student) 
108. 去   qù V: to go 
109. ᷿泳   yóuyǒng V: to swim 
110. 昨ᄤ   zuótiān N: yesterday 
111. ੩劇 / ੩剧   jīngjù N: Beijing opera 
112. 怎㤘樣 / 怎М么   zěnmeyàng QPr: How is it? 
113. ᦭意思   yǒu yìsi IE: interesting 
114. ੹ᄤ   jīntiān N: today 
115. ᄤ   tiān N: day 
116. ᄤ氣 / ᄤ气   tiānqì N: weather 
117. ᄥ   tài Adv: too; extremely 
118. ੲ㤘 / ੲМ   shénme QPr: what 
119. ᤨ候 / 时候   shíhou N: time; moment 
120. 現在 / ⦄在   xiànzài N: now 
121. ᣿ᄤ   míngtiān N: tomorrow 
122. ᦭   yǒu V: to have 
123. ᤨ間 / 时时   shíjiān N: time 
124. ? / 说   shuō V: to say; to speak 
125. ㆉ   biàn M: number of times (of action) 
126. ᛂ⃿   dǎqiú VO: to play ball 
127. ᛂ   dǎ V: to play 
128. ⃿   qiú N: ball 
129. 抱歉   bàoqiàn A: to feel sorry; sorry 
130. ᔔ   máng A: busy 
131. 恐怕   kǒngpà Adv: to be afraid that; perhaps 
132. 行   xíng V: to be O.K. 
133. 謝謝 / 谢谢   xièxiè V: to thank 
134. 你୞ / 们你    nǐmen Pr: you (plural) 
135. 開學 / 开学   kāixué VO: to start school 
136. 開 / 开   kāi V: to open; to start 
137. 很   hěn Adv: very 
138. 高⥝ / 高݈   gāoxìng A: happy; pleased 
139. 高   gāo A: high; tall 
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140. 看   kàn V: to watch; to look at 
141. 問 / 请   wèn V: to ask 
142. ৻ਅ   yíxià (used after a verb to indicate a short, 
quick, random, informal action) 
143. 學㒮 / 学㒮   xuéyuàn N: institute 
144. ฬ    míngpiàn N: calling card 
145. 啊   à Int: ah; oh 
146. 教᝼   jiàoshòu N: professor 
147. 教   jiāo V: to teach 
148. ৼ力ᵄ   dīng lìbō PN: (name of a Canadian student) 
149. 張 / 张   zhāng PN: (a surname) 
150. 誰 / 谁   shéi QPr: who 
151. 來 / 来   lái V: to come 
152. ੺紹 / ੺绍   jièshào V: to introduce 
153. ฬሼ   míngzi N: name 
154. 中文   zhōngwén N: Chinese 
155. 爸爸   bàbà N: dad 
156. 學習 / 学д   xuéxí V: to learn; to study 
157. 學 / 学   xué V: to learn; to study 
158. ዃ業 / 专专   zhuānyè N: major; specialty 
159. 美術 / 美术   měishù N: fine arts 
160. 美   měi A: beautiful 
161. 文學 / 文学   wénxué N: literature 
162. 系   xì N: faculty; department 
163. 馬大ὑ / 马大为   mǎ dàwéi PN: (name of an American 
student) 
164. ട拿大   jiānádà PN: Canada 
165. 美國 / 美国   měiguó PN: the United States 
166. 文ൻ   wénhuà N: culture 
167. ?ผ / ग़ผ   lìshǐ N: history 
168. 哲學 / 哲学   zhéxué N: philosophy 
169. 音樂 / 音乐   yīnyuè N: music 
170. 經濟 / 经经   jīngjì N: economy 
171. ᢞ學 / 数学   shùxué N: mathematics 
172. 物ℂ   wùlǐ N: physics 
173. ൻ學 / ൻ学   huàxué N: chemistry 
174. 教育   jiàoyù N: education 
175. 選ୃ / 选ୃ   xuǎnxiū V: take an elective course 
176. 家   jiā N: family, home 
177. ᐞ / 几   jǐ QPr: how many, how much 
178. ญ   kǒu M: number of people in a family 
179. 照    zhàopiàn N: picture, photo 
180. 和   hé Conj: and 
181. 個 / ਙ   gè M: general-use measure word 
182. ᆐᆐ   jiějie N: older sister 
183. ౌ / 两   liǎng Num: two 
184. 弟弟   dìdi N: younger brother 
185. 還 / 䖬   hái Adv: in addition 
186. ৻共   yígòng Adv: altogether 
187. 妹妹   mèimei N: younger sister 
188. ዊ   xiǎo A: little, small 
189. 狗   gǒu N: dog 
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190. 張 / 张   zhāng M: flat objects 
191. 當然 / 当然   dāngrán A: as it should be; only natural 
that 
192. 真   zhēn A, Adv: real/really 
193. นᗲ / น爱   kě'ài A: lovely, cute 
194. ᗲ / 爱   ài V: love 
195. 沒 / 没   méi Adv: not 
196. 男   nán A: male 
197. 做   zuò V: do; make 
198. Ꮏ૞   gōngzuò V, N: work/work 
199. 王ዊ雲 / 王ዊ੔   wáng xiǎoyún PN: name of a Chinese 
student 
200. 貝貝 / 贝贝   bèibei PN: name of a dog 
201. 大   dà A: big, large 
202. 多少   duōshao QPr: how many, how much 
203. 多   duō A: many, much 
204. 少   shǎo A: few, less 
205. ༑ᱚ / ༑欢   xǐhuan V: like, prefer 
206. ᄖ語 / ᄖ语   wàiyǔ N: foreign language 
207. ᄖ   wài Prep: outside 
208. 語 / 语   yǔ N: language 
209. ᄖ國 / ᄖ国   wàiguó N: foreign country 
210. ⊖   bǎi Num: hundred 
211. 車 / 车   chē N: car; vehicle 
212. 詞ౖ / 词ౖ   cídiǎn N: dictionary 
213. 電⣮ / 电电   diànnǎo N: computer 
214. 孩子   háizi N: child 
215. 爺爺 / 爷爷   yéye N: paternal grandfather 
216. ᄖ౏   wàigōng N: maternal grandfather 
217. 系主任   xìzhǔrèn N: department chairman 
218. ഥ教   zhùjiào N: teaching assistant 
219. ᓞ師 / ᓞ师   lǜshī N: lawyer 
220. Ꮏ程師 / Ꮏ程师   gōngchéngshī N: engineer 
221. ੹ᐕ   jīnnián N: this year 
222. ᐕ   nián N: year 
223. ? / 岁   suì M: years old (of a person) 
224. 怎㤘樣 / 怎М么   zěnmeyàng QPr: how is ..., what is 
... like 
225. ੹ᄤ   jīntiān N: today 
226. 課 / 课   kè N: class, lesson 
227. 星期   xīngqī N: week 
228. ਄ඦ   shàngwǔ N: morning 
229. ਄   shàng Prep: above; last 
230. ਅඦ   xiàwǔ N: afternoon 
231. ਅ   xià Prep: below; next 
232. 星期ᣣ   xīngqīrì N: Sunday 
233. 號 / ภ   hào N: day of the month 
234. 生ᣣ   shēngrì N: birthday 
235. 生   shēng V: be born 
236. 多大   duōdà QPr: how old 
237. 多   duō Adv: how 
238. 大   dà A: old (in reference to a person) 
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239. 出生   chūshēng V: be born 
240. 出   chū V: go out; come out 
241. 屬 / 属   shǔ V: be born in the year of ... (dog, 
rooster, etc.) 
242. 聚會 / 聚ળ   jùhuì N: get-together; party 
243. 會 / ળ   huì N: meeting 
244. ␸⾐ / ␸贺   zhùhè V: congratulate 
245. ␸   zhù V: wish 
246. ෴ട / ෳട   cānjiā V: participate; attend 
247. 了   le Pt: modal or aspect particle 
248. ล   chī V: eat 
249. 蛋♦   dàngāo N: cake 
250. 蛋   dàn N: egg 
251. ♦   gāo N: cake 
252. ⾈ / 买   mǎi V: buy 
253. 瓶   píng M: bottle 
254. ⚃葡萄酒 / 红葡萄酒   hóngpútaojiǔ N: red wine 
255. ⚃ / 红   hóng A: red 
256. 葡萄   pútao N: grape 
257. 酒   jiǔ N: wine, liquor 
258. ቡ華 / ቡ华   sòng huá PN: name of a Chinese student 
259. ർ੩   běijīng PN: Beijing 
260. 快樂 / 快乐   kuàilè A: happy 
261. 漂亮   piàoliang A: pretty, beautiful; nice 
262. 烤鴨 / 鸭烤    kǎoyā N: roast duck 
263. 鴨 / 鸭   yā N: duck 
264. ༒   hē V: drink 
265. 再   zài Adv: again 
266. 壽麵 / 寿面   shòumiàn N: birthday noodles, longevity 
noodles 
267. 麵 / 面   miàn N: noodles 
268. 晚਄   wǎnshang N: evening 
269. 中餐   zhōngcān N: Chinese food 
270. 西餐   xīcān N: Western food 
271. 茶   chá N: tea 
272. น樂 / น乐   kělè N: Coke 
273. 雪碧   xuěbì N: Sprite 
274. 啤酒   píjiǔ N: beer 
275. 漢堡 / 汉堡   hànbǎo N: hamburger 
276. 熱狗 / 热狗   règǒu N: hotdog 
277. 麵൮ / 面൮   miànbāo N: bread 
278. 牛奶   niúnǎi N: milk 
279. 米飯 / 米佁   mǐfàn N: cooked rice 
280. 在   zài Prep: at; in; on 
281. శ盤 / శ盘   guāngpán N: CD 
282. 音樂 / 音乐   yīnyuè N: music 
283. 商႐ / 商场   shāngchǎng N: market; bazaar; shopping 
mall 
284. 商   shāng N: trade 
285. 常常   chángcháng Adv: often 
286. 常   cháng Adv: often 
287. 跟   gēn Prep, V: with/follow 
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288. ᦭ฬ   yǒumíng A: famous 
289. 書 / 书   shū N: book 
290. 報 / ᡹   bào N: newspaper 
291. ᧄ子   běnzi N: notebook 
292. 那兒 / 那儿   nàr Pr: there 
293. 梁␸   liáng zhù PN: name of a Chinese violin 
concerto 
294. వ生   xiānsheng N: Mr.; sir 
295. 要   yào V: want 
296. 師傅 / 师傅   shīfu N: master worker 
297. 香蕉蘋果 / 香蕉苹果   xiāngjiāopíngguǒ N: a kind of apple 
that tastes like a banana 
298. 香蕉   xiāngjiāo N: banana 
299. 蘋果 / 苹果   píngguǒ N: apple 
300. ወ不⿠ / 对不⿠   duìbuqǐ IE: I'm sorry 
301. 怎㤘 / 怎М   zěnme QPr: how 
302. 容易   róngyì A: easy 
303. 葡萄   pútao N: grape 
304. 錢 / 钱   qián N: money 
305. 斤   jīn M: half kilogram 
306. 塊(錢) / 块(钱)   kuài(qián) M: dollar; basic Chinese 
monetary unit, worth 10 毛(máo) 
307. 毛(錢) / 毛(钱)   máo(qián) M: dime; Chinese monetary 
unit, worth one tenth of one 块(kuài) 
308. 貴 / 䌉   guì A: expensive; precious 
309. 做   zuò V: do; make 
310. ಽ(錢) / ಽ(钱)   fēn M: cent; Chinese monetary unit, 
worth one hundredth of one 块(kuài) 
311. ㅍ   sòng V: give as a gift 
312. 給 / 给   gěi V: give 
313. ᛙ(錢) / ᛙ(钱)   zhǎo(qián) V: give change 
314. ర   yuán M: dollar; written form of 块(kuài) 
315. 筆 / 笔   bǐ N: pen 
316. 支   zhī M: stick-like objects like pens 
317. 份   fèn M: publications like newspapers 
318. ᧄ   běn M: books and notebooks 
319. ᧰   bēi M: cups of things 
320. 售貨員 / 售䋻货   shòuhuòyuán N: salesclerk 
321. ૞家   zuòjiā N: writer 
322. 便ቱ   piányi A: cheap 
323. 書店 / 书店   shūdiàn N: bookstore 
324. 㜚育館 / 体育佚   tǐyùguǎn N: gym 
325. ⾬ / प   mài V: sell 
326. 會 / ળ   huì OpV: know how to, can 
327. (৻)點兒 / (৻)ὐ儿   (yì)diǎnr Nu-M: a little bit 
328. ม機 / ม机   sījī N: driver 
329. 點(鐘) / ὐ(钟)   diǎn(zhōng) M: o'clock 
330. 差   chà V: lack, be short of 
331. ೞ   kè M: quarter (of an hour) 
332. 回   huí V: return 
333. ਄課 / ਄课   shàngkè VO: go to class (students and 
teachers) 
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334. ਄   shàng V: ascend; go to 
335. 能   néng OpV: can; be able to 
336. 到   dào V: arrive 
337. 哪裡 / 哪㉿   nǎli IE: no (expresses modest denial) 
338. 教   jiāo V: teach 
339. 英語 / 英语   yīngyǔ N: English (language) 
340. 孫女兒 / 孙女儿   sūnnür N: granddaughter (son's 
daughter) 
341. 女兒 / 女儿   nǚ'ér N: daughter 
342. ?ᢞ / 岁数   suìshu N: years (of age) 
343. 還 / 䖬   hái Adv: still 
344. ಽ   fēn M: minute 
345. ᜘᜘   báibái IE: bye-bye (transliteration) 
346. ὑੲ㤘 / 为ੲМ   wèishénme QPr: why 
347. ὑ / 为   wèi Prep: for 
348. 昨ᄤ   zuótiān N: yesterday 
349. ᧲西 / ϰ西   dōngxi N: things; objects 
350. 玩兒 / 玩儿   wánr V: have fun, play 
351. 晚਄   wǎnshang N: evening, night 
352. 晚   wǎn A: late 
353. 半   bàn Num: half 
354. ኮ / 写   xiě V: write 
355. 漢ሼ / 汉ሼ   hànzì N: Chinese character 
356. ሼ   zì N: character 
357. 睡覺 / 睡觉   shuìjiào VO: sleep 
358. 睡   shuì V: sleep 
359. ⿠床   qǐchuáng VO: get up 
360. ⿠   qǐ V: get up, rise 
361. 床   chuáng N: bed 
362. ᙥ⹥ / ᑨ应   yīnggāi OpV: should; ought to 
363. ⹥ / 应   gāi OpV: should; ought to 
364. 問題 / 请问   wèntí N: question 
365. นએ   kěyǐ OpV: may 
366. 陳 / 陈   chén PN: a surname 
367. ਅ課 / ਅ课   xiàkè VO: get out of class; finish class 
368. ล飯 / ล佁   chīfàn VO: eat 
369. 開車 / 开车   kāichē VO: drive a car 
370. 唱歌   chànggē VO: sing (a song) 
371. 跳⥰   tiàowǔ VO: dance 
372. 回答   huídá V: answer 
373. 禮物 / 礼物   lǐwù N: gift; present 
374. ᛂ⃿   dǎqiú VO: play ball 
375. ᛂ的   dǎdī VO: take a taxi 
376. 吸煙 / 吸烟   xīyān VO: smoke (cigarettes, etc.) 
377. 錶 / 表   biǎo N: wrist watch 
378. 㔍 / 难   nán A: difficult 
379. ో身   quánshēn N: all over the body 
380. ో   quán A: whole 
381. 身   shēn N: body 
382. 舒服   shūfu A: comfortable 
383. ?   měi Pr: every; each 
384. 鍛煉 / 锻锻   duànliàn V: do physical exercise 
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385. 頭 / 头   tóu N: head 
386. 疼   téng A: painful 
387. 嗓子   sǎngzi N: throat 
388. 想   xiǎng V, OpV: think/want to... 
389. ㉣㒮 / ක㒮   yīyuàn N: hospital 
390. 看病   kànbìng VO: see a doctor 
391. 病   bìng N, V: illness/get sick 
392. 身㜚 / 身体   shēntǐ N: body, health 
393. 要   yào OpV: must, want to do something 
394. 吧   ba MdPt: modal particle 
395. 還是 / 䖬是   háishi Conj: or 
396. ৻⿠   yìqǐ Adv: together 
397. 冷   lěng A: cold 
398. 穿   chuān V: wear 
399. 衣服   yīfu N: clothes 
400. 休ᕷ   xiūxi V: take a rest 
401. 給 / 给   gěi Prep: to; for 
402. 掛號 / ᜭภ   guàhào VO: register (at a hospital, etc.) 
403. 號 / ภ   hào N: number 
404. ᦭點兒 / ᦭ὐ儿   yǒudiǎnr Adv: somewhat; rather; a 
bit 
405. ⊔炎 / 发炎   fāyán VO: become inflamed 
406. ⊔燒 / 发发   fāshāo VO: have a fever 
407. 燒 / 发   shāo V: burn 
408. 感冒   gǎnmào V, N: have a cold/common cold 
409. ૑㒮   zhùyuàn VO: be in hospital; be hospitalized 
410. 水   shuǐ N: water 
411. 藥 / 药   yào N: medicine 
412. 㗿意 / 愿意   yuànyì OpV: be willing to ... 
413. 中藥 / 中药   zhōngyào N: traditional Chinese medicine 
414. 西藥 / 西药   xīyào N: Western medicine 
415. 西   xī N: west 
416. 牙   yá N: tooth 
417. 肚子   dùzi N: abdomen; stomach 
418. 開刀 / 开刀   kāidāo VO: have an operation 
419. ൻ驗 / ൻ验   huàyàn V: have a medical test 
420. 血   xiě N: blood 
421. 大便   dàbiàn N: stool 
422. ዊ便   xiǎobiàn N: urine 
423. ᛂ針 / ᛂ针   dǎzhēn VO: have an injection 
424. 熱 / 热   rè A: hot 
425. 涼快 / ಐ快   liángkuai A: cool 
426. 生活   shēnghuó N: life 
427. 英文   yīngwén N: English (language) 
428. ᆑ娘   gūniang N: girl 
429. 聽? / 听说   tīngshuō V: be told 
430. 聽 / 听   tīng V: listen 
431. 得   dé V: have, get 
432. 告訴 / 告䆝   gàosu V: tell 
433. ઙ   jiàn M: piece 
434. ੐兒 / ੐儿   shìr N: matter; affair; thing 
435. ᢔ?   sànbù VO: take a walk; walk 
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436. ?   bù N: step 
437. 電影 / 电影   diànyǐng N: movie 
438. 電 / 电   diàn N: electricity 
439. 影   yǐng N: shadow 
440. 咖啡   kāfēi N: coffee 
441. น是   kěshì Conj: but 
442. 宿⥡   sùshè N: dormitory 
443. ᛙ   zhǎo V: look for 
444. ᚱ子   fángzi N: house 
445. 租   zū V: rent 
446. 間 / 时   jiān M: measure word for rooms, houses 
447. 廚ᚱ / 厨ᚱ   chúfáng N: kitchen 
448. ᑂᚲ / 厕ᚲ   cèsuǒ N: toilet 
449. ᚱ租   fángzū N: rent (for a house or apartment) 
450. ౏ม   gōngsī N: company 
451. 辦 / ࡲ   bàn V: do 
452. ᛂ電⹤ / ᛂ电电   dǎ diànhuà VO: make a phone call 
453. 電⹤ / 电电   diànhuà N: telephone; phone call 
454. 讓 / 䅽   ràng V: let; allow; make 
455. 幫ഥ / Ꮹഥ   bāngzhù V: help 
456. 喂   wèi Int: hello; hey 
457. ૏   wèi M: (formal) measure word for people 
458. 經ℂ / 经ℂ   jīnglǐ N: manager 
459. น能   kěnéng OpV: maybe 
460. ล飯 / ล佁   chīfàn VO: eat (a meal) 
461. 飯 / 佁   fàn N: meal 
462. 等   děng V: wait 
463. 家美   jiāměi PN: name of a house rental agency 
464. 客廳 / 客ख़   kètīng N: living room 
465. 臥室 / 卧室   wòshì N: bedroom 
466. 書ᚱ / 书ᚱ   shūfáng N: study 
467. 套   tào M: suite 
468. 方便   fāngbiàn A: convenient 
469. Ꮑ   qiǎo A: coincidental 
470. 合適 / 合ㅎ   héshì A: suitable 
471. 熱心 / 热心   rèxīn A: enthusiastic 
472. ൮᜝   bāokuò V: include 
473. 水電⾌ / 水电电   shuǐdiànfèi N: utility bill or fee 
474. ᣂ   xīn A: new 
475. 回信   huíxìn N, VO: reply/reply 
476. 中ඦ   zhōngwǔ N: noon 
477. 剛ᚽ / ߮ᚽ   gāngcái Adv: just now 
478. 郵局 / 邮局   yóujú N: post office 
479. 郵 / 邮   yóu V: post, mail 
480. 局   jú N: office; bureau 
481. 寄   jì V: post, mail 
482. ᛂ掃 / ᛂᠿ   dǎsǎo V: clean 
483. 掃 / ᠿ   sǎo V: sweep 
484. 㜘 / 脏   zāng A: dirty 
485. 不好意思   bùhǎoyìsi IE: feel embarrassed 
486. 洗   xǐ V: wash 
487. ᄖ婆   wàipó N: maternal grandmother 
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488. 中學 / 中学   zhōngxué N: middle school 
489. ᛂᎿ   dǎgōng V: have a part-time job 
490. 南方   nánfāng N: south 
491. 旅行   lǚxíng V: travel 
492. 想   xiǎng V: miss; remember with longing 
493. 留學生 / 留学生   liúxuéshēng N: student studying 
abroad; international student 
494. ૑   zhù V: live; stay 
495. 樓 / 楼   lóu N: building 
496. ወ / 对   duì A: right, correct 
497. 念   niàn V: read 
498. 生詞 / 生词   shēngcí N: new word 
499. 生   shēng A: new 
500. 詞 / 词   cí N: word 
501. 複習 / 复д   fùxí V: review 
502. 課文 / 课文   kèwén N: text 
503. 練習 / 㒗д   liànxí V, N: practice/exercise 
504. 練 / 㒗   liàn V: practice 
505. ญ語 / ญ语   kǒuyǔ N: spoken language 
506. 語法 / 语法   yǔfǎ N: grammar 
507. ㆊ / 过   guò V: spend (time); celebrate (a 
birthday or holiday) 
508. 節 / 节   jié N: festival 
509. 禮物 / 礼物   lǐwù N: present; gift 
510. 聖誕 / 诞圣    shèngdàn PN: Christmas 
511. 歐洲 / 欧洲   ōuzhōu PN: Europe 
512. ਄海   shànghǎi PN: Shanghai 
513. 整ℂ   zhěnglǐ V: put in order; arrange; sort out 
514. 電視 / 电电   diànshì N: television 
515. 亂 / 乱   luàn A: in disorder; in a mess 
516. ᣣ記 / ᣣ记   rìjì N: diary 
517. 晴   qíng A: sunny 
518. ൮裹   bāoguǒ N: parcel 
519. 驚༑ / 惊༑   jīngxǐ N: pleasant surprise 
520. 聖誕老人 / 诞圣 老人   shèngdàn lǎorén N: Santa Clause 
521. రᣤ   yuándàn N: New Year's Day 
522. 春節 / 春节   chūn jié N: Spring Festival 
523. 感ᕲ節 / 感ᕲ节   gǎn'ēn jié N: Thanksgiving 
524. 復活節 / 复活节   fùhuó jié N: Easter 
525. 得   de StPt: (structural particle) 
526. 早   zǎo A: early 
527. 銀行 / 银行   yínháng N: bank 
528. 少   shǎo A: few; little 
529. 排隊 / 排队   páiduì VO: form a line; queue up 
530. 排   pái V: arrange; put in order 
531. 隊 / 队   duì N: row of people; line 
532. ឵ / ᤶ   huàn V: exchange; change 
533. 英鎊 / 英镑   yīngbàng N: pound sterling 
534. 人民ᐊ / 人民币   rénmínbì N: Renminbi (RMB) 
535. 人民   rénmín N: people 
536. 得   děi OpV: need; must; have to 
537. ↪   yòng V: use 
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538. 剛 / ߮   gāng Adv: just; only a short while ago 
539. 從 / ੼   cóng Prep: from 
540. 非常   fēicháng Adv: very; extremely; highly 
541. ᰴ   cì M: (measure word for actions) 
542. ෴觀 / ෳ㾖   cānguān V: visit (a place) 
543. ౓馬俑 / ౓马俑   bīngmǎyǒng N: (ceremonial clay 
statues of warriors and horses which are burried with the 
dead) 
544. ౓   bīng N: soldier; fighter 
545. ᣿信    míngxìnpiàn N: postcard 
546. 信   xìn N: letter 
547. ⹥ / 应   gāi V: to be somone's turn to do 
something 
548. Ꮏ૞人員 / Ꮏ૞人货   gōngzuò rényuán N: working 
personnel; staff member 
549. 人員 / 人货   rényuán N: personnel; staff 
550. 千   qiān Num: thousand 
551. ᢞ / 数   shǔ V: count 
552. 王府੗   wángfǔjǐng PN: (name of a famous commercial 
district in Beijing) 
553. 西቟   xī'ān PN: (name of the capital of Shaanxi 
Province) 
554. 好久不見 / 好久不㾕   hǎojiǔ bújiàn IE: "long time no 
see"; haven't seen someone for a long time 
555. 好久   hǎojiǔ IE: long time 
556. 見 / 㾕   jiàn V: see 
557. ⊔展 / 发展   fāzhǎn V: develop 
558. 快   kuài A: fast; quick; rapid 
559. ⹤ / 电   huà N: dialect; language 
560. ᥉ㅢ⹤ / ᥉ㅢ电   pǔtōnghuà N: common speech; 
Mandarin Chinese 
561. ᐕデ / ᐕ轻   niánqīng A: young 
562. デ / 轻   qīng A: light; small 
563. 流利   liúlì A: fluent 
564. 懂   dǒng V: understand 
565. 就   jiù Adv: exactly; precisely 
566. 美ర   měiyuán N: U.S. dollar 
567. 歐ర / 欧ర   ōuyuán N: Euro 
568. ടర   jiāyuán N: Canadian dollar 
569. ర   yuán M: (measure word for Chinese currency 
kuai) 
570. 亞洲學習 / 亚洲学系   yàzhōuxué xì N: Department of Asian 
Studies 
571. 匯率 / 汇率   huìlǜ N: exchange rate 
572. 現金 / ⦄金   xiànjīn N: cash 
573. 信↪ම   xìnyòngkǎ N: credit card 
574. 城Ꮢ   chéngshì N: city 
575. 地方   dìfang N: place 
576. 兒子 / 儿子   érzi N: son 
577. 菜   cài N: food; dish 
578. 把   bǎ Prep: (denoting the disposal of something) 
579. ᔓ   wàng V: forget 
580. 圖書館 / 图书佚   túshūguǎn N: library 
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581. 圖書 / 图书   túshū N: books 
582. 館 / 佚   guǎn N: shop; place for cultural 
activities 
583. 辦౏室 / ࡲ౏室   bàngōngshì N: office 
584. 辦౏ / ࡲ౏   bàngōng VO: handle official business; 
work (in an office) 
585. 室   shì N: room 
586. ਄   shàng V, N: go up; get on/last; previous 
587. వ   xiān Adv: first; before 
588. 借書證 / 借书书   jièshūzhèng N: library card 
589. 借   jiè V: borrow; lend 
590. 證 / 书   zhèng N: certificate; card 
591. ৻會兒 / ৻ળ儿   yíhuì(r) IE: a little while 
592. ਅ   xià V, N: go down; get off/next 
593. 帶 / 带   dài V: bring 
594. 填   tián V: fill in; write 
595. 表   biǎo N: form; table; list 
596. 拿   ná V: take; hold; get 
597. ᘟ   màn A: slow; slowly 
598. 不行   bùxíng V: not be allowed; won't do 
599. 生活   shēnghuó V, N: live/life 
600. 自Ꮖ   zìjǐ Pr: oneself 
601. ᆓฬ   xìngmíng N: full name 
602. 性別 / 性߿   xìngbié N: sex; gender 
603. 職業 / 职专   zhíyè N: occupation; profession 
604. 交   jiāo V: hand in; hand over; pay 
605. 長 / 长   cháng A: long 
606. 考試 / 考试   kǎoshì V, N: give or take an exam/exam 
607. 考   kǎo V: give or take an exam; to test 
608. 不錯 / 不错   búcuò A: not bad 
609. 翻⼎ / 翻译   fānyì V: translate; interpret 
610. ᣂ   xīn A: new 
611. 課ᧄ / 课ᧄ   kèběn N: textbook 
612. 出   chū V: go or come out 
613. 還 / 䖬   huán V: give back; return 
614. ㆊ期 / 过期   guòqī VO: be overdue 
615. ㆊ / 过   guò V: pass 
616. 期   qī N: period of time 
617. 罰款 / 罚款   fákuǎn VO, N: impose a fine or 
forfeit/fine 
618. 罰 / 罚   fá V: punish; penalize 
619. 款   kuǎn N: sum of money 
620. 電⣮ / 电电   diànnǎo N: computer 
621. 電 / 电   diàn N: electricity 
622. ⣮ / 电   nǎo N: brain 
623. 查   chá V: check; look up 
624. ᣂኪ↪漢語課ᧄ / ᣂ实↪汉语课ᧄ   xīn shíyòng hànyǔ kèběn 
PN: New Practical Chinese Reader 
625. ኪ↪ / 实↪   shíyòng A: practical 
626. ?覽室 / 阅阅室   yuèlǎnshì N: reading room 
627. 㔈ᔒ / ᴖᔒ   zázhì N: magazine 
628. 問答 / 请答   wèndá N: questions and answers 
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629. 預定 / 预定   yùdìng V: to reserve; to book 
630. ᚱ間 / ᚱ时   fángjiān N: room 
631. 國籍 / 国籍   guójí N: nationality 
632. 鑰匙 / 钥匙   yàoshi N: key 
633. 目? / 目录   mùlù N: catalogue; list 
634. 續借 / 续借   xùjiè V: renew 
635. ᐕ齡 / ᐕ龄   niánlíng N: age 
636. ᑝ᧲ / ᐟϰ   guǎngdōng PN: Guangdong Province 
637. 茶樓 / 茶楼   chálóu N: tearooms; tea house 
638. 老人   lǎorén N: the elderly; the aged; old man or 
woman 
639. 開始 / 开始   kāishǐ V: start; begin 
640. 孩子   háizi N: child 
641. 熱鬧 / 热热   rènao A: lively; bustling with noise and 
excitement 
642. 旗袍   qípáo N: cheongsam; long formal dress with a 
slit skirt 
643. 比   bǐ Prep: than (indicating comparison) 
644. ⾬ / प   mài V: sell 
645. 中式   zhōngshì A: Chinese style 
646. 式   shì N: type; style 
647. Ꮗ經 / Ꮗ经   yǐjīng Adv: already 
648. 商店   shāngdiàn N: shop; store 
649. 商   shāng N: commerce; business 
650. 店   diàn N: shop; store 
651. 極了 / 极了   jí(le) Adv: extremely 
652. ৻定   yídìng Adv: must; surely 
653. 差   chà A: not up to standard; poor; bad 
654. 開始 / 开始   kāishǐ V: start; begin 
655. ᄥ極拳 / ᄥ极拳   tàijíquán N: Taiji Boxing 
656. 套   tào M: set; suit; suite 
657. 帥 / 帅   shuài A: handsome; smart 
658. 顏⦡ / 颜⦡   yánsè N: color 
659. 黑   hēi A: black 
660. ⚃ / 红   hóng A: red 
661. ⊕   bái A: white 
662. 便ቱ   piányi A: cheap 
663. 沒關ଥ / 没݇系   méi guānxi IE: never mind; it 
doesn't matter 
664. ౏࿦ / ౏园   gōngyuán N: park 
665. 走   zǒu V: walk; go 
666. ዊᤨ / ዊ时   xiǎoshí N: hour 
667. ㆊ去 / 过去   guòqù V: to pass 
668. 襯衫 / 衬衫   chènshān N: shirt 
669. 綠 / 绿   lǜ A: green 
670. 樣子 / 么子   yàngzi N: shape; sample; model; pattern 
671. 售貨員 / 售䋻货   shòuhuòyuán N: shop assistant; 
salesclerk 
672. 售   shòu V: sell 
673. 貨 / 䋻   huò N: goods 
674. 試 / 试   shì V: try on; have a try 
675. 覺得 / 觉得   juéde V: feel; think 
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676. 合適 / 合ㅎ   héshì A: suitable; appropriate; right 
677. ⍴   duǎn A: short 
678. 高   gāo A: high; tall 
679. ౏ಽ   gōngfēn N: centimeter 
680. 㤗煩 / 㤗烦   máfan V: bother someone; trouble someone 
681. ⛕綢 / ϱ丝   sīchóu N: silk 
682. 西服   xīfú N: western-style clothes; suit 
683. 雙 / ෺   shuāng M: pair 
684. 鞋子   xié(zi) N: shoes 
685. 頭髮 / 头发   tóufa N: hair 
686. ᛂ᛬   dǎzhé VO: sell at a discount; give a disount 
687. 條 / 条   tiáo M: (measures long, narrow objects 
like trousers, skirts, snakes) 
688. 褲子 / 裤子   kùzi N: trousers; pants 
689. 相聲 / 相ჿ   xiàngshēng N: comic dialogue; repartee 
690. 了不⿠   liǎobuqǐ IE: amazing; terrific; extraordinary 
691. 薄   báo A: thin 
692. 㗁 / 义   yè M: page 
693. 料子   liàozi N: material for making clothing 
694. Ꮣ   bù N: cloth; fabric 
695. ❢是 / 总是   zǒngshì Adv: always 
696. 錶 / 表   biǎo N: watch 
697. 記 / 记   jì V: remember; bear in mind 
698. 錯 / 错   cuò A: wrong; erroneous 
699. ൮裹   bāoguǒ N: parcel; package 
700. 些   xiē M: some 
701. 英文   yīngwén N: English (language) 
702. 詞ౖ / 词ౖ   cídiǎn N: dictionary 
703. ⥟ / ᣥ   jiù A: old; past; used 
704. ൮   bāo V: wrap 
705. ᓔ   wǎng Prep: to; toward 
706. 航空   hángkōng N: aviation 
707. 空   kōng N: sky; air 
708. 海運 / 海ㄬ   hǎiyùn N: sea transporation; ocean 
shipping; ocean freight 
709. 海   hǎi N: sea; big lake 
710. 郵⾌ / 邮电   yóufèi N: postage 
711. ⾌ / 电   fèi N: fee; expenses; charge 
712. ข   qǔ V: take; get; fetch 
713. ㅢ知單 / ㅢ知ऩ   tōngzhīdān N: advice note; letter 
of notice 
714. ㅢ知   tōngzhī V, N: notify; inform/notification 
715. 單 / ऩ   dān N: sheet, paper 
716. 海關 / 海݇   hǎiguān N: customhouse; customs 
717. 別 / ߿   bié Adv: don't 
718. 護照 / ᡸ照   hùzhào N: passport 
719. 客氣 / 客气   kèqi A: polite; curteous 
720. 建國門 / 建国门   jiànguó mén PN: Jianguo Men (place 
in Beijing) 
721. 門 / 门   mén N: door; gate; entrance 
722. 路   lù N: route 
723. ౏共汽車 / ౏共汽车   gōnggòng qìchē N: bus 
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724. ౏共   gōnggòng A: public; common; communal 
725. 汽車 / 汽车   qìchē N: automobile; motor vehicle; car 
726. 車 / 车   chē N: vehicle 
727. 經ㆊ / 经过   jīngguò V: to pass; to go through 
728. 好像   hǎoxiàng V: to seem; to be like 
729. 像   xiàng V: to seem; to look as if; to appear 
730. 咱୞ / 们咱    zánmen Pr: we; us 
731. 收票員 / 收票货   shòupiàoyuán N: ticket seller; 
conductor 
732. 票   piào N: ticket 
733. 大家   dàjiā Pr: all; everybody 
734. 裡邊 / ㉿边   lǐ(bian) N: in; inside; within 
735. 站   zhàn N: station; stop 
736. ਷客   chéngkè N: passenger 
737. ਷   chéng V: to ride 
738. 客   kè N: visitor; guest 
739. 地铁   dìtiě N: underground railway; subway 
740. ᡼心   fàngxīn VO: set one's mind at rest; be at 
ease; feel relieved 
741. ♯♦   zāogāo A: in a wretched state; in a mess; too 
bad 
742. 前門 / 前门   qiánmén PN: Qianmen (place in Beijing) 
743. ౏斤   gōngjīn M: kilogram 
744. 郵票 / 邮票   yóupiào N: stamp 
745. 紀念 / 纪念   jìniàn N: commemorate 
746. 然ᓟ / 然อ   ránhòu Adv: then 
747. 準備 / 准备   zhǔnbèi N, V: preparation/prepare; get 
ready 
748. ⡨᣿ / 聪᣿   cōngming A: clever; bright 
749. 兒子 / 儿子   érzi N: son 
750. 封   fēng M: (measure word for letter) 
751. 信封   xìnfēng N: envelope 
752. ⾍ / 䌈   tiē V: to stick; to paste 
753. 孫子 / 孙子   sūnzi N: grandson 
754. 中國畫 / 中国画   zhōngguóhuà N: traditional Chinese 
Painting 
755. 畫兒 / 画儿   huàr N: painting 
756. 油畫 / 油画   yóuhuà N: oil painting 
757. 油   yóu N: oil 
758. ৻樣 / ৻么   yíyàng A: the same; alike 
759. 美術館 / 美术佚   měishùguǎn N: art gallery 
760. 開門 / 开门   kāimén VO: open the door; begin a day's 
business 
761. 畫 / 画   huà V: to paint 
762. 老   lǎo A: old; experienced 
763. 畫家 / 画家   huàjiā N: painter; artist 
764. 家   jiā N: specialist 
765. 不ᢓ當 / 不ᢓ当   bù gǎndāng IE: I really don't 
deserve this 
766. ᗲ好 / 爱好   àihào N, V: hobby/to like 
767. 唱   chàng V: to sing 
768. ੩劇 / ੩剧   jīngjù N: Beijing opera 
769. 馬馬虎虎 / 马马虎虎   mǎmǎhūhū A: so-so; careless 
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770. 馬虎 / 马虎   mǎhu A: careless 
771. 幅   fú M: (measure word for paintings, cloth) 
772. 徐悲鴻 / 徐悲鸿   xú bēihóng PN: (name of a well-
known Chinese painter) 
773. 電梯 / 电梯   diàntī N: elevator 
774. 開玩笑 / 开玩笑   kāi wánxiào VO: crack a joke; make 
fun of 
775. 美   měi A: beautiful 
776. ᧚料   cáiliào N: material 
777. ⚕ / 纸   zhǐ N: paper 
778. Ꮣ   bù N: cloth 
779. 主要   zhǔyào A: main 
780. 墨   mò N: Chinese ink 
781. 油彩   yóucǎi N: greasepaint 
782. 別的 / ߿的   biéde Pr: other 
783. 空⊕   kòngbái N: blank space 
784. ด   zhǐ Adv: only 
785. ඘   pǐ M: (measure word for horses) 
786. 想像   xiǎngxiàng V: imagine 
787. 跑   pǎo V: run 
788. 它   tā Pr: it 
789. 風 / 风   fēng N: wind 
790. 蝦 / 㱒   xiā N: shrimp 
791. 它୞ / 它们   tāmen Pr: they (refering to things, 
animals) 
792. ᷿   yóu V: swim 
793. 齊⊕石 / 齐⊕石   qí báishí PN: (name of a well-known 
Chinese painter) 
794. 騎 / 骑   qí V: to ride (a horse or bike); to sit 
on the back of 
795. 自行車 / 自行车   zìxíngchē N: bicycle 
796. 遠 / 䖰   yuǎn A: far 
797. ?跑    pǎobù VO: run; jog 
798. 書法 / 书法   shūfǎ N: handwriting; calligraphy 
799. 業餘 / 专余   yèyú N: spare time; amateur 
800. 節目 / 节目   jiémù N: program 
801. એ前   yǐqián N: before; formerly; previously 
802. 瘦   shòu A: thin 
803. 減肥 / 减肥   jiǎnféi VO: reduce; be on a diet 
804. 管   guǎn V: to discipline 
805. 生氣 / 生气   shēngqì VO: get angry; take offense 
806. 鋼ℙ / 钢ℙ   gāngqín N: piano 
807. 孩子   háizi N: child; children 
808. 書店 / 书店   shūdiàn N: bookstore 
809. 教育   jiàoyù V: teach; educate 
810. 觀點 / 㾖ὐ   guāndiǎn N: opinion 
811. ᣂᐕ   xīnnián N: new year 
812. 火鍋 / 火锅   huǒguō N: hotpot 
813. 火   huǒ N: fire; heat 
814. 鍋 / 锅   guō N: pot; pan 
815. 飯館 / 佁佚   fànguǎn N: restaurant 
816. 因ὑ / 因为   yīnwèi Conj: because 
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817. ᚲએ   suǒyǐ Conj: so 
818. ᗲ / 爱   ài V: love 
819. 涮羊肉   shuànyángròu N: thin slices of mutton boiled 
in water 
820. 涮   shuàn V: cook thin slices of meat in boiling 
water 
821. 羊   yáng N: sheep 
822. 肉   ròu N: meat 
823. 熱 / 热   rè A: hot 
824. 開車 / 开车   kāichē VO: drive a car 
825. 開 / 开   kāi V: drive; operate 
826. 郊ඟ / 郊඙   jiāoqū N: suburb; outskirts 
827. 或者   huòzhě Conj: or 
828. 音樂會 / 音乐ળ   yīnyuèhuì N: concert 
829. ൻ妝 / ൻཚ   huàzhuāng VO: put on makeup 
830. ൻ   huà V: change 
831. ⵭ / ཚ   zhuāng N: makeup 
832. ᱜ式   zhèngshì A: formal 
833. 民樂 / 民乐   mínyuè N: folk music played with 
traditional instruments 
834. 西方   xīfāng N: western; the West 
835. 西   xī N: west 
836. 民族   mínzú N: nation; nationality 
837. 樂器 / 乐器   yuèqì N: musical instrument 
838. 器   qì N: utensil 
839. 演奏   yǎnzòu V: give an instrumental performance 
840. 演   yǎn V: perform; play 
841. 揍   zòu V: play a musical instrument 
842. 習ᘠ / д习   xíguàn V, N: be accustomed to/habit 
843. 樂曲 / 乐曲   yuèqǔ N: musical composition 
844. 曲   qǔ N: tune; melody 
845. 出租車 / 出租车   chūzūchē N: taxi; cab 
846. 出租   chūzū V: hire; rent 
847. 路਄   lùshang VO: on the road; on the way 
848. 花兒 / 花儿   huā(r) N: flower 
849. ㆊ去 / 过去   guòqù N: in or of the past 
850. 照相機 / 照相机   zhàoxiàngjī N: camera 
851. 照相   zhàoxiàng VO: take a picture; to photograph 
852. 機 / 机   jī N: machine 
853. 旁邊 / 旁边   pángbiān N: side 
854. 出⊔ / 出发   chūfā V: set out; start off 
855. 篇   piān M: (measure word for essays and articles) 
856. 文┨   wénzhāng N: essay; article 
857. 恭༑   gōngxǐ IE: congratulations 
858. 火車 / 火车   huǒchē N: train 
859. ෶   yòu Adv: again 
860. 著急 / 着急   zháojí VO, A: feel anxious/anxious 
861. 春ᳯ花᦬夜   chūnjiānghuā yuèyè PN: (a famous, 
traditional Chinese music composition) 
862. 春   chūn N: spring 
863. ᳯ   jiāng N: river 
864. ᦬   yuè N: moon 
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865. 夜   yè N: night 
866. ዊ學 / ዊ学   xiǎoxué N: primary school; elementary 
school 
867. 輛 / 䕚   liàng M: (measure word for vehicles) 
868. 音樂廳 / 音乐ख़   yīnyuètīng N: concert hall 
869. ᐘ福   xìngfú A: happy 
870. 萬੐如意 / ਁ੐如意   wànshì rúyì IE: may all your wishes 
come true 
871. 條 / 条   tiáo M: (measure word for long, narrow, 
flexible objects like pants, skirts and snakes) 
872. 蛇   shé N: snake 
873. 最   zuì Adv: the most 
874. ᷝ   tiān V: add 
875. 腳 / 脚   jiǎo N: foot 
876. ቢ   wán V: finish 
877. 多餘 / 多余   duōyú A: superfluous; uncalled for; 
surplus 
878. 足   zú N: foot 
879. 隊員 / 队货   duìyuán N: team member 
880. 隊 / 队   duì N: team 
881. 不ห   bùtóng A: different 
882. 國家 / 国家   guójiā N: country 
883. 贏 / 䌶   yíng V: win 
884. ႐ / 场   chǎng M: match; set; (measure word for 
sports, films, performances) 
885. 足⃿   zúqiú N: soccer 
886. 足   zú N: foot 
887. ⃿   qiú N: ball 
888. 比⾽ / 比䌯   bǐsài N, V: match/compete; have a match 
889. ⾽ / 䌯   sài N, V: race; match/compete; race 
890. ห學 / ห学   tóngxué N: classmate; schoolmate 
891. 記者 / 记者   jìzhě N: reporter 
892. 大學生 / 大学生   dàxuéshēng N: university student; 
college student 
893. 學校 / 学校   xuéxiào N: school 
894. 水ᐔ   shuǐpíng N: level 
895. 教練 / 教㒗   jiàoliàn N: coach 
896. 去ᐕ   qùnián N: last year 
897. એᓟ / એอ   yǐhòu Adv: after; afterwards 
898. ឭ高   tígāo V: improve; increase 
899. ឭ   tí V: lift 
900. 踢   tī V: kick 
901. Ꮐ邊 / Ꮐ边   zuǒbian N: left side 
902. Ꮐ   zuǒ N: left 
903. ฝ邊 / ฝ边   yòubian N: right side 
904. ฝ   yòu N: right 
905. ᧲邊 / ϰ边   dōngbian N: east side 
906. ᧲ / ϰ   dōng N: east 
907. 㔌 / 离   lí Prep: away; off; from 
908. 遠 / 䖰   yuǎn A: far 
909. 花࿦ዊඟ / 花园ዊ඙   huāyuán xiǎoqū N: garden district 
910. 花࿦ / 花园   huāyuán N: garden 
911. ඟ / ඙   qū N: district; section; area 
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912. 車站 / 车站   chēzhàn N: bus stop 
913. 前邊 / 前边   qiánbian N: front; ahead 
914. 前   qián N: front; ahead; forward 
915. 拐   guǎi V: turn 
916. ਅ邊 / ਅ边   xiàbian N: below; underneath 
917. ਅ   xià N: down; under 
918. 書店 / 书店   shūdiàn N: bookstore 
919. ਄邊 / ਄边   shàngbian N: above; over; upward 
920. ਄   shàng N: upper; up 
921. ᐔ方米   píngfāngmǐ M: square meter 
922. ᐔ方   píngfāng A: square 
923. 米   mǐ M: meter 
924. ⴡ生間 / 卫生时   wèishēngjiān N: washroom; bathroom 
925. ⴡ生 / 卫生   wèishēng N: hygiene; health 
926. 客廳 / 客ख़   kètīng N: living room 
927. ർ邊 / ർ边   běibian N: north side 
928. ർ   běi N: north 
929. 臥室 / 卧室   wòshì N: bedroom 
930. 臥 / 卧   wò V: lie on one's back 
931. ᄖ邊 / ᄖ边   wàibian N: outside 
932. 陽臺 / 㒑บ   yángtái N: balcony 
933. 電影㒮 / 电影㒮   diànyǐngyuàn N: movie theater; 
cinema 
934. 咖啡館 / 佚咖啡    kāfēiguǎn N: café 
935. 南邊 / 南边   nánbian N: south side 
936. 足⃿႐ / 足⃿场   zúqiúchǎng N: soccer field 
937. 出差   chūchāi V: go on a business trip 
938. ᓟ邊 / อ边   hòubian N: back side; behind 
939. 輸 / 输   shū V: lose 
940. ᄤ堂   tiāntáng N: heaven; paradise 
941. 蘇杭 / 苏杭   sū háng PN: Suzhou and Hangzhou 
942. 蘇Ꮊ / 苏Ꮊ   sūzhōu PN: Suzhou 
943. 杭Ꮊ   hángzhōu PN: Hangzhou 
944. 城Ꮢ   chéngshì N: city 
945. 山水   shānshuǐ N: landscape 
946. 山   shān N: hill; mountain 
947. ࿦林 / 园林   yuánlín N: garden; park 
948. ୃ建   xiūjiàn V: build; construct 
949. 詩人 / 诗人   shīrén N: poet 
950. 設計 / 䆒设   shèjì V: design 
951. 建築師 / 建╳师   jiànzhùshī N: architect 
952. ㆊ / 过   guo AsPt: (indicating a past experience) 
953. 越劇 / 越剧   yuèjù N: Shaoxing opera 
954. 劇 / 剧   jù N: opera; dramatic work; play 
955. 㔃然 / 㱑然   suīrán Conj: although; though 
956. 但是   dànshì Conj: but; whereas; yet 
957. 劇團 / 剧剧   jùtuán N: opera troupe; theatrical group 
958. 地方戲 / 地方戏   dìfāngxì N: regional opera 
959. 戲 / 戏   xì N: drama; play; show 
960. ਄演   shàngyǎn V: stage a show; perform 
961. 演   yǎn V: act; perform; play 
962. ฎౖ   gǔdiǎn A: classical 
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963. ዊ? / ዊ说   xiǎoshuō N: novel; fiction 
964. ㆉ   biàn M: number of times 
965. 部   bù M: (measure word for films, works of 
literature) 
966. ᗲ情 / 爱情   àiqíng N: love 
967. 故੐   gùshi N: story; tale 
968. 感人   gǎnrén A: touching; moving 
969. ᐳ૏   zuòwèi N: seat 
970. 排   pái N: line; row 
971. 西邊 / 西边   xībian N: west side 
972. ᛂ的   dǎdī VO: take a taxi 
973. 見 / 㾕   jiàn V: see; meet with 
974. 長቟大戲㒮 / 长቟大戏㒮   cháng'ān dà xìyuàn PN: 
Chang'an Theater 
975. 戲㒮 / 戏㒮   xìyuàn N: theater 
976. ⚃樓夢 / 红楼梦   hónglóu méng PN: Dream of the Red 
Chamber 
977. 夢 / 梦   mèng N: dream 
978. 從來 / ੼来   cónglái Adv: all along; always 
979. ㅡ㤘 / 䖭М   zhème Pr: so; such; like this 
980. 主角   zhǔjué N: leading actor or actress 
981. 特別 / 特߿   tèbié Adv: extraordinary; especially; 
particularly 
982. 優美 / 优美   yōuměi A: graceful; fine; exquisite; 
elegant 
983. 風格 / 风格   fēnggé N: style; manner 
984. એ前   yǐqián N: before; ago; previously; formerly 
985. 演員 / 演货   yǎnyuán N: actor; actress; performer 
986. 角⦡   juésè N: character; role 
987. 種類 / 种种   zhǒnglèi N: kind; sort; type; variety 
988. 種 / 种   zhǒng M: kind; sort; type 
989. 地方   dìfang N: place; region 
990. 訪問 / 䆓请   fǎngwèn V: visit; call on 
991. ᦭的   yǒude Pr: some 
992. 㔍 / 难   nán A: difficult; hard 
993. 研究   yánjiū V: study; discuss; consider 
994. 頓 / 乓   dùn M: (measure word for meals) 
995. 便飯 / 便佁   biànfàn N: simple meal 
996. ᄥᄥ   tàitài N: wife; Mrs. 
997. 不怎㤘樣 / 不怎М么   bù zěnmeyàng IE: not so good 
998. 悲傷 / 悲伤   bēishāng A: sad; sorrow 
999. ⾘寶玉 / 贾ቲ玉   jiǎ bǎoyù PN: (name of the lead 
male character in Dream of the Red Chamber) 
1000. ⡨᣿ / 聪᣿   cōngming A: clever; bright 
1001. 林黛玉   lín dàiyù PN: (name of the lead female 
character in Dream of the Red Chamber) 
1002. 詩 / 诗   shī N: poem; poetry 
1003. 相ᗲ / 相爱   xiāng'ài V: fall in love 
1004. 結婚 / 㒧婚   jiéhūn VO: get married 
1005. 騙 / 骗   piàn V: cheat; trick 
1006. 燒 / 发   shāo V: burn 
1007. 哭   kū V: cry; weep 
1008. 死   sǐ V: die 
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1009. 回憶 / 回忆   huíyì V: reminisce; recollect; recall 
1010. 㔌開 / 开离    líkāi V: leave; depart from 
1011. Ῥ   pá V: climb 
1012. ᡼假   fàngjià VO: have a holiday or vacation 
1013. 價 / ચ   jià N: vacation; holiday 
1014. ᛂ算   dǎsuan N, V: plan/to plan; to intend to 
1015. ឭ   tí V: put forward; raise 
1016. 飛機 / 飞机   fēijī N: airplane 
1017. 飛 / 飞   fēi V: fly 
1018. 機 / 机   jī N: machine 
1019. 山   shān N: hill; mountain 
1020. 㗂 / 乊   dǐng N: peak; tip; top 
1021. 教書 / 教书   jiāoshū VO: teach 
1022. 建⼏ / 建䆂   jiànyì V, N: make suggestions/suggestion; 
advice 
1023. 氣? / 气温   qìwēn N: air temperature 
1024. ᥊⦡   jǐngsè N: scene; scenery; landscape 
1025. ᥊   jǐng N: view; scene 
1026. ⦡   sè N: scene 
1027. ᷿泳   yóuyǒng V: swim 
1028. 冬ᄤ   dōngtiān N: winter 
1029. 夏ᄤ   xiàtiān N: summer 
1030. ዉ᷿ / 导᷿   dǎoyóu N: tour guide 
1031. ዉ / 导   dǎo V: to guide; to lead 
1032. ᷿   yóu V: travel 
1033. 行   xíng V: to be O.K. 
1034. 長城 / 长城   chángchéng PN: the Great Wall 
1035. 泰山   tàishān PN: Taishan Mountain; Mount Tai 
1036. 海南島 / 海南岛   hǎinán dǎo PN: Hainan Island 
1037. 孔子   kǒngzǐ PN: Confucius 
1038. ዊ燕子   xiǎo yànzi PN: (name of a Chinese tour guide) 
1039. ട油   jiāyóu VO: make an extra effort; cheer someone 
on 
1040. ട   jiā V: increase; add 
1041. ⚥   lèi A: tired 
1042. 條 / 条   tiáo M: strip; long narrow piece; 
(measure word for rivers, dragons, pants, fish) 
1043. 龍 / 龙   lóng N: dragon 
1044. 拍   pāi V: pat; beat; take (a picture) 
1045. 秋ᄤ   qiūtiān N: autumn; fall 
1046. 陰ᄤ / 䰈ᄤ   yīntiān N: cloudy sky; overcast sky 
1047. ਅ雪   xiàxuě VO: to snow 
1048. 雪   xuě N: snow 
1049. 零ਅ   língxià N: below zero 
1050. ᐲ   dù M: degree (for temperature) 
1051. ർ方   běifāng N: north 
1052. 春ᄤ   chūntiān N: spring (season) 
1053. 幫ᔔ / Ꮹᔔ   bāngmáng VO: to help 
1054. 幫 / Ꮹ   bāng V: to help; assist 
1055. 站   zhàn V: stand 
1056. ⿠   qǐ V: rise; get up 
1057. ᑝᎺ / ᐟᎺ   guǎngzhōu PN: Guangzhou 
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1058. ᄤ氣預報 / ᄤ气预᡹   tiānqì yùbào N: weather forecast 
1059. 晴ᄤ   qíngtiān N: sunny sky 
1060. 中國民航 / 中国民航   zhōngguó mínháng PN: Civil Aviation 
Administration of China 
1061. ⿠飛 / ⿠飞   qǐfēi V: take off (flying) 
1062. 停車႐ / 停车场   tíngchēchǎng N: parking lot 
1063. 菜單 / 菜ऩ   càidān N: menu 
1064. 渴   kě A: thirsty 
1065. 熊   xióng N: bear 
1066. ኂ怕   hàipà V: be afraid 
1067. 棵   kē M: (measure word for trees, plants) 
1068. ᮸ / 树   shù N: tree 
1069. 死   sǐ V: die 
1070. ⵭ / 装   zhuāng V: pretend to be something or 
someone 
1071. 動 / 动   dòng V: move 
1072. ෂ險 / ෂ险   wēixiǎn A: dangerous 
1073. 舅舅   jiùjiu N: uncle (mother's brother) 
1074. 舅媽 / 舅ཛྷ   jiùmā N: aunt (wife of mother's brother) 
1075. 農民 / ݰ民   nóngmín N: farmer; peasant 
1076. 當 / 当   dāng V: serve as; act as; to be 
(occupation) 
1077. 蔬菜   shūcài N: vegetable 
1078. 菜   cài N: food; dish; vegetable 
1079. ᱜ在   zhèngzài Adv: in the process of; in the middle 
of; (key word of a progressive construction) 
1080. 在   zài Adv: (used to indicate an action in 
progress) 
1081. 問路 / 请路   wènlù VO: ask directions to get somewhere 
1082. 變ൻ / 变ൻ   biànhuà N: change 
1083. 不但   búdàn Conj: not only 
1084. 而且   érqiě Conj: but also; and also 
1085. น不   kěbù IE: exactly; right; that's just the way 
it is 
1086. ዊ孩兒 / ዊ孩儿   xiǎohái(r) N: kid; child 
1087. 地圖 / 地图   dìtú N: map 
1088. 向   xiàng Prep: towards; to 
1089. 像   xiàng V: to be alike; to take after 
1090. ਄   shàng V: be engaged in (work, study) at a 
fixed time 
1091. ᐕ⚖ / ᐕ级   niánjí N: grade (in school) 
1092. 大學 / 大学   dàxué N: university; college 
1093. 辛苦   xīnkǔ A: work hard; laborious 
1094. ਅ雨   xiàyǔ VO: to rain 
1095. 雨   yǔ N: rain 
1096. 種 / 种   zhòng V: grow; to plant 
1097. ?室 / 温室   wēnshì N: greenhouse 
1098. ? / 温   wēn A: warm 
1099. 收入   shōurù N: income; earnings 
1100. 收   shōu V: accept; receive 
1101. 入   rù V: to enter 
1102. 前ᐕ   qiánnián N: the year before last; two years 
ago 
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1103. 蓋 / 盖   gài V: build 
1104. ᐳ   zuò M: (measure word for mountains, buildings 
and other immovable objects) 
1105. 輛 / 䕚   liàng M: (measure word for vehicles) 
1106. 城Ꮢ   chéngshì N: city 
1107. 城   chéng N: city; wall 
1108. 方便   fāngbiàn A: convenient 
1109. ᧛   cūn N: village 
1110. 文ൻ   wénhuà N: culture; education; literacy 
1111. ૐ   dī A: low 
1112. ᛛ術 / ᛛ术   jìshù N: technology; skill 
1113. 管ℂ   guǎnlǐ V: manage; administer 
1114. ᥦ和   nuǎnhuo A: warm 
1115. 涼快 / ಐ快   liángkuai A: cool (temperature) 
1116. 機႐ / 机场   jīchǎng N: airport 
1117. 接   jiē V: pick up (someone) 
1118. 行᧘   xíngli N: baggage; luggage 
1119. 箱子   xiāngzi N: box; case; trunk 
1120. ৻路ᐔ቟   yílù píng'ān IE: have a pleasant journey; 
bon voyage 
1121. 停   tíng V: stop 
1122. ᗲ人 / 爱人   àiren N: husband; wife; spouse; lover 
1123. 士౓   shìbīng N: soldier 
1124. ዂ軍 / ዁ݯ   jiāngjūn N: general 
1125. 站崗 / 站岗   zhàngǎng VO: stand guard 
1126. 凍 / 冻   dòng V: freeze 
1127. ⊔ᛪ / 发ᛪ   fādǒu V: shake; tremble; shiver 
1128. 生火   shēnghuǒ VO: make a fire 
1129. ᱜ常   zhèngcháng A: normal; regular 
1130. 聲 / ჿ   shēng N: sound; voice 
1131. 著 / 着   zhe Pt: (indicating the continuous 
aspect) 
1132. ㅍ   sòng V: take someone somewhere; see someone 
off 
1133. 被   bèi Prep: by (indicates passive voice) 
1134. 撞   zhuàng V: knock; collide 
1135. 傷 / 伤   shāng V: hurt; wound 
1136. 第   dì Pref: (indicates ordinal numbers) 
1137. 檢查 / 检查   jiǎnchá V: examine 
1138. ㊀   zhòng A: serious; heavy 
1139. ቢ   wán V: finish; run out of 
1140. 馬਄ / 马਄   mǎshàng Adv: right away; immediately 
1141. 胳膊   gēbo N: arm 
1142. ⣽   tuǐ N: leg 
1143. 騎 / 骑   qí V: ride (bicycle or horse) 
1144. 自行車 / 自行车   zìxíngchē N: bicycle 
1145. 笑   xiào V: laugh; smile 
1146. 注意   zhùyì V: pay attention to 
1147. 停   tíng V: stop; park 
1148. ㉣藥⾌ / ක药电   yīyàofèi N: medical expenses 
1149. એὑ / એ为   yǐwéi V: to think or believe (and be 
wrong) 
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1150. 如果   rúguǒ Conj: if 
1151. 躺   tǎng V: lie down 
1152. 電視 / 电电   diànshì N: television 
1153. 視 / 电   shì V: look at 
1154. 束   shù M: bunch (of flowers) 
1155. ᡼   fàng V: put; place 
1156. 桌子   zhuōzi N: table; desk 
1157. 結果 / 㒧果   jiéguǒ N: result; outcome 
1158. 關 / ݇   guān V: close; turn off 
1159. 彎 / 弯   wān V: bend 
1160. ୟ霉   dǎoméi A: bad luck 
1161. 壞 / တ   huài A: bad; broken 
1162. 消ᕷ   xiāoxi N: news 
1163. ዊ偷   xiǎotōu N: thief 
1164. 偷   tōu V: steal 
1165. 派出ᚲ   pàichūsuǒ N: police substation 
1166. 抓   zhuā V: clutch; catch; arrest 
1167. 丟 / 丢   diū V: lose 
1168. 型號 / 型ภ   xínghào N: model; type 
1169. ⵬ / 补   bǔ V: mend 
1170. 信↪ම   xìnyòngkǎ N: credit card 
1171. 掛失 / ᜭ失   guàshī VO: report the loss of something 
1172. 㗄鏈 / 乍项   xiàngliàn N: necklace 
1173. 警車 / 警车   jǐngchē N: police car; police van 
1174. 手機 / 手机   shǒujī N: cellular phone 
1175. 突然   tūrán A: sudden; suddenly 
1176. 刀   dāo N: knife 
1177. 警察   jǐngchá N: policeman 
1178. 嚇 / 吓   xià V: scare; frighten 
1179. 手   shǒu N: hand 
1180. ᝽   diào V: drop; fall 
1181. 地਄   dìshang N: ground; floor 
1182. ᚑ   chéng V: become 
1183. 中國ㅢ / 中国ㅢ   zhōngguótōng N: expert of China 
1184. 情況 / 情况   qíngkuàng N: situation 
1185. ኪ在 / 实在   shízài A, Adv: honest/truly; really 
1186. 越來越 / 越来越   yuèláiyuè IE: more and more 
1187. 南   nán N: south 
1188. 特點 / 特ὐ   tèdiǎn N: characteristic; feature 
1189. ?ผ / ग़ผ   lìshǐ N: history 
1190. 博物館 / 博物佚   bówùguǎn N: museum 
1191. ⥞辦 / Вࡲ   jǔbàn V: conduct; hold 
1192. 展覽 / 展阅   zhǎnlǎn N: exhibition; show 
1193. 圖  / 图    túpiàn N: picture; photograph 
1194. ወ / 对   duì Prep: to 
1195. 感⥝趣 / 感݈趣   gǎn xìngqù IE: be interested in 
something 
1196. 感   gǎn V: feel; sense 
1197. ⥝趣 / ݈趣   xìngqù N: interest 
1198. 結業 / 㒧专   jiéyè VO: complete a course 
1199. 記得 / 记得   jìde V: remember; retain 
1200. 中餐   zhōngcān N: Chinese food (meal) 
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1201. 餓 / 饿   è A: hungry 
1202. 死   sǐ V: die 
1203. 菜   cài N: dish; vegetable 
1204. 聊   liáo V: chat 
1205. 老ᄖ   lǎowài N: foreigner 
1206. 中國ൻ / 中国ൻ   zhōngguóhuà V: make Chinese in 
quality or characteristics; sinicize 
1207. ൻ   huà V: change; turn 
1208. ᚽ   cái Adv: just 
1209. 那樣 / 那么   nàyàng Pr: such; so; like that 
1210. 妻子   qīzi N: wife 
1211. ዊલ子   xiǎohuǒzi N: young man 
1212. ਂᄦ   zhàngfu N: husband 
1213. 聲調 / ჿ调   shēngdiào N: tone 
1214. ദ力   nǔlì A: make great effort; endeavor; exert 
oneself 
1215. 認真 / 认真   rènzhēn A: earnest; serious 
1216. 熱情 / 热情   rèqíng A: warm; warmhearted; enthusiastic 
1217. 進? / ?䖯    jìnbù N, V: progress; advancement/make 
progress 
1218. ᣿ᐕ   míngnián N: next year 
1219. 陪   péi V: to accompany 
1220. 不見不ᢔ / 不㾕不ᢔ   bújiàn búsàn IE: don't leave unless 
we meet 
1221. ᢔ   sàn V: break up; disperse 
1222. 了解   liǎojiě V: understand; realize 
1223. 熟悉   shúxī V: be familiar with 
1224. 見面 / 㾕面   jiànmiàn VO: meet; see 
1225. 畢業 / 毕专   bìyè VO: finish school; graduate 
1226. 㔌開 / 开离    líkāi V: leave; depart from 
1227. 講演 / 经验   jīngyàn N: experience 
1228. 方法   fāngfǎ N: method 
1229. 準備 / 准备   zhǔnbèi N, V: preparation/prepare; get 
ready 
1230. 藝術 / 艺术   yìshù N: art 
1231. 請客 / 䇋客   qǐngkè VO: feast; treat someone to a meal 
1232. 客人   kèrén N: guest 
1233. 意思   yìsi N: meaning 
1234. ฏ   jù M: sentence 
1235. 入鄉㓣俗 / 入е随俗   rùxiāng suísú IE: When in Rome, do 
as the Romans 
1236. 入   rù V: enter 
1237. 鄉 / е   xiāng N: native place; home village; 
country 
1238. 㓣 / 随   suí V: follow 
1239. 俗   sú N: custom 
1240. 服務員 / 服务货   fúwùyuán N: attendant, waiter, 
waitress 
1241. 服務 / 服务   fúwù V: give service, serve 
1242. 壺 / 壶   hú N, M: kettle, pot 
1243. 點心 / ὐ心   diǎnxin N: light refreshments; pastery 
1244. 稍   shāo Adv: slightly; a little 
1245. 茶館 / 茶佚   cháguǎn N: teahouse 
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1246. 了解   liǎojǐe V: understand; find out 
1247. 風俗 / 风俗   fēngsú N: custom 
1248. 熱鬧 / 热热   rènao A, V: bustling with noise and 
excitement 
1249. 鬧 / 热   nào A, V: noisy 
1250. ?⹤ / 说电   shuōhuà VO: speak; talk 
1251. 聲音 / ჿ音   shēngyīn N: sound, voice 
1252. 聲 / ჿ   shēng N: sound, voice 
1253. 更   gèng Adv: more 
1254. 最   zuì Adv: most 
1255. ⥰臺 / ⥰บ   wǔtái N: stage 
1256. ⥰   wǔ N: dance 
1257. 臺 / บ   tái N: platform; stage 
1258. 搬   bān N: move; take away 
1259. ႐ᚲ / 场ᚲ   chǎngsuǒ N: place 
1260. ⊔現 / 发⦄   fāxiàn V: find, discover 
1261. ৻邊…৻邊… / ৻边…৻边…   yìbiān…yìbiān… at the same 
time; simultaneously 
1262. 聊ᄤ   liáotiān VO: chat 
1263. ቟靜 / ቟静   ānjìng A: quiet 
1264. 靜 / 静   jìng A: quiet 
1265. 比如   bǐrú V: give an example; for instance 
1266. 咖啡館 / 佚咖啡    kāfēiguǎn N: café 
1267. 看法   kànfǎ N: view 
1268. ᱜ常   zhèngcháng A: normal, regular 
1269. 筷子   kuàizi N: chopsticks 
1270. 刀෷   dāochā N: knife and fork 
1271. 刀子   dāo(zi) N: knife 
1272. ෷子   chā(zi) N: fork 
1273. 食物   shíwù N: food; edibles 
1274. 食   shí V: eat 
1275. 物   wù N: thing 
1276. 塊 / 块   kuài M: piece, lump 
1277. 盤子 / 盘子   pánzi N: plate, dish 
1278. 盤 / 盘   pán M: dish 
1279. ಾ   qiē V: to cut, to slice 
1280. 嘴   zuǐ N: mouth 
1281. 手指   shǒuzhǐ N: finger 
1282. 手   shǒu N: hand 
1283. 舔   tiǎn V: lick 
1284. 乾ಏ / ᐓ净   gānjìng A: clean 
1285. ㅡ樣 / 䖭么   zhèyàng Pr: so, such, this way, like this 
1286. 西餐   xīcān N: Western-style food 
1287. 敬   jìng V: to offer politely 
1288. 香   xiāng A: fragrant, sweet-smelling 
1289. 寺ᑙ / 寺庙   sìmiào N: temple 
1290. 和尚   héshang N: Buddhist monk 
1291. 書法家 / 书法家   shūfǎjiā N: calligrapher 
1292. 胸   xiōng N: chest 
1293. 㒙彌㒚૝ / 㒙弥㒚૝   ēmítuófó IE: May Buddha preserve 
us; merciful Buddha 
1294. ቡઍ   sòngdài PN: Song Dynasty 
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1295. 蘇᧲坡 / 苏ϰ坡   sū dōngpō PN: Su Dongpo (a famous 
Chinese writer of the Song Dynasty) 
1296. 禮デ情意㊀ / 礼轻情意㊀   lǐqīng qíngyìzhòng IE: The 
give is small but the sentiment is deep 
1297. デ / 轻   qīng A: light 
1298. 情意   qíngyì N: affection 
1299. 節ᣣ / 节ᣣ   jiérì N: festival 
1300. 準備 / 准备   zhǔnbèi V: prepare 
1301. ᦬餅 / ᦬饼   yuèbǐng N: moon cake 
1302. 餅 / 饼   bǐng N: cake 
1303. 水果   shuǐguǒ N: fruit 
1304. 啤酒   píjiǔ N: beer 
1305. 賞 / 赏   shǎng V: admire; enjoy 
1306. 紀念ຠ / 纪念ຠ   jìniànpǐn N: sourvenir 
1307. 紀念 / 纪念   jìniàn V: commemorate 
1308. ຠ   pǐn Suf: article, product 
1309. 希望   xīwàng V, N: to hope/hope 
1310. 毛筆 / 毛笔   máobǐ N: writing brush 
1311. 毛   máo N: hair; feather; down 
1312. 文ᚱ四寶 / 文ᚱ四ቲ   wénfáng sìbǎo IE: the four 
treasures of the study 
1313. 寶 / ቲ   bǎo N: treasure 
1314. …之৻   …zhīyī one of 
1315. ฬ牌   míngpái N: famous brand 
1316. 牌子   pái(zi) N: brand 
1317. 書法 / 书法   shūfǎ N: calligraphy 
1318. 圍巾 / 围巾   wéijīn N: scarf 
1319. 圍 / 围   wéi V: enclose 
1320. 巾   jīn N: a piece of cloth (towel, scarf, 
kerchief) 
1321. 戴   dài V: put on, wear 
1322. 那㤘 / 那М   nàme Pr: so; like that 
1323. 收   shōu V: receive; accept 
1324. ዊ意思   xiǎo yìsi IE: just a small token 
1325. 乾᧰ / ᐓ᧰   gānbēi VO: drink a toast; Cheers! 
1326. 乾 / ᐓ   gān A: dry 
1327. ᧰   bēi N: cup 
1328. ᦬亮   yuèliang N: moon 
1329. 中秋節 / 中秋节   zhōngqiūjié PN: Mid-Autumn Festival 
1330. 春節 / 春节   chūnjié PN: Spring Festival; Chinese New 
Year 
1331. 不ㆊ / 不过   búguò Conj: however, but 
1332. 稱贊 / 称赞   chēngzàn V: to praise 
1333. 表示   biǎoshì V, N: show; express/expression 
1334. 感謝 / 感谢   gǎnxiè V: to thank 
1335. 尊㊀   zūnzhòng V: to respect; to value 
1336. 得到   dédào V: to get 
1337. 驚༑ / 惊༑   jīngxǐ N: pleasant surprise 
1338. 驚 / 惊   jīng V: surprise 
1339. ༑   xǐ V: happy; delighted 
1340. 別人 / ߿人   biérén Pr: other people 
1341. ৻般   yìbān A: general, ordinary 
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1342. ㊀要   zhòngyào A: important 
1343. ᦭意   yǒuyì N: friendship 
1344. 擔心 / ᜂ心   dānxīn V: worry 
1345. ♧   táng N: sweets; candy 
1346. 特⦡   tèsè N: characteristic; distinguishing feature 
1347. 嫦娥奔᦬   cháng'é bēnyuè IE: Chang'e flying to the 
moon 
1348. 嫦娥   cháng'é PN: Goddess of the moon 
1349. 唐朝   tángcháo N: Tang Dynasty 
1350. ฎઍ   gǔdài N: ancient times 
1351. ␹⹤ / ␹电   shénhuà N: myth 
1352. ᦬宮 / ᦬宫   yuègōng N: the lunar palace 
1353. ઄女   niānnǚ N: fairy, female immortal 
1354. 原來 / 原来   yuánlái N: formerly; originally 
1355. 人間 / 人时   rénjiān N: the human world 
1356. 聞 / 闻   wén V: to smell 
1357. 皇宮 / 皇宫   huánggōng N: palace 
1358. 醒   xǐng V: wake up 
1359. 團聚 / 剧聚   tuánjù V: reunite; gather together 
1360. 唐᣿皇   táng mínghuáng PN: Emperor Tangminghuang (an 
emperor of the Tang Dynasty) 
1361. 意見 / 意㾕   yìjiàn N: idea, suggestion 
1362. ᱚ迎 / 欢迎   huānyíng V: to welcome 
1363. 書ᚱ / 书ᚱ   shūfáng N: study 
1364.   / 墙   qiáng N: wall 
1365. 掛 / ᜭ   guà V: hang 
1366. ሼ畫 / ሼ画   zìhuà N: calligraphy and painting 
1367. ሼ   zì N: character; handwriting 
1368. 書架 / 书架   shūjià N: bookshelf 
1369. ฎ書 / ฎ书   gǔshū N: ancient book 
1370. ฎ   gǔ A: ancient 
1371. 整齊 / 整齐   zhěngqí A: neat; tidy 
1372. 地   de Pt: (used to form an adverbial adjunct) 
1373. 擺 / ᨚ   bǎi V: to put; to place 
1374. 盆᥊   pénjǐng N: miniature trees and rocks, bonsai 
1375. 盆   pén N: pot 
1376. 好看   hǎokàn A: pleasant to look at; good-looking 
1377. 長 / 长   zhǎng V: grow 
1378. 開花 / 开花   kāihuā VO: bloom 
1379. 君子蘭 / 君子兰   jūnzǐlán N: kaffir lily 
1380. 葉子 / ฟ子   yè(zi) N: leaf 
1381. 養 / 养   yǎng V: grow, raise 
1382. 比較 / 比较   bǐjiào Adv, V: comparatively; 
quite/compare 
1383. 人୞ / 人们   rénmen N: people 
1384. ૞ຠ   zuòpǐn N: work of literature or art 
1385. 澆 / 浇   jiāo V: to water 
1386. ୃ整   xiūzhěng V: to prune, to trim 
1387. 藝術 / 艺术   yìshù N: art 
1388. ࿦藝師 / 艺师园    yuányìshī N: horticulturist 
1389. ࿦藝 / 艺园    yuányì N: gardening 
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1390. 師 / 师   shī Suf: person skillful at a certain 
profession; expert; master 
1391. 練 / 㒗   liàn V: practice 
1392. 書法家 / 书法家   shūfǎjiā N: calligrapher 
1393. 家   jiā Suf: specialist in a certain field 
1394. 弟子不必不如師 / 弟子不必不如师   dìzǐ búbì bùrú shī IE: 
disciples are not necessarily inferior to teachers 
1395. 弟子   dìzǐ N: disciple, follower, pupil 
1396. 不必   búbì Adv: not necessarily 
1397. 師不必⾫ᣈ弟子 / 师不必贤于弟子   shī búbì xián yú dìzǐ 
IE: teachers are not necessarily more capable than disciples 
1398. ⾫ / 贤   xián A: virtuous, able 
1399. ฏ子   jùzi N: sentence 
1400. ฏ   jù M: sentence 
1401. 意思   yìsi N: meaning, idea 
1402. 不如   bùrú V: to be not as good as; to be inferior 
to 
1403. 高᣿   gāomíng A: brilliant, wise 
1404. 文學家 / 文学家   wénxuéjiā N: writer 
1405. ੕相   hùxiāng Adv: mutually; one another 
1406. 謙? / 谦虚   qiānxū A: modest 
1407. 唐ઍ   tángdài PN: Tang Dynasty 
1408. 樂趣 / 乐趣   lèqù N: pleasure 
1409. 㔍ㆊ / 难过   nánguò V, A: feel bad/sad; upset 
1410. 㒮子   yuànzi N: courtyard 
1411. 照顧 / 照乒   zhàogù V: look after 
1412. 關心 / ݇心   guānxīn V: care for 
1413. 美ൻ   měihuà V: beautify 
1414. 心靈 / 心ἰ   xīnlíng N: soul 
1415. 老捨 / 老⥡   lǎoshě PN: Lao She (a Chinese modern 
writer) 
1416. ᄥ極劍 / ᄥ 剑极    tàijíjiàn N: tijijian; a kind of 
traditional Chinese swordplay 
1417. 劍 / 剑   jiàn N: sword 
1418. 街   jiē N: street 
1419. 活動 / 活动   huódòng V, N: move about/activity 
1420. 跳   tiào V: jump 
1421. 跳⥰   tiàowǔ VO: dance 
1422. ⥰   wǔ N: dance 
1423. 敲㐬ᛂ鼓 / 敲锣ᛂ鼓   qiāoluó dǎgǔ IE: beat drums and 
gongs 
1424. 敲   qiāo V: beat; knock on 
1425. 㐬 / 锣   luó N: gong 
1426. ᛂ   dǎ V: beat 
1427. 鼓   gǔ N: drum 
1428. ᛏ秧歌   niǔ yāngge VO: do the yangge dance 
1429. ᛏ   niǔ V: twist 
1430. 秧歌   yāngge N: yangge dance 
1431. 民間 / 民时   mínjiān N: folk 
1432. ⥰蹈   wǔdǎo N: dance 
1433. ต做   jiàozuò V: to be called 
1434. 動૞ / 动૞   dòngzuò N: movement, action 
1435. 簡單 / 简ऩ   jiǎndān A: simple 
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1436. 老人   lǎorén N: senior; eldery man or woman 
1437. 出汗   chūhàn VO: to sweat 
1438. 要不   yàobù Conj: otherwise, or else 
1439. 手   shǒu N: hand 
1440. 武術 / 武术   wǔshù N: martial arts 
1441. 生病   shēngbìng VO: fall ill 
1442. 病   bìng V, N: fall ill/disease 
1443. ᓟ來 / อ来   hòulái N: afterwards, later 
1444. ਄班   shàngbān VO: go to work 
1445. 早਄   zǎoshang N: (early) morning 
1446. 最ㄭ   zuìjìn N: recently 
1447. 街心花࿦ / 街心花园   jiēxīn huāyuán NP: a landscaped 
island at an intersection of avenues 
1448. 圍 / 围   wéi V: surround 
1449. ਅ棋   xiàqí VO: play chess 
1450. 立交橋 / 立交桥   lìjiāoqiáo N: overpass 
1451. 橋 / 桥   qiáo N: bridge 
1452. 聽見 / 听㾕   tīngjiàn VC: to hear 
1453. ᗲ好者 / 爱好者   àihàozhě N: lover (of art, sports, 
etc.); enthusiast 
1454. ㅌ休   tuìxiū V: retire 
1455. 休閑 / 休闲   xiūxián V: to take recreation 
1456. 方式   fāngshì N: way 
1457. 做操   zuòcāo VO: to do gymnastics 
1458. ?跑    pǎobù VO: jog 
1459. ወ面 / 对面   duìmiàn N: opposite side 
1460. 網吧 / ➸吧   wǎngbā N: internet café 
1461. 門ญ / 门ญ   ménkǒu N: doorway 
1462. ⥰廳 / ⥰ख़   wǔtīng N: ballroom 
1463. 長壽 / 长寿   chángshòu A: longevity 
1464. ౏㉿   gōnglǐ M: kilometer 
1465. 調查 / 调查   diàochá V: investigate 
1466. 組 / 㒘   zǔ V, N: to form/group 
1467. 心臟 / 心脏   xīnzàng N: heart 
1468. 秘訣 / 秘䆔   mìjué N: secret of success 
1469. 在ᣈ / 在于   zàiyú V: depend on; rely on 
1470. 運動 / 动ㄬ    yùndòng V, N: do physical exercise/sports 
1471. 故鄉 / 故е   gùxiāng N: hometown 
1472. 流ொ / 流Ӵ   liúchuán V: to spread 
1473. 健康   jiànkāng N, A: health/healthy 
1474. ⡨᣿ / 聪᣿   cōngming A: intelligent, clever 
1475. 奧林඘克 / 奥林඘克   àolínpǐkè PN: the Olympics 
1476. 母親 / 母亲   mǔqīn N: mother 
1477. 母   mǔ N: mother 
1478. 河   hé N: river 
1479. 知識 / 知识   zhīshi N: knowledge 
1480. 地ℂ   dìlǐ N: geography 
1481. ด要   zhǐyào Conj: as long as 
1482. ᚑ❣ / ᚑ绩   chéngjì N: achievement 
1483. 面積 / 面积   miànjī N: area 
1484. 萬 / ਁ   wàn Num: ten thousand 
1485. ᐔ方౏㉿   píngfāng gōnglǐ M: square kilometer 
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1486. ᐔ方   píngfāng N: square 
1487. ౏㉿   gōnglǐ M: kilometer 
1488. 世界   shìjiè N: world 
1489. 人ญ   rénkǒu N: population 
1490. ൮᜝   bāokuò V: include 
1491. 億 / 亿   yì Num: one hundred million 
1492. ᱜ確 / ᱜ确   zhèngquè A: correct 
1493. 山峰   shānfēng N: mountain peak 
1494. 米   mǐ M: meter 
1495. ័籃 / ᨛ摇   yáolán N: cradle 
1496. ଧ羅ᣁ / ଧ罗ᣁ   éluósī PN: Russia 
1497. 大陸 / 大䰚   dàlù N: mainland (of China) 
1498. 臺灣 / บḧ   táiwān PN: Taiwan 
1499. 香港   xiānggǎng PN: Hong Kong 
1500. 澳門 / 澳门   àomén PN: Macao 
1501. 西藏   xīzàng PN: Tibet 
1502. 珠穆朗℺峰 / 珠穆朗玛峰   zhūmùlǎngmǎ fēng PN: Mount 
Everest, Qomolangma Peak 
1503. ?河 / 黄河   huánghé PN: the Yellow River 
1504. 長ᳯ / 长ᳯ   chángjiāng PN: the Yangze River 
1505. 中華 / 中华   zhōnghuá PN: China 
1506. 旅᷿   lǚyóu V: to tour 
1507. ฬൎฎ跡 / ฬ胜ฎㅇ   míngshènggǔjì IE: scenic spots and 
historical sites 
1508. ฬൎ / ฬ胜   míngshèng N: scenic spot 
1509. ฎ跡 / ฎㅇ   gǔjì N: historical site 
1510. 自然   zìrán A, N: natural/nature 
1511. 感覺 / 感觉   gǎnjué N, V: feeling/to feel 
1512. 雲 / ੔   yún N: cloud 
1513. ᧻᮸ / ᧻树   sōngshù N: pine tree 
1514. ᮸ / 树   shù N: tree 
1515. 海   hǎi N: sea 
1516. ᄸ怪   qíguài A: strange; surprising; odd 
1517. 顆 / 颗   kē M: (a measure word for trees and 
plants) 
1518. ?山 / 黄山   huángshān PN: Mt. Huang 
1519. 迎客᧻   yíngkèsōng PN: Guest-welcoming Pine (found on 
Mt. Huang) 
1520. 南水ർ調 / 南水ർ调   nánshuǐběidiào IE: divert water 
from the south to the north 
1521. 運河 / ㄬ河   yùnhé N: canal 
1522. Ꮏ程   gōngchéng N: engineering project 
1523. 挖   wā V: dig 
1524. 柳᮸ / 柳树   liǔshù N: willow 
1525. 匯合 / 汇合   huìhé V: converge, join 
1526. ㅢ航   tōngháng VO: to be open to air traffic or to 
navigation 
1527. 段   duàn N, M: section, part 
1528. 研究   yánjiū V: study; do research 
1529. 引   yǐn V: divert; lead 
1530. 改善   gǎishàn V: improve 
1531. 杭Ꮊ   hángzhōu PN: Hangzhou (city in China) 
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1532. 㓣煬帝 / 随♔帝   suí yǎngdì PN: Emperor Sui Yangdi 
(an emperor of the Sui Dynasty) 
1533. ᳯ南   jiāngnán PN: areas south of the lower reaches 
of the Yangze River 
1534. ឴Ꮊ / ᡀᎺ   yángzhōu PN: Yangzhou (city in China) 
1535. ᷿覽 / ᷿阅   yóulǎn V: go sight-seeing; to tour 
1536. 覽 / 阅   lǎn V: look at; see 
1537. 稱๭ / 称๭   chēnghu V, N: to call/a form of address 
1538. 稱 / 称   chēng V: to call 
1539. Ꮑ   qiǎo A: opportune, coincidental, skillful 
1540. 差不多   chàbuduō A, Adv: about the same/almost 
1541. 讀書 / 读书   dúshū VO: read; study; attend school 
1542. 讀 / 读   dú V: read; study; attend school 
1543. ຯ   ó Int: oh; aha (expressing a sudden 
realization) 
1544. 棒   bàng A: good, fine 
1545. 留學 / 留学   liúxué VO: study abroad 
1546. 父母   fùmǔ N: father and mother, parents 
1547. 父   fù N: father 
1548. 掙 / ᣷   zhèng V: earn 
1549. 結婚 / 㒧婚   jiéhūn VO: marry 
1550. 網絡 / ➸㒰   wǎngluò N: Internet 
1551. 搞   gǎo V: do, carry on 
1552. Ꮏ⾗ / Ꮏ资   gōngzī N: wages, pay 
1553. 算   suàn V: consider, calculate 
1554. 高ᣂᛛ術 / 高ᣂᛛ术   gāo xīn jìshù NP: new and advanced 
technology 
1555. 企業 / 企专   qǐyè N: enterprise, business 
1556. 個人 / ਙ人   gèrén N: individual (person) 
1557. 湊合 / 凑合   còuhe V: make do; not too bad 
1558. 照相   zhàoxiàng VO: take a picture 
1559. 欣賞 / 欣赏   xīnshǎng V: appreciate; enjoy 
1560. 美麗 / 美Б   měilì A: beautiful 
1561. ฬ不?ொ / ฬ不虚Ӵ   míng bùxū chuán IE: have a well-
deserved reputation 
1562. 地㆏   dìdao A: pure; typical; genuine 
1563. 中間 / 中时   zhōngjiān N: middle, center 
1564. 辦法 / ࡲ法   bànfǎ N: way; means; meaure; method 
1565. 隱⑳ / 隐⑳   yǐnsī N: privacy; personal secret 
1566. ૑ᚱ   zhùfáng N: house; housing; lodging 
1567. ੲ㤘的 / ੲМ的   shénmede Pr: and so on; et cetera 
1568. 背൮   bēibāo N: knapsack; backpack 
1569. 背   bēi V: carry 
1570. ൮   bāo N: bag; sack; satchel 
1571. 關心 / ݇心   guānxīn V: be concerned with 
1572. 認ὑ / 认为   rènwéi V: think, consider 
1573. ෹好   yǒuhǎo A: friendly 
1574. 好ᄸ   hàoqí A: curious 
1575. 清楚   qīngchu A: clear 
1576. 比਄不足比ਅ᦭餘 / 比਄不足比ਅ᦭余   bǐshàng bùzú 
bǐxià yǒuyú IE: better than some, but not as good as others 
fairing to middle 
1577. ໴ / ໳   gòu A, V: enough, sufficient/be adequate 
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1578. 花   huā V: spend 
1579. Ꮏ程師 / Ꮏ程师   gōngchéngshī N: engineer 
1580. ᄖ⾗ / ᄖ资   wàizī N: foreign capital 
1581. 部門 / 部门   bùmén N: branch; department; section 
1582. 競῭ / 竞੎   jìngzhēng V, N: compete/competition 
1583. 激烈   jīliè A: intense; sharp 
1584. Ꮏౕ   gōngjù N: tool 
1585. 經驗 / 经验   jīngyàn N: experience 
1586. 學? / 学ग़   xuélì N: record of formal schooling; 
educational background 
1587. 淘汰   táotài V: eliminate through selection or 
competition 
1588. 支ᜬ   zhīchí V: support 
1589. 前途   qiántú N: future 
1590. 王⥝ / 王݈   wáng xīng PN: (name of a person) 
1591. 保護 / 保ᡸ   bǎohù V: protect 
1592. 環境 / ⦃境   huánjìng N: environment 
1593. 空氣 / 空气   kōngqì N: air 
1594. ?   bù N: step 
1595. 科學家 / 科学家   kūxuéjiā N: scientist 
1596. 高原   gāoyuán N: plateau, highland 
1597. 建立   jiànlì V: build; establish 
1598. 植物࿦ / 植物园   zhíwùyuán N: botanical garden 
1599. 植物   zhíwù N: plant 
1600. 夏઎營 / 夏઎营   xiàlìngyíng N: summer camp 
1601. 既…෶…   jì…yòu… Conj: both... and... 
1602. 接ฃ   jiēshòu V: accept 
1603. ฃ   shòu V: receive; accept 
1604. 教育   jiàoyù V, N: educate/education 
1605. 主意   zhǔyi N: idea 
1606. 繼續 / 继续   jìxù V: continue 
1607. 研究   yánjiū V, N: study; research 
1608. 條ઙ / 条ઙ   tiáojiàn N: condition, term 
1609. 移植   yízhí V: transplant 
1610. 移   yí V: move 
1611. 木屋   mùwū N: log cabin 
1612. 木頭 / 木头   mù(tou) N: wood 
1613. 屋子   wū(zi) N: house; room 
1614. 看見 / 看㾕   kànjiàn VC: see, catch sight of 
1615. 網 / ➸   wǎng N: net 
1616. 靈山 / ἰ山   língshān PN: Mt. Ling (located in the 
suburbs of Beijing) 
1617. 藏趣࿦ / 藏趣园   zàng qùyuán PN: the Tibetan 
Botanical Garden 
1618. ⊓   dēng V: publish (essay, article, etc.) 
1619. 綠ൻ / 绿ൻ   lǜhuà V: to make somewhere green by 
planting trees; reforest 
1620. 解᳿ / 解决   jiějué V: solve 
1621. 污ᨴ   wūrǎn V: pollute 
1622. 沙漠   shāmò N: desert 
1623. 靠ㄭ   kàojìn V: draw near; approach 
1624. ㄭ   jìn A: near, close 
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1625. Ꮢ   shì N: city, municipality 
1626. 紀念 / 纪念   jìniàn V: commemorate 
1627. 活   huó V, A: live/alive 
1628. ᄖ交ቭ   wàijiāoguān N: diplomat 
1629. ᄖ交   wàijiāo N: diplomacy 
1630. 確ኪ / 实确    quèshí Adv: really; indeed 
1631. 首都   shǒudū N: capital 
1632. 都Ꮢ   dūshì N: city, metropolis 
1633. 關ଥ / ݇系   guānxi N: relation; relationship 
1634. 植᮸節 / 植树节   zhíshù jié N: Arbor Day 
1635. 植᮸ / 植树   zhíshù VO: plant trees 
1636. 非洲   fēizhōu PN: Africa 
1637. 熊貓 / 熊猫   xióngmāo N: panda 
1638. 搶救 / 抢救   qiǎngjiù V: save, rescue 
1639. ᳿定 / 决定   juédìng V: decide 
1640. 動物࿦ / 动物园   dòngwùyuán N: zoo 
1641. 竹葉 / 竹ฟ   zhúyè N: bamboo leaf 
1642. 肥   féi A: fat 
1643. ⣽   tuǐ N: leg 
1644. 耳朵   ěrduo N: ear 
1645. 眼⌢   yǎnjing N: eye 
1646. 墨鏡 / 墨镜   mòjìng N: sunglasses 
1647. 留   liú V: stay 
1648. 使者   shǐzhě N: envoy 
1649. ㊁生動物保護協會 / ㊁生动物保ᡸ护ળ   yěshēng dòngwù 
bǎohù xiéhuì PN: the Association for the Protection of the 
Wildlife 
1650. ொ? / Ӵ说   chuánshuō N: legend 
1651. 暈 / 晕   yūn V: feel dizzy 
1652. 再? / 再说   zàishuō Conj: what's more 
1653. 船   chuán N: boat, ship 
1654. 辣   là A: spicy hot 
1655. น   kě Adv: really, truly; indeed 
1656. 講 / 䆆   jiǎng V: speak, tell, explain 
1657. 怕   pà V: to fear, be afraid of 
1658. 暈船 / 晕船   yùnchuán VO: seasickness 
1659. น樂 / น乐   kělè N: cola, coke, soft drink 
1660. 味兒 / 味儿   wèi(r) N: taste, flavor 
1661. ㅪ / 䖲   lián Conj: even 
1662. ㉣務室 / ක务室   yīwùshì N: clinic 
1663. 著 / 着   zháo V: (used after a verb as a 
complement to indicate the result of the action) 
1664. 颳 / 刮   guā V: blow 
1665. 涼 / ಐ   liáng A: cool, cold 
1666. ␹女峰   shénnǚ fēng PN: Goddess Peak 
1667. 四Ꮉ   sìchuān PN: Sichuan Province 
1668. 湖ർ   húběi PN: Hubei Province 
1669. 湖南   húnán PN: Hunan Province 
1670. ਃ峽 / ਃ峡   sānxiá PN: the Three Gorges of the Yanze 
River 
1671. ᣣ   rì N: sun, daytime 
1672. ㅅ   mí V, N: confuse, enchant/fan 
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1673. ὑ / 为   wèi Prep: for 
1674. 首   shǒu M: (measure word for poems, songs, etc.) 
1675. 詩 / 诗   shī N: poem 
1676. ౌ岸猿聲啼不૑ / 两岸猿ჿ啼不૑   liǎng'àn yuánshēng 
tíbuzhù monkeys on both banks keep calling 
1677. デ⥱Ꮗㆊ萬崇山 / 轻⥱Ꮗ过ਁ崇山   qīngzhōu yǐguò 
wànchóngshān but my boat has smoothly passed ranges upon 
ranges of mountains 
1678. ᱛ   zhǐ V: stop 
1679. ᷿船   yóuchuán N: pleasure boat 
1680. 久   jiǔ A: long time 
1681. 夜   yè N: night 
1682. 來ᓔ / 来ᓔ   láiwǎng V: come and go 
1683. 指   zhǐ V: point out 
1684. 山水畫 / 山水画   shānshuǐhuà N: landscape painting 
1685. 山水   shānshuǐ N: mountains and water; landscape 
1686. 壩 / 坝   bà N: dam 
1687. ᧘⊕   lǐbái PN: Li Bai (name of a great Chinese poet 
from the Tang Dynasty) 
1688. 西王母   xīwángmǔ PN: Queen Mother of the West (figure 
in Chinese mythology) 
1689. 血   xiě N: blood 
1690. 果᮸ / 果树   guǒshù N: fruit tree 
1691. ᛂ魚 / ᛂ鱼   dǎyú VO: go fishing 
1692. ᝽   diào V: fall 
1693. 鼻煙壺 / 鼻烟壶   bíyānhú N: snuff bottle 
1694. Ꮏ藝ຠ / Ꮏ艺ຠ   gōngyìpǐn N: handicraft article 
1695. 透᣿   tòumíng A: transparent 
1696. 珍貴 / 珍䌉   zhēnguì A: valuable, precious 
1697. 收藏   shōucáng V: collect, store up 
1698. ዂ軍服 / ዁ݯ服   jiāngjūnfú N: a general's uniform 
1699. ዂ軍 / ዁ݯ   jiāngjūn N: general 
1700. 畫像 / 画像   huàxiàng N: portrait 
1701. ベ椅 / 轮椅   lúnyǐ N: wheelchair 
1702. 握   wò V: hold 
1703. ?ಽ / 缘ಽ   yuánfèn N: fate or fortune by which 
people are brought together 
1704. 微笑   wēixiào V: smile 
1705. 張學良 / 张学良   zhāng xuéliáng PN: Zhang Xueliang 
(well-known Chinese general of the 1930's) 
1706. 夏威ᄱ   xìwēiyí PN: Hawaii 
1707. 挺   tǐng Adv: very; quite 
1708. 節⚂ / 节节   jiéyuē V: save; economize 
1709. ৻ヘ子 / ৻辈子   yíbèizi N: lifetime; for all one's 
life; throughout one's life 
1710. 世紀 / 世纪   shìjì N: century 
1711. 倍   bèi M: times; multiples; -fold 
1712. …ಽ之…   …fēnzhī… (used to express fractions and 
percentages) 
1713. 生๮   shēngmìng N: life 
1714. 金錢 / 金钱   jīnqián N: money 
1715. 金子   jīnzi N: gold 
1716. 就是   jiùshì Conj: even if 
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1717. ⦠苦 / 艰苦   jiānkǔ A: arduous, hard 
1718. ᮷⚛ / 朴⚛   pǔsù A: simple; plain 
1719. 勤儉 / 勤俭   qínjiǎn A: hardworking and thrifty 
1720. ᣣ子   rìzi N: day; life 
1721. 生產 / 生产   shēngchǎn V, N: produce/production 
1722. 經濟 / 经经   jīngjì N: economy 
1723. 管   guǎn V: to bother about something; to mind 
1724. 積蓄 / 积蓄   jīxù V, N: save/savings 
1725. ⾉款 / 䌋款   dàikuǎn N, VO: loan/provide or ask for a 
loan 
1726. ⾉ / 䌋   dài N, V: loan/borrow or lend 
1727. 款   kuǎn N: money 
1728. 瘋 / 疯   fēng A: crazy, mad 
1729. 借債 / 借债   jièzhài VO: borrow money 
1730. 債 / 债   zhài N: debt 
1731. 絕ወ / 㒱对   juéduì A: absolute 
1732. 米   mǐ N: rice 
1733. 丟人 / 丢人   diūrén VO: lose face; be disgraced 
1734. 按ᤨ / 按时   ànshí Adv: on time, timely, promptly 
1735. 信↪   xìnyòng N: credit 
1736. 穩定 / 稳定   wěndìng A: stable 
1737. ઃ   fù V: pay 
1738. ౔餘 / ౔余   qíyú Pr: the other; the rest 
1739. 夢⹤ / 梦电   mènghuà N: words spoken while sleeping; 
nonsense 
1740. 夢 / 梦   mèng N: dream 
1741. 商ຠ經濟 / 商ຠ经经   shāngpǐn jīngjì N: commodity 
economy 
1742. 商ຠ   shāngpǐn N: commodity; goods 
1743. 跟   gēn V: follow 
1744. 觀念 / 㾖念   guānniàn N: concept 
1745. ᤨઍ / 时ઍ   shídài N: times; era 
1746. 變 / 变   biàn V: change 
1747. ኪ現 / 实⦄   shíxiàn V: realize; bring about; achieve 
1748. 好處 / 好处   hǎochù N: advantage; benefit 
1749. ੨ฃ   xiǎngshòu V, N: enjoy/enjoyment 
1750. 高⮌   gāoxīn N: high salary 
1751. 窮人 / 穷人   qióngrén N: poor people 
1752. 亂 / 乱   luàn A: messy, disordered, chaotic 
1753. 消⾌ / 消电   xiāofèi V: consume 
1754. 追᳞   zhuīqiú V: seek 
1755. 大部ಽ   dàbùfen the greater part 
1756. ሽ款   cúnkuǎn N: bank savings 
1757. 交際 / 交䰙   jiāojì N: social relations; communication 
1758. ੹朝᦭酒੹朝醉  jīnzhāo yǒu jiǔ jīnzhāo zuì get drunk 
while there is still wine; indulge oneself for the moment 
1759. 奮鬥 / 奋斗   fèndòu V: struggle 
1760. 美德   měidé N: virtue 
1761. ቄ節 / ቄ节   jìjié N: season 
1762. ቄ   jì N: season 
1763. 氣候 / 气候   qìhòu N: climate 
1764. 複㔈 / 复ᴖ   fùzá A: complicated 
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1765. 熱帶 / 热带   rèdài N: the tropics; torrid zone 
1766. 寒帶 / 寒带   hándài N: frigid zone; the arctic 
1767. ฦ   gè Pr: each; every 
1768. ᥦ氣 / ᥦ气   nuǎnqì N: heating 
1769. 羽絨服 / 羽㒦服   yǔróngfú N: down coat 
1770. ᦭ᤨ候 / ᦭时候   yǒushí(hou) Adv: sometimes 
1771. 動 / 动   dòng V: move 
1772. 裙子   qúnzi N: skirt 
1773. 最好   zuìhǎo Adv: had better; it would be best 
1774. 涼快 / ಐ快   liángkuai A: cool 
1775. 了   liǎo V: to end up 
1776. 㒰了…એᄖ   chúle…yǐwài except; besides 
1777. 路線 / 路线   lùxiàn N: route; itinerary 
1778. 草原   cǎoyuán N: grassland 
1779. 選擇 / 选选   xuǎnzé V, N: select/choice 
1780. ?蒙 / 内蒙   nèiměng PN: Inner Mongolia 
1781. ᧲ർ / ϰർ   dōngběi PN: the Northeast 
1782. 現ઍ / ⦄ઍ   xiàndài N: modern 
1783. 偉大 / ӳ大   wěidà A: great 
1784. 詩人 / 诗人   shīrén N: poet 
1785. ዊᤨ候 / ዊ时候   xiǎoshíhou N: in one's childhood 
1786. 背   bèi V: recite from memory 
1787. 床前᣿᦬శ   chuángqián míngyuè guāng in front of the 
bed, the light of the bright moon shines 
1788. 疑是地਄霜   yíshì dìshàng shuāng I suspect there is 
frost on the ground 
1789. ⥞頭望᣿᦬ / В头望᣿᦬   jǔtóu wàng míngyuè I raise my 
head and gaze at the bright moon 
1790. ૐ頭思故鄉 / ૐ头思故е   dītóu sī gùxiāng I lower my 
hed and think of my beloved hometown 
1791. 熟   shú A: familiar 
1792. 㗁 / 义   yè M: page 
1793. 家書抵萬金 / 家书抵ਁ金   jiāshū dǐ wànjīn a letter 
from home is worth a fortune in gold 
1794. 珍貴 / 珍䌉   zhēnguì A: valuable; precious 
1795. 封   fēng M: (measure word for letters) 
1796. 唐詩選 / 唐诗选   tángshīxuǎn PN: Selected Tang Poems 
1797. 杜甫   dùfǔ PN: Du Fu (great poet of the Tang 
Dynasty) 
1798. 莎士比亞 / 莎士比亚   shāshìbǐyà PN: William Shakespeare 
1799. 僧敲᦬ਅ門 / 僧敲᦬ਅ门   sēng qiāo yuèxià mén a monk 
knocks on a gate under the moonlight 
1800. 敲   qiāo V: knock 
1801. 毛驢 / 毛驴   máolǘ N: donkey 
1802. ឬኮ / ឬ写   miáoxiě V: describe 
1803. 鳥宿ᳰ邊᮸ / 鸟宿ᳰ边树   niǎo sù chíbiān shù a bird 
spends the night on a tree by the side of the pool 
1804. 鳥 / 鸟   niǎo N: bird 
1805. 寺ᑙ / 寺庙   sìmiào N: temple 
1806. ផ   tuī V: push 
1807. 轎子 / 轿子   jiàozi N: sedan chair 
1808. 經ㆊ / 经过   jīngguò V: pass; go through 
1809. ቭ   guān N: government official 
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1810. 拉   lā V: pull; drag 
1811. 思考   sīkǎo V: think deeply 
1812. ⾘島 / 贾岛   jiǎdǎo PN: Ja Dao (Chinese poet of the 
Tang Dynasty) 
1813. 埋單 / 埋ऩ   máidān VO: pay a bill 
1814. 晚飯 / 晚佁   wǎnfàn N: supper, dinner 
1815. 越…越…   yuè…yuè… the more... the more... 
1816. 餐廳 / 餐ख़   cāntīng N: dining hall, dining room 
1817. 味㆏   wèidao N: taste, flavor 
1818. 帳單 / 帐ऩ   zhàngdān N: bill 
1819. 帳 / 帐   zhàng N: bill; account 
1820. 單 / ऩ   dān N: list 
1821. 回   huí M: (measure word for things or the times 
of an action) 
1822. 搶 / 抢   qiǎng V: snatch; make efforts to be the 
first; fight for 
1823. ⚂ / 节   yuē V: to ask or invite in advance 
1824. 由   yóu Prep: by 
1825. ᣿⊕   míngbai A, V: understand; realize 
1826. 㧭㧭೙   aa zhì N: (to go) dutch 
1827. 請客 / 䇋客   qǐngkè VO: invite someone to dinner (with 
the intent that they pay) 
1828. 笑⹤ / 笑电   xiàohua N: joke 
1829. ⃿႐ / ⃿场   qiúchǎng N: field or court for ball games 
1830. 橄欖⃿ / 橄榄⃿   gǎnlǎnqiú N: American football 
1831. 大方   dàfang A: generous 
1832. ੐వ   shìxiān N: in advance, beforehand 
1833. 最ᓟ / 最อ   zuìhòu N: final, last 
1834. 羊肉   yángròu N: mutton 
1835. 班   bān N: class 
1836. 烤ో羊   kǎo quán yáng N: whole roasted lamb 
1837. 按   àn Prep: according to 
1838. 抬   tái V: lift; raise 
1839. ⥞ / В   jǔ V: hold up; raise 
1840. 酒᧰   jiǔbēi N: wine cup 
1841. 民歌   míngē N: folk song 
1842. 飯店 / 佁店   fàndiàn N: hotel; restaurant 
1843. 首వ   shǒuxiān Adv: first of all; firstly 
1844. 敬酒   jìngjiǔ VO: propose a toast; offer a cup of 
wine 
1845. 敬   jìng V: respect; politely offer 
1846. ฃ   shòu V: receive 
1847. 尊敬   zūnjìng V: respect; honor 
1848. 然ᓟ / 然อ   ránhòu Adv: then; after that 
1849. 接著 / 接着   jiēzhe V, Conj: follow; carry on/then 
1850. 愉快   yúkuài A: joyful, cheerful 
1851. 蒙族   měngzú PN: Mongolian ethnic group 
1852. ᣂ疆   xīnjiāng PN: Xinjiang (autonomous region of 
China) 
1853. 竹子   zhúzi N: bamboo 
1854. 主任   zhǔrén N: master 
1855. 㒙姨   āyí N: house maid 
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1856. 肉⛕炒竹筍 / 肉ϱ炒竹笋   ròusī chǎo zhúsǔn stir-fried 
shredded pork with bamboo shoots 
1857. 肉⛕ / 肉ϱ   ròusī N: shredded pork 
1858. 炒   chǎo V: stir-fry 
1859. 竹筍 / 竹笋   zhúsǔn N: bamboo shoots 
1860. 詞ౖ / 词ౖ   cídiǎn N: dictionary 
1861. 挖   wā V: dig 
1862. 計劃生育 / 设划生育   jìhuà shēngyù N: family planning 
1863. 計劃 / 设划   jìhuà V: plan 
1864. 生ᣈ / 生于   shēngyù V: give birth 
1865. 優生優育 / 优生优育   yōushēng yōuyù healthy birth and 
sound care 
1866. 優 / 优   yōu A: excellent 
1867. Ꮑ雲 / Ꮑ੔   qiǎoyūn PN: Qiaoyun (name of a young 
maid) 
1868. ᄥᄥ   tàitai N: Mrs.; madam 
1869. ᇾ   jià V: (of a woman) marry 
1870. ᣂ婚   xīnhūn A: newly-married 
1871. ᐘ福   xìngfú A: happy 
1872. ᡽府   zhèngfǔ N: government 
1873. ⊓記 / ⊓记   dēngjì V: register 
1874. 結婚證 / 㒧婚书   jiéhūnzhèng N: marriage certificate 
1875. ༑♧   xǐtáng N: wedding candy 
1876. ⥞行 / В行   jǔxíng V: hold (a meeting or ceremony) 
1877. 婚禮 / 婚礼   hūnlǐ N: wedding ceremony 
1878. ⾍ / 䌈   tiē V: paste; stick 
1879. ⚃雙༑ሼ / 红෺༑ሼ   hóng shuāngxǐ zì IE: the red 囍 
character 
1880. 雙༑ / ෺༑   shuāngxǐ N: double happiness 
1881. 雙 / ෺   shuāng M: pair 
1882. ᣂ娘   xīnniáng N: bride 
1883. 花轎 / 花轿   huājiào N: bridal sedan chair 
1884. ኃᏨ   yànxí N: banquet; feast 
1885. 客人   kèren N: guest 
1886. 教堂   jiàotáng N: church; cathedral 
1887. 親戚 / 亲戚   qīnqi N: relative; family member 
1888. 表ᆐ   biǎojiě N: older female cousin 
1889. ด是   zhǐshì Adv: only; just 
1890. 岳父   yuèfù N: father-in-law (wife's father) 
1891. 岳母   yuèmǔ N: mother-in-law (wife's mother) 
1892. 傑克 / ᧱克   jiékè PN: Jack (a male Australian 
character in the NPCR textbook) 
1893. ᧘玉蘭 / ᧘玉兰   lǐ yùlán PN: Li Yulan (a female 
Chinese character in the NPCR textbook) 
1894. 開ญ / 开ญ   kāikǒu VO: open one's mouth; start to 
talk (in an embarrassing manner) 
1895. ญ   kǒu N: mouth 
1896. 商㊂   shāngliang V: discuss; talk over 
1897. 倆 / 俩   liǎ Num: two (people) 
1898. ⣮筋 / 电筋   nǎojīn N: brain; mind; way of thinking 
1899. 規矩 / 规矩   guīju N: rules; customs; manners 
1900. 生氣 / 生气   shēngqì VO: get angry 
1901. 大੐   dàshì N: important matter; major issue 
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1902. 鄰居 / 邻居   línjū N: neighbor 
1903. ⴠ衕 / 胡ห   hútòng N: lane; alley 
1904. 批評 / 批评   pīpíng V: criticize 
1905. ᳿定 / 决定   juédìng V: decide; make up one's mind 
1906. 廚師 / 厨师   chúshī N: cook; chef 
1907. ᆑ爺 / ᆑ爷   gūye N: son-in-law 
1908. 悉ዦ   xīní PN: Sydney 
1909. 慶␸ / 庆␸   qìngzhù V: celebrate 
1910. 走馬燈 / 走马Ἦ   zǒumǎdēng N: lantern with revolving 
paper-cut figures 
1911. 燈 / Ἦ   dēng N: lamp; lantern 
1912. ወ⡧ / 对对   duìlián N: antithetical couplet 
1913. ਄⡧ / ਄对   shànglián N: the first line of a couplet 
1914. ਅ⡧ / ਅ对   xiàlián N: second line of a couplet 
1915. 熄燈 / 熄Ἦ   xī(dēng) V: put out (a lamp) 
1916. ወ / 对   duì V: match 
1917. 旗子   qízi N: flag; banner 
1918. 虎   hǔ N: tiger 
1919. 飄឴ / 飘ᡀ   piāoyáng V: flutter; fly 
1920. 飛虎旗 / 飞虎旗   fēihǔqí N: flying tiger banner 
1921. 捲 / ෇   juǎn V: roll up 
1922. 藏   cáng V: hide 
1923. 中榜   zhòngbǎng VO: one's name is published in the 
lsit of successful candidates or applicants 
1924. ቡઍ   sòngdài PN: Song Dynasty 
1925. 王቟石   wáng ānshí PN: Wang Anshi (statesman and 
writer of the Song Dynasty) 
1926. ❢是 / 总是   zǒng(shì) Adv: always 
1927. 親ᗲ / 亲爱   qīn'ài A: dear; beloved 
1928. 終ᣈ / 终于   zhōngyú Adv: finally; eventually 
1929. 好ล   hǎochī A: tasty; good to eat 
1930. 能ᐙ / 能ᐓ   nénggàn A: able; capable 
1931. ᐙ / ᐓ   gàn V: to do; to work 
1932. 誇獎 / ᄲ奖   kuājiǎng V: to praise 
1933. 誇 / ᄲ   kuā V: to praise 
1934. 獎 / 奖   jiǎng V, N: to reward/prize 
1935. 米飯 / 米佁   mǐfàn N: (cooked) rice 
1936. 餓 / 饿   è A: hungry 
1937. ṩ / 满   mǎn A: full; filled 
1938. 碗   wǎn N, M: bowl 
1939. 炒雞ৼ / 炒鸡ৼ   chǎojīdīng N: fried chicken cubes 
1940. 炒   chǎo V: to stir-fry 
1941. 雞 / 鸡   jī N: chicken 
1942. ৼ   dīng N: small cubes ("dice") of meat or 
vegetable 
1943. 開飯館 / 开佁佚   kāi(fànguǎn) V: to operate or 
manage (a restaurant) 
1944. 老闆 / 老᧼   lǎobǎn N: boss; shopkeeper 
1945. ᛂᎿ   dǎgōng VO: to work on odd jobs 
1946. ಽᎿ   fēngōng V: to divide the work 
1947. 合૞   hézuò V: to cooperate; to work together 
1948. 華人 / 华人   huárén N: Chinese; foreign citizens of 
Chinese origin 
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1949. 必須 / 必乏   bìxū Adv: must; have to 
1950. 畢業 / 毕专   bìyè VO: to graduate 
1951. 別ᛏ / ߿ᛏ   bièniu A: awkward; uncomfortable 
1952. 改   gǎi V: to alter; to change; to correct 
1953. 究┧   jiūjìng Adv: actually; exactly 
1954. 初中   chūzhōng N: junior middle school 
1955. 初   chū A, Pref: preliminary; initial; first 
1956. 高中   gāozhōng N: senior middle school 
1957. ᢓ   gǎn OpV: dare 
1958. 回信   huíxìn VO, N: to write in reply/a letter in 
reply 
1959. 敲門 / 敲门   qiāo mén VO: to knock at the door 
1960. ᛂ聽 / ᛂ听   dǎting V: to inquire; to ask about (sth.) 
1961. 地址   dìzhǐ N: address 
1962. 突然   tūrán A: suddenly; unexpectedly 
1963. 見面 / 㾕面   jiànmiàn VO: to meet; to see 
1964. 面   miàn N: face 
1965. 瘦   shòu A: thin 
1966. 談 / 谈   tán V: to talk; to discuss 
1967. 心裡 / 心㉿   xīnli N: in the heart; in (the) mind 
1968. 心   xīn N: heart; mind; feeling 
1969. ℂ想   lǐxiǎng N, A: ideal 
1970. ᐔ常   píngcháng A: ordinary; common 
1971. 研究生   yánjiūshēng N: graduate student 
1972. ኪ習 / 实д   shíxí V: to practice; to do an internship 
1973. 暑假   shǔjià N: summer vacation 
1974. 握手   wòshǒu VO: to shake hands 
1975. 握   wò V: to hold; to clasp 
1976. ㄓ / 辞   cí V: to resign; to quit 
1977. ካ靜⥌遠 / 宁静⥌䖰   níngjìng zhì yuǎn IE: tranquility 
delivers transcendence 
1978. ካ靜 / 宁静   níngjìng A: tranquil; peaceful; quiet 
1979. ?ᥦ / 温ᥦ   wēnnuǎn A: warm 
1980. 藍⦡ / 蓝⦡   lánsè N: blue color 
1981. 風衣 / 风衣   fēngyī N: overcoat 
1982. 引⿠   yǐnqǐ V: to give rise to; to cause; to arouse 
1983. 沉思   chénsī V: to be lost in thought 
1984. 允許 / 允许   yǔnxǔ V: to allow 
1985. 痛苦   tòngkǔ A: pain; suffering 
1986. 煮   zhǔ V: to boil; to cook 
1987. 菜譜 / 菜谱   càipǔ N: cookbook 
1988. 羅嗦 / 罗嗦   luōsuo A: long-winded; wordy 
1989. ᗱ人節 / ᗱ人节   yúrén jié PN: April Fool's Day 
1990. 半邊ᄤ / 半边ᄤ   bànbiāntiān IE: half the sky 
1991. ᄤ   tiān N: sky 
1992. ో職 / ో职   quánzhí N: full-time 
1993. 職 / 职   zhí N: post; occupation; profession 
1994. 婦女 / ཛ女   fùnǚ N: woman 
1995. 照顧 / 照乒   zhàogù V: to look after; to take care of 
1996. 家務 / 家务   jiāwù V: housework; household chores 
1997. 務 / 务   wù V: affair; business 
1998. 男人   nánrén V: man; manfolk 
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1999. 權利 / ᴗ利   quánlì V: right 
2000. ⊔揮 / 发发   fāhuī V: to bring into play 
2001. ૞↪   zuòyòng N: role; effect; function 
2002. 社會 / 社ળ   shèhuì N: society 
2003. 不ด   bùzhǐ Conj: not only 
2004. 家庭   jiātíng N: family; household 
2005. ᐞ乎 / 几乎   jīhū Adv: nearly; almost 
2006. 雙職Ꮏ / ෺职Ꮏ   shuāngzhígōng N: working couple; 
double-income couple 
2007. 雙 / ෺   shuāng A: two; both 
2008. 職Ꮏ / 职Ꮏ   zhígōng N: staff; workers 
2009. 要是   yàoshi Conj: if; suppose 
2010. 看不⿠   kànbuqǐ IE: to look down upon 
2011. ὑ了 / 为了   wèile Prep: for; in order to 
2012. 男女   nánnǚ N: men and women 
2013. 男   nán N: man; male 
2014. 女   nǚ N: woman; female 
2015. 就業 / 就专   jiùyè VO: to be employed; to obtain 
employment 
2016. ౏ᐔ   gōngpíng A: fair; just 
2017. 方面   fāngmiàn N: aspect; respect 
2018. ᐔ等   píngděng N, A: equality/equal 
2019. 單૏ / ऩ૏   dānwèi N: unit (as an organization, a 
department, a division, a section, etc.) 
2020. 競῭ / 竞੎   jìngzhēng V: to compete 
2021. 機會 / 机ળ   jīhuì N: chance; oppourtunity 
2022. ด᦭   zhǐyǒu Conj: only 
2023. ห樣 / ห么   tóngyàng A: same; similar 
2024. 地૏   dìwèi N: position; status 
2025. 擔⽶ / ᜂ负   dānfù V: to bear; to shoulder 
2026. 擔 / ᜂ   dān V: to carry 
2027. ⽶ / 负   fù V: to shoulder 
2028. භ   zhàn V: to make up; to account for 
2029. 副   fù A: deputy; vice 
2030. ❢ℂ / 总ℂ   zǒnglǐ N: premier; prime minister 
2031. 部長 / 部长   bùzhǎng N: minister 
2032. ⚜織 / 纺纺   fǎngzhī V: spinning and weaving; textile 
2033. Ꮏ人   gōngrén N: worker 
2034. 護士 / ᡸ士   hùshi N: nurse 
2035. 封建   fēngjiàn N: feudal 
2036. 服從 / 服੼   fūcóng V: to obey; to submit to 
2037. ੐業 / ੐专   shìyè N: cause; undertaking 
2038. 矛盾   máodùn N: contradiction 
2039. ቢో   wánquán A: complete; whole 
2040. 報酬 / ᡹酬   bàochou N: reward; pay 
2041. 建築 / 建╳   jiànzhù N, V: building; architecture/to 
contruct 
2042. ?牛 / 黄牛   huángniú N: ox; cow 
2043. 草ᚱ   cǎofáng N: thatched cottage 
2044. ᰳ   qiàn V: to owe 
2045. 生產隊長 / 生产队长   shēngchǎn duìzhǎng N: production 
team leader 
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2046. 勇ᢓ   yǒnggǎn A: brave 
2047. 自信   zìxìn A: self-confident 
2048. 糧食 / 粮食   liángshi N: grain; cereal; food 
2049. 副業 / 副专   fùyè N: sideline; side-occupation 
2050. 賺 / 䌮   zhuàn V: to make a profit; to gain 
2051. 賠 / 赔   péi V: to compensate; to pay for; to 
stand a loss 
2052. 激烈   jīliè A: intense; fierce 
2053. ญ袋   kǒudài N: pocket 
2054. ၭ訓 / ၭ䆁   péixùn V: to train 
2055. 職稱 / 职称   zhíchēng N: professional title 
2056. 婚姻   hūnyīn N: marriage 
2057. 伊ᣁ蘭 / 伊ᣁ兰   yīsīlán PN: Islam 
2058. ᓞ師 / ᓞ师   lǜshī N: lawyer 
2059. ੐務ᚲ / ੐务ᚲ   shìwùsuǒ N: office 
2060. ੐務ᚲ / ੐务ᚲ   shìwù N: work; general affairs 
2061. ᚲ   suǒ N: office 
2062. 熟悉   shíxī V: to be familiar with 
2063. 想法   xiǎngfǎ N: idea; opinion 
2064. 需要   xūyào V: to need; to want; to require/needs 
2065. 大ቭม   dǎ guānsi VO: to go to court 
2066. ቭม   guānsi N: lawsuit 
2067. 法ᓞ   fǎlǜ N: law 
2068. ห意   tóngyì V: to agree; to consent 
2069. ౏務員 / ౏务货   gōngwùyuán N: public servant 
2070. ౏務 / ౏务   gōngwù N: public affairs 
2071. 法ቭ   fǎguān N: judge 
2072. 法   fǎ N: law 
2073. ቭ   guān N: government official 
2074. 國營 / 国营   guóyíng A: state-operated 
2075. 靠   kào V: to lean on; to depend on 
2076. ᐔ቟   píng'ān A: safe and sound 
2077. ઍ   dài N: generation 
2078. ಽ配   fēnpèi V: to distribute; to assign 
2079. හ使   jíshǐ Conj: even; even if 
2080. 關ᣈ / ݇于   guānyú Prep: about; with regard to  
2081. 挑戰 / 挑战   tiǎozhàn V: to challenge 
2082. ṩ意 / 满意   mǎnyì A: satisfied; pleased 
2083. 不管   bùguǎn Conj: no matter (what, how, etc.) 
2084. 前途   qiántú N: the future; prospect 
2085. ᜗聘   zhāopìn V: to invite applications for a job 
2086. 聘   pìn V: to invite sb. to a post (or job) 
2087. ᑝ告 / ᐟ告   guǎnggào N: advertisement 
2088. 苦   kǔ A, N: bitter/hardship; suffering 
2089. 生意   shēngyi N: business; trade 
2090. ❢ / 总   zǒng A: chief, general, total 
2091. 休假   xiūjià VO: to have (to take) a vacation 
2092. ੐情   shìqing N: affair; matter; thing 
2093. 急   jí A: urgent; pressing; impatient 
2094. 表演   biǎoyǎn V, N: to act; to play/performance 
2095. 能力   nénglì N: ability; capability 
2096. 出ฬ   chūmíng VO: to become famous 
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2097. ᚑഞ   chénggōng V, A, N: to 
succeed/successful/success 
2098. ዉ演 / 导演   dǎoyǎn V, N: to direct/director 
2099. 面試 / 面试   miànshì V: to interview 
2100. ㅢㆊ / ㅢ过   tōngguò V: to pass; to pass through 
2101. 改變 / 改变   gǎibiàn V: to change 
2102. 損失 / 损失   sǔnshī V, N: to lose/loss; damage 
2103. 號碼 / ภ码   hàomǎ N: number 
2104. 之? / 之内   zhīnèi N: within 
2105. ? / 内   nèi N: inner; within; inside 
2106. 討論 / 䅼讨   tǎolùn V: to discuss 
2107. 騙子 / 骗子   piànzi N: swindler 
2108. 騙 / 骗   piàn V: to deceive; to fool 
2109. 歌王   gēwáng N: king of folk songs 
2110. 少ᢞ / 少数   shǎoshù N: small number; minority 
2111. 深   shēn A: deep 
2112. 創૞ / ߯૞   chuàngzuò V: to create; to write 
2113. 改編 / 改编   gǎibiān V: to adapt; to revise 
2114. 留戀 / 留恋   liúliàn V: to be reluctant to leave (a 
place); can't bear to part (from sb.) 
2115. 張望 / 张望   zhāngwàng V: to look around 
2116. 石頭 / 石头   shítou N: stone 
2117. ࿧ / 圆   yuán A: round 
2118. 西瓜   xīguā N: watermelon 
2119. 甜   tián A: sweet; honeyed 
2120. ㄔ子 / 辫子   biànzi N: braid; pigtail 
2121. 眼⌢   yǎnjing N: eye 
2122. 王洛賓 / 王洛ᆒ   wáng luòbīn PN: Wang Luobin (name 
of a Chinese musician) 
2123. 漢族 / 汉族   hànzú PN: Han nationality 
2124. 維吾Ὼ族 / 㓈吾?族   wéiwú'ěrzú PN: Uygur 
2125. 哈⮋克族 / 哈萨克族   hāsàkèzú PN: the Kazak nationality 
2126. ㆐阪城 / 达坂城   dábǎnchéng PN: Daban City (name of 
a town in the Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region) 
2127. 樣 / 么   yáng A: foreign 
2128. 農᧛ / ݰ᧛   nóngcūn N: rural area; countryside 
2129. ᐕ夜飯 / ᐕ夜佁   niányèfàn N: family reunion dinner 
on the lunar New Year's Eve 
2130. ᐕ夜   niányè N: the lunar New Year's Eve 
2131. 健康   jiànkāng A: healthy 
2132. ⊔⽷ / 发发   fācái VO: to get rich; to make a fortune 
2133. ⊔ / 发   fā V: to make a fortune 
2134. ⽷ / 发   cái N: wealth; money 
2135. 萬੐如意 / ਁ੐如意   wàn shì rúyì IE: realize all one's 
wishes 
2136. ෻而   fǎn'ér Adv: on the contrary 
2137. 嘗 / 尝   cháng V: to taste, to try the flavor 
2138. ⚃燒魚 / 红发鱼   hóngshāoyú N: fish braised in brown 
sauce 
2139. ⚃燒 / 红发   hóngshāo V: to braise in brown sauce 
2140. 魚 / 鱼   yú N: fish 
2141. 肉   ròu N: meat; pork 
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2142. 㔍㆏ / 难㆏   nándào Adv: used in a rhetorical question 
for emphasis 
2143. ⊔音 / 发音   fāyīn VO: to pronounce 
2144. 結餘 / 㒧余   jiéyú V, N: surplus 
2145. 餘 / 余   yú V, N: surplus 
2146. 手機 / 手机   shǒujī N: mobile phone 
2147. 餃子 / 饺子   jiǎozi N: dumpling 
2148. 㒰ᄕ   chúxī N: New Year's Eve 
2149. ቞? / ቞岁   shǒusuì VO: to stay up all night on New 
Year's Eve 
2150. 㓣便 / 随便   suíbiàn A: casual; informal; random 
2151. ᡼鞭炮   fàng biānpào VO: to set off firecrackers 
2152. ᡼   fàng V: to set off 
2153. 鞭炮   biānpào N: firecrackers 
2154. 禁ᱛ   jìnzhǐ V: to prohibit, to ban 
2155. 怪不得   guàibude IE: no wonder; so that's why 
2156. ᄖ地   wàidì N: parts of the country other than where 
one is 
2157. 春⡧ / 春对   chūnlián N: Spring Festival Couplets 
2158. 窗花   chuānghuā N: paper-cut for window decoration 
2159. 尤౔   yóuqí Adv: especially 
2160. 遠親不如ㄭ鄰 / 䖰亲不如ㄭ邻   yuǎn qīn bù rú jìn lín IE: a 
close neighbor means more than a distant relative 
2161. 四合㒮   sìhéyuàn N: traditional residential compound 
with houses around a square courtyard 
2162. 㒮子   yuàn(zi) N: courtyard 
2163. ⵭ / 装   zhuāng V: to load; to pack 
2164. ම車 / 车ම    kǎchē N: lorry; truck 
2165. 木頭 / 木头   mùtou N: wood; log 
2166. 水泥   shuǐní N: cement 
2167. ⵭ୃ / 装ୃ   zhuāngxiū V: to fit up; to renovate 
2168. 鄰居 / 邻居   línjū N: neighbor 
2169. ?   xiè V: to unload; to discharge 
2170. ᐙ活 / ᐓ活   gànhuó VO: to work 
2171. 趟   tàng M: measure word for trips 
2172. 笑⹤ / 笑电   xiàohua V, N: to laugh at somebody/joke 
2173. 猶⽖ / 犹⽖   yóuyù A: hesitate 
2174. ផ   tuī V: to push 
2175. ዊ車 / ዊ车   xiǎochē N: wheelbarrow 
2176. 拍   pāi V: to pat 
2177. ㅪᔔ / 䖲ᔔ   liánmáng Adv: promptly 
2178. 聲 / ჿ   shēng M: measure word for sounds 
2179. ᜘ᐕ   bàinián VO: to pay a New Year's call 
2180. 花生   huāshēng N: peanut 
2181. 梨   lí N: pear 
2182. ᧙兒 / ᧙儿   xìngr N: apricot 
2183. 壓?錢 / 压岁钱   yāsuìqián N: money given to 
children as a lunar New Year gift 
2184. ᐕ底   niándǐ N: the end of the year 
2185. 富   fù A: rich 
2186. ዊ康   xiǎokāng A: relatively comfortable life 
2187. 山溝 / 山沟   shāngōu N: remote mountainous area 
2188. 彩電 / 彩电   cǎidiàn N: color television 
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2189. 農業 / ݰ专   nóngyè N: agriculture 
2190. 養蜂 / 养蜂   yǎng fēng VO: to raise or keep bees 
2191. 蜂蜜   fēngmì N: honey 
2192. 缺   quē V: to be short of sth.; to lack sth. 
2193. ੻然   réngrán Adv: still; yet 
2194. 而   ér Conj: used to express coordination 
2195. 長衫 / 长衫   chángshān N: long gown 
2196. 惟৻   wéiyī A: only; sole 
2197. 當ᤨ / 当时   dāngshí N: then; at that time 
2198. 讀書人 / 读书人   dúshūrén N: scholar 
2199. 做Ꮏ   zuògōng VO: to do manual work; to work 
2200. 窮人 / 穷人   qióngrén N: poor person; the poor 
2201. 窮 / 穷   qióng A: poor 
2202. 擺架子 / ᨚ架子   bǎi jiàzi VO: to put on airs 
2203. 架子   jiàzi N: airs; haughty manner 
2204. ℂ解   lǐjiě VO: to understand; to comprehend 
2205. 那㤘 / 那М   nàme Conj: then; in that case 
2206. ⻈ೝ / 䆑ೝ   fěngcì V: to satirize 
2207. 揭露   jiēlù V: to expose 
2208. 解㉾ / 解释   jiěshì V: to explain 
2209. 節目 / 节目   jiémù N: program 
2210. 相聲 / 相ჿ   xiàngsheng N: comic dialoge; crosstalk 
2211. 個子 / ਙ子   gèzi N: height; stature 
2212. 頭髮 / 头发   tóufa N: (human) hair 
2213. 破   pò A: broken; worn-out 
2214. 櫃檯 / 柜บ   guìtái N: counter 
2215. લ計 / 设લ    huǒji N: (old word) shop assistant 
2216. ኮ法 / 写法   xiěfǎ N: style of handwriting; the way of 
writing 
2217. น惜   kěxī A: pitiful 
2218. 孔ਸᏆ   kǒng yǐjǐ PN: Kong Yiji (name of a character 
in the Lu Xun's short story) 
2219. 魯迅 / 鲁迅   lǔ xùn PN: Lu Xun (a well-known modern 
Chinese writer) 
2220. 咸亨酒店   xiánhēng jiǔdiàn PN: Xianhen Bar 
2221. 酒店   jiǔdiàn N: bar; restaurant; hotel 
2222. 㒙Qᱜொ / 㒙QᱜӴ   āku zhèngzhuàn PN: The True Story 
of Ah Q 
2223. ᣣ記 / ᣣ记   rìjì N: diary 
2224. ⹤劇 / 电剧   huàjù N: stage play; modern drama 
2225. 電視劇 / 电电剧   diànshìjù N: television play; 
television series 
2226. 還是 / 䖬是   háishi Adv: had better 
2227. ૞家   zuòjiā N: writer 
2228. ⾗料 / 资料   zīliào N: data; material 
2229. 遺憾 / 遗憾   yíhàn A: regretful 
2230. 組織 / 㒘纺   zǔzhī V: to organize 
2231. 寶庫 / ቲᑧ   bǎokù N: treasure-house 
2232. 講解員 / 䆆解货   jiǎngjiěyuán N: guide; narrator 
2233. 講解 / 䆆解   jiǎngjiě V: to explain 
2234. ᤨઍ / 时ઍ   shídài N: times; era; epoch 
2235. 銅把手 / 铜把手   tóng bǎshou NP: bronze handle 
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2236. 銅 / 铜   tóng N: copper 
2237. 把手   bǎshou N: handle (of a door, window, suitcase, 
etc.) 
2238. …似的   …shìde Pt: a particle indicating similarity 
2239. 模型   móxíng N: model 
2240. 巴金   bā jīn PN: Ba Jin (a well-known modern Chinese 
writer) 
2241. 老捨 / 老⥡   lǎo shě PN: Lao She (a well-known modern 
Chinese writer) 
2242. ષ父   bófù N: uncle (father's elder brother) 
2243. 在世   zàishì A: be living; exist 
2244. 鼻子   bízi N: nose 
2245. 鬍子 / 胡子   húzi N: beard; moustache or whiskers 
2246. 直   zhí A: straight 
2247. ᚳ   biǎn A: flat 
2248. 碰壁   pèngbì VO: to run up against a stone wall 
2249. 碰   pèng V: to touch; to bump 
2250. 壁   bì N: wall 
2251. ዊ心   xiǎoxīn A, V: careful; to take care; to be 
careful 
2252. 硬   yìng A: hard; solid 
2253. 拉車 / 拉车   lā chē VO: to pull a card or rickshaw 
2254. ๬吟   shēnyín V: to groan; to moan 
2255. 玻璃   bōli N: glass 
2256. ᚾ   zhā V: to prick; to stick into 
2257. 腳心 / 脚心   jiǎoxīn N: the underside of the arch (of 
the foot); arch 
2258. 紗Ꮣ / 纱Ꮣ   shābù N: bandage; gauze 
2259. 剩   shèng V: to be left over; to remain 
2260. 眼鏡 / 眼镜   yǎnjìng N: glasses; spectacles 
2261. 精   jīng A: smart, shrewd 
2262. 睡衣   shuìyī N: night attire, pyjamas 
2263. 繡花 / 绣花   xiùhuā VO: to embroider 
2264. 繡 / 绣   xiù VO: to embroider 
2265. 熊貓 / 熊猫   xióngmāo N: panda 
2266. 熊   xióng N: bear 
2267. 貓 / 猫   māo N: cat 
2268. 眼⌢   yǎnjing N: eye 
2269. ࿧ / 圆   yuán A: round 
2270. 適合 / ㅎ合   shìhé VO: to suit; to fit 
2271. 價錢 / ચ钱   jiàqián N: price 
2272. 價 / ચ   jià N: price 
2273. 相信   xiāngxìn V: to believe in; to trust 
2274. 梳子   shūzi N: comb 
2275. 梳   shū V: to comb 
2276. 鏡子 / 镜子   jìngzi N: mirror; looking glass 
2277. 挑選 / 挑选   tiāoxuǎn V: to choose; to select 
2278. 挑   tiāo V: to choose; to pick 
2279. 選 / 选   xuǎn V: to select; to elect 
2280. 貨 / 䋻   huò N: goods; commodity 
2281. 質㊂ / 䋼㊂   zhìliàng N: quality 
2282. 直接   zhíjiē A: direct 
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2283. 直   zhí A: straight 
2284. Ꮏᑚ / Ꮏ厂   gōngchǎng N: factory; mill; plant 
2285. ㆉ   biàn A: all over, everywhere 
2286. 砍價 / 砍ચ   kǎnjià VO: to bargain 
2287. 砍   kǎn V: to cut, to chop 
2288. 厲ኂ / 厉ኂ   lìhai A: terrible; formidable; serious 
2289. 賺 / 䌮   zhuàn V: to make a profit; to gain; to 
earn 
2290. 賠ᧄ / 赔ᧄ   péiběn VO: to sustain a loss in business 
2291. 賠 / 赔   péi V: to stand a loss; to compensate 
2292. ᧄ   běn N: capital; principal 
2293. 藍 / 蓝   lán A: blue 
2294. 胖   pàng A: fat; stout 
2295. 㒙姨   āyí N: term of address for any woman of one's 
mother's generation; auntie 
2296. 文ౕ店   wénjùdiàn N: stationary shop 
2297. 文ౕ   wénjù N: stationary shop 
2298. ਅ崗 / ਅ岗   xiàgǎng VO: to be laid off 
2299. 失去   shīqù V: to lose 
2300. 信心   xìnxīn N: confidence 
2301. 攤子 / 摊子   tānzi N: vendor's stand; stall; booth 
2302. 玩ౕ   wánjù N: toy 
2303. 關門 / ݇门   guānmén VO: (of a shop, etc.) close 
2304. 關 / ݇   guān V: to close 
2305. 追   zhuī V: to chase after 
2306. 書൮ / 书൮   shūbāo N: schoolbag 
2307. 保管   bǎoguǎn V: to take care of 
2308. 晚報 / 晚᡹   wǎnbào N: evening paper 
2309. 態ᐲ / ᗕᐲ   tàidù N: manner; attitude 
2310. 附ㄭ   fùjìn N: nerby; neighbouring 
2311. ㅪ鎖店 / 䖲连店   liánsuǒdiàn N: chain store 
2312. 女Ꮏ   nǚgōng N: female worker 
2313. 富裕   fùyù A: prosperous; rich 
2314. 富   fù A: rich; wealthy 
2315. 超⚖Ꮢ႐ / 超级Ꮢ场   chāo(jí)shì(chǎng) N: supermarket 
2316. 超⚖ / 超级   chāojí A: super 
2317. Ꮢ႐ / Ꮢ场   shìchǎng N: market 
2318. 老⊖ᆓ   lǎobǎixìng N: ordinary folk; common people 
2319. 改革   gǎigé V: to reform 
2320. 開᡼ / 开᡼   kāifàng V: to lift a ban 
2321. 憑 / 凭   píng Prep: go by; base on 
2322. 糧票 / 粮票   liángpiào N: food coupon 
2323. 進ญ / 䖯ญ   jìnkǒu V: to import 
2324. 羡慕   xiànmù V: to admire, to envy 
2325. 電器 / 电器   diànqì N: electrical equipment 
2326. ⊔愁 / 发愁   fāchóu V: to worry, to be anxious 
2327. 愁   chóu V: to worry, to be anxious 
2328. ᛂ᛬扣   dǎ zhékòu VO: to give a discount 
2329. 抽獎 / 抽奖   chōujiǎng VO: to draw lots (to give out 
prizes); draw a winning number (for lottery, sweepstake, 
etc.) 
2330. 值得   zhídé V: to be worthy of; to deserve 
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2331. 中ዂ / 中዁   zhòngjiǎng VO: to win a prize 
2332. 獎ຠ / 奖ຠ   jiǎngpǐn N: prize 
2333. 㗄鏈 / 乍项   xiàngliàn N: necklace 
2334. ⑲水街   xiùshuǐ jiē PN: Xiyshui Street (a street in 
Beijing) 
2335. ᳞職 / ᳞职   qiúzhí VO: to apply for a job 
2336. 秘書 / 秘书   mìshū N: secretary 
2337. ᧄ   běn Pr: one's own; native; this; present 
2338. Ꮢ႐開⊔部 / Ꮢ场开发部   shìchǎng kāifābù N: Market 
Development Department 
2339. 開⊔ / 开发   kāifā V: to develop 
2340. 部   bù N: department 
2341. 出差   chūchāi VO: to be on an official or business 
trip 
2342. 商務 / 商务   shāngwù N: commercial affairs; business 
affairs 
2343. 職務 / 职务   zhíwù N: post; job 
2344. 要᳞   yāoqiú V, N: to demand; to require; to ask 
2345. Ꮏ商   gōngshāng N: industry and commerce 
2346. ⾏易 / 䌌易   màoyì N: trade 
2347. ઍ表   dàibiǎo N, V: deputy; delegate; 
representative/to represent 
2348. 經驗 / 经验   jīngyàn N: experience 
2349. ⚖ / 级   jí N: level; grade 
2350. 進ୃ / 䖯ୃ   jìnxiū V: to engage in advanced studies 
2351. ᣈ / 于   yú Prep: in; on; at (indicating time or 
place) 
2352. ᚑὑ / ᚑ为   chéngwéi V: to become; to turn into 
2353. 簡? / 简ग़   jiǎnlì N: resume; curriculum vitae 
2354. 適ᙥ / ᑨㅎ    shìyìng V: to suit; to adapt to; to 
adjust to 
2355. 考慮 / 考虑   kǎolǜ V: to think over; to consider 
2356. ৻ಾ   yíqiè A, Pr: all, every, everything 
2357. ☃訂 / 签签   qiāndìng V: to sign 
2358. 合ห   hétong N: contract 
2359. 無論 / 无讨   wúlùn Conj: no matter what, how, etc. 
2360. 漢語水ᐔ考試 / 汉语水ᐔ考试   hànyǔ shuǐpíng kǎoshì PN: 
Chinese Proficency Test (HSK) 
2361. 合⾗ / 合资   hézī A, Pr: enter into partnership; pool 
capital 
2362. 業務 / 专务   yèwù N: professional work; business 
2363. ᧄ人   běnrén N: I (me, myself); oneself 
2364. 申請 / 申䇋   shēnqǐng V: to apply for 
2365. ⽶責 / 负负   fùzé V: to be responsible for; to be in 
charge of 
2366. ⡧繫 / 对系   liánxì V: to contact; to touch 
2367. 精␹   jīngshén N: spirit; mind 
2368. 創ᣂ / ߯ᣂ   chuàngxīn V: to create; to be creative 
2369. ㄓ / 辞   cí V: to resign; to dismiss 
2370. ᩮ據 / ᩮ据   gēnjù Prep: according to; in the light of 
2371. 附   fù V: to add; to attach, to enclose 
2372. 電子郵ઙ / 电子邮ઙ   diànzǐ yóujiàn N: e-mail 
2373. 電子 / 电子   diànzǐ N: electron 
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2374. 郵ઙ / 邮ઙ   yóujiàn N: postal matter; mail 
2375. 㗅⥌ / 乎⥌   shùnzhì IE: "to take the oppourtunity to 
express…" (used at the close of a letter) 
2376. 誠摯 / 䆮诚   chéngzhì A: sincere; cordial 
2377. 敬意   jìngyì N: respect; tribute 
2378. 信箱   xìnxiāng N: mailbox; post-office box (POB) 
2379. 㧭㧮㧯商學㒮 / 㧭㧮㧯商学㒮   abixi shāngxuéyuàn PN: ABC 
Commercial College (a business school) 
2380. 亞洲 / 亚洲   yàzhōu PN: Asia 
2381. 西ർ   xīběi PN: Northwest 
2382. ዃ科學校 / 专科学校   zhuānkē xuéxiào N: college for 
professional training 
2383. 經? / 经ग़   jīnglì N: experience 
2384. ୃ建   xiūjiàn V: to build; to construct 
2385. 高ㅦ౏路   gāosù gōnglù N: expressway 
2386. 高ㅦ   gāosù A: high speed 
2387. ౏路   gōnglù N: highway 
2388. 維ୃ / 㓈ୃ   wéixiū V: to keep in (good) repair, to 
maintain 
2389. 報ฬ / ᡹ฬ   bàomíng VO: to sign up for sth. 
2390. 曬 / 晒   shài V: to bask in the sunlight; to tan 
2391. 調 / 调   diào V: to transfer, to move 
2392. Ꮏ程師 / Ꮏ程师   gōngchéngshī N: engineer 
2393. 人ᚽ   réncái N: talented person 
2394. 局長 / 局长   júzhǎng N: bureau chief 
2395. ૺ女   zhínǚ N: brother's daughter; niece 
2396. ?ข / 录ข   lùqǔ V: to enroll; to admit 
2397. 教師 / 教师   jiàoshī N: teacher 
2398. 教學 / 教学   jiàoxué V: to teach 
2399. 母語 / 母语   mǔyǔ N: native language; mother tongue 
2400. テዉ / 䕙导   fǔdǎo V: to give guidance in study or 
training; to tutor 
2401. 就是   jiùshì Adv: only, merely 
2402. ⽶擔 / 负ᜂ   fùdān V, N: to bear; to shoulder/load; 
burden 
2403. 調查 / 调查   diàochá N, V: to investigate/survey 
2404. 頭班車 / 头班车   tóubānchē N: first bus 
2405. 頭 / 头   tóu A: first 
2406. 班   bān M: measure word for scheduled forms of 
transportation 
2407. 家長 / 家长   jiāzhǎng N: the parent or guardian of a 
child 
2408. ૞業 / ૞专   zuòyè N: school assignment; homework 
2409. ᧄ來 / ᧄ来   běnlái Adv: original; at first 
2410. ቢᚑ   wánchéng V, N: to accomplish; to complete 
2411. 嫌   xián V, N: to dislike; to complain about 
2412. ჊ട   zēngjiā V, N: to increase; to raise 
2413. 經常 / 经常   jīngcháng A: often; frequently 
2414. ၭ養 / ၭ养   péiyǎng V, N: to foster; to train 
2415. 優⑲ / 优⑲   yōuxiù A: outstanding; excellent 
2416. 優 / 优   yōu A: excellent 
2417. 風氣 / 风气   fēngqì N: general mood; atmosphere 
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2418. 影響 / 影响   yǐngxiǎng V, N: to influence; to 
affect/effect 
2419. 周ᧃ   zhōumò N: weekend 
2420. 周   zhōu N: week 
2421. ᡼鬆 / ᡼᧻   fàngsōng V, N: to relax; to loosen 
2422. ⵬習 / 补д   bǔxí V, N: to take extra classes after 
school 
2423. 特長 / 特长   tècháng N: strong point; speciality 
2424. 要㤘 / 要М   yàome Conj: or 
2425. 㗔ዉ / 乚导   lǐngdǎo V, N: to lead/leader 
2426. 贊ᚑ / 赞ᚑ   zànchéng V, N: to approve of; to agree 
with 
2427. 並 / 并   bìng Adv: used before a negative for 
emphasis, usually as a retort 
2428. 爺爺 / 爷爷   yéye N: grandfather 
2429. 奶奶   nǎinai N: grandmother 
2430. ⡨᣿ / 聪᣿   cōngmíng A: intelligent; clever 
2431. ෻ወ / ෻对   fǎnduì V: to appose; to be against 
2432. 㔌開 / 开离    líkāi V: to leave; to depart 
2433. 獨立 / 独立   dúlì V: to be independent 
2434. 哭   kū V: to weep; to cry 
2435. ၷ᳿ / 坚决   jiānjué A: firm; resolute; determined 
2436. 保證 / 保书   bǎozhèng V: to pledge; to guarantee 
2437. 不斷 / 不断   búduàn Adv: continuously; constantly 
2438. 急ᔔ   jímáng A: hurried; hasty 
2439. 聽⹤ / 听电   tīnghuà VO: to be obedient 
2440. 團結 / 剧㒧   tuánjié V: to unite; to rally 
2441. 亂 / 乱   luàn A: random; untidy 
2442. ☃ሼ / 签ሼ   qiānzì VO, N: to sign one's 
name/signature 
2443. ᔋ   rěn V: to endure, to tolerate 
2444. 怪   guài V: to blame 
2445. 袋   dài N, N: bag; sack 
2446. 糊塗 / 糊涂   hútu A: muddled; confused 
2447. 縣ቭ / 县ቭ   xiànguān N: county magistrate 
2448. ౌ / 两   liǎng M: tael (old unit of weight for 
silver or gold) 
2449. 銀子 / 银子   yínzi N: silver, money 
2450. 雞蛋 / 鸡蛋   jīdàn N: chicken egg 
2451. 蛋   dàn N: egg 
2452. 服   fú V: to be convinced; to obey 
2453. 審 / 审   shěn V: to interrogate; to try 
2454. 遲到 / 䖳到   chídào V: to be late; to arrive late 
2455. 大人   dàren N: "Your Excellency" 
2456. 㤇子 / 㤈子   màizi N: wheat 
2457. 收ᚑ   shōucheng N: harvest; crop 
2458. 胡? / 胡说   húshuō V: to talk nonsense 
2459. 臉 / 脸   liǎn N: face 
2460. 產ຠ / 产ຠ   chǎnpǐn N: product; produce 
2461. ၮᧄ਄   jīběnshang Adv: basically; essentially 
2462. ၮᧄ   jīběn A, Adv: basic; fundamental/fundamentally 
2463. ኪ行 / 实行   shíxíng V: to put into practice; to carry 
out 
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2464. 改革   gǎigé V, N: to reform/reform 
2465. 開᡼ / 开᡼   kāifàng V: to lift a ban, restriction, 
etc. 
2466. 既然   jìrán Conj: since; as; now that 
2467. 原因   yuányīn N: cause; reason 
2468. 學⾌ / 学电   xuéfèi N: tuition fee 
2469. 支ᜬ   zhīchí V: to support; to hold out 
2470. ൏動力 / 劳动力   láodònglì N: labor force 
2471. ൏動 / 劳动   láodòng V: to work; to labor 
2472. 集㜚 / 集体   jítǐ N: collective 
2473. 崗૏ / 岗૏   gǎngwèi N: post; job 
2474. 計劃 / 设划   jìhuà V, N: to plan/plan 
2475. 義務 / Н务   yìwù N: duty; voluntary 
2476. 㔍? / 难说   nánshuō V: hard to say 
2477. 部ಽ   bùfen N: part 
2478. 家教   jiājiào N: to tutor/tutor 
2479. ዊ組 / ዊ㒘   xiǎozǔ N: group 
2480. 組長 / 㒘长   zǔzhǎng N: group leader 
2481. 長 / 长   zhǎng N: chief, head 
2482. 稱 / 称   chēng V: to call 
2483. ὑ / 为   wéi V: to act as; to serve as 
2484. 頭兒 / 头儿   tóur N: (coll.) head; chief; boss 
2485. 也許 / 也许   yěxǔ Adv: perhaps; probably 
2486. 強 / 强   qiáng A: strong; better 
2487. 懂得   dǒngdé V: to understand; to know 
2488. 減デ / 轻减    jiǎnqīng V: to lighten; to reduce 
2489. 減 / 减   jiǎn V: to reduce; to decrease; to 
subtract 
2490. 當 / 当   dāng Prep: just at (at time); when 
2491. 隻 / ด   zhī M: measure word for one of a pair or 
for certain animals, boats or utensils 
2492. ᵃ   pào V: to steep; to soak 
2493. ᨵ   róu V: to rub; to knead 
2494. 腰   yāo N: waist 
2495. 深   shēn A: deep, difficult 
2496. 拼๮   pīnmìng Adv: desperately; exerting one's 
utmost 
2497. 皮   pí N: skin; leather 
2498. 卻 / ළ   què Adv: but; yet; however 
2499. 出國 / 出国   chūguó VO: to go abroad 
2500. ล苦   chīkǔ VO: to bear hardships 
2501. デ鬆 / 轻᧻   qīngsōng A: light; relaxed 
2502. ၷᜬ / 坚ᜬ   jiānchí V: to persist in 
2503. ൎ利 / 胜利   shènglì V, N: to win victory/victory 
2504. 旅᷿鞋   lǚyóuxié N: walking shoes; sneakers 
2505. 鞋   xié N: shoes 
2506. 㔍ㆊ / 难过   nánguò V, A: to feel sorry; to feel 
bad/sad 
2507. ሽ   cún V: to deposit 
2508. ᣂ西蘭 / ᣂ西兰   xīnxīlán PN: New Zealand 
2509. 㔍ᔓ / 难ᔓ   nánwàng A: unforgettable 
2510. 經? / 经ग़   jīnglì V, N: to undergo/experience 
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2511. ῭ข / ੎ข   zhēngqǔ V: to strive for 
2512. 大爺 / 大爷   dàye N: uncle (a respectful form of 
address for an eldery man) 
2513. 大媽 / 大ཛྷ   dàmā N: aunt (a respectful form of 
address for an elderly woman) 
2514. 業餘 / 专余   yèyú A: sparetime 
2515. 耐心   nàixīn A, N: patient/patience 
2516. ⿠ฬሼ   qǐ míngzi VO: to give a name 
2517. 遲到 / 䖳到   chídào V: to be late 
2518. 早ㅌ   zǎotuì V: to leave early 
2519. 請假 / 䇋假   qǐngjià VO: to ask for leave of absence 
2520. 剋林 / 克林   kèlín PN: Collin (name of a person) 
2521. 奧運 / 奥ㄬ   àoyùn PN: the Olympic Games 
2522. 雪絨花 / 雪㒦花   xuěrónghuā PN: "Edelweiss" (song 
from the movie The Sound of Music) 
2523. 獨生子女 / 独生子女   dú shēng zǐnǚ N: only child 
2524. 獨 / 独   dú A: only; merely; alone 
2525. 生   shēng V: to give birth to 
2526. 子女   zǐnǚ N: sons and daughters; children 
2527. 生育   shēngyù V: to give birth to; to bear 
2528. 鼓勵 / 鼓励   gǔlì V: to encourage; to urge 
2529. ወ / 对   duì M: pair 
2530. ᄦ婦 / ᄦཛ   fūfù N: man and wife 
2531. ᐕઍ   niándài N: decade 
2532. ჊長 / ჊长   zēngzhǎng V: to increase; to grow 
2533. ㆐到 / 达到   dádào VC: to reach; to attain 
2534. 儘管 / ዧ管   jǐnguǎn Conj: though; in spite of 
2535. એ來 / એ来   yǐlái N: since 
2536. ᡽策   zhèngcè N: policy 
2537. ប೙   kòngzhì V: to control 
2538. 率   lǜ N: rate 
2539. ᐔ均   píngjūn A, V: even; average/to average 
2540. 保ᜬ   bǎochí V: to keep; to maintain 
2541. ㅦᐲ   sùdù N: speed 
2542. ౔ኪ / ౔实   qíshí Adv: in fact; as a matter of fact 
2543. 交ㅢ   jiāotōng N: traffic; communications 
2544. 等   děng Pt: and so on; and so forth 
2545. ৻直   yìzhí Adv: continuously; all along; always 
2546. ொ⛔ / Ӵ传   chuántǒng N: tradition 
2547. ㊀男デ女 / ㊀男轻女   zhòng nánqīng nǚ IE: regard men as 
superior to women 
2548. 客觀 / 客㾖   kèguān A, N: objective 
2549. ಽ析   fēnxī V: to analyze 
2550. 稍微   shāowēi Adv: a little; slightly 
2551. ৼ克家庭   dīngkè jiātíng IE: family with double 
income and no kids 
2552. ৼ剋 / ৼ克   dīngkè IE: double income and no kids 
("DINK") 
2553. 養兒㒐老 / 养儿㒐老   yǎng ér fáng lǎo IE: bring up 
children to provide against old aage 
2554. 長期 / 长期   chángqī N: long-term; long lasting 
2555. 農業 / ݰ专   nóngyè N: agriculture; farming 
2556. 居民   jūmín N: resident; inhabitant 
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2557. 出現 / 出⦄   chūxiàn V: to appear; to emerge 
2558. 保險 / 保险   bǎoxiǎn A, N: safe/insurance 
2559. ೙ᐲ   zhìdù N: system 
2560. 形式   xíngshì N: form 
2561. ❢ᢞ / 总数   zǒngshù N: total; sum 
2562. ኪ際 / 实䰙   shíjì N, A: reality/real; realistic; 
practical 
2563. 大概   dàgài A, Adv: general; rough/probably 
2564. ㆑෻ / 䖱෻   wéifǎn V: to violate; to run counter to; 
to go against 
2565. 規ᓞ / 规ᓞ   guīlǜ N: law 
2566. 不利   búlì A: unfavorable; disadvantageous 
2567. ᦭力   yǒulì A: advantageous; beneficial 
2568. ዃ家 / 专家   zhuānjiā N: expert; specialist 
2569. 自由   zìyóu N, A: freedom/free 
2570. ?᣿ / 说᣿   shuōmíng V, N: to explain; to 
show/explanation 
2571. ᄥ爺爺 / ᄥ爷爷   tàiyéye N: great-grandfather 
2572. 儲ሽ / 储ሽ   chǔcún V: to store 
2573. 糧食 / 粮食   liángshi N: grain 
2574. 缺   quē V: to lack 
2575. 積Ⓝ㒐飢 / 积谷㒐饥   jī gǔ fáng jī IE: store up grain 
against famine 
2576. 曬 / 晒   shài V: to dry in the sun 
2577. 佩服   pèifú V: to admire 
2578. 了不⿠   liǎobuqǐ A: unusual; outstanding 
2579. 主ᜬ人   zhǔchírén N: anchorperson; host or hostess 
2580. 岸   àn N: bank, shore 
2581. 歌星   gēxīng N: star singer; accomplished vocalist 
2582. 哄   hǒng V: to coax 
2583. 勸 / ࡱ   quàn V: to try to persuade; to convince 
2584. ⽶჊長 / 负჊长   fùzēngzhǎng N: negative growth 
2585. 清朝   qīngcháo PN: Qing Dynasty (1616-1911) 
2586. 民國 / 民国   mínguó PN: Republic of China (1912-1949) 
2587. 鄧ዊᐔ / 邓ዊᐔ   dèng xiǎopíng PN: Deng Xiaoping 
(1904-1997) 
2588. ዊ葉子 / ዊฟ子   xiǎo yèzi PN: Xiao Yezi (name of a 
TV program host) 
2589. 頭痛㉣腳 / 头痛ක脚   tóu tòng yī jiǎo IE: treat the foot 
when the head aches 
2590. 痛   tòng V: to ache 
2591. ㉣ / ක   yī V, N: to treet/doctor; medical science 
2592. 腳 / 脚   jiǎo N: foot 
2593. 胃病   wèibìng N: stomach trouble; gastric disease 
2594. 胃   wèi N: stomach 
2595. 勸 / ࡱ   quàn V: to advise; to persuade 
2596. 中㉣ / 中ක   zhōngyī N: traditional Chinese medical 
science; doctor of traditional Chinese medicine 
2597. 病人   bìngrén N: patient 
2598. 手腕   shǒuwàn N: wrist 
2599. 號⣂ / ภ⣃   hàomài VO: to feel the pulse 
2600. 號 / ภ   hào V: to examine; to feel 
2601. ⣂ / ⣃   mài N: pulse 
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2602. 西㉣ / 西ක   xīyī N: Western medicine; doctor of 
Western medicine 
2603. 聽診器 / 听䆞器   tīngzhěnqì N: stethoscope 
2604. 聽診 / 听䆞   tīngzhěn N: auscultation 
2605. 器   qì N: appliance; implement; utensil 
2606. 信ᕷ   xìnxī N: information 
2607. 氣⦡ / 气⦡   qìsè N: complexion; color 
2608. ℂ論 / ℂ讨   lǐlùn N: theory 
2609. 大ᄦ   dàifu N: doctor 
2610. ㉣學 / ක学   yīxué N: medical science 
2611. ㊀視 / ㊀电   zhòngshì V: to attach importance to; to 
think highly of 
2612. 結合 / 㒧合   jiéhé V: to combine; to integrate 
2613. ൻ驗 / ൻ验   huàyàn V: to do a laboratory test; to 
have a chemical or physical examination 
2614. 機器 / 机器   jīqì N: machine 
2615. 器ቭ   qìguān N: organ; apparatus 
2616. 零ઙ   língjiàn N: spare part; component (of a 
machine) 
2617. ୃℂ   xiūlǐ V: to repair; to mend 
2618. 整㜚 / 整体   zhěngtǐ N: whole; entirety 
2619. 整   zhěng A: whole 
2620. 㜚 / 体   tǐ N: body 
2621. 某   mǒu Pr: certain; some 
2622. 肝   gān N: liver 
2623. 治   zhì V: to treat (a disease); to cure 
2624. 按摩   ànmó V: to massage 
2625. 腳指頭 / 脚指头   jiǎozhǐtou N: toe 
2626. 指頭 / 指头   zhǐtou N: toe 
2627. 肯   kěn OpV: to be willing to 
2628. ᱜ好   zhènghǎo Adv, A: happen to / just right 
2629. ⥠頭 / ⥠头   shétou N: tongue 
2630. 開藥方 / 开药方   kāi yàofāng VO: to write a 
prescription 
2631. 藥方 / 药方   yàofāng N: prescription 
2632. 要✕ / 要紧   yàojǐn A: serious; important 
2633. ✕張 / 紧张   jǐnzhāng A: tense; nervous 
2634. 山楂   shānzhā N: (Chinese) hawthorn 
2635. 運動 / 动ㄬ    yùndòng V: to do physical exercises 
2636. 簡直 / 简直   jiǎnzhí Adv: simply; at all 
2637. 消ൻ   xiāohuà V: to digest 
2638. 自   zì Prep: from 
2639. 動物 / 动物   dòngwù N: animal 
2640. 礦物 / 矿物   kuàngwù N: mineral 
2641. 利↪   lìyòng V: to make use of; to utilize 
2642. 獨特 / 独特   dútè A: unique; distinctive 
2643. 針灸 / 针灸   zhēnjiǔ N: acupuncture 
2644. 氣ഞ / 气ഞ   qìgōng N: qigong, a traditional Chinese 
system of deep breathing exercises 
2645. หੳ堂   tóngrén táng PN: Tongren Medicine Shop (a 
famous pharmacy of traditional Chinese medicine) 
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2646. 諱疾ᔊ㉣ / 䆇疾ᔊක   huì jí jì yī IE: hide one's 
sickness for fear of treatment; conceal one's faults for 
fear of criticism 
2647. 國王 / 国王   guówáng N: king 
2648. 王宮 / 王宫   wánggōng N: imperial palace 
2649. 皮膚 / 皮肤   pífū N: skin 
2650. ㉣術 / ක术   yīshù N: medical skill 
2651. 大臣   dàchén N: minister 
2652. 肌肉   jīròu N: muscle 
2653. 腸 / 肠   cháng N: intestines 
2654. 熱ᢝ / 热ᢝ   rèfū V: to apply a hot compress 
2655. ᛚ認 / ᛚ认   chéngrèn V: to recognize; to admit 
2656. 骨㜙   gǔsuǐ N: bone marrow 
2657. ⊔૞ / 发૞   fāzuò V: to break out; to show the 
effects of 
2658. ᚳ鵲 / ᚳ鹊   biǎn què PN: Bian Que (a well-known 
Chinese doctor of the Warring States Period) 
2659. 戰國 / 战国   zhànguó PN: the Warring States (475-221 
B.C.) 
2660. 艾滋病   àizībìng PN: AIDS 
2661. 飛船 / 飞船   fēichuán N: spaceship; spacecraft 
2662. ᄥ空   tàikōng N: the firmament; outer space 
2663. ᣂ聞 / ᣂ闻   xīnwén N: news 
2664. 載 / 载   zái V: to carry; to be loaded with 
2665. ⊔射 / 发射   fāshè V: to launch; to discharge 
2666. 射   shè V: to shoot; to fire; to discharge 
2667. ᕱ不得   hènbude IE: be dying or itching to 
2668. ᕱ   hèn V: to hate 
2669. 航ᄤ   hángtiān N: space flight 
2670. 航   háng V: to navigate 
2671. 跨   kuà V: to stride; to step (forward or 
sideways) 
2672. 從ᱝ / ੼ᱝ   cóngcǐ Conj: from this time on; from now 
on 
2673. 飛行 / 飞行   fēixíng V: (of an airplane) to fly 
2674. 嫦娥奔᦬   cháng'é bèn yuè IE: Chang'e flying to the 
moon 
2675. 製ㅧ / ೙ㅧ   zhìzào V: to manufacture; to make 
2676. 火箭   huǒjiàn N: rocket 
2677. 箭   jiàn N: arrow 
2678. 力㊂   lìliang N: physical strength; mental ability 
2679. 㗿望 / 愿望   yuànwàng N: desire; wish 
2680. 航ᄤ員 / 航ᄤ货   hángtiānyuán N: astronaut; spaceman 
2681. 標準 / 标准   biāozhǔn N, A: standard; criterion 
2682. 身高   shēngāo N: height (of a person) 
2683. 㜚㊀ / 体㊀   tǐzhòng N: (body) weight 
2684. Ꮐฝ   zuǒyòu Pt: about; around (indicating an 
approximate number) 
2685. 進行 / 䖯行   jìnxíng V: to conduct; to carry out 
2686. 嚴格 / 严格   yángé A: strict; rigorous 
2687. 訓練 / 䆁㒗   xùnliàn V, N: to train/training; drill 
2688. ዂ來 / ዁来   jiānglái N: future 
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2689. ␹⥱   shénzhōu PN: Shenzhou (name of a Chinese 
spacecraft) 
2690. ᣿ઍ   míngdài PN: Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) 
2691. ౏   gōng A: male (animal) 
2692. 蟹   xiè N: crab 
2693. 母   mǔ A: female (animal) 
2694. 爪   zhuǎ N: claw 
2695. ಽ開 / ಽ开   fēnkāi V: to separate 
2696. 主人   zhǔrén N: host; master; owner 
2697. 嫩   nèn A: young and tender; (not overcooked) 
tender 
2698. 香   xiāng A: (of food) savoury; fragrant 
2699. 營養 / 营养   yíngyǎng N: nutrition 
2700. ㆏ℂ   dàoli N: reason; sense; truth 
2701. ᧲半⃿ / ϰ半⃿   dōngbànqiú N: Eastern Hemisphere 
2702. 半⃿   bànqiú N: hemisphere 
2703. 西半⃿   xībànqiú N: Western Hemisphere 
2704. 蘿卜青菜，ฦ᦭ᚲᗲ / 萝卜青菜，ฦ᦭ᚲ爱   luóbo qīngcài gè 
yǒu suǒ ài IE: no dish suits all tastes 
2705. 蘿卜 / 萝卜   luóbo N: radish 
2706. 青菜   qīngcài N: green vegetables 
2707. 地⃿   dìqiú N: the earth; the globe 
2708. 多樣ൻ / 多么ൻ   duōyànghuà N: diversity 
2709. 和ᐔ   hépíng N: peace 
2710. 相處 / 相处   xiāngchǔ V: to get along (with one 
another) 
2711. ട強 / ട强   jiāqiáng V: to strengthen 
2712. 進ญ / 䖯ญ   jìnkǒu VO: to import 
2713. ᦭趣   yǒuqù A: interesting 
2714. ⍴信   duǎnxìn N: message 
2715. ห੐   tóngshì N: colleague 
2716. 問候 / 请候   wènhòu V: to send one's regards to sb. 
2717. 千萬 / 千ਁ   qiānwàn Num, Adv: ten million; to be sure 
to 
2718. 玩᷿戲 / 玩᷿戏   wán yóuxì VO: to play a game 
2719. ಽ੨   fēnxiǎng V: to share (joy, rights, etc.) 
2720. 響 / 响   xiǎng V: to make a sound; to ring 
2721. 冰箱   bīngxiāng N: refrigerator 
2722. 雞蛋 / 鸡蛋   jīdàn N: egg 
2723. 老子   lǎozi N: (coll.) I, your father (said in anger 
or in fun) 
2724. ₱猴᩶ / 猕猴᩶   míhóutáo N: kiwi fruit 
2725. 討厭 / 䅼讨   tǎoyàn A: disgusting 
2726. 蒼蠅 / 苍苍   cāngying N: fly 
2727. 誤會 / 误ળ   wùhuì V: to misunderstand 
2728. ਚ頭 / 头ਚ    yātou N: (coll.) girl 
2729. 心情   xīnqíng N: frame (or state) of mind; mood 
2730. 屬ᣈ / 属于   shǔyú V: to belong to 
2731. 模特兒 / 模特儿   mótèr N: model 
2732. 飛行員 / 飞行货   fēixíngyuán N: pilot 
2733. 戰῭ / 战੎   zhànzhēng N: war 
2734. 母ᗲ / 母爱   mǔ'ài N: love of mother 
2735. 顯得 / 显得   xiǎnde V: to seem; to appear 
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2736. ᚑ人   chéngrén to grow up 
2737. ฦ自   gèzì Pr: each 
2738. ൯൯   cōngcōng Adv: hurriedly 
2739. 當ᐕ / 当ᐕ   dāngnián N: in those years 
2740. 情᥊   qíngjǐng N: scene 
2741. 如੹   rújīn N: nowadays; now 
2742. 冷清   lěngqīng A: cold and cheerless; lonely; 
deserted 
2743. 不知   bùzhī V: do not know 
2744. 便   biàn Adv: as soon as; as much as 
2745. ୟ   dào V: to pour 
2746. 湊 / 凑   còu V: to make up the number or amount; 
to serve as a stopgap 
2747. 雙ᢞ / ෺数   shuāngshù N: dual; even number 
2748. 親自 / 亲自   qīnzì Adv: personally; in person; oneself 
2749. 不許 / 不许   bùxǔ V: not allow 
2750. 眼? / 眼泪   yǎnlèi N: tear 
2751. 扣   kòu V: to place a cup, bowl, etc. upside down 
2752. 涌   yǒng V: to gush; to well to pour 
2753. ᐉ   zhuàng V: measure word for buildings 
2754. 喘氣 / 喘气   chuǎn qì M: breathe (deeply); pant; gasp 
2755. 真是   zhēnshì Adv: really 
2756. 衣架   yījià N: clothes rack 
2757. 玻璃   bōli N: glass 
2758. 書櫃 / 书柜   shūguì N: book cabinet; bookcase 
2759. 櫃 / 柜   guì N: cupboard cabinet 
2760. 朝   cháo Prep: facing; towards 
2761. Ἧ塵 / Ἧ尘   huīchén N: dust; dirt 
2762. Ἧ   huī N: ash 
2763. 地震   dìzhèn N: earthquake; earthshock 
2764. 震   zhèn V: to shake; to shock; to vibrate 
2765. 砸   zá V: to pound; to smash; to tamp 
2766. ┧然   jìngrán Adv: unexpectedly; to one's surprise; 
actually 
2767. 遇   yù V: to encounter; to meet 
2768. 枕頭 / 枕头   zhěntou N: pillow 
2769. 挪   nuó V: to move; to shift 
2770. 臉 / 脸   liǎn N: face 
2771. 側 / 侧   cè N: side 
2772. 從ዊ / ੼ዊ   cóngxiǎo Adv: from childhood 
2773. 乾῎ / ᐓ῎   gānzào A: dry; arid 
2774. 乾 / ᐓ   gān A: dry 
2775. ῎   zào A: dry 
2776. 模   mō V: to touch 
2777. 被子   bèizi N: quilt 
2778. 褥子   rùzi N: tick; mattress 
2779. 不቟   bù'ān A: uneasy 
2780. 仰   yǎng V: face upward 
2781. 漫漫長夜 / 漫漫长夜   mànmàn cháng yè long night 
2782. 漫漫   mànmàn A: (of place) boundless; (of time) long 
and slow 
2783. 入睡   rù shuì to fall asleep 
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2784. 張望 / 张望   zhāngwàng V: to look around; to peep 
2785. 望   wàng V: to gaze into the distance; to look far 
ahead 
2786. 扶   fú V: to support with the hand 
2787. 擦   cā V: to scrape; to wipe 
2788. ⍵ዊ   ǎixiǎo A: short and small 
2789. ⍵   ǎi A: short; low 
2790. 慈祥   cíxiáng A: kindly 
2791. ⊕髮蒼蒼 / ⊕发苍苍   bái fà cāngcāng hoary-haired 
2792. 蒼蒼 / 苍苍   cāngcāng A: grey 
2793. 背   bēi V: to carry something on one's back 
2794. 癱瘓 / ⯿瘫   tānhuàn V: to be paralyzed 
2795. ส   cùn M: inch 
2796. ベ椅 / 轮椅   lúnyǐ N: wheelchair 
2797. 孝㗅 / 孝乎   xiàoshùn A: filial piety 
2798. 嫌棄 / 嫌ᑱ   xiánqì V: to dislike and avoid 
2799. ῭氣 / ੎气   zhēng qì to try to make a good showing; 
to try to win credit for 
2800. 拖⚥   tuōlèi V: to encumber; to be a burden on 
2801. 㔍關 / 难݇   nánguān N: difficulty 
2802. ᛂ擾 / ᛂ扰   dǎrǎo V: to disturb; to trouble 
2803. 壓力 / 压力   yālì N: pressure 
2804. 樂觀 / 乐㾖   lèguān A: optimistic 
2805. 強㗄 / 强乍   qiángxiàng N: advantage; strong point 
2806. ᗲ護 / 爱ᡸ   àihù V: cherish; to take good care of 
2807. 傷ኂ / 伤ኂ   shānghài V: to damage; to hurt 
2808. 隱瞞 / 隐隐   yǐnmán V: to hide; to hold back 
2809. ㆊಽ / 过ಽ   guòfèn A: excessive; undue; over- 
2810. 羡慕   xiànmù V: to admire; to be envious of 
2811. ᣿星   míngxīng N: star 
2812. 空間 / 空时   kōngjiān N: space 
2813. 催   cuī V: to urge; to hasten 
2814. 煩 / 烦   fán A: to be annoyed; to be irritated 
2815. 處ℂ / 处ℂ   chǔlǐ V: to deal with; to handle 
2816. 飄 / 飘   piāo V: to flutter; float (in the air) 
2817. 雪花   xuěhuā N: snowflake 
2818. 早班   zǎobān N: morning shift 
2819. 喇叭   lǎba N: horn; loudspeaker 
2820. 落   luò V: to drop; to fall 
2821. 拋 / 抛   pāo V: to throw; to toss 
2822. 震撼   zhènhàn A: shocked 
2823.     piàn M: scene or wide expanse; slice 
2824. 煙 / 烟   yān N: smoke 
2825. ᑜ჋ / 废჋   fèixū N: ruins; debris 
2826. ⊔生 / 发生   fāshēng V: to happen; to occur; to take 
place 
2827. ᚱ᧲ / ᚱϰ   fángdōng N: landlord 
2828. 謝ᄤ謝地 / 谢ᄤ谢地   xiè tiān xiè dì thank God 
2829. 燒傷 / 发伤   shāoshāng N: burn 
2830. 燒 / 发   shāo V: to burn 
2831. 清醒   qīngxǐng A: clear-headed; to regain 
consciousness 
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2832. 醒   xǐng V: to wake up; to regain consciousness 
2833. శ   guāng A: used up; nothing left 
2834. ቟慰   ānwèi V, N: to comfort; console 
2835. 賠償 / 赔赔   péicháng V, N: to compensate; to pay for; 
compensation 
2836. 勉強 / 勉强   mǐanqiǎng A, V: reluctant; to do with 
difficulty 
2837. ⽷產 / 发产   cáichǎn N: wealth 
2838. 博士   bóshì N: doctor 
2839. 服⵭設計 / 服装䆒设   fúzhuāng shèjì dress design 
2840. 服⵭ / 服装   fúzhuāng N: clothing; costume 
2841. 設計 / 䆒设   shèjì V: to design 
2842. 碩士 / 硕士   shuòshì N: master 
2843. 學૏ / 学૏   xuéwèi N: academic degree 
2844. 獎學金 / 奖学金   jiǎngxuéjīn N: fellowship; 
scholarship 
2845. 節省 / 节省   jiéshěng V: to save 
2846. 攢 / 攒   zǎn V: to accumulate; to save money 
2847. 自⾌ / 自电   zìfèi A: at one's own expense 
2848. 剩   shèng V: to remain; to be left (over) 
2849. 從頭 / ੼头   cóngtóu Adv: from the beginning 
2850. 預 / 预   yù Adv: beforehand; in advance 
2851. ㅌ   tuì V: to move back; to return 
2852. 原來 / 原来   yuánlái A, Adv: former; formerly; 
originally 
2853. 窗☄ / 窗帘   chuānglián N: curtain; window curtain 
2854. 床罩   chuángzhào N: bedspread; counterpane 
2855. 罩   zhào V, N: to cover; cover 
2856. 兒童 / 儿童   értóng N: children 
2857. 黑人   hēirén N: black person 
2858. ❢而言之 / 总而言之   zǒng ér yán zhī in brief; 
altogether; to sum up 
2859. 算是   suànshì Adv: regard as; count as 
2860. 病෹   bìngyǒu N: people who become friends in 
hospital; wardmate 
2861. 餡餅 / 余饼   xiànbǐng N: pie 
2862. 餡 / 余   xiàn N: stuffing 
2863. ൮子   bāozi N: steamed stuffed bun 
2864. 喊   hǎn V: to shout; to yell; to cry out 
2865. 感動 / 感动   gǎndòng V: to be affected; to be moved 
2866. 留   liú V: to leave behind 
2867. 自殺 / 自杀   zìshā V: to commit suicide 
2868. 殺 / 杀   shā V: to kill 
2869. 因ᱝ   yīncǐ Conj: thereby; therefore; thus; hence 
2870. 並 / 并   bìng Conj: and 
2871. ၷ強 / 强坚    jiānqiáng Adv: strong; staunch 
2872. 論文 / 讨文   lùnwén N: thesis; paper 
2873. 搶救 / 抢救   qiǎngjiù V: to rescue; to salvage 
2874. 救   jiù V: to save 
2875. ด好   zhǐhǎo Adv: have no choice but to … 
2876. 耽誤 / 耽误   dānwu V: to delay; to hold up 
2877. ផ遲 / ផ䖳   tuīchí V: to suspend; to defer 
2878. 然而   rán'ér Conj: however; nevertheless; whereas 
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2879. 慶␸ / 庆␸   qìngzhù V, N: to celebrate; celebration 
2880. ᜃ   chāi V: to dismantle; to remove 
2881. ৻病不⿠   yí bìng bù qǐ to fall ill and never 
recover 
2882. 感到   gǎndào V: to feel 
2883. 由ᣈ / 由于   yóuyú Conj, Prep: because; for; due to; 
owing to; as a result of 
2884. 破產 / 破产   pò chǎn to go bankrupt 
2885. 因而   yīn'ér Conj: as a result; thus 
2886. 絕望 / 㒱望   juéwàng A: to despair; in despair 
2887. 答復 / 答复   dáfù V: to reply 
2888. ㊀ᣂ   chóngxīn Adv: afresh; again 
2889. 奮鬥 / 奋斗   fèndòu V: to strive; to struggle 
2890. 勇氣 / 勇气   yǒngqì N: courage 
2891. 不禁   bùjīn Adv: cannot help doing something 
2892. ✕ / 紧   jǐn Adv: tight 
2893. 擁抱 / 拥抱   yōngbào N, V: embrace; to hug 
2894. 情人節 / 情人节   qíngrén jié PN: Valentine's Day 
2895. 情人   qíngrén N: sweetheart 
2896. ᧘ᔒ強 / ᧘ᔒ强   lǐ zhìqiáng PN: Li Zhiqiang (name 
of a person) 
2897. 湯米 / 汤米   tāngmǐ PN: Tommy (name of a person) 
2898. 悲ຟ   bēi'āi A: grieved; sorrowful 
2899. 情感   qínggǎn N: emotion; feeling 
2900. 沉   chén V: to sink 
2901. ૏置   wèizhì N: place; position 
2902. ?榮 / 虚荣   xūróng A: vanity; peacocky 
2903. 駕駛 / 驾驾   jiàshǐ V: to drive; to pilot 
2904. 架   jià V: to drive; to harness 
2905. 駛 / 驾   shǐ V: to drive; to sail 
2906. 拒絕 / 拒㒱   jùjué V: to refuse; to reject 
2907. 濕 / Ḩ   shī A: damp; wet 
2908. 透   tòu A: fully 
2909. ᑲ   nòng V: to do; to deal with; to handle 
2910. 呆   dāi V: to stay 
2911. 親ಾ / 亲ಾ   qīnqiè A: cordial; kindly 
2912. ๭喚 / ๭唤   hūhuàn V: to call 
2913. 岸   àn N: bank; shore 
2914. 悄悄   qiāoqiāo Adv: quietly; silently 
2915. 收Ꮢ   shōushi V: tidy up 
2916. ⴡ生 / 卫生   wèishēng N: sanitation 
2917. 電冰箱 / 电冰箱   diànbīngxiāng N: refrigerator 
2918. 電飯鍋 / 电佁锅   diànfànguō N: electric rice cooker 
2919. 電熨斗 / 电熨斗   diànyùndǒu N: electric iron 
2920. 男主ᄖ，女主? / 男主ᄖ，女主内   nán zhǔ wài nǚ zhǔ nèi 
men go out to work while women stay at home to do housework 
2921. ᛂ交㆏   dǎ jiāodào to contact with; to have dealings 
with 
2922. 煤氣 / 煤气   méiqì N: gas 
2923. 清潔劑 / 清洁洁   qīngjiéjì N: cleanser 
2924. ೚   shuā V: to brush 
2925. 皮膚 / 皮肤   pífū N: skin 
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2926. ᄤዂ / ᄤ዁   tiānjiàng N: general in Heaven 
2927. ᄤ帝   tiāndì N: the God of Heaven 
2928. ᄖ孫女 / ᄖ孙女   wàisūnnǚ N: daughter's daughter 
2929. ᄤ宮 / ᄤ宫   tiāngōng N: heavenly palace 
2930. 傷心 / 伤心   shāngxīn A: sad; broken-hearted 
2931. ᳞情   qiú qíng to plead; to beg for mercy 
2932. 銀河 / 银河   yínhé N: the Milky Way 
2933. 隔   gé V: to separate 
2934. ༑鵲 / ༑鹊   xǐquè N: magpie 
2935. 牛郎   niúláng PN: Cowherd in the legend "the Cowherd 
and the Weaving-girl" 
2936. 織女 / 纺女   zhīnǚ PN: Weaving-girl in the legend "the 
Cowherd and the Weaving-girl" 
2937. 織 / 纺   zhī V: to weave; to knit 
2938. 醋   cù N: vinegar 
2939. 瞪眼   dèng yǎn to glare; to stare 
2940. 瞪   dèng V: to open wide; to stare 
2941. 供ᙥ / 供ᑨ   gōngyìng V: to accommodate; to provide 
2942. 油   yóu A: oil 
2943. 鹽 / 盐   yán N: salt 
2944. ㅢ知   tōngzhī V: to inform; to notify 
2945. 陳醋 / 陈醋   chéncù N: mature vinegar 
2946. 陳 / 陈   chén A: old 
2947. ? / 户   hù N: door; family 
2948. ㉄菜   suāncài N: pickled Chinese cabbage; Chinese 
sauerkraut 
2949. ㉄   suān A: acid 
2950. ⊕菜   báicài N: cabbage 
2951. 楊᮸ / 杨树   yángshù N: poplar 
2952. ?親 / 说亲   shuō qīn to act as a matchmaker 
2953. 缸   gāng N: crock; urn; vat 
2954. 家底   jiādǐ N: family property accumulated over a 
long time; resources 
2955. 厚   hòu A: thick; deep; large 
2956. ⊕肉   báiròu N: plain boiled pork 
2957. ਅ面   xià miàn to cook noodles in boiling water 
2958. 㔈 / ᴖ   zá A: micellaneous; mixed; sundry 
2959. 淡   dàn A: not salty 
2960. 真ᱜ   zhēnzhèng A: genuine; true; real 
2961. 沒法 / 没法   méifǎ V: can do nothing about it; can't 
help it 
2962. 芋頭扣肉 / 芋头扣肉   yùtou kòu ròu taro cooked with pork 
2963. 芋頭 / 芋头   yùtou N: taro 
2964. 甜食   tiánshí N: sweet food 
2965. ⊕薯   báishǔ N: sweet potato 
2966. 苦瓜   kǔguā N: balsam pear 
2967. 農⾏Ꮢ႐ / ݰ䌌Ꮢ场   nóngmào shìchǎng market for farm 
produce 
2968. 屬ᣈ / 属于   shǔyú V: to belong to; to be part of 
2969. ⚦菜 / 细菜   xìcài N: vegetable out of season and in 
short supply 
2970. 價格 / ચ格   jiàgé N: price 
2971. ญ味   kǒuwèi N: taste 
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2972. 味   wèi N: taste; flavor; sapor 
2973. 由ᱝน見 / 由ᱝน㾕   yóucǐ kějiàn this shows; can thus 
see 
2974. 由ᱝ   yóucǐ Conj: from this; herefrom 
2975. 魚⣭草 / 鱼⣭草   yúxīngcǎo N: cordate houttuynia 
2976. ⣭   xīng A: having the smell of fish 
2977. ୟ   dào Adv: indicating concession 
2978. ᩮ   gēn M: long thin piece 
2979. 不要✕ / 不要紧   búyàojǐn not be serious; not matter 
2980. 要✕ / 要紧   yàojǐn A: important; be serious 
2981. 強烈 / 强烈   qiángliè A: strong; intense; violent 
2982. 辣椒   làjiāo N: hot pepper; capsicum; chilli 
2983. 線 / 线   xiàn N: line; thread 
2984. ἱ   zào N: kitchen range; cooking stove 
2985. 不得了   bùdéliǎo A: (of degrees) extremely; 
exceedingly 
2986. 㤗   má A: feeling slight prickles or tremors (of 
tongue) 
2987. 花椒   huājiāo N: Chinese prickly ash; seed of such 
plant 
2988. 㤗婆豆腐   mápó dòufu pockmarked grandma's bean curd 
2989. 豆腐   dòufu N: bean curd 
2990. ៑ / ᤷ   dǎo V: to smash; to pug 
2991. 碎   suì A: broken; fragmentary 
2992. 鹹 / 咸   xián A: salted; salty 
2993. 性格   xìnggé N: character 
2994. 地域   dìyù N: region; district 
2995. 大㜚 / 大体   dàtǐ Adv: roughly; more or less 
2996. ᦭關 / ᦭݇   yǒuguān V, A: to relate to; to have 
something to do with; related; relavent 
2997. ὏   zhá V: to fry 
2998. 臭豆腐乾 / 臭豆腐ᐓ   chòu dòufugān preserved dry bean 
curd with a strong, distinctive flavor 
2999. 臭   chòu A: smelly; foul 
3000. 大人物   dàrénwù N: great personage; big shot; VIP 
3001. 人物   rénwù N: figure; personage 
3002. 千方⊖計 / 千方⊖设   qiānfāng bǎijì by every possible 
means; by hook or by crook 
3003. 居然   jūrán Adv: unexpectedly 
3004. 引⿠   yǐnqǐ V: to give rise to; to lead to 
3005. 車ᑃ / 车车   chēxiāng N: railway carriage 
3006. ᛫⼏ / ᛫䆂   kàngyì V: to protest 
3007. 乾酪 / ᐓ酪   gānlào N: cheese 
3008. 大多   dàduō Adv: mostly; for the most part 
3009. 聞 / 闻   wén V: to smell 
3010. ព   yǎn V: to cover; to hide 
3011. 鼻子   bízi N: nose 
3012. 山西   shānxī PN: Shanxi (Province) 
3013. ᄥ原   tàiyuán PN: Taiyuan (city in Shanxi Province) 
3014. 遼ካ / 辽宁   liáoníng PN: Liaoning (Province) 
3015. 蘇Ꮊ / 苏Ꮊ   sūzhōu PN: Suzhou (city in Jiangsu 
Province) 
3016. 無錫 / 无锡   wúxī PN: Wuxi (city in Jiangsu Province) 
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3017. ᑝ西 / ᐟ西   guǎngxī PN: Guangxi (Autonomous Region) 
3018. ᑝ᧲ / ᐟϰ   guǎngdōng PN: Guangdong (Province) 
3019. 貴Ꮊ / 䌉Ꮊ   guìzhōu PN: Guizhou (Province) 
3020. 浙ᳯ   zhèjiāng PN: Zhejiang (Province) 
3021. 河ർ   héběi PN: Hebei (Province) 
3022. 福建   fújiàn PN: Fujian (Province) 
3023. 漢ญ / 汉ญ   hànkǒu PN: Hankou (city in Hubei 
Province) 
3024. 長沙 / 长沙   chángshā PN: Changsha (city in Hunan 
Province) 
3025. 火宮殿 / 火宫殿   huǒgōngdiàn PN: Huogongdian (name 
of a restaurant) 
3026. 南੩   nánjīng PN: Nanjing (city in Jiangsu Province) 
3027. 孔雀   kǒngquè N: peacock 
3028. 禮節 / 礼节   lǐjié N: courtesy; etiquette 
3029. ₰ / 献   xiàn V: to offer; to dedicate 
3030. 沱茶   tuóchá N: a bowl-shaped compressed mass of tea 
leaves 
3031. 砂➷   shāguàn N: earthen pot 
3032. 轟 / 轰   hōng Ono: boom 
3033. 禮貌 / 礼貌   lǐmào N: courtesy; politeness 
3034. 蜂蜜   fēngmì N: honey 
3035. ᩭ᩶ੳ   hétáorén N: walnut meat 
3036. 豐富 / 丰富   fēngfù A: rich; abundant 
3037. ᩵皮   guìpí N: Chinese cinnamon; cassia bark 
3038. 姜   jiāng N: ginger 
3039. 煮   zhǔ V: to cook; to boil 
3040. 人生   rénshēng N: life 
3041. 哲ℂ   zhélǐ N: philosophy 
3042. 大ℂ   dàlǐ PN: Dali (city in Yunnan Province) 
3043. ⊕族   báizú PN: Bai ethnic group, mainly inhibiting 
Yunnan Province 
3044. ᚒ的媽呀 / ᚒ的ཛྷ呀   wǒ de mā ya Oh, my god! 
3045. 榴蓮 / 榴莲   liúlián N: durian 
3046. ὏彈 / ὏弹   zhàdàn N: bomb 
3047. 就算   jiùsuàn Conj: even if 
3048. 股   gǔ M: measure word for gas, smell, strength, 
etc. 
3049. 玩藝 / 玩艺   wányì N: thing 
3050. 惡心 / 恶心   ěxin A: to feel nauseated; to be 
nauseating; disgusting 
3051. 嗯   ng Int: hum (to show consent) 
3052. 酒吧   jiǔbā N: bar (room) 
3053. 進入 / 䖯入   jìnrù V: to enter; to come into 
3054. 營業ᤨ間 / 营专时时   yíngyè shíjiān business hours 
3055. 營業 / 营专   yíngyè V: to do business 
3056. 顧客 / 乒客   gùkè N: customer; shopper; client 
3057. ᵃ   pào V: to hang about; to dally 
3058. ౔ᰴ   qícì Pr: next; secondly; then 
3059. 目的   mùdì N: purpose; aim; objective 
3060. 銷售 / 销售   xiāoshòu V: to sell 
3061. ㅅ戀 / ㅅ恋   míliàn V: be infatuated with; madly cling 
to 
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3062. ᚲ   suǒ Pt: particle used before a verb to form a 
NP 
3063. 建築 / 建╳   jiànzhù N, V: architecture; building; to 
build; to construct 
3064. 街㆏   jiēdào N, V: street 
3065. 車輛 / 车䕚   chēliàng N, V: vehicle 
3066. 節奏 / 节奏   jiézòu N, V: rhythm; tempo 
3067. 透   tòu V: to show; to appear 
3068. 到處 / 到处   dàochù Adv: at every place; everywhere 
3069. 僅僅 / 仅仅   jǐnjǐn Adv: barely; merely 
3070. 環形 / ⦃形   huánxíng N, V: annular; ring-like 
3071. 不見 / 不㾕   bújiàn V: to disappear 
3072. ขઍ   qǔdài V: to replace; to supercede 
3073. 高大   gāodà A: tall and big 
3074. ኯ闊 / ᆑ宽   kuānkuò A: broad; wide 
3075. ኯ / ᆑ   kuān A: wide 
3076. 聞ฬ / 闻ฬ   wénmíng A: famous 
3077. ⽕華 / ⽕华   háohuá A: luxurious; splendid 
3078. ᣂ⵭ / ᣂ装   xīnzhuāng N: new clothes; new look 
3079. 展現 / 展⦄   zhǎnxiàn V: to display; to reveal; to 
present 
3080. 世人   shìrén N: common people 
3081. 面前   miànqián N: in front of; in the face of; 
before 
3082. ୃ(建)   xiū(jiàn) V: to build; to repair 
3083. 甚⥋   shènzhì Adv: even to the extent that; (go) as 
far as to 
3084. 免不了   miǎnbuliǎo be unavoidable; be bound to be 
3085. 免   miǎn V: to avoid; be excused from 
3086. 皮肉   píròu N: skin and flesh; body 
3087. 擠 / ᣸   jǐ V: to squeeze; to jostle; to crowd 
3088. ↪力   yònglì V: exert oneself; use one's strength 
3089. 娘家   niángjia N: parents' home of a married women 
3090. ฦ種ฦ樣 / ฦ种ฦ么   gèzhǒng gèyàng all kinds of 
3091. ዃ⾬店 / 专प店   zhuānmàidiàn N: exclusive agency 
3092. ℘℁ṩ目 / ℘℁满目   línláng mǎnmù superb collection of 
beautiful things; feast for the eyes 
3093. ᙥ᦭盡᦭ / ᑨ᦭ዧ᦭   yīng yǒu jìn yǒu have everything 
that one expects to find 
3094. 商城   shāngchéng N: market 
3095. 圈   quān N: circle 
3096. 馬路 / 马路   mǎlù N: street 
3097. ੖顏౐⦡ / ੖颜౐⦡   wǔ yán liù sè of all colors; 
colorful 
3098. ᑝ告牌 / ᐟ告牌   guǎnggàopái N: billboard 
3099. 霓虹燈 / 霓虹Ἦ   níhóngdēng N: neon light 
3100. 繁華 / 繁华   fánhuá A: flourishing; prosperous 
3101. ᥊象   jǐngxiàng N: scene; sight 
3102. 空調 / 空调   kōngtiáo N: air-conditioner 
3103. 眼⚃ / 眼红   yǎnhóng V: be envious; be jealous 
3104. 好客   hàokè A: to be hospitable; to keep an open 
house 
3105. ⽕Ό   háoshuǎng A: bold and uninhibited 
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3106. 開朗 / 开朗   kāilǎng A: sanguine; optimistic; cheerful 
3107. 㜚現 / 体⦄   tǐxiàn N, V: embodiment; to embody; to 
incarnate 
3108. 山南海ർ   shān nán hǎi běi chat aimlessly 
3109. 中軸路 / 中轴路   zhōngzhóulù N: axis of 
transportation 
3110. 軸 / 轴   zhóu N: axis 
3111. ૹ   kǎn V: to chat idly 
3112. 主動 / 主动   zhǔdòng A: initiative 
3113. 槐᮸ / 槐树   huáishù N: Chinese scholartree 
3114. ዊล   xiǎochī N: snacks; refreshments 
3115. 豆᳝   dòuzhī N: fermented drink made from ground 
mung beans 
3116. ᐝ默   yōumò N, A: humor; humorous 
3117. 聚集   jùjí V: to gather; to assemble; to collect 
3118. 交際⥰ / 交䰙⥰   jiāojìwǔ N: ballroom dance 
3119. 交際 / 交䰙   jiāojì N, V: communication; social 
intercourse 
3120. 笑容   xiàoróng N: smiling expression; smile 
3121. 開心 / 开心   kāixīn A: happy; joyous 
3122. ၸ   duī M: heap; pile; crowd 
3123. 蹲   dūn V: to squat on the heels 
3124. 大લ   dàhuǒ N: everybody; we all 
3125. ῭ / ੎   zhēng V: to contend; to vie; to strive 
3126. ᧼凳   bǎndèng N: wooden stool 
3127. 無นᄹ何 / 无นᄹ何   wú kě nàihé to have no alternative; 
to have no other way 
3128. 西直門 / 西直门   xīzhímén PN: Xizhimen (name of a 
place in Beijing) 
3129. 西單 / 西ऩ   xīdān PN: Xidan (name of a place in 
Beijing) 
3130. 鼓樓 / 鼓楼   gǔlóu PN: Drum-tower (name of a place in 
Beijing) 
3131. ᥊山   jǐngshān PN: Coal hill (name of a park in 
Beijing) 
3132. 象? / 象ᓕ   xiàngzhēng V, N: to symbolize; symbol 
3133. 驕௉ / 骄௉   jiāo'ào A: be proud; to take pride in 
3134. 堤   dī N: dyke 
3135. 㔂塑   diāosù N: sculpture 
3136. 觀శ / 㾖శ   guānguāng V, N: to go sightseeing; to 
tour 
3137. 㓢㆏   suìdào N: tunnel 
3138. 帆   fān N: sail 
3139. 不鏽鋼 / 不锈钢   búxiùgāng N: stainless steel 
3140. ᣿珠   míngzhū N: bright pearl; jewel 
3141. 演示   yǎnshì V: to demonstrate 
3142. ᄖ灘 / ᄖ滩   wàitān PN: The Bund (name of a place in 
Shanghai) 
3143. 浦᧲ / 浦ϰ   pǔdōng PN: Pudong (name of a place in 
Shanghai) 
3144. ?浦ᳯ / 黄浦ᳯ   huángpǔ jiāng PN: the Huangpu River 
3145. 勸酒 / ࡱ酒   quàn jiǔ to urge somebody to drink (at a 
banquet) 
3146. 感想   gǎnxiǎng N: impressions; reflections; thoughts 
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3147. 親身 / 亲身   qīnshēn Adv: personal; firsthand 
3148. 㜚驗 / 体验   tǐyàn V: to experience 
3149. 醉   zuì V: to be drunk; to be tipsy 
3150. 毒藥 / 毒药   dúyào N: poison 
3151. 玩๮   wán mìng to risk one's life at full split 
3152. ੗   jǐng N: well 
3153. 和尚   héshang N: Buddhist monk 
3154. 挑   tiāo V: to carry on the shoulder with a pole 
3155. ᜘訪 / ᜘䆓   bàifǎng V: to pay a visit 
3156. ᛂ᜗๭   dǎ zhāohu to greet somebody; to say hello 
3157. ⚛食   sùshí N: vegetarian diet 
3158. ዂ / ዁   jiāng Adv, Prep: would; to be going to; 
preposition used to introduce the object before the verb 
3159. ቬ教   zōngjiào N: religion 
3160. 性   …xìng N, Suf: nature 
3161. 食ຠ   shípǐn N: food 
3162. 信仰   xìnyǎng N: faith; belief 
3163. ᛐ㉃   bàn kù to play the part of a cool person 
3164. ㉃   kù A: cool 
3165. 膩 / 腻   nì A: oily; be bored with 
3166. 保留   bǎoliú V: to keep; to retain 
3167. 份   fèn M: measure word for certain abstract 
things 
3168. 心情   xīnqíng N: frame of mind; mood 
3169. 人類 / 人种   rénlèi N: mankind; humanity 
3170. ౔他   qítā A: else; other 
3171. ૞ὑ / ૞为   zuòwéi V, Prep: to regard as; to take 
for; as 
3172. ၮᣈ / ၮ于   jīyú V, Prep: because of; in view of 
3173. એ෸   yǐjí Conj: along with; as well as 
3174. ኮሼ樓 / 写ሼ楼   xiězìlóu N: office building 
3175. ඦ餐   wǔcān N: lunch 
3176. ⊕㗔 / ⊕乚   báilǐng N: white-collar 
3177. ⚛菜   sùcài N: vegetable dish 
3178. 少ᢞ / 少数   shǎoshù A: few; minority 
3179. 畢┧ / 毕┧   bìjìng Adv: after all; all in all 
3180. 不久   bùjiǔ Adv: soon; before long; not long after 
3181. ℂ由   lǐyóu N: reason; ground; argument 
3182. 保ⴡ / 保卫   bǎowèi V: to defend; to safeguard 
3183. 飲食 / 佂食   yǐnshí N: food and drink; diet 
3184. 生ሽ   shēngcún V: to exist; to live 
3185. 肉食   ròushí N: carnivorous; meat 
3186. 產業 / 产专   chǎnyè N: industry 
3187. ⾗源 / 资源   zīyuán N: resource; wealth 
3188. 使↪   shǐyòng V: to use 
3189. 使   shǐ V: to use 
3190. ♮便 / 粪便   fènbiàn N: excretment and urine; night 
soil 
3191. ㅧᚑ   zàochéng V: to create; to cause 
3192. 嚴㊀ / 严㊀   yánzhòng A: serious; critical 
3193. ౕ㜚 / ౕ体   jùtǐ A: concrete; specific 
3194. 飼養 / 饲养   sìyǎng V: to raise; to rear 
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3195. 家⇓   jiāchù N: domestic animal; livestock 
3196. 家禽   jiāqín N: domestic fowl; poultry 
3197. 排᡼   páifàng V: to discharge; to release 
3198. 污水   wūshuǐ N: foul (or polluted) waters; sewage 
3199. 水源   shuǐyuán N: source of a river; waterhead 
3200. 氣㜚 / 气体   qìtǐ N: gas 
3201. ో⃿   quánqiú N, A: whole world; global 
3202. 土壤   tǔrǎng N: soil 
3203. 侵蝕 / 侵蚀   qīnshí V: to corrade; to erode 
3204. 大⚂ / 大节   dàyuē Adv: approximately; about 
3205. Ⓝ物 / 谷物   gǔwù N: cereal; grain 
3206. 超ㆊ / 超过   chāoguò V: to exceed; to surpass 
3207. 土地   tǔdì N: land; soil 
3208. 表ጀ / 表层   biǎocéng N: surface layer 
3209. 表   biǎo N: surface 
3210. 消耗   xiāohào V: to consume; to use up 
3211. 乾草 / ᐓ草   gāncǎo N: hay 
3212. સ計 / સ设   gūjì V: to estimate 
3213. 灌溉   guàngài V: to irrigate 
3214. ඥ   shēng M: litre 
3215. ᡼養 / ᡼养   fàngyǎng V: put (cattles, etc.) in a 
natural place to breed 
3216. 能源   néngyuán N: energy resource 
3217. 運輸 / 输ㄬ    yùnshū V: to transport 
3218. 殺ኂ / 杀ኂ   shāhài V: to murder; to kill 
3219. ข得   qǔdé V: to get; to obtain 
3220. ᢞ㊂ / 数㊂   shùliàng N: amount; quantity 
3221. Ꮏ業ൻ / Ꮏ专ൻ   gōngyèhuà V: to industrialize 
3222. Ꮏ業 / Ꮏ专   gōngyè N: industry 
3223. એ   yǐ Conj: in order to; so as to 
3224. 積極 / 积极   jījí A: positive; active 
3225. ṩ足 / 满足   mǎnzú V: to satisfy; to content 
3226. 消⾌ / 消电   xiāofèi V: to consume 
3227. 黑熊   hēixióng N: black bear 
3228. 救๮   jiù mìng to save somebody's life; Help! 
3229. 冰   bīng N: ice 
3230. 封   fēng V: to seal; to freeze 
3231. 斷裂 / 断裂   duànliè V: to break; to crack 
3232. 知覺 / 知觉   zhījué N: consciousness 
3233. 嗚嗚 / 呜呜   wūwū Ono: cry of animals 
3234. 掙ᚾ / ᣷ᚾ   zhēngzhá V: to struggle 
3235. 斧子   fǔzi N: axe 
3236. 縫 / 缝   fèng N: crack; chink 
3237. 戀戀不捨 / 恋恋不⥡   liànliàn bù shě to be reluctant to 
part with 
3238. 炕   kàng N: kang (a heatable brick bed) 
3239. ෂ險 / ෂ险   wēixiǎn A, N: dangerous; danger 
3240. 減肥 / 减肥   jiǎn féi to lose weight 
3241. ⊔愁 / 发愁   fāchóu V: to worry; to be anxious 
3242. 脂⢌   zhīfáng N: fat 
3243. 多餘 / 多余   duōyú A: unnecessary; superfluous; 
surplus 
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3244. 熱㊂ / 热㊂   rèliàng N: quantity of heat 
3245. ᝽   diào V: used after certain verbs to indicate 
the consequence of an art 
3246. ㆊᐲ / 过ᐲ   guòdù A: excessive; over- 
3247. 長壽 / 长寿   chángshòu A: long life; longevity 
3248. 壽๮ / 寿๮   shòumìng N: life-span; life 
3249. 捕魚 / 捕鱼   bǔ yú to catch fish; to fish 
3250. ᣂ鮮 / ᣂ鲜   xīnxiān A: fresh 
3251. 大爺 / 大爷   dàye N: uncle (a respectful form of 
address for an elderly man) 
3252. 和睦   hémù A: concord; harmony 
3253. 湖ർ省   húběi shěng PN: Hubei Province 
3254. 㔈交 / ᴖ交   zájiāo V: to hybridize; to cross 
3255. 水稻   shuǐdào N: paddy; rice 
3256. ዂ / ዁   jiǎng N: award; prize 
3257. ᝼੍   shòuyǔ V: to award; to confer 
3258. Ꮏ程㒮   gōngchéngyuàn N: academy of engineering 
3259. Ꮏ程   gōngchéng N: engineering; project 
3260. 㒮士   yuànshì N: academician 
3261. ណ訪 / 采䆓   cǎifǎng V: to gather news; to interview 
3262. 意識 / 意识   yìshí V, N: to be conscious of; 
consciousness 
3263. 知識ಽ子 / 知识ಽ子   zhīshi fènzǐ intellectual; the 
intelligentsia 
3264. 觀察 / 㾖察   guānchá V: to observe; to watch 
3265. 曾經 / 曾经   céngjīng Adv: at one time; ever; once 
3266. 曾   céng Adv: ever 
3267. ৻生   yìshēng N: lifetime; all one's life 
3268. 好   hào V: to like; to love; to be fond of 
3269. 果ኪ / 果实   guǒshí N: fruit 
3270. 吸引   xīyǐn V: to attract; to draw 
3271. ශ象   yìnxiàng N: impression 
3272. 記憶 / 记忆   jìyì N: memory 
3273. (農)૞物 / (ݰ)૞物   (nóng)zuòwù N: crop 
3274. 遺ொ / 遗Ӵ   yíchuán N, V: heredity; inheritance; to 
inherit 
3275. 育種 / 育种   yùzhǒng V: to breed 
3276. චಽ   shífēn Adv: fully; utterly; extremely 
3277. 業餘 / 专余   yèyú N: sparetime; after-work 
3278. 學? / 学说   xuéshuō N: doctrine; theory 
3279. ᚑ果   chéngguǒ N: fruit; achievement; gain 
3280. 穗子   suìzi N: ear of grain; spike 
3281. 掃帚 / ᠿ帚   sàozhou N: broom 
3282. 顆粒 / 颗粒   kēlì N: granule (anything small and 
roundish); grain 
3283. 花生   huāshēng N: peanut 
3284. 哪怕   nǎpà Conj: even if 
3285. ჊產 / ჊产   zēngchǎn V: to increase production 
3286. ᚑ   chéng M: one tenth 
3287. ਅ᳿心 / ਅ决心   xià juéxīn to decide; to make up 
one's mind 
3288. ᳿心 / 决心   juéxīn V, N: to determine; decision; 
determination 
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3289. 攻   gōng V: to attack; to study 
3290. 㔍關 / 难݇   nánguān N: difficulty 
3291. 粗ჾ / 粗ჽ   cūzhuàng A: thick and strong 
3292. 粗   cū A: wide; thick; coarse 
3293. ჾ / ჽ   zhuàng A: strong; able-bodied 
3294. 秧苗   yāngmiáo N: seedling; rice shoot 
3295. ㊁生   yěshēng A: wild; undomesticated 
3296. ㊁   yě A: wild; uncultivated; rude 
3297. 種子 / 种子   zhǒngzi N: seed 
3298. 純種 / 纯种   chúnzhǒng A: thoroughbred; purebred 
3299. 純 / 纯   chún A: pure; unmixed; simple 
3300. 產生 / 产生   chǎnshēng V: to produce; to bring; to 
come into being 
3301. ಽൻ   fēnhuà V, N: to differentiate; to become 
divided; differentiation 
3302. ᄤ然   tiānrán A: natural 
3303. ᛂ破   dǎpò V: to break; to smash 
3304. 優勢 / 优优   yōushì N: predominance; superiority 
3305. ଦ使   cùshǐ V: to urge; to impel 
3306. ၭ育   péiyù V: to breed; to cultivate 
3307. 革๮性   gémìngxìng N: revolutionary spirit 
3308. 革๮   gémìng V, N: to revolute; revolution 
3309. 產㊂ / 产㊂   chǎnliàng N: output; yield 
3310. ⇔ / 亩   mǔ M: mu (a chinese unit of area equal to 
1/15 of a hectare or 1/6 of an acre) 
3311. ౏斤   gōngjīn M: kilogram; kg 
3312. એ਄   yǐshàng N: above; more than; over 
3313. ຠ質 / ຠ䋼   pǐnzhì N: character; quality 
3314. 養活 / 养活   yǎnghuó V: to support; to feed; to raise 
3315. 㗄目 / 乍目   xiàngmù N: item; project 
3316. 超⚖ / 超级   chāojí A: super 
3317. 目標 / 目标   mùbiāo N: aim; goal 
3318. ⇔產 / 亩产   mǔchǎn N: production of one mu 
3319. 候鳥 / 候鸟   hòuniǎo N: migratory bird 
3320. 寒冷   hánlěng A: cold; frigid 
3321. 飛 / 飞   fēi V: to fly 
3322. ?ᥦ / 温ᥦ   wēnnuǎn A: warm 
3323. 播種 / 播种   bō zhǒng to sow seeds; to sow 
3324. 收穫 / 收获   shōuhuò V: to harvest; to gain 
3325. ⥋少   zhìshǎo Adv: at least 
3326. ၷ信 / 坚信   jiānxìn V: to firmly believe 
3327. 榮譽 / 荣誉   róngyù N: honour; credit 
3328. 袁隆ᐔ   yuán lóngpíng PN: Yuan Longping (name of a 
Chinese scientist) 
3329. ᧲南大學 / ϰ南大学   dōngnán dàxué PN: Southeast 
University 
3330. 西南農業學㒮 / 西南ݰ专学㒮   xīnán nóngyè xuéyuàn PN: 
Southwest Agriculture Institute 
3331. ቟ᳯ農校 / ቟ᳯݰ校   ānjiāng nóngxiào PN: Anjiang 
Aricultural School 
3332. 講ᐳ / 䆆ᐳ   jiǎngzuò N: lecture; course of lectures 
3333. 回顧 / 回乒   huígù V: to look back; to review 
3334. 靈感 / ἰ感   línggǎn N: inspiration 
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3335. 詼諧 / 䆭诙   huīxié Adv: humourous; jocular 
3336. ⽶⽶得ᱜ / 负负得ᱜ   fù fù dé zhèng a negatice number 
multiplied by another negative number makes the product 
positive 
3337. ⽶ / 负   fù N: negative number 
3338. ᱜ   zhèng N: positive number 
3339. 捕捉   bǔzhuō V: to hunt; to catch; to seize 
3340. 不ᙤ   búxiè Adv: untiring; unremitting 
3341. 思⚝   sīsuǒ V: to ponder; to think deeply 
3342. 前奏   qiánzòu N: prelude 
3343. ਅ降   xiàjiàng V: to descend; to drop 
3344. 權威 / ᴗ威   quánwēi N: authority 
3345. 人均   rénjūn A: per capita 
3346. 單產 / ऩ产   dānchǎn N: per unit area yield 
3347. 熟   shú A: ripe; cooked; familiar 
3348. 玉米   yùmǐ N: maize; corn 
3349. ᣉ   shī V: to use; to apply; to bestow 
3350. ൻ肥   huàféi N: chemical fertilizer 
3351. ẛ力 / ẜ力   qiánlì N: potential; potentialitities 
3352. ⽸₰ / 贡献   gòngxiàn V, N: to contribute; to 
dedicate; contribution 
3353. 示範 / 示⨄   shìfàn V: to set an example; to 
demonstrate 
3354. 真誠 / 真䆮   zhēnchéng A: sincere; genuine; true 
3355. 贊美 / 赞美   zànměi V: to praise 
3356. 皮膚 / 皮肤   pífū N: skin 
3357. 懷疑 / ᗔ疑   huáiyí V, N: to doubt; suspicion 
3358. 保養 / 保养   bǎoyǎng V: to take good care of one's 
health; to maintain 
3359. 任何   rènhé Pr: any 
3360. 照   zhào V: to photo; to reflect; to mirror 
3361. 接待   jiēdài V: to receive; to admit 
3362. 婚姻   hūnyīn N: marriage; wedlock 
3363. ወᣈ / 对于   duìyú Prep: with regard to; concerning to 
3364. 墳墓 / 坟墓   fénmù N: tomb; grave 
3365. ඥ華 / ඥ华   shēnghuá V, N: to sublimate; sublimation 
3366. ෂ險 / ෂ险   wēixiǎn N, A: danger; dangerous 
3367. 獨自 / 独自   dúzì Adv: alone; by oneself 
3368. 獨 / 独   dú A: only; alone 
3369. 角⦡   juésè N: role; part 
3370. 必定   bìdìng Adv: must; to be sure to 
3371. 好漢 / 好汉   hǎohàn N: brave man; true man; hero 
3372. 熄   xī V: to put out (light, etc.); to extinguish 
3373. ห屋   tóngwū N: roommate 
3374. ⊔表 / 发表   fābiǎo V: to express one's opinions; to 
publish 
3375. ⼏論 / 䆂讨   yìlùn V, N: to comment; to talk; to 
discuss; comment; remark 
3376. ᤨೞ / 时ೞ   shíkè N: (a point of) time; hour; moment 
3377. ᦬శ   yuèguāng N: moonlight 
3378. 灑 / 洒   sǎ V: to sprinkle; to spray; to spill 
3379. 夜空   yèkōng N: night sky 
3380. ᧂ來 / ᧂ来   wèilái N: future; in the future 
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3381. 談論 / 谈讨   tánlùn V: to talk about; to discuss 
3382. 女性   nǚxìng N: female; woman 
3383. 解᡼   jiěfàng V: to liberate; to emancipate 
3384. ㆏路   dàolù N: path; road; way 
3385. 激動 / 激动   jīdòng A, V: excited; to excite 
3386. ᐜ稚   yòuzhì A: childish; puerile; naïve 
3387. 少ᐕ不識愁滋味 / 少ᐕ不识愁滋味   shàonián bù shí chóu 
zīwèi youth do not know the taste of worries 
3388. 少ᐕ   shàonián N: early youth (from ten to sixteen) 
3389. 愁   chóu V, N: to worry; worry 
3390. 滋味   zīwèi N: taste; flavor 
3391. 驕௉ / 骄௉   jiāo'ào A: arrogant; proud 
3392. 立හ   lìjí Adv: immediately; at once 
3393. ↫   shuǎi V: to swing; to throw 
3394. 當 / 当   dāng V: to treat as; to regard as; to 
take for 
3395. 戀ᗲ / 恋爱   liàn'ài N, V: love; to be in love 
3396. 要不然   yàoburán Conj: otherwise 
3397. 如何   rúhé Adv: how 
3398. ⾫妻良母 / 贤妻良母   xián qī liáng mǔ virtuous wife and 
loving mother 
3399. ⾫ / 贤   xián A: virtuous 
3400. 良   liáng A: fine 
3401. 美好   měihǎo A: fine; happy 
3402. 報答 / ᡹答   bàodá V: to repay 
3403. 醒悟   xǐngwù V: to wake up to reality; to come to 
realize the truth 
3404. 大ਂᄦ主義 / 大ਂᄦ主Н   dàzhàngfu zhǔyì male 
chauvinism 
3405. 大ਂᄦ   dàzhàngfu N: true man; real man 
3406. ቟穩 / ቟稳   ānwěn A: smooth and steady 
3407. ኮ૞ / 写૞   xiězuò V, N: to write; writing 
3408. ෻復 / ෻复   fǎnfù Adv, N: repeatedly; again and 
again; repeat 
3409. 漸漸 / 渐渐   jiànjiàn Adv: gradually; little by little 
3410. 焦急   jiāojí A: anxious; worried 
3411. ᆔ屈   wěiqu V, A: to feel wronged; to nurse a 
grievance 
3412. 憤怒 / 愤怒   fènnù A: indignant; angry 
3413. 碰見 / 㾕碰    pèngjiàn V: to meet unexpectedly; to run 
into 
3414. 壞人 / တ人   huàirén N: bad person 
3415. 出੐   chū shì to have an accident 
3416. 交ઍ   jiāodài V: to explain; to account fo; to hand 
over 
3417. 編輯 / 编编   biānjí V, N: to edit; editor 
3418. ⚂Ⓜ / 节Ⓜ   yuē gǎo ask for contribution (to a 
magazine, etc.) 
3419. Ⓜ   gǎo N: manuscript; article; draft 
3420. 不ᤨ / 不时   bùshí Adv: constantly; frequently 
3421. 拖   tuō V: to pull; to drag; to delay 
3422. 沉㊀   chénzhòng A: heavy; serious 
3423. ?腳  / 脚?   jiǎobù N: footfall; footstep 
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3424. 驚訝 / 讶惊    jīngyà A: surprised; astonished 
3425. 吵架   chǎo jià to quarrel; to wrangle 
3426. 吵   chǎo V: to quarrel; to wrangle; to make a 
noise 
3427. ౏文൮   gōngwénbāo N: briefcase 
3428. ౏文   gōngwén N: official document 
3429. ႑   dǔ V: to stop up; to block up 
3430. 皺眉頭 / 皱眉头   zhòu méitóu to knit one's brows 
3431. 眉頭 / 眉头   méitóu N: brows 
3432. 追᳞   zhuīqiú V: to pursue; to seek 
3433. 燈శ / Ἦశ   dēngguāng N: lamplight 
3434. 照   zhào V: to shine; to light up 
3435. ?心 / 内心   nèixīn N: heart; innermost being 
3436. 熄滅 / 熄灭   xīmiè V: (of a fire, light, etc.) to go 
out 
3437. 滅 / 灭   miè V: (of a fire, light, etc.) to go 
out; to extinguish; to turn off 
3438. 彌漫 / 弥漫   mímàn V: to fill the air; to spread all 
over the place 
3439. ?ᨵ / 温ᨵ   wēnróu A: gentle and soft 
3440. 㜚⾍ / 体䌈   tǐtiē V: to show consideration for 
3441. లṩ / ల满   chōngmǎn V: to be full of; to fill 
3442. ᳞教   qiú jiào to ask for advice; to consult 
3443. ᥧᥧ   àn'àn Adv: secretly 
3444. ណ⾼ / 采购   cǎigòu V: to purchase 
3445. ᱜ᦬   zhēngyuè N: the first month of the lunar year 
3446. 初੖   chūwǔ N: the fifth day of a lunar month 
3447. 四周   sìzhōu N: all around 
3448. 俱   jù Adv: all; completely 
3449. 行動 / 行动   xíngdòng V, N: to act; action; activity 
3450. 湯料 / 汤料   tāngliào N: soup stock 
3451. 大蒜ᧃ   dàsuànmò N: garlic powder 
3452. 大蒜   dàsuàn N: garlic 
3453. ᧃ   mò N: powder 
3454. 伸   shēn V: to stretch; to extend 
3455. 鮮 / 鲜   xiān A: delicious; tasty 
3456. 粉⛕ / 粉ϱ   fěnsī N: vermicelli made from bean 
starch, etc. 
3457. 無窮 / 无穷   wúqióng A: infinite; endless; boundless 
3458. ⾼物 / 购物   gòu wù to go shopping 
3459. ㉤油 / 酱油   jiàngyóu N: soy sauce; soy 
3460. 誤 / 误   wù N: mistake 
3461. ⣽腳 / ⣽脚   tuǐjiǎo N: ability to walk; legs and feet 
3462. 照   zhào Prep: according to 
3463. 鬼ㅅ心竅 / 鬼ㅅ心窍   guǐ mí xīn qiào to be obsessed; to 
be possessed 
3464. 賭氣 / 䌠气   dǔ qì to feel wronged and act rashly 
3465. 臨 / 临   lín Adv: on the point of; be about to 
3466. ౏౏   gōnggong N: father-in-law 
3467. ொ / Ӵ   chuán V: to pass; to send 
3468. 罵 / 骂   mà V: to abuse; to curse 
3469. 逼   bī V: to force; to compel 
3470. ᇿ子   sǎozi N: elder brother's wife 
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3471. 背影   bèiyǐng N: view of somebody's back 
3472. 背   bèi N: back 
3473. 影   yǐng N: shadow 
3474. 相見 / 相㾕   xiāngjiàn V: to meet 
3475. ᔓ記 / ᔓ记   wàngjì V: to forget 
3476. 祖母   zǔmǔ N: grandma; grannie 
3477. 差使   chāishi N: work; job 
3478. 交෈   jiāoxiè V: to hand over official duties to 
one's successor 
3479. 禍不單行 / 祸不ऩ行   huò bù dān xíng misfortunes never 
come singly 
3480. 奔喪 / 奔丧   bēnsāng V: to hasten home for the funeral 
of a parent or grandparent 
3481. 狼藉   lánjí N: in disorder 
3482. 簌簌   sùsù Ono, A: rustle; (tears) streaming down 
3483. 流   liú V: to flow; to stream 
3484. 如ᱝ   rúcǐ Pr: so; thus; herein 
3485. 好在   hǎozài Adv: fortunately; luckily 
3486. ᄤ無絕人之路 / ᄤ无㒱人之路   tiān wú jué rén zhī lù Heaven 
will always leave a door open 
3487. 變⾬ / 变प   biànmài V: to sell off (one's property) 
3488. ౖ質 / ౖ䋼   diǎnzhì V: to mortgage; to pawn 
3489. 虧空 / ?空   kuīkong N: debt; deficit 
3490. 喪੐ / 丧੐   sāngshì N: funeral arrangement 
3491. శ᥊   guāngjǐng N: circumstances; conditions 
3492. 慘淡 / 惨淡   cǎndàn A: gloomy; dismal 
3493. 賦閑 / 䌟闲   fùxián V: to be unemployed 
3494. ቢ畢 / ቢ毕   wánbì V: to finish; to complete; to end 
3495. 謀੐ / 谋੐   móushì V: to look for a job 
3496. 念書 / 念书   niàn shū to study 
3497. ห行   tóngxíng V: travel together 
3498. ᷿ㅣ   yóuguàng V: to stroll about 
3499. 停留   tíngliú V: to stay for a time; to stop 
3500. 須 / 乏   xū V: must 
3501. 渡   dù V: to cross a river 
3502. 旅館 / 旅佚   lǚguǎn N: hotel 
3503. 熟識 / 熟识   shúshí V: to be familiar with 
3504. 茶ᚱ   cháfáng N: waiter; steward 
3505. 再ਃ   zàisān Adv: over and over again 
3506. 囑咐 / 嘱咐   zhǔfù V: to enjoin; to exhort 
3507. 仔⚦ / 仔细   zǐxì A: careful 
3508. 妥Ꮭ   tuǒtiē A: appropriate 
3509. 㗓 / 乛   pō Adv: considerably; quite 
3510. 躊躇 / 踌躇   chóuchú V: to hesitate 
3511. 照看   zhàokàn V: to keep an eye on; to look after 
3512. 行᧘   xíngli N: baggage; luggage 
3513. 腳ᄦ / 脚ᄦ   jiǎofū N: porter 
3514. 講價錢 / 䆆ચ钱   jiǎng jiàqian to bargain 
3515. ㆊಽ / 过ಽ   guòfèn Adv: excessive; undue; over 
3516. 插嘴   chā zuǐ to interrupt; to chop in 
3517. 揀 / 拣   jiǎn V: to choose; to select 
3518. 子毛大衣   zǐ máo dàyī purple wollen overcoat 
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3519. 大衣   dàyī N: overcoat 
3520. 鋪 / 铺   pū V: to spread 
3521. ዊ心   xiǎoxīn V, A: to be careful 
3522. 警醒   jǐngxǐng V, A: to sleep lightly; vigilant; 
alert 
3523. ฃ涼 / ฃಐ   shòu liáng to catch cold 
3524. 囑托 / 嘱托   zhǔtuō V: to entrust 
3525. 托   tuō V: to ask for help; to entrust 
3526. 照ᙥ / 照ᑨ   zhàoying V: to look after; to take care 
of 
3527. ᥧ笑   ànxiào V: to snicker; to snigger 
3528. 迂   yū A: pedantic 
3529. 料ℂ   liàolǐ V: to take care of; to manage 
3530. 唉   āi Int: alas 
3531. 徐Ꮊ   xúzhōu PN: Xuzhuo (city in Jiangsu Province) 
3532. 浦ญ   púkǒu PN: Pukou (name of a place in Jiangsu 
Province) 
3533. ?㆏ / 说㆏   shuōdào V: to say 
3534. 橘子   júzi N: tangerine 
3535. ᱝ地   cǐdì N: here; this place 
3536. 走動 / 走动   zǒudòng V: to walk about 
3537. ᦬臺 / ᦬บ   yuètái N: platform 
3538. 柵欄 / 栅栅   zhàlan N: railings; paling; bars 
3539. 穿   chuān V: to pass through 
3540. 鐵㆏ / 铁㆏   tiědào N: railroad; railway 
3541. 胖子   pàngzi N: fat person; fatty 
3542. ⾌੐ / 电੐   fèishì V: to give or take a lot of 
trouble 
3543. 帽(子)   mào(zi) N: cap; hat 
3544. 馬褂 / 马褂   mǎguà N: mandarin jacket 
3545. 青(⦡)   qīng(sè) A: blue or green 
3546. 棉袍   miánpáo N: cotton robe 
3547. 蹣跚 / 蹒跚   pánshān V: to stagger; to limp 
3548. ត身   tàn shēn stretch forward one's body 
3549. ត   tàn V: to stretch forward; to explore 
3550. 尚   shàng Adv: still; yet 
3551. 攀   pān V: to clamber; to climb 
3552. 縮 / 缩   suō V: to contract; to draw back; to 
withdraw 
3553. 肥胖   féipàng A: fat 
3554. 肥   féi A: fat; loose 
3555. 微   wēi A: slight; tiny 
3556. 傾 / 倾   qīng V: to bend; to lean; to incline 
3557. ? / 泪   lèi N: tear; teardrop 
3558. 趕✕ / ⿟紧   gǎnjǐn Adv: to hasten; to lose no time 
3559. ᜞   shì V: to wipe; to wipe away 
3560. 抱   bào V: to hold or carry in the arm 
3561. 朱⚃ / 朱红   zhūhóng A: vermilion; bright red 
3562. ᢔ   sǎn V: to scatter; to disperse 
3563. 饞 / 馋   chān V: to support somebody by the arm 
3564. ৻股⣮兒 / ৻股电儿   yìgǔnǎor Adv: completely 
3565. 撲 / ᛀ   pū V: to flap; to pat 
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3566. 泥土   nítǔ N: earth; soil; clay 
3567. デ鬆 / 轻᧻   qīngsōng A: light; relaxed 
3568. 混入   hùnrù V: to mingle with 
3569. ᧲奔西走 / ϰ奔西走   dōng bēn xī zǒu to run here and 
there 
3570. 出ᄖ   chūwài V: to be away from home 
3571. 謀生 / 谋生   móushēng V: to seek a livelihood; to make 
a living 
3572. 獨力 / 独力   dúlì Adv: independently; on one's own 
3573. 老境   lǎojìng N: life and circumstances in old age 
3574. ?唐 / 颓唐   tuítáng A: dejected; dispirited 
3575. 觸目 / 触目   chùmù V: to meet the eye 
3576. 傷懷 / 伤ᗔ   shānghuái V: sad; grieved 
3577. 情   qíng N: affection; feeling 
3578. 不能自Ꮗ   bù néng zì yǐ lose control over oneself 
3579. 鬱 / 郁   yù A: gloomy; depressed 
3580. 瑣屑 / 琐屑   suǒxiè N: trivial 
3581. ᓔᓔ   wǎngwǎng Adv: often; frequently 
3582. 觸他之怒 / 触他之怒   chù tā zhī nù make him angry 
3583. 觸 / 触   chù V: to touch; to touch off 
3584. 怒   nù A, N: angry; fury; rage 
3585. 待   dài V: to treat; to deal with 
3586. ᓔᣣ   wǎngrì N: in former days 
3587. ᔓ卻 / ᔓළ   wàngquè V: to forget 
3588. 惦記 / 惦记   diànjì V: to keep thinking about; to 
remember with concern 
3589. 惟   wéi Adv: but; only that 
3590. ⣾子   bǎngzi N: arm; upper arm 
3591. 疼痛   téngtòng V: to ache; to pain 
3592. 箸   zhù N: chopsticks 
3593. ⻉多 / 䇌多   zhūduō A: a good deal 
3594. 不便   búbiàn N: inconvenience; inappropriateness 
3595. 大去   dàqù V: to die 
3596. 矣   yǐ MdPt: used at the end of  sentence like 了 
3597. 晶ℹ / 晶莹   jīngyíng A: sparkling and crystal-clear; 
glittering and translucent 
3598. శ   guāng N: light 
3599. 何ᤨ / 何时   héshí Pr: when 
3600. ᄸ跡 / ᄸㅇ   qíjì N: miracle; marvel 
3601. ᕸᏁ   qiàqiǎo Adv: by chance 
3602. 空?家庭   kōngcháo jiātíng family of aged parents 
living by themselves 
3603. 贍養 / 䌵养   shànyǎng V: to support; to provide for 
3604. 告   gào V: to accuse; to sue 
3605. 法庭   fǎtíng N: court; courtroom 
3606. ጁ行   lǚxíng V: to carry out; to fulfill 
3607. 不是滋味   bú shì zīwèi to feel bad; to be upset 
3608. ቅ獨 / ቅ独   gūdú A, N: lonely; loneliness 
3609. 缺   quē V: to be short of; to lack 
3610. 忽略   hūlüè V: to ignore; to neglect 
3611. ឭ醒   tíxǐng V: to remind; to call attention to 
3612. 㔍? / 难说   nánshuō V: hard to say 
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3613. 四世ห堂   sìshì tóng táng four generations under 
one roof 
3614. ᩭ心   héxīn N: core; nucleus 
3615. ㅡ樣৻來 / 䖭么৻来   zhèyàng yì lái in this way 
3616. 操ᜬ   cāochí V: to handle; to manage 
3617. 養老㒮 / 养老㒮   yǎnglǎoyuàn N: senior citizens' 
home 
3618. 別墅 / ߿墅   biéshù N: villa 
3619. 拍⾬ / 拍प   pāimài V: to auction 
3620. ⿠價 / ⿠ચ   qǐjià N: first call (in an auction) 
3621. 炒(子)   chǎo(zuò) V: to speculate; to promote 
3622. 憂愁 / 忧愁   yōuchóu A: worried; depressed; sad 
3623. 誠ᙣ / 䆮诚   chéngkěn A: sincere; honest 
3624. 揮手 / 发手   huī shǒu to wave (one's hand) 
3625. 秘密   mìmì N: secret 
3626. 高考   gāokǎo N: university entrance examiniation 
3627. ❢編輯 / 总编编   zǒngbiānjí N: editor-in-chief 
3628. 親手 / 亲手   qīnshǒu Adv: with one's own hands 
3629. 般配   bānpèi A: to be well matched (as in marriage) 
3630. ῏爛 / ♓灿   cànlàn A: magnificent; splendid; bright 
3631. 偶然   ǒurán A: accidental; by chance 
3632. 驚呆 / 惊呆   jīngdāi V: stunned; surprised 
3633. 呆   dāi A: slow-witted; silly 
3634. 穿著 / 穿着   chuānzhuó N: apparel; dress 
3635. 入ᤨ / 入时   rùshí A: fashionable 
3636. 手Ꮬ   shǒupà N: handkerchief 
3637. ℂ   lǐ V: to pay attention to; to acknowledge 
3638. 依⥟ / 依ᣥ   yījiù Adv: as before; as usual; still 
3639. ၷ቞ / 坚቞   jiānshǒu V: to stick to; to hold one's 
ground 
3640. 原則 / 原߭   yuánzé N: principle 
3641. 冷淡   lěngdàn A: cold; indifferent; to treat coldly 
3642. 答ᙥ / 答ᑨ   dāying V: to consent to; to promise 
3643. 永遠 / 永䖰   yǒngyuǎn Adv: always; forever 
3644. 沉默寡言   chénmò guǎ yán taciturn; reticent; of a 
few words 
3645. 沉默   chénmò A: taciturn; silent 
3646. 悲痛   bēitòng A: grieved; sorrowful 
3647. 去世   qùshì V: to die; to pass away 
3648. 響 / 响   xiǎng V: to make a sound 
3649. 㗅手 / 乎手   shùnshǒu Adv: conveniently; to do 
something as a natural sequence; handy 
3650. ⹤╴ / 电╴   huàtǒng N: microphone; transmitter 
3651. 似乎   sìhū Adv: as if; seem to 
3652. ဒ聲 / ဒჿ   kēng shēng to utter a sound 
3653. ?ข / 录ข   lùqǔ V: to enroll; to admit 
3654. ካน / 宁น   nìngkě Adv: would rather 
3655. ৻ᤩ   yíhuàng Adv: (of time) pass in a flash 
3656. 學期 / 学期   xuéqī N: term; semester 
3657. 結束 / 㒧束   jiéshù V: to end; to finish 
3658. 門ⴡ / 门卫   ménwèi N: entrance guard 
3659. ⴡ / 卫   wèi V: to defend; to guard; to protect 
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3660. 誤會 / 误ળ   wùhuì V, N: to misunderstand; 
misunderstanding 
3661. 揭   jiē V: to lift 
3662. 苦心   kǔxīn N: pains 
3663. 隱藏 / 隐藏   yǐncáng V: to conceal; to hide 
3664. 藏   cáng V: to hide; to conceal 
3665. 信封   xìnfēng N: envelope 
3666. ᛬   zhé V: to fold 
3667. 軍人 / ݯ人   jūnrén N: armyman; serviceman 
3668. 軍 / ݯ   jūn N: army; corps 
3669. 告別 / 告߿   gào bié say good-bye 
3670. 邊㒐 / 边㒐   biānfáng N: frontier defense 
3671. 㒐   fáng V: to defend; to guard against 
3672. 前線 / 前线   qiánxiàn N: frontline; front 
3673. ᓔ常   wǎngcháng N: in the past; formerly 
3674. 㒯地 / 䰉地   zhèndì N: position; front 
3675. 石頭 / 石头   shítou N: stone; rock 
3676. Ṩ / 滚   gǔn V: to roll 
3677. 千鈞৻髮 / 千钧৻发   qiān jūn yí fà a hundred weight 
hanging by a hair; in imminent peril 
3678. 筠   jūn M: ancient unit of weight (equal to 15 
kilos) 
3679. 髮 / 发   fà N: hair 
3680. デ傷 / 轻伤   qīngshāng N: slight (or minor) wound 
3681. 奮不顧身 / 奋不乒身   fèn bù gù shēn to dash ahead 
regardless of one's safety 
3682. 搶救 / 抢救   qiǎngjiù V: to rescue; to salvage 
3683. 救   jiù V: to save; to rescue 
3684. 犧牲 / 牺牲   xīshēng V: to sacrifice; to give up 
3685. 返回   fǎnhuí V: to return; to come or go back 
3686. 返   fǎn V: to return 
3687. 遺物 / 遗物   yíwù N: things left behind by the 
deceased; relic 
3688. 遺 / 遗   yí V: to leave behind; to lose 
3689. ቅ兒 / ቅ儿   gū'ér N: orphan 
3690. 親人 / 亲人   qīnrén N: one's family member; dear one 
3691. 凄涼 / 凄ಐ   qīliáng A: dreary; miserable 
3692. ᕲ人   ēnrén N: benefactor 
3693. ᕲ   ēn N: favor; grace; kindness 
3694. หᤨ / ห时   tóngshí Conj: at the same time 
3695. 捨Ꮖ救人 / ⥡Ꮖ救人   shě jǐ jiù rén to save somebody 
else's life at the risk of one's own 
3696. 捨 / ⥡   shě V: to abandon; to give up 
3697. ᡼棄 / ᡼ᑱ   fàngqì V: to abandon; to give up 
3698. 棄 / ᑱ   qì V: to discard; to throw away 
3699. 痛苦   tòngkǔ N: pain; suffering 
3700. 純潔 / 纯洁   chúnjié A: pure 
3701. ㊀慶 / ㊀庆   chóngqìng PN: Chongqing (name of a city) 
3702. ✖聞 / 绯闻   fēiwén N: sex scandal; amorous affair 
3703. 無聊 / 无聊   wúliáo A: bored; senseless; silly 
3704. 默默   mòmò Adv: silently 
3705. 權 / ᴗ   quán N: authority; power 
3706. 密   mì N: honey; sweet 
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3707. ኪ⹤ / 实电   shíhuà N: truth 
3708. 玫瑰   méiguī N: rose 
3709. 老ኪ / 老实   lǎoshi A: honest; frank 
3710. 秋᦬   qiūyuè PN: Qiuyue (name of a person) 
3711. 家英   jiāyīng PN: Jiaying (name of a person) 
3712. 書童 / 书童   shūtóng N: page-boy 
3713. 女僕 / 女仆   nǚpú N: female servant 
3714. 相౏   xiànggong N: a term of address for a young man 
of a rich or cultured family in feudal China 
3715. ੳఱ   rénxiōng N: (used to address one's senior 
friend) elder brother; my dear friend 
3716. 相ㅩ   xiāngféng V: to come across; to meet 
3717. ᦭? / ᦭缘   yǒuyuán A: be predestined 
3718. 指教   zhǐjiào V: (polite term) to give advice or 
comments 
3719. 人情   rénqíng N: human feelings; personal relations 
3720. 抱不ᐔ   bàobupíng V: be ready to intervene on behalf 
of an injured party 
3721. 結᜘ / 㒧᜘   jiébài V: become sworn brothers or 
sisters 
3722. 香燭 / 香烛   xiāngzhú N: joss sticks and candles 
3723. ಽ手   fēn shǒu to part 
3724. 㔌婚 / 离婚   lí hūn to divorce 
3725. 殘㉃ / 残㉃   cánkù A: cruel 
3726. 痛快   tòngkuài A: direct; straightforward; happy 
3727. 張឴ / 张ᡀ   zhāngyáng V: to make public 
3728. 歉意   qiànyì N: apology; regret 
3729. 信賴 / 信赖   xìnlài V, N: to trust; to have faith in; 
trust 
3730. ຠ格   pǐngé N: moral character 
3731. ℂ智   lǐzhì N: intellect; reason 
3732. 珍珠鳥 / 珍珠鸟   zhēnzhūniǎo N: pearl bird 
3733. 珍珠   zhēnzhū N: pearl 
3734. 鳥 / 鸟   niǎo N: bird 
3735. 簡易 / 简易   jiǎnyì A: simple and easy 
3736. 竹籠子 / 竹笼子   zhúlóngzi N: bamboo cage 
3737. 籠 / 笼   lóng N: cage; coop 
3738. 團 / 剧   tuán M: measure word for ball-shaped 
things 
3739. 舒適 / 舒ㅎ   shūshì A: comfortable; cozy 
3740. ?   cháo N: nest 
3741. 怕人   pàrén V: to be afraid of people 
3742. ⨃盛   màoshèng A: (of plants) luxuriant; exuberant; 
flourishing 
3743. ษ蘭 / ษ兰   diàolán N: chlorophytum comosum 
3744. ษ   diào V: to hang; to suspend 
3745. 躲   duǒ V: to hide (oneself); to avoid; to dodge 
3746. 蓋(૑) / 盖(૑)   gài(zhù) V: to cover; to lid 
3747. ฌ林 / ϯ林   cónglín N: jungle; forest 
3748. ቟ో   ānquán N, A: safety; security; safe 
3749. 從中 / ੼中   cóngzhōng Adv: from amongl out of 
3750. 格ᄖ   géwài Adv: especially; all the more 
3751. 自在   zìzài A: at ease; comfortable 
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3752. 陽శ / 㒑శ   yángguāng N: sunshine; sunlight 
3753. 射入   shèrù V: to send out (light, etc.); to hit 
3754. 射   shè V: to shoot; to fire 
3755. 黑影   hēiyǐng N: dark shadow 
3756. 影(子) / 影(子) /    yǐng(zi) N: shadow; reflection 
3757. 碧玉   bìyù N: jade; jasper 
3758. 玉   yù N: jade 
3759. 生意蔥蘢 / 生意葱茏   shēngyì cōnglóng (of plants) 
verdant; luxuriantly green 
3760. 閃動 / 闪动   shǎndòng V: to flash; to flicker; to 
twinkle 
3761. 鮮⚃ / 鲜红   xiānhóng A: bright red; scarlet 
3762. 伸   shēn V: to stretch; to extend 
3763. ᛁ   bā V: to push aside 
3764. ⣮袋 / 电袋   nǎodai N: head; mind 
3765. 瞅   chǒu V: to look at; to see 
3766. 嬌嫩 / 娇嫩   jiāonèn A: delicate; tender and lovely 
3767. 㔇兒 / 雏儿   chúr A: young bird (or duckling, etc.) 
3768. ᳿ / 决   jué Adv: definetly 
3769. 掀   xiān V: to lift 
3770. 驚動 / 动惊    jīngdòng V: to disturb; to startle 
3771. 驚 / 惊   jīng V: to be frightened; to shock; to 
surprise 
3772. 忽然   hūrán Adv: all of a sudden; suddenly 
3773. 家લ   jiāhuo N: fellow; guy (referring to an animal 
or person) 
3774. デ易 / 轻易   qīngyì A: easy 
3775. 㐭 / 钻   zuān V: to go through; to get into 
3776. Ἧ藍 / Ἧ蓝   huīlán A: greyish blue 
3777. Ἧ   huī A: grey 
3778. 整個 / 整ਙ   zhěnggè A: whole; entire 
3779. 絨毛 / 㒦毛   róngmáo N: fine hair; villus 
3780. ⿠వ   qǐxiān Adv: at first; in the beginning 
3781. 落   luò V: to drop; to get down 
3782. 啄   zhuó V: to peck 
3783. 繩 / 㓇   shéng N: rope; cord; string 
3784. ័動 / ᨛ动   yáodòng V: to sway; to rock; to wave 
3785. 框   kuàng N: frame; case 
3786. 膽子 / 胆子   dǎnzi N: courage; nerve 
3787. 傷ኂ / 伤ኂ   shānghài V: to damage; to harm 
3788. 挨ㄭ   āijìn V: to be near to; to get close to 
3789. ୄ   fǔ V: to bow one's head; to ronate 
3790. 偏   piān V: to lean 
3791. ෻ᙥ / ෻ᑨ   fǎnyìng N, V: response; reaction; to 
react 
3792. 微微   wēiwēi Adv: sightly 
3793. 繞 / 绕   rào V: to move round; to circle 
3794. 筆尖 / 笔尖   bǐjiān N: nib; penpoint 
3795. 不動聲⦡ / 不动ჿ⦡   bú dòng shēng sè to maintain one's 
composure; to stay calm and collected 
3796. 默默   mòmò Adv: silently 
3797. 情意   qíngyì N: affection; friendly regards 
3798. 抹   mǒ V: to rub on; to touch 
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3799. 淘氣 / 淘气   táoqì A: naughty; mischievous 
3800. Ṩ࿧ / 滚圆   gǔnyuán A: round as a ball 
3801. ⢋   jiān N: shoulder 
3802. ᛏ頭 / 头ᛏ    niǔ tóu to turn round 
3803. 趴   pā V: to bend over; to lie prone 
3804. 銀Ἧ / 银Ἧ   yínhuī A: silver grey 
3805. 眼瞼 / 眼睑   yǎnjiǎn N: eyelid; lid 
3806. 眸子   móuzi N: pupil of the eye; eye 
3807. ৻ᤨ / ৻时   yìshí N: temporarily; for a short time 
3808. 感ฃ   gǎnshòu N: experience; feel 
3809. 信賴 / 信赖   xìnlài V: to trust; to have faith in 
3810. 創ㅧ / ߯ㅧ   chuàngzào V: to create 
3811. 境界   jìngjiè N: state; realm 
3812. 肽   tāi N: embryo; fetus 
3813. ㅆ裂   bèngliè V: to burst open; to split 
3814. 源流   yuánliú N: source and course (of a river, 
etc.) 
3815. 翻山越嶺 / 翻山越?   fān shān yuè lǐng to tramp over 
hill and dale 
3816. 瀑Ꮣ   pùbù N: waterfall 
3817. 閉 / 闭   bì V: to close; to shut 
3818. ⌣ / 睁   zhēng V: to open (the eyes) 
3819. 遮蔽   zhēbì V: to hide from view; to cover 
3820. 石碑   shíbēi N: stone tablet; stele 
3821. 福氣 / 福气   fúqì N: good fortune; happy lot 
3822. ฃ氣 / ฃ气   shòu qì to be bullied; to suffer wrong 
3823. 行禮 / 行礼   xíng lǐ to salute 
3824. 千? / 千岁   qiānsuì N: a thousand years of 
deferential allusion to a prince, used especially in 
traditional operas 
3825. 美猴王   měihóuwáng PN: Monkey King (name of the hero 
in the Pilgrimage to the West) 
3826. 猴   hóu N: monkey 
3827. 花果山   huāguǒ shān PN: Flower and Fruit Mountain 
(name of a place) 
3828. 水☄洞 / 水帘洞   shuǐlián dòng PN: Water screen Cave 
(name of a place) 
3829. 鄉愁 / е愁   xiāngchóu N: nostalgia 
3830. 枚   méi M: measure word for small objects 
3831. 窄   zhǎi A: narrow 
3832. 墳墓 / 坟墓   fénmù N: tomb; grave 
3833. 灣 / ḧ   wān M: measure word for bays or rivers 
3834. ᷜ / 浅   qiǎn A: shallow 
3835. 海峽 / 海峡   hǎixiá N: channel; strait 
3836. 測試 / 测试   cèshì N: test 
3837. 答案   dá'àn N: answer; key 
3838. ᢞሼ / 数ሼ   shùzì N: figure; number 
3839. 適當 / ㅎ当   shìdàng A: proper; suitable 
3840. ฬ稱 / ฬ称   míngchēng N: name; title 
3841. ቄᐲ   jìdù N: quarter 
3842. 角ᐲ   jiǎodù N: angle; point of view 
3843. 模式   móshì N: mode; pattern 
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Appendix 2 
 
Table extracted from the HSK 1-6 anki-file (https://ankiweb.net/shared/decks/) 
The columns present the deck’s information in the following order 
Item number - character – Pinyin – translation and notes – HSK level 
 
1. 爱 ài to love; affection; to be fond of; to like 1 
2. ౎ bā eight; 8 1 
3. 爸爸 bàba (informal) father; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4] 1 
4. ർ北 Běijīng Beijing, capital of People's Republic of China; Peking; 
PRC government 
1 
5. ᧰杯 bēizi cup; glass; CL:個|个[ge4],支[zhi1],枝[zhi1] 1 
6. 本 běn roots or stems of plants; origin; source; this; the current; 
root; foundation; basis; classifier for books, periodicals, 
files etc; originally 
1 
7. ਇ bù (negative prefix); not; no 1 
8. ਇ不不 bú kèqi you're welcome; impolite; rude; blunt; don't mention it 1 
9. 菜 cài dish (type of food); vegetables; vegetable; cuisine; 
CL:盤|盘[pan2],道[dao4] 
1 
10. 茶 chá tea; tea plant; CL:᧰[bei1],壺|壶[hu2] 1 
11. ล chī to eat; to have one's meal; to eradicate; to destroy; to 
absorb; to suffer; to exhaust 
1 
12. ಴出车 chūzūchē taxi 1 
13. 大 dà big; huge; large; major; great; wide; deep; oldest; eldest 1 
14. ᛂ电电 dǎ diànhuà to make a telephone call 1 
15. 的 de of; structural particle: used before a noun, linking it to 
preceding possessive or descriptive attributive 
1 
16. 点 diǎn drop (of liquid); stain; spot; speck; jot; dot stroke (in 
Chinese characters); decimal point; point; mark (of degree 
or level); a place (with certain characteristics); iron bell; 
o’clock; a little; a bit; some; (point) unit of measurement 
for type; to touch on briefly; to make clear; to light; to 
ignite; to kindle; period of time at night (24 minutes) (old); 
a drip; to dibble; classifier for small indeterminate 
quantities 
1 
17. 电电 diànnǎo computer; CL:臺|บ[tai2] 1 
18. 电电 diànshì television; TV; CL:臺|บ[tai2],個|个[ge4] 1 
19. 影电  diànyǐng movie; film; CL:部[bu4],片[pian4],幕[mu4],႐|场[chang3] 1 
20. 西ϰ  dōngxi thing; stuff; person; CL:個|个[ge4],ઙ[jian4] 1 
21. 都 dōu all, both; entirely (due to) each; even; already 1 
22. 䇏 dú to read; to study; reading of word (i.e. pronunciation), 
similar to ᜨ拼[pin1 yin1] 
1 
23. ਇ不对  duìbuqǐ unworthy; to let down; I'm sorry; excuse me; pardon me; if 
you please; sorry? (please repeat) 
1 
24. 多 duō many; much; a lot of; numerous; multi- 1 
25. 多多 duōshao number; amount; somewhat 1 
26. ੑ èr two; 2; stupid (Beijing dialect) 1 
27. 儿杯 érzi son 1 
28. 佁饭 fànguǎn restaurant; CL:家[jia1] 1 
29. 机飞  fēijī airplane; CL: 架[jia4] 1 
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30. 分䩳 fēnzhōng minute 1 
31. 高݈  gāoxìng happy; glad; willing (to do sth); in a cheerful mood 1 
32. 个 gè individual; this; that; size; classifier for people or objects in 
general 
1 
33. Ꮏ工 gōngzuò job; work; construction; task; 
CL:個|个[ge4],份[fen4],項|乍[xiang4] 
1 
34. 狗 gǒu dog; CL:隻|ด[zhi1],條|᧦[tiao2] 1 
35. 汉汉 Hànyǔ Chinese language; CL:門|门[men2] 1 
36. 好 hǎo good; well; proper; good to; easy to; very; so; (suffix 
indicating completion or readiness) 
1 
37. ๺ hé and; together with; with; sum; union; peace; harmony; 
surname He; Japanese related; Taiwan 
pr.&nbsp;&nbsp;han4 
1 
38. ༒ hē to drink; to shout (a command); My goodness! 1 
39. 很 hěn (adverb of degree); quite; very; awfully 1 
40. อ后 hòumiàn rear; back; behind; later; afterwards 1 
41. 回 huí to circle; to go back; to turn around; to answer; to return; to 
revolve; Hui ethnic group (Chinese Muslims); time; 
classifier for acts of a play; section or chapter (of a classic 
book) 
1 
42. ળ huì can; be possible; be able to; will; be likely to; be sure to; to 
assemble; to meet; to gather; to see; union; group; 
association; CL:個|个[ge4]; a moment (Taiwan pr. for this 
sense is hui3) 
1 
43. 火 火车  huǒchēzhàn train station 1 
44. ಟ jǐ how much; how many; several; a few 1 
45. 家 jiā home; family; classifier for families or businesses; refers to 
the philosophical schools of pre-Han China; noun suffix 
for specialists in some activity such as musician or 
revolutionary, corresponds to English -ist, -er, -ary or -ian; 
surname Jia; CL:個|个[ge4] 
1 
46. ต jiào to shout; to call; to order; to ask; to be called; by (indicates 
agent in the passive mood) 
1 
47. ੹今 jīntiān today; at the present; now 1 
48. ਻ jiǔ nine; 9 1 
49. 开 kāi to open; to start; to turn on; to boil; to write out (a medical 
prescription); to operate (vehicle); abbr. for 開開開| 開?开  
degrees Kelvin 
1 
50. 看 kàn to see; to look at; to read; to watch; to consider; to regard 
as; to view as; to treat as; to judge; (after repeated verb) to 
give it a try; depending on (how you're judging); to visit; to 
call on; to treat (an illness); to look after; Watch out! (for a 
danger) 
1 
51. 看㾕 kànjiàn to see; to catch sight of 1 
52. 块 kuài lump (of earth); chunk; piece; classifier for pieces of cloth, 
cake, soap etc; colloquial word for yuan (or other unit of 
currency such as Hong Kong or US dollar etc), usually as 
塊塊|块块 
1 
53. 来 lái to come; to arrive; to come round; ever since; next 1 
54. ⠧师 lǎoshī teacher; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4] 1 
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55. 了 le (modal particle intensifying preceding clause); (completed 
action marker) 
1 
56. 冷 lěng cold 1 
57. ㉿ lǐ lining; interior; inside; internal; also written 裡|㉿ [li3] 1 
58. 㔖 líng zero; nought; zero sign; fractional; fragmentary; odd (of 
numbers); (placed between two numbers to indicate a 
smaller quantity followed by a larger one); fraction; (in 
mathematics) remainder (after division); extra; to wither 
and fall; to wither 
1 
59. ౐ liù six; 6 1 
60. 吗 ma (question tag) 1 
61. 买 mǎi to buy; to purchase 1 
62. ཛྷཛྷ māma mama; mommy; mother; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4] 1 
63. ₀ māo cat; CL:隻|ด[zhi1] 1 
64. 没 méi (negative prefix for verbs); have not; not 1 
65. 没 没݇ méi guānxi it doesn't matter 1 
66. 米佁 mǐfàn (cooked) rice 1 
67. ᣿今 míngtiān tomorrow 1 
68. ฬ名 míngzi name (of a person or thing); CL:個|个[ge4] 1 
69. 那 䯴 那儿䯵  nà nàr there 1 
70. 哪 䯴 哪儿䯵  nǎ nǎr where 1 
71. 呢 ne (question particle for subjects already mentioned) 1 
72. 能 néng to be able to; to be capable of; ability; capability; able; 
capable; can possibly; (usually used in the negative) to 
have the possibility of 
1 
73. 你 nǐ you (informal, as opposed to polite 您[nin2]) 1 
74. 年 nián year; CL:個|个[ge4] 1 
75. ᅚ儿 nǚ'ér daughter 1 
76. 朋朋 péngyou friend; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4] 1 
77. 漂漂 piàoliang pretty; beautiful 1 
78. 苹苹 píngguǒ apple; CL:個|个[ge4],顆|乫[ke1] 1 
79. 七 qī seven; 7 1 
80. 块 qián coin; money; CL:筆|笔[bi3] 1 
81. 前后 qiánmiàn ahead; in front; preceding; above 1 
82. 䇋 qǐng to ask; to invite; please (do sth); to treat (to a meal etc); to 
request 
1 
83. 去 qù to go; to go to (a place); to cause to go or send (sb); to 
remove; to get rid of; (when used either before or after a 
verb) to go in order to do sth; to be apart from in space or 
time; (after a verb of motion indicates movement away 
from the speaker); (used after certain verbs to indicate 
detachment or separation); (of a time or an event etc) just 
passed or elapsed 
1 
84. 热 rè heat; to heat up; fervent; hot (of weather); warm up 1 
85. 人 rén man; person; people; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4] 1 
86. 䅸认 rènshi to know; to recognize; to be familiar with; acquainted with 
sth; knowledge; understanding; awareness; cognition 
1 
87. 日 rì sun; day; date, day of the month; abbr. for 日本|日本 Japan 1 
88. ਃ sān three; 3 1 
89. ਄ shàng on; on top; upon; first (of multiple parts); previous; last; 1 
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upper; higher; above; to climb; to go into; to go up; to 
attend (class or university) 
90. 商商 shāngdiàn store; shop; CL:家[jia1],個|个[ge4] 1 
91. ਄上 shàngwǔ morning; CL:個|个[ge4] 1 
92. 多 shǎo few; little; lack 1 
93. 谁 shéi who; also pronounced shui2 1 
94. ੲМ shénme what?; who?; something; anything 1 
95. 十 shí ten; 10 1 
96. 是 shì is; are; am; yes; to be 1 
97. ୥ᯊ  shíhou time; length of time; moment; period 1 
98. 书 shū book; letter; CL:本[ben3],冊| [ౢce4],部[bu4]; see also 
書書|书书 Book of History 
1 
99. 水 shuǐ water; river; liquid; beverage; additional charges or 
income; (of clothes) classifier for number of washes 
1 
100. 水苹 shuǐguǒ fruit; CL:個|个[ge4] 1 
101. 睡觉 shuìjiào to go to bed; to go to sleep 1 
102. 䇈电 shuōhuà to speak; to say; to talk; to gossip; to tell stories; talk; word 1 
103. 四 sì four; 4 1 
104. ቕ suì classifier for years (of age); year; year (of crop harvests) 1 
105. 他 tā he or him; (used for either sex when the sex is unknown or 
unimportant); (used before sb's name for emphasis); (used 
as a meaningless mock object); other; another 
1 
106. 她 tā she 1 
107. 太 tài highest; greatest; too (much); very; extremely 1 
108. 今不 tiānqì weather 1 
109. 听 tīng to listen; to hear; to obey; a can (loanword from English 
"tin"); classifier for canned beverages 
1 
110. ห同 tóngxué (fellow) classmate; CL:૏[wei4],個|个[ge4] 1 
111. 喂 wèi hello (interj., esp. on telephone); hey; to feed (sb or some 
animal) 
1 
112. ᚒ wǒ I; me; my 1 
113. ᚒ们 wǒmen we; us; ourselves; our 1 
114. ੖ wǔ five; 5 1 
115. ਅ xià down; downwards; below; lower; later; next (week etc); 
second (of two parts); to decline; to go down 
1 
116. ਅ下 xià yǔ to rain; rainy 1 
117. 想 xiǎng to think; to believe; to suppose; to wish; to want; to miss 1 
118. వ先 xiānsheng teacher; Mister (Mr.); husband; doctor (topolect); 
CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4] 
1 
119. 在⦄  xiànzài now; at present; at the moment; modern; current; 
nowadays 
1 
120. 小 xiǎo small; tiny; few; young 1 
121. 小小 xiǎojiě young lady; miss; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4] 1 
122. ਅ上 xiàwǔ afternoon; p.m.; CL:個|个[ge4] 1 
123. 写 xiě to write 1 
124. 些 xiē some; few; several; (a measure word) 1 
125. 䇶䇶 xièxie to thank; thanks 1 
126. ༑欢 xǐhuan to like; to be fond of 1 
127. 星星 xīngqī week; CL:個|个[ge4] 1 
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128. 同先 xuésheng student; school child 1 
129. 同д xuéxí to learn; to study 1 
130. 同学 xuéxiào school; CL:ᚲ[suo3] 1 
131. ৻ yī one; 1; single; a (article); as soon as; entire; whole; all; 
throughout; &quot;one&quot; radical in Chinese characters 
(Kangxi radical 1) 
1 
132. 椅杯 yǐ zi chair; CL:把[ba3],套[tao4] 1 
133. 衣衣 yīfu clothes; CL:ઙ[jian4],套[tao4] 1 
134. ක先 yīshēng doctor; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4],ฬ[ming2] 1 
135. ක医 yīyuàn hospital; CL:ᚲ[suo3],家[jia1],座[zuo4] 1 
136. ᦭ yǒu to have; there is; there are; to exist; to be 1 
137. ᦬ yuè moon; month; CL:個|个[ge4],輪|䕂[lun2] 1 
138. 在 zài (located) at; (to be) in; to exist; in the middle of doing sth; 
(indicating an action in progress) 
1 
139. 㾕ౣ zàijiàn goodbye; see you again later 1 
140. 怎М zěnme how?; what?; why? 1 
141. 怎М么 zěnmeyàng how?; how about?; how was it?; how are things? 1 
142. 䖭 
䯴 儿䖭 䯵  
zhè zhèr here 1 
143. 中中 Zhōngguó China; Middle Kingdom 1 
144. 中上 zhōngwǔ noon; midday; CL:個|个[ge4] 1 
145. ૑ zhù to live; to dwell; to stay; to reside; to stop 1 
146. 桌杯 zhuōzi table; desk; CL:張|张[zhang1],套[tao4] 1 
147. 名 zì letter; symbol; character; word; CL:個|个[ge4]; courtesy or 
style name traditionally given to males aged 20 in dynastic 
China 
1 
148. ထ zuò to sit; to take a seat; to take (a bus, airplane etc); to bear 
fruit; surname Zuo 
1 
149. 做 zuò to do; to make; to produce; to write; to compose; to act as; 
to engage in; to hold (a party); to be; to become; to 
function (in some capacity); to serve as; to be used for; to 
form (a bond or relationship); to pretend; to feign; to act a 
part; to put on appearance 
1 
150. ᤓ今 zuótiān yesterday 1 
151. ู ba (modal particle indicating polite suggestion); ...right?; 
...OK? 
2 
152. ⊕ bái white; snowy; pure; bright; empty; blank; plain; clear; to 
make clear; in vain; gratuitous; free of charge; reactionary; 
anti-communist; funeral; to stare coldly; to write wrong 
character; to state; to explain; vernacular; spoken lines in 
opera; surname Bai 
2 
153. ⊖ bǎi hundred; numerous; all kinds of; surname Bai 2 
154. 帮帮 bāngzhù assistance; aid; to help; to assist 2 
155. ᡹报 bàozhǐ newspaper; newsprint; CL:份[fen4],星[qi1],張|张[zhang1] 2 
156. 比 bǐ (particle used for comparison and "-er than"); to compare; 
to contrast; to gesture (with hands); ratio 
2 
157. ߿ bié to leave; to depart; to separate; to distinguish; to classify; 
other; another; do not; must not; to pin 
2 
158. 长 cháng length; long; forever; always; constantly 2 
159. 唱唱 chànggē to sing a song 2 
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160. ಴ chū to go out; to come out; to occur; to produce; to go beyond; 
to rise; to put forth; to happen; classifier for dramas, plays, 
operas etc 
2 
161. 船 chuán a boat; vessel; ship; CL:條|᧦[tiao2],艘[sou1],隻|ด[zhi1] 2 
162. 穿 chuān to bore through; pierce; perforate; penetrate; pass through; 
to dress; to wear; to put on; to thread 
2 
163. ᰴ cì next in sequence; second; the second (day, time etc); 
secondary; vice-; sub-; infra-; inferior quality; substandard; 
order; sequence; hypo- (chemistry); classifier for 
enumerated events: time 
2 
164. ੼ cóng from; via; passing through; through 2 
165. 错 cuò mistake; error; blunder; fault; cross; uneven; wrong; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
2 
166. ᛂ dǎ to hit; to strike; to attack; to crack down on sth; a setback; 
a blow; percussion (music) 
2 
167. 大家 dàjiā authority; everyone 2 
168. 但是 dànshì but; however 2 
169. 到 dào to (a place); until (a time); up to; to go; to arrive 2 
170. ᓧ de structural particle: used after a verb (or adjective as main 
verb), linking it to following phrase indicating effect, 
degree, possibility etc 
2 
171. 等 děng to wait for; to await 2 
172. 弟弟 dì di younger brother; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4] 2 
173. 第৻ dì yī first; number one 2 
174. 懂 dǒng to understand; to know 2 
175. 对 duì for; to 2 
176. ᚱ间 fángjiān room; CL:間|间[jian1] 2 
177. 非非 fēicháng unusual; extraordinary; extreme; very; exceptional 2 
178. 衣务务 fúwùyuán waiter; waitress; attendant; customer service personnel; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
2 
179. 高 gāo high; tall; above average; loud; your (honorific); surname 
Gao 
2 
180. 告䆝 gàosu to tell; to inform; to let know 2 
181. ຮຮ gēge older brother; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4] 2 
182. 㒭 gěi to; for; for the benefit of; to give; to allow; to do sth (for 
sb); (passive particle) 
2 
183. ౏公公车 gōnggòngqìchē bus; CL:輛|䕚[liang4],班[ban1] 2 
184. ౏公 gōngjīn kilogram (kg) 2 
185. ౏公 gōngsī (business) company; company; firm; corporation; 
incorporated; CL:家[jia1] 
2 
186. 䌉 guì expensive; noble; your (name); precious 2 
187. 䖛 guo to pass (time); to celebrate (a holiday); to live; to get along 2 
188. 䖬 hái still; still in progress; still more; yet; even more; in 
addition; fairly; passably (good); as early as; even; also; 
else 
2 
189. 孩杯 háizi child 2 
190. ภ hào day of a month; (suffix used after) name of a ship; 
(ordinal) number 
2 
191. 好ล hǎochī tasty; delicious 2 
192. 黑 hēi black; dark; abbr. for Heilongjiang 黑黑黑|黑 黑龙  province in 2 
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northeast China 
193. 红 hóng bonus; popular; red; revolutionary 2 
194. 迎欢  huānyíng to welcome; welcome 2 
195. 回回 huídá to reply; to answer; the answer; CL:個|个[ge4] 2 
196. ઙ jiàn item; component; classifier for events, things, clothes etc 2 
197. 教教 jiàoshì classroom; CL:間|间[jian1] 2 
198. 机场 jīchǎng airport; airfield; CL:家[jia1],處|处[chu4] 2 
199. 蛋鸡  jīdàn (chicken) egg; hen's egg; CL:個|个[ge4],ᛂ[da2] 2 
200. 小小 jiějie older sister; CL:個|个[ge4] 2 
201. ੺绍 jièshào to present; to introduce; to recommend; to suggest; to let 
know; to brief 
2 
202. ㄭ jìn near; close to; approximately 2 
203. 䖯 jìn to advance; to enter; to come (or go) into; to receive or 
admit; to eat or drink; to submit or present; (used after a 
verb) into, in; to score a goal 
2 
204. 就 jiù at once; right away; only; just (emphasis); as early as; 
already; as soon as; then; in that case; as many as; even if; 
to approach; to move towards; to undertake; to engage in; 
to suffer; subjected to; to accomplish; to take advantage of; 
to go with (of foods); with regard to; concerning 
2 
205. ᓧ觉  juéde to think; to feel 2 
206. 咖咖 kāfēi coffee; CL:᧰[bei1] 2 
207. 始开  kāishǐ to begin; beginning; to start; initial; CL:個|个[ge4] 2 
208. 考试 kǎoshì exam; CL:ᰴ[ci4] 2 
209. 䇒 kè subject; course; class; lesson; 
CL:堂[tang2],节|節[jie2],門|门[men2] 
2 
210. น能 kěnéng might (happen); possible; probable; possibility; 
probability; maybe; perhaps; CL:個|个[ge4] 
2 
211. น可 kěyǐ can; may; possible; able to 2 
212. 快 kuài rapid; quick; speed; rate; soon; almost; to make haste; 
clever; sharp (of knives or wits); forthright; plain-spoken; 
gratified; pleased; pleasant 
2 
213. 快乐 kuàilè happy; merry 2 
214. 累 lèi tired; weary; to strain; to wear out; to work hard 2 
215. 离 lí to leave; to part from; to be away from; (in giving 
distances) from; without (sth); independent of; one of the 
eight trigrams of the Book of Changes representing fire 
(old) 
2 
216. 两 liǎng both; two; ounce; some; a few; tael; weight equal to 50 
grams 
2 
217. 路 lù road; path; way; CL:條|᧦[tiao2] 2 
218. 旅᷿  lǚyóu trip; journey; tourism; travel; tour 2 
219. प mài to sell; to betray; to spare no effort; to show off or flaunt 2 
220. 慢 màn slow 2 
221. ᔔ máng busy; hurriedly 2 
222. ? měi each; every 2 
223. 妹妹 mèimei younger sister; fig. younger woman (esp. girl friend or 
rival); CL:個|个[ge4] 
2 
224. 门 mén gate; door; CL:扇[shan4]; gateway; doorway; 
CL:個|个[ge4]; opening; valve; switch; way to do 
2 
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something; knack; family; house; (religious) sect; school 
(of thought); class; category; phylum or division 
(taxonomy); classifier for large guns; classifier for lessons, 
subjects, branches of technology 
225. 男人 nánrén a man; a male; men; CL:個|个[ge4] 2 
226. 您 nín you (polite, as opposed to informal 你[ni3]) 2 
227. 牛牛 niúnǎi cow's milk; CL:瓶[ping2],᧰[bei1] 2 
228. ᅚ人 nǚrén woman 2 
229. 旁边 pángbiān lateral; side; to the side; beside 2 
230. 跑? pǎobù to walk quickly; to march; to run 2 
231. 便便 piányi small advantages; to let sb off lightly; cheap; inexpensive 2 
232. 票 piào ticket; ballot; bank note; CL:張|张[zhang1]; person held for 
ransom; amateur performance of Chinese opera; classifier 
for shipments and business transactions (topolect) 
2 
233. 千 qiān thousand 2 
234. 不起 qǐchuáng to get up 2 
235. 晴 qíng clear; fine (weather) 2 
236. 妻杯 qīzi wife; CL:個|个[ge4] 2 
237. 去年 qùnián last year 2 
238. 䅽 ràng to yield; to permit; to let sb do sth; to have sb do sth 2 
239. ਄班 shàngbān to go to work; to be on duty; to start work; to go to the 
office 
2 
240. 先生 shēngbìng to fall ill; to sicken 2 
241. 先日 shēngrì birthday; CL:個|个[ge4] 2 
242. 身身 shēntǐ (human) body; health; CL:個|个[ge4] 2 
243. ᯊ间 shíjiān time; period; CL:Ბ[duan4] 2 
244. ੐事 shìqing affair; matter; thing; business; CL:ઙ[jian4],樁|ḽ[zhuang1] 2 
245. 手手 shǒubiǎo wrist watch; CL:塊|块[kuai4],隻|ด[zhi1],個|个[ge4] 2 
246. 手机 shǒujī cell phone; cellular phone; mobile phone; CL:部[bu4] 2 
247. ㅍ sòng to deliver; to carry; to give (as a present); to present (with); 
to see off; to send 
2 
248. ᚲ可 suǒyǐ therefore; as a result; so 2 
249. 它 tā it 2 
250. 乬 tí topic; problem for discussion; exam question; subject; to 
inscribe; to mention; surname Ti; CL:個|个[ge4],道[dao4] 
2 
251. 踢踢⃿ tī zúqiú play soccer(football) 2 
252. 跳跳 tiàowǔ to dance 2 
253. 外 wài outside; in addition; foreign; external 2 
254. 完 wán to finish; to be over; whole; complete; entire 2 
255. 玩 wán toy; sth used for amusement; curio or antique (Taiwan pr. 
wan4); to play; to have fun; to trifle with; to keep sth for 
entertainment 
2 
256. ਄晚  wǎnshang in the evening; CL:個|个[ge4] 2 
257. ੲ为 М wèi shénme why?; for what reason? 2 
258. 䯂 wèn to ask 2 
259. 䯂乬 wèntí question; problem; issue; topic; CL:個|个[ge4] 2 
260. 洗 xǐ to wash; to bathe 2 
261. ะ xiàng direction; orientation; to face; to turn toward; to; towards; 
shortly before; formerly; to side with; to be partial to; all 
2 
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along (previously); surname Xiang 
262. 笑 xiào laugh; smile; CL:個|个[ge4] 2 
263. 小ᯊ xiǎoshí hour; CL:個|个[ge4] 2 
264. 西西 xīguā watermelon; CL:條|᧦[tiao2] 2 
265. ᣂ xīn new; newly; meso- (chemistry) 2 
266. ᆓ xìng family name; surname; name; CL:個|个[ge4] 2 
267. ભ休 xiūxi rest; to rest 2 
268. 希希 xīwàng to wish for; to desire; hope CL:個|个[ge4] 2 
269. 雪 xuě snow; snowfall; CL:႐|场[chang2]; to have the appearance 
of snow; to wipe away, off or out; to clean 
2 
270. 羊羊 yángròu mutton 2 
271. 眼眼 yǎnjing eye; CL:隻|ด[zhi1],雙|෺[shuang1] 2 
272. 色买  yánsè color; CL:個|个[ge4] 2 
273. 药 yào medicine; drug; cure; CL:種|种[zhong3],衣[fu4] 2 
274. 要 yào important; vital; to want; will; going to (as future 
auxiliary); may; must 
2 
275. ਽ yě also; too; (in classical Chinese) final particle serving as 
copula 
2 
276. ৻不 yì qǐ in the same place; together; with; altogether (in total) 2 
277. 意意 yì si idea; opinion; meaning; wish; desire; CL:個|个[ge4] 2 
278. 已书 yǐjīng already 2 
279. 䰈 yīn overcast (weather); cloudy; shady; Yin (the negative 
principle of Yin and Yang); negative (electric.); feminine; 
moon; implicit; hidden; genitalia 
2 
280. 因为 yīnwèi because; owing to; on account of 2 
281. ฝ边 yòubian right side; right, to the right 2 
282. 游᷿ yóuyǒng swim 2 
283. 鱼 yú fish; CL:條|᧦[tiao2],የ[wei3] 2 
284. ర yuán first; primary; basic 2 
285. 䖰 yuǎn far; distant; remote 2 
286. ㄬ动 yùndòng movement; campaign; CL: ႐|场[chang3]; sports 2 
287. ౣ zài again; once more; re-; second; another; then (after sth, and 
not until then) 
2 
288. 早਄ zǎoshang early morning; CL:個|个[ge4]; Good morning! 2 
289. 张 zhāng to open up; to spread; sheet of paper; classifier for flat 
objects, sheet; classifier for votes 
2 
290. 丈ਂ zhàngfu husband; CL:個|个[ge4] 2 
291. ᛙ zhǎo to try to find; to look for; to call on sb; to find; to seek; to 
return; to give change 
2 
292. 着 zhe particle attached after verb to indicate action in progress, 
like -ing ending 
2 
293. 真 zhēn really; truly; indeed; real; true; genuine 2 
294. 正在 zhèngzài in the process of (doing something or happening); while 
(doing) 
2 
295. 知道 zhīdào to know; to be aware of 2 
296. 准备 zhǔnbèi preparation; prepare 2 
297. 自自车 zìxíngchē bicycle; bike; CL:輛|䕚[liang4] 2 
298. 走 zǒu to walk; to go; to run; to move (of vehicle); to visit; to 
leave; to go away; to die (euph.); from; through; away (in 
2 
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compound verbs, such as 撤走); to change (shape, form, 
meaning) 
299. 最 zuì most; the most; -est 2 
300. Ꮐ边 zuǒbian left; the left side; to the left of 2 
301. 啊 a modal particle ending sentence, showing affirmation, 
approval, or consent 
3 
302. ⍵ ǎi low; short (in length) 3 
303. 好爱  àihào to like; to take pleasure in; keen on; fond of; interest; 
hobby; appetite for; CL:個|个[ge4] 
3 
304. 安安 ānjìng quiet; peaceful; calm 3 
305. 阿阿 āyí maternal aunt; step-mother; childcare worker; nursemaid; 
woman of similar age to one's parents (term of address 
used by child); CL:個|个[ge4] 
3 
306. 把 bǎ to hold; to contain; to grasp; to take hold of; a handle; 
particle marking the following noun as a direct object; 
classifier for objects with handle 
3 
307. 半 bàn half; semi-; incomplete; (after a number) and a half 3 
308. 班 bān team; class; squad; work shift; classifier for groups; 
ranking; surname Ban; CL:個|个[ge4] 
3 
309. ៝ bān to move; to shift; to remove; to transport; to apply 
indiscriminately; to copy mechanically 
3 
310. 法ࡲ  bànfǎ means; method; way (of doing sth); 
CL:條|᧦[tiao2],個|个[ge4] 
3 
311. 帮ᔔ bāngmáng to help; to lend a hand; to do a favor; to do a good turn 3 
312. ౏教ࡲ  bàngōngshì an office; business premises; a bureau; CL:間|间[jian1] 3 
313. 佅 bǎo to eat till full; satisfied 3 
314. ൮ bāo to cover; to wrap; to hold; to include; to take charge of; 
package; wrapper; container; bag; to hold or embrace; 
bundle; packet; to contract (to or for); surname Bao; 
CL:個|个[ge4],隻|ด[zhi1] 
3 
315. 被 bèi by (indicates passive-voice sentences or clauses); quilt; to 
cover (literary) 
3 
316. ർ北 běifāng north; the northern part a country; China north of the 
Yellow River 
3 
317. 比䌯 bǐ sài competition (sports etc); match; CL:႐|场[chang3],ᰴ[ci4] 3 
318. 必乏 bì xū to have to; must; compulsory; necessarily 3 
319. ൻ变  biànhuà change; variation; to change; to vary; CL:個|个[ge4] 3 
320. 手表 biǎoshì to express; to show; to say; to state; to indicate; to mean 3 
321. 手表 biǎoyǎn play; show; performance; exhibition; to perform; to act; to 
demonstrate; CL:႐|场[chang3] 
3 
322. 人߿  biéren other people; others; other person 3 
323. 比较 bǐjiào compare; contrast; fairly; comparatively; relatively; quite; 
rather 
3 
324. ᆒ饭 bīnguǎn guesthouse; CL:個|个[ge4],家[jia1] 3 
325. 冰冰 bīngxiāng icebox; freezer cabinet; refrigerator; 
CL:臺|บ[tai2],個|个[ge4] 
3 
326. 鼻杯 bízi nose; CL:個|个[ge4],隻|ด[zhi1] 3 
327. ᚽ cái ability; talent; endowment; gift; an expert; only (then); 
only if; just 
3 
328. 菜ऩ càidān menu; CL:份[fen4],張|张[zhang1] 3 
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329. 参参 cānjiā to participate; to take part; to join 3 
330. 草 cǎo grass; straw; manuscript; draft (of a document); careless; 
rough; CL:棵[ke1],撮[zuo3],株[zhu1],ᩮ[gen1] 
3 
331. 层 céng layer; stratum; laminated; floor (of a building); storey; 
classifier for layers; repeated; sheaf (math.) 
3 
332. 差 chà differ from; short of; to lack; poor 3 
333. 超超 chāoshì supermarket (abbr.); CL:家[jia1] 3 
334. ᚑ㒽 chéngjì achievement; performance records; grades; 
CL:項|乍[xiang4],個|个[ge4] 
3 
335. 城超 chéngshì city; town; CL:座[zuo4] 3 
336. 衫衬  chènshān shirt; blouse; CL:ઙ[jian4] 3 
337. 到䖳  chídào to arrive late 3 
338. 厨ᚱ chúfáng kitchen; CL:間|间[jian1] 3 
339. 㒰了 chúle besides; apart from (... also...); in addition to; except (for) 3 
340. 春 chūn spring (time); gay; joyful; youthful; love; lust; life 3 
341. ಴⦄ chūxiàn to appear; to arise; to emerge; to show up 3 
342. 词汉 cíyǔ word (general term including monosyllables through to 
short phrases); term (e.g. technical term); expression 
3 
343. ᣿聪  cōngming acute (of sight and hearing); clever; intelligent; bright; 
smart 
3 
344. ᛂ ⃿篮  dǎ lánqiú play basketball 3 
345. 带 dài band; belt; girdle; ribbon; tire; area; zone; region; 
CL:條|᧦[tiao2]; to wear; to carry; to lead; to bring; to look 
after; to raise 
3 
346. 蛋蛋 dàngāo cake; CL:塊|块[kuai4],個|个[ge4] 3 
347. 当当 dāngrán only natural; as it should be; certainly; of course; without 
doubt 
3 
348. ᜂ担 dānxīn anxious; worried; uneasy; to worry; to be anxious 3 
349. ᛂᠿ dǎsǎo to clean; to sweep 3 
350. ᛂ打 dǎsuàn to plan; to intend; to calculate; plan; intention; calculation; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
3 
351. 地 de -ly; structural particle: used before a verb or adjective, 
linking it to preceding modifying adverbial adjunct 
3 
352. Ἦ dēng lamp; light; lantern; CL:⋕|ⲣ[zhan3] 3 
353. ૐ dī low; beneath; to lower (one's head); to let droop; to hang 
down; to incline 
3 
354. 地铁 dì tiě subway; metro 3 
355. 地图 dì tú map; CL:張|张[zhang1],本[ben3] 3 
356. 梯电  diàntī elevator; CL:臺|บ[tai2],部[bu4] 3 
357. 杯 ઙ电 电  diànzǐ yóujiàn electronic mail; email; CL:封[feng1] 3 
358. 地北 dìfang region; regional (away from the central administration) 3 
359. ϰ dōng east; host (i.e. sitting on east side of guest); landlord; 
surname Dong 
3 
360. 冬 dōng winter 3 
361. 物动  dòngwù animal; CL:隻|ด[zhi1],群[qun2],個|个[ge4] 3 
362. Ბ duàn paragraph; section; segment; stage (of a process); classifier 
for stories, periods of time, lengths of thread etc 
3 
363. ⍴ duǎn short or brief; to lack; weak point; fault 3 
364. 锻锻 duànliàn to engage in physical exercise; to toughen; to temper 3 
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365. 多М duōme how (wonderful etc); what (a great idea etc); however 
(difficult it may be etc) 
3 
366. 饿 è to be hungry; hungry 3 
367. 耳朵 ěrduo ear; CL:隻|ด[zhi1],個|个[ge4],對|对[dui4] 3 
368. ⠰而 érqiě (not only ...) but also; moreover; in addition; furthermore 3 
369. ᡼ fàng to release; to free; to let go; to put; to place; to let out; to 
set off (fireworks) 
3 
370. 北便 fāngbiàn convenient; to help out; to make things easy for people; 
convenience; suitable; having money to spare; 
(euphemism) to go to the toilet 
3 
371. ᡼担 fàngxīn to set one's mind at rest; to be at ease; to rest 3 
372. 发发 fāshāo have a high temperature (from illness); have a fever 3 
373. 发⦄ fāxiàn to find; to discover 3 
374. 分 fēn to divide; to separate; to allocate; to distinguish (good and 
bad); part or subdivision; fraction; one tenth (of certain 
units); unit of length equivalent to 0.33 cm; minute; a point 
(in sports or games); 0.01 yuan (unit of money) 
3 
375. 附ㄭ fùjì n (in the) vicinity; nearby; neighboring; next to 3 
376. 复д fùxí to revise; to review; revision; CL:ᰴ[ci4] 3 
377. ᢓ gǎn to dare; daring; (polite) may I venture 3 
378. ᚽ߮ gāngcái just now; a moment ago 3 
379. 干净 gānjìng clean; neat 3 
380. 感感 gǎnmào to catch cold; (common) cold; CL:႐|场[chang2],ᰴ[ci4] 3 
381. 跟 gēn heel; to follow closely; to go with; to marry sb (of woman); 
with; towards; as (compared to); from (different from); and 
(in addition to) 
3 
382. 更 gèng even more; furthermore 3 
383. ᩮ根 gēnjù according to; based on; basis; foundation; CL:個|个[ge4] 3 
384. ౏公 gōngyuán public park; CL:႐|场[chang3] 3 
385. 刮风 guā fēng to be windy 3 
386. ݇ guān mountain pass; to close; to shut; to turn off; to concern; to 
involve 
3 
387. 没݇ guānxì relation; relationship; to concern; to affect; to have to do 
with; guanxi; CL:個|个[ge4] 
3 
388. 担݇ guānxīn to care for sth; caring; concerned 3 
389. 于݇ guānyú pertaining to; concerning; regarding; with regards to; 
about; a matter of 
3 
390. 中家 guójiā country; nation; state; CL:個|个[ge4] 3 
391. 去䖛  guòqù (in the) past; former; previous; to go over; to pass by 3 
392. 苹果 guǒzhī fruit juice 3 
393. 故੐ gùshi story; tale; narrative 3 
394. ኂ害 hàipà to be afraid; to be scared 3 
395. 是䖬  háishi or; still; nevertheless 3 
396. 河 hé river; CL:條|᧦[tiao2],道[dao4] 3 
397. 黑黑 hēibǎn blackboard; CL:塊|块[kuai4],個|个[ge4] 3 
398. 画 huà to draw; picture; painting; CL:幅[fu2],張|张[zhang1] 3 
399. 花 
䯴动䯵  
huā spend (money or time) 3 
400. တ huài bad; spoiled; broken; to break down 3 
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401. ᤶ huàn change; exchange 3 
402. 黄 huáng yellow; pornographic; to fall through 3 
403. 境⦃  huánjìng environment; circumstances; surroundings; CL:個|个[ge4]; 
ambient 
3 
404. 花公 huāyuán garden; CL:座[zuo4],個|个[ge4] 3 
405. ળ䆂 huìyì meeting; conference; CL:႐|场[chang3],ይ|ዯ[jie4] 3 
406. 或或 huòzhě or; possibly; maybe; perhaps 3 
407. 照ᡸ  hùzhào passport; CL:本[ben3],個|个[ge4] 3 
408. 极 jí extremely; pole (geography, physics); utmost; top 3 
409. 检检 jiǎnchá inspection; to examine; to inspect; CL:ᰴ[ci4] 3 
410. 简ऩ jiǎndān simple; not complicated 3 
411. 䆆 jiǎng to speak; to explain; to negotiate; to emphasise; to be 
particular about; as far as sth is concerned; speech; lecture 
3 
412. 健健 jiànkāng health; healthy 3 
413. 㾕后 jiànmiàn to meet; to see sb; CL:ᰴ[ci4] 3 
414. 角 jiǎo angle; corner; horn; horn-shaped; unit of money equal to 
0.1 yuan; CL:個|个[ge4] 
3 
415. 脚 jiǎo foot; leg; base; kick; CL:雙|෺[shuang1],隻|ด[zhi1] 3 
416. 教 jiāo to teach 3 
417. ᓧ䆄  jìde to remember 3 
418. 借 jiè to lend; to borrow; excuse; pretext; by means of; to seize 
(an opportunity); to take (an opportunity) 
3 
419. 接 jiē to receive; to answer (the phone); to meet or welcome sb; 
to connect; to catch; to join; to extend; to take one's turn on 
duty; take over for sb 
3 
420. 街道 jiēdào street; CL:條|᧦[tiao2] 3 
421. 婚㒧  jiéhūn to marry; to get married; CL:ᰴ[ci4] 3 
422. 解解 jiějué to settle (a dispute); to resolve; to solve 3 
423. 目节  jiémù program; item (on a program); 
CL:臺|บ[tai2],個|个[ge4],套[tao4] 
3 
424. 日节  jiérì holiday; festival; CL:個|个[ge4] 3 
425. ᧤㒧  jiéshù termination; to finish; to end; to conclude; to close 3 
426. ಟ几 jīhū almost; nearly; practically 3 
427. 机ળ jīhuì opportunity; chance; occasion; CL:個|个[ge4] 3 
428. ቄ节 jìjié time; season; period; CL:個|个[ge4] 3 
429. 非书  jīngcháng day to day; everyday; daily; frequently; constantly; 
regularly; often 
3 
430. 书䖛 jīngguò to pass; to go through; process; course; CL:個|个[ge4] 3 
431. 理书  jīnglǐ manager; director; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4],ฬ[ming2] 3 
432. 旧 jiù old; opposite: new ᣂ; former; worn (with age) 3 
433. 久 jiǔ (long) time; (long) duration of time 3 
434. 解决 juédìng to decide (to do something); to resolve; decision; 
CL:個|个[ge4],項|乍[xiang4]; certainly 
3 
435. 自В  jǔxíng to hold (a meeting, ceremony etc) 3 
436. ฏ杯 jùzi sentence; CL:個|个[ge4] 3 
437. ೞ kè quarter (hour); moment; to carve; to engrave; to cut; 
oppressive; classifier for short time intervals 
3 
438. 渴 kě thirsty 3 
439. น爱 kě'ài amiable; cute; lovely 3 
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440. 不人 kèrén visitor; guest; customer; client; CL:૏[wei4] 3 
441. 空调 kōngtiáo air conditioning 3 
442. ญ kǒu mouth; classifier for things with mouths (people, domestic 
animals, cannons, wells etc) 
3 
443. 哭 kū to cry; to weep 3 
444. 筷杯 kuàizi chopsticks; CL:對|对[dui4],ᩮ[gen1],把[ba3],雙|෺[shuang1] 3 
445. 杯裤  kùzi trousers; pants; CL:條|᧦[tiao2] 3 
446. 蓝 lán blue; indigo plant 3 
447. ⠧ lǎo prefix used before the surname of a person or a numeral 
indicating the order of birth of the children in a family or 
to indicate affection or familiarity; old (of people); 
venerable (person); experienced; of long standing; always; 
all the time; of the past; very; outdated; (of meat etc) tough 
3 
448. ผग़  lì shǐ history; CL:門|门[men2],Ბ[duan4] 3 
449. 脸 liǎn face; CL:張|张[zhang1],個|个[ge4] 3 
450. 䕚 liàng classifier for vehicles 3 
451. 㒗д liànxí exercise; drill; practice; CL:個|个[ge4] 3 
452. 了解 liǎojiě to understand; to realize; to find out 3 
453. 离开 líkāi to depart; to leave 3 
454. ዬ邻  línjū neighbor; next door; CL:個|个[ge4] 3 
455. 礼物 lǐwù gift; present; CL:ઙ[jian4],個|个[ge4],份[fen4] 3 
456. 楼 lóu house with more than 1 story; storied building; floor; 
CL:ጀ|层[ceng2],座[zuo4],棟|栋[dong4] 
3 
457. 绿 lǜ green 3 
458. 马 mǎ horse; abbr. for Malaysia 馬馬西馬| 来西马 马 3 
459. 意满  mǎnyì satisfied; pleased; to one's satisfaction 3 
460. 帽杯 màozi hat; cap; CL:㗂|乊[ding3] 3 
461. ਄马  mǎshàng at once, right away, immediately; lit. on horseback 3 
462. 米 mǐ rice; CL:粒[li4]; meter (classifier) 3 
463. 后൮ miànbāo bread; CL:片[pian4],袋[dai4],塊|块[kuai4] 3 
464. 后᧦ miàntiáo noodles 3 
465. ᣿⊕ míngbai clear; obvious; unequivocal; to understand; to realize 3 
466. 拿 ná to hold; to seize; to catch; to apprehend; to take 3 
467. 牛牛 nǎinai (informal) father's mother; paternal grandmother; 
CL:૏[wei4] 
3 
468. 南 nán south 3 
469. 难 nán difficult (to...); problem; difficulty; difficult; not good 3 
470. 难䖛 nánguò feel sorry; be grieved 3 
471. 年㑻 niánjí grade; CL:個|个[ge4] 3 
472. 年轻 niánqīng young 3 
473. 鸟 niǎo bird; CL:隻|ด[zhi1],群[qun2] 3 
474. ദ努 nǔlì great effort; to strive; to try hard 3 
475. 胖 pàng fat; plump 3 
476. 杯盘  pánzi tray; plate; dish 3 
477. 爬爬 páshān to climb a mountain; to mountaineer; hiking; 
mountaineering 
3 
478. 啤啤 píjiǔ beer; CL:᧰[bei1],瓶[ping2],罐[guan4],桶[tong3],缸[gang1] 3 
479. 葡葡 pútao grape 3 
480. ᥉普电 pǔtōnghuà Mandarin (common language); Putonghua (common 3 
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speech of the Chinese language); ordinary speech 
481. 骑 qí to ride (an animal or bike); to sit astride 3 
482. 笔铅  qiānbǐ (lead) pencil; CL:支[zhi1],枝[zhi1],桿|杆[gan3] 3 
483. 奇奇 qíguài strange; odd 3 
484. 清清 qīngchu clear; clearly understood; distinct 3 
485. 其实 qíshí actually, in fact, really 3 
486. 其他 qítā other; the others; else; other than (that person); in addition 
to the person mentioned above 
3 
487. 秋 qiū autumn; fall; harvest time; a swing; surname Qiu 3 
488. 裙杯 qúnzi skirt; CL:條|᧦[tiao2] 3 
489. 当อ ránhòu after; then (afterwards); after that; afterwards 3 
490. 䅸为 rènwéi to believe; to think; to consider; to feel 3 
491. 真䅸  rènzhēn conscientious; earnest; serious; to take seriously; to take to 
heart 
3 
492. 事热  rèqíng cordial; enthusiastic; passion; passionate; passionately 3 
493. 容容 róngyì easy; likely; liable (to) 3 
494. 如苹 rúguǒ if; in case; in the event that 3 
495. Ӳ sǎn umbrella; parasol; CL:把[ba3] 3 
496. ਄上 shàngwǎng to be on the internet; to stretch a net (in a sports game or 
for covering sth); to be netted (of fish) 
3 
497. 先不 shēngqì angry; mad; offended; animated; to get angry; to be 
enraged; to take offense; animation 
3 
498. ჿ拼 shēngyīn voice; sound; CL:個|个[ge4] 3 
499. 使 shǐ to make; to cause; to enable; to use; to employ; to send; to 
instruct sb to do sth; envoy; messenger 
3 
500. 世世 shìjiè world; CL:個|个[ge4] 3 
501. 瘦 shòu tight; thin; lean 3 
502. 树 shù tree; CL:棵[ke1] 3 
503. ೚刷 shuā yá to brush teeth 3 
504. ෺ shuāng two; double; pair; both 3 
505. 舒衣 shūfu comfortable; feeling well 3 
506. 水水 shuǐpíng level (of achievement etc); standard; horizontal 3 
507. 叔叔 shūshu father's younger brother; uncle; Taiwan pr. shu2 shu5; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
3 
508. 数同 shùxué mathematics; mathematical 3 
509. 公机 sījī chauffeur; driver; CL:個|个[ge4] 3 
510. 当虽  suīrán although; even though; even if 3 
511. 太太 tàiyáng sun; CL:個|个[ge4] 3 
512. 糖 táng sugar; sweets; candy; CL:顆|乫[ke1],塊|块[kuai4] 3 
513. 特߿ tèbié especially; special; particular; unusual 3 
514. 疼 téng (it) hurts; love fondly; ache; pain; sore 3 
515. 身体 tǐ yù sports; physical education 3 
516. 甜 tián sweet 3 
517. ᧦ tiáo strip; item; article; clause (of law or treaty); classifier for 
long thin things (ribbon, river, road, trousers etc) 
3 
518. ឭ高 tígāo to raise; to increase 3 
519. ห੐ tóngshì colleague; co-worker; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4] 3 
520. ห意 tóngyì to agree; to consent; to approve 3 
521. 头发 tóufa hair (on the head) 3 
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522. 腿 tuǐ leg; CL:條|᧦[tiao2] 3 
523. 突当 tūrán sudden; abrupt; unexpected 3 
524. 图书饭 túshūguǎn library; CL:家[jia1],個|个[ge4] 3 
525. ਁ wàn ten thousand; a great number 3 
526. 碗 wǎn bowl; cup; CL:隻|ด[zhi1],個|个[ge4] 3 
527. 完ᚑ wánchéng complete; accomplish; perfect tense (grammar) 3 
528. ᔓ䆄 wàngjì to forget 3 
529. 为 wèi because of; for; to 3 
530. ૏ wèi position; location; place; seat; classifier for people 
(honorific); classifier for binary bits (e.g. 十౐૏ 16-bit or 2 
bytes) 
3 
531. 了为  wèile in order to; for the purpose of; so as to 3 
532. 開ൻ wénhuà culture; civilization; cultural; CL:個|个[ge4],種|种[zhong3] 3 
533. 西 xī west 3 
534. 信 xì n letter; mail; to trust; to believe; to profess faith in; truthful; 
confidence; trust; at will; at random 
3 
535. 夏 xià summer 3 
536. వ xiān early; prior; former; in advance; first 3 
537. 像 xiàng (look) like; similar (to); appearance; to appear; to seem; 
image; portrait; resemble; seem 
3 
538. 香香 xiāngjiāo banana; CL:枝[zhi1],ᩮ[gen1],個|个[ge4],把[ba3] 3 
539. 相ห xiāngtóng identical; same 3 
540. 相信 xiāngxìn be convinced (that something is true); believe; to accept sth 
as true 
3 
541. 小担 xiǎoxīn to be careful; to take care 3 
542. 学长 xiàozhǎng (college, university) president; headmaster; 
CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4],ฬ[ming2] 
3 
543. 鞋 xié shoe; CL:雙|෺[shuang1],隻|ด[zhi1] 3 
544. д习 xíguàn habit; custom; usual practice; to be used to; CL:個|个[ge4] 3 
545. 自行冰 xínglixiāng suitcase 3 
546. 趣݈ xìngqù interest in (something); CL:個|个[ge4] 3 
547. ᣂ闻 xīnwén news; CL:條|᧦[tiao2],個|个[ge4] 3 
548. ᣂ鲜 xīnxiān fresh (experience, food etc); freshness 3 
549. 熊₀ xióngmāo panda; CL:隻|ด[zhi1] 3 
550. 洗手间 xǐshǒujiān toilet; lavatory; washroom 3 
551. 洗洗 xǐzǎo to bathe; to take a shower 3 
552. 选选 xuǎnzé to select; to pick; choice; option; alternative 3 
553. 需要 xūyào to need; to want; to demand; needs; to require 3 
554. 眼镜 yǎnjìng spectacles; eyeglasses; CL:副[fu4] 3 
555. 要要 yāoqiú to request; to require; to stake a claim; to ask; to demand; 
CL:點|点[dian3] 
3 
556. 爷爷 yéye (informal) father's father; paternal grandfather; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
3 
557. ৻一 yì zhí straight (in a straight line); continuously; always; from the 
beginning of ... up to ...; all along 
3 
558. ৻一 yìbān same; ordinary; common; general; generally; in general 3 
559. ৻边 yìbiān one side; either side; on the one hand; on the other hand; 
doing while 
3 
560. ৻决 yídìng surely; certainly; necessarily; fixed; a certain (extent etc); 3 
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given; particular; must 
561. ৻公 yígòng altogether 3 
562. 可อ yǐhòu after; later; afterwards; following; later on; in the future 3 
563. ৻ળ儿 yíhuìr a while 3 
564. 应应 yīnggāi ought to; should; must 3 
565. 影影 yǐngxiǎng an influence; an effect; to influence; to affect (usually 
adversely); to disturb; CL:股[gu3] 
3 
566. 自银  yínháng bank; CL:家[jia1],個|个[ge4] 3 
567. 拼乐 yīnyuè music; CL:張|张[zhang1],曲[qu3],Ბ[duan4] 3 
568. 可前 yǐqián before; formerly; previous; ago 3 
569. 可为 yǐwéi to believe; to think; to consider; to be under the impression 3 
570. ৻么 yíyàng same; like; equal to; the same as; just like 3 
571. ↪ yòng to use; to employ; to have to; to eat or drink; expense or 
outlay; usefulness; hence; therefore 
3 
572. ෶ yòu (once) again; also; both... and...; again 3 
573. ᦭ฬ yǒumíng famous; well-known 3 
574. 戏᷿ yóuxì game; play; CL:႐|场[chang3] 3 
575. 愿意 yuànyì to wish; to want; ready; willing (to do sth) 3 
576. 遇到 yùdào to meet; to run into; to come across 3 
577. 越 yuè to exceed; to climb over; to surpass; the more... the more 3 
578. ᦬漂 yuèliang moon 3 
579. ੔ yún cloud; CL:朵[duo3] 3 
580. 火 zhàn station; to stand; to halt; to stop; branch of a company or 
organisation 
3 
581. 照乒 zhàogù to take care of; to show consideration; to attend to; to look 
after 
3 
582. 着着 zháojí to worry; to feel anxious 3 
583. 照片 zhàopiàn photo; photograph; picture; 
CL:張|张[zhang1],套[tao4],幅[fu2] 
3 
584. 照相机 zhàoxiàngjī camera; CL:個|个[ge4],架[jia4],部[bu4],บ[tai2],隻|ด[zhi1] 3 
585. ด zhī classifier for birds and certain animals, one of a pair, some 
utensils, vessels etc 
3 
586. 种 zhǒng abbr. for 物種|物种, genus; race; seed; breed; species; strain; 
kind; type; has guts (i.e. courage); nerve; classifier for 
types: kind, sort; classifier for languages 
3 
587. 中间 zhōngjiān between; intermediate; mid; middle 3 
588. ㊀要 zhòngyào important; significant; major 3 
589. 于终  zhōngyú at last; in the end; finally; eventually 3 
590. 周周 zhōumò weekend 3 
591. 祝 zhù invoke; pray to; wish; to express good wishes; surname 
Zhu 
3 
592. 主要 zhǔyào main; principal; major; primary 3 
593. 注意 zhùyì to take note of; to pay attention to 3 
594. 自自 zì jǐ self; (reflexive pronoun); own 3 
595. 名字 zìdiǎn dictionary; character dictionary; CL:本[ben3] 3 
596. 是总  zǒngshì always 3 
597. 最ㄭ zuìjìn recent; recently; these days; latest; soon; nearest (of 
locations); shortest (of routes) 
3 
598. 工Ϯ zuòyè school assignment; homework; work; task; operation; to 3 
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operate; CL:個|个[ge4] 
599. 工↪ zuòyòng to act on; to affect; action; function; activity; impact; 
result; effect; purpose; intent; to play a role; corresponds to 
English -ity, -ism, -ization; CL:個|个[ge4] 
3 
600. 事爱  àiqíng romance; love (romantic); CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
601. ᥧ àn dark; gloomy; hidden; secret; muddled; obscure; in the 
dark 
4 
602. 安安 ānpái to arrange; to plan; to set up 4 
603. 安安 ānquán safe; secure; safety; security 4 
604. 按ᯊ ànshí on time; before deadline; on schedule 4 
605. 按照 ànzhào according to; in accordance with; in the light of; on the 
basis of 
4 
606. 抱 bào to hold; to carry (in one's arms); to hug or embrace; 
surround; cherish 
4 
607. 道᡹  bàodào report; CL:篇[pian1],份[fen4] 4 
608. 保ᡸ bǎohù to protect; to defend; to safeguard; protection; 
CL:種|种[zhong3] 
4 
609. ൮包 bāokuò to comprise; to include; to involve; to incorporate; to 
consist of 
4 
610. ฬ᡹  bàomíng to sign up; to enter one's name; to apply; to register; to 
enroll; to enlist 
4 
611. 抱抱 bàoqiàn sorry; We apologize!; to feel apologetic; to regret 4 
612. 保证 bǎozhèng guarantee; to guarantee; to ensure; to safeguard; to pledge; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
613. 倍 bèi (two, three etc) -fold; times (multiplier); double; to 
increase or multiply 
4 
614. 笨 bèn stupid; foolish; silly; slow-witted; clumsy 4 
615. 本来 běnlái original; originally; at first; it goes without saying; of 
course 
4 
616. 毕Ϯ bì yè graduation; to graduate; to finish school 4 
617. 遍 biàn a time; everywhere; turn; all over; one time 4 
618. 手表 biǎodá to voice (an opinion); to express; to convey 4 
619. 手表 biǎogé form; table; CL:張|张[zhang1],份[fen4] 4 
620. 手ᡀ biǎoyáng to praise; to commend 4 
621. 准标  biāozhǔn (an official) standard; norm; criterion; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
622. 笔 本䆄  bǐjìběn notebook; CL:本[ben3] 4 
623. 干饼  bǐnggān biscuit; cracker; cookie; CL:片[pian4],塊|块[kuai4] 4 
624. 并而 bìngqiě and; besides; moreover; furthermore; in addition 4 
625. 博博 bóshì doctor; court academician (in feudal China); Ph.D. 4 
626. ਇ但 búdàn not only (... but also...) 4 
627. ਇᓧਇ bùdébù have no choice or option but to; cannot but; have to; can't 
help it; can't avoid 
4 
628. 部分 bùfen part; share; section; piece; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
629. ਇ不 bùguǎn no matter (what, how); regardless of; no matter 4 
630. ਇ䖛 búguò only; merely; no more than; but; however; anyway (to get 
back to a previous topic) 
4 
631. ਇ仅 bùjǐn not only (this one); not just (...) but also 4 
632. 擦 cā to wipe; to erase; rubbing (brush stroke in painting); to 
clean; to polish 
4 
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633. ⁵ cāi to guess 4 
634. ᧚材 cáiliào material; data; makings; stuff; CL:個|个[ge4],種|种[zhong3] 4 
635. 参㾖 cānguān to look around; to inspect; visit and observe 4 
636. 差ਇ多 chàbuduō almost; nearly; more or less 4 
637. 尝 cháng to taste; flavor; (past tense marker); already; formerly; 
ever; once; test 
4 
638. 场 chǎng threshing floor; classifier for events and happenings: spell, 
episode, bout 
4 
639. 黑长  Cháng Jiāng Changjiang river; Yangtze river 4 
640. 城长  Chángchéng the Great Wall 4 
641. 吵 chǎo to quarrel; to make a noise; noisy; to disturb by making a 
noise 
4 
642. 超䖛 chāoguò to surpass; to exceed; to outstrip 4 
643. ᚑ成 chénggōng success; to succeed; CL:ᰴ[ci4],個|个[ge4] 4 
644. 诚实 chéngshí honest; honesty; honorable; truthful 4 
645. ᚑ成 chéngshú mature; ripe; Taiwan pr. cheng2 shou2 4 
646. ᚑ为 chéngwéi to become; to turn into 4 
647. ਷ထ chéngzuò to ride (in a vehicle) 4 
648. ล吃 chījīng to be startled; to be shocked; to be amazed 4 
649. ㊀ᣂ chóngxīn again; once more; re- 4 
650. ᛽抽 chōuyān to smoke (a cigarette, tobacco) 4 
651. 窗户 chuānghu window; CL:個|个[ge4],扇[shan4] 4 
652. 真Ӵ  chuánzhēn fax; facsimile 4 
653. ಴差 chūchāi to go on an official or business trip 4 
654. ಴发 chūfā to start out; to set off 4 
655. ಴先 chūshēng to be born 4 
656. 字词  cídiǎn dictionary (of Chinese compound words); also written 
辭字|ㄉ字[ci2 dian3]; CL:部[bu4],本[ben3] 
4 
657. ੼来 cónglái always; at all times; never (if used in negative sentence) 4 
658. ☻担 cūxīn careless; thoughtless 4 
659. 回答 dá'àn answer; solution; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
660. ᛂ打 dǎban to decorate; to dress; to make up; to adorn; manner of 
dressing; style of dress 
4 
661. 大大 dàgài roughly; probably; rough; approximate; about 4 
662. 戴 dài to put on or wear (glasses, hat, gloves etc); to respect; to 
bear; to support 
4 
663. 代手 dàibiǎo representative; delegate; CL:૏[wei4],個|个[ge4],ฬ[ming2]; 
to represent; to stand for; on behalf of; in the name of 
4 
664. 大丈 dàifu doctor; minister of state (in pre-Han states); 
CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4] 
4 
665. 代代 dàitì instead; to replace; to substitute (X for Y, or a number in 
an algebraic expression) 
4 
666. 当 dāng to be; to act as; manage; withstand; when; during; ought; 
should; match equally; equal; same; obstruct; just at (a 
time or place); on the spot; right; just at 
4 
667. 当地 dāngdì local 4 
668. 当ᯊ dāngshí then; at that time; while 4 
669. 刀 dāo knife; CL:把[ba3] 4 
670. 到处 dàochù in all places; everywhere 4 
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671. 到到 dàodǐ finally; in the end; when all is said and done; after all; to 
the end; to the last 
4 
672. 道抱 dàoqiàn to apologize; to make an apology 4 
673. ᇐ᷿  dǎoyóu tour guide; to conduct a tour; a guidebook 4 
674. ᛂ扰 dǎrǎo to disturb; to bother; to trouble 4 
675. 大使饭 dàshǐguǎn embassy; CL:座[zuo4],個|个[ge4] 4 
676. ᛂ打 dǎyìn to print; to seal; to stamp 4 
677. 大㑺 dàyuē approximately; about 4 
678. ᛂ打 dǎzhé to give a discount 4 
679. ᛂ针 dǎzhēn to give or have an injection 4 
680. 等 
䯴动䯵  
děng to wait for; to await 4 
681. 等 
䯴 帮䯵  
děng etc. 4 
682. ᓧ意 déyì proud of oneself; pleased with oneself; complacent 4 
683. 到 dǐ background; bottom; base; the end of a period of time; 
towards the end of (last month) 
4 
684. 地⃿ dì qiú the Earth; planet; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
685. 地地 dì zhǐ address; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
686. 掉 diào to fall; to drop; to lag behind; to lose; to go missing; to 
reduce; fall (in prices); to lose (value, weight etc); to wag; 
to swing; to turn; to change; to exchange; to swap; to show 
off; to shed (hair) 
4 
687. 调检 diàochá investigation; inquiry; to investigate; to survey; survey; 
(opinion) poll; CL:項|乍[xiang4],個|个[ge4] 
4 
688. 丢 diū to lose; to put aside; to throw 4 
689. 工动  dòngzuò movement; motion; action; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
690. 断 duàn to break; to snap; to cut off; to give up or abstain from sth; 
to judge; (usu. used in the negative) absolutely, 
definitely,decidedly 
4 
691. ႑车 dǔchē traffic jam; choking 4 
692. 对 
䯴 形䯵  
duì opposite; correct; normal 4 
693. 对 
䯴 ੺䯵  
duì at; for (your body) 4 
694. 对电 duìhuà dialog; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
695. 后对  duìmiàn opposite 4 
696. 乓 dùn stop; pause; to arrange; to lay out; to kowtow; to stamp; at 
once; classifier for meals, beating, tellings off etc: time, 
bout, spell, meal 
4 
697. 朵 duǒ flower; earlobe; fig. item on both sides; classifier for 
flowers, clouds etc 
4 
698. 肚杯 dùzi belly; abdomen; stomach; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
699. ⠰ ér and; as well as; and so; but (not); yet (not); (indicates 
causal relation); (indicates change of state); (indicates 
contrast) 
4 
700. 儿儿 értóng child; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
701. 发 fā to send out; to show (one's feeling); to issue; to develop; 
classifier for gunshots (rounds) 
4 
702. 法法 fǎlǜ law; CL:條|᧦[tiao2], 套[tao4], 個|个[ge4] 4 
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703. ෻对 fǎnduì to fight against; to oppose; to be opposed to; opposition 4 
704. ᡼放放 fàng shǔjià take summer vacation 4 
705. 北法 fāngfǎ method; way; means; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
706. 北后 fāngmiàn respect; aspect; field; side; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
707. ᡼放 fàngqì to renounce; to abandon; to give up 4 
708. 䆓䯂 fǎngwèn to visit; to call on; to interview; CL:ᰴ[ci4] 4 
709. 北ะ fāngxiàng direction; orientation; path to follow; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
710. 烦烦 fánnǎo agonize; agony; annoyance; upset; vexation; worries 4 
711. ⨄围 fànwéi range; scope; limit; extent; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
712. 翻译 fānyì to translate; to interpret; translator; interpreter; translation; 
interpretation; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4],ฬ[ming2] 
4 
713. ෻反 fǎnyìng to mirror; to reflect; mirror image; reflection; fig. to report; 
to make known; to render; used erroneously for ෻反|෻应, 
response or reaction 
4 
714. 先发  fāshēng to happen; to occur; to take place; to break out 4 
715. 展发  fāzhǎn development; growth; to develop; to grow; to expand 4 
716. 份 fèn part; share; portion; copy; classifier for gifts, newspaper, 
magazine, papers, reports, contracts etc 
4 
717. 丰丰 fēngfù rich; plentiful; abundant 4 
718. ᥊风  fēngjǐng scenery; landscape; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
719. 分分 fēnzhī used for fractions and percentages, e.g. 四分分৻ is 1/4 and 
⊖分分৻ is 1% 
4 
720. ุ߭  fǒuzé if not; otherwise; else; or else 4 
721. 丰 fù rich; surname Fu 4 
722. 符符 fúhé in keeping with; in accordance with; tallying with; in line 
with; to agree with; to accord with; to conform to; to 
correspond with; to manage; to handle 
4 
723. 父亲 fùqīn father; also pr. with light tone [fu4 qin5]; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
724. 打复  fùyì n to photocopy; to duplicate a document 4 
725. 复复 fùzá complicated; complex 4 
726. 负负 fùzé to be in charge of; to take responsibility for; to be to 
blame; conscientious 
4 
727. 改变 gǎibiàn to change; to alter; to transform 4 
728. 干 gàn to work; to do; to manage 4 
729. 干᧰ gānbēi to drink a toast; Cheers! (proposing a toast); Here's to you!; 
Bottoms up!; lit. dry cup 
4 
730. 感动 gǎndòng to move (sb); to touch (sb emotionally); moving 4 
731. ߮߮  gānggāng just recently; just a moment ago 4 
732. 感觉 gǎnjué to feel; to become aware of; feeling; sense; perception; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
733. 感事 gǎnqíng feeling; emotion; sensation; likes and dislikes; deep 
affection for sb or sth; relationship (i.e. love affair); 
CL:個|个[ge4],種|种[zhong3] 
4 
734. 感䇶 gǎnxiè (express) thanks; gratitude; grateful; thankful; thanks 4 
735. 干干 gānzào to dry (of weather, paint, cement etc); desiccation; dull; 
uninteresting; arid 
4 
736. 高㑻 gāojí high level; high grade; advanced; high-ranking 4 
737. ฦ gè each; every 4 
738. 个杯 gèzi height; stature; build; size 4 
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739. Ꮏ工 gōngjù tool; instrument; utensil; means (to achieve a goal etc) 4 
740. ౏㉿ gōnglǐ kilometer 4 
741. 公ห gòngtóng common; joint; jointly; together; collaborative 4 
742. Ꮏ资 gōngzī wages; pay; CL:個|个[ge4],份[fen4],᦬[yue4] 4 
743. 够 gòu to reach; to be enough 4 
744. 物䌁  gòuwù shopping 4 
745. ᜭ guà to hang or suspend (from a hook etc); (of a telephone call) 
to hang up; to be worried or concerned; to make a phone 
call (topolect); to register or record; to hitch; classifier for 
sets or clusters of objects 
4 
746. 逛 guàng to stroll; to visit 4 
747. శ guāng light; ray; CL:道[dao4]; bright; only; merely; to use up 4 
748. 广广 guǎngbō broadcast; widely spread; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
749. 广告 guǎnggào to advertise; a commercial; advertisement; 
CL:項|乍[xiang4] 
4 
750. 关݇ guānjiàn crucial point; crux; CL:個|个[ge4]; key; crucial; pivotal 4 
751. 不理 guǎnlǐ to supervise; to manage; to administer; management; 
administration; CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
752. 众㾖  guānzhòng spectators; audience; visitors (to an exhibition etc) 4 
753. ቅऩ gūdān lone; lonely; loneliness 4 
754. 决规  guīdìng provision; to fix; to set; to formulate; to stipulate; to 
provide; regulation; rule; CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
755. સ计 gūjì to estimate; to reckon; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
756. 不乒  gùkè client; customer; CL:૏[wei4] 4 
757. 鼓鼓 gǔlì to encourage 4 
758. 䖛 
䯴 帮䯵  
guo #N/A 4 
759. 䖛 
䯴动䯵  
guò pass through; spend; go over; transfer; be more than; live; 
celebrate 
4 
760. 程䖛  guòchéng course of events; process; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
761. 中䰙 guójì international 4 
762. 苹当 guǒrán really; sure enough; as expected 4 
763. 故意 gùyì deliberately; on purpose 4 
764. 鼓鼓 gǔzhǎng to applaud; to clap 4 
765. ኂ害 hàixiū blush; shy 4 
766. ᶏ海 hǎiyáng ocean; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
767. 汗 hàn perspiration; sweat; CL:滴[di1],頭|头[tou2],身[shen1]; Khan 
(Persian or Mongol king or emperor); Khan (name); to be 
speechless (out of helplessness, embarrassment etc) 
(Internet slang used as an interjection) 
4 
768. 航班 hángbān scheduled flight; flight number; plane; scheduled sailing; 
sailing number; passenger ship 
4 
769. 寒放 hánjià winter vacation 4 
770. 好处 hǎochu benefit; advantage; gain; profit; also pronounced hao3 
chu4; CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
771. ภ码 hàomǎ number; CL:堆[dui1],個|个[ge4] 4 
772. 好像 hǎoxiàng as if; to seem like 4 
773. 符表 hégé qualified; meeting a standard; eligible (voter) 4 
774. 符合 héshì suitable; fitting; decent; to fit 4 
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775. 盒杯 hézi case 4 
776. 厚 hòu thick; deep or profound; kind; generous; rich or strong in 
flavor; to favor; to stress 
4 
777. อ后 hòuhuǐ to regret; to repent 4 
778. อ来 hòulái afterwards; later 4 
779. 猴杯 hóuzi monkey; CL:隻|ด[zhi1] 4 
780. 疑ᗔ  huáiyí to doubt; to suspect; doubt; suspicion; skeptical 4 
781. 回忆 huíyì to recall; recollection; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
782. 火 huǒ fire; CL:把[ba3] 4 
783. ᓧ获  huòdé to obtain; to receive; to get 4 
784. 活动 huódòng to exercise; to move about; to operate; activity; loose; 
shaky; active; movable; maneuver; to use connections; 
CL:項|乍[xiang4],個|个[ge4] 
4 
785. 活⋐ huópō lively; vivacious; brisk; active 4 
786. 忽当 hūrán suddenly; all of a sudden 4 
787. 博ᡸ  hùshi nurse; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
788. ੕相 hùxiāng each other; mutually; mutual 4 
789. 寄 jì to live (in a house); to lodge; to mail; to send; to entrust; to 
depend 
4 
790. 继继 jì xù to continue; to proceed with; to go on with 4 
791. 放 jiǎ fake; false; artificial; to borrow; if; suppose 4 
792. 参班 jiābān to work overtime 4 
793. ચ表 jiàgé price; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
794. 家工 jiājù furniture; CL:ઙ[jian4],套[tao4] 4 
795. ᜬ坚  jiānchí to continue upholding; to remain committed to; 
persistence; to persist; to uphold; to insist on; persevere 
4 
796. 减减 jiǎnféi to lose weight 4 
797. 㒠ૐ jiàngdī to reduce; to lower; to bring down 4 
798. 金奖  jiǎngjīn premium; award money; a bonus 4 
799. 将来 jiānglái in the future; future; the future; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
800. 减多 jiǎnshǎo to lessen; to decrease; to reduce; to lower 4 
801. 交 jiāo to hand over; to deliver; to pay (money); to turn over; to 
make friends; to intersect (lines) 
4 
802. 傲骄  jiāo'ào arrogant; full of oneself; conceited; proud of sth; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
803. 交交 jiāoliú exchange; give-and-take; to exchange; to alternate; 
communication; alternating current (electricity) 
4 
804. 教教 jiàoshòu professor; to instruct; to lecture on; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4] 4 
805. 交普 jiāotōng to be connected; traffic; communications; liaison 4 
806. 教体 jiàoyù to educate; to teach; education 4 
807. 杯饺  jiǎozi dumpling; pot-sticker; CL:個|个[ge4],隻|ด[zhi1] 4 
808. 参加火 jiāyóuzhàn gas station 4 
809. ၮ础 jīchǔ base; foundation; basis; underlying; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
810. 激动 jīdòng to excite; to agitate; exciting 4 
811. 苹㒧  jiéguǒ result; outcome; effect; in the event; so that 4 
812. 解释 jiěshì explanation; to explain; to interpret; to resolve; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
813. 接接 jiēshòu to accept; to receive 4 
814. 节㑺 jiéyuē to economize; to conserve (resources); economy; frugal 4 
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815. 㓸符 jíhé a congregation; to gather; a set 4 
816. ೄ计  jìhuà plan; project; program; to plan; to map out; 
CL:個|个[ge4],項|乍[xiang4] 
4 
817. 极积  jījí active; energetic; vigorous; positive (outlook); proactive 4 
818. 累积  jīlěi to accumulate; accumulation; cumulative; cumulatively 4 
819. 精精 jīngcǎi brilliant; splendid 4 
820. 警警 jǐngchá police; policeman; policewoman; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
821. 书经 jīngjì economy; economic 4 
822. 北剧 jīngjù Beijing opera; CL:႐|场[chang3],಴[chu1] 4 
823. 书ग़ jīnglì experience; CL:個|个[ge4],ᰴ[ci4]; to experience; to go 
through 
4 
824. 竟当 jìngrán unexpectedly; to one's surprise; in spite of everything; in 
that crazy way; actually; to go as far as to 
4 
825. 精精 jīngshén spirit; mind; consciousness; thought; mental; 
psychological; essence; gist; CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
826. ዧ不 jǐnguǎn despite; although; even though; in spite of; unhesitatingly; 
do not hesitate (to ask, complain etc); (go ahead and do it) 
without hesitating 
4 
827. 书经 jīngyàn to experience; experience 4 
828. ੎竞  jìngzhēng to compete; competition 4 
829. 杯镜  jìngzi mirror; CL:后[mian4],個|个[ge4] 4 
830. 自䖯  jìnxíng to advance; to conduct; underway; in progress; to do; to 
carry out; to carry on; to execute 
4 
831. 紧张 jǐnzhāng nervous; keyed up; intense; tense; strained; in short supply; 
scarce; CL:㒯|䰉[zhen4] 
4 
832. 禁禁 jìnzhǐ to prohibit; to forbid; to ban 4 
833. 极其 jíqí extremely 4 
834. 既当 jìrán since; as; this being the case 4 
835. ෸ᯊ jíshí in time; promptly; without delay; timely 4 
836. හ使 jíshǐ even if; even though; given that 4 
837. ᛛ术 jìshù technology; technique; skill; 
CL:門|门[men2],種|种[zhong3],項|乍[xiang4] 
4 
838. 究竟 jiūjìng after all (when all is said and done); actually; outcome; 
result 
4 
839. 或䆄  jìzhě reporter; journalist; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
840. Вࡲ jǔbàn to conduct; to hold 4 
841. ᜎ绝 jùjué to refuse; to decline; to reject 4 
842. 距离 jùlí distance; to be apart; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
843. 玩笑开  kāi wánxiào to play a joke; to make fun of; to joke 4 
844. 看法 kànfǎ way of looking at a thing; view; opinion; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
845. 考虑 kǎolǜ to think over; to consider; consideration 4 
846. 棵 kē classifier for trees, cabbages, plants etc 4 
847. น可 kělián pitiful; pathetic 4 
848. 肯决 kěndìng to be sure; to be certain; sure; certain; definite; to confirm; 
to affirm; affirmative 
4 
849. น是 kěshì but; however 4 
850. 咳咳 késou to cough; CL:㒯|䰉[zhen4] 4 
851. น可 kěxī it is a pity; what a pity; (it's) too bad 4 
852. ⑼同 kēxué science; scientific knowledge; scientific; 4 
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CL:門|门[men2],個|个[ge4],種|种[zhong3] 
853. 恐害 kǒngpà fear; to dread; I'm afraid that...; perhaps; maybe 4 
854. 空不 kōngqì air; atmosphere 4 
855. ⧰ kǔ bitter; hardship; pain; to suffer; painstaking 4 
856. ᆑ kuān lenient; wide; broad 4 
857. 困 kùn to trap; to surround; hard-pressed; stranded; destitute 4 
858. 困难 kùnnan (financial etc) difficulty; problem; issue; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
859. 大扩  kuòdà to expand; to enlarge; to broaden one's scope 4 
860. 辣 là hot (spicy); pungent 4 
861. 拉 lā to pull; to play (string instruments); to drag; to draw 4 
862. 来ਇ෸ láibují there's not enough time (to do sth); it's too late (to do sth) 4 
863. 来ᓧ෸ láidejí there's still time; able to do sth in time 4 
864. 垃ူ桶 lājītǒng rubbish bin 4 
865. 懒 lǎn lazy 4 
866. 浪䌍 làngfèi to waste; to squander 4 
867. 浪浪 làngmàn romantic 4 
868. ⠧老 lǎohǔ tiger; CL:隻|ด[zhi1] 4 
869. 冷安 lěngjìng calm; cool-headed 4 
870. 理发 lǐ fà a barber; hairdressing 4 
871. ኂ厉  lì hai difficult to deal with; difficult to endure; ferocious; radical; 
serious; terrible; violent; tremendous; awesome 
4 
872. 努不 lì qi strength; CL:把[ba3] 4 
873. 例如 lì rú for example; for instance; such as 4 
874. 俩 liǎ two (colloquial equivalent of 兩個|两个); both; some 4 
875. 䖲 lián to link; to join; to connect; continuously; in succession; 
including; (used with ਽, 都 etc) even; company (military) 
4 
876. 漂 liàng bright; clear; resonant; to shine; to show; to reveal 4 
877. 凉快 liángkuai nice and cold; pleasantly cool 4 
878. 没联  liánxì connection; contact; relation; in touch with; to integrate; to 
link; to touch 
4 
879. 聊今 liáotiān to chat; to gossip 4 
880. 理解 lǐjiě to comprehend; to understand; comprehension; 
understanding 
4 
881. 礼礼 lǐmào courtesy; manners 4 
882. ฐ外 lìngwài additional; in addition; besides; separate; other; moreover; 
furthermore 
4 
883. 留 liú to leave (eg a message); to retain; to stay; to remain; to 
keep; to preserve 
4 
884. 交流 liúlèi to shed tears 4 
885. 交流 liúlì fluent 4 
886. 交自 liúxíng to spread; to rage (of contagious disease); popular; 
fashionable; prevalent; (math.) manifold 
4 
887. 留同 liúxué to study abroad 4 
888. 理想 lǐxiǎng a dream; an ideal; perfection; ideal; perfect; desirable; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
889. 乱 luàn in confusion or disorder; in a confused state of mind; 
disorder; upheaval; riot; illicit sexual relations; to throw 
into disorder; to mix up; indiscriminate; random; arbitrary 
4 
890. 法师 lǜshī lawyer 4 
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891. 麻烦 máfan inconvenient; troublesome; to trouble or bother sb; to put 
sb to trouble 
4 
892. 老马  mǎhu careless; sloppy; negligent; skimpy 4 
893. 满 mǎn full; filled; packed; fully; completely; quite; to reach the 
limit; to satisfy; satisfied; contented; to fill; abbr. for 
Manchurian 
4 
894. 毛毛 máojīn towel; CL:條|᧦[tiao2] 4 
895. 美Б měilì beautiful 4 
896. 梦 mèng dream; CL:႐|场[chang2],個|个[ge4] 4 
897. 免䌍 miǎnfèi free (of charge) 4 
898. 密码 mìmǎ code; secret code; password; pin number 4 
899. 民民 mínzú nationality; ethnic group; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
900. 目的 mùdì purpose; aim; goal; target; objective; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
901. 母亲 mǔqīn mother; also pr. with light tone [mu3 qin5]; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
902. 耐担 nàixīn patient (adjective) 4 
903. 道难  nándào don't tell me ...; could it be that...? 4 
904. 接难  nánshòu to feel unwell; to suffer pain; to be difficult to bear 4 
905. 内 nèi inside; inner; internal; within; interior 4 
906. 内容 nèiróng content; substance; details; CL:個|个[ge4],項|乍[xiang4] 4 
907. 能努 nénglì capability; capable; able; ability; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
908. 年龄 niánlíng (a person's) age; CL:把[ba3],個|个[ge4] 4 
909. 弄 nòng to do; to manage; to handle; to play with; to fool with; to 
mess with; to fix; to toy with 
4 
910. ᧛ݰ  nóngcūn rural area; village; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
911. ᥦ๺ nuǎnhuo warm; nice and warm 4 
912. 偶? ǒu'ěr occasionally; once in a while; sometimes 4 
913. 安排 páiliè array; arrangement; permutation (i.e. ordered choice of n 
elements out of m) 
4 
914. 判断 pànduàn to decide; to determine; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
915. 陪 péi to accompany; to keep sb company 4 
916. 骗 piàn to cheat; to swindle; to deceive; to fool; to hoodwink; to 
trick 
4 
917. 篇 piān sheet; piece of writing; bound set of bamboo slips used for 
record keeping (old); classifier for written items: chapter, 
article 
4 
918. 皮肤 pífū skin; CL:種|种[zhong3] 4 
919. ⃿乒乒  pīngpāngqiú table tennis; ping-pong; ping pong; table tennis ball; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
920. 水ᯊ píngshí in normal times; in peacetime 4 
921. 瓶杯 píngzi bottle; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
922. 批评 pīpíng to criticize; criticism; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
923. 脾不 píqi temperament; disposition; temper; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
924. 破 pò broken; damaged; worn out; to break, split or cleave; to get 
rid of; to destroy; to break with; to defeat; to capture (a city 
etc); to expose the truth of 
4 
925. ᥉遍 pǔbiàn universal; general; widespread; common 4 
926. 不飞 qǐ fēi to take off (in an airplane) 4 
927. 不来 qǐ lái beginning or continuing an action; upward movement; 
stand up 
4 
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928. 墙 qiáng wall; CL:后[mian4],႑[du3] 4 
929. 千ਁ  qiānwàn ten million; countless; many; one must by all means 4 
930. 签证 qiānzhèng visa; certificate; to certify; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
931. 桥 qiáo bridge; CL:座[zuo4] 4 
932. 敲 qiāo extort; knock; to strike; to knock (at a door); to hit 4 
933. Ꮑ巧努 qiǎokèlì chocolate (loanword); CL:塊|块[kuai4] 4 
934. 其ᰴ qícì next; secondly 4 
935. 不୥ qìhòu climate; atmosphere; situation; CL:種|种[zhong3] 4 
936. 轻 qīng light; easy; gentle; soft; reckless; unimportant; frivolous; 
small in number; unstressed; neutral 
4 
937. 放䇋  qǐngjià ask for time off 4 
938. 不䇋  qǐngkè give a dinner party; entertain guests; invite to dinner 4 
939. 事情 qíngkuàng circumstances; state of affairs; situation; 
CL:個|个[ge4],種|种[zhong3] 
4 
940. 松轻  qīngsōng gentle; relaxed 4 
941. 戚亲  qīnqi a relative (i.e. family relation); 
CL:門|门[men2],個|个[ge4],૏[wei4] 
4 
942. 穷 qióng exhausted; poor 4 
943. 其中 qízhōng among; in; included among these 4 
944. 取 qǔ to take; to get; to choose; to fetch 4 
945. 安部 quánbù whole; entire; complete 4 
946. ඙߿ qūbié difference; to distinguish; to discriminate; to make a 
distinction; CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
947. ළ què but; yet; however; while; to go back; to decline; to retreat; 
nevertheless; even though 
4 
948. 缺点 quēdiǎn weak point; fault; shortcoming; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
949. 缺多 quēshǎo lack; shortage of; shortfall; to be short (of); to lack 4 
950. 确实 quèshí indeed; really; reliable; real; true 4 
951. 群 qún group; crowd; flock, herd, pack etc 4 
952. 当⠰ rán'ér however; yet; but 4 
953. 热热 rènao bustling with noise and excitement; lively 4 
954. ᛃ rēng to throw; to throw away 4 
955. ੻当 réngrán still; yet 4 
956. 任任 rènhé any; whatever; whichever; whatsoever 4 
957. 人民币 rénmínbì Renminbi (RMB); Chinese Yuan (CNY) 4 
958. 任务 rènwu mission; assignment; task; duty; role; 
CL:項|乍[xiang4],個|个[ge4] 
4 
959. 日䆄 rì jì diary; CL:則| [߭ze2],本[ben3],篇[pian1] 4 
960. 䕃 ruǎn soft; flexible 4 
961. 入ญ rùkǒu entrance 4 
962. ᢔ? sànbù to take a walk; to go for a walk 4 
963. 森森 sēnlín forest; CL:片[pian4] 4 
964. 沙发 shāfā sofa; CL:條|᧦[tiao2],張|张[zhang1] 4 
965. 商商 shāngliang to consult; to talk over; to discuss 4 
966. 担伤  shāngxīn to grieve; broken-hearted 4 
967. ⒡稍 shāowēi a little bit 4 
968. 社ળ shèhuì society; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
969. 深 shēn close; deep; late; profound; dark (of color, water etc) 4 
970. ೺ shèng to remain; to be left; to have as remainder 4 
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971. 省 shěng to save; to economize; to do without; to omit; to leave out; 
province; CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
972. 先活 shēnghuó life; activity; to live; livelihood 4 
973. 先生 shēngmìng life; living; biological; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
974. ↳䇋 shēnqǐng to apply for sth; application (form etc); CL:份[fen4] 4 
975. 甚甚 shènzhì even; so much so that 4 
976. 试 shì to test; to try; experiment; examination; test 4 
977. 世纪 shì jì century; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
978. 使↪ shǐ yòng to use; to employ; to apply; to make use of 4 
979. 失䋹 shībài to be defeated; to lose; to fail (e.g. experiments); failure; 
defeat; CL:ᰴ[ci4] 
4 
980. 超场 shìchǎng market place; market (also in abstract); abbr. for 
超超超႐|超 超㑻 场 supermarket; CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
981. 十分 shífēn to divide into ten equal parts; very; hundred percent; 
completely; extremely; utterly; absolutely 
4 
982. 傅师  shīfu master; qualified worker; respectful form of address for 
older men; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4],ฬ[ming2] 
4 
983. 合符 shìhé to fit; to suit 4 
984. 实䰙 shíjì actual; reality; practice 4 
985. 食食 shípǐn foodstuff; food; provisions; CL:種|种[zhong3] 4 
986. 湿润 shīrùn moist 4 
987. 失希 shīwàng disappointed; to lose hope; to despair 4 
988. 合应 shìyìng to suit; to fit; to be suitable; to adapt; to get used to sth 4 
989. 在实  shízài in reality; honestly; really; verily; concrete 4 
990. 杯狮  shīzi lion 4 
991. 收 shōu to receive; to accept; to collect; in care of (used on address 
line after name) 
4 
992. 接ਇ了 shòubuliǎo unbearable; unable to endure; can't stand 4 
993. 接到 shòudào to receive; to suffer; obtained; given 4 
994. 首都 shǒudū capital (city); CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
995. ໐䋻务 shòuhuòyuán salesperson; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
996. 收入 shōurù to take in; income; revenue; CL:筆|笔[bi3],個|个[ge4] 4 
997. 收收 shōushi to put in order; to tidy up; to pack; to repair; to punish 
(colloquial); to manage 
4 
998. 首వ shǒuxiān first (of all); in the first place 4 
999. 输 shū to lose; to transport; to donate; to enter (a password) 4 
1000. 帅 shuài handsome; graceful; smart; commander in chief 4 
1001. 数商 shùliàng amount; quantity; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1002. 便乎  shùnbiàn conveniently; in passing; without much extra effort 4 
1003. 流乎  shùnlì smoothly; without a hitch 4 
1004. 序乎  shùnxù sequence; order 4 
1005. ᣿䇈  shuōmíng to explain; to illustrate; explanation; directions; caption; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
1006. 博硕  shuòshì master's degree; learned person 4 
1007. 成熟 shúxī to be familiar with; to know well 4 
1008. 数名 shùzì numeral; digit; number; figure; amount; digital (electronics 
etc); CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
1009. 死 sǐ to die; impassable; uncrossable; inflexible; rigid; extremely 4 
1010. 打 suàn regard as; to figure; to calculate; to compute 4 
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1011. 酸 suān sour; sore; ache; acid 4 
1012. 速速 sùdù speed; rate; velocity; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1013. 随便 suíbiàn as one wishes; as one pleases; at random; negligent; casual; 
wanton 
4 
1014. 随着 suízhe along with; in the wake of; following 4 
1015. 塑材袋 sùliàodài plastic bag 4 
1016. 杯孙  sūnzi grandson (paternal) 4 
1017. ᚲ᦭ suǒyǒu all; to have; to possess; to own 4 
1018. บ tái desk; platform; stage; terrace; stand; support; desk; station; 
broadcasting station; classifier for vehicles or machines; 
Taiwan (abbr.) 
4 
1019. ᛳ tái to lift; to raise; (of two or more persons) to carry 4 
1020. 速ᗕ  tàidu manner; bearing; attitude; approach; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1021. 谈 tán to talk 4 
1022. 琴弹弹  tán gāngqín play the piano 4 
1023. 趟 tàng quantifier for the number of trips or runs made 4 
1024. 躺 tǎng to recline; to lie down 4 
1025. 汤 tāng soup; broth; hot water 4 
1026. 䅼讨 tǎolùn to discuss; to talk over; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1027. 䅼讨 tǎoyàn disgusting; troublesome; nuisance; nasty; to hate doing sth 4 
1028. 特点 tèdiǎn characteristic (feature); trait; feature; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1029. 填空 tiánkòng to fill a job vacancy; to fill in a blank (e.g. on questionnaire 
or exam paper) 
4 
1030. ᧦ઙ tiáojiàn condition; circumstances; term; factor; requirement; 
prerequisite; qualification; CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
1031. ឭ提 tígōng to offer; to supply; to provide; to furnish 4 
1032. 挺 tǐng to stick out; to (physically) straighten up; to endure or hold 
out; straight; stiff; outstanding; extraordinary; rather; quite; 
very; classifier for machine guns 
4 
1033. 停禁 tíngzhǐ to stop; to halt; to cease 4 
1034. ឭ前 tíqián to shift to an earlier date; to bring forward; to advance 4 
1035. ឭ提 tíxǐng to remind; to call attention to; to warn of 4 
1036. 普䖛 tōngguò by means of; through; via; to pass through; to get through; 
to adopt; to pass (a bill); to switch over 
4 
1037. ห事 tóngqíng compassion; relent; sympathize; sympathy 4 
1038. 普知 tōngzhī to notify; to inform; notice; notification; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1039. ផ tuī to push; to cut; to refuse; to reject; to decline; to shirk 
(responsibility); to put off; to delay; to push forward; to 
nominate; to elect 
4 
1040. ផ䖳 tuīchí to postpone; to put off; to defer 4 
1041. 脱 tuō to shed; to take off; to escape; to get away from 4 
1042. 往 wǎng to go (in a direction); to; towards; (of a train) bound for; 
past; previous 
4 
1043. 上⃿ wǎngqiú tennis; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1044. 往往 wǎngwǎng often; frequently 4 
1045. 上火 wǎngzhàn website; network station; node 4 
1046. 完安 wánquán complete; whole; totally; entirely 4 
1047. 袜杯 wàzi socks; stockings; CL:隻|ด[zhi1],對|对[dui4],雙|෺[shuang1] 4 
1048. 味道 wèidào flavor; smell; hint of 4 
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1049. 危险 wēixiǎn danger; dangerous 4 
1050. 温速 wēndù temperature; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1051. 開文 wénzhāng article; essay; literary works; writings; hidden meaning; 
CL:篇[pian1],Ბ[duan4],㗁|义[ye4] 
4 
1052. 握手 wòshǒu to shake hands 4 
1053. 无 wú -less; not to have; no; none; not; to lack; un- 4 
1054. ળ误  wùhuì to misunderstand; to mistake; misunderstanding; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
1055. 无聊 wúliáo nonsense; bored 4 
1056. 无讨 wúlùn no matter what or how; regardless of whether... 4 
1057. 染污  wūrǎn pollution; contamination; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1058. 信担 xì nxīn confidence; faith (in sb or sth); CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1059. 信↪信 xì nyòngkǎ credit card 4 
1060. 咸 xián salty 4 
1061. 代⦄  xiàndài modern times; modern age; modern era 4 
1062. 影 xiǎng to make a sound; to sound; to ring; loud; classifier for 
noises 
4 
1063. 香 xiāng fragrant; sweet smelling; aromatic; savory or appetizing; 
(to eat) with relish; (of sleep) sound; perfume or spice; joss 
or incense stick; CL:ᩮ[gen1] 
4 
1064. 相෻ xiāngfǎn opposite; contrary 4 
1065. 䆺详 xiángxì detailed; in detail; minute 4 
1066. 羡羡 xiànmù envious; envy; to admire 4 
1067. 限限 xiànzhì to restrict; to limit; to confine; restriction; limit; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
1068. 效苹 xiàoguǒ result; effect; quality; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1069. 笑电 xiàohua joke; jest; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1070. 小䇈 xiǎoshuō novel; fiction; CL:本[ben3],部[bu4] 4 
1071. 消休 xiāoxi news; information; CL:條|᧦[tiao2] 4 
1072. 西 西红  xīhóngshì tomato; CL:隻|ด[zhi1] 4 
1073. 自 xíng to walk; to go; to travel; a visit; temporary; makeshift; 
current; in circulation; to do; to perform; capable; 
competent; effective; all right; OK!; will do 
4 
1074. 提 xǐng to wake up; to awaken; to be awake 4 
1075. 性߿ xìngbié gender; sex; distinguishing between the sexes 4 
1076. 兴݈ xīngfèn excited; excitement 4 
1077. 幸幸 xìngfú blessed; happiness; happy 4 
1078. 性表 xìnggé nature; disposition; temperament; character; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1079. ㄆ⧰ xīnkǔ hard; exhausting; with much toil; thanks for your trouble 4 
1080. 担事 xīnqíng mood; frame of mind; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1081. 信任 xìnrèn to trust; to have confidence in 4 
1082. ୃ xiū to mend; to repair; to build; to embellish; to study 4 
1083. 吸ๆ xīyǐ n to attract (interest, investment etc); CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1084. 洗衣机 xǐyījī washer; washing machine; CL:臺|บ[tai2] 4 
1085. 多许  xǔduō many; a lot of; much 4 
1086. 血 xuè blood; informal colloquial and Taiwan pr. xie3; also pr. 
xue3; CL:滴[di1],片[pian4] 
4 
1087. 呀 ya (particle equivalent to 啊 after a vowel, expressing surprise 
or doubt) 
4 
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1088. 刷牙 yágāo toothpaste; CL:不[guan3] 4 
1089. 努压  yālì pressure 4 
1090. Ⲥ yán salt; CL:粒[li4] 4 
1091. 表಴ yǎnchū to act (in a play); to perform; to put on (a performance); 
performance; concert; show; CL:႐|场[chang2],ᰴ[ci4] 
4 
1092. ᚑ养  yǎngchéng to cultivate; to raise; to form (a habit); to acquire 4 
1093. 表严  yángé strict; stringent; tight; rigorous 4 
1094. 太శ yángguāng sunshine; CL:線|线[xian4] 4 
1095. 杯么  yàngzi manner; air; looks; aspect 4 
1096. 研究先 yánjiūshēng graduate student; postgraduate student; research student 4 
1097. 表务 yǎnyuán actor or actress; performer; 
CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4],ฬ[ming2] 
4 
1098. ㊀严  yánzhòng grave; serious; severe; critical 4 
1099. ㆲ䇋 yāoqǐng to invite; invitation; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1100. 匙䩹  yàoshi key; CL:把[ba3] 4 
1101. 洲马  Yàzhōu Asia; Asian 4 
1102. 义 yè page; leaf 4 
1103. ਽许 yěxǔ perhaps; maybe 4 
1104. ฟ杯 yèzi foliage; leaf; CL:片[pian4] 4 
1105. 亿 yì a hundred million; calculate 4 
1106. 可 yǐ to use as; according to; because of 4 
1107. 意㾕 yìjiàn idea; opinion; suggestion; objection; complaint; 
CL:點|点[dian3],條|᧦[tiao2] 
4 
1108. 因因 yīncǐ thus; consequently; as a result 4 
1109. 赢 yíng to beat; to win; to profit 4 
1110. 硬 yìng hard; stiff; strong; firm; to manage to do sth with 
difficulty; good (quality); able (person) 
4 
1111. 材佂  yǐnliào drink; beverage 4 
1112. 吸不 yǐnqǐ to give rise to; to lead to; to cause; to arouse 4 
1113. 打印 yìnxiàng impression; reflection; perception; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1114. ৻一 yíqiè everything; every; all 4 
1115. 艺术 yìshù art; CL:種|种[zhong3] 4 
1116. 勇ᢓ yǒnggǎn brave; courageous 4 
1117. 永䖰 yǒngyuǎn forever; eternal 4 
1118. ↱ yóu to follow; from; it is for...to; reason; cause; because of; due 
to; to; to leave it (to sb); by (introduces passive verb) 
4 
1119. 点优  yōudiǎn merit; benefit; strong point; advantage; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1120. 朋好 yǒuhǎo friendly; amicable 4 
1121. ᐝ幽 yōumò humor; humorous 4 
1122. 尤其 yóuqí especially; particularly 4 
1123. ᦭趣 yǒuqù interesting; fascinating; amusing 4 
1124. ⑲优  yōuxiù outstanding; excellent 4 
1125. 朋䇞 yǒuyì companionship; fellowship; friendship 4 
1126. ↱于 yóuyú due to; as a result of; thanks to; owing to; since; because 4 
1127. ਈ yǔ to give; to help; to get along with; and; with 4 
1128. 圆 yuán circle; round; circular; spherical; (of the moon) full; unit of 
Chinese currency (Yuan); tactful; to justify 
4 
1129. 原来 yuánlái original; former; originally; formerly; at first; so... actually 4 
1130. 原谅 yuánliàng to excuse; to forgive; to pardon 4 
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1131. 原因 yuányīn cause; origin; root cause; reason; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1132. 阅䇏 yuèdú to read; reading 4 
1133. ળ㑺  yuēhuì appointment; engagement; date; CL:ᰴ[ci4],個|个[ge4] 4 
1134. 法汉  yǔfǎ grammar 4 
1135. ᗢ快 yúkuài cheerful; cheerily; delightful; pleasant; pleasantly; 
pleasing; happy; delighted 
4 
1136. 羽毛⃿ yǔmáoqiú shuttlecock; badminton; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1137. 允许 yǔnxǔ to permit; to allow 4 
1138. 于是 yúshì thereupon; as a result; consequently; thus; hence 4 
1139. 预д yùxí to prepare a lesson 4 
1140. 言汉  yǔyán language; CL:門|门[men2],種|种[zhong3] 4 
1141. 脏 zāng dirty 4 
1142. 咱们 zánmen we or us (including both the speaker and the person(s) 
spoken to); I or me; you 
4 
1143. 暂ᯊ zànshí temporary; provisional; for the time being 4 
1144. ᔒ复  zázhì magazine; CL:本[ben3],份[fen4],星[qi1] 4 
1145. ჊参 zēngjiā to raise; to increase 4 
1146. ჊长 zēngzhǎng to grow; to increase 4 
1147. 任负  zérèn responsibility; blame; duty; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1148. 窄 zhǎi narrow; narrow-minded; badly off 4 
1149. 招招 zhāopìn recruitment; to invite applications for a job 4 
1150. 正非 zhèngcháng regular; normal; ordinary 4 
1151. 正好 zhènghǎo just (in time); just right; just enough; to happen to; to 
chance to; by chance; it just so happens that 
4 
1152. 整理 zhěnglǐ to arrange; to tidy up; to sort out; to straighten out; to list 
systematically; to collate (data, files); to pack (luggage) 
4 
1153. ᣿证  zhèngmíng proof; certificate; identification; testimonial; CL:個|个[ge4]; 
to prove; to testify; to confirm the truth of 
4 
1154. 整齐 zhěngqí orderly; neat; even; tidy 4 
1155. 正确 zhèngquè correct; proper 4 
1156. 正正 zhèngshì formal; official 4 
1157. 真正 zhēnzhèng genuine; real; true; genuinely 4 
1158. 指 zhǐ finger; to point at or to; to indicate or refer to; to depend 
on; to count on; (of hair) to stand on end 
4 
1159. 分 zhī (possessive particle, literary equivalent of 的); him; her; it 4 
1160. 支ᜬ zhīchí to be in favor of; to support; to back; support; backing; to 
stand by; CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
1161. ᓧ值  zhíde to be worth; to deserve 4 
1162. ด好 zhǐhǎo without any better option; to have to; to be forced to 4 
1163. 一接 zhíjiē direct; opposite: indirect 間接| 接间 ; immediate; directly; 
straightforward 
4 
1164. 商䋼  zhìliàng quality; mass (in physics); CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1165. 甚多 zhìshǎo at least; (to say the) least 4 
1166. 知认 zhīshi intellectual; knowledge-related; knowledge; 
CL:門|门[men2] 
4 
1167. 物ᬀ zhíwù botanical; plant; vegetation; CL:種|种[zhong3] 4 
1168. ด要 zhǐyào if only; so long as 4 
1169. 㘠Ϯ zhíyè occupation; profession; vocation; professional 4 
1170. 限制 zhìzào to manufacture; to make 4 
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1171. ㊀点 zhòngdiǎn emphasis; focal point; priority; key; with the emphasis on; 
focusing on 
4 
1172. ㊀电 zhòngshì to attach importance to sth; to value 4 
1173. 中開 Zhōngwén Chinese; Chinese written language; Chinese writing 4 
1174. 周围 zhōuwéi surroundings; environment; to encompass 4 
1175. ⁿ zhū hog; pig; swine; CL:ญ[kou3],頭|头[tou2] 4 
1176. 䌮 zhuàn earn; make a profit 4 
1177. 撞 zhuàng to hit; to strike; to meet by accident; to run into; to bump 
against; to bump into 
4 
1178. 专门 zhuānmén specialist; specialized; customized 4 
1179. 专Ϯ zhuānyè specialty; specialized field; main field of study (at 
university); major; CL:門|门[men2],個|个[ge4]; professional 
4 
1180. 主动 zhǔdòng to take the initiative; to do sth of one's own accord; active; 
opposite: passive 被被|被动[bei4 dong4]; drive (of gears and 
shafts etc) 
4 
1181. 祝䌎 zhùhè to congratulate; congratulations; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1182. ㅙ渐 zhújiàn gradually 4 
1183. 著ฬ zhùmíng famous; noted; well-known; celebrated 4 
1184. 准确 zhǔnquè accurate; exact; precise 4 
1185. 准ᯊ zhǔnshí on time; punctual; on schedule 4 
1186. 主意 zhǔyi plan; idea; decision; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1187. 仔详 zǐ xì careful; attentive; cautious 4 
1188. 自当 zìrán nature; natural; naturally 4 
1189. 总㒧 zǒngjié to sum up; to conclude; summary; resume; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1190. 出 zū to hire; to rent; to charter; to rent out; to lease out; rent; 
land tax 
4 
1191. ᚑ㒘  zǔchéng component; part; element; constitute; make up 4 
1192. 嘴 zuǐ mouth; beak; spout (of teapot etc); 
CL:張|张[zhang1],個|个[ge4] 
4 
1193. 最好 zuìhǎo best; (you) had better (do what we suggest) 4 
1194. 最อ zuìhòu final; last; finally; ultimate 4 
1195. 尊㊀ zūnzhòng esteem; respect; to honor; to value sth 4 
1196. 座 zuò seat; base; stand; CL:個|个[ge4]; classifier for buildings, 
mountains and similar immovable objects 
4 
1197. 做先意 zuò shēngyi to do business 4 
1198. 座૏ zuòwèi seat; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1199. 工或 zuòzhě author; writer; CL:個|个[ge4] 4 
1200. 㒘组 zǔzhī to organize; organization; organized system; nerve; tissue; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
4 
1201. 唉 āi interjection or grunt of agreement or recognition (e.g. yes, 
it's me!); to sigh 
5 
1202. 爱ᡸ àihù to cherish; to treasure; to take care of; to love and protect 5 
1203. 可爱  àixī to cherish; to treasure; to use sparingly 5 
1204. 担爱  àixīn compassion; CL:片[pian4] 5 
1205. 岸 àn bank; shore; beach; coast; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1206. 安安 ānwèi to comfort; to console; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1207. 安安 ānzhuāng install; erect; fix; mount; installation 5 
1208. ᨚ bǎi to arrange; to exhibit; to move to and fro; a pendulum 5 
1209. 棒 bàng a stick; club or cudgel; smart; capable; strong; wonderful; 5 
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classifier for legs of a relay race 
1210. 傍晚 bàngwǎn in the evening; when night falls; towards evening; at night 
fall; at dusk 
5 
1211. 理ࡲ  bànlǐ to handle; to transact; to conduct 5 
1212. 班主任 bānzhǔrèn a teacher in charge of a class 5 
1213. 薄 báo thin; cold in manner; indifferent; weak; light; infertile 5 
1214. 宝贝 bǎobèi treasured object; treasure; darling; baby; cowry; good-for-
nothing or queer character 
5 
1215. 保ᜬ bǎochí to keep; to maintain; to hold; to preserve 5 
1216. 保保 bǎocún to conserve; to preserve; to keep; to save (a file etc) 
(computing) 
5 
1217. 告᡹  bàogào to inform; report; make known; speech; talk; lecture; 
CL:篇[pian1],份[fen4],個|个[ge4],普[tong4] 
5 
1218. 宝䌉 bǎoguì valuable; precious; value; treasure; set store by 5 
1219. ൮包 bāoguǒ wrap up; bind up; bundle; parcel; package; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1220. ൮包 bāohán to contain; to embody; to include 5 
1221. 保留 bǎoliú to retain; to continue to have; to preserve; to maintain; to 
reserve; reservations; to hold back (approval or 
acceptance) 
5 
1222. 保险 bǎoxiǎn insurance; to insure; safe; secure; be sure; be bound to; 
CL:份[fen4] 
5 
1223. ൮杯 bāozi steamed stuffed bun; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1224. 把握 bǎwò to grasp (also fig.); to seize; to hold; assurance; certainty; 
sure (of the outcome) 
5 
1225. 背 bèi the back of a body or object; to turn one's back; to hide 
something from; to learn by heart; to recite from memory 
5 
1226. 悲㾖 bēiguān pessimistic 5 
1227. 背᥊ bèijǐng background; backdrop; context; CL:種|种[zhong3] 5 
1228. 被杯 bèizi quilt; CL:起[chuang2] 5 
1229. 本⑼ běnkē undergraduate course; undergraduate (adjective) 5 
1230. 本乚 běnlǐng skill; ability; capability; CL:項|乍[xiang4],個|个[ge4] 5 
1231. 本䋼 běnzhì essence; nature; innate character; intrinsic quality 5 
1232. 彼因 bǐ cǐ each other; one another 5 
1233. 竟毕  bì jì ng after all; all in all; when all is said and done; in the final 
analysis 
5 
1234. 比例 bǐ lì proportion; scale 5 
1235. 比如 bǐ rú for example; for instance; such as 5 
1236. 必需 bì xū to need; to require; essential; indispensable 5 
1237. 便 biàn ordinary; plain; convenient; as convenient; when the 
chance arises; handy; easy; informal; simple; so; thus; to 
relieve oneself; to urinate; to defecate; equivalent to 就: 
then; in that case; even if; soon afterwards 
5 
1238. 编编 biānjí to edit; to compile; editor; compiler 5 
1239. 辩讨 biànlùn debate; argument; to argue over; CL:႐|场[chang3],ᰴ[ci4] 5 
1240. 鞭鞭 biānpào firecrackers; a string of small firecrackers; CL:枚[mei2] 5 
1241. 点标  biāodiǎn punctuation; a punctuation mark; to punctuate; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1242. 手后 biǎomiàn surface; face; outside; appearance 5 
1243. 手᣿ biǎomíng to make clear; to make known; to state clearly; to indicate; 
known 
5 
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1244. 手事 biǎoqíng (facial) expression; to express one's feelings; expression 5 
1245. 手⦄ biǎoxiàn to show; to show off; to display; to manifest; expression; 
manifestation; show; display; performance (at work etc) 
5 
1246. ᔒ标  biāozhì sign; mark; symbol; symbolize; to indicate; to mark 5 
1247. ㆱ免 bìmiǎn to avert; to prevent; to avoid; to refrain from 5 
1248. ਑ bǐng third of 10 heavenly stems 十今干; third in order; letter "or 
roman "III" in list "A, B, C", or "I, II, III" etc; propyllne 
5 
1249. 生病 bìngdú virus 5 
1250. 必当 bìrán inevitable; certain; necessity 5 
1251. 必要 bìyào necessary; essential; indispensable; required 5 
1252. 玻玻 bōli glass; nylon; plastic; CL:張|张[zhang1],塊|块[kuai4] 5 
1253. 博物饭 bówùguǎn museum 5 
1254. 脖杯 bózi neck; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1255. 布 bù cloth; to declare; to announce; to spread; to make known 5 
1256. ਇᓧ了 bù déliǎo desperately serious; disastrous; extremely; exceedingly 5 
1257. ਇ好意意 bù hǎoyìsi to feel embarrassed; to be ill at ease; to find it 
embarrassing (to do sth) 
5 
1258. ਇ ᓧ㾕  bú jiàndé not necessarily; not likely 5 
1259. ਇ耐烦 bú nàifán impatience; impatient 5 
1260. ਇ要紧 bú yàojǐn unimportant; not serious; it doesn't matter; never mind; it 
looks all right; but 
5 
1261. ਇ安 bù'ān unpeaceful; unstable; uneasy; disturbed; restless; worried 5 
1262. ਇ必 búbì need not; does not have to 5 
1263. ల补  bǔchōng to replenish; to supplement; to complement; additional; 
supplementary; CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1264. ਇ断 búduàn unceasing; uninterrupted; continuous; constant 5 
1265. 部门 bùmén department; branch; section; division; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1266. ਇ免 bùmiǎn unavoidable 5 
1267. ਇ当 bùrán not so; no; or else; otherwise; if not 5 
1268. ਇ如 bùrú not equal to; not as good as; inferior to; it would be better 
to 
5 
1269. ?骤 bùzhòu step; move; measure 5 
1270. ਇ踢 bùzú insufficient; lacking; deficiency; not enough; inadequate; 
not worth; cannot; should not 
5 
1271. 踩 cǎi to step on; to tread; to stamp; to press a pedal; to pedal (a 
bike) 
5 
1272. 䋶财 cáichǎn property; CL:筆|笔[bi3] 5 
1273. 采䆓 cǎifǎng to interview; to gather news; to hunt for and collect; to 
cover 
5 
1274. 精彩 cǎihóng rainbow 5 
1275. 采取 cǎiqǔ to adopt or carry out (measures, policies, course of action); 
to take 
5 
1276. 残残 cánjí disabled; handicapped; deformity on a person or animal 5 
1277. 参考 cānkǎo consultation; reference; to consult; to refer 5 
1278. 愧ᛁ  cánkuì ashamed 5 
1279. 餐ख़ cāntīng dining-hall; dining-room; restaurant; 
CL:間|间[jian1],家[jia1] 
5 
1280. 参ਈ cānyù to participate (in sth) 5 
1281. 操场 cāochǎng playground; sports field; drill ground; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
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1282. 操担 cāoxīn to worry about 5 
1283. ౢ cè book; booklet; classifier for books 5 
1284. 曾书 céngjīng once; already; former; previously; ever; (past tense marker 
used before verb or clause) 
5 
1285. ᚲ厕  cèsuǒ toilet; lavatory; CL:間|间[jian1],處|处[chu4] 5 
1286. ⌟经 cèyàn test; to test; CL:ᰴ[ci4],個|个[ge4] 5 
1287. 插 chā to insert; stick in; pierce; to take part in; to interfere; to 
interpose 
5 
1288. 差߿ chābié difference; distinction; diversity; disparity 5 
1289. ᜃ chāi to tear open; to tear down; to tear apart; to open 5 
1290. 非认 chángshí common sense; general knowledge; CL:門|门[men2] 5 
1291. 途长  chángtú long distance 5 
1292. 食财  chǎnpǐn goods; merchandise; product; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1293. 先财  chǎnshēng to arise; to come into being; to come about; to give rise to; 
to bring into being; to bring about; to produce; to 
engender; to generate; to appear; appearance; emergence; 
generation; production; yield 
5 
1294. 朝 cháo imperial or royal court; government; dynasty; reign of a 
sovereign or emperor; court or assembly held by a 
sovereign or emperor; to make a pilgrimage to; facing; 
towards 
5 
1295. 炒 chǎo saute; pan-fry; to fry; fried 5 
1296. 抄 chāo to copy; to plagiarize; to search and seize; to go; to 
transcribe; to take a shortcut; to search and confiscate 
5 
1297. 朝代 cháodài dynasty; reign (of a king) 5 
1298. 吵架 chǎojià to quarrel; to have a row; CL:頓|乓[dun4] 5 
1299. ෷杯 chāzi fork; CL:把[ba3] 5 
1300. 到彻  chèdǐ thorough; thoroughly; complete 5 
1301. 车车 chēkù garage 5 
1302. 趁 chèn to avail oneself of; to take advantage of 5 
1303. ਷ chéng to ride; to mount; to make use of; to avail oneself of; to 
take advantage of; to multiply (mathematics); Buddhist 
sect or creed 
5 
1304. 称 chēng to weigh; to state; to name; name; appellation; to praise 5 
1305. ᛚᜂ chéngdān to undertake; to assume (responsibility etc) 5 
1306. 程速 chéngdù degree (level or extent); level; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1307. ᚑ分 chéngfèn composition; make-up; ingredient; element; component; 
one's social status; CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1308. ᚑ苹 chéngguǒ result; achievement; gain; profit; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1309. 称称 chēnghu to call; to address as; appellation 5 
1310. ᚑ就 chéngjiù accomplishment; success; attain a result; achievement; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1311. 诚诚 chéngkěn sincere; honest; cordial 5 
1312. ᚑ成 chénglì to establish; to set up; to be tenable; to hold water 5 
1313. ᛚ䅸 chéngrèn to admit; to concede; to recognize; recognition (diplomatic, 
artistic etc); to acknowledge 
5 
1314. ᛚ接 chéngshòu to bear; to support; to inherit 5 
1315. 程序 chéngxù procedures; sequence; order; computer program 5 
1316. ᚑ汉 chéngyǔ Chinese set expression, often made up of 4 characters or 
two couplets of 4 characters each, often alluding to a story 
5 
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or historical quotation; idiom; proverb; saying; adage; set 
expression; CL:條|᧦[tiao2],本[ben3],ฏ[ju4] 
1317. 称赞 chēngzàn to praise; to acclaim; to commend; to compliment 5 
1318. ᚑ长 chéngzhǎng to mature; to grow; growth 5 
1319. 沉幽 chénmò silence; uncommunicative 5 
1320. 车车 chēxiāng carriage; CL:節|节[jie2] 5 
1321. 尺杯 chǐ zi rule; ruler (measuring instrument); CL:把[ba3] 5 
1322. 翅翅 chìbǎng wing; CL:個|个[ge4],對|对[dui4] 5 
1323. ล? chīkuī to suffer losses; to come to grief; to lose out; to get the 
worst of it; to be at a disadvantage; unfortunately 
5 
1324. ᜬ继 chíxù to continue; to persist; sustainable; preservation 5 
1325. 池杯 chízi pond; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1326. 冲 chōng (of water) to dash against; to mix with water; to infuse; to 
rinse; to flush; to develop (a film); to rise in the air; to 
clash; to collide with 
5 
1327. ల 充电  chōngdiànqì battery charger 5 
1328. ల分 chōngfèn full; abundant 5 
1329. ㊀复 chóngfù to repeat; to duplicate; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1330. ల满 chōngmǎn full of; brimming with; very full; permeated 5 
1331. 物ᅴ  chǒngwù house pet 5 
1332. 臭 chòu stench; stink; smelly; to smell (bad) 5 
1333. 丑 chǒu clown; surname Chou; 2nd earthly branch: 1-3 a.m., 12th 
solar month (6th January to 3rd February), year of the Ox 
5 
1334. ᛽屉 chōuti drawer 5 
1335. ᛽印 chōuxiàng abstract 5 
1336. 㒰 chú to get rid of; to remove; to exclude; to eliminate; to wipe 
out; to divide; except; not including 
5 
1337. 广Ӵ  chuánbō to disseminate; to propagate; to spread 5 
1338. Ӵ传 chuándì to transmit; to pass on to sb else 5 
1339. 䯃 chuǎng to rush; to charge; to dash; to break through; to temper 
oneself (through battling hardships) 
5 
1340. 窗窗 chuānglián window curtains 5 
1341. 制߯ chuàngzào to create; to bring about; to produce; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1342. 染Ӵ  chuánrǎn to infect; contagious 5 
1343. Ӵ䇈 chuánshuō legend; folklore; tradition; it is said; they say that... 5 
1344. Ӵ传 chuántǒng tradition; traditional; convention; conventional; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1345. ಴出 chūbǎn to publish; to come off the press; to put out 5 
1346. 㒰非 chúfēi only if (..., or otherwise, ...); only when; only in the case 
that; unless 
5 
1347. ็ chuī to blow; to play a wind instrument; to blast; to puff; to 
boast; to brag; to end in failure; to fall through 
5 
1348. 初㑻 chūjí junior; primary 5 
1349. ಴ญ chūkǒu an exit; CL:個|个[ge4]; to speak; to export; (of a ship) to 
leave port 
5 
1350. 理处  chǔlǐ to handle; to treat; to deal with; to process; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1351. ಴色 chūsè remarkable; outstanding 5 
1352. 㒰除 chúxī (New Year's) Eve 5 
1353. ಴出 chūxí to attend; to participate; present 5 
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1354. 磁带 cídài magnetic tape; CL:盤|盘[pan2],盒[he2] 5 
1355. ೝ激 cìjī to provoke; to irritate; to upset; to stimulate; to excite; 
irritant 
5 
1356. 因外 cǐwài besides; in addition; moreover; furthermore 5 
1357. ᰴ要 cìyào secondary 5 
1358. ㄉ㘠 cízhí to resign 5 
1359. ੼因 cóngcǐ from now on; since then; henceforth 5 
1360. ੼⠰ cóng'ér thus; thereby 5 
1361. ൯ᔔ cōngmáng hasty; hurried 5 
1362. ੼前 cóngqián previously; formerly; once upon a time 5 
1363. ੼੐ cóngshì to go for; to engage in; to undertake; to deal with; to 
handle; to do 
5 
1364. 醋 cù vinegar 5 
1365. 催 cuī to urge; to press; to prompt; to rush sb; to hasten sth; to 
expedite 
5 
1366. 促䖯 cùjì n to promote (an idea or cause); to advance; boost 5 
1367. 保 cún exist; deposit; store; keep; survive 5 
1368. 保在 cúnzài to exist; to be 5 
1369. ភ措 cuòshī measure; step (to be taken); CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1370. 错误 cuòwù error; mistake; mistaken; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1371. 促使 cùshǐ to induce; to promote; to urge; to impel; to bring about; to 
provoke; to drive (sb to do sth); to catalyze; to actuate; to 
contribute to (some development) 
5 
1372. ᛂ交道 dǎ jiāodao to come into contact with; to have dealings 5 
1373. ᛂ 打喷  dǎ pēntì to sneeze 5 
1374. ᛂ招称 dǎ zhāohu to greet sb by word or action; to give prior notice 5 
1375. 表到 dádào to reach; to achieve; to attain 5 
1376. 大北 dàfang expert; scholar; mother earth; a type of green tea 5 
1377. ᛂᎿ dǎgōng to work (do manual labor for a living); a part time job; to 
moonlight 
5 
1378. 呆 dāi foolish; stupid; expressionless; blank; to stay 5 
1379. 款䌋  dàikuǎn a loan; to provide a loan (e.g. bank); CL:筆|笔[bi3] 5 
1380. 待遇 dàiyù treatment; pay; wages; status; salary 5 
1381. 淡 dàn insipid; diluted; weak; mild; light in color; tasteless; fresh; 
indifferent; nitrogen 
5 
1382. ऩ单 dānchún simple; pure; alone; merely 5 
1383. ऩ调 dāndiào monotonous 5 
1384. ⁛ऩ  dāndú alone; by oneself; on one's own 5 
1385. ᣵ dǎng to resist; to obstruct; to hinder; to keep off; to block (a 
blow); to get in the way of; cover; gear 
5 
1386. 当代 dāngdài the present age; the contemporary era 5 
1387. ᜂ任 dānrèn to hold a governmental office or post; to assume office of; 
to take charge of; to serve as 
5 
1388. ૏ऩ  dānwèi a unit; unit (of measure); work unit (one's workplace); 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1389. 耽误 dānwu delay; hold-up; to waste time; to interfere with 5 
1390. 胆小胆 dǎnxiǎoguǐ coward 5 
1391. రऩ  dānyuán unit; entrance number; staircase (for residential buildings) 5 
1392. 倒 dào to move backwards; converse 5 
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1393. 岛 dǎo island; CL:個|个[ge4],座[zuo4] 5 
1394. 到表 dàodá to reach; to arrive 5 
1395. 道道 dàodé virtue; morality; ethics; moral; CL:種|种[zhong3] 5 
1396. 道理 dàolǐ reason; argument; sense; principle; basis; justification; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1397. 倒倒 dǎoméi have bad luck; be out of luck 5 
1398. 表ᇐ  dǎoyǎn direct; director (film etc) 5 
1399. 致ᇐ  dǎozhì to lead to; to create; to cause; to bring about 5 
1400. ᛂ听 dǎting to ask about; to inquire about 5 
1401. 大印 dàxiàng elephant; CL:隻|ด[zhi1] 5 
1402. 大大 dàxíng large scale; wide scale; broad scale 5 
1403. 回应 dāying to promise; to agree; to reply; to respond 5 
1404. 等待 děngdài wait for; await 5 
1405. 等୥ děnghòu waiting 5 
1406. ⊓䆄 dēngjì to register (one's name) 5 
1407. ⊓机登 dēngjīpái boarding pass 5 
1408. 等于 děngyú to equal; to be tantamount to 5 
1409. 传 dì to hand over; to pass on sth; to gradually increase or 
decrease; progressively 
5 
1410. 滴 dī a drop; to drip 5 
1411. 地道 dì dao real; pure; genuine; typical; well-done; thorough 5 
1412. 地理 dì lǐ geography 5 
1413. 池电  diànchí battery; CL:節|节[jie2],組|㒘[zu3] 5 
1414. บ电  diàntái transmitter-receiver; broadcasting station; radio station; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1415. 点头 diǎntóu to nod 5 
1416. 点担 diǎnxin light refreshments; pastry; dimsum (in Cantonese 
cooking); dessert 
5 
1417. 钓 diào to fish with a hook and bait 5 
1418. 乊 dǐng apex; crown of the head; top; roof; to carry on the head; to 
push to the top; to go against; most; to replace; to 
substitute; classifier for headwear, hats, veils etc; to agree 
or support (internet slang, similar to digg) 
5 
1419. ৼ dīng cubes of meat and vegetables; 
man;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;members of a family; 
population; fourth of 10 heavenly stems 十今干; 
5 
1420. 地඙ dìqū local; regional; district (not necessarily formal 
administrative unit); region; area; as suffix to city name, 
means prefecture or county (area administered by a 
prefecture level city or county level city); CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1421. 的确 díquè really; indeed 5 
1422. 人敌  dírén enemy; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1423. 地地 dìtǎn carpet; rug 5 
1424. 地૏ dìwèi position; status; place; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1425. 地地 dìzhèn earthquake 5 
1426. 冻 dòng to freeze; to feel very cold; aspic or jelly 5 
1427. 洞 dòng cave; hole; zero (unambiguous spoken form when spelling 
out numbers); CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1428. 画片动  dònghuàpiàn cartoon; animation 5 
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1429. 逗 dòu to stay; to stop; to pause (while reading); to tease (play 
with) 
5 
1430. 豆豆 dòufu tofu; bean curd 5 
1431. ⍴信 duǎnxìn text message; SMS 5 
1432. 速䖛 dùguò spend; pass 5 
1433. 堆 duī a pile; a mass; heap; stack 5 
1434. 比对  duìbǐ contrast; balance; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1435. 待对  duìdài to treat; treatment 5 
1436. 北对  duìfāng counterpart; other person involved; opposite side; other 
side; receiving party 
5 
1437. 手对  duìshǒu opponent; adversary; match 5 
1438. 印对  duìxiàng target; object; partner; boyfriend; girlfriend; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1439. 于对  duìyú regarding; as far as sth is concerned; with regards to 5 
1440. ⁛成 dúlì independent; independence; to stand alone 5 
1441. ฺ dūn ton; Taiwan pr. dun4 5 
1442. 蹲 dūn to crouch; to squat 5 
1443. 藏躲  duǒcáng to hide oneself 5 
1444. 多? duōkuī thanks to; luckily 5 
1445. 多多 duōyú superfluous; unnecessary; surplus 5 
1446. ⁛特 dútè unique; distinct; having special characteristics 5 
1447. 劣恶  èliè vile; nasty; of very poor quality 5 
1448. 手发  fābiǎo to issue (a statement); to publish; to issue; to put out 5 
1449. 愁发  fāchóu to worry; to fret; to be anxious; to become sad 5 
1450. 表发  fādá developed (country etc); flourishing; to develop 5 
1451. ᛪ发  fādǒu shiver; shudder; tremble; tremulous 5 
1452. 发发 fāhuī to display; to exhibit; to bring out implicit or innate 
qualities; to express (a thought or moral); to develop (an 
idea); to elaborate (on a theme) 
5 
1453. 款罚  fákuǎn (impose a) fine; penalty; fine (monetary) 5 
1454. ᣿发  fāmíng to invent; invention; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1455. 翻 fān to turn over; to flip over; to overturn; to translate; to 
decode 
5 
1456. ෻⠰ fǎn'ér instead; on the contrary; contrary (to expectations) 5 
1457. ෻复 fǎnfù repeatedly; over and over 5 
1458. 北 fāng square; power or involution (mathematics); upright; 
honest; fair and square; direction; side; party (to a contract, 
dispute etc); place; method; prescription (medicine); 
upright or honest; just when; only or just; classifier for 
square things; abbr. for square or cubic meter 
5 
1459. 妨妨 fáng'ài to hinder; to obstruct 5 
1460. 北答 fāng'àn plan; program (for action etc); proposal; proposed bill; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1461. ᚱϰ fángdōng landlord 5 
1462. 仿仿 fǎngfú to seem; as if; alike; similar 5 
1463. 北正 fāngshì way (of life); pattern; style; mode; manner; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1464. ᡼松 fàngsōng to loosen; to relax 5 
1465. 繁荣 fánróng prosperous; booming (economy) 5 
1466. ಠ是 fánshì every; all 5 
1467. ෻应 fǎnyìng to react; to respond; reaction; response; reply; chemical 5 
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reaction; CL:個|个[ge4] 
1468. ෻正 fǎnzhèng to put things back in order; to return to the correct path; in 
any event; come what may; whatever happens (I'm still 
sure it's right); anyway 
5 
1469. 票发  fāpiào invoice; receipt or bill for purchase 5 
1470. 言发  fāyán statement; utterance; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1471. 法医 fǎyuàn court of law; court 5 
1472. 肺 fèi lung; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1473. 非 fēi non-; not-; un-; abbr. for Africa 非洲; wrong; evil-doing; 
insist on; simply must 
5 
1474. ᑳ电 fèihuà nonsense; rubbish; superfluous words; You don't say!; No 
kidding! (gently sarcastic) 
5 
1475. ↪䌍  fèiyong cost; expenditure; expense; CL:筆|笔[bi3],個|个[ge4] 5 
1476. 减肥 féizào soap; CL:塊|块[kuai4],條|᧦[tiao2] 5 
1477. 分߿ fēnbié to part or leave each other; to distinguish; difference; in 
different ways; differently; separately or individually 
5 
1478. 分布 fēnbù distributed; to distribute 5 
1479. 斗兴  fèndòu to strive; to struggle 5 
1480. 纷纷 fēnfēn one after another; in succession; one by one; continuously; 
diverse; in profusion; numerous and confused; pell-mell 
5 
1481. ೝ䆑  fěngcì to satirize; to mock; irony; satire; sarcasm 5 
1482. 表风  fēnggé style 5 
1483. 狂疯  fēngkuáng madness; extreme popularity 5 
1484. ଶ风  fēngsú social custom; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1485. 风险 fēngxiǎn risk; venture; hazard 5 
1486. 怒ᛸ  fènnù angry; indignant 5 
1487. 分分 fēnpèi to distribute; to assign; to allocate 5 
1488. 分分 fēnxī to analyze; analysis; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1489. 决ุ fǒudìng to negate; negative (answer); CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1490. 䅸ุ fǒurèn to declare to be untrue; to deny 5 
1491. 扶 fú to support with hand; to help sb up; to help 5 
1492. 幅 fú width; roll; classifier for textiles or pictures 5 
1493. 衣੼ fúcóng to obey (an order); to comply; to defer 5 
1494. 䕙ᇐ fǔdǎo to coach; to tutor; to give advice (in study) 5 
1495. 付款 fùkuǎn pay; payment 5 
1496. ᅚཛ  fùnǚ woman 5 
1497. 限复  fùzhì to duplicate; to make a copy of; to copy; to reproduce; to 
clone 
5 
1498. 衣安 fúzhuāng dress; clothing; costume; clothes; CL:身[shen1] 5 
1499. ⋐ gài lid; top; cover; canopy; to build 5 
1500. 改改 gǎigé to reform; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1501. 改䖯 gǎijìn to improve; to make better; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1502. 大包 gàikuò to summarize; to generalize; briefly; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1503. 大概 gàiniàn concept; idea; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1504. 改改 gǎishàn to make better; to improve; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1505. 改正 gǎizhèng to correct; to amend; to put right; correction; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1506. 干活儿 gàn huór to work; manual labor 5 
1507. 干干 gāncuì straightforward; clear-cut; blunt (e.g. statement); you 
might as well; simply 
5 
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1508. 弹铁 gāngtiě steel 5 
1509. 感激 gǎnjī to express thanks; grateful; moved to gratitude 5 
1510. 赶紧 gǎnjǐn hurriedly 5 
1511. 赶快 gǎnkuài at once; immediately 5 
1512. 感接 gǎnshòu to sense; perception; to feel (through the senses); a feeling; 
an impression; an experience 
5 
1513. 感想 gǎnxiǎng impressions; reflections; thoughts; CL:普[tong4],個|个[ge4] 5 
1514. 搞 gǎo to do; to make; to go in for; to set up; to get hold of; to take 
care of 
5 
1515. 告߿ gàobié to leave; to bid farewell to; to say good-bye to 5 
1516. 高高 gāodàng superior quality; high grade; top grade 5 
1517. 高速౏路 gāosù gōnglù expressway; highway; freeway 5 
1518. 隔隔 gébì next door 5 
1519. 个߿ gèbié individual; specific; respective; just one or two 5 
1520. 胳胳 gēbo arm; CL:隻|ด[zhi1],條|᧦[tiao2],雙|෺[shuang1] 5 
1521. 改生 gémìng revolution; revolutionary (politics); CL:ᰴ[ci4] 5 
1522. ᩮ gēn root; basis; classifier for long slender objects, e.g. 
cigarettes, guitar strings; CL:條|᧦[tiao2]; radical 
(chemistry) 
5 
1523. ᩮ本 gēnběn fundamental; basic; root; simply; absolutely (not); (not) at 
all; CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1524. 更参 gèngjiā more (than sth else); even more 5 
1525. 个人 gèrén individual; personal; oneself 5 
1526. 表外 géwài especially; particularly 5 
1527. 个性 gèxìng individuality; personality 5 
1528. ฦ自 gèzì each; respective; apiece 5 
1529. 杯鸽  gēzi pigeon; dove; various birds of the species Columbidae 5 
1530. ౏布 gōngbù to announce; to make public; to publish 5 
1531. Ꮏ工 gōngchǎng factory; CL:家[jia1],座[zuo4] 5 
1532. Ꮏ程师 gōngchéngshī engineer; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4],ฬ[ming2] 5 
1533. 成丈 gōngfu skill; art; kung fu; labor; effort 5 
1534. ౏开 gōngkāi public; to publish; to make public 5 
1535. 成能 gōngnéng function; capability 5 
1536. ౏水 gōngpíng fair; impartial 5 
1537. Ꮏ人 gōngrén worker; CL:個|个[ge4],ฬ[ming2] 5 
1538. 献䋵  gòngxiàn to contribute; to dedicate; to devote; contribution; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1539. ᎿϮ gōngyè industry; CL:種|种[zhong3] 5 
1540. ౏公 gōngyù apartment building; block of flats; CL:套|套[tao4] 5 
1541. ౏ర gōngyuán (year) AD; Christian era 5 
1542. ౏主 gōngzhǔ princess 5 
1543. 构ᚑ gòuchéng to constitute; to form; to compose; to make up; to 
configure (computing) 
5 
1544. 沟普 gōutōng communicate 5 
1545. ᜭภ guàhào to register (a letter etc) 5 
1546. 乖 guāi (of a child) obedient, well-behaved; clever; shrewd; alert; 
perverse; contrary to reason; irregular; abnormal 
5 
1547. 奇ਇᓧ guàibude lit. you can't blame it!; no wonder!; so that's why! 5 
1548. 拐拐 guǎiwān to go round a curve; to turn a corner; fig. a new direction 5 
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1549. ቭ guān official; government; organ of body; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1550. 关݇ guānbì to close; to shut 5 
1551. 警㾖  guānchá to observe; to watch; to survey; to examine; observation; 
view; perspective; CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1552. 点㾖  guāndiǎn point of view; viewpoint; standpoint; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1553. 广场 guǎngchǎng a public square (e.g. Tiananmen Square); plaza; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1554. 广大 guǎngdà (of an area) vast or extensive; large-scale; widespread; (of 
people) numerous 
5 
1555. 广广 guǎngfàn extensive; wide range 5 
1556. శ光 guānghuá glossy; sleek; smooth 5 
1557. శ临 guānglín (honorific) Welcome!; You honor us with your presence.; 
It is an honor to have you. 
5 
1558. శ᣿ guāngmíng light; illumination; radiance (esp. glory of Buddha etc); fig. 
bright prospect; openhearted 
5 
1559. శ盘 guāngpán compact disc; CD or DVD; CD ROM; 
CL:片[pian4],張|张[zhang1] 
5 
1560. శ荣 guāngróng honor and glory; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1561. ᗔ݇ guānhuái care; solicitude; to show care for; concerned about; 
attentive to 
5 
1562. 冠ݯ guànjūn champion; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1563. 概㾖  guānniàn notion; thought; concept; sense; views; ideology; general 
impressions 
5 
1564. 罐头 guàntou tin; can; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1565. 不杯 guǎnzi tube; pipe; drinking straw; CL:ᩮ[gen1] 5 
1566. ฎ代 gǔdài ancient times; olden times 5 
1567. ฎ字 gǔdiǎn classical 5 
1568. 固决 gùdìng fixed; set; regular 5 
1569. 姑姑 gūgu paternal aunt; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1570. 矩规  guīju lit. compass and set square; fig. established standard; rule; 
customs; practices; fig. upright and honest; well-behaved 
5 
1571. 法规  guīlǜ rule (e.g. of science); law of behavior; regular pattern; 
rhythm; discipline 
5 
1572. 模规  guīmó scale; scope; extent; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1573. 柜บ guìtái sales counter; front desk; bar 5 
1574. 规߭  guīzé rule; regulation; rules and regulations 5 
1575. ฎ⠧ gǔlǎo ancient; old; age-old 5 
1576. 滚 gǔn to boil; to roll; get lost (imperative); take a hike 5 
1577. 姑姑 gūniang girl; young woman; young lady; daughter; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1578. 锅 guō pot; pan; boiler; CL:ญ[kou3],隻|ด[zhi1] 5 
1579. 分䖛  guòfèn excessive; undue; overly 5 
1580. 中国 guójí nationality 5 
1581. 敏䖛  guòmǐn to be allergic; allergy 5 
1582. 星䖛  guòqī to be overdue; to exceed the time limit; to expire (as in 
expiration date) 
5 
1583. 中庆节 Guóqìngjié PRC National Day (October 1st) 5 
1584. 苹实 guǒshí fruit; gains 5 
1585. 股票 gǔpiào share; stock (market) 5 
1586. 固身 gùtǐ solid 5 
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1587. 骨头 gǔtou bone; strong character; CL:ᩮ[gen1],塊|块[kuai4] 5 
1588. 鼓跳 gǔwǔ heartening (news); boost (morale); CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1589. 㓹雇 gùyōng to employ; to hire 5 
1590. ລ hā laughter; yawn; abbr. for Kazakhstan 5 
1591. ᶏ݇  hǎiguān customs (i.e. border crossing inspection); CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1592. ᶏ鲜 hǎixiān seafood 5 
1593. ༅ hǎn call; cry; to shout 5 
1594. 自Ϯ hángyè industry; business 5 
1595. 豪ढ háohuá luxurious 5 
1596. 好奇 hàoqí inquisitive; curious 5 
1597. 任必 hébì there is no need; why should 5 
1598. 符法 héfǎ lawful; legitimate; legal 5 
1599. 任情 hékuàng much less; let alone 5 
1600. 符理 hélǐ rational; reasonable; fair 5 
1601. ᕱ hèn to hate; to regret 5 
1602. 横 héng horizontal; across; (horizontal character stroke) 5 
1603. ๺水 hépíng peace 5 
1604. 符ห hétong (business) contract; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1605. ᩭ担 héxīn core; nucleus 5 
1606. 符影 héyǐng joint photo; group photo 5 
1607. 符工 hézuò to cooperate; to collaborate; to work together; cooperation; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1608. อ苹 hòuguǒ consequences; aftermath 5 
1609. 壶 hú pot; classifier for bottled liquid 5 
1610. 光冰 huábīng to skate; skating 5 
1611. ೄ船 huáchuán to row a boat; rowing boat; rowing (sport) 5 
1612. 概ᗔ  huáiniàn to cherish the memory of; to think of; reminisce 5 
1613. ⊞皇 huángdì emperor; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1614. 黄西 huángguā cucumber; CL:條|᧦[tiao2] 5 
1615. ⊞อ huánghòu empress; imperial consort 5 
1616. 黄金 huángjīn gold 5 
1617. 慌张 huāngzhāng confused; flustered 5 
1618. 解㓧  huǎnjiě to ease; to help relieve (a crisis) 5 
1619. ᐛ想 huànxiǎng delusion; fantasy 5 
1620. 花先 huāshēng peanut; groundnut; CL:粒[li4] 5 
1621. 电乬 huàtí subject (of a talk or conversation); topic 5 
1622. ൻ同 huàxué chemistry; chemical 5 
1623. 裔ढ  huáyì ethnic Chinese; non-Chinese citizen of Chinese ancestry 5 
1624. 蝴蝴 húdié butterfly; CL:隻|ด[zhi1] 5 
1625. 发 huī to wave; to brandish; to wipe away; to command; to 
conduct; to scatter; to disperse 
5 
1626. Ἧ huī ash; dust; lime; gray; discouraged; dejected 5 
1627. Ἧ尘 huīchén dust 5 
1628. 恢复 huīfù to reinstate; to resume; to restore; to recover; to regain; to 
rehabilitate 
5 
1629. 率汇  huìlǜ exchange rate 5 
1630. Ἧ担 huīxīn lose heart; be discouraged 5 
1631. 婚礼 hūnlǐ wedding ceremony; wedding 5 
1632. 婚婚 hūnyīn matrimony; wedding; marriage; CL:ᰴ[ci4] 5 
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1633. લ伙 huǒbàn partner; companion; comrade 5 
1634. 火火 huǒchái match (for lighting fire); CL:ᩮ[gen1],盒[he2] 5 
1635. 活跃 huóyuè active; vigorous 5 
1636. 忽电 hūshì to neglect; to ignore 5 
1637. 胡䇈 húshuō to talk nonsense; drivel 5 
1638. 胡ห hútòng lane; alley; CL:條|᧦[tiao2] 5 
1639. 糊糊 hútu muddled; silly; confused 5 
1640. 称ๆ  hūxī to breathe 5 
1641. 胡乏 húxū beard; CL:ᩮ[gen1],綹|绺[liu3] 5 
1642. 䆄记 jì lù record; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1643. 纪记 jì lù record 5 
1644. 法纪  jì lǜ discipline 5 
1645. 䆄忆 jì yì memories; remember; memory; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1646. ᇾ jià (of a woman) to marry; to marry off a daughter; to shift 
(blame etc) 
5 
1647. ↲ jiǎ first of the ten heavenly stems 十今干|十今干[shi2 tian1 
gan1]; (used for an unspecified person or thing); first (in a 
list, as a party to a contract etc); armor plating; shell or 
carapace; (of the fingers or toes) nail; bladed leather or 
metal armor (old); ranking system used in the Imperial 
examinations (old); civil administration unit (old) 
5 
1648. ཅᆒ jiābīn esteemed guest; honored guest 5 
1649. ᤵ jiǎn to pick up; to collect; to gather 5 
1650. 煎 jiān to pan fry; to sauté 5 
1651. 肩翅 jiānbǎng shoulder 5 
1652. ೻刀 jiǎndāo scissors; CL:把[ba3] 5 
1653. 究䆆  jiǎngjiu to pay particular attention to; exquisite; aesthetic 5 
1654. 㒠降 jiàngluò to descend; to land 5 
1655. 加酱  jiàngyóu soy sauce 5 
1656. 座䆆  jiǎngzuò a course of lectures; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1657. Ꮒ艰  jiānjù arduous; terrible (task); very difficult; formidable 5 
1658. 解坚  jiānjué firm; resolute; determined 5 
1659. ⧰艰  jiānkǔ difficult; hard; arduous 5 
1660. 建成 jiànlì to build; to establish; to set up; to found 5 
1661. 简ग़ jiǎnlì Curriculum Vitae (CV); résumé (resume); biographical 
notes 
5 
1662. 关盘 jiànpán keyboard 5 
1663. 强坚  jiānqiáng staunch; strong 5 
1664. 尖锐 jiānruì sharp; intense; penetrating; pointed; acute (illness) 5 
1665. 建䆒 jiànshè to build; to construct; construction; constructive 5 
1666. 健身ᚱ jiànshēnfáng gym; gymnasium 5 
1667. 建䆂 jiànyì to propose; to suggest; to recommend; proposal; 
suggestion; recommendation; CL:個|个[ge4],點|点[dian3] 
5 
1668. 一简  jiǎnzhí simply; at all; practically 5 
1669. 建建 jiànzhù building; to construct; Taiwan pr. jian4 zhu2; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1670. 浇 jiāo to pour liquid; to irrigate (using waterwheel); to water; to 
cast (molten metal); to mold 
5 
1671. 教᧚ jiàocái teaching material; CL:本[ben3] 5 
1672. 角速 jiǎodù angle; point of view 5 
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1673. ⁗狡 jiǎohuá crafty; cunning; sly 5 
1674. 交ᤶ jiāohuàn to exchange; to swap; to switch (telecom); commutative 
(math); to commute 
5 
1675. 交䰙 jiāojì communication; social intercourse 5 
1676. 教㒗 jiàoliàn instructor; sports coach; trainer; 
CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4],ฬ[ming2] 
5 
1677. 郊඙ jiāoqū suburban district; outskirts; suburbs; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1678. 胶水 jiāoshuǐ glue 5 
1679. 教䆁 jiàoxùn a lesson; a moral; to chide sb; to lecture sb 5 
1680. 放如 jiǎrú if 5 
1681. 驾驾 jiàshǐ to pilot (ship, airplane etc); to drive 5 
1682. 家家 jiātíng family; household; CL:?|户[hu4],個|个[ge4] 5 
1683. 家务 jiāwù household duties; housework 5 
1684. 家е jiāxiāng hometown; native place; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1685. ચ值 jiàzhí value; worth; fig. values (ethical, cultural etc); 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1686. 放安 jiǎzhuāng to feign; to pretend 5 
1687. 杯།  jiāzi clip; clamp; tongs; folder; wallet 5 
1688. ၮ本 jīběn basic; fundamental; main; elementary 5 
1689. 节 jié festival; holiday; node; joint; section; segment; part; to 
economize; to save; to abridge; moral integrity; classifier 
for segments, e.g. lessons, train wagons, biblical verses; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1690. ዯ jiè to arrive at (place or time); period; to become due; 
classifier for events, meetings, elections, sporting fixtures 
etc 
5 
1691. 接接 jiēchù to touch; to contact; access; in touch with 5 
1692. 接待 jiēdài to receive (a visitor); to admit (allow sb to enter) 5 
1693. Ბ䰊  jiēduàn stage; section; phase; period; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1694. 解᡼ jiěfàng to liberate; to emancipate; liberation; refers to the 
Communists' victory over the Nationalists in 1949; 
CL:ᰴ[ci4] 
5 
1695. 构㒧  jiégòu structure; composition; makeup; architecture; 
CL:座[zuo4],個|个[ge4] 
5 
1696. 符㒧  jiéhé to combine; to link; to integrate; binding; CL:ᰴ[ci4] 5 
1697. 接ㄭ jiējìn near; close to 5 
1698. 借ญ jièkǒu to use as an excuse; on the pretext 5 
1699. 㒧讨 jiélùn conclusion; verdict; CL:個|个[ge4]; to conclude; to reach a 
verdict 
5 
1700. 省节  jiéshěng saving; to save; to use sparingly; to cut down on 5 
1701. 㒧实 jiēshi rugged; sturdy 5 
1702. 解䇈务 jiěshuōyuán commentator 5 
1703. ᚓ抽 jièyān to give up smoking 5 
1704. 㒧结 jiézhàng to pay the bill; to settle accounts; also written 結結|㒧结 5 
1705. 接着 jiēzhe to catch and hold on; to continue; to go on to do sth; to 
follow; to carry on; then; after that; subsequently; to 
proceed; to ensue; in turn; in one's turn 
5 
1706. ᚓ指 jièzhi (finger) ring 5 
1707. ෸表 jígé to pass a test 5 
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1708. 激激 jīliè intense; acute; fierce 5 
1709. 没乚带 jìlǐngdài tie one's necktie 5 
1710. 着ᔔ jímáng hastily 5 
1711. 寂寂 jìmò lonely; lonesome 5 
1712. 紧 jǐn tight; strict; close at hand; near; urgent; tense; hard up; 
short of money; to tighten 
5 
1713. ?䖯  jìnbù progress; improvement; to improve; to progress; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1714. ㄭ代 jìndài modern times 5 
1715. 敬爱 jìng'ài respect and love 5 
1716. 字书  jīngdiǎn the classics; scriptures; classical 5 
1717. 精努 jīnglì energy 5 
1718. ᥊色 jǐngsè scenery; scene; landscape; view 5 
1719. 书经 jīngyíng to engage in (business etc); to run; to operate 5 
1720. 概纪  jìniàn to commemorate; to remember; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1721. 着紧  jǐnjí urgent; emergency 5 
1722. ญ䖯  jìnkǒu to import; imported 5 
1723. ዧ努 jìnlì to strive one's hardest; to spare no effort 5 
1724. ዧ商 jǐnliàng as much as possible; to the greatest extent 5 
1725. 慎谨  jǐnshèn cautious; prudent 5 
1726. 金金 jīnshǔ metal; CL:種|种[zhong3] 5 
1727. 机充 jīqì machine; CL:臺|บ[tai2],部[bu4],個|个[ge4] 5 
1728. 肌羊 jīròu muscle; flesh 5 
1729. 打计  jìsuàn to count; to calculate; to compute; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1730. 㓸身 jítǐ collective; social; team; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1731. 救 jiù to save; to assist; to rescue 5 
1732. 啤ู  jiǔbā bar; pub; saloon; CL:家[jia1] 5 
1733. 救ᡸ车 jiùhùchē ambulance; CL:輛|䕚[liang4] 5 
1734. 舅舅 jiùjiu mother's brother; maternal uncle (informal); CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1735. 㓸中 jízhōng to concentrate; to centralize; to focus; centralized; 
concentrated; to put together 
5 
1736. В jǔ to lift; to hold up; to cite; to enumerate; to act; to raise; to 
choose; to elect 
5 
1737. 卷 juǎn to roll up 5 
1738. ᝙ juān to contribute; to donate; contribution; tax; to abandon 5 
1739. 工备 jùbèi to possess; to have; equipped with; able to fulfill 
(conditions or requirements) 
5 
1740. Ꮒ大 jùdà huge; immense; very large; tremendous; gigantic; 
enormous 
5 
1741. 绝对 juéduì absolute; unconditional 5 
1742. 解䌯 juésài finals (of a competition) 5 
1743. 角色 juésè persona; character in a novel 5 
1744. 解担 juéxīn determination; resolution; determined; firm and resolute; to 
make up one's mind; CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1745. 聚ળ jùhuì party; gathering; to meet; to get together 5 
1746. 部俱乐  jùlèbù club (i.e. a group or organization); CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1747. ੐ݯ  jūnshì military affairs; military matters; military 5 
1748. 均均 jūnyún even; well-distributed; homogeneous 5 
1749. ዬ当 jūrán unexpectedly; to one's surprise; go so far as to 5 
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1750. 根䇈 jùshuō it is said that; reportedly 5 
1751. 工身 jùtǐ concrete; definite; specific 5 
1752. 桔杯 júzi tangerine; CL:個|个[ge4],瓣[ban4] 5 
1753. 信车 kǎchē truck; CL:輛|䕚[liang4] 5 
1754. 开发 kāifā exploit (a resource); open up (for development); to develop 5 
1755. ᡼开  kāifàng to lift (a ban or restriction); to open to the outside world 
(politics); to open for public use; to come into bloom (of 
flowers) 
5 
1756. 幕正开  kāimùshì opening ceremony 5 
1757. 担开  kāixīn to feel happy; to rejoice; to have a great time; to make fun 
of sb 
5 
1758. 砍 kǎn to chop; to cut down; to throw sth at sb 5 
1759. 看ਇ不 kànbuqǐ to look down upon; to despise 5 
1760. ᛫䆂 kàngyì protest 5 
1761. 看来 kànlái apparently; it seems that; it appears; it seems 5 
1762. 烤鸭 kǎoyā roast duck 5 
1763. 巧 kè to be able to; to subdue; to restrain; to overcome; gram 5 
1764. 乫 kē classifier for small spheres, pearls, corn grains, teeth, 
hearts, satellites etc 
5 
1765. 程䇒  kèchéng course; class; CL:堂[tang2],节|節[jie2],門|门[men2] 5 
1766. 巧衣 kèfú (try to) overcome (hardships etc); to conquer; to put up 
with; to endure 
5 
1767. 不㾖 kèguān objective; impartial 5 
1768. น㾕 kějiàn it can clearly be seen (that this is the case); it is (thus) 
clear; clear; visible 
5 
1769. น可 kěkào reliable 5 
1770. ೞ⧰ kèkǔ hardworking; assiduous 5 
1771. น害 kěpà awful; dreadful; fearful; formidable; frightful; scary; 
hideous; horrible; terrible; terribly 
5 
1772. 不ख़ kètīng drawing room (room for arriving guests); living room; 
CL:間|间[jian1] 
5 
1773. 恐恐 kǒngbù terrible; frightful; frightening; terror; terrorist 5 
1774. 空间 kōngjiān space; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1775. 空闲 kòngxián idle; free time; leisure 5 
1776. ប限 kòngzhì control; to exercise control over; to contain 5 
1777. ญ味 kǒuwèi a person's preferences; tastes (in food); flavor 5 
1778. 夸 kuā to boast; to exaggerate; to praise 5 
1779. ળ计 kuàijì accountant; accountancy; accounting 5 
1780. 泉水矿  kuàngquánshuǐ mineral spring water; CL:瓶[ping2],᧰[bei1] 5 
1781. 来自 láizì to come from (a place); From: (in email header) 5 
1782. 辣辣 làjiāo hot pepper; chili 5 
1783. ᢺ lán cut off; hinder 5 
1784. 烂 làn soft; mushy; well-cooked and soft; to rot; to decompose; 
rotten; worn out; chaotic; messy; utterly; thoroughly 
5 
1785. 狼 láng wolf; CL:඘[pi3],隻|ด[zhi1],條|᧦[tiao2] 5 
1786. ⠧⊖ᆓ lǎobǎixìng ordinary people; the "person in the street"; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1787. ⠧黑 lǎobǎn boss; keeper 5 
1788. ࢇ动 láodòng work; toil; physical labor; CL:ᰴ[ci4] 5 
1789. ࢇ驾 láojià excuse me 5 
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1790. 姥姥 lǎolao (informal) mother's mother; maternal grandmother 5 
1791. ⠧实 lǎoshi honest; sincere; open and guileless; naive 5 
1792. ⠧老 lǎoshǔ rat; mouse; CL:隻|ด[zhi1] 5 
1793. 蜡烛 làzhú candle; CL:ᩮ[gen1],支[zhi1] 5 
1794. 乐㾖 lèguān optimistic; hopeful 5 
1795. 㔗 léi thunder; (internet slang) terrifying; terrific 5 
1796. 类 lèi kind; type; class; category; similar; like; to resemble 5 
1797. 梨 lí pear; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1798. 粒 lì grain; granule; classifier for small round things (peas, 
bullets, peanuts, pills, grains etc) 
5 
1799. 成හ lì jí immediately 5 
1800. 成ೞ lì kè forthwith; immediate; prompt; promptly; straightway; 
thereupon; at once 
5 
1801. 流休 lì xī interest (on a loan); CL:筆|笔[bi3] 5 
1802. 流利 lì yì benefit; (in sb's) interest; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1803. 恋爱 liàn'ài (romantic) love; in love; to have an affair; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1804. 良好 liánghǎo good; favorable; well; fine 5 
1805. 粮食 liángshi foodstuff; cereals; CL:種|种[zhong3] 5 
1806. 符联  liánhé to combine; to join; unite; alliance 5 
1807. ᔔ䖲  liánmáng promptly; at once 5 
1808. 䖲继剧 liánxùjù serialized drama; dramatic series; show in parts 5 
1809. 了ਇ不 liǎobuqǐ amazing; terrific; extraordinary 5 
1810. 礼礼今 lǐbàitiān Sunday 5 
1811. 成北 lìfāng cube 5 
1812. 离婚 líhūn to divorce; divorced from (one's spouse) 5 
1813. 努商 lìliàng power; force; strength 5 
1814. 理讨 lǐlùn theory; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1815. 厘米 límǐ centimeter 5 
1816. 铃 líng (small) bell; CL:隻|ด[zhi1] 5 
1817. 乚ᇐ lǐngdǎo lead; leading; to lead; leadership; leader; 
CL:૏[wei4],個|个[ge4] 
5 
1818. 灵活 línghuó flexible; nimble; agile 5 
1819. 㔖ઙ língjiàn part; component 5 
1820. 㔖块 língqián change (of money); small change; pocket money 5 
1821. 㔖食 língshí between-meal nibbles; snacks 5 
1822. 域乚  lǐngyù domain; sphere; field; territory; area 5 
1823. 临ᯊ línshí at the instant sth happens; temporary; interim; ad hoc 5 
1824. 流润 lìrùn profits 5 
1825. 交Ӵ liúchuán to spread; to circulate; to hand down 5 
1826. 浏浏 liúlǎn to skim over; to browse 5 
1827. 流↪ lìyòng exploit; make use of; to use; to take advantage of; to utilize 5 
1828. 理↱ lǐyóu reason; grounds; justification; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1829. 龙 lóng dragon; CL:條|᧦[tiao2]; imperial 5 
1830. 漏 lòu to leak; to divulge; to leave out by mistake; waterclock or 
hourglass (old) 
5 
1831. 露 lù dew; syrup; nectar; outdoors (not under cover); to show; to 
reveal; to betray; to expose 
5 
1832. 地䰚  lùdì dry land (as opposed to the sea) 5 
1833. 䕂交 lúnliú to alternate; to take turns 5 
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1834. 開讨  lùnwén paper; treatise; thesis; CL:篇[pian1]; to discuss a paper or 
thesis (old) 
5 
1835. 降อ luòhòu to fall behind; to lag (in technology etc); backward; to 
retrogress 
5 
1836. 逻编 luóji logic (loanword) 5 
1837. 取记  lùqǔ to recruit; to enroll 5 
1838. 䰚继 lùxù in turn; successively; one after the other; bit by bit 5 
1839. 拼记  lùyīn to record (sound); sound-recording; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1840. 骂 mà to scold; abuse; CL:普[tong4],頓|乓[dun4] 5 
1841. 麦巧风 màikèfēng microphone (loanword) 5 
1842. 馒头 mántou steamed roll; steamed bun; steamed bread; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1843. 踢满  mǎnzú to satisfy; to meet (the needs of) 5 
1844. 毛 máo hair; feather; down 5 
1845. 毛生 máobìng fault; defect; shortcomings; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1846. 矛矛 máodùn contradictory; contradiction; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1847. 感险 màoxiǎn to take risks; to take chances; foray; adventure 5 
1848. 容䌌  màoyì (commercial) trade; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1849. 㝯努 mèilì charm; fascination; glamor; charisma 5 
1850. 眉毛 méimao eyebrow; CL:ᩮ[gen1] 5 
1851. 美术 měishù art; fine arts; painting; CL:種|种[zhong3] 5 
1852. 煤煤 méitàn coal 5 
1853. 密一 mì qiè close; familiar; intimate; closely (related); to foster close 
ties; to pay close attention 
5 
1854. 后对 miànduì to confront; to face 5 
1855. 棉花 miánhua cotton 5 
1856. 后积 miànjī surface area 5 
1857. 后临 miànlín to face sth; to be confronted with 5 
1858. ⑽ miǎo second (of time); unit of angle or arc equivalent to one 
sixtieth of a degree 
5 
1859. 苗᧦ miáotiao slim, slender, graceful 5 
1860. ឬ写 miáoxiě to describe; to depict; to portray; description 5 
1861. 蜜蜜 mìfēng bee; honeybee; CL:隻|ด[zhi1],群[qun2] 5 
1862. ㅅ路 mílù to lose the way; lost; labyrinth; labyrinthus vestibularis (of 
the inner ear) 
5 
1863. 秘密 mìmì secret; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1864. 生命 mìnglìng order; command; CL:道[dao4],個|个[ge4] 5 
1865. ฬ登 míngpái famous brand 5 
1866. ฬ片 míngpiàn (business) card 5 
1867. ᣿确 míngquè clear-cut; definite; explicit; to clarify; to specify; to make 
definite 
5 
1868. ฬ ฎ名胜  míngshèng gǔjì historical sites and scenic spots 5 
1869. ᣿显 míngxiǎn clear; distinct; obvious 5 
1870. ᣿星 míngxīng star; celebrity 5 
1871. ᣿信片 míngxìnpiàn postcard 5 
1872. 生ㄬ mìngyùn fate; destiny; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1873. 民主 mínzhǔ democracy 5 
1874. 秘书 mìshū secretary 5 
1875. 谜汉 míyǔ riddle; conundrum 5 
1876. 摸 mō to feel with the hand; to touch; to stroke; to grope; to feel 5 
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(one's pulse) 
1877. 模仿 mófǎng to imitate; to copy; to emulate; to mimic; model 5 
1878. 模糊 móhu vague; indistinct; fuzzy 5 
1879. 㒟先 mòshēng strange; unfamiliar 5 
1880. 摩摩车 mótuōchē motorbike; motorcycle; CL:輛|䕚[liang4],部[bu4] 5 
1881. 某 mǒu some; a certain; sb or sth indefinite; such-and-such 5 
1882. 目标 mùbiāo target; goal; objective; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1883. 目记 mùlù catalog; table of contents; directory (on computer hard 
drive); list; contents 
5 
1884. 目前 mùqián at the present time; currently 5 
1885. 木头 mùtou slow-witted; blockhead; log (of wood, timber etc); 
CL:塊|块[kuai4],ᩮ[gen1] 
5 
1886. 奇难  nánguài (it's) no wonder (that...); (it's) not surprising (that) 5 
1887. 看难  nánkàn ugly; unsightly 5 
1888. 袋电  nǎodai head; skull; brains; mental capability; 
CL:顆|乫[ke1],個|个[ge4] 
5 
1889. 哪害 nǎpà even; even if; even though; no matter how 5 
1890. 内⑼ nèikē medicine; "internal" medicine, i.e. treatment by 
administering drugs, as opposed to surgical intervention 
外⑼[wai4 ke1]; medical department 
5 
1891. 嫩 nèn tender; soft; delicate; light (color); inexperienced; 
unskilled 
5 
1892. 能干 nénggàn capable; competent 5 
1893. 能能 néngyuán energy; power source; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1894. 概 niàn to read; to study (a degree course); to read aloud; to miss 
(sb); idea; remembrance; twenty (banker's anti-fraud 
numeral corresponding to 廿, 20) 
5 
1895. 年代 niándài a decade of a century (e.g. the Sixties); age; era; period; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1896. 年纪 niánjì age; CL:把[ba3],個|个[ge4] 5 
1897. 宁น nìngkě preferably; one would prefer to...(or not to...); would 
rather; (would) be better to; (to pick) the lesser of two evils 
5 
1898. 牛仔裤 niúzǎikù jeans; CL:條|᧦[tiao2]; also written 牛牛牛|牛牛裤 5 
1899. 浓 nóng concentrated; dense 5 
1900. 民ݰ  nóngmín peasant; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1901. ݰϮ nóngyè agriculture; farming 5 
1902. ᅚ博 nǚshì lady; madam; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4] 5 
1903. 偶当 ǒurán incidentally; occasional; occasionally; by chance; 
randomly 
5 
1904. ᵷ pài clique; school; group; faction; to dispatch; to send; to 
assign; to appoint; pi (Greek letter Ππ); the circular ratio pi 
= 3.1415926 
5 
1905. ᜉ pāi to pat; to clap; to slap; fly-swatter; racket; to take (a 
photograph) 
5 
1906. 安队 páiduì to line up 5 
1907. 安⃿ páiqiú volleyball; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1908. 盼希 pànwàng to hope for; look forward to 5 
1909. 赔赔 péicháng to compensate 5 
1910. 佩衣 pèifu admire 5 
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1911. 分符 pèihé matching; fitting in with; compatible with; to correspond; 
to fit; to conform to; rapport; to coordinate with; to act in 
concert with; to cooperate; to become man and wife; to 
combine parts of machine 
5 
1912. ၭ养 péiyǎng to train; culture; to bring up; to groom (for a position) 5 
1913. 盆 pén basin; flower pot; unit of volume equal to 12 斗 and 8 升, 
approx 128 liters; CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1914. 碰㾕 pèngjiàn to run into; to meet (unexpectedly); to bump into 5 
1915. ඘ pǐ ordinary person; classifier for horses, mules etc; classifier 
for cloth: bolt 
5 
1916. ᛲ pī to drape over one's shoulders; to open; to unroll; to split 
open; to spread out 
5 
1917. 批 pī to ascertain; to act on; to criticize; to pass on; classifier for 
batches, lots, military flights; tier (for the ranking of 
universities and colleges) 
5 
1918. 片 piàn thin piece; flake; a slice; film; TV play; to slice; to carve 
thin; partial; incomplete; one-sided; classifier for slices, 
tablets, tract of land, area of water; classifier for CDs, 
movies, DVDs etc; used with numeral ৻[yi1]: classifier for 
scenario, scene, feeling, atmosphere, sound etc 
5 
1919. 片后 piànmiàn unilateral; one-sided 5 
1920. 京 piāo to float 5 
1921. 疲ࢇ píláo fatigue; wearily; weariness; weary 5 
1922. 道频  píndào frequency; (television) channel 5 
1923. 凭 píng to lean against; to rely on; on the basis of; no matter (how, 
what etc); proof 
5 
1924. 水 píng flat; level; equal; to tie (make the same score); to draw 
(score); calm; peaceful; see also 水平|水ჿ[ping2 sheng1] 
5 
1925. 水非 píngcháng ordinary; common; usually; ordinarily 5 
1926. 水等 píngděng equal; equality 5 
1927. 水北 píngfāng square (as in square foot, square mile, square root) 5 
1928. 水平 pínghéng balance; equilibrium 5 
1929. ચ评  píngjià to evaluate; to assess 5 
1930. 水安 píngjìng tranquil; undisturbed; serene 5 
1931. 水均 píngjūn average 5 
1932. 食种 pǐnzhǒng breed; variety; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1933. 皮鞋 píxié leather shoes 5 
1934. 批准 pīzhǔn to approve; to ratify 5 
1935. 破财 pòchǎn to go bankrupt; to become impoverished; bankruptcy 5 
1936. 破တ pòhuài destruction; damage; to wreck; to break; to destroy 5 
1937. 迫一 pòqiè urgent; pressing 5 
1938. 朴朴 pǔsù plain and simple; unadorned; simple living; not frivolous 5 
1939. 启发 qǐ fā to enlighten; to explain and arouse interest; to inspire; 
inspiration; heuristic (attributively); to teach; CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1940. 企图 qǐ tú attempt; CL:種|种[zhong3] 5 
1941. 企Ϯ qǐ yè company; firm; enterprise; corporation; CL:家[jia1] 5 
1942. ᰳ qiàn deficient; owe; to lack; yawn 5 
1943. 浅 qiǎn shallow, not deep; superficial 5 
1944. 牵 qiān to pull (an animal on a tether); to lead along; to hold hands 5 
1945. 抢 qiǎng fight over; to rush; to scramble; to grab; to rob; to snatch 5 
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1946. 枪 qiāng gun; firearm; rifle; spear; CL:支[zhi1],把[ba3] 5 
1947. 强调 qiángdiào to emphasize (a statement); to stress 5 
1948. 激强  qiángliè intense; (violently) strong 5 
1949. 前途 qiántú prospects; future outlook; journey 5 
1950. 虚谦  qiānxū modest; self-effacing; to make modest remarks 5 
1951. 名签  qiānzì to sign (a signature) 5 
1952. 瞧 qiáo look at 5 
1953. Ꮑ巧 qiǎomiào ingenious; clever 5 
1954. 悄悄 qiāoqiāo quietly; secretly; stealthily 5 
1955. 星待 qīdài to look forward to; to await; expectation 5 
1956. 一 qiē to cut; to slice; tangent (math) 5 
1957. 不气 qìfēn atmosphere; mood 5 
1958. 奇名 qíjì miracle; miraculous; wonder; marvel 5 
1959. 星间 qījiān period of time; time; time period; period; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1960. 亲爱 qīn'ài Dear or beloved (way of starting a letter) 5 
1961. 勤兴 qínfèn hardworking; diligent 5 
1962. 青 qīng nature's color; green or blue; greenish black; youth; young 
(of people); abbr. for Qinghai province 青ᶏ 
5 
1963. 青春 qīngchūn youth; youthfulness 5 
1964. 清淡 qīngdàn light (of food, not greasy or strongly flavored); insipid; 
slack (sales) 
5 
1965. 事᥊ qíngjǐng scene; sight; circumstances; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1966. 要䇋  qǐngqiú request; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1967. 青多年 qīngshàonián an adolescent; a youth; young person; teenage; teenager 5 
1968. 轻电 qīngshì contempt; contemptuous; to despise; to scorn; scornful 5 
1969. 事㒾 qíngxù feeling; sentiment; CL:種|种[zhong3] 5 
1970. 祝庆  qìngzhù celebrate 5 
1971. 勤ࢇ qínláo hardworking; industrious; diligent 5 
1972. 侵侵 qīnlüè invasion; encroachment 5 
1973. 一亲  qīnqiè amiable; friendliness; gracious; hospitality; intimate; 
cordial; kind; close and dear; familiar 
5 
1974. 自亲  qīnzì personally 5 
1975. ⃿ㅅ qiúmí soccer fan; crazy about ball sports; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
1976. 公加 qìyóu gas; gasoline; CL:升[sheng1] 5 
1977. 其多 qíyú the rest; the others; remaining; remainder; apart from them 5 
1978. 娶 qǔ take a wife; to marry (a woman) 5 
1979. ࡱ quàn to advise; to urge; to try to persuade; exhort 5 
1980. 圈 quān circle; ring; loop; classifier for loops, orbits, laps of race 
etc; CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1981. 努权  quánlì (wield) power 5 
1982. 流权  quánlì power; right; privilege 5 
1983. 安后 quánmiàn all-around; comprehensive; total; overall 5 
1984. 确决 quèdìng definite; certain; fixed; to fix (on sth); to determine; to be 
sure; to ensure; to make certain; to ascertain; to clinch; to 
recognize; to confirm; OK (on computer dialog box) 
5 
1985. 缺缺 quēfá shortage; be lacking; to be short of; to lack; scarcity 5 
1986. 确䅸 quèrèn to confirm; to verify; confirmation 5 
1987. 去世 qùshì to pass away; to die 5 
1988. 趋趋 qūshì trend; tendency 5 
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1989. 取消 qǔxiāo to cancel; cancellation 5 
1990. 嚷 rǎng blurt out; to shout 5 
1991. 燃发 ránshāo combustion; flaming; kindle 5 
1992. 绕 rào to wind; to coil (thread); to rotate around; to spiral; to 
move around; to go round (an obstacle); to by-pass; to 
make a detour; to confuse; to perplex 
5 
1993. 热爱 rè'ài to love ardently; to adore 5 
1994. 激热  rèliè warm (welcome etc) 5 
1995. ᔋਇ૑ rěnbuzhù cannot help; unable to bear 5 
1996. 人ᚽ réncái a person's talent; talented person; distinguished person; a 
talent (worth head-hunting); person's looks; an attractive 
woman; used interchangeably with 人᧚; CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
1997. 人ญ rénkǒu population 5 
1998. 人类 rénlèi humanity; human race; mankind 5 
1999. 人先 rénshēng human life 5 
2000. 人੐ rénshì human affairs; ways of the world; consciousness of the 
world; what is humanly possible; personnel matters; sexual 
awareness; sexual passion; facts of life 
5 
2001. 人物 rénwù a person; a character (in a play, novel etc); a protagonist; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
2002. 人务 rényuán staff; crew; personnel; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2003. 担热  rèxīn enthusiasm; zeal; zealous; zest; enthusiastic; ardent; 
warmhearted 
5 
2004. 日ग़ rì lì calendar; CL:張|张[zhang1],本[ben3] 5 
2005. 日星 rì qī date; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2006. 日非 rìcháng daily; everyday 5 
2007. 日程 rìchéng schedule; itinerary; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2008. 日↪食 rìyòngpǐn articles for daily use; CL:ઙ[jian4],個|个[ge4] 5 
2009. 融ൻ rónghuà to melt; to thaw; to dissolve; to blend into; to combine; to 
fuse 
5 
2010. 幸荣  róngxìng honored 5 
2011. 誉荣  róngyù honor; credit; glory; (honorable) reputation 5 
2012. ઙ䕃  ruǎnjiàn (computer) software 5 
2013. 如任 rúhé how; what way; what 5 
2014. 如੹ rújīn nowadays; now 5 
2015. 弱 ruò weak; feeble; young; inferior; (following a decimal or 
fraction) slightly less than 
5 
2016. 洒 sǎ to sprinkle; to spray; to spill; to shed 5 
2017. 嗓杯 sǎngzi throat; voice; CL:把[ba3] 5 
2018. 傻 shǎ foolish 5 
2019. 杀 shā to kill; to murder; to fight; to weaken or reduce; to smart 
(topolect); to counteract; (used after a verb) extremely 
5 
2020. 晒 shài to dry in the sun; to sunbathe; to share files (loan from 
"share") 
5 
2021. 沙沙 shāmò desert; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2022. 㒰删  shānchú to delete; to cancel 5 
2023. 闪电 shǎndiàn lightning; CL:道[dao4] 5 
2024. ਄当 shàngdàng taken in (by sb's deceit); to be fooled; to be duped 5 
2025. 商食 shāngpǐn good; commodity; merchandise; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
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2026. 商Ϯ shāngyè business; trade; commerce 5 
2027. 改良 shànliáng good and honest; kind-hearted 5 
2028. 改于 shànyú be good at; be adept in 5 
2029. 扇杯 shànzi fan; CL:把[ba3] 5 
2030. 勺杯 sháozi scoop; ladle; CL:把[ba3] 5 
2031. 沙Ⓗ shātān sand bar; beach; CL:片[pian4] 5 
2032. 蛇 shé snake; serpent; CL:條|᧦[tiao2] 5 
2033. 䆒备 shèbèi equipment; facilities; installations; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2034. ⥡ਇᓧ shěbude to hate to do sth; to hate to part with; to begrudge 5 
2035. 䆒计 shèjì plan; design; to design; to plan; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2036. 射击 shèjī to shoot; to fire (a gun) 5 
2037. 伸 shēn to stretch; to extend 5 
2038. 身᧚ shēncái stature; build (height and weight); figure 5 
2039. 身份 shēnfèn identity; status; capacity; dignity; position; rank 5 
2040. 升 shēng to raise; to hoist; to promote; metric liter (also written 
౏升); measure for dry grain equal to one-tenth dou 斗 
5 
2041. 先财 shēngchǎn childbirth; parturition; to produce; manufacture 5 
2042. ჿ调 shēngdiào tone; note; a tone (on a Chinese syllable); CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2043. 先动 shēngdòng vivid; lively 5 
2044. 流胜  shènglì victory; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2045. 省侵 shěnglüè to leave out; an omission 5 
2046. 杯㓇  shéngzi cord; string; rope; CL:條|᧦[tiao2] 5 
2047. 精电 shénhuà fairy tale; mythology; myth 5 
2048. 精书 shénjīng nerve 5 
2049. 深ೞ shēnkè profound; deep; deep-going 5 
2050. 精秘 shénmì mysterious; mystery 5 
2051. 措䆒  shèshī facilities; installation 5 
2052. ⥠头 shétou tongue; CL:個|个[ge4]; enemy soldier captured for the 
purpose of extracting information 
5 
2053. 影摄  shèyǐng to take a photograph; photography; to shoot (a movie) 5 
2054. 诗 shī poem; CL: 首[shou3]; poetry; verse; abbr. for Book of 
Songs 詩書|诗书[shi1 jing1] 
5 
2055. ੐实 shì shí a fact; the fact that; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2056. ੐వ shì xiān in advance; before the event; beforehand; prior 5 
2057. 博士 shìbīng soldier; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2058. 代ᯊ  shídài age; era; epoch; period; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2059. 似的 shìde seems as if; rather like; 5 
2060. 是ุ  shìfǒu whether (or not); if; is or isn't 5 
2061. 实电 shíhuà truth 5 
2062. 践实  shíjiàn to practice; to put into practice; to fulfill 5 
2063. 使 儿ࢆ  shǐjìnr to exert all one's strength 5 
2064. 卷试  shìjuàn examination paper; test paper; CL:份[fen4],張|张[zhang1] 5 
2065. ೞᯊ  shíkè moment; CL:個|个[ge4]; constantly; always 5 
2066. 髦ᯊ  shímáo in vogue; fashionable 5 
2067. 失失 shīmián (suffer from) insomnia 5 
2068. 星ᯊ  shíqī a period in time or history; period; time (interval); phase; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
2069. 失去 shīqù to lose 5 
2070. 尚ᯊ  shíshàng fashion 5 
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2071. 石头 shítou stone; CL:塊|块[kuai4] 5 
2072. 食物 shíwù food; CL:種|种[zhong3] 5 
2073. ੐物 shìwù thing; object; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2074. 实д shíxí to practice; field work 5 
2075. 实⦄ shíxiàn to achieve; to implement; to realize; to bring about 5 
2076. 自实  shíxíng to implement; to carry out; to put into practice 5 
2077. 实经 shíyàn to experiment; experiments; CL:個|个[ge4],ᰴ[ci4] 5 
2078. 失Ϯ shīyè unemployment 5 
2079. ↪实  shíyòng practical; functional; pragmatic; applied (science) 5 
2080. 始终 shǐzhōng from beginning to end; all along 5 
2081. 手Ꮏ shǒugōng handwork; manual 5 
2082. 收获 shōuhuò benefit; reward 5 
2083. 收根 shōujù receipt; CL:張|张[zhang1] 5 
2084. 寿生 shòumìng life span; life expectancy 5 
2085. 接伤 shòushāng to sustain injuries; wounded (in an accident etc); harmed 5 
2086. 手术 shǒushù surgical operation; operation; surgery; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2087. 手套 shǒutào glove; mitten; CL:雙|෺[shuang1],隻|ด[zhi1] 5 
2088. 手继 shǒuxù formalities; procedures; CL:道[dao4],個|个[ge4] 5 
2089. 手指 shǒuzhǐ finger; CL:個|个[ge4],隻|ด[zhi1] 5 
2090. ↫ shuǎi to throw; to fling; to swing; to leave behind; to throw off 5 
2091. 摔 shuāi to throw down; to fall; to drop and break 5 
2092. ෺北 shuāngfāng bilateral; both sides; both parties involved 5 
2093. 老标 shǔbiāo mouse (computing) 5 
2094. 蔬菜 shūcài vegetables; produce; CL:種|种[zhong3] 5 
2095. ⒢ shuì taxes; duties 5 
2096. 架书  shūjià bookshelf; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2097. 数根 shùjù data; numbers; digital; also written ᢞ數|数根 5 
2098. 成㒗 shúliàn practiced; proficient; skilled; skillful 5 
2099. 数码 shùmǎ number; numerals; figures; digital; amount; numerical 
code 
5 
2100. ਇ决䇈  shuōbudìng can't say for sure; maybe 5 
2101. 衣䇈  shuōfú to persuade; to convince; to talk sb over; Taiwan pr. shui4 
fu2 
5 
2102. 入输  shūrù to import; to input 5 
2103. 舒合 shūshì cozy; snug 5 
2104. 金于 shǔyú classified as; to belong to; to be part of 5 
2105. 梳杯 shūzi comb; CL:把[ba3] 5 
2106. 撕 sī to tear 5 
2107. ϱ丝 sīchóu silk cloth; silk 5 
2108. 毫ϱ  sīháo the slightest amount or degree; a bit 5 
2109. 似几 sìhū apparently; to seem; to appear; as if; seemingly 5 
2110. 意考 sīkǎo to reflect on; to ponder over 5 
2111. 寺庙 sìmiào temple; monastery; shrine 5 
2112. ⑳人 sīrén private (citizen); private 5 
2113. 意想 sīxiǎng thought; thinking; idea; ideology; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2114. 碎 suì to break down; to break into pieces; fragmentary 5 
2115. 随ᯊ suíshí at any time 5 
2116. 失ᤳ  sǔnshī loss; damage; CL:個|个[ge4]; to lose; to damage 5 
2117. 䫕 suǒ to lock up; to lock; CL:把[ba3] 5 
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2118. ᚲ suǒ actually; place; classifier for houses, small buildings, 
institutions etc; that which; particle introducing a relative 
clause or passive; CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
2119. ⍴缩  suōduǎn to curtail; to cut down 5 
2120. ᚲ谓 suǒwèi so-called; what is called 5 
2121. 小缩  suōxiǎo reduce; decrease 5 
2122. 宿⥡ sùshè dormitory; dorm room; living quarters; hostel; 
CL:間|间[jian1] 
5 
2123. 塔 tǎ pagoda; tower; minaret; stupa (abbr. loanword from 
Sanskrit tapo); CL:座[zuo4] 
5 
2124. บ䰊 táijiē flight of steps (leading up to a house); step (over obstacle); 
bench; fig. way out of an embarrassing situation 
5 
2125. 太极太 tàijíquán shadowboxing or Taiji, T'aichi or T'aichichuan; traditional 
form of physical exercise or relaxation; a martial art 
5 
2126. 太太 tàitai married woman; Mrs.; Madam; wife; 
CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4] 
5 
2127. 烫 tàng to scald; to burn; to iron; hot 5 
2128. 判谈  tánpàn to negotiate; negotiation; talks; conference; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2129. 坦率 tǎnshuài frank (discussion); blunt; open 5 
2130. 桃 táo peach 5 
2131. 逃 táo to escape; to run away; to flee 5 
2132. 套 tào cover; sheath; to encase; a case; to overlap; to interleave; 
bend (of a river or mountain range, in place names); 
harness; classifier for sets, collections; tau (Greek letter Ττ) 
5 
2133. 逃ㆱ táobì to escape; to evade; to avoid; to shirk 5 
2134. 疼爱 téng'ài to love dearly 5 
2135. 特特 tèshū special; particular; unusual; extraordinary 5 
2136. 特意 tèyì specially; intentionally 5 
2137. 特特 tèzhēng characteristic; diagnostic property; distinctive feature; trait 5 
2138. ឭ tí to carry; to lift; to raise 5 
2139. 身积 tǐ jī volume; bulk; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2140. 身䌈 tǐ tiē considerate (of other people's needs) 5 
2141. 今空 tiānkōng sky 5 
2142. ↰田 tiányě field; open land; CL:片[pian4] 5 
2143. 今真 tiānzhēn naive; innocent; artless 5 
2144. 皮调  tiáopí naughty; mischievous; unruly 5 
2145. 挑战 tiǎozhàn challenge 5 
2146. 整调  tiáozhěng adjustment; revision; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2147. ឭ提 tíchàng to promote; to advocate 5 
2148. ឭ㒆 tígāng the key point; outline 5 
2149. 身ળ tǐhuì know (through learning or by experience); CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2150. 目乬  tímù subject; title; topic; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2151. ឭ䯂 tíwèn to question; to quiz; to grill 5 
2152. 身⦄ tǐxiàn to embody; to reflect; to incarnate 5 
2153. 身经 tǐyàn to experience for oneself 5 
2154. 铜 tóng copper (chemistry); see also 紅紅|红铜[hong2 tong2]; 
CL:塊|块[kuai4] 
5 
2155. 普非 tōngcháng regular; usual; ordinary; normal 5 
2156. 痛⧰ tòngkǔ pain; suffering; painful; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
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2157. 痛快 tòngkuài overjoyed; delighted; happily; heartily; enjoying; also pr. 
tong4 kuai5 
5 
2158. หᯊ tóngshí at the same time; simultaneously 5 
2159. 普䆃 tōngxùn communications; a news story (e.g. dispatched over the 
wire); CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
2160. ৻传  tǒngyī to unify; to unite; to integrate 5 
2161. ᴦ传  tǒngzhì to rule (a country); to govern; rule; regime 5 
2162. ㅘ᣿ tòumíng transparent; open (non-secretive) 5 
2163. ᛩ资 tóuzī investment; to invest 5 
2164. ฯ tù to vomit; to throw up 5 
2165. 团 tuán regiment; round; circular; group; society 5 
2166. 突಴ tūchū prominent; outstanding; to give prominence to; to protrude; 
to project 
5 
2167. 土地 tǔdì land; territory; soil; local god; Lar; genius loci; 
CL:片[pian4] 
5 
2168. 土豆 tǔdòu potato; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2169. ㅌ tuì retreat; to decline; to move back; to withdraw 5 
2170. ㅌ? tuìbù degenerate; regress 5 
2171. ផㄉ tuīcí to decline (an appointment, invitation etc) 5 
2172. ផ广 tuīguǎng to extend; to spread; to popularize; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2173. ផ推 tuījiàn to recommend; recommendation 5 
2174. ㅌભ tuìxiū retirement (from work) 5 
2175. 兔杯 tùzi hare; rabbit; CL:隻|ด[zhi1] 5 
2176. 歪 wāi askew; at a crooked angle; devious; noxious 5 
2177. 外交 wàijiāo diplomacy; diplomatic; foreign affairs; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2178. 拐 wān bend; bent; CL:道[dao4] 5 
2179. 往往 wǎngfǎn to go back and forth; to go to and fro 5 
2180. 王杯 wángzǐ prince; son of a king 5 
2181. 玩工 wánjù plaything; toy 5 
2182. 完美 wánměi perfect; perfection; perfectly 5 
2183. 完改 wánshàn perfect; to make perfect; to improve 5 
2184. ৻ਁ wànyī just in case; if by any chance; contingency 5 
2185. 完整 wánzhěng complete; intact 5 
2186. 胃 wèi stomach; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2187. የ尾 wěiba tail 5 
2188. 未必 wèibì not necessarily; maybe not 5 
2189. 大ӳ  wěidà great; mighty; large 5 
2190. ෻䖱  wéifǎn to violate (a law) 5 
2191. 危ኂ wēihài to jeopardize; to harm; to endanger; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2192. 㓈ᡸ wéihù to defend; to safeguard; to protect; to uphold; to maintain 5 
2193. 毛围  wéijīn scarf; shawl; CL:條|᧦[tiao2] 5 
2194. 未来 wèilái future; tomorrow; approaching; coming; pending; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
2195. ᆔ委 wěiqu to feel wronged; to nurse a grievance; to cause sb to feel 
wronged 
5 
2196. 围绕 wéirào to revolve around; to center on (an issue) 5 
2197. 先卫 间 wèishēngjiān bathroom; toilet; WC; CL:間|间[jian1] 5 
2198. ᆔ摩 wěituō to entrust; to trust; to commission 5 
2199. 稍笑 wēixiào smile; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
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2200. 威胁 wēixié to threaten; to menace 5 
2201. ໑৻ wéiyī only; sole 5 
2202. ૏位 wèizhì position; place; seat; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2203. 闻 wén to hear; news; well-known; famous; reputation; fame; to 
smell; to sniff at; surname Wen 
5 
2204. ่ wěn kiss; mouth 5 
2205. 决稳  wěndìng steady; stable; stability; to stabilize; to pacify 5 
2206. ୥䯂  wènhòu to give one's respects; to send a greeting 5 
2207. 開ઙ wénjiàn document; file; CL:份[fen4] 5 
2208. 開工 wénjù stationery; item of stationery (pen, pencil, eraser, pencil 
sharpener etc) 
5 
2209. 開᣿ wénmíng civilized; civilization; culture; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2210. 温ᥦ wēnnuǎn warm 5 
2211. 温温 wēnróu gentle and soft; tender 5 
2212. 開同 wénxué literature; CL:種|种[zhong3] 5 
2213. 教卧  wòshì bedroom; CL:間|间[jian1] 5 
2214. 雾 wù fog; mist; CL:႐|场[chang2],㒯|䰉[zhen4] 5 
2215. 物理 wùlǐ physics; physical 5 
2216. 无无 wúnài without choice; for lack of better option; grudgingly; willy-
nilly; nolens volens; abbr. for 無น无任|无น无任[wu2 ke3 
nai4 he2] 
5 
2217. 武充 wǔqì weapon; arms; CL:種|种[zhong3] 5 
2218. 无数 wúshù countless; numberless; innumerable 5 
2219. 武术 wǔshù military skill or technique (in former times); all kinds of 
martial art sports (some claiming spiritual development); 
self-defense; tradition of choreographed fights from opera 
and film (recent usage); also called kungfu 成丈; 
CL:種|种[zhong3] 
5 
2220. 物䋼 wùzhì matter; substance; material; materialistic; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2221. ደ杯 wūzi house; room; CL:間|间[jian1] 5 
2222. 没 xì to connect; to relate to; to tie up; to bind; to be (literary) 5 
2223. 戏剧 xì jù drama; play; theater 5 
2224. 信休 xì nxī information; news; message 5 
2225. 吓 xià to frighten; to scare; to intimidate; to threaten 5 
2226. 瞎 xiā blind; groundlessly; foolishly; to no purpose 5 
2227. 县 xiàn county, PRC administrative division below prefecture 
地地|地඙[di4 qu4]; CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
2228. ᓧ显  xiǎnde to seem; to look; to appear 5 
2229. 乍 xiàng neck; sum; funds 5 
2230. 相处 xiāngchǔ get along with each other 5 
2231. 相当 xiāngdāng equivalent to; appropriate; considerably; to a certain 
extent; fairly 
5 
2232. 相对 xiāngduì relatively; opposite; to resist; to oppose; relative; vis-a-vis 5 
2233. 相݇  xiāngguān interrelated; correlation; dependence; relevance; mutuality 5 
2234. 乍项 xiàngliàn necklace 5 
2235. 目乍  xiàngmù item; project; sports event; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2236. 想概 xiǎngniàn miss; remember with longing; long to see again 5 
2237. 橡皮 xiàngpí rubber; an eraser; CL:塊|块[kuai4] 5 
2238. 印象 xiàngqí Chinese chess; CL:副[fu4] 5 
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2239. 享接 xiǎngshòu to enjoy; to live it up; pleasure; CL:種|种[zhong3] 5 
2240. 相似 xiāngsì to resemble; similar; like; resemblance; similarity 5 
2241. 想印 xiǎngxiàng to imagine; to fancy; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2242. 印特 xiàngzhēng emblem; symbol; token; badge; to symbolize; to signify; to 
stand for 
5 
2243. 金⦄  xiànjīn cash 5 
2244. 当显  xiǎnrán clear; evident; obvious(ly) 5 
2245. ⦄实 xiànshí reality; actuality; real; actual; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2246. 表显  xiǎnshì to show; to illustrate; to display; to demonstrate 5 
2247. 印⦄  xiànxiàng appearance; phenomenon; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2248. 鲜鲜 xiānyàn bright-colored; gaily-colored 5 
2249. 小ล xiǎochī snack; refreshments; CL:家[jia1] 5 
2250. 消䌍 xiāofèi to consume; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2251. 消ൻ xiāohuà digest; digestion; digestive 5 
2252. 小લ杯 xiǎohuǒzi lad; young fellow; youngster; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2253. 效率 xiàolǜ efficiency 5 
2254. 小麦 xiǎomài wheat; CL:粒[li4] 5 
2255. 消灭 xiāomiè to put an end to; to annihilate; to cause to perish; to perish; 
annihilation (in quantum field theory) 
5 
2256. 小不 xiǎoqi stingy; petty; miserly; narrow-minded 5 
2257. 消失 xiāoshī to disappear; to fade away 5 
2258. ໐䫔  xiāoshòu to sell; market; sales 5 
2259. 孝乎 xiàoshun filial piety; to be obedient to one's parents 5 
2260. 小偷 xiǎotōu thief 5 
2261. ਅ载 xiàzài to download; also pr. xia4 zai4 5 
2262. 斜 xié inclined; slanting; oblique; tilting 5 
2263. 歇 xiē to rest 5 
2264. ण调 xiétiáo to coordinate; to harmonize; negotiation 5 
2265. 详节 xìjié details; particulars 5 
2266. 信封 xìnfēng envelope; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2267. 形ᚑ xíngchéng to form; to take shape 5 
2268. 自动 xíngdòng operation; action; to move; mobile; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2269. 幸? xìngkuī fortunately; luckily 5 
2270. 自人 xíngrén pedestrian; traveler on foot; passer-by; official responsible 
for arranging audiences with the emperor 
5 
2271. 形容 xíngróng to describe; description; appearance; look 5 
2272. 形正 xíngshì form; shape; situation; circumstance; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2273. 形趋 xíngshì circumstances; situation; terrain; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2274. 自为 xíngwéi action; conduct; behavior; activity 5 
2275. 形印 xíngxiàng image; form; figure; CL:個|个[ge4]; visualization; vivid 5 
2276. 幸ㄬ xìngyùn fortunate; lucky; fortune; luck 5 
2277. 性䋼 xìngzhì nature; characteristic; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2278. 形形 xíngzhuàng form; shape; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2279. 信ภ xìnhào signal 5 
2280. 担理 xīnlǐ mental; psychological 5 
2281. 欣赏 xīnshǎng to appreciate; to enjoy; to admire 5 
2282. 担脏 xīnzàng heart; CL:顆|乫[ke1],個|个[ge4] 5 
2283. 胸 xiōng chest; bosom; heart; mind; thorax 5 
2284. ఱ弟 xiōngdì older and younger brother; brothers; brotherly; fraternal; 5 
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CL:個|个[ge4] 
2285. 雄ӳ xióngwěi grand; imposing; magnificent; majestic 5 
2286. 收ๆ xīshōu to absorb; to assimilate; to ingest 5 
2287. 没传 xìtǒng system; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2288. 改ୃ xiūgǎi to amend; to alter; to modify 5 
2289. ભ闲 xiūxián leisure; relaxation; not working; idle 5 
2290. 宣布 xuānbù to declare; to announce; to proclaim 5 
2291. 宣Ӵ xuānchuán to disseminate; to give publicity to; propaganda; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
2292. 选В xuǎnjǔ to elect; election; CL:ᰴ[ci4],個|个[ge4] 5 
2293. 同星 xuéqī term; semester; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2294. 同术 xuéshù learning; science; academic; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2295. 同䯂 xuéwen learning; knowledge; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2296. 䆁㒗 xùnliàn to train; to drill; training; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2297. ㄦ速 xùnsù rapid; speedy; fast 5 
2298. 询䯂 xúnwèn to inquire 5 
2299. ᛙᇏ  xúnzhǎo to seek; to look for 5 
2300. 叙叙 xùshù to relate (a story or information); to tell or talk about; to 
recount; narration; telling; narrative; account 
5 
2301. 虚担 xūxīn modest 5 
2302. 延长 yáncháng to prolong; to extend; to delay 5 
2303. 痒 yǎng to itch; to tickle 5 
2304. 正么  yàngshì type; style 5 
2305. 太บ yángtái balcony; porch 5 
2306. ኃળ yànhuì banquet; feast; dinner party; CL:出[xi2],個|个[ge4] 5 
2307. 严严 yánsù solemn; solemnity 5 
2308. ᨛ yáo shake; to rock 5 
2309. 咬 yǎo to bite; to nip 5 
2310. 腰 yāo waist; lower back; pocket; middle; loins 5 
2311. 要ਇ yàobù otherwise; or; or else; how about...? (one choice or the 
other); either this, or else... 
5 
2312. 要是 yàoshi if 5 
2313. 夜 yè night 5 
2314. 液身 yètǐ liquid 5 
2315. Ϯ务 yèwù business; profession; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2316. 多Ϯ  yèyú spare time; amateur; extra-curricular 5 
2317. ਸ yǐ second of 10 heavenly stems 十今干; second in order; letter 
"or roman "II" in list "A, B, C", or "I, II, III" etc; second 
party (in legal contract, usually ਸ北|ਸ北[yi3 fang1], as 
opposed to ↲北|↲北[jia3 fang1]); ethyl; bent; winding; 
radical in Chinese characters (Kangxi radical 5))o 
5 
2318. 可෸ yǐ jí as well as; too; and 5 
2319. 可来 yǐ lái since (a previous event) 5 
2320. 意Н yì yì meaning; significance; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2321. ৻ 杯䕜  yíbèizi (for) a lifetime 5 
2322. ৻一 yídàn in case (sth happens); if; once (sth happens, then...); when; 
in a short time; in one day 
5 
2323. 移动 yídòng to move; movement; migration; mobile; portable 5 
2324. 憾遗  yíhàn regret; pity; sorry 5 
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2325. ৻路水安 yílù píng'ān to have a pleasant journey; Bon voyage! 5 
2326. 䆂讨 yìlùn to comment; to talk about; to discuss; discussion; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
2327. 移民 yímín to immigrate; to migrate; emigrant; immigrant 5 
2328. 银 yín silver; silver-colored; relating to money or currency 5 
2329. 因⠰ yīn'ér therefore; as a result; thus; and as a result, ... 5 
2330. 硬币 yìngbì a coin; CL:枚[mei2] 5 
2331. 付应  yìngfu to deal with; to cope 5 
2332. 硬ઙ yìngjiàn hardware 5 
2333. 迎接 yíngjiē to meet; to welcome; to greet 5 
2334. 英英 yīngjùn handsome 5 
2335. 招应  yìngpìn to accept a job offer; to apply for an advertised position 5 
2336. 英雄 yīngxióng hero; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2337. 经养 yíngyǎng nutrition; nourishment; CL:種|种[zhong3] 5 
2338. 经Ϯ yíngyè to do business; to trade 5 
2339. ↪应  yìngyòng to use; to apply; application; applicable 5 
2340. 影杯 yǐngzi shadow; reflection; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2341. 因朴 yīnsù element; factor; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2342. 依当 yīrán still; as before 5 
2343. 意外 yìwài unexpected; accident; mishap; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2344. 疑䯂 yíwèn a question; sth not understood; to query; interrogative 
(gramm.); CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
2345. Н务 yìwù duty; obligation; commitment; volunteer duty; 
CL:項|乍[xiang4]; mandatory; voluntary 
5 
2346. ৻致 yízhì unanimous; identical (views or opinions) 5 
2347. 抱ᢹ  yōngbào to embrace; to hug 5 
2348. ᢹ拥 yōngjǐ to crowd 5 
2349. 勇不 yǒngqì courage; valor 5 
2350. ↪途 yòngtú use; application 5 
2351. ᐜ儿公 yòu'éryuán kindergarten; nursery school 5 
2352. 惠优  yōuhuì preferential; favorable 5 
2353. 悠久 yōujiǔ established; long 5 
2354. ዪ电  yóujú post office; CL:家[jia1],個|个[ge4] 5 
2355. 浏᷿ yóulǎn to go sight-seeing; to tour; to visit; CL:ᰴ[ci4] 5 
2356. ᦭流 yǒulì advantageous; to have advantages; favorable 5 
2357. 美优  yōuměi graceful; fine; elegant 5 
2358. 优趋 yōushì superiority; dominance; advantage 5 
2359. 犹犹 yóuyù to hesitate 5 
2360. 加油 yóuzhá to deep fry 5 
2361. ర一 Yuándàn New Year's Day 5 
2362. 故缘  yuángù reason; cause 5 
2363. 原材 yuánliào raw material; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2364. 愿希 yuànwàng desire; wish; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2365. 原߭  yuánzé principle; doctrine; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2366. 预᡹ yùbào forecast 5 
2367. 预预 yùdìng to place an order; to book ahead 5 
2368. 防预  yùfáng to prevent; to take precautions against; to protect; to guard 
against; precautionary; prophylactic 
5 
2369. 娱乐 yúlè to entertain; to amuse; entertainment; recreation; 5 
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amusement; hobby; fun; joy 
2370. 玉米 yùmǐ corn; maize; CL:粒[li4] 5 
2371. 晕 yūn confused; dizzy; giddy; faint; swoon; lose consciousness; 
pass out 
5 
2372. ㄬ不 yùnqi luck (good or bad) 5 
2373. ㄬ输 yùnshū transport; haulage; transit; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2374. ㄬ↪ yùnyòng to use; to put to use 5 
2375. ਈ其 yǔqí rather than...; 與其|ਈ其 A ਇ如|ਇ如 B (rather than A, better 
to B) 
5 
2376. 不汉  yǔqì tone; manner of speaking; mood; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2377. 宇宇 yǔzhòu universe; cosmos 5 
2378. 灾ኂ zāihài disastrous damage; scourge; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2379. ਃౣ zàisān over and over again; again and again 5 
2380. ᚑ赞  zànchéng approve; endorse 5 
2381. 美赞  zànměi admire; applause; praise; to eulogize 5 
2382. 制ᚑ zàochéng to bring about; to create; to cause 5 
2383. 糟蛋 zāogāo too bad; how terrible; what bad luck; terrible; bad 5 
2384. ߭ zé conjunction used to express contrast with a previous 
sentence or clause; standard; norm; rule; to imitate; to 
follow; then; principle; classifier for written items (such as 
an official statement) 
5 
2385. 负备 zébèi to blame; to criticize sb 5 
2386. 摘 zhāi to take; to borrow; to pick (flowers, fruit etc); to pluck; to 
select; to remove; to take off (glasses, hat etc) 
5 
2387. 涨 zhǎng to rise (of prices, rivers) 5 
2388. 结户 zhànghù a bank account 5 
2389. 鼓握 zhǎngwò to grasp (often fig.); to master; to know well; to understand 
sth well and know how to use it; fluency; to control; to 
seize (initiative, opportunity, destiny) 
5 
2390. 展开 zhǎnkāi to unfold; to carry out; to be in full swing; to launch 5 
2391. 展浏 zhǎnlǎn to put on display; to exhibit; exhibition; show; 
CL:個|个[ge4],ᰴ[ci4] 
5 
2392. ☼䌈 zhāntiē to stick; to affix; to adhere; to paste (as in cut, copy and 
paste) 
5 
2393. 占线 zhànxiàn busy (telephone) 5 
2394. ੎战  zhànzhēng war; conflict; CL:႐|场[chang2],ᰴ[ci4] 5 
2395. 照非 zhàocháng (business etc) as usual 5 
2396. 招待 zhāodài to receive (guests); to entertain; reception 5 
2397. ถ开 zhàokāi to convene (a conference or meeting); to convoke; to call 
together 
5 
2398. 着凉 zháoliáng catch cold 5 
2399. 䰉 zhèn disposition of troops; wave; spate; burst; spell; short period 
of time; classifier for events or states of short duration 
5 
2400. 振动 zhèndòng vibration 5 
2401. 断䆞  zhěnduàn diagnosis; to diagnose 5 
2402. 针对 zhēnduì to be directed against; to be aimed at; to counter; in the 
light of; in connection with 
5 
2403. 正 zhèng upright; centrally located; (of time or figure) exactly; 
correct; (of taste) pure 
5 
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2404. 睁 zhēng to open (eye) 5 
2405. ᡽策 zhèngcè policy; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2406. ᡽政 zhèngfǔ government; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2407. 整个 zhěnggè whole; entire; total 5 
2408. ઙ证  zhèngjiàn paperwork; credentials 5 
2409. 根证  zhèngjù evidence; proof; testimony 5 
2410. ੎讨 zhēnglùn to argue; to debate; to contend; argument; contention; 
controversy; debate; CL:ᰴ[ci4],႐|场[chang3] 
5 
2411. 挣块 zhèngqián to make money 5 
2412. 特要 zhēngqiú to solicit; to seek; to request (opinions, feedback etc); to 
petition 
5 
2413. ੎取 zhēngqǔ to fight for; to strive for; to win over 5 
2414. 整身 zhěngtǐ whole entity; entire body; synthesis; as a whole (situation, 
construction, team etc); global; macrocosm; integral; 
holistic; whole 
5 
2415. ᡽ᴦ zhèngzhì politics; political 5 
2416. 真理 zhēnlǐ truth; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2417. 真实 zhēnshí true; real 5 
2418. 枕头 zhěntou pillow 5 
2419. 珍可 zhēnxī treasure; value; cherish; Taiwan pr. zhen1 xi2 5 
2420. 哲同 zhéxué philosophy; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2421. 一 zhí straight; to straighten; fair and reasonable; frank; 
straightforward; (indicates continuing motion or action); 
vertical; vertical downward stroke in Chinese characters 
5 
2422. 支 zhī to support; to sustain; to erect; to raise; branch; division; to 
draw money; surname Zhi; classifier for rods such as pens 
and guns, for army divisions and for songs or 
compositions; watt, classifier for power of light bulbs 
5 
2423. 秩序 zhì xù order (orderly); order (sequence); social order; the state (of 
society); CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
2424. 甚于 zhì yú as for; as to; to go so far as to 5 
2425. 指ᇐ zhǐdǎo to guide; to give directions; to direct; to coach; guidance; 
tuition; CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
2426. 限决 zhìdìng to draw up; to formulate 5 
2427. 限速 zhìdù system (e.g. political, adminstrative etc); institution; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
2428. 智智 zhìhuì wisdom; knowledge; intelligent; intelligence 5 
2429. 指发 zhǐhuī to conduct; to command; to direct; conductor (of an 
orchestra); CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
2430. 甚੹ zhìjīn until now 5 
2431. ᴦ疗 zhìliáo to treat; to cure; medical treatment; cure 5 
2432. 支票 zhīpiào check (bank); cheque; CL:本[ben3] 5 
2433. 自执  zhíxíng implement; carry out; to execute; to run 5 
2434. ᔒ愿或 zhìyuànzhě volunteer 5 
2435. 照执  zhízhào a license; a permit 5 
2436. 限工 zhìzuò make; manufacture 5 
2437. ㊀ zhòng heavy; serious 5 
2438. 䩳 zhōng clock; o'clock; time as measured in hours and minutes; 
bell; CL:架[jia4],座[zuo4] 
5 
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2439. 中੺ zhōngjiè to act as intermediary; to link; intermediate; inter-; agency; 
agent 
5 
2440. ㊀商 zhòngliàng weight; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2441. 中担 zhōngxīn center; heart; core; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2442. 中旬 zhōngxún middle third of a month 5 
2443. 周到 zhōudào thoughtful; considerate; attentive; thorough 5 
2444. 煮 zhǔ to cook; to boil 5 
2445. 抓紧 zhuājǐn to grasp firmly; to pay special attention to; to rush in; to 
make the most of 
5 
2446. 转变 zhuǎnbiàn change; transform; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2447. 安 zhuāng adornment; to adorn; dress; clothing; costume (of an actor 
in a play); to play a role; to pretend; to install; to fix; to 
wrap (sth in a bag); to load; to pack 
5 
2448. 告转  zhuǎngào to pass on; to communicate; to transmit 5 
2449. 形情 zhuàngkuàng condition; state; situation; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2450. 安佄 zhuāngshì to decorate; decoration; decorative; ornamental 5 
2451. 形ᗕ zhuàngtài state of affairs; state; mode; situation; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2452. 家专  zhuānjiā expert; specialist; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2453. 担专  zhuānxīn to concentrate; absorption; concentration; engrossed 5 
2454. ㅙ? zhúbù progressively; step by step 5 
2455. 注ౢ  zhùcè to register; to enroll 5 
2456. 主ᜬ zhǔchí to take charge of; to manage or direct; to preside over; to 
uphold; to stand for (eg justice); to host (a TV or radio 
program etc) 
5 
2457. 祝幸 zhùfú blessings; wish well 5 
2458. བྷ嘱 zhǔfù to tell; to exhort; injunction 5 
2459. 主㾖 zhǔguān subjective 5 
2460. 追要 zhuīqiú to pursue (a goal etc) stubbornly; to seek after; to woo 5 
2461. 主人 zhǔrén master; host; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2462. 主出 zhǔxí chairperson; premier; chairman; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4] 5 
2463. 主张 zhǔzhāng to advocate; to stand for; view; position; stand; 
proposition; viewpoint; assertion; CL:個|个[ge4] 
5 
2464. 竹杯 zhúzi bamboo; CL:棵[ke1],支[zhi1],ᩮ[gen1] 5 
2465. 紫 zǐ purple; violet; amethyst; Lithospermum erythrorhizon 
(flowering plant whose root provides red purple dye); 
Japanese: murasaki 
5 
2466. 自⑳ zì sī selfish; selfishness 5 
2467. 自信 zì xì n confidence; self-confidence 5 
2468. 自੼ zìcóng since (a time); ever since 5 
2469. 自动 zìdòng automatic; voluntarily 5 
2470. 表资  zīgé qualifications 5 
2471. 自豪 zìháo (feel a sense of) pride; to be proud of sth (in a good way) 5 
2472. 金资  zījīn funds; funding; capital 5 
2473. 自觉 zìjué conscious; aware; on one's own initiative; conscientious 5 
2474. 材资  zīliào material; resources; data; information; profile (Internet); 
CL:份[fen4],個|个[ge4] 
5 
2475. 名幕 zìmù caption; subtitle 5 
2476. 姿趋 zīshì posture; position 5 
2477. 咨询 zīxún to consult; to seek advice; consultation; (sales) inquiry 5 
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(formal) 
2478. 自↱ zìyóu freedom; free; liberty; CL:個|个[ge4] 5 
2479. 自愿 zìyuàn voluntary 5 
2480. 能资  zīyuán natural resource (such as water or minerals); resource 
(such as manpower or tourism) 
5 
2481. 裁总  zǒngcái chairman; director-general (of a company etc) 5 
2482. 公总  zǒnggòng altogether; in sum; in all; in total 5 
2483. 符综  zōnghé comprehensive; composite; synthesized; to sum up; to 
integrate; to synthesize 
5 
2484. ቬ教 zōngjiào religion 5 
2485. 理总  zǒnglǐ premier; prime minister; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4],ฬ[ming2] 5 
2486. 打总  zǒngsuàn at long last; finally; on the whole 5 
2487. 总传 zǒngtǒng president (of a country); 
CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4],ฬ[ming2],ይ|ዯ[jie4] 
5 
2488. 分总  zǒngzhī in a word; in short; in brief 5 
2489. 祖中 zǔguó ancestral land CL:個|个[ge4]; homeland; used for PRC 5 
2490. 符㒘  zǔhé to assemble; combination; combinatorial 5 
2491. 醉 zuì intoxicated 5 
2492. 最初 zuìchū first; primary; initial 5 
2493. ⟋罪 zuìfàn criminal 5 
2494. 尊敬 zūnjìng respect; to revere 5 
2495. 遵遵 zūnshǒu to comply with; to abide by; to respect (an agreement) 5 
2496. 工食 zuòpǐn work (of art); opus; CL:部[bu4],篇[pian1] 5 
2497. 工为 zuòwéi one's conduct; deed; activity; accomplishment; 
achievement; to act as; as (in the capacity of); qua; to view 
as; to look upon (sth as); to take sth to be 
5 
2498. 工開 zuòwén to write an essay; composition (student essay); 
CL:篇[pian1] 
5 
2499. 祖వ zǔxiān ancestor; forebears 5 
2500. 阻禁 zǔzhǐ to prevent; to block 5 
2501. 挨 ái to suffer from; to endure; to tide over (a difficult period); 
to delay 
6 
2502. ਇ 手爱 释  àibúshìshǒu to love sth too much to part with it (idiom); to fondle 
admiringly 
6 
2503. 戴爱  àidài to love and respect; love and respect 6 
2504. ᤒ暧  àimèi vague; ambiguous; equivocal; dubious 6 
2505. 哎哟 āiyō hey; ow; ouch; interjection of pain or surprise 6 
2506. 癌癌 áizhèng cancer 6 
2507. 昂䌉 ángguì expensive; costly 6 
2508. 答ઙ ànjiàn law case; legal case; judicial case; 
CL:ቬ[zong1],樁|ḽ[zhuang1],不[qi3] 
6 
2509. 安ዬ乐Ϯ ānjū-lèyè live in peace and work happily (idiom) 6 
2510. 答例 ànlì case (law); CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
2511. 按摩 ànmó massage 6 
2512. 安宁 ānníng peaceful; tranquil; calm; composed 6 
2513. ᥧ表 ànshì to hint; to suggest; suggestion; a hint 6 
2514. 安䆺 ānxiáng serene 6 
2515. 安位 ānzhì find a place for; help settle down; arrange for; to get into 
bed; placement 
6 
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2516. 熬 áo (of cooking) to boil for a long time; to endure; to suffer 6 
2517. 奥秘 àomì profound; deep; a mystery 6 
2518. ಳ凹 āotū bumpy; uneven; slotted and tabbed joint; crenelation 6 
2519. ᛁ bā to hold on to; to cling to; to dig up; to rake; to push aside; 
to climb; to pull out; to strip off 
6 
2520. 疤 bā scar 6 
2521. 尾ਇᓧ bābude to be eager for; to long for; to look forward to 6 
2522. 霸道 bàdào the Way of the Hegemon, abbr. of 霸王分道; despotic rule; 
rule by might; evil as opposed to the Way of the King 王道; 
overbearing; tyranny; (of liquor, medicine etc) strong; 
potent 
6 
2523. Ꮏ罢  bàgōng a strike; to go on strike 6 
2524. 把݇  bǎguān to guard a pass; to check on sth 6 
2525. 掰 bāi to break with both hands 6 
2526. 礼䆓 bàifǎng pay a visit; call on 6 
2527. ⊖分点 bǎifēndiǎn percentage point 6 
2528. တ䋹  bàihuài to ruin; to corrupt; to undermine 6 
2529. 礼年 bàinián pay a New Year call; wish sb a Happy New Year 6 
2530. 礼摩 bàituō request sb to do sth; please! 6 
2531. 脱ᨚ  bǎituō to break away from; to cast off (old ideas etc); to get rid of; 
to break away (from); to break out (of); to free oneself 
from; to extricate oneself 
6 
2532. 尾㒧 bājie to fawn on; to curry favor with; to make up to 6 
2533. ᜐ苗帮长 bámiáo-
zhùzhǎng 
to spoil things through excessive enthusiasm (idiom) 6 
2534. 出本 bǎnběn version; edition; release 6 
2535. 布乕  bānbù to issue; to proclaim; to enact (laws, decrees etc) 6 
2536. 乕发 bānfā issue; promulgate; award 6 
2537. 磅 bàng see 磅磅 scale; platform balance; pound (unit of weight, 
about 454 grams) 
6 
2538. 架㒥  bǎngjià to kidnap; to abduct; to hijack; a kidnapping; abduction; 
staking 
6 
2539. 榜么 bǎngyàng example; model; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
2540. 伙侣 bànlǚ companion; mate; partner 6 
2541. 伙随 bànsuí to accompany; to follow; to occur together with; attendant 6 
2542. 半途⠰ᑳ bàntú'érfèi to give up halfway (idiom); leave sth unfinished 6 
2543. 斑㒍 bānwén stripe; streak 6 
2544. 打表 bànyǎn play the part of; act 6 
2545. ൮包 bāobì shield; harbor; cover up 6 
2546. 酬᡹  bàochou reward; remuneration 6 
2547. 仇᡹  bàochóu to revenge (oneself); to avenge 6 
2548. 回᡹  bàodá to repay; to requite 6 
2549. 到᡹  bàodào report for duty; check in; register 6 
2550. 爆发 bàofā to break out; to erupt; to explode; to burst out 6 
2551. 抱负 bàofù aspiration; ambition 6 
2552. ᡹复 bàofù to make reprisals; to retaliate; revenge; retaliation 6 
2553. ൮包 bāofu cloth-wrapper; a bundle wrapped in cloth; load; weight; 
burden 
6 
2554. 保不 bǎoguǎn to assure; to guarantee; to take care of; to safeguard; 6 
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certainly; surely 
2555. 曝శ bàoguāng exposure (e.g. of photosensitive material); to expose (a 
scandal to the public) 
6 
2556. ๺佅  bǎohé saturation 6 
2557. 桑佅书饱  bǎojīng-
cāngsāng 
having lived through many changes 6 
2558. 暴努 bàolì violence; (use) force; violent 6 
2559. 暴露 bàolù to expose; to reveal; to lay bare 6 
2560. 保密 bǎomì to keep sth confidential; to maintain secrecy 6 
2561. 保保 bǎomǔ nanny; housekeeper 6 
2562. 社᡹  bàoshè general office of a newspaper; newspaper office; 
CL:家[jia1] 
6 
2563. 保遵 bǎoshǒu (politically) conservative; to guard; to keep 6 
2564. 保卫 bǎowèi to defend; to safeguard 6 
2565. ൮围 bāowéi to surround; to encircle; to hem in 6 
2566. ᡹䫔 bàoxiāo submit an expense account; apply for reimbursement; 
write-off; wipe out 
6 
2567. 保养 bǎoyǎng to take good care of (or conserve) one's health; to keep in 
good repair; to maintain; maintenance 
6 
2568. 抱抱 bàoyuàn to complain; to grumble 6 
2569. 爆油 bàozhà explosion; to explode; to blow up; to detonate 6 
2570. 保保 bǎozhàng to ensure; to guarantee; to safeguard 6 
2571. 保㊀ bǎozhòng take care of oneself 6 
2572. ൮安 bāozhuāng pack; package 6 
2573. 把手 bǎshou handle; grip; knob 6 
2574. 把戏 bǎxì acrobatics; jugglery; cheap trick; game 6 
2575. 悲悲 bēi'āi grieved; sorrowful 6 
2576. 卑卑 bēibǐ base; mean; contemptible; despicable 6 
2577. 悲悲 bēicǎn miserable; tragic 6 
2578. 被动 bèidòng passive 6 
2579. 份备  bèifèn backup 6 
2580. 被告 bèigào defendant 6 
2581. ർ极 běijí the North Pole; the Arctic Pole; the north magnetic pole 6 
2582. 壳贝  bèiké shell; conch; cowry; mother of pearl; hard outer skin; 
alternative reading bei4 qiao4, mostly written 
6 
2583. 背背 bèipàn to betray 6 
2584. 背䇉 bèisòng recite; repeat from memory 6 
2585. ᔓ备 记 bèiwànglù memorandum; aide-memoire; memorandum book 6 
2586. 奔奔 bēnbō rush about; be busy running about 6 
2587. 奔偄 bēnchí to run quickly; to travel quickly; to move fast; Mercedes-
Benz, German car make 
6 
2588. 甭 béng need not; (contraction of ਇ and ↪) 6 
2589. 蹦 bèng to jump; to bounce; to hop 6 
2590. ㅆ发 bèngfā to burst out; to gush; to spurt 6 
2591. 崩溃 bēngkuì to collapse; to crumble; to fall apart 6 
2592. 本能 běnnéng instinct 6 
2593. 本块 běnqián capital 6 
2594. 本人 běnrén the person himself; I (humble form used in speeches); 
oneself; myself; in person; personal 
6 
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2595. 本身 běnshēn itself; in itself; per se 6 
2596. 本੐ běnshi ability; skill; source material; original story 6 
2597. 本着 běnzhe based on...; in conformance with..; taking as one's main 
principle 
6 
2598. 笨笨 bènzhuō clumsy; awkward; stupid 6 
2599. 臂 bì arm 6 
2600. 弊生 bì bì ng malady; evil; malpractice; drawback; disadvantage 6 
2601. 必决 bì dì ng be bound to; be sure to 6 
2602. 塞关  bì sè stop up; close up; hard to get to; out of the way; 
inaccessible; unenlightened; blocking 
6 
2603. 碧玉 bì yù jasper 6 
2604. 比喻 bǐ yù metaphor; analogy; figure of speech; figuratively 6 
2605. ᚳ biǎn flat; (old form of character 匾, horizontal tablet with 
inscription) 
6 
2606. 遍布 biànbù to cover the whole (area); to be found throughout 6 
2607. 鞭策 biāncè to spur on; to urge on; to encourage sb (e.g. to make 
progress) 
6 
2608. ૐ䌀  biǎndī to belittle; to disparage; to play down; to demean; to 
degrade; to devalue 
6 
2609. 故变  biàngù an unforeseen event; accident; misfortune 6 
2610. 辩ᡸ biànhù to speak in defense of; to argue in favor of; to defend; to 
plead 
6 
2611. 疆边  biānjiāng border area; borderland; frontier; frontier region 6 
2612. 解辩  biànjiě to explain; to justify; to defend (a point of view etc); to 
provide an explanation; to try to defend oneself 
6 
2613. 世边  biānjiè boundary; border 6 
2614. 境边  biānjìng frontier; border 6 
2615. 便流 biànlì convenient; easy; facilitate 6 
2616. 迁变  biànqiān changes; vicissitudes 6 
2617. 辨䅸 biànrèn to recognize; to identify 6 
2618. 便᧦ biàntiáo (informal) note; CL:張|张[zhang1],個|个[ge4] 6 
2619. 䌀Н biǎnyì derogatory sense; negative connotation 6 
2620. 便于 biànyú easy to; convenient for 6 
2621. 边缘 biānyuán edge; fringe; verge; brink; periphery; marginal; borderline 6 
2622. 辩证 biànzhèng investigate; dialectical 6 
2623. 变䋼 biànzhì to degenerate; to go bad; to deteriorate; metamorphosis 6 
2624. 编组 biānzhī to weave; to knit; to plait; to braid 6 
2625. 杯辫  biànzi plait; braid; pigtail; a mistake or shortcoming that may be 
exploited by an opponent; handle; CL:ᩮ[gen1],條|᧦[tiao2] 
6 
2626. 本标  biāoběn specimen; sample; the root cause and symptoms of a 
disease 
6 
2627. 标䆄 biāojì sign; mark; symbol; to mark up 6 
2628. 手解 biǎojué decide by vote; vote 6 
2629. 升亭  biāoshēng to rise rapidly; to soar 6 
2630. 手ᗕ biǎotài to declare one's position; to say where one stands 6 
2631. 标乬 biāotí title; heading; headline; caption; subject 6 
2632. 手表 biǎozhāng cite (in dispatches); commend 6 
2633. 弊弊 bìduān malpractice; abuse; corrupt practice 6 
2634. 憋 biē to choke; to stifle; to restrain; to hold back; to hold in 6 
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(urine); to hold (one's breath) 
2635. 扭߿  bièniu awkward; difficult; uncomfortable; not agreeing; at 
loggerheads; gauche; awkward (writing or speech) 
6 
2636. 墅߿  biéshù villa; CL:幢[zhuang4],座[zuo4] 6 
2637. 致߿  biézhì unusual; unique 6 
2638. 比北 bǐfang analogy; instance 6 
2639. 冰冰 bīngbáo hail; hailstone; CL:႐|场[chang2],粒[li4] 6 
2640. 并保 bìngcún to exist at the same time; to coexist 6 
2641. 并非 bìngfēi really isn't 6 
2642. 并排 bìngliè to stand side by side; to be juxtaposed 6 
2643. 濒临 bīnlín on the verge of; close to 6 
2644. 逼迫 bīpò to force; to compel; to coerce 6 
2645. 鼻鼻 bítì nasal mucus; snivel 6 
2646. 比㊀ bǐzhòng proportion; specific gravity 6 
2647. ᛂᢼ  bōdǎ to call; to dial 6 
2648. 博大精深 bódà-jīngshēn wide-ranging and profound; broad and deep 6 
2649. 搏斗 bódòu to wrestle; to fight; to struggle 6 
2650. 广᡼ bōfàng to broadcast; to transmit 6 
2651. 奔浪 bōlàng wave 6 
2652. 博 ળ浏  bólǎnhuì exposition; international fair 6 
2653. ષ母 bómǔ wife of father's elder brother; aunt; (polite form of address 
for a woman who is about the age of one's mother); 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
6 
2654. 薄弱 bóruò weak; frail 6 
2655. 奔波波波 bōtāo-xiōngyǒng tumultuous situations 6 
2656. 剥剥 bōxuē to exploit; exploitation 6 
2657. 广种 bōzhòng to sow seeds; sowing; seed 6 
2658. ਇ像电 bú xiànghuà unreasonable; shocking; outrageous 6 
2659. 补赔 bǔcháng compensate; make up 6 
2660. ਇᓧ已 bùdéyǐ act against one's will; have no alternative but to; have to; to 
have no choice; must 
6 
2661. બ?  bùfá pace; (measured) step; march 6 
2662. ਇ妨 bùfáng there is no harm in; might as well 6 
2663. ਇᢓ当 bùgǎndāng lit. I dare not (accept the honor); fig. I don't deserve your 
praise; you flatter me 
6 
2664. 布告 bùgào posting on a bulletin board; notice; bulletin; to announce 6 
2665. ਇ乒 búgù in spite of; regardless of 6 
2666. ਇ禁 bùjīn can't help (doing sth); can't refrain from 6 
2667. 救补  bǔjiù remedy 6 
2668. 布ዪ bùjú arrangement; composition; layout; opening (chess jargon) 6 
2669. ਇ不 bùkān cannot bear; cannot stand; utterly; extremely 6 
2670. ਇน意䆂 bùkě-sīyì inconceivable (idiom); unimaginable; unfathomable 6 
2671. ਇ愧 búkuì be worthy of; deserve to be called; prove oneself to be 6 
2672. ਇ材 búliào unexpectedly; to one's surprise 6 
2673. 哺哺 bǔrǔ breast feeding; to suckle; to nurse 6 
2674. ਇᯊ bùshí frequently; often; at any time 6 
2675. 部部 bùshǔ to dispose; to deploy; deployment 6 
2676. 补䌈 bǔtiē to subsidize; subsidy; allowance 6 
2677. 部૏ bùwèi position; place 6 
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2678. ਇ可 bùxī not stint; not spare; not hesitate (to do sth); not scruple (to 
do sth) 
6 
2679. ਇ相਄ਅ bùxiāng-
shàngxià 
equally matched; about the same 6 
2680. ਇ不৻乒 búxiè-yígù to disdain as beneath contempt 6 
2681. ਇ言⠰喻 bùyán'éryù it goes without saying; it is self-evident 6 
2682. ਇ↱ᓧ bùyóude can't help; cannot but 6 
2683. ਇ 手Ბ选  bùzé-shǒuduàn by fair means or foul; by hook or by crook; unscrupulously 6 
2684. 布位 bùzhì to put in order; to arrange; to decorate; to fix up; to deploy 6 
2685. ਇ禁 bùzhǐ incessantly; without end; more than; not limited to 6 
2686. 捕捕 bǔzhuō to catch; to seize; to capture 6 
2687. 裁缝 cáifeng tailor; dressmaker 6 
2688. 丰䋶  cáifù wealth; riches 6 
2689. ᚽ干 cáigàn ability; competence 6 
2690. 采䌁 cǎigòu to procure (for an enterprise etc); to purchase 6 
2691. 采㓸 cǎijí to gather; to collect; to harvest 6 
2692. 采㒇 cǎinà to accept; to adopt 6 
2693. 裁判 cáipàn judgment; to referee; umpire; judge; referee; 
CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4],ฬ[ming2] 
6 
2694. 精票 cǎipiào the lottery; lottery ticket 6 
2695. 䋶务 cáiwù financial affairs 6 
2696. 裁务 cáiyuán to cut staff; to lay off employees 6 
2697. ᡽䋶  cáizhèng finances (public); financial 6 
2698. 㠅 cāng cabin; the hold of a ship or airplane 6 
2699. ⊕苍  cāngbái pale; wan 6 
2700. 促仓  cāngcù all of a sudden; hurriedly 6 
2701. 仓车 cāngkù depot; storehouse; warehouse 6 
2702. 残残 cánkù cruel; cruelty 6 
2703. 灿烂 cànlàn to glitter; brilliant; splendid 6 
2704. 残留 cánliú to remain; left over; surplus; remnant 6 
2705. 参䇟 cānmóu staff officer; give advice 6 
2706. 残ᔋ cánrěn cruel; mean; merciless; ruthless 6 
2707. 参照 cānzhào to consult a reference; to refer to (another document) 6 
2708. 草答 cǎo'àn draft (legislation, proposal etc) 6 
2709. 操ࢇ cāoláo to work hard; to look after 6 
2710. 操㒗 cāoliàn drill; practice 6 
2711. 草率 cǎoshuài careless; negligent; sloppy; not serious 6 
2712. ང复 cáozá noisy; clamorous 6 
2713. 操纵 cāozòng to operate; to control; to rig; to manipulate 6 
2714. 操工 cāozuò to work; to operate; to manipulate 6 
2715. 策ೄ cèhuà to plot; to scheme; to bring about; to engineer; planning; 
producer; planner 
6 
2716. 商⌟  cèliáng survey; to measure; to gauge; to determine 6 
2717. 策侵 cèlüè tactics; to be tactful 6 
2718. 后ջ  cèmiàn lateral side; side; aspect; profile 6 
2719. ಴ਇ层 穷 céngchū-bùqióng more and more emerge; innumerable succession; breeding 
like flies (idiom) 
6 
2720. ᰴ层  céngcì arrangement of ideas; administrative level; level; stage; 
phase 
6 
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2721. 岔 chà fork in road; bifurcation; branch in road, river, mountain 
range etc; to branch off; to turn off; to diverge; to stray 
(from the path); to change the subject; to interrupt; to 
stagger (times) 
6 
2722. 检获 cháhuò to investigate and capture (a criminal); to ferret out; to hunt 
down and arrest 
6 
2723. 火加 cháiyóu diesel fuel 6 
2724. 差距 chājù disparity; gap 6 
2725. 馋 chán slander; defame; misrepresent; to speak maliciously 6 
2726. ᧔ chān to assist by the arm; to mix; to support; to sustain 6 
2727. ೜那 chànà an instant (Sanskrit: ksana); split second; the twinkling of 
an eye 
6 
2728. ᛪ颤  chàndǒu to shudder; to shiver; to shake; to tremble 6 
2729. 提ᇐ chàngdǎo to advocate; to initiate; to propose; to be a proponent of (an 
idea or school of thought) 
6 
2730. 符场  chǎnghé situation; occasion 6 
2731. 赔䖬 chánghuán to repay; to reimburse 6 
2732. 敞开 chǎngkāi wide open; to open up 6 
2733. 猖狂 chāngkuáng savage; furious 6 
2734. 后场  chǎngmiàn scene; occasion 6 
2735. 非年 chángnián a whole year; average year 6 
2736. 昌昌 chāngshèng prosperous 6 
2737. 尝试 chángshì to try; to attempt; CL:ᰴ[ci4] 6 
2738. ᚲ场  chǎngsuǒ location; place 6 
2739. 普畅  chàngtōng unimpeded; free-flowing; straight path; unclogged; move 
without obstruction 
6 
2740. 非务 chángwù routine; everyday business; daily operation (of a company) 6 
2741. 畅䫔 chàngxiāo best seller; chart-topping 6 
2742. 提䆂 chàngyì to suggest; to initiate; proposal; initiative 6 
2743. 缠绕 chánrào twisting; to twine; to wind; to pester; to bother 6 
2744. 叙阐  chǎnshù to expound (a position); to elaborate (on a topic); to treat (a 
subject) 
6 
2745. 财Ϯ chǎnyè industry; estate; property; industrial 6 
2746. 超㑻 chāojí transcending; high grade; super-; ultra- 6 
2747. 潮交 cháoliú tide; current; trend 6 
2748. 票䩲  chāopiào paper money; a bill (e.g. 100 yuan); 
CL:張|张[zhang1],ᚾ[za1] 
6 
2749. 潮湿 cháoshī damp; moist 6 
2750. མ笑 cháoxiào jeer; mockery; scoff; sneer; make fun of; laugh at 
(derogatory) 
6 
2751. 超越 chāoyuè to surpass; to exceed; to transcend 6 
2752. 异䆻  chàyì flabbergasted; astonished 6 
2753. 沉沉 chéndiàn to settle; to precipitate (solid sediment out of a solution) 6 
2754. 昌 chéng to hold; contain; to ladle; pick up with a utensil 6 
2755. 橙 chéng orange tree; orange (color) 6 
2756. 磅 chèng steelyard; Roman balance; CL:臺|บ[tai2] 6 
2757. ᛚࡲ chéngbàn to undertake; to accept a contract 6 
2758. 城城 chéngbǎo castle; rook (chess piece) 6 
2759. ᛚ൮ chéngbāo to contract; to undertake (a job) 6 
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2760. ᚑ本 chéngběn (manufacturing, production etc) costs 6 
2761. 惩罚 chéngfá penalty; punishment; to punish 6 
2762. 称ภ chēnghào name; term of address; title 6 
2763. ᚑ交 chéngjiāo to complete a contract; to reach a deal 6 
2764. ᛚ䇎 chéngnuò to promise; to undertake to do something; commitment 6 
2765. 澄清 chéngqīng clear (of liquid); limpid; to clarify; to make sth clear; to be 
clear (about the facts) 
6 
2766. ᚑ今 chéngtiān (coll.) all day long; all the time 6 
2767. ਷务务 chéngwùyuán attendant on an airplane, train, boat etc 6 
2768. 呈⦄ chéngxiàn to appear; to emerge; present (a certain appearance); 
demonstrate 
6 
2769. ᚑ效 chéngxiào effect; result 6 
2770. ᚑ担 chéngxīn intentional; deliberate; on purpose 6 
2771. ᚑ务 chéngyuán member 6 
2772. 诚诚 chéngzhì sincere; cordial 6 
2773. 旧陈  chénjiù old-fashioned 6 
2774. 排陈  chénliè to display; to exhibit 6 
2775. 沉闷 chénmèn oppressive (of weather); heavy; depressed; not happy 6 
2776. 叙陈  chénshù an assertion; to declare; to state 6 
2777. 沉意 chénsī contemplate; contemplation; meditation; ponder 6 
2778. 称担如意 chènxīn-rúyì after one's heart (idiom); gratifying and satisfactory; 
everything one could wish 
6 
2779. 沉㊀ chénzhòng heavy; hard; serious; critical 6 
2780. 沉着 chénzhuó steady; calm and collected; not nervous 6 
2781. 撤ㅌ chètuì retreat 6 
2782. 撤䫔 chèxiāo to repeal; to revoke; to undo (computing) 6 
2783. 赤名 chì zì (financial) deficit; red letter 6 
2784. 赤道 chìdào equator (of the earth or astronomical body) 6 
2785. 䖳㓧 chíhuǎn slow; sluggish 6 
2786. ᜬ久 chíjiǔ lasting; enduring; persistent; permanent; protracted; 
endurance; persistence; to last long 
6 
2787. ล⧰ chīkǔ to bear; hardships 6 
2788. ล努 chīlì entail strenuous effort; be a strain 6 
2789. 池池 chítáng pool; pond 6 
2790. 疑䖳  chíyí to hesitate 6 
2791. 崇礼 chóngbài to worship; adoration 6 
2792. ల当 chōngdāng to serve as; to act as; to play the role of 6 
2793. ㊀重 chóngdié to overlap; to superimpose; to telescope; to run together; to 
duplicate; one over another; superposition; an overlap; 
redundancy; reduplication (in Chinese grammar, e.g. 
ᢔᢔ?[san4 san4 bu4] to have a stroll) 
6 
2794. 冲动 chōngdòng impetus; impulse; emotional impulse; impulsive 6 
2795. 崇高 chónggāo majestic; sublime 6 
2796. 冲击 chōngjī an attack; under attack; a shock 6 
2797. 崇敬 chóngjìng to revere; high esteem 6 
2798. ల充 chōngpèi abundant; plentiful; vigorous 6 
2799. ల实 chōngshí rich; substantial; enrich; substantiate 6 
2800. 冲突 chōngtū conflict; to conflict; clash of opposing forces; collision (of 
interests); contention 
6 
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2801. ㊀太节 Chóngyángjié Double Ninth or Yang Festival; 9th day of 9th lunar month 6 
2802. ల踢 chōngzú adequate; sufficient; abundant 6 
2803. 筹备 chóubèi preparations; to get ready for sth 6 
2804. 躇踌  chóuchú to hesitate 6 
2805. 丑恶 chǒu'è ugly; repulsive 6 
2806. ᛽空 chōukòng to find the time to do sth 6 
2807. 稠密 chóumì dense 6 
2808. 串 chuàn to string together; to mix up; to conspire; to rove; bunch or 
cluster; string (computing); classifier for rows or strings 
6 
2809. 船船 chuánbó shipping; boats 6 
2810. 表Ӵ  chuándá to pass on; to convey; to relay; to transmit; transmission 6 
2811. Ӵऩ chuándān leaflet; flier; pamphlet 6 
2812. 起ऩ chuángdān sheet; CL:條|᧦[tiao2],ઙ[jian4],張|张[zhang1],起[chuang2] 6 
2813. 成߯ chuànglì to found; establish; originate 6 
2814. ᣂ߯ chuàngxīn innovation; to bring forth new ideas; to blaze new trails 6 
2815. Ϯ߯ chuàngyè to begin an undertaking; to start a major task; to initiate; to 
venture; venture 
6 
2816. 工߯ chuàngzuò to create; to produce; to write; creative work; creation; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
6 
2817. Ꮉ交ਇ休 chuānliú-bùxī the stream flows without stopping (idiom); unending flow 6 
2818. 喘不 chuǎnqì to breathe deeply; to pant 6 
2819. 教Ӵ  chuánshòu to impart; to pass on; to teach 6 
2820. 穿越 chuānyuè to pass through; to cross; to overcome 6 
2821. 储备 chǔbèi reserves; to store up 6 
2822. 初? chūbù initial; preliminary; tentative 6 
2823. 保储  chǔcún stockpile; to store; to stockpile; storage 6 
2824. 接罪 chùfàn offend 6 
2825. 分处  chǔfèn to discipline sb; to punish; disciplinary action; to deal with 
(a matter); CL:個|个[ge4] 
6 
2826. 锤 chuí hammer; to hammer into shape; weight (e.g. of a steelyard 
or balance) 
6 
2827. 牛็ chuīniú to brag; to chat (dialect) 6 
2828. 吹็ chuīpěng to flatter; to laud sb's accomplishments; adulation 6 
2829. 一ု chuízhí perpendicular; vertical 6 
2830. 境处  chǔjìng plight; unfavorable situation 6 
2831. ಴路 chūlù a way out (of a difficulty etc) 6 
2832. ಴प chūmài to offer for sale; to sell; to sell out or betray 6 
2833. 粹单  chúncuì purely 6 
2834. 单纯 chúnjié pure; clean and honest; to purify 6 
2835. ಴精 chūshén entranced; Trance (music genre) 6 
2836. ಴身 chūshēn family background; class origin 6 
2837. ಴休 chūxi promise; prospects; future 6 
2838. 蓄储  chǔxù to deposit money; to save; savings 6 
2839. ಴海相 chūyángxiàng to make a fool of oneself 6 
2840. 位处  chǔzhì to handle; to take care of; to punish 6 
2841. ೝ cì thorn; splinter; to stab; to pierce; to prick 6 
2842. ᰴ食 cì pǐ n substandard products; defective; seconds 6 
2843. ᰴ序 cì xù sequence; order 6 
2844. 伺୥ cìhou to serve; to act as a valet 6 
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2845. 词汇 cíhuì vocabulary; list of words (e.g. for language teaching 
purposes) 
6 
2846. 慈慈 cíxiáng kindly; benevolent (often of older person) 6 
2847. 雌雄 cíxióng male and female 6 
2848. ϯ cóng cluster; collection; collection of books; thicket 6 
2849. ੼容ਇ迫 cóngróng-búpò calm; unruffled 6 
2850. 凑符 còuhe to bring together; to make do in a bad situation; to just get 
by; to improvise; passable; not too bad 
6 
2851. ば cuàn to flee; to scuttle; to exile or banish; to amend or edit 6 
2852. 摧残 cuīcán to ravage; to ruin 6 
2853. 干弱 cuìruò weak; frail 6 
2854. ☻鲁 cūlǔ crude; coarse; rough 6 
2855. 搓 cuō to rub or roll between the hands or fingers; to twist 6 
2856. 磋商 cuōshāng to consult; to discuss seriously; to negotiate; to confer; 
negotiations; consultations 
6 
2857. ᝂ打 cuòzhé setback; reverse; check; defeat; frustration; 
disappointment; to frustrate; to discourage; to set sb back; 
to blunt; to subdue 
6 
2858. ៞ dā to put up; to build (scaffolding); to hang (clothes on a 
pole); to connect; to join; to arrange in pairs; to match; to 
add; to throw in (resources); to take (boat, train) 
6 
2859. ᛂቭ公 dǎ guānsi to file a lawsuit; to sue; to dispute 6 
2860. ᛂ൮ dǎbāo to wrap; to pack; to ask for a doggy bag (at a restaurant) 6 
2861. 回辩 dábiàn to reply (to an accusation) 6 
2862. 大ਇ了 dàbuliǎo at worst; if worst comes to worst; serious; alarming 6 
2863. 大大 dàchén minister (of a monarchy) 6 
2864. 表ᚑ dáchéng to reach (an agreement); to accomplish 6 
2865. ៞高 dādàng to cooperate; partner 6 
2866. 回复 dáfù to answer; to reply; Reply to: (in email header) 6 
2867. 大લ儿 dàhuǒr everybody; everyone; we all 6 
2868. 逮捕 dàibǔ to arrest; to apprehend; an arrest 6 
2869. 代ચ dàijià price; cost; consideration (in share dealing) 6 
2870. 代理 dàilǐ to act on behalf of sb in a responsible position; to act as an 
agent or proxy; surrogate 
6 
2871. 带乚 dàilǐng to guide; to lead 6 
2872. 怠慢 dàimàn to slight; to neglect 6 
2873. 歹歹 dǎitú evil-doer; malefactor; gangster; hoodlum 6 
2874. ᛂ击 dǎjī to hit; to strike; to attack; to crack down on sth; a setback; 
a blow; percussion (music) 
6 
2875. ᛂ架 dǎjià to fight; to scuffle; to come to blows; CL:႐|场[chang2] 6 
2876. ᛂ商 dǎliang to size sb up; to take measure of; to suppose; to reckon 6 
2877. ᛂ猎 dǎliè to go hunting 6 
2878. 蛋⊕䋼 dànbáizhì protein 6 
2879. ᜂ保 dānbǎo to guarantee; to vouch for 6 
2880. 辰诞  dànchén birthday 6 
2881. 党 dǎng party; association; club; society; surname Dang; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
6 
2882. 高答 dàng'àn file; record; archive; Taiwan pr. dang3 an4 6 
2883. 当场 dāngchǎng at the scene; on the spot 6 
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2884. 当初 dāngchū at that time; originally 6 
2885. 高ᰴ dàngcì grade; class; quality; level 6 
2886. 当后 dāngmiàn to sb's face; in sb's presence 6 
2887. 当前 dāngqián current; today's; modern; present; to be facing (us) 6 
2888. 当੐人 dāngshìrén persons involved or implicated; party (to an affair) 6 
2889. 当 分着务  dāngwùzhījí top priority job; matter of vital importance 6 
2890. 当担 dāngxīn to take care; to look out 6 
2891. 当选 dāngxuǎn be elected 6 
2892. 淡ቄ dànjì off season; slow business season; (see also 旺ቄ) 6 
2893. 胆胆 dǎnqiè timid; cowardly 6 
2894. 先诞  dànshēng to be born 6 
2895. 淡水 dànshuǐ potable water (water with low salt content); fresh water 6 
2896. 倒关 dǎobì to go bankrupt; to close down 6 
2897. ᇐ弹 dǎodàn guided missile; cruise missile; missile; CL:枚[mei2] 6 
2898. 稻稻 dàogǔ rice crops 6 
2899. 航ᇐ  dǎoháng navigation 6 
2900. 乱ᤷ  dǎoluàn to disturb; to look for trouble; to stir up a row; to bother sb 
intentionally 
6 
2901. ⋑盗 dàoqiè to steal 6 
2902. ะᇐ  dǎoxiàng to be oriented towards; orientation 6 
2903. 岛岛 dǎoyǔ islands 6 
2904. ៞分 dāpèi to pair up; to match; to arrange in pairs; to add sth into a 
group 
6 
2905. 大大 dàshà large building; edifice; mansion; CL:座[zuo4] 6 
2906. 大大 dàsì wantonly; without restraint (of enemy or malefactor); 
unbridled 
6 
2907. 大身 dàtǐ in general; more or less; in rough terms; basically; on the 
whole 
6 
2908. 大意 dàyi general idea; main idea 6 
2909. ᛂ打 dǎzhàng to fight a battle; to go to war 6 
2910. 大致 dàzhì more or less; roughly; approximately 6 
2911. ᓧਇ 失赔  débùchángshī (saying) the gains do not make up for the losses 6 
2912. ᓧ努 délì able; capable; competent; efficient 6 
2913. 瞪 dèng to open (one's eyes) wide; to stare at; to glare at 6 
2914. 蹬 dēng to tread on; to step on 6 
2915. 等㑻 děngjí degree; rate 6 
2916. Ἦ笼 dēnglong lantern 6 
2917. ⊓䰚 dēnglù to land; to come ashore; to make landfall (of typhoon etc); 
to log in 
6 
2918. ⊓记 dēnglù to register; to login 6 
2919. ᓧ今⁛厚 détiān-dúhòu (of an area) rich in resources; (of a person) gifted or able 
(idiom) 
6 
2920. ᓧ⟋ dézuì to commit an offense; to violate the law; excuse me! 
(formal); see also ᓧ⟋|ᓧ⟋[de2 zui5] 
6 
2921. 地趋 dì shì terrain; topography relief 6 
2922. 地䋼 dì zhì geology 6 
2923. 抵限 dǐ zhì to resit; to boycott; to refuse (to cooperate); to reject; 
resistance; refusal 
6 
2924. 垫 diàn pad; cushion; mat 6 
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2925. 簸颠  diānbǒ to shake; to jolt; to bump 6 
2926. 倒颠  diāndǎo to turn upside-down; to reverse; back-to-front; confused; 
deranged; crazy 
6 
2927. 奠决 diàndìng to establish; to fix; to settle 6 
2928. 惦䆄 diànjì remember with concern; worry about 6 
2929. 字礼 diǎnlǐ celebration; ceremony 6 
2930. 字大 diǎnxíng model; typical case; archetype; typical; representative 6 
2931. 能电  diànyuán electric power source 6 
2932. 点缀 diǎnzhuì to decorate; an ornament; to adorn; only for show 6 
2933. ษ diào to suspend; to hang up; to hang a person 6 
2934. 叼 diāo to hold in the mouth 6 
2935. 调动 diàodòng to transfer; to maneuver (troops etc) 6 
2936. 雕ೞ diāokè to carve; to engrave; carving 6 
2937. 雕塑 diāosù a statue; a Buddhist image; sculpture; to carve 6 
2938. 堤坝 dībà dam 6 
2939. 地? dìbù condition; situation; plight; extent; room for action 6 
2940. 抵表 dǐdá arrive; reach (a destination) 6 
2941. 跌 diē to drop; to fall; to tumble; Taiwan pr. die2 6 
2942. 抵᛫ dǐkàng to resist; resistance 6 
2943. 盯 dīng to watch attentively; to fix attention on; to stare; to gaze; to 
follow; to shadow sb 
6 
2944. 决星 dìngqī regularly; at regular intervals 6 
2945. 决Н dìngyì definition 6 
2946. ธབྷ dīngzhǔ to warn repeatedly; to urge; to exhort again and again 6 
2947. 敌电 díshì hostile; malevolence; antagonism; to view as enemy; to 
stand against 
6 
2948. 人丢  diūrén to lose face 6 
2949. ਃ降四丢  diūsān-làsì forgetful; scatterbrained 6 
2950. ჊传  dìzēng to increase by degrees; in increasing order; incremental; 
progressive 
6 
2951. 栋 dòng classifier for houses or buildings; ridgepole (old) 6 
2952. 动动 dòngdàng unrest (social or political); turmoil; upheaval; commotion 6 
2953. 道主ϰ  dōngdàozhǔ host; official host (e.g. venue for games or a conference) 6 
2954. 机动  dòngjī motor; locomotive; motive; motivation; intention 6 
2955. 冻㒧 dòngjié to freeze (loan, wage, price etc) 6 
2956. 安动  dòngjing sound of activity or people talking; news of activity 6 
2957. 努动  dònglì power; motion; propulsion; force 6 
2958. 脉动  dòngmài artery 6 
2959. 身动  dòngshēn go on a journey; leave 6 
2960. 董੐长 dǒngshìzhǎng chairman of the board; chairman 6 
2961. 手动  dòngshǒu to hit with hands or fists; to start work; to touch 6 
2962. 动ᗕ dòngtài development; trend; dynamic state; movement; moving 6 
2963. 洞洞 dòngxué cave; cavern 6 
2964. 动务 dòngyuán mobilize; arouse; CL:ᰴ[ci4],個|个[ge4] 6 
2965. 西希ϰ张  dōngzhāng-
xīwàng 
to look in all directions (idiom); to glance around 6 
2966. 兜 dōu pocket; bag; to wrap up or hold in a bag; to move in a 
circle; to canvas or solicit; to take responsibility for; to 
disclose in detail; combat armor (old) 
6 
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2967. 陡陡 dǒuqiào precipitous 6 
2968. 斗੎ dòuzhēng a struggle; fight; battle 6 
2969. 弊 duān end; extremity; item; port; to hold sth level with both 
hands; to carry; regular 
6 
2970. ⍴促 duǎncù short in time; fleeting; brief 6 
2971. 断决 duàndìng to conclude; to determine; to come to a judgment 6 
2972. 断断继继 duànduàn-xùxù intermittent; off and on; discontinuous; stop-go; 
stammering; disjointed; inarticulate 
6 
2973. 断绝 duànjué to sever; to break off 6 
2974. 弊上节 Duānwǔjié The Dragon Boat Festival (the 5th day of the 5th lunar 
month) 
6 
2975. 弊正 duānzhèng upright; regular; proper; correct 6 
2976. 博䌠  dǔbó to gamble 6 
2977. ⁛裁 dúcái dictatorship 6 
2978. 督促 dūcù to urge sb to complete a task 6 
2979. 策对  duìcè countermeasure for dealing with a situation 6 
2980. 称对  duìchèn symmetry; symmetrical 6 
2981. 付对  duìfu to handle; to deal with; to cope; to get by with 6 
2982. 兑ᤶ duìhuàn to convert; to exchange 6 
2983. 堆积 duījī to pile up; to heap; accumulation 6 
2984. ᛫对  duìkàng to withstand; to resist; to stand off; antagonism; 
confrontation 
6 
2985. 成对  duìlì to oppose; to set sth against; to be antagonistic to; 
antithetical; relative opposite; opposing; diametrical 
6 
2986. 对联 duìlián rhyming couplet; pair of lines of verse written vertically 
down the sides of a doorway; CL:幅[fu2] 
6 
2987. 伍队  duìwu ranks; troops; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
2988. 兑⦄ duìxiàn (of a cheque etc) to cash; to honor a commitment 6 
2989. 对应 duìyìng to correspond; a correspondence; corresponding; 
homologous; matching with sth; counterpart 
6 
2990. 照对  duìzhào to contrast; to compare; to place side by side for 
comparison (as parallel texts); to check 
6 
2991. 杜绝 dùjué put an end to 6 
2992. 乓ᯊ dùnshí at once; immediately; forthwith 6 
2993. 堕降 duòluò to morally degenerate; to become depraved; a fall from 
grace; a fall into sin or depravity 
6 
2994. ຣ嗦 duōsuo to tremble; to shiver; uncontrolled shaking of the body 6 
2995. 多రൻ duōyuánhuà diversification; pluralism; to diversify 6 
2996. 病食 dúpǐn drugs; narcotics; poison 6 
2997. ႑塞 dǔsè to block; to stop; blockage 6 
2998. 都超 dūshì city; metropolis 6 
2999. ൻ恶  èhuà worsen 6 
3000. ᕲ抱 ēnyuàn (feeling of) resentment; (longstanding) grudge 6 
3001. 耳⦃ ěrhuán earring; CL:隻|ด[zhi1],對|对[dui4] 6 
3002. 二ੑൻ二 èryǎnghuàtàn carbon dioxide CO2 6 
3003. ⠰已 éryǐ that's all; nothing more 6 
3004. 外乱  éwài extra; added; additional 6 
3005. 担恶  ěxin nausea; to feel sick; disgust; nauseating 6 
3006. 遏限 èzhì to check; to contain; to hold back; to keep within limits; to 6 
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constrain; to restrain 
3007. 布发  fābù to release; to issue; to announce; to distribute; also written 
⊔布| 布发 [fa1 bu4] 
6 
3008. 发䋶 fācái to get rich 6 
3009. 呆发  fādāi to daydream; lost in thought 6 
3010. 发动 fādòng to start; to launch; to unleash; to mobilize; to arouse 6 
3011. 火发  fāhuǒ to catch fire; to ignite; to detonate; to get angry 6 
3012. 发觉 fājué to find; to detect; to discover 6 
3013. 番 fān to take turns; order in series; time; a kind of; barbarians 6 
3014. ෻驳 fǎnbó to retort; to refute 6 
3015. ෻非 fǎncháng unusual; abnormal 6 
3016. ⨄范 fànchóu category 6 
3017. ෻倒 fǎndào but on the contrary; but expectedly 6 
3018. ෻动 fǎndòng reaction; reactionary 6 
3019. ෻感 fǎngǎn to be disgusted with; to dislike; bad reaction; antipathy 6 
3020. ᡼大 fàngdà to enlarge; to magnify 6 
3021. ᡼射 fàngshè to radiate; radioactive 6 
3022. 防遵 fángshǒu defend; protect (against) 6 
3023. ᡼手 fàngshǒu let go; have a free hand; let go one's hold 6 
3024. 北૏ fāngwèi direction; points of the compass; bearing; position; azimuth 6 
3025. 北言 fāngyán dialect 6 
3026. 防防 fángyì disease prevention; protection against epidemic 6 
3027. 防防 fángyù defense 6 
3028. 北针 fāngzhēn policy; guidelines; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
3029. 防ᴦ fángzhì prevention and cure 6 
3030. 防禁 fángzhǐ to prevent; to guard against; to take precautions 6 
3031. 㒎组 fǎngzhī spinning and weaving 6 
3032. 繁ढ fánhuá flourishing; bustling 6 
3033. ෻᛫ fǎnkàng to resist; to rebel 6 
3034. ෻馈 fǎnkuì to send back information; feedback 6 
3035. 广滥 fànlàn to be in flood; to overflow (the banks); to inundate; to 
spread unchecked 
6 
3036. 䋽प fànmài to sell; to peddle; to traffic 6 
3037. 繁ᔔ fánmáng busy; bustling 6 
3038. ෻后 fǎnmiàn reverse side of sth; opposite side of some topic; the other 
side 
6 
3039. ෻射 fǎnshè to reflect; reflection (from a mirror etc); reflex (i.e. 
automatic reaction of organism) 
6 
3040. ෻意 fǎnsī to think back over sth; to review; to revisit; to rethink; 
reflection; reassessment 
6 
3041. 繁身名 fántǐzì traditional Chinese character 6 
3042. ෻䯂 fǎnwèn to ask (a question) in reply; to answer a question with a 
question; rhetorical question 
6 
3043. 繁繁 fánzhí to breed; to reproduce; to propagate 6 
3044. ෻分 fǎnzhī on the other hand...; conversely... 6 
3045. 法人 fǎrén legal person; corporation; see also 自当人|自当人[zi4 ran2 
ren2] 
6 
3046. 射发  fāshè to shoot (a projectile); to fire (a rocket); to launch; to emit 
(a particle); to discharge; emanation; emission 
6 
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3047. 誓发  fāshì to vow; to pledge; to swear 6 
3048. 自发  fāxíng to publish; to issue (stocks, currency etc); to release; to 
distribute (a film) 
6 
3049. 炎发  fāyán inflamed from infection or injury; inflammation 6 
3050. 发ᡀ fāyáng to develop; to make full use of 6 
3051. 体发  fāyù to develop; growth; development 6 
3052. 䇑诽 fěibàng slander; libel 6 
3053. 㒰ᑳ  fèichú to abolish; to abrogate; to repeal 6 
3054. 非法 fēifǎ illegal 6 
3055. 禽走飞 飞 fēiqín-zǒushòu birds and animals; the beasts of the field and the birds of 
the air 
6 
3056. 沸腾 fèiténg boiling; ebullition 6 
3057. 匪歹 fěitú gangster; bandit 6 
3058. 减肥 féiwò fertile 6 
3059. 翔飞  fēixiáng fly 6 
3060. ჋ᑳ  fèixū ruins 6 
3061. 飞跃 fēiyuè to leap 6 
3062. 分辨 fēnbiàn to distinguish; to differentiate; to resolve; to defend against 
an accusation; to exculpate 
6 
3063. 分分 fēncun propriety; appropriate behavior; proper speech or action; 
within the norms 
6 
3064. ฻嘱 fēnfù to tell; to instruct; to command 6 
3065. 逢 féng to meet by chance; to come across; to fawn upon 6 
3066. 暴风  fēngbào storm; violent commotion; fig. crisis (e.g. revolution, 
uprising, financial crisis etc) 
6 
3067. 封关 fēngbì to seal; to close; to confine; to seal off; to close down; 
sealed; confined; closed; unreceptive 
6 
3068. 速风  fēngdù elegance (for men); elegant demeanor; grace; poise 6 
3069. శ风  fēngguāng scene; view; sight; landscape; to be well-regarded; to be 
well-off; grand (topolect); impressive (topolect) 
6 
3070. 封建 fēngjiàn system of enfeoffment; feudalism; feudal; feudalistic 6 
3071. 流锋  fēnglì sharp (e.g. knife blade); incisive; to the point 6 
3072. 丰满 fēngmǎn plentiful; rich; plump; well-rounded 6 
3073. 不风  fēngqì general mood; atmosphere; common practice 6 
3074. 趣风  fēngqù humor; wit; humorous; witty 6 
3075. 丰昌 fēngshèng rich; sumptuous 6 
3076. 丰收 fēngshōu bumper harvest 6 
3077. 封䫕 fēngsuǒ to blockade; to seal off 6 
3078. 土人事风  fēngtǔ-rénqíng local conditions and customs (idiom) 6 
3079. 味风  fēngwèi local flavor; local style 6 
3080. 奉献 fèngxiàn to consecrate; to dedicate; to devote 6 
3081. 分红 fēnhóng a bonus; to award a bonus 6 
3082. 分解 fēnjiě to resolve; to decompose; to break down 6 
3083. 分商 fènliàng weight; measure 6 
3084. 分分 fēnliè to split up; to divide; to break up; fission 6 
3085. 分分 fēnmì secrete 6 
3086. 分᣿ fēnmíng clearly demarcated; sharply contoured 6 
3087. 粉周 fěnmò fine powder; dust 6 
3088. 墓坟  fénmù sepulcher; tomb 6 
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3089. 分分 fēnqí difference (of opinion, position); bifurcation 6 
3090. 分ᢔ fēnsàn scatter; disperse; distribute 6 
3091. 粉色 fěnsè white; light pink; erotic; beautiful woman; powdered (with 
make-up) 
6 
3092. 分手 fēnshǒu to split up; to break up 6 
3093. 粉碎 fěnsuì crash; break up 6 
3094. 解ุ fǒujué veto; to overrule; to veto; to reject 6 
3095. 副 fù secondary; auxiliary; deputy; assistant; vice-; abbr. for 
副副|副词 adverb; classifier for pairs 
6 
3096. 豆䋹 fǔbài corruption; corrupt; rotten 6 
3097. ᜂ负  fùdān burden; to bear a burden 6 
3098. 幅速 fúdù width; extent; range; scope 6 
3099. 丈ཛ fūfù a (married) couple; husband and wife; CL:對|对[dui4] 6 
3100. 覆⋐ fùgài to cover 6 
3101. 符ภ fúhào symbol; mark; sign 6 
3102. 附๺ fùhè to parrot; to crib; to copy sb's action or words; to trail sb's 
footsteps; copy-cat 
6 
3103. 活复  fùhuó to bring back to life; to revive; resurrection 6 
3104. 附ઙ fùjiàn enclosure; attachment (email); appendix 6 
3105. 豆烂 fǔlàn to rot; to become gangrenous 6 
3106. 幸流 fúlì (material) welfare; well-being 6 
3107. ଷ虏 fúlǔ captive 6 
3108. 幸不 fúqi good fortune; to enjoy good fortune 6 
3109. 衣不 fúqì to be convinced; to accept 6 
3110. 丈人 fūrén lady; madam; Mrs.; CL:૏[wei4] 6 
3111. 射辐  fúshè radiation 6 
3112. 豆蚀 fǔshí corrosion; to corrode (degrade chemically); to rot; 
corruption 
6 
3113. 附金 fùshǔ subsidiary; auxiliary; attached; affiliated; subordinate; 
subordinating 
6 
3114. 腹⋏ fùxiè diarrhea; to have the runs 6 
3115. 复݈  fùxīng to revive; rebirth 6 
3116. 豆腐 fǔxiǔ rotten; decayed; decadent; degenerate 6 
3117. ᢝ敷 fūyǎn to elaborate (on a theme); to expound (the classics); 
perfunctory; to skimp; to botch; to do sth half-heartedly or 
just for show; barely enough to get by 
6 
3118. 抚养 fǔyǎng to foster; to bring up; to raise 6 
3119. 俯ୄ fǔyǎng looking up and down; actions; being obliging 6 
3120. 丰富 fùyù abundant; affluent; richness; affluence 6 
3121. 䌟੍  fùyǔ to assign; to entrust (a task); to give; to bestow 6 
3122. 帮䕙  fǔzhù to assist; to aid; supplementary; auxiliary; subsidiary 6 
3123. 副工↪ fùzuòyòng side effect 6 
3124. 改良 gǎiliáng improve 6 
3125. ⋐文 gàizhāng to affix a seal (to sth) 6 
3126. 尬尴  gāngà awkward; embarrassed 6 
3127. ᧥杆 gànggǎn lever; pry bar; crowbar; financial leverage 6 
3128. 港ญ gǎngkǒu port; harbor 6 
3129. 㒆乚 gānglǐng program; guiding principle 6 
3130. 港港 gǎngwān natural harbor; bay serving as harbor 6 
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3131. ૏岗  gǎngwèi a post; a job 6 
3132. 干干 gānhàn drought; arid; dry 6 
3133. 干ࢆ gànjìn enthusiasm for doing sth 6 
3134. 感感 gǎnkǎi lament; with a tinge of emotion or regret 6 
3135. 感染 gǎnrǎn infection; to infect; to influence 6 
3136. 干扰 gānrǎo to interfere; obstruction 6 
3137. 干? gānshè to interfere; to meddle; interference 6 
3138. 甘担 gānxīn to be willing to; to resign oneself to 6 
3139. 干预 gānyù to meddle; to intervene; intervention 6 
3140. 高潮 gāocháo high tide; high water; upsurge; climax; orgasm; chorus 
(part of a song) 
6 
3141. 高超 gāochāo excellent; superlative 6 
3142. 告ㄉ gàocí to take leave 6 
3143. 高高 gāofēng peak; summit; height 6 
3144. 稿ઙ gǎojiàn rough draft; material contributing to a final document 6 
3145. 告䆿 gàojiè to warn; to admonish 6 
3146. 高考 gāokǎo college entrance exam; abbr. for 
᥉普高等普学招先安普普৻考普|᥉普高等同学招先安中 ৻考传 试[pu3 
tong1 gao1 deng3 xue2 xiao4 zhao1 sheng1 quan2 guo2 
tong3 yi1 kao3 shi4] 
6 
3147. 高᣿ gāomíng wise; brilliant; superior 6 
3148. 高尚 gāoshàng nobly; lofty 6 
3149. 高涨 gāozhǎng upsurge; (tensions etc) run high 6 
3150. 割 gē to cut; to cut apart 6 
3151. ᧕ gē to place; to put aside; to shelve 6 
3152. 疙疙 gēda swelling or lump on skin; pimple; knot; preoccupation; 
problem 
6 
3153. 隔阂 géhé estrangement 6 
3154. 表ዪ géjú structure; pattern; layout 6 
3155. 隔离 gélí to separate; to isolate 6 
3156. 耕地 gēngdì arable land; to plow land 6 
3157. 更ᣂ gēngxīn to replace the old with new; to renew; to renovate; to 
upgrade; to update; to regenerate 
6 
3158. 更正 gēngzhèng to correct; to make a correction 6 
3159. 跟前 gēnqián in front of; close to; nearby; the time just before 6 
3160. ᩮ深根固 gēnshēn-dìgù deep-rooted (problem etc) 6 
3161. 跟随 gēnsuí to follow 6 
3162. ᩮ能 gēnyuán origin; root (cause) 6 
3163. 跟跟 gēnzōng to follow sb's tracks; to tail; to shadow 6 
3164. 表正 géshi form; specification; format 6 
3165. ฦ各自㾕 gèshūjǐjiàn everyone gives their own view 6 
3166. 唱乖 gēsòng sing the praises of; extol; eulogize 6 
3167. 个身 gètǐ individual 6 
3168. ౏安ዪ gōng'ānjú Public Security Bureau 6 
3169. 提ਇ 要应  gōngbúyìngqiú supply does not meet demand 6 
3170. ౏道 gōngdao justice; fairness; public highway 6 
3171. 殿ᅿ  gōngdiàn palace; CL:座[zuo4] 6 
3172. Ꮏ丈 gōngfu time; skill 6 
3173. ౏告 gōnggào post; announcement 6 
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3174. Ꮓ固 gǒnggù to consolidate; consolidation; to strengthen 6 
3175. ౏݇  gōngguān public relations 6 
3176. 公๺中 gònghéguó republic 6 
3177. 公计 gòngjì to sum up to; to total 6 
3178. 提㒭 gōngjǐ to furnish; to provide; supply (as in supply and demand) 6 
3179. 攻击 gōngjī to attack; to accuse; to charge; an attack (terrorist or 
military) 
6 
3180. 恭敬 gōngjìng deferential; with respect 6 
3181. 成䇒 gōngkè homework; assignment; task; classwork; lesson; study; 
CL:門|门[men2] 
6 
3182. 攻巧 gōngkè to capture; to take 6 
3183. 成ࢇ gōngláo contribution; meritorious service; credit 6 
3184. ౏民 gōngmín citizen 6 
3185. 公鸣 gòngmíng physical resonance; sympathetic response to sth 6 
3186. ౏公 gōngpó husband's parents; parents-in-law 6 
3187. ౏当 gōngrán openly; publicly; undisguised 6 
3188. ౏䅸 gōngrèn publicly known (to be); accepted (as) 6 
3189. ౏正 gōngshì formula 6 
3190. ౏务 gōngwù official business 6 
3191. 成效 gōngxiào efficacy 6 
3192. Ꮏ 食艺  gōngyìpǐn handicraft article; handiwork; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
3193. ౏正 gōngzhèng just; fair; equitable 6 
3194. ౏证 gōngzhèng notarization; notarized; acknowledgement 6 
3195. ൨㒧 gōujié to collude with; to collaborate with; to gang up with 6 
3196. 构意 gòusī to outline a story; to make a preliminary sketch 6 
3197. 杯钩  gōuzi hook 6 
3198. 拐拐 guǎizhàng crutches; crutch; walking stick 6 
3199. 罐 guàn can; jar; pot 6 
3200. 贯彻 guànchè to implement; to put into practice; to carry out 6 
3201. ቭ北 guānfāng official; (by the) government 6 
3202. 灌溉 guàngài to irrigate 6 
3203. శ精 guāngcǎi luster; splendor; radiance; brilliance 6 
3204. శ䕝 guānghuī radiance; glory; brilliant; magnificent 6 
3205. 广阔 guǎngkuò wide; vast 6 
3206. శ光 guāngmáng rays of light; brilliant rays; radiance 6 
3207. శ㾖  guānguāng to tour; sightseeing; tourism 6 
3208. 例习  guànlì conventional 6 
3209. 不辖 guǎnxiá to administer; to have jurisdiction (over) 6 
3210. 照݇ guānzhào to take care; to keep an eye on; to look after; to tell; to 
remind 
6 
3211. 鼓动 gǔdòng to agitate; to arouse; to instigate; to encite 6 
3212. ฎ董 gǔdǒng curio; antique 6 
3213. 股ϰ gǔdōng shareholder; stockholder 6 
3214. ቅ⁛ gūdú lonely; solitary 6 
3215. 股份 gǔfèn a share (in a company); stock 6 
3216. ㄇ负 gūfù to fail to live up (to expectations); unworthy (of trust); to 
let down; to betray (hopes); to disappoint 
6 
3217. 骨干 gǔgàn diaphysis (long segment of a bone); fig. backbone 6 
3218. ฎ奇 gǔguài eccentric; grotesque; oddly; queer 6 
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3219. 跪 guì kneel 6 
3220. 道轨  guǐdào orbit; railway or tram line; fig. conventional way of 
thinking 
6 
3221. ⨄规  guīfàn norm; standard; specification; regulation; rule; within the 
rules; to fix rules; to regulate; to specify 
6 
3222. 表规  guīgé standard; norm; specification 6 
3223. ᩮ到到归  guīgēn-dàodǐ (saying) to sum it up... 6 
3224. ೄ规  guīhuà plan; program 6 
3225. 归䖬 guīhuán to return sth; to revert 6 
3226. 归㒇 guīnà to sum up; to summarize; to conclude from facts; induction 
(method of deduction in logic) 
6 
3227. 文规  guīzhāng rule; regulation 6 
3228. 民䌉  guìzú lord; nobility; nobleman; noblewoman; aristocrat; 
aristocracy 
6 
3229. ቅ成 gūlì isolate; isolated 6 
3230. 乒虑 gùlǜ misgivings; apprehensions 6 
3231. 棍棒 gùnbàng club 6 
3232. 速䖛  guòdù excessive; over-; excess; going too far; extravagant; 
intemperate; overdue 
6 
3233. ᷰ䖛  guòdù to cross over (by ferry); transition; interim; caretaker 
(administration) 
6 
3234. 苹断 guǒduàn firm; decisive 6 
3235. 中防 guófáng national defense 6 
3236. 䖛奖 guòjiǎng to over-praise; to flatter 6 
3237. 䖛过 guòlǜ to filter; filter 6 
3238. 失䖛  guòshī defect; fault 6 
3239. 䖛䯂 guòwèn to show an interest in; to get involved with 6 
3240. 中 医务  guówùyuàn State Council (PRC); State Department (USA) 6 
3241. 䖛过 guòyǐn to satisfy a craving; to get a kick out of sth; gratifying; 
immensely enjoyable; satisfying; fulfilling 
6 
3242. 于䖛  guòyú too much; excessively 6 
3243. 姑而 gūqiě temporarily; the time being; for the moment; provisional; 
tentatively 
6 
3244. 固当 gùrán admittedly (it's true that...) 6 
3245. 乒䯂 gùwèn adviser; consultant 6 
3246. 故е gùxiāng home; homeland; native place; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
3247. 固᦭ gùyǒu intrinsic to sth; inherent; native 6 
3248. 故保 gùzhàng malfunction; breakdown; defect; shortcoming; fault; 
failure; impediment; error; bug (in software) 
6 
3249. 固执 gùzhi persistent; stubborn 6 
3250. 嗨 hāi oh alas; hey!; hi! (loanword) 6 
3251. ᶏᜐ hǎibá height above sea level; elevation 6 
3252. ᶏⒼ hǎibīn shore; seaside 6 
3253. 航空 hángkōng aviation 6 
3254. 自排 hángliè procession 6 
3255. 航今 hángtiān space flight 6 
3256. 航自 hángxíng to sail; to fly; to navigate 6 
3257. 包糊 hánhu obscurity; vague 6 
3258. 罕㾕 hǎnjiàn rare; rarely seen 6 
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3259. ᝖卫 hànwèi defend; uphold; safeguard 6 
3260. 寒寒 hánxuān exchanging conventional greetings; to talk about the 
weather 
6 
3261. 包Н hányì meaning (implicit in a phrase); implied meaning; hidden 
meaning; hint; connotation 
6 
3262. 耗䌍 hàofèi to waste; to spend; to consume; to squander 6 
3263. 好不 hàokè hospitality; to treat guests well; to enjoy having guests; 
hospitable; friendly 
6 
3264. 豪䖜 háomài bold; open-minded; heroic 6 
3265. 毫米 háomǐ millimeter 6 
3266. 毫无 háowú not in the least; none whatsoever; completely without 6 
3267. ภถ hàozhào to call; to appeal 6 
3268. 呵 hē to scold in a loud voice; to yawn 6 
3269. ๺蔼 hé'ǎi kindly; nice; amiable 6 
3270. 符并 hébìng to merge; to annex 6 
3271. 符ᚑ héchéng to compose; to constitute; compound; synthesis; mixture; 
synthetic 
6 
3272. 符几 héhū to accord with; conforming to 6 
3273. 符લ héhuǒ to act jointly; to form a partnership 6 
3274. 嘿 hēi hey 6 
3275. ๺解 héjiě to settle (a dispute out of court); to reconcile; settlement; 
conciliation; to become reconciled 
6 
3276. ๺和 hémù peaceful relations; harmonious 6 
3277. ᕱਇᓧ hènbude wishing one could do sth; to hate to be unable; itching to 
do sth; can't wait for; to wish one could do sth; to desire 
strongly 
6 
3278. 哼 hēng to groan; to snort; to hum; to croon; humph! 6 
3279. 痕名 hénjì vestige; mark; trace 6 
3280. ⁖担 hěnxīn callous; heartless 6 
3281. ๺不 héqi friendly; polite; amiable 6 
3282. 符身 héshēn well-fitting (of clothes) 6 
3283. 符打 hésuàn worthwhile; be a good deal; be a bargain; reckon up; 
calculate 
6 
3284. ๺谐 héxié harmonious 6 
3285. 哄 hōng roar of laughter (onomatopoeia); hubbub; to roar (as a 
crowd) 
6 
3286. 烘 hōng to bake; to heat by fire 6 
3287. ൮红  hóngbāo lit. money wrapped in red as a gift; a bonus payment; a 
kickback; a bribe 
6 
3288. 䕄动 hōngdòng sensation; stir 6 
3289. 宏㾖 hóngguān macro-; macroscopic; holistic 6 
3290. 洪水 hóngshuǐ deluge; flood 6 
3291. 宏ӳ hóngwěi grand; imposing; magnificent 6 
3292. ้ hǒu roar or howl of an animal; bellow of rage 6 
3293. อ代 hòudài posterity; later periods; later ages; later generations 6 
3294. อ 分乒 顾 hòugùzhīyōu fears of trouble in the rear (idiom); family worries 
(obstructing freedom of action); worries about the future 
consequences; often in negative expressions, meaning "no 
worries about anything" 
6 
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3295. ༄咙 hóulóng throat; larynx 6 
3296. อ勤 hòuqín logistics 6 
3297. ୥选 hòuxuǎn candidate 6 
3298. 花瓣 huābàn the petal of a flower 6 
3299. ൻ减 huàféi fertilizer 6 
3300. ೄ分 huàfēn to divide 6 
3301. ሺᗔ  huáiyùn pregnant; to have conceived; gestation; pregnancy 6 
3302. ढБ huálì gorgeous 6 
3303. 黄黄 huánghūn dusk; evening; nightfall 6 
3304. 荒凉 huāngliáng desolate 6 
3305. 慌ᔔ huāngmáng in a great rush; in a flurry 6 
3306. 荒谬 huāngmiù absurd; ridiculous 6 
3307. 恍当大恍 huǎngrán-dàwù to suddenly realize; to suddenly see the light 6 
3308. 荒荒 huāngtáng beyond belief; preposterous; absurd; intemperate; 
dissipated 
6 
3309. ๺㓧  huǎnhé to ease (tension); to alleviate; to moderate; to allay; to 
make more mild 
6 
3310. ⦃节 huánjié round segment; segment (of annelid worms); connection; 
link; sector; annular ring 
6 
3311. 欢乐 huānlè gaiety; gladness; glee; merriment; pleasure; happy; joyous; 
gay 
6 
3312. 原䖬  huányuán to restore to the original state; reduction (chemistry) 6 
3313. 患或 huànzhě patient; sufferer 6 
3314. ढ华 huáqiáo overseas Chinese; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4] 6 
3315. 画蛇画踢 huàshé-tiānzú lit. draw legs on a snake (idiom); fig. to ruin the effect by 
adding sth superfluous; to overdo it 
6 
3316. ൻ石 huàshí fossil 6 
3317. 筒电  huàtǒng microphone 6 
3318. ൻ经 huàyàn laboratory test; chemical experiment; assay 6 
3319. ൻཚ huàzhuāng to put on make-up 6 
3320. 回᡹ huíbào (in) return; reciprocation; payback; retaliation; to report 
back; to reciprocate 
6 
3321. 汇᡹ huìbào to report; to give an account of; to collect information and 
report back 
6 
3322. 回ㆱ huíbì to evade; to shun; to avoid 6 
3323. 回乒 huígù to look back; to review 6 
3324. 后ᕱ huǐhèn remorse; repentance 6 
3325. 煌䕝  huīhuáng splendid; glorious 6 
3326. 霍发  huīhuò to squander money; extravagant; prodigal; free and easy; 
agile 
6 
3327. 贿贿 huìlù to bribe; a bribe 6 
3328. ?灭 huǐmiè perish; ruin; destroy 6 
3329. 回收 huíshōu to recycle; to reclaim; to retrieve; to recover 6 
3330. ળ会 huìwù to meet; meeting; conference 6 
3331. ੕ 上联  hùliánwǎng the Internet 6 
3332. 胡乱 húluàn careless; reckless; casually; absent-mindedly; at will; at 
random; any old how 
6 
3333. 忽侵 hūlüè to neglect; to overlook; to ignore 6 
3334. 混符 hùnhé to mix; to blend 6 
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3335. 混乱 hùnluàn confusion; chaos; disorder 6 
3336. 黄ㅅ hūnmí to lose consciousness; to be in a coma; stupor; coma; 
stunned; disoriented 
6 
3337. 身浑  húnshēn all over; from head to foot 6 
3338. 混混 hùnxiáo to obscure; to confuse; to mix up; to blur; to mislead 6 
3339. 混⌞ hùnzhuó turbid; muddy; dirty 6 
3340. 䋻币 huòbì currency; monetary; money 6 
3341. 活应 huógāi (coll.) serve sb right; deservedly; ought; should 6 
3342. 火火 huǒjiàn rocket; CL:枚[mei2] 6 
3343. 活努 huólì energy; vitality; vigor; vital force 6 
3344. 或许 huòxǔ perhaps; maybe 6 
3345. 火火 huǒyàn blaze; flame 6 
3346. 火药 huǒyào gunpowder 6 
3347. 湖湖 húpō lake 6 
3348. 称啸 hūxiào to whistle; to scream; to whiz 6 
3349. 称呼 hūyù to call on (sb to do sth); to appeal (to); an appeal 6 
3350. 寂安 jì jì ng quiet 6 
3351. 密紧  jǐ nmì inseparably close 6 
3352. 㒭੍  jǐ yǔ to accord; to give; to show (respect) 6 
3353. 䆄载 jì zǎi write down; record; written account 6 
3354. 家非 jiācháng the daily life of a family 6 
3355. 参Ꮏ jiāgōng to process; processing; working (of machinery) 6 
3356. 家લ jiāhuo household dish, implement or furniture; domestic animal; 
guy (slang); chap 
6 
3357. 参剧 jiājù to intensify; to sharpen; to accelerate; to aggravate; to 
exacerbate; to embitter 
6 
3358. 溅 jiàn splash 6 
3359. ᢷ jiǎn to choose; to pick; to sort out; to pick up 6 
3360. 鉴߿ jiànbié to differentiate; to distinguish 6 
3361. ೻精 jiǎncǎi to cut the ribbon (at a launching or opening ceremony) 6 
3362. 间间 jiàndié spy 6 
3363. 决鉴  jiàndìng to appraise; to identify; to evaluate 6 
3364. 决坚  jiāndìng firm; steady; staunch; resolute 6 
3365. 督ⲥ  jiāndū to control; to supervise; to inspect 6 
3366. 尖弊 jiānduān sharp pointed end; the tip; the cusp; tip-top; most advanced 
and sophisticated; highest peak; the best 
6 
3367. 多 广㾕 认  jiànduō-shíguǎng experienced and knowledgeable (idiom) 6 
3368. Ḽ jiǎng oar; paddle 6 
3369. 隔间  jiàngé compartment; gap; interval; to divide 6 
3370. 将ㄭ jiāngjìn almost; nearly; close to 6 
3371. 将ݯ jiāngjūn (Military) admiral; (chess) to check; to embarrass 6 
3372. 鼓奖  jiǎnglì reward (as encouragement) 6 
3373. 㒠临 jiànglín to descend to 6 
3374. 奖赏 jiǎngshǎng reward; prize; an award 6 
3375. 固坚  jiāngù firm; firmly; hard; stable 6 
3376. 僵硬 jiāngyìng stark; stiff 6 
3377. ൻ简  jiǎnhuà simplify 6 
3378. 解㾕  jiànjiě opinion; view; understanding 6 
3379. 接间  jiànjiē indirect 6 
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3380. 㒞简  jiǎnlòu simple and crude (of a room or building) 6 
3381. 艰难 jiānnán difficult; hard; challenging 6 
3382. 健安 jiànquán robust; strong 6 
3383. 坚坚 jiānrèn tough and durable; tenacious 6 
3384. 坚实 jiānshí firm and substantial; solid 6 
3385. ⲥ电 jiānshì to monitor; to oversee; to keep a close watch over; to spy 
on 
6 
3386. 践践 jiàntà to trample 6 
3387. 检䅼 jiǎntǎo to examine or inspect; self-criticism; review 6 
3388. 艇㠄  jiàntǐng warship; naval vessel 6 
3389. 身名简  jiǎntǐzì simplified Chinese character, as opposed to traditional 
Chinese character 繁繁名|繁身名[fan2 ti3 zi4] 
6 
3390. 㾕闻 jiànwén what one sees and hears; knowledge; information 6 
3391. 检经 jiǎnyàn to inspect; to examine; to test 6 
3392. 要简  jiǎnyào concise; brief 6 
3393. 硬坚  jiānyìng hard; solid 6 
3394. 勇㾕Н 为 jiànyì-yǒngwéi to see what is right and act courageously (idiom, from 
Analects); to stand up bravely for the truth; acting 
heroically in a just cause 
6 
3395. 于鉴  jiànyú in view of; seeing that; considering; whereas 6 
3396. ⲥ监 jiānyù prison 6 
3397. 兼㘠 jiānzhí to hold concurrent posts; part-time; concurrent job; 
moonlighting 
6 
3398. ᜈ搅  jiǎobàn to stir; to agitate 6 
3399. 交෷ jiāochā to cross; to intersect 6 
3400. 交代 jiāodài to hand over; to explain; to make clear; to brief (sb); to 
account for; to justify oneself; to confess; to finish 
(colloquial) 
6 
3401. 焦点 jiāodiǎn focus; focal point 6 
3402. 焦着 jiāojí anxiety; anxious 6 
3403. 商较  jiàoliàng to have a contest with sb; to cross swords; to measure up 
against; to compete with; to haggle; to quibble 
6 
3404. 角降 jiǎoluò nook; corner 6 
3405. 缴㒇 jiǎonà to pay (taxes etc) 6 
3406. 不娇  jiāoqì delicate; squeamish; finicky 6 
3407. 交? jiāoshè to negotiate; relating to 6 
3408. 交往 jiāowǎng to associate; to contact; association; contact 6 
3409. 教养 jiàoyǎng to train; to educate; to bring up; to nurture; education; 
culture; upbringing; early conditioning 
6 
3410. 交容 jiāoyì (business) transaction; business deal; CL:筆|笔[bi3] 6 
3411. 放䆒 jiǎshè suppose that...; hypothesis; conjecture 6 
3412. 放使 jiǎshǐ if; in case; suppose; given ... 6 
3413. 家金 jiāshǔ family member; (family) dependent 6 
3414. 佳佳 jiāyáo fine food; delicacies; delicious food 6 
3415. 家喻户喻 jiāyù-hùxiǎo understood by everyone (idiom); well known; a household 
name 
6 
3416. །复 jiāzá to mix together (disparate substances); to mingle; a mix; to 
be tangled up with 
6 
3417. හ便 jíbiàn even if; even though; right away; immediately 6 
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3418. 㑻߿ jíbié (military) rank; level; grade 6 
3419. 残生 jíbìng disease; sickness; ailment 6 
3420. ᛚ继  jìchéng to inherit; to carry on; to succeed 6 
3421. ၮ地 jīdì base (of operations); industrial or military base; al-Qaeda 6 
3422. 机动 jīdòng locomotive; motorized; power-driven; adaptable; flexible 
(use, treatment, timing etc) 
6 
3423. 嫉嫉 jídù to be jealous; to envy; to hate 6 
3424. ቄ速 jìdù quarter (finance, publishing, schools etc); season (sports); 
period of three months 
6 
3425. 极弊 jíduān extreme 6 
3426. ⊝ jiē all; each and every; in all cases 6 
3427. 饥饿 jī'è hunger; starvation; famine 6 
3428. ᚓ备 jièbèi to take precautions; to guard against (emergency) 6 
3429. 䰊层 jiēcéng hierarchy; stratum 6 
3430. ᧱಴ jiéchū outstanding; distinguished; remarkable; prominent; 
illustrious 
6 
3431. 解㒰 jiěchú to remove; to sack; to get rid of; to relieve (sb of their 
duties); to free; to lift (an embargo); to rescind (an 
agreement) 
6 
3432. 揭发 jiēfā to expose; to bring to light; to disclose; revelation 6 
3433. 解㓹 jiěgù to fire; to sack; to dismiss 6 
3434. 借鉴 jièjiàn to use other people's experience; to borrow from a source; 
to use as reference 
6 
3435. 晶㒧  jiéjīng crystallization; crystalline; crystal 6 
3436. 竭ዧ安努 jiéjìnquánlì to spare no effort (idiom); to do one's utmost 6 
3437. ዪ㒧  jiéjú conclusion; ending 6 
3438. 接䖲 jiēlián on end; in a row; in succession 6 
3439. 露揭  jiēlù to expose; to unmask; to ferret out; to disclose; disclosure 6 
3440. 解解 jiěpōu to dissect (an animal); to analyze; anatomy 6 
3441. 解ᢔ jiěsàn dissolve; disband 6 
3442. 打㒧  jiésuàn to settle a bill; to close an account 6 
3443. 解身 jiětǐ to break up into components; to disintegrate; to collapse; to 
crumble 
6 
3444. 世限 jièxiàn boundary; marginal 6 
3445. 截甚 jiézhì up to (a time); by (a time) 6 
3446. 借帮 jièzhù to draw support from; with the help of 6 
3447. 奏节  jiézòu rhythm; tempo; musical pulse; cadence; beat 6 
3448. 激发 jīfā to arouse; to excite 6 
3449. 着成ㄭ流 jígōng-jìnlì seeking instant benefit (idiom); shortsighted vision, 
looking only for fast return 
6 
3450. 机构 jīgòu mechanism; structure; organization; agency; institution; 
CL:ᚲ[suo3] 
6 
3451. 国贯 jíguàn one's native place; place of ancestry; registered birthplace 6 
3452. 机݇  jīguān mechanism; gear; machine-operated; office; agency; organ; 
organization; establishment; institution; body; strategum; 
scheme; intrigue; plot; trick; CL:個|个[ge4] 
6 
3453. ᔊ䆇 jìhuì taboo; to avoid as taboo; to abstain from 6 
3454. හ将 jíjiāng on the eve of; to be about to; to be on the verge of 6 
3455. 计较 jìjiào to haggle; to bicker; to argue 6 
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3456. ၮ金 jījīn fund 6 
3457. 着剧 jíjù rapid; sudden 6 
3458. ቄݯ jìjūn third in a race; bronze medalist 6 
3459. 激鼓 jīlì to encourage; to urge; motivation; incentive 6 
3460. 机灵 jīling clever; quick-witted 6 
3461. 机密 jīmì secret; classified (information) 6 
3462. ᛛ能 jìnéng technical ability; skill 6 
3463. ⠰䖯  jìn'ér and then (what follows next) 6 
3464. ੗ jǐng warn; well; surname Jing; CL:ญ[kou3] 6 
3465. 茎 jīng stalk; stem; CL:條|᧦[tiao2] 6 
3466. 精ᛂ 打详  jīngdǎ-xìsuàn (saying) meticulous planning and careful accounting 6 
3467. 吃动 jīngdòng alarm; alert; disturb 6 
3468. 书䌍 jīngfèi funds; expenditure; CL:筆|笔[bi3] 6 
3469. 警告 jǐnggào to warn; to admonish 6 
3470. 精ढ jīnghuá best feature; most important part of an object; 
quintessence; essence; soul 
6 
3471. 精简 jīngjiǎn to simplify; to reduce 6 
3472. 境世 jìngjiè boundary; state; realm 6 
3473. 兢兢ϮϮ jīngjīng-yèyè cautious and conscientious 6 
3474. 敬礼 jìnglǐ salute 6 
3475. 精密 jīngmì accuracy; exact; precise; refined 6 
3476. 攻䖯  jìngōng to attack; to assault; to go on the offensive; attack; assault; 
offense (sports) 
6 
3477. 吃奇 jīngqí to be amazed; to be surprised; to wonder 6 
3478. 精确 jīngquè accurate; precise 6 
3479. 竞䌯 jìngsài race; competition; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
3480. 商书  jīngshāng to trade; to carry out commercial activities; in business 6 
3481. 警警 jǐngtì to be on the alert; vigilant; alert; on guard; to warn 6 
3482. 精普 jīngtōng proficient 6 
3483. 镜头 jìngtóu camera shot (in a movie etc); scene 6 
3484. 书经 jīngwěi warp and woof; longitude and latitude; main points 6 
3485. 精担 jīngxīn with utmost care; fine; meticulous; detailed 6 
3486. 竞选 jìngxuǎn to take part in an election; to run for office 6 
3487. 吃讶 jīngyà amazed; astonished; to surprise; amazing; astonishment; 
awe 
6 
3488. 精利要精 jīngyìqiújīng to perfect sth that is already outstanding (idiom); 
constantly improving 
6 
3489. 精致 jīngzhì delicate; fine; exquisite; refined 6 
3490. 乜ᬁ  jǐngzhuī cervical vertebra; the seven cervical vertebrae in the neck 
of humans and most mammals 
6 
3491. ൻ䖯  jìnhuà evolution; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
3492. 津津᦭味 jīnjīn-yǒuwèi with keen interest pleasure (idiom); with gusto; to relish; 
eagerly; with great interest 
6 
3493. ዧ快 jǐnkuài as quickly as possible; as soon as possible; with all speed; 
also written 盡快|ዧ快 
6 
3494. ㄭ来 jìnlái recently; lately 6 
3495. ᶐ浸 jìnpào to steep; to soak; to immerse 6 
3496. 迫紧  jǐnpò pressing; urgent 6 
3497. 金融 jīnróng banking; finance; financial 6 
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3498. 晋升 jìnshēng to promote to a higher position 6 
3499. ㄭ电 jìnshì shortsighted; nearsighted; myopia 6 
3500. ࢆ头 jìntóu enthusiasm; zeal; vigor; strength 6 
3501. 前程锦锦  jǐnxiù-qiánchéng a bright future; a rosy future; brilliant prospects 6 
3502. 展䖯  jìnzhǎn to make headway; to make progress 6 
3503. ᛛᏁ jìqiǎo skill; technique 6 
3504. 着一 jíqiè eager; impatient 6 
3505. 激事 jīqíng passion; fervor; enthusiasm; strong emotion 6 
3506. 㓸团 jítuán group; bloc; corporation; conglomerate 6 
3507. 寄摩 jìtuō to have sb look after sb; to entrust the care of sb; to place 
(hope etc) on 
6 
3508. 纠纷 jiūfēn a dispute; entanglement (law) 6 
3509. 救经 jiùjì emergency relief; to help the needy with cash or goods 6 
3510. 就ㄭ jiùjìn nearby; in a close neighborhood 6 
3511. 啤精 jiǔjīng alcohol; ethanol CH3CH2OH; ethyl alcohol; also written 
ਸ乙; grain alcohol 
6 
3512. 就Ϯ jiùyè looking for employment; getting a job; to start a career 6 
3513. 正纠  jiūzhèng to correct; to make right 6 
3514. 就㘠 jiùzhí take office; assume a post 6 
3515. 往 来继 开  jìwǎng-kāilái to follow the past and herald the future (idiom); part of a 
historical transition; forming a bridge between earlier and 
later stages 
6 
3516. 极限 jíxiàn limit; extreme boundary 6 
3517. ศ慈 jíxiáng lucky; auspicious; propitious 6 
3518. 名印 jìxiàng mark; indication; sign; indicator 6 
3519. 笑䅹  jīxiào to sneer 6 
3520. 机机 jīxiè machine; machinery; mechanical 6 
3521. 性䆄  jìxing memory; recall 6 
3522. 要纪  jìyào minutes; written summary of a meeting 6 
3523. ၮ因 jīyīn gene (loanword) 6 
3524. 机遇 jīyù opportunity; favorable circumstance; stroke of luck 6 
3525. 着于要ᚑ jíyúqiúchéng anxious for quick results (idiom); to demand instant 
success; impatient for result; impetuous 
6 
3526. 着急 jízào irritable; irascible; impetuous 6 
3527. ෸早 jízǎo at the earliest possible time; as soon as possible 6 
3528. 机智 jīzhì quick-witted; tact; witty; resourceful 6 
3529. 本剧  jùběn script for play, opera, movie etc; screenplay 6 
3530. ዪ部 júbù part; local 6 
3531. В动 jǔdòng act; action; activity; move; movement 6 
3532. 解策 juécè strategic decision; decision-making; policy decision; to 
determine policy 
6 
3533. 希绝  juéwàng desperation; forlorn; hopeless 6 
3534. 恍觉  juéwù consciousness; awareness; Buddhist enlightenment 
(Sanskrit: cittotpāda) 
6 
3535. 提觉  juéxǐng to awaken; to come to realize; awakened to the truth; the 
truth dawns upon one; scales fall from the eyes; to become 
aware 
6 
3536. 鞠鞠 jūgōng to bow 6 
3537. 聚精ળ精 jùjīng-huìshén to concentrate one's attention (idiom) 6 
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3538. 咀咀 jǔjué to chew 6 
3539. 激剧  jùliè violent; acute; severe; fierce 6 
3540. 拘留 jūliú to detain (a prisoner); to keep sb in custody 6 
3541. ዪ后 júmiàn aspect; phase; situation 6 
3542. ݯ队 jūnduì army troops; CL:支[zhi1],個|个[ge4] 6 
3543. 沮丧 jǔsàng dispirited; dejected; dismayed 6 
3544. ዪ趋 júshì situation; state (of affairs) 6 
3545. 世 ฬВ 闻  jǔshì-wénmíng (saying) world famous 6 
3546. 世 目В 举  jǔshì-zhǔmù attract worldwide attention 6 
3547. 拘᧤ jūshù to restrict; to restrain; constrained; awkward; ill at ease; 
uncomfortable; reticent 
6 
3548. 根熟 jùxī according to reports; it is reported (that) 6 
3549. ዪ限 júxiàn limit 6 
3550. ዬ૑ jūzhù to reside; to dwell; to live in a place; resident in 6 
3551. 踢 ㊀В 轻  jǔzú-qīngzhòng a foot's move sways the balance (idiom); to hold the 
balance of power; to play the decisive role 
6 
3552. 采开  kāicǎi to extract (ore or other resource from a mine); to exploit; to 
mine 
6 
3553. 㒰开  kāichú to expel 6 
3554. 开阔 kāikuò wide; open (spaces); to open up 6 
3555. 朗开  kāilǎng spacious and well-lit; open and clear; to open out (onto a 
wider vista); optimistic; cheerful; carefree; easy-going; 
open-minded 
6 
3556. ᣿开  kāimíng enlightened; open-minded; enlightenment 6 
3557. ㄊ开  kāipì to open up; to set up; to start; to build 6 
3558. 水开  kāishuǐ boiled water; boiling water 6 
3559. ᜏ开  kāituò to break new ground (for agriculture); to open up (a new 
seam); to develop (border regions); fig. to open up (new 
horizons) 
6 
3560. 展开  kāizhǎn (begin to) develop; unfold; to start; to launch; to open; to 
carry out 
6 
3561. 支开  kāizhī expenditures; pay; expenses; CL:筆|笔[bi3] 6 
3562. 看待 kàndài to look upon; to regard 6 
3563. 刊⊓ kāndēng to carry a story; to publish (in a newspaper or magazine) 6 
3564. 扛 káng to raise aloft with both hands 6 
3565. 慷感 kāngkǎi vehement; fervent; generous; giving; liberal 6 
3566. 勘勘 kāntàn exploration 6 
3567. 看希 kànwàng to visit; to pay a call to 6 
3568. 刊物 kānwù publication 6 
3569. 考警 kǎochá to inspect; to observe and study; on-the-spot investigation 6 
3570. 考ฎ kǎogǔ archaeology 6 
3571. 考ᩭ kǎohé to examine; to check up on; to assess; to review; appraisal; 
review; evaluation 
6 
3572. 可ᢶ kàolǒng to draw close to 6 
3573. 考经 kǎoyàn to test; to put to the test 6 
3574. 信普 kǎtōng cartoon 6 
3575. 磕 kē to tap; knock 6 
3576. ೞਇ容㓧 kèbùrónghuǎn to brook no delay; to demand immediate action 6 
3577. น㾖 kěguān considerable 6 
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3578. 不户 kèhù client; customer 6 
3579. นญ kěkǒu tasty; to taste good 6 
3580. 粒乫  kēlì kernel; granule; granulated (sugar, chemical product) 6 
3581. ⑼目 kēmù subject 6 
3582. 啃 kěn to gnaw; to nibble; to bite 6 
3583. ဒ kēng pit; to defraud 6 
3584. 一诚  kěnqiè earnest; sincere 6 
3585. 䇒乬 kètí task; problem; issue 6 
3586. 希渴  kěwàng to thirst for; to long for 6 
3587. น恶 kěwù repulsive; vile; hateful; abominable 6 
3588. น笑 kěxiào funny; ridiculous 6 
3589. น自 kěxíng feasible 6 
3590. ሹ kǒng aperture; opening; hole 6 
3591. 空⊕ kòngbái blank space 6 
3592. 空洞 kōngdòng cavity; empty; vacuous 6 
3593. 恐吓 kǒnghè to threaten; to menace 6 
3594. 恐恐 kǒngjù fear; dread; phobia 6 
3595. 空前 อ绝  kōngqián-juéhòu unprecedented and never to be duplicated; the first and the 
last; unmatched; unique 
6 
3596. 空空 kòngxì crack; gap between two objects; gap in time between two 
events 
6 
3597. 空想 kōngxiǎng daydream; fantasy; to fantasize 6 
3598. 空虚 kōngxū hollow; emptiness; meaningless 6 
3599. ญ不 kǒuqì tone of voice; the way one speaks; manner of expression; 
tone 
6 
3600. ญ口 kǒuqiāng oral cavity 6 
3601. ญ头 kǒutóu oral; verbal 6 
3602. ญ拼 kǒuyīn accent 6 
3603. 挎 kuà to carry (esp. slung over the arm, shoulder or side) 6 
3604. 跨 kuà to step across; to stride over; to straddle; to span 6 
3605. 快活 kuàihuo happy; cheerful 6 
3606. 敞ᆑ  kuānchang spacious; wide 6 
3607. 款待 kuǎndài entertain 6 
3608. 筐 kuāng basket; CL:隻|ด[zhi1] 6 
3609. 框架 kuàngjià frame; framework; fig. pattern; outline; organizing plan 6 
3610. ᯋ䇒 kuàngkè to play truant; to cut classes 6 
3611. 情而 kuàngqiě moreover; besides; in addition; furthermore 6 
3612. 款正 kuǎnshì pattern; style; design; CL:種|种[zhong3] 6 
3613. 待?  kuīdài to treat sb unfairly 6 
3614. ?ᤳ kuīsǔn deficit; (financial) loss 6 
3615. 枯竭 kūjié used up; dried up; exhausted (of resources) 6 
3616. ⧰ዧ甘来 kǔjìn-gānlái bitterness finishes, sweetness begins (idiom); the hard 
times are over, the good times just beginning 
6 
3617. 捆㒥 kǔnbǎng to bind 6 
3618. 昆昆 kūnchóng insect; CL:隻|ด[zhi1],群[qun2],堆[dui1] 6 
3619. ల扩  kuòchōng to expand 6 
3620. ᢔ扩  kuòsàn to spread; to proliferate; to diffuse; spread; proliferation; 
diffusion 
6 
3621. 扩张 kuòzhāng expansion; dilation; to expand (e.g. one's power or 6 
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influence); to broaden 
3622. 枯干 kūzào dry and dull; uninteresting; dry-as-dust 6 
3623. 啦 la a phrase-final particle 6 
3624. 喇喇 lǎba horn (automobile, alarm siren, musical etc) which produces 
a sound; loudspeaker; brass wind instrument; trumpet; 
suona 鎖鎖|䫕锁[suo3 na4] 
6 
3625. 来ग़ láilì history; antecedents; origin 6 
3626. 来能 láiyuán source (of information etc); origin 6 
3627. 惰懒  lǎnduò idle; lazy 6 
3628. 狼狈 lángbèi in a difficult situation; to cut a sorry figure; scoundrel! 
(derogatory) 
6 
3629. 朗䇏 lǎngdú read aloud; read loudly and clearly 6 
3630. 目栏  lánmù a column (in a newspaper or on a news website) 6 
3631. ᤲ lāo to fish up; to dredge up 6 
3632. 叨唠  láodao to prattle; to chatter; talkative; garrulous; to nag 6 
3633. 牢固 láogù firm; secure 6 
3634. 牢骚 láosāo discontent; complaint 6 
3635. 㔗表 léidá radar (loanword) 6 
3636. 似类  lèisì similar; analogous 6 
3637. ᛷ lèng to look distracted; to stare blankly; distracted; blank; (coll.) 
unexpectedly 
6 
3638. 冷淡 lěngdàn cold; indifferent 6 
3639. 冷残 lěngkù grim; unfeeling; callous 6 
3640. 冷ළ lěngquè to cool off; cooling 6 
3641. 趣乐  lèqù delight; pleasure; joy 6 
3642. 意乐  lèyì to be willing to do sth; to be ready to do sth; to be happy to 
do sth; content; satisfied 
6 
3643. 理理 lǐ cǎi to heed; to pay attention to 6 
3644. 来ग़  lì lái always; throughout (a period of time); (of) all-time 6 
3645. 流率 lì lǜ interest rates 6 
3646. 吝啬 lì nsè stingy; mean; miserly 6 
3647. 成身 lì tǐ three-dimensional; solid; stereoscopic 6 
3648. 努图 lì tú try hard to; strive to 6 
3649. 理智 lǐ zhì reason; intellect; rationality 6 
3650. 成踢 lì zú to stand; to have a footing; to be established; to base 
oneself on 
6 
3651. 晾 liàng to dry in the air 6 
3652. 解谅  liàngjiě (reach) an understanding 6 
3653. 良担 liángxīn conscience 6 
3654. 联欢 liánhuān have a get-together 6 
3655. 廉纯 liánjié honest; not coercive; honesty; integrity; incorruptible 6 
3656. 联联 liánluò communication; to get in touch with; to contact; 
connection (math.) 
6 
3657. ⋖联  liánméng alliance; union; coalition 6 
3658. 年䖲  liánnián successive years; over many years 6 
3659. 䖲䫕 liánsuǒ chain 6 
3660. ห䖲  liántóng together with; along with 6 
3661. 想联  liánxiǎng to associate with something in thinking; abbr. for 
聯想㓸聯| 想㓸联 团[Lian2 xiang3 Ji2 tuan2] 
6 
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3662. 辽阔 liáokuò vast; extensive 6 
3663. 成场 lìchǎng position; standpoint; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
3664. ㉿程里 lǐchéngbēi milestone 6 
3665. 代ग़  lìdài successive generations; successive dynasties; past 
dynasties 
6 
3666. 排В lièjǔ a list; to list; to enumerate 6 
3667. 流ኂ lìhài pros and cons; advantages and disadvantages; gains and 
losses 
6 
3668. 成交桥 lìjiāoqiáo overpass; flyover 6 
3669. 礼节 lǐjié etiquette 6 
3670. 黎᣿ límíng dawn; daybreak 6 
3671. 淋 lín to drain; to drench; to drip; diseases of the bladder 6 
3672. 起临  línchuáng clinical 6 
3673. 凌凌 língchén early in the morning 6 
3674. 灵感 línggǎn inspiration; insight; a burst of creativity in scientific or 
artistic endeavor 
6 
3675. ળ乚  lǐnghuì to understand; to comprehend; to grasp 6 
3676. 灵灵 línghún soul; spirit 6 
3677. 伶伶 línglì clever; witty; intelligent 6 
3678. 灵敏 língmǐn smart; clever; sensitive; keen; quick; sharp 6 
3679. ੐乚 饭 lǐngshìguǎn consulate 6 
3680. 土乚  lǐngtǔ territory 6 
3681. 恍乚  lǐngwù to understand; to comprehend 6 
3682. వ乚  lǐngxiān to lead; to be in front 6 
3683. 㔖星 língxīng fragmentary; random; bits and pieces; sporadic 6 
3684. 袖乚  lǐngxiù leader; CL:個|个[ge4],૏[wei4],ฬ[ming2] 6 
3685. 理ᚲ当当 lǐsuǒdāngrán as it should be by rights (idiom); proper and to be expected 
as a matter of course; inevitable and right 
6 
3686. 努ᚲ能෸ lìsuǒnéngjí as far as one's capabilities extend (idiom); to the best of 
one's ability; within one's powers 
6 
3687. 溜 liū to slip away; to escape in stealth; to skate 6 
3688. 交浪 liúlàng to drift about; to wander; to roam; nomadic; homeless; 
unsettled (e.g. population); vagrant 
6 
3689. 留恋 liúliàn reluctant to leave; to hate to have to go; to recall fondly 6 
3690. 交露 liúlù to express; to reveal (one's thoughts or feelings) 6 
3691. 交流 liúmáng rogue; hoodlum; gangster; immoral behavior 6 
3692. 留概 liúniàn to keep as a souvenir; to recall fondly 6 
3693. 留精 liúshén to take care; to be careful 6 
3694. 交普 liútōng to circulate 6 
3695. 例外 lìwài (make an) exception 6 
3696. 努੎ lìzhēng to work hard for; to do all one can; to contend strongly 6 
3697. 理一不理 lǐzhí-qìzhuàng in the right and self-confident (idiom); bold and confident 
with justice on one's side; to have the courage of one's 
convictions; just and forceful 
6 
3698. 断垄  lǒngduàn enjoy market dominance; monopolize 6 
3699. 㘟聋 lóngyǎ deaf and dumb; deaf-mute; surdimutism 6 
3700. ⟊笼  lǒngzhào to envelop; to shroud 6 
3701. 隆㊀ lóngzhòng grand; prosperous; ceremonious; solemn 6 
3702. ᧖ lǒu to hold or embrace in one's arms 6 
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3703. 屡ᰴ lǚcì repeatedly; time and again 6 
3704. 掠༎ lüèduó to plunder; to rob; also written 侵略|侵༎ 6 
3705. 侵稍 lüèwēi a little bit; slightly 6 
3706. 船䕂  lúnchuán steamship; CL:艘[sou1] 6 
3707. 廓䕂  lúnkuò an outline; silhouette 6 
3708. 胎䕂  lúntāi tire; pneumatic tire 6 
3709. 讨论 lùntán forum (for discussion) 6 
3710. 讨证 lùnzhèng to prove a point; proof; to expound on; demonstrate or 
prove (through argument) 
6 
3711. 降ᚑ luòchéng to complete a construction project 6 
3712. 降实 luòshí practical; workable; to implement; to carry out; to decide 6 
3713. 螺ϱ丝 luósīdīng screw 6 
3714. 唆啰  luōsuo to grumble 6 
3715. ਇ联络 绝 luòyì-bùjué continuously; in an endless stream (idiom) 6 
3716. ጁ自 lǚxíng to fulfill (one's obligations); to carry out (a task); to 
implement (an agreement); to perform 
6 
3717. 炉炉 lúzào stove 6 
3718. 嘛 ma (a modal particle) 6 
3719. 麻麻 mábì paralysis; palsy; numbness; to benumb 6 
3720. 䖜 mài take a step 6 
3721. 脉搏 màibó a pulse (both medical and figurative) 6 
3722. 埋埋 máifú ambush 6 
3723. 埋没 máimò oblivion 6 
3724. 埋埋 máizàng to bury 6 
3725. 麻木 mámù numb; insensitive; apathetic 6 
3726. 浪长 màncháng very long; endless 6 
3727. ᔔ忙 mánglù busy; bustling 6 
3728. 茫茫 mángmáng boundless; vast and obscure 6 
3729. 盲目 mángmù blind; aimless 6 
3730. 茫当 mángrán ignorant; to have no knowledge of sth 6 
3731. 浪画 mànhuà caricature; cartoon; Japanese manga 6 
3732. 慢性 mànxìng slow and patient; chronic (disease); slow to take effect (e.g. 
a slow poison) 
6 
3733. 蔓延 mànyán to extend; to spread 6 
3734. 埋抱 mányuàn to complain 6 
3735. 感ల màochōng to feign; to pretend to be; to pass oneself off as 6 
3736. ⨃昌 màoshèng lush 6 
3737. 码头 mǎtóu dock; pier; wharf; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
3738. 麻醉 mázuì anesthesia; fig. to poison (sb's mind) 6 
3739. 枚 méi classifier for coins, rings, badges, pearls, sporting medals, 
rockets, satellites etc 
6 
3740. 美㾖 měiguān pleasing to the eye; beautiful; artistic 6 
3741. 媒੺ méijiè media; medium 6 
3742. 美满 měimǎn happy; blissful 6 
3743. 美巧 měimiào beautiful; wonderful; splendid 6 
3744. 媒身 méitǐ media, esp. news media 6 
3745. 没辙 méizhé (idiom) unable to solve; no way to escape a problem 6 
3746. 蒙 méng drizzle; mist 6 
3747. ⁴激 měngliè fierce; violent (criticism etc) 6 
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3748. 梦想 mèngxiǎng to dream of; to hope in vain 6 
3749. 萌萌 méngyá sprout; germ of a plant 6 
3750. 门䆞 ménzhěn outpatient service 6 
3751. 眯 mī to narrow one's eyes; (Dialect) to nap; to take a nap 6 
3752. 敏锐 mǐ nruì keen; sharp; acute 6 
3753. 免ᓧ miǎnde so as not to; so as to avoid 6 
3754. 勉鼓 miǎnlì to encourage 6 
3755. 后礼 miànmào appearance; face; features; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
3756. 勉强 miǎnqiǎng to do with difficulty; to force sb to do sth; reluctant; barely 
enough 
6 
3757. 免防 miǎnyì immunity (to disease) 6 
3758. 后杯 miànzi outer surface; outside; honor; reputation; face (as in "losing 
face"); self-respect; feelings; (medicinal) powder 
6 
3759. ឬ㒬 miáohuì to describe; to portray 6 
3760. 渺小 miǎoxiǎo minute; tiny; negligible; insignificant 6 
3761. ᒎ补 míbǔ to complement; to make up for a deficiency 6 
3762. 密速 mìdù density; thickness 6 
3763. 蔑电 mièshì to loathe; to despise; contempt 6 
3764. 亡灭  mièwáng to be destroyed; to become extinct; to perish; to die out; to 
destroy; to exterminate 
6 
3765. 密封 mìfēng seal up 6 
3766. ㅅ迷 míhuò to puzzle; to confuse; to baffle 6 
3767. ᒎ浪 mímàn to pervade; to fill the air; diffuse; everywhere present; 
about to inundate (water); permeated by (smoke); filled 
with (dust); to saturate (the air with fog, smoke etc) 
6 
3768. 敏感 mǐngǎn sensitive; susceptible; politically sensitive (pretext for 
censorship) 
6 
3769. ฬᰴ míngcì position in a ranking of names 6 
3770. ฬ乱 míng'é fixed number of people; quota 6 
3771. ฬ副其实 míngfùqíshí not just in name only, but also in reality (idiom) 6 
3772. ᣿᣿ míngmíng obviously; plainly; undoubtedly; definitely 6 
3773. 生ฬ mìngmíng to give a name to; to dub; to christen; to designate; named 
after; naming 
6 
3774. ฬ誉 míngyù fame; reputation; honor; honorary; emeritus (of retired 
professor) 
6 
3775. 民间 mínjiān among the people; popular; folk; non-governmental; 
involving people rather than governments 
6 
3776. 敏敏 mǐnjié nimble; quick; shrewd 6 
3777. 民↪ mínyòng (for) civilian use 6 
3778. ㅅ人 mírén fascinating; enchanting; charming; tempting 6 
3779. ㅅ失 míshī lost; not knowing one's location 6 
3780. ㅅ信 míxì n superstition 6 
3781. ⤑ mó membrane; film 6 
3782. 摩擦 mócā friction; rubbing; chafing; fig. disharmony; conflict; same 
as 磨擦 
6 
3783. 模⨄ mófàn model; fine example 6 
3784. 魔胆 móguǐ devil 6 
3785. 磨符 móhé to break in; to wear in 6 
3786. 莫ฬ其巧 mòmíng-qímiào unfathomable mystery (idiom); subtle and ineffable; 6 
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unable to make head or tail of it; boring (e.g. movie) 
3787. 幽幽 mòmò in silence; not speaking 6 
3788. 抹杀 mǒshā to erase; to cover traces; to obliterate evidence; to expunge; 
to blot out; to suppress 
6 
3789. 模正 móshì mode; method 6 
3790. 魔术 móshù magic 6 
3791. 墨水儿 mòshuǐr ink; CL:瓶[ping2] 6 
3792. 摸摸 mōsuǒ to feel about; to grope about; to fumble; to do things 
slowly 
6 
3793. 要䇟  móuqiú to seek; to strive for 6 
3794. 模大 móxíng model; mould; matrix; pattern 6 
3795. 目目 mùdǔ to witness; to see at first hand; to see with one's own eyes 6 
3796. 目శ mùguāng sight; vision; view; gaze; look 6 
3797. 模么 múyàng look; style; appearance; approximation; about; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
6 
3798. 沐沐 mùyù to take a bath; to bathe; to immerse 6 
3799. 母汉 mǔyǔ native language; mother language 6 
3800. 耐↪ nàiyòng durable 6 
3801. 儿㒇闷  nàmènr puzzled; bewildered 6 
3802. ᓧ难  nándé seldom; rare; hard to come by 6 
3803. 不难  nánkān hard to take; embarrassed 6 
3804. 免难  nánmiǎn hard to avoid; difficult to escape from 6 
3805. 能น难 䌉 nánnéng-kěguì rare and commendable; estimable 6 
3806. 火烦  nǎohuǒ to get angry; irritated; to annoy; to aggravate; annoying 6 
3807. 拿手 náshǒu expert in; good at 6 
3808. 内内 nèihán meaning; content; essential properties implied or reflected 
by a notion; intention; connotation; self-possessed 
6 
3809. 内幕 nèimù inside story; non-public information; behind the scenes; 
internal 
6 
3810. 内在 nèizài intrinsic; innate 6 
3811. 能商 néngliàng energy; capabilities 6 
3812. 嗯 ńg (a groaning sound) 6 
3813. 年速 niándù year (e.g. school year, fiscal year) 6 
3814. 决拟  nǐdìng to draw up; to draft; to formulate 6 
3815. ᝘ niē to pinch (with one's fingers); to knead; to make up 6 
3816. ᢻ níng to pinch; wring 6 
3817. 凝固 nínggù to freeze; to solidify; to congeal; fig. with rapt attention 6 
3818. 凝聚 níngjù to condense; to coagulate; coacervation (i.e. form tiny 
droplets); aggregation; coherent 
6 
3819. 宁肯 nìngkěn would rather...; it would be better...; would prefer 6 
3820. 凝电 níngshì gaze 6 
3821. 宁愿 nìngyuàn would rather; better 6 
3822. 扣儿纽  niǔkòur button 6 
3823. 扭转 niǔzhuǎn to reverse; to turn around (an undesirable situation) 6 
3824. 厚浓  nónghòu dense; thick (fog, clouds etc); to have a strong interest in; 
deep; fully saturated (color) 
6 
3825. ݰग़ nónglì the traditional Chinese calendar; the lunar calendar 6 
3826. 虐待 nüèdài to mistreat; to maltreat; to abuse; mistreatment; 
maltreatment 
6 
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3827. ᅛ奴 núlì slave 6 
3828. ᝁ nuó to shift; to move 6 
3829. ຯ ò oh; ah 6 
3830. Აᛂ ōudǎ to beat up; to come to blows; battery (law) 6 
3831. ฯ呕  ǒutù to vomit 6 
3832. 欧洲 Ōuzhōu Europe; European 6 
3833. 趴 pā to lie on one's stomach 6 
3834. ᵷ߿ pàibié denomination; group; school; faction; school of thought 6 
3835. 安排 páichì to reject; to exclude; to eliminate; to remove; to repel 6 
3836. 安㒰 páichú to eliminate; to get rid of; to remove 6 
3837. 安᡼ páifàng emission; discharge; exhaust (gas etc) 6 
3838. ᓨ徘 páihuái to dither; to hesitate; to pace back and forth; by ext. to 
hover around; to linger 
6 
3839. ᵷ派 pàiqiǎn to send (on a mission); to dispatch 6 
3840. 畔 pàn bank; field-path 6 
3841. 攀⊓ pāndēng to climb; to pull oneself up; to clamber; to scale; fig. to 
forge ahead in the face of hardships and danger 
6 
3842. 大ᑲ  pángdà huge; enormous; tremendous 6 
3843. 判解 pànjué judgment (by a court of law) 6 
3844. 旋盘  pánxuán to spiral; to circle; to go around; to hover; to orbit 6 
3845. 浸泡 pàomò foam; (soap) bubble; (economic) bubble 6 
3846. 抛放 pāoqì discard; dump; abandon 6 
3847. 分备 pèibèi to allocate; to provide; to outfit with 6 
3848. 分偶 pèi'ǒu consort; mate; spouse 6 
3849. 分套 pèitào to form a complete set; coherent 6 
3850. ၭ䆁 péixùn to cultivate; to train; to groom; training 6 
3851. ၭ体 péiyù to train; to breed 6 
3852. 盆地 péndì basin (low-lying geographical feature); depression 6 
3853. 吹 pěng to clasp; to cup the hands; to hold up with both hands; to 
offer (esp. in cupped hands); to praise; to flatter 
6 
3854. 烹饪 pēngrèn cooking; culinary arts 6 
3855. 劈 pī to hack; to chop; to split open; see 噼噼|劈噼, onomat. for 
crack, slap, clap, clatter etc 
6 
3856. 食䋼 pǐ nzhì quality 6 
3857. 譬如 pì rú for example; for instance; such as 6 
3858. 偏差 piānchā bias; deviation 6 
3859. 片断 piànduàn fragment; extract 6 
3860. 偏㾕 piānjiàn prejudice 6 
3861. 片ೞ piànkè short period of time; a moment 6 
3862. 偏偏 piānpì remote; desolate; far from the city 6 
3863. 偏偏 piānpiān (indicates that sth turns out just the opposite of what one 
would expect or what would be normal); unfortunately; 
against expectations 
6 
3864. 漂漂 piāofú to float; to hover; to drift (also fig., to lead a wandering 
life); to rove; showy; superficial 
6 
3865. 京ᡀ piāoyáng wave; flutter; fly 6 
3866. 疲惫 píbèi beaten; exhausted; tired 6 
3867. 批发 pīfā wholesale; bulk trade; distribution 6 
3868. 皮改 pígé leather; CL:張|张[zhang1] 6 
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3869. ያ股 pìgu buttocks; bottom; ass 6 
3870. 疲疲 píjuàn to tire; tired 6 
3871. ᜨ搏 pīnbó to struggle; to wrestle 6 
3872. 食尝 pǐncháng to taste a small amount; to sample 6 
3873. 食道 pǐndé moral character 6 
3874. 缺䋿  pínfá lack; incomplete 6 
3875. 繁频  pínfán frequently; often 6 
3876. 水ಠ píngfán commonplace; ordinary; mediocre 6 
3877. સ评  pínggū to evaluate; to assess; assessment; evaluation 6 
3878. 评讨 pínglùn to comment on; to discuss; comment; commentary; CL: 
篇[pian1] 
6 
3879. 水后 píngmiàn plane (flat surface); print media 6 
3880. 水坦 píngtǎn level; even; smooth; flat 6 
3881. 水自 píngxíng parallel; of equal rank; simultaneous 6 
3882. 水原 píngyuán field; plain; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
3883. 屏保 píngzhàng protective screen 6 
3884. 困䋿  pínkùn impoverished; poverty 6 
3885. 率频  pínlǜ frequency 6 
3886. ᜨ生 pīnmìng to do one's utmost; with all one's might; at all costs; (to 
work or fight) as if one's life depends on it 
6 
3887. 食自 pǐnxíng behavior; moral conduct 6 
3888. 批判 pīpàn criticize; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
3889. 坡 pō slope; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
3890. ⋐ pō to splash; to spill; rough and coarse; brutish 6 
3891. 乛 pō very; considerably 6 
3892. 迫ਇ෸待 pòbùjídài impatient (idiom); in a hurry; itching to get on with it 6 
3893. 迫ኂ pòhài to persecute; persecution 6 
3894. 破例 pòlì to make an exception 6 
3895. 㝮努 pòlì courage; daring; boldness; resolution; drive 6 
3896. ᛀ pū to assault; to pounce; to rush at sth; to throw oneself on 6 
3897. 铺 pū to spread; to extend; to pave; to lay 6 
3898. 瀑布 pùbù waterfall 6 
3899. ᥉෸ pǔjí popular; to popularize; universal; ubiquitous; pervasive 6 
3900. 朴实 pǔshí plain; simple; guileless; down-to-earth; sincere and honest 6 
3901. 充᧚ qì cái equipment; material 6 
3902. 不埋 qǐ fú to move up and down; to undulate; ups and downs 6 
3903. ㄥ੹ 禁为  qì jīn-wéizhǐ so far; up to now; still (not) 6 
3904. 不色 qì sè complexion 6 
3905. 不趋 qì shì momentum; manner; energy; look of great force or 
imposing manner; powerful 
6 
3906. 启表 qǐ shì enlightenment; revelation; apocalypse 6 
3907. 启੐ qǐ shì announcement (written, on billboard, letter, newspaper or 
website); to post information; a notice 
6 
3908. 不压 qì yā atmospheric pressure; barometric pressure 6 
3909. 不Н qǐ yì uprising; insurrection; revolt 6 
3910. គ qiā to pick (flowers); to pinch; to clutch; (slang) to fight 6 
3911. 恰当 qiàdàng appropriate; suitable 6 
3912. 恰到好处 qiàdàohǎochù it's just perfect; it's just right 6 
3913. 扯牵  qiānchě to involve; to implicate 6 
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3914. 签预 qiāndìng to agree to and sign (a treaty etc) 6 
3915. 千北⊖计 qiānfāng-bǎijì lit. thousand ways, a hundred plans (idiom); by every 
possible means 
6 
3916. ധ抢  qiǎngjié to rob; looting 6 
3917. 救抢  qiǎngjiù rescue 6 
3918. 迫强  qiǎngpò to compel; to force 6 
3919. 限强  qiángzhì to enforce; enforcement; forcibly; compulsory 6 
3920. 前᥊ qiánjǐng foreground; vista; (future) prospects; perspective 6 
3921. 迁就 qiānjiù to yield; to adapt to; to accommodate to (sth) 6 
3922. 潜努 qiánlì potential; capacity 6 
3923. 部签  qiānshǔ to sign (an agreement) 6 
3924. 潜水 qiánshuǐ to dive; to go under water; lurker (Internet slang for sb who 
reads forum posts but never replies) 
6 
3925. 前ឭ qiántí premise; precondition; prerequisite 6 
3926. 迁迁 qiānxǐ to migrate; to move 6 
3927. 谦谦 qiānxùn humble; humility; modesty 6 
3928. 潜移幽ൻ qiányí-mòhuà imperceptible influence; to influence secretly 6 
3929. 谴负 qiǎnzé to denounce; to condemn; to criticize; condemnation; 
criticism 
6 
3930. 限牵  qiānzhì to control; to curb; to restrict; to impede; to pin down 
(enemy troops) 
6 
3931. 翘 qiào to raise 6 
3932. 梁桥  qiáoliáng bridge; fig. connection between two areas 6 
3933. 恰Ꮑ qiàqiǎo fortunately; unexpectedly; by coincidence 6 
3934. ᵶ谈 qiàtán to discuss 6 
3935. 不草 qǐcǎo draft (a bill); draw up (plans) 6 
3936. 启程 qǐchéng to set out on a journey 6 
3937. 不初 qǐchū originally; at first; at the outset 6 
3938. ⠰ਇ⥡锲  qiè'érbùshě to chip away at a task and not abandon it (idiom); to chisel 
away at sth; to persevere; unflagging efforts 
6 
3939. 一实 qièshí feasible; earnestly; conscientiously; realistic; practical 6 
3940. 欺负 qīfu to bully 6 
3941. 不大 qìgài lofty quality; mettle; spirit 6 
3942. 乞਼ qǐgài beggar 6 
3943. 不成 qìgōng qigong, a system of deep breathing exercises 6 
3944. 充ቭ qìguān organ (part of body tissue); apparatus 6 
3945. 不哄 qǐhòng to heckle; rowdy jeering; to create a disturbance 6 
3946. 凄凉 qīliáng desolate 6 
3947. 不码 qǐmǎ at the minimum; at the very least 6 
3948. 奇巧 qímiào fantastic; wonderful 6 
3949. 侵罪 qīnfàn to infringe on; to encroach on; to violate 6 
3950. 氢 qīng hydrogen (chemistry) 6 
3951. 事᡹ qíngbào (spy) intelligence; information-gathering 6 
3952. 清清 qīngchè clear; limpid 6 
3953. 清凌 qīngchén early morning 6 
3954. 清㒰 qīngchú eliminate; get rid of 6 
3955. ⠰容轻 В qīng'éryìjǔ easy; with no difficulty 6 
3956. 柬䇋  qǐngjiǎn invitation card; written invitation 6 
3957. 教䇋  qǐngjiào consult 6 
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3958. 事节 qíngjié plot; circumstances 6 
3959. 清纯 qīngjié clean; purity 6 
3960. 晴朗 qínglǎng sunny and cloudless 6 
3961. 事理 qínglǐ reason; sense 6 
3962. 清理 qīnglǐ clear; to put in order; to check up 6 
3963. 表䇋  qǐngshì ask for instructions 6 
3964. 帖䇋  qǐngtiě invitation card; written invitation 6 
3965. 听倾  qīngtīng to listen attentively 6 
3966. 清清 qīngxī clear; distinct 6 
3967. ะ倾  qīngxiàng trend; tendency; orientation 6 
3968. 斜倾  qīngxié to incline; to lean; to slant; to slope; to tilt 6 
3969. 事形 qíngxíng circumstances; situation; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
3970. 清提 qīngxǐng clear-headed; sober; awake 6 
3971. 清真 qīngzhēn Islamic; Muslim; halal (of food); clean; pure 6 
3972. 勤俭 qínjiǎn hardworking and frugal 6 
3973. 勤诚 qínkěn diligent and attentive; assiduous; sincere 6 
3974. 佩䩺  qīnpèi to admire; to look up to; to respect sb greatly 6 
3975. 亲热 qīnrè affectionate; intimate; warm-hearted 6 
3976. 身亲  qīnshēn personal; oneself 6 
3977. 旗旗 qípáo Chinese-style dress; cheongsam 6 
3978. 欺骗 qīpiàn to deceive; to cheat 6 
3979. 不㝮 qìpò spirit; boldness; positive outlook; imposing attitude 6 
3980. 安齐  qíquán complete 6 
3981. 分电 qíshì to discriminate against; discrimination 6 
3982. ਐ丘 qiūlíng hills 6 
3983. 星希 qīwàng hope; expectation 6 
3984. 不味 qìwèi odor; scent 6 
3985. 星限 qīxiàn time limit; deadline; allotted time 6 
3986. 不印 qìxiàng meteorological feature; CL:個|个[ge4]; meteorology; 
atmosphere or scene 
6 
3987. 担 努齐 ण  qíxīn-xiélì to work with a common purpose (idiom); to make 
concerted efforts; to pull together; to work as one 
6 
3988. ᦭因理ቖ  qǐyǒu-cǐlǐ how can this be so? (idiom); preposterous; ridiculous; 
absurd 
6 
3989. 不能 qǐyuán origin; to originate; to come from 6 
3990. 旗帜 qízhì ensign; flag 6 
3991. 犬 quǎn dog 6 
3992. 平权  quánhéng to weigh; to consider; to assess; to balance; to trade-off 6 
3993. 安ዪ quánjú overall situation 6 
3994. 安努可全 quánlìyǐfù do at all costs; make an all-out effort 6 
3995. 圈套 quāntào trap; snare; trick 6 
3996. 太头 quántou fist; clenched fist; competitive (product); superior quality; 
CL: 個|个 
6 
3997. 威权  quánwēi authority; authoritative; power and prestige 6 
3998. 利权  quányì rights and benefits 6 
3999. ᷯ道 qúdào irrigation ditch; medium or channel of communication 6 
4000. 取㓨 qǔdì to ban; to prohibit (publications, customs etc); to outlaw; to 
suppress (violators) 
6 
4001. 瘸 qué lame 6 
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4002. 确保 quèbǎo to ensure; to guarantee 6 
4003. 缺ญ quēkǒu nick; jag; gap; shortfall 6 
4004. 确成 quèlì to establish; to institute 6 
4005. 确一 quèqiè definite; exact; precise 6 
4006. 缺出 quēxí absence; absent 6 
4007. 缺缺 quēxiàn a defect; a flaw 6 
4008. 确信 quèxìn to be convinced; to be sure; to firmly believe; to be 
positive that; definite news 
6 
4009. ඙分 qūfēn to differentiate; to find differing aspects 6 
4010. 委衣 qūfú to surrender; to yield 6 
4011. 群众 qúnzhòng mass; multitude; the masses 6 
4012. 趣味 qùwèi fun; interest; delight; taste; liking; preference 6 
4013. ඙域 qūyù area; region; district 6 
4014. 曲打 qūzhé complicated; winding 6 
4015. ㅙ偅  qūzhú to expel; to deport; banishment 6 
4016. 曲杯 qǔzi poem for singing; tune; music; CL:支[zhi1] 6 
4017. 染 rǎn to dye; to catch (a disease); to acquire (bad habits etc); to 
contaminate; to add colour washes to a painting 
6 
4018. ?䅽  ràngbù to concede; to give in; to yield; a concession 6 
4019. 乱扰  rǎoluàn to disturb; to perturb; to harass 6 
4020. 恕饶  ráoshù forgiveness; spare 6 
4021. 惹祸 rěhuò stirring up trouble; to invite disaster 6 
4022. 流泪泪热  rèlèi-yíngkuàng eyes brimming with tears of excitement (idiom); extremely 
moved 
6 
4023. 热门 rèmén popular; hot; in vogue 6 
4024. ੳ慈 réncí benevolent; charitable; kind; kindly; kindness; merciful 6 
4025. 人道 réndào human sympathy; humanitarianism; humane; the "human 
way", one of the stages in the cycle of reincarnation 
(Buddhism); sexual intercourse 
6 
4026. 决䅸  rèndìng to maintain (that sth is true); to determine (a fact); 
determination (of an amount); of the firm opinion; to 
believe firmly; to set one's mind on; to identify with 
6 
4027. 人表 réngé personality; integrity; dignity 6 
4028. ੻旧 réngjiù still (remaining); to remain (the same); yet 6 
4029. 人Ꮏ réngōng artificial; manpower; manual work 6 
4030. 人家 rénjia other; other people; him(her, them); I 6 
4031. 人间 rénjiān man's world; the world 6 
4032. น䅸  rènkě to approve; approval; acknowledgment; OK 6 
4033. 任生 rènmìng to appoint and nominate 6 
4034. ᔋ耐 rěnnài to show restraint; to repress (anger etc); to exercise 
patience 
6 
4035. 人博 rénshì person; figure; public figure 6 
4036. ᔋ接 rěnshòu to bear; to endure 6 
4037. 人为 rénwéi artificial; man-made; having human cause or origin; human 
attempt or effort 
6 
4038. 人性 rénxìng human nature; humanity; human; the totality of human 
attributes 
6 
4039. 任性 rènxìng willful; headstrong; uninhibited 6 
4040. 任意 rènyì arbitrary; at will; at random 6 
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4041. 人䋼 rénzhì hostage 6 
4042. 任㊀道䖰 rènzhòng-
dàoyuǎn 
a heavy load and a long road; fig. to bear heavy 
responsibilities through a long struggle (cf Confucian 
Analects, 8.7) 
6 
4043. 日ᣂ᦬异 rì xīn-yuèyì daily renewal, monthly change (idiom); every day sees 
new developments; rapid progress 
6 
4044. 日利 rì yì day by day; more and more; increasingly; more and more 
with each passing day 
6 
4045. 溶解 róngjiě dissolve; solution 6 
4046. 容礼 róngmào one's appearance; one's aspect; looks; features 6 
4047. 容㒇 róngnà to hold; to contain; to accommodate; to tolerate (different 
opinions) 
6 
4048. 容充 róngqì receptacle; vessel 6 
4049. 融ᵶ róngqià harmonious; friendly relations; on good terms with one 
another 
6 
4050. 容ᔋ róngrěn to put up with; to tolerate 6 
4051. 揉 róu to knead; to massage; to rub 6 
4052. 温๺ róuhé gentle; soft 6 
4053. 弱点 ruòdiǎn weak point; failing 6 
4054. ⧯干 ruògān a certain number or amount; how many?; how much? 6 
4055. 撒谎 sāhuǎng to tell lies 6 
4056. 腮 sāi cheek (esp. lower cheek); jaw; gills (of fish) 6 
4057. ᢔ布 sànbù to distribute; to spread 6 
4058. ᢔ发 sànfā distribute; emit; issue 6 
4059. 失丧  sàngshī to lose; to forfeit 6 
4060. ਃ角 sānjiǎo triangle 6 
4061. ᢔ開 sǎnwén prose; essay 6 
4062. ᇿ杯 sǎozi (informal) older brother's wife; sister-in-law; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
4063. 色精 sècǎi tint; coloring; coloration; character 6 
4064. 啥 shá (dialect) what 6 
4065. ೜车 shāchē to brake (when driving); to stop; to switch off; to check 
(bad habits); a brake 
6 
4066. 筛选 shāixuǎn to filter 6 
4067. 擅长 shàncháng to be good at; to be expert in 6 
4068. 商标 shāngbiāo trademark; logo 6 
4069. ਄㑻 shàngjí higher authorities; superiors; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
4070. ਄ 担䖯  shàngjìnxīn aggressiveness; gumption; enterprising spirit 6 
4071. 筋伤电  shāngnǎojīn knotty; troublesome; bothersome 6 
4072. ਄任 shàngrèn take office 6 
4073. ਄过 shàngyǐn to get into a habit; to become addicted 6 
4074. ਄᷿  shàngyóu upper reaches; advanced position 6 
4075. 爬脉 shānmài mountain range; CL:條|᧦[tiao2] 6 
4076. 闪闪 shǎnshuò flicker; twinkling 6 
4077. 擅自 shànzì without permission; of one's own initiative 6 
4078. 哨 shào a whistle; sentry 6 
4079. ᝗ shāo to bring sth to sb (news etc) 6 
4080. 梢 shāo tip of branch 6 
4081. 奢奢 shēchǐ luxurious; extravagant; wasteful 6 
4082. ෸?  shèjí to involve; to touch upon (a topic) 6 
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4083. 成䆒  shèlì to set up; to establish 6 
4084. 深奥 shēn'ào profound; abstruse; recondite; profoundly 6 
4085. ↳᡹ shēnbào to report (to the authorities); to declare (to customs) 6 
4086. ᅵ检 shěnchá to examine; to investigate; to censor out; censorship 6 
4087. 深沉 shēnchén deep; extreme; dull; low pitched (sound) 6 
4088. 昌财 shèngchǎn superabundant; to teem with; to produce in abundance; to 
abound in 
6 
4089. 牲牲 shēngchù domesticated animals; livestock 6 
4090. 先保 shēngcún to exist; to survive 6 
4091. 胜负 shèngfù victory or defeat; the outcome of a battle 6 
4092. 省ળ shěnghuì provincial capital 6 
4093. 先机 shēngjī opportunity to live; to reprieve from death; life force; 
vitality 
6 
4094. 昌开 shèngkāi blooming; in full flower 6 
4095. 先理 shēnglǐ physiology 6 
4096. ჿ᣿ shēngmíng statement; declaration; CL:項|乍[xiang4],份[fen4] 6 
4097. 昌事 shèngqíng great kindness; magnificent hospitality 6 
4098. ჿ趋 shēngshì momentum 6 
4099. 先生 shēngshū unfamiliar; strange; out of practice; not accustomed 6 
4100. 先ᗕ shēngtài way of life; ecology 6 
4101. 先物 shēngwù organism; living creature; life form; biological; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
6 
4102. 先效 shēngxiào to take effect; to go into effect 6 
4103. 昌自 shèngxíng to be in vogue; to be prevalent 6 
4104. 先锈 shēngxiù to rust; to grow rusty; to corrode; oxidization 6 
4105. 先体 shēngyù to bear; to give birth; to grow; to rear; to bring up 
(children) 
6 
4106. ჿ誉 shēngyù reputation; fame 6 
4107. 理ᅵ  shěnlǐ to hear (a case) 6 
4108. 美ᅵ  shěnměi esthetics; appreciating the arts; taste 6 
4109. 判ᅵ  shěnpàn a trial; to try sb 6 
4110. 精奇 shénqí magical; mystical; miraculous 6 
4111. 精不 shénqì expression; manner; spirited; vigorous 6 
4112. 精事 shénqíng look; expression 6 
4113. 深事厚䇞 shēnqíng-hòuyì profound friendship 6 
4114. 精色 shénsè expression; look 6 
4115. 精神 shénshèng divine; hallow; holy; sacred 6 
4116. 博㒙  shēnshì gentleman 6 
4117. 精ᗕ shéntài appearance; manner; bearing; deportment; look; 
expression; mien 
6 
4118. ㅘ?  shèntòu to permeate; to infiltrate; to pervade; osmosis 6 
4119. 精神 shénxiān Daoist immortal; supernatural entity; (in modern fiction) 
fairy, elf, leprechaun etc; fig. lighthearted person; used in 
advertising: Live like an immortal! 活精神似 
6 
4120. 呻呻 shēnyín to moan; to groan 6 
4121. 慎㊀ shènzhòng cautious; careful; prudent 6 
4122. 取摄  shèqǔ absorb (nutrition); take a photo 6 
4123. 社඙ shèqū community 6 
4124. 氏速摄  shèshìdù degrees centigrade 6 
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4125. 想䆒  shèxiǎng to imagine; to assume; to envisage; tentative plan; to have 
consideration for 
6 
4126. 位䆒  shèzhì to set up; to install 6 
4127. 收 shí to pick up; to collate or arrange; ten (banker's anti-fraud 
numeral) 
6 
4128. 是非 shì fēi right and wrong; quarrel 6 
4129. ੐名 shì jì deed; past achievement; important event of the past 6 
4130. 努趋  shì lì power; (ability to) influence 6 
4131. 努电  shì lì vision; eyesight 6 
4132. 逝世 shì shì to pass away; to die 6 
4133. ੐ᗕ shì tài situation; existing state of affairs 6 
4134. 试图 shì tú to attempt; to try 6 
4135. 电线 shì xiàn line of sight 6 
4136. ੐Ϯ shì yè undertaking; project; activity; (charitable, political or 
revolutionary) cause; publicly funded institution, enterprise 
or foundation; career; occupation; CL:個|个[ge4] 
6 
4137. 田电  shì yě field of view; horizon 6 
4138. 合便 shì yí suitable; appropriate 6 
4139. 表意 shì yì to hint; to indicate (an idea to sb) 6 
4140. 必趋  shìbì is bound to (happen) 6 
4141. 认߿ shíbié to distinguish; to discern 6 
4142. 差ᯊ  shíchā time difference; time lag; jet lag 6 
4143. 非ᯊ  shícháng often; frequently 6 
4144. 世代 shìdài generation; an era; accumulation of years; passing on from 
generation to generation 
6 
4145. ⠰ᯊ  shí'ér occasionally; from time to time 6 
4146. 表⨄ shìfàn to demonstrate; to show how to do sth; demonstration; a 
model example 
6 
4147. ⨄师  shīfàn teacher-training; pedagogical; normal (school, e.g. Beijing 
Normal University) 
6 
4148. ᡼释  shìfàng to release; to set free; to liberate (a prisoner); to discharge 6 
4149. ੐故 shìgù accident; CL:樁|ḽ[zhuang1],不[qi3],ᰴ[ci4] 6 
4150. శᯊ  shíguāng time; era; period of time 6 
4151. 惠实  shíhuì tangible benefit; material advantages; advantageous (deal); 
substantial (discount) 
6 
4152. 机ᯊ  shíjī fortunate timing; occasion; opportunity 6 
4153. 措参 shījiā to exert (effort or pressure) 6 
4154. ੐ઙ shìjiàn event; happening; incident; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
4155. 世世㾖 shìjièguān worldview; world outlook; Weltanschauung 6 
4156. 努实  shílì strength 6 
4157. 使生 shǐmìng mission (diplomatic or other); set task 6 
4158. ੐ᯊ  shíshì current trends; the present situation; how things are going 6 
4159. 措实  shíshī to implement; to carry out 6 
4160. ੐要是实  shíshì-qiúshì to seek truth from facts (idiom); to be practical and 
realistic 
6 
4161. 尸身 shītǐ dead body; corpse; carcass; CL:工[ju4] 6 
4162. 表威 shìwēi to demonstrate (as a protest); a demonstration; a military 
show of force 
6 
4163. ੐务 shìwù (political, economic etc) affairs; work 6 
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4164. 失误 shīwù lapse; mistake; to make a mistake; fault; service fault (in 
volleyball, tennis etc) 
6 
4165. ੐乍 shìxiàng matter; item 6 
4166. 试经 shìyàn experiment; test; experimental; CL:ᰴ[ci4],個|个[ge4] 6 
4167. 石加 shíyóu oil; petroleum 6 
4168. 措展 shīzhǎn to use fully; to put to use 6 
4169. 实䋼 shízhì substance; essence 6 
4170. 安ᯊ  shízhuāng the latest fashion in clothes; fashionable 6 
4171. 失跟 shīzōng missing; lost; unaccounted for 6 
4172. 十踢 shízú ample; complete; hundred percent; a pure shade (of some 
color) 
6 
4173. 收藏 shōucáng to hoard; to collect; collection 6 
4174. 手法 shǒufǎ technique; trick; skill 6 
4175. 遵ᡸ shǒuhù to guard; to protect 6 
4176. 手趋 shǒushì gesture; sign; signal 6 
4177. 收缩 shōusuō to pull back; to shrink; to contract 6 
4178. 首要 shǒuyào the most important; of chief importance 6 
4179. 手艺 shǒuyì craftmanship; workmanship; handicraft; trade 6 
4180. 收利 shōuyì earnings; profit 6 
4181. 收拼机 shōuyīnjī radio; CL:臺|บ[tai2] 6 
4182. 教੍  shòuyǔ to award; to confer 6 
4183. 接⟋ shòuzuì to endure; to suffer; hardships; torments; a hard time; a 
nuisance 
6 
4184. 竖 shù to erect; vertical; vertical stroke (in Chinese characters) 6 
4185. ᧤ shù to bind; to tie; bundle; cluster; restraint 6 
4186. 数 shǔ to count; to enumerate; to criticize (i.e. enumerate 
shortcomings) 
6 
4187. ⠱ shuǎ to play with; to juggle 6 
4188. 衰⠧ shuāilǎo to age; to deteriorate with age; old and weak 6 
4189. 率乚 shuàilǐng lead; command; head 6 
4190. 衰ㅌ shuāituì to decline; to fall; to drop; to falter; a decline; recession (in 
economics) 
6 
4191. 火涮 锅 shuàn huǒguō to instant-boil (mutton, beef, vegetables, etc.) 6 
4192. ෺双胎 shuāngbāotāi twin; CL:對|对[dui4] 6 
4193. 爽快 shuǎngkuài refreshed; rejuvenated; frank and straightforward 6 
4194. 舒畅 shūchàng happy; entirely free from worry 6 
4195. 数乱 shù'é amount; sum of money; fixed number 6 
4196. 法书  shūfǎ calligraphy; handwriting; penmanship 6 
4197. ᧤缚 shùfù to bind; to restrict; to tie; to commit; fetters 6 
4198. 生忽 shūhu to neglect; to overlook; negligence; carelessness 6 
4199. 水流 shuǐlì water conservancy; irrigation works 6 
4200. 水龙头 shuǐlóngtóu faucet; tap 6 
4201. 水水 shuǐní cement; CL:袋[dai4] 6 
4202. 国书  shūjí books; works 6 
4203. 书䆄 shūjì secretary; clerk; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
4204. 成树  shùlì to set up; to establish 6 
4205. 后书  shūmiàn in writing; written (guarantee etc) 6 
4206. 数目 shùmù amount; number 6 
4207. 四四 sì zhī the four limbs of the body 6 
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4208. 公法 sīfǎ judicial; (administration of) justice 6 
4209. 公命 sīlìng commanding officer 6 
4210. 意概 sīniàn think of; long for; miss 6 
4211. 意摸 sīsuǒ think deeply; ponder 6 
4212. 死亡 sǐwáng death; deadly 6 
4213. 意㓈 sīwéi (line of) thought; thinking 6 
4214. ᣁ開 sīwen refined; educate; cultured; intellectual; polite; gentle 6 
4215. 大无ᔊᛂ sìwújì dàn absolutely unrestrained; unbridled; without the slightest 
scruple 
6 
4216. 意㒾 sīxù train of thought; emotional state; mood; feeling 6 
4217. 但养 sìyǎng to raise; to rear 6 
4218. ⑳自 sīzì private; personal; secretly; without explicit approval 6 
4219. 耸 sǒng to excite; to raise up; to shrug; high; lofty; towering 6 
4220. 艘 sōu classifier for ships; Taiwan pr. sao1 6 
4221. 搜摸 sōusuǒ to search; to look for sth; to scour (search meticulously); to 
look sth up; internet search; database search 
6 
4222. 打了 suànle let it be; let it pass; forget about it 6 
4223. 打数 suànshù to count numbers; to keep to one's word; to hold (i.e. to 
remain valid); to count (i.e. to be important) 
6 
4224. ଶ电 súhuà common saying; proverb 6 
4225. 隧道 suìdào tunnel 6 
4226. 随හ suíjí immediately; presently; following which 6 
4227. 随身 suíshēn to (carry) on one's person; to (take) with one 6 
4228. 随手 suíshǒu conveniently; without extra trouble; while doing it; in 
passing 
6 
4229. 随意 suíyì as one wishes; according to one's wishes; at will; 
voluntary; conscious 
6 
4230. ᦬ቕ  suìyuè years; passing of time 6 
4231. တᤳ  sǔnhuài to damage; to injure 6 
4232. 摸赔 suǒpéi to ask for compensation; to claim damages; claim for 
damages 
6 
4233. 摸性 suǒxìng you might as well (do it); simply; just 6 
4234. 朴食主Н sùshí zhǔyì vegetarianism 6 
4235. 䆝诉 sùsòng lawsuit 6 
4236. 提苏  sūxǐng to wake up; to regain consciousness 6 
4237. 塑制 sùzào to model; to mould; plastic (arts); flexible; to portray (in 
sculpture or in words) 
6 
4238. 朴䋼 sùzhì inner quality; basic essence; change over time 6 
4239. 塌 tā collapse 6 
4240. 泰斗 tàidǒu leading scholar of his time; magnate 6 
4241. บ风 táifēng hurricane; typhoon 6 
4242. 太空 tàikōng outer space 6 
4243. 坦⊕ tǎnbái honest; forthcoming; to confess 6 
4244. 勘⌟ tàncè to probe; to take readings; to explore; exploration 6 
4245. 糖糖糖 tánghúlu sugar coated Chinese hawthorn fruit on a stick; tanghulu 6 
4246. ୤⧯ tǎngruò if; supposing; provided that 6 
4247. ⯿瘫 tānhuàn paralysis 6 
4248. 婪䋾  tānlán avaricious; greedy; rapacious; insatiable; avid 6 
4249. 不叹  tànqì to sigh; to heave a sigh 6 
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4250. 儿摊  tānr street vendor's stall or stand 6 
4251. 勘摸 tànsuǒ to explore; to probe; commonly used in names of 
publications or documentaries 
6 
4252. 勘䅼 tàntǎo to investigate; to probe 6 
4253. 勘希 tànwàng to visit 6 
4254. 䋾污 tānwū corruption 6 
4255. 性弹  tánxìng flexibility; elasticity (physics) 6 
4256. ខ tāo to fish out (from pocket); to scoop 6 
4257. 陶陶 táocí pottery and porcelain; ceramics 6 
4258. ચ ચ䅼 䖬  tǎojià-huánjià haggle over price 6 
4259. 淘不 táoqì naughty; bad 6 
4260. 淘淘 táotài to wash out; elimination (by selection); natural selection; 
to knock out (in a competition); to die out; to phase out 
6 
4261. 滔滔ਇ绝 tāotāo-bùjué unceasing torrent (idiom); talking non-stop; gabbling forty 
to the dozen 
6 
4262. 践实 tāshi practical; down-to-earth; realistic; firmly based; steadfast; 
to have peace of mind; free from anxiety 
6 
4263. 特长 tècháng personal strength; one's special ability or strong points 6 
4264. 特决 tèdìng special; specific; designated; particular 6 
4265. 特色 tèsè characteristic; distinguishing feature or quality 6 
4266. 身没 tǐ xì system; setup; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
4267. 舔 tiǎn to lick; to lap 6 
4268. 今ᚽ tiāncái talent; gift; genius; talented; gifted 6 
4269. ↰田 tiánjìng track and field (athletics) 6 
4270. 今 分伦 乐 tiānlúnzhīlè pleasure of heavenly agreement (idiom); family love and 
joy; domestic bliss 
6 
4271. 今当不 tiānránqì natural gas 6 
4272. 今先 tiānshēng innate; natural 6 
4273. 今堂 tiāntáng paradise; heaven 6 
4274. 今開 tiānwén astronomy 6 
4275. 挑ᢼ tiǎobō to incite disharmony; to instigate 6 
4276. ๺调  tiáohé harmonious; harmony 6 
4277. 调调 tiáojì to adjust; to balance; to make up a medical prescription 6 
4278. 调节 tiáojié to adjust; to regulate; to harmonize; to reconcile 
(accountancy etc) 
6 
4279. 解调  tiáojiě to mediate; to bring parties to an agreement 6 
4280. ᧦款 tiáokuǎn clause (of contract or law); CL:項|乍[xiang4] 6 
4281. ᧦理 tiáolǐ arrangement; order; tidiness 6 
4282. 材调  tiáoliào condiment; seasoning; flavoring 6 
4283. 挑挑 tiāoti picky; fussy 6 
4284. 挑挑 tiǎoxìn to provoke; provocation 6 
4285. ᧦㑺 tiáoyuē treaty; pact; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
4286. 跳跃 tiàoyuè to jump; to leap; to bound; to skip 6 
4287. ឭᜐ tíbá to promote to a higher job; to select for promotion 6 
4288. ᧚乬  tícái subject matter 6 
4289. ឭ锻 tíliàn to extract (ore, minerals etc); to refine; to purify; to process 6 
4290. 身谅 tǐliàng to empathize; to allow (for something); to show 
understanding; to appreciate 
6 
4291. 身后 tǐmiàn dignity; face (as in "losing face"); honorable; creditable; 6 
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pretty 
4292. 挺ᜐ tǐngbá tall and straight 6 
4293. 停湖 tíngbó anchorage; mooring (of a ship) 6 
4294. 停乓 tíngdùn pause 6 
4295. 停停 tíngzhì stagnation; at a standstill; bogged down 6 
4296. 亭杯 tíngzi pavilion 6 
4297. ឭ表 tíshì to prompt; to present; to point out; to draw attention to sth; 
hint; brief; cue 
6 
4298. ឭ䆂 tíyì proposal; suggestion; to propose; to suggest 6 
4299. ห双 tóngbāo born of the same parents; fellow citizen or countryman 6 
4300. 兼传筹 乒 tǒngchóu-jiāngù an overall plan taking into account all factors 6 
4301. 儿电 tónghuà children's fairy tales 6 
4302. 普 通䋻 货 tōnghuò 
péngzhàng 
inflation 6 
4303. 传计 tǒngjì statistics; to count; to add up 6 
4304. 铜矿 tóngkuàng copper mine 6 
4305. 普ଶ tōngsú common; everyday; average 6 
4306. 传传 tǒngtǒng totally 6 
4307. 普↪ tōngyòng common (use); interchangeable 6 
4308. หᔒ tóngzhì comrade; homosexual (slang); CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
4309. ᛩ机 tóujī to speculate (on financial markets); opportunistic; 
congenial; agreeable 
6 
4310. ᛩ票 tóupiào to vote; vote 6 
4311. ᛩ㒠 tóuxiáng to surrender; surrender 6 
4312. ᛩ掷 tóuzhì to throw sth a long distance; to hurl 6 
4313. 秃 tū bald; blunt 6 
4314. 答图  tú'àn design; pattern 6 
4315. 团㒧 tuánjié a rally; to hold a rally; to join forces 6 
4316. 身团  tuántǐ group; organization; team; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
4317. 团圆 tuányuán to reunite 6 
4318. 歹弟 túdì apprentice; disciple 6 
4319. ផ⌟ tuīcè speculation; to conjecture; to surmise; to speculate 6 
4320. ផ翻 tuīfān overthrow 6 
4321. ផ理 tuīlǐ reasoning; speculative; inference 6 
4322. ផ讨 tuīlùn to infer; a deduction; a corollary; a reasoned conclusion 6 
4323. ផ䫔 tuīxiāo to market; to sell 6 
4324. 途田 tújìng way; channel 6 
4325. 糊抹 túmǒ to paint; to smear; to doodle 6 
4326. 咽吞  tūnyàn to swallow; to gulp 6 
4327. 妥当 tuǒdang appropriate; proper; ready 6 
4328. 脱离 tuōlí to separate oneself from; to break away from; diastasis 
(medicine); abscission; abjunction (botany) 
6 
4329. 唾泡 tuòmo spittle; saliva 6 
4330. 妥改 tuǒshàn appropriate; proper 6 
4331. 妥ण tuǒxié to compromise; to reach terms; a compromise 6 
4332. 拖延 tuōyán to adjourn; to delay; to defer; adjournment; procrastination 6 
4333. 椭圆 tuǒyuán oval; ellipse; elliptic 6 
4334. 摩ㄬ tuōyùn to consign (goods); to check through (baggage) 6 
4335. 突破 tūpò to break through; to make a breakthrough; to surmount or 6 
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break the back of (a task etc); (of ball sports) to break 
through a defense 
4336. 土土 tǔrǎng soil 6 
4337. ຤ wa Wow!; sound of child's crying 6 
4338. 外手 wàibiǎo external; outside; outward appearance 6 
4339. 外自 wàiháng layman; amateur 6 
4340. 外世 wàijiè the outside world; external 6 
4341. 歪曲 wāiqū to distort; to misrepresent 6 
4342. 外ะ wàixiàng outward-looking; extrovert; extroverted (personality); 
export-oriented (economy) 
6 
4343. 瓦解 wǎjiě to collapse; to disintegrate; to crumble 6 
4344. 挖挖 wājué to excavate; to dig; to unearth 6 
4345. ਣ wán pill 6 
4346. 完备 wánbèi faultless; complete; perfect; to leave nothing to be desired 6 
4347. 完毕 wánbì to finish; to end; to complete 6 
4348. 分ਁ wànfēn very much; extremely; one ten thousandth part 6 
4349. 往非 wǎngcháng habitually in the past; as one used to do formerly; as it used 
to be 
6 
4350. 上联 wǎngluò network (computing, telecommunications, transport etc); 
Internet 
6 
4351. 往੐ wǎngshì past events; former happenings 6 
4352. 固乑  wángù stubborn; obstinate 6 
4353. 妄想 wàngxiǎng to attempt vainly; a vain attempt 6 
4354. 挽回 wǎnhuí to retrieve; to redeem 6 
4355. 挽救 wǎnjiù to save; to remedy; to rescue 6 
4356. 玩弄 wánnòng to play with; to engage in; to resort to; to dally with 6 
4357. 强乑  wánqiáng tenacious; hard to defeat 6 
4358. 惋可 wǎnxī to feel sorry for a person over sth that should have 
happened 
6 
4359. 玩意儿 wányì r toy; plaything; thing; act; trick (in a performance, stage 
show, acrobatics etc) 
6 
4360. 娃娃 wáwa baby; small child; doll 6 
4361. 背䖱  wéibèi to violate; to be contrary to 6 
4362. 稍ਇ踢道 wēibùzúdào negligible; insignificant 6 
4363. ᜬ㓈  wéichí to keep; to maintain; to preserve 6 
4364. ໑⁛ wéidú only; just (i.e. it is only that...); all except; unique 6 
4365. 威风 wēifēng might; awe-inspiring authority; impressive 6 
4366. 稍㾖 wēiguān micro-; sub-atomic 6 
4367. 危机 wēijī crisis; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
4368. 畏恐 wèijù to fear; to dread; foreboding 6 
4369. 胃ญ wèikǒu appetite 6 
4370. 威努 wēilì might; formidable power 6 
4371. 未免 wèimiǎn unavoidable; a bit too much; over the top (you exaggerate) 6 
4372. 为难 wéinán feel embarrassed or awkward; to make things difficult (for 
someone); to find things difficult (to do or manage) 
6 
4373. 星为  wéiqī (to be done) by (a certain date); lasting (a certain time) 6 
4374. 先朴㓈  wéishēngsù vitamin 6 
4375. 首为  wéishǒu head; be headed by 6 
4376. 威希 wēiwàng prestige 6 
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4377. 安䯂 wèiwèn to express sympathy, greetings, consolation etc 6 
4378. 威信 wēixìn (of a government, etc.) prestige and public reliance 6 
4379. 星卫  wèixīng (space) satellite; CL:顆|乫[ke1] 6 
4380. 㓈ୃ  wéixiū maintenance (of equipment); to protect and maintain 6 
4381. ૏于 wèiyú to be located at; to be situated at; to lie 6 
4382. ᆔ务 wěiyuán committee member; committee; council; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
4383. 制伪  wěizào to forge; to fake; to counterfeit 6 
4384. 温带 wēndài temperate zone 6 
4385. 温๺ wēnhé moderate (policy etc) 6 
4386. 開凭 wénpíng diploma 6 
4387. 世䯂  wènshì to be published; to come out 6 
4388. 開物 wénwù cultural relic; historical relic; CL:ઙ[jian4],個|个[ge4] 6 
4389. 開献 wénxiàn document 6 
4390. 開文 wényǎ elegant; refined 6 
4391. 開艺 wényì literature and art 6 
4392. ぱ wō nest; pit or hollow on the human body; lair; den; place; to 
harbor or shelter; to hold in check; to bend; classifier for 
litters and broods 
6 
4393. ൩ wù do not 6 
4394. 无比 wúbǐ matchless 6 
4395. 必务  wùbì must; to need to; to be sure to 6 
4396. 差误  wùchā difference; error; inaccuracy 6 
4397. 无赔 wúcháng free; no charge; at no cost 6 
4398. 无无 wúchǐ without any sense of shame; unembarrassed; shameless 6 
4399. 无੼ wúcóng not to have access; beyond one's authority or capability; 
sth one has no way of doing 
6 
4400. 跳舞 wǔdǎo dance 6 
4401. 无 于无动  wúdòngyúzhōng aloof; indifferent; unconcerned 6 
4402. 无非 wúfēi only; nothing else 6 
4403. 黑乌  wūhēi jet-black; dark 6 
4404. 解误  wùjiě to misunderstand; to misread; misunderstanding 6 
4405. 无精ᛂ采 wújīng-dǎcǎi dispirited and downcast (idiom); listless; in low spirits; 
washed out 
6 
4406. 无น奉告 wúkěfènggào (idiom) "no comment" 6 
4407. 无น无任 wúkěnàihé have no way out; have no alternative; abbr. to 無无|无无 
[wu2 nai4] 
6 
4408. 无赖 wúlài hoodlum; rascal; rogue; rascally; scoundrelly 6 
4409. 无理取热 wúlǐ-qǔnào to make trouble without reason (idiom); deliberately 
awkward; pointless provocation; willful trouble maker 
6 
4410. 物美ચ廉 wùměi-jiàlián cheap and fine; attractive in price and quality 6 
4411. 蔑污  wūmiè slander 6 
4412. 无能 努为  wúnéng-wéilì impotent (idiom); powerless; helpless 6 
4413. 无 无ዧ穷  wúqióng-wújìn vast and limitless (idiom); endless span of time; no vestige 
of a beginning, no prospect of an end 
6 
4414. 侮侮 wǔrǔ to insult; to humiliate; dishonor 6 
4415. 务实 wùshí pragmatic; dealing with concrete issues 6 
4416. 无稍ਇ甚 wúwēibúzhì in every possible way (idiom); meticulous 6 
4417. 武武 wǔxiá martial arts chivalry (Chinese literary, theatrical and 
cinema genre); knight-errant 
6 
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4418. 缺䇀  wūxiàn to entrap; to frame; to plant false evidence against sb 6 
4419. 无 无顾 虑 wúyōu-wúlǜ carefree and without worries (idiom) 6 
4420. 无知 wúzhī ignorance 6 
4421. 武安 wǔzhuāng arms; equipment; to arm; military; armed (forces) 6 
4422. 物资 wùzī goods and materials 6 
4423. 溪 xī creek; rivulet 6 
4424. 信誉 xì nyù prestige; distinction; reputation; trust 6 
4425. 致详  xì zhì delicate; fine; careful; meticulous; painstaking 6 
4426. 霞 xiá red clouds 6 
4427. ⁜狭 xiá'ài narrow; tight; narrow minded; lacking in experience 6 
4428. 峡稻 xiágǔ canyon; gill; ravine 6 
4429. 夏命经 xiàlìngyíng summer camp 6 
4430. ᒏ xián bow string; string of musical instrument; watchspring; 
chord (segment of curve); hypotenuse; CL:ᩮ[gen1] 
6 
4431. 嫌 xián to dislike; suspicion; resentment; enmity; abbr. for 
嫌罪|嫌罪[xian2 fan4], criminal suspect 
6 
4432. ⦄场 xiànchǎng lit. actual location; the scene (of the incident); on-the-spot 6 
4433. ᚑ⦄  xiànchéng ready-made; readily available 6 
4434. 法ᅾ  xiànfǎ constitution (of a country) 6 
4435. 巷 xiàng lane; alley 6 
4436. 相差 xiāngchà to differ; discrepancy between 6 
4437. ะᇐ xiàngdǎo guide 6 
4438. 相等 xiāngděng equal; equally; equivalent 6 
4439. 想北 法䆒  xiǎngfāng-shèfǎ to think up every possible method (idiom); to devise ways 
and means; to try this, that and the other 
6 
4440. 相 相ᚑ䕙  xiāngfǔ-
xiāngchéng 
to complement one another (idiom) 6 
4441. ะ来 xiànglái always; all along 6 
4442. 影漂 xiǎngliàng loud and clear; resounding 6 
4443. 嵌镶  xiāngqiàn to inlay; to embed; to set (e.g. a jewel in a ring); tiling; 
tesselation 
6 
4444. ะ往 xiàngwǎng to yearn for; to look forward to 6 
4445. 影应 xiǎngyìng respond to; answer; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
4446. 相应 xiāngyìng to correspond; answering (one another); to agree (among 
the part); corresponding; relevant; appropriate; (modify) 
accordingly 
6 
4447. е乡 xiāngzhèn village; township 6 
4448. 缺ኂ xiànhài to frame (up); to make false charges against 6 
4449. 闲电 xiánhuà digression; gossip; complaint; scandal; CL:Ბ[duan4] 6 
4450. 惠䋸  xiánhuì chaste; virtuous 6 
4451. 接衔  xiánjiē to join together; to combine 6 
4452. వ䖯 xiānjìn advanced (technology); to advance 6 
4453. ᣿鲜  xiānmíng bright; clear-cut; distinct 6 
4454. 掀不 xiānqǐ to lift; to raise in height; to begin; upsurge; to set off (a 
campaign) 
6 
4455. వ前 xiānqián before; previously 6 
4456. 儿馅  xiànr stuffing; filling, e.g. in ൮杯[bao3 zi5] or 杯饺 [jiao3 zi5] 6 
4457. 缺入 xiànrù to sink into; to get caught up in; to land in (a predicament) 6 
4458. 摸线  xiànsuǒ trail; clues; thread (of a story) 6 
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4459. 纤㓈 xiānwéi fiber; CL:種|种[zhong3] 6 
4460. 嫌疑 xiányí suspicion; (be) suspected (of) 6 
4461. 著显  xiǎnzhù outstanding; notable; remarkable 6 
4462. 形⦄  xiànzhuàng current situation 6 
4463. 消㒰 xiāochú to eliminate; to remove 6 
4464. 消病 xiāodú to disinfect; to sterilize 6 
4465. 消防 xiāofáng fire-fighting; fire control 6 
4466. 消耗 xiāohào to use up; to consume 6 
4467. ?䫔  xiāohuǐ to destroy (by melting or burning); to obliterate 6 
4468. 消极 xiāojí negative; passive; inactive 6 
4469. 肖像 xiàoxiàng portrait 6 
4470. 小担小小 xiǎoxīn-yì yì cautious and solemn (idiom); very carefully; prudent; 
gently and cautiously 
6 
4471. 效利 xiàoyì benefit 6 
4472. ਅ金 xiàshǔ subordinate; underling 6 
4473. ⁜窄 xiázhǎi narrow 6 
4474. 双详  xìbāo cell (biology) 6 
4475. 不 xiè crumbs; filings; worthwhile 6 
4476. 携带 xiédài to carry (on one's person); to support (old); Taiwan pr. xi1 
dai4 
6 
4477. ળण  xiéhuì an association; a society; CL:個|个[ge4],家[jia1] 6 
4478. 䇶绝 xièjué to refuse politely 6 
4479. 泄露 xièlòu to leak (information); to divulge 6 
4480. 泄不 xièqì discouraged; dejected; demoralized; despairing; to want to 
give up; to deflate (air from a tyre) 
6 
4481. 商ण  xiéshāng to consult with; to talk things over; agreement 6 
4482. ण䆂 xiéyì agreement; pact; protocol; CL:項|乍[xiang4] 6 
4483. 帮ण  xiézhù provide assistance; aid 6 
4484. 写工 xiězuò writing; written works 6 
4485. 媳ཛ xífu daughter-in-law; wife (of a younger man); young married 
woman; young woman 
6 
4486. ⤒⋐ xīgài knee 6 
4487. 袭击 xíjī an attack (esp. surprise attack); raid; to attack 6 
4488. 菌详  xìjūn bacterium; germ; CL:種|种[zhong3] 6 
4489. 没排 xìliè series 6 
4490. 熄灭 xīmiè to stop burning; to go out (of fire); to die out; extinguished 6 
4491. ᣂ 代陈 䇶 xīnchén-dàixiè metabolism (biology); the new replaces the old (idiom) 6 
4492. 担ᓧ xīndé knowledge gained; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
4493. 腥 xīng fishy (smell) 6 
4494. 性感 xìnggǎn sex appeal; eroticism; sexuality; sexy 6 
4495. 高采激݈  xìnggāo-cǎiliè happy and excited (idiom); in high spirits; in great delight 6 
4496. 幸好 xìnghǎo fortunately 6 
4497. 隆݈ xīnglóng Xinglong county in Chengde ᛚ道[Cheng2 de2], Hebei 6 
4498. 性生 xìngmìng life 6 
4499. 性能 xìngnéng function; performance 6 
4500. 性事 xìngqíng nature; temperament 6 
4501. ೃ੐ xíngshì criminal; penal 6 
4502. 形ᗕ xíngtài shape; form; pattern; morphology 6 
4503. 旺݈ xīngwàng prosperous; thriving; to prosper; to flourish 6 
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4504. 自᡽ xíngzhèng administration; administrative 6 
4505. 致致致݈  xìngzhì-bóbó to become exhilarated (idiom); in high spirits; full of zest 6 
4506. 信赖 xìnlài to trust; to have confidence in; to have faith in; to rely on 6 
4507. ᣂ新 xīnláng bridegroom; groom 6 
4508. 担灵 xīnlíng bright; smart; quick-witted; heart; thoughts; spirit 6 
4509. 信概 xìnniàn faith; belief; conviction 6 
4510. ᣂ姑 xīnniáng bride 6 
4511. ㄆ勤 xīnqín hardworking; industrious 6 
4512. 薪水 xīnshui salary; wage 6 
4513. 担ᗕ xīntài attitude (of the heart); state of one's psyche; way of 
thinking; mentality 
6 
4514. 担疼 xīnténg to love dearly; the pain of love 6 
4515. 欣安 xīnwèi to be gratified 6 
4516. 欣欣ะ荣 xīnxīn-xiàngróng luxuriant growth (idiom); flourishing; thriving 6 
4517. 担血 xīnxuè heart's blood; expenditure (for some project); meticulous 
care 
6 
4518. 信俯 xìnyǎng to believe in (a religion); firm belief; conviction 6 
4519. 担眼儿 xīnyǎnr one's thoughts; mind; intention; willingness to accept new 
ideas; baseless suspicions 
6 
4520. ᣂ乪 xīnyǐng lit. new bud; fig. new and original 6 
4521. 凶恶 xiōng'è fierce; ferocious; fiendish; frightening 6 
4522. 雄厚 xiónghòu robust; strong and solid 6 
4523. 胸ᗔ xiōnghuái one's bosom (the seat of emotions); breast; broad-minded 
and open; to think about; to cherish 
6 
4524. 凶手 xiōngshǒu assailant; murderer; assassin 6 
4525. 胸胸 xiōngtáng chest 6 
4526. 取ๆ xīqǔ to absorb; to draw (a lesson, insight etc); to assimilate 6 
4527. 昔日 xīrì formerly; in olden days 6 
4528. 牲牺  xīshēng to sacrifice oneself; to lay down one's life; to do sth at the 
expense of; beast slaughtered for sacrifice; sacrifice; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
6 
4529. ଶд  xísú custom; tradition; local tradition; convention 6 
4530. 锦 xiù to embroider 6 
4531. 害无 xiūchǐ (a feeling of) shame 6 
4532. 复ୃ xiūfù restoration 6 
4533. 建ୃ xiūjiàn to build; to construct 6 
4534. 嗅觉 xiùjué sense of smell 6 
4535. 理ୃ xiūlǐ to repair; to perform maintenance; to overhaul; to fix; to 
prune; to trim 
6 
4536. ભ养 xiūyǎng to recuperate 6 
4537. ༑闻乐㾕 xǐwén-lèjiàn a delight to see (idiom); an attractive spectacle 6 
4538. 除太 xīyáng sunset; the setting sun 6 
4539. ༑喜 xǐyuè happy; joyous 6 
4540. ᜐ选  xuǎnbá to select the best 6 
4541. ᜭ悬  xuánguà to suspend; to hang; suspension (cable car) 6 
4542. 旋法 xuánlǜ melody; rhythm 6 
4543. 概悬  xuánniàn suspense in a movie, play etc; concern for sb's welfare 6 
4544. 宣誓 xuānshì to swear an oath (of office); to make a vow 6 
4545. 手选  xuǎnshǒu athlete; contestant 6 
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4546. 宣ᡀ xuānyáng to proclaim; to make public or well known 6 
4547. 崖陡隔悬  xuányá-qiàobì cliffside 6 
4548. 旋转 xuánzhuǎn to rotate; to revolve; to spin; to whirl 6 
4549. 同ग़ xuélì educational background; academic qualifications 6 
4550. 剥弱 xuēruò to weaken 6 
4551. 雪਄参雪 xuěshàng-
jiāshuāng 
to add hail to snow (idiom); one disaster on top of another; 
to make things worse in a bad situation 
6 
4552. 同䇈 xuéshuō theory; doctrine 6 
4553. 同૏ xuéwèi academic degree, e.g.: BSc 普博普૏|同博同૏[xue2 shi4 
xue2 wei4], MSc 碩博普૏| 博同૏硕 [shuo4 shi4 xue2 wei4], 
Diploma 普૏學書|同૏证书[xue2 wei4 zheng4 shu1], PhD 
博博普૏|博博同૏[bo2 shi4 xue2 wei4] 
6 
4554. 血压 xuèyā blood pressure 6 
4555. 虚放 xūjiǎ false; phony; pretense 6 
4556. 酗啤 xùjiǔ heavy drinking; to get drunk; to drink to excess 6 
4557. น许  xǔkě to allow; to permit 6 
4558. 牲畜 xùmù to raise animals 6 
4559. 循⦃ xúnhuán to cycle; to circulate; circle; loop 6 
4560. 巡逻 xúnluó to patrol (police, army or navy) 6 
4561. ᇏ寻 xúnmì to look for 6 
4562. 熏陶 xūntáo nurturing (i.e. assimilate some branch of culture); seeped 
in 
6 
4563. 循序渐䖯 xúnxù-jiànjìn in sequence, step by step (idiom); to make steady progress 
incrementally 
6 
4564. 需要 xūqiú requirement; demand (economics) 6 
4565. 虚荣 xūróng vanity 6 
4566. 虚伪 xūwěi false; hypocritical; artificial; sham 6 
4567. 序言 xùyán preface; introductory remarks; preamble; prelude 6 
4568. 知乏  xūzhī prerequisites; rules that must be known before starting sth 6 
4569. ᛼金 yājīn deposit; cash pledge 6 
4570. 马ݯ yàjūn second place (in a sports contest); runner-up 6 
4571. 表变 yǎnbiàn to develop; to evolve 6 
4572. ព⋐ yǎngài to conceal; to hide behind; to cover up 6 
4573. 食么  yàngpǐn sample; specimen 6 
4574. 二不 yǎngqì oxygen 6 
4575. 眼శ yǎnguāng vision 6 
4576. ᴪᶏ yánhǎi coastal 6 
4577. 寒严  yánhán bitter cold; severe winter 6 
4578. ពᡸ yǎnhù to screen; to shield; to cover; protection; cover; 
CL:后[mian4] 
6 
4579. 抽花爆竹 yānhuā bàozhú fireworks and crackers 6 
4580. 表䆆 yǎnjiǎng lecture; to make a speech 6 
4581. 禁严  yánjìn strictly prohibit 6 
4582. 峻严  yánjùn grim; severe; rigorous 6 
4583. 严厉 yánlì severe; strict 6 
4584. 言讨 yánlùn speech; expression of opinion; public opinion 6 
4585. 密严  yánmì strict; tight (organization, surveillance etc) 6 
4586. 淹没 yānmò to submerge; to drown; to flood; to drown out (also fig.) 6 
4587. 延星 yánqī to delay; to extend; to postpone; to defer 6 
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4588. 炎热 yánrè blistering hot; sizzling hot (weather) 6 
4589. 眼色 yǎnsè a wink; to signal with one's eyes 6 
4590. 延伸 yánshēn to extend; to spread 6 
4591. 眼精 yǎnshén expression or emotion showing in one's eyes; meaningful 
glance; wink; eyesight (topolect) 
6 
4592. 岩石 yánshí rock 6 
4593. ព佄 yǎnshì to conceal a fault; to gloss over 6 
4594. 收经  yànshōu to check on receipt; an inventory of received goods; to 
verify and accept (a delivery) 
6 
4595. 讨恶 yànwù to loath; to hate; disgusted with sth 6 
4596. 表д yǎnxí exercise; practice; to put on a play; to act 6 
4597. 眼ਅ yǎnxià now; at present; subocular (medicine) 6 
4598. 延继 yánxù to continue; to go on; to last 6 
4599. 表络 yǎnyì to deduce; to infer 6 
4600. 经证 yànzhèng to inspect and verify; experimental verification 6 
4601. 表奏 yǎnzòu to play a musical instrument; to perform music 6 
4602. ᨛᨚ yáobǎi to waver; swaying (of building in an earthquake) 6 
4603. 要ਇ当 yàoburán otherwise; or else; or 6 
4604. 要点 yàodiǎn main point; essential 6 
4605. ᨛ滚 yáogǔn to shake and boil; rock and roll (music) 6 
4606. 晃ᨛ  yáohuàng to rock; to shake; to sway 6 
4607. 遥ប yáokòng remote control 6 
4608. 要生 yàomìng to cause sb's death; very; extremely; frightening; annoying 6 
4609. 要朴 yàosù essential factor; key constituent 6 
4610. 言䇷  yáoyán rumor 6 
4611. ⠦眼 yàoyǎn to dazzle; dazzling 6 
4612. 咬刷一齿 yǎoyá-qièchǐ gnashing one's teeth (idiom); displaying extreme anger; 
fuming with rage between gritted teeth 
6 
4613. 遥䖰 yáoyuǎn distant; remote 6 
4614. 迫压  yāpò to oppress; to repress; to constrict; oppression; stress 
(physics) 
6 
4615. 压ቕ块 yāsuìqián money given to children as new year present 6 
4616. 压缩 yāsuō to compress; compression 6 
4617. 抑压  yāyì to constrain or repress emotions; oppressive; stifling; 
depressing; repression 
6 
4618. 榨压  yāzhà to press; to squeeze; to extract juice, oil etc by squeezing 6 
4619. 限压  yāzhì to suppress; to inhibit; to stifle 6 
4620. 田野 yěmán barbarous; uncivilized 6 
4621. 田担 yěxīn ambition; wild schemes; careerism 6 
4622. 亦 yì also 6 
4623. 小 yì wing 6 
4624. 毅努 yì lì perseverance; willpower 6 
4625. 食佂  yǐ nshí food and drink 6 
4626. 打೚ yì nshuā print 6 
4627. ⑳隐  yǐ nsī secrets; sth one hopes to conceal 6 
4628. 吸↪ yǐ nyòng to quote; to cite; to recommend; to appoint 6 
4629. ৻如既往 yì rú-jìwǎng just as in the past (idiom); as before; continuing as always 6 
4630. 意认 yì shí consciousness; awareness; consciously (i.e. deliberately); 
to be aware 
6 
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4631. 意图 yì tú intent; intention; intend; schematic diagram 6 
4632. 意ะ yì xiàng disposition 6 
4633. 意ᔒ yì zhì will; willpower; determination; CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
4634. 抑限 yì zhì to inhibit; to keep down; to suppress 6 
4635. 可甚 yǐ zhì down to; up to; to such an extent as to ... (also written 
可甚以|可甚于[yi3 zhi4 yu2]) 
6 
4636. 可致 yǐ zhì to such an extent as to; down to; up to 6 
4637. 可便 yǐbiàn so that; so as to; in order to 6 
4638. 遗财 yíchǎn heritage; legacy; inheritance; bequest; CL:筆|笔[bi3] 6 
4639. 异非 yìcháng exceptional; abnormal; an anomaly 6 
4640. 遗Ӵ yíchuán heredity; inheritance; to transmit 6 
4641. 依ᰴ yīcì in order; in succession 6 
4642. ৻速 yídù for a time; at one time; one time; once 6 
4643. ৻一风乎 yìfān-fēngshùn single sail, gentle wind (idiom); plain sailing; to go 
smoothly 
6 
4644. ৻贯 yíguàn consistent; constant; from start to finish; all along; 
persistent 
6 
4645. 疑迷 yíhuò to doubt; to distrust; unconvincing; to puzzle over; 
misgivings; suspicions 
6 
4646. 依旧 yījiù as before; still 6 
4647. 依根 yījù according to; basis; foundation 6 
4648. ৻ 两ᓧВ  yìjǔ-liǎngdé one move, two gains (idiom); two birds with one stone 6 
4649. 依可 yīkào to rely on sth (for support etc); to depend on 6 
4650. 依赖 yīlài to depend on; to be dependent on 6 
4651. 意材 yìliào to anticipate; to expect; to reckon ahead 6 
4652. 留遗  yíliú (leave or be a) legacy; left over; hand down (to next 
generation) 
6 
4653. ৻交 yīliú top quality; front ranking 6 
4654. ৻法 yílǜ same; uniformly; all; without exception 6 
4655. 可免 yǐmiǎn in order to avoid; so as not to 6 
4656. ৻目了当 yímù-liǎorán obvious at a glance (idiom) 6 
4657. 蔽隐  yǐnbì to conceal; to hide; covert; under cover 6 
4658. 吸ᇐ yǐndǎo to guide; to lead; to conduct; introduction 6 
4659. 酬应  yìngchou social niceties; social interaction; a dinner party 6 
4660. 儿婴  yīng'ér infant; baby; CL:個|个[ge4]; lead (Pb) 6 
4661. 泪流 yínglì profit; gain 6 
4662. 迎后 yíngmiàn directly; head-on (collision); in one's face (of wind) 6 
4663. 英᣿ yīngmíng wise; brilliant 6 
4664. 屏荧  yíngpíng fluorescent screen; TV screen 6 
4665. ㆲ应  yìngyāo at sb's invitation; on invitation 6 
4666. 英勇 yīngyǒng bravery; gallant; valiant 6 
4667. 患隐  yǐnhuàn a danger concealed within sth; hidden damage; misfortune 
not visible from the surface 
6 
4668. 隐隐 yǐnmán to conceal; to hide (a taboo subject); to cover up the truth 6 
4669. 䰈䇟 yīnmóu plot; conspiracy 6 
4670. 吸引 yǐnqíng engine (transliteration) 6 
4671. 拼影 yīnxiǎng speakers or speaker (electronic); acoustics; sound field (in 
a room or theater) 
6 
4672. 隐㑺 yǐnyuē vague; faint; indistinct 6 
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4673. 充仪  yíqì instrument; apparatus; CL:臺|บ[tai2] 6 
4674. 毅当 yìrán firmly; resolutely; without hesitation 6 
4675. 衣衣 yīshang clothes 6 
4676. 正仪  yíshì ceremony 6 
4677. 失遗  yíshī to lose; lost 6 
4678. ৻ ਇ一ϱ  yìsī-bùgǒu not one thread loose (idiom); strictly according to the rules; 
meticulous; not one hair out of place 
6 
4679. 依摩 yītuō to rely on; to depend on 6 
4680. 可往 yǐwǎng in the past; formerly 6 
4681. 意味着 yìwèizhe to signify; to mean; to imply 6 
4682. ৻ะ yíxiàng all along; the whole time; constantly; earlier; lately 6 
4683. ৻ౣ  yízài repeatedly 6 
4684. ↪成 yònggōng diligent; industrious (in one's studies); to study hard; to 
make great effort 
6 
4685. 永永 yǒnghéng eternal; everlasting; fig. to pass into eternity (i.e. to die) 6 
4686. ↪户 yònghù user; consumer; subscriber; customer 6 
4687. ᢹᡸ yōnghù to endorse; to support 6 
4688. 庸ଶ yōngsú filthy; vulgar; debased 6 
4689. 波⦄ yǒngxiàn to emerge in large numbers; to spring up; to emerge 
prominently 
6 
4690. ᦭ᢹ  yōngyǒu to have; to possess 6 
4691. 勇于 yǒngyú to dare to; to be brave enough to 6 
4692. 踊跃 yǒngyuè to leap; to jump; eager; enthusiastically 6 
4693. 迷诱  yòuhuò to entice; to lure; to induce; to attract 6 
4694. 加腻 yóunì grease; greasy food; oily; rich (of food); fatty; greasy and 
dirty; a slippery character 
6 
4695. 加油 yóuqī oil paints; lacquer; to paint; CL:ጀ|层[ceng2] 6 
4696. 犹如 yóurú similar to; appearing to be 6 
4697. 劣淘优胜  yōushèng-liètài survival of the fittest 6 
4698. ᦭᧦ਇ有 yǒutiáo-bùwěn regular and thorough (idiom); methodically arranged 6 
4699. వ优  yōuxiān priority 6 
4700. 异优  yōuyì exceptional; outstandingly good 6 
4701. 郁顾  yōuyù sullen; depressed; melancholy; dejected 6 
4702. 越优  yōuyuè superior; superiority 6 
4703. ᐜ幼 yòuzhì young; childish; naive 6 
4704. ᗡ yù heal; the more...the more; to recover; better 6 
4705. 原告 yuángào complainant; plaintiff 6 
4706. 原理 yuánlǐ principle; theory 6 
4707. 公森 yuánlín gardens; park; landscape garden 6 
4708. 圆满 yuánmǎn satisfactory 6 
4709. 能泉 yuánquán fountainhead; well-spring; water source; fig. origin 6 
4710. 原始 yuánshǐ first; original; primitive; original (document etc) 6 
4711. ర首 yuánshǒu head of state 6 
4712. ర朴 yuánsù element; element of a set; chemical element 6 
4713. 冤冤 yuānwang hatred; injustice; bad luck; unjust treatment; wronged; not 
worthwhile 
6 
4714. 原వ yuánxiān former; original 6 
4715. ర元节 Yuánxiāojié Lantern festival, the final event of the Spring festival 
春節|春节, on 15th of first month of the lunar calendar 
6 
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4716. 愚愚 yúchǔn silly; stupid 6 
4717. 岳父 yuèfù wife's father, father-in-law 6 
4718. 乐乐 yuèpǔ a musical score; sheet music 6 
4719. ᧤㑺  yuēshù to restrict; to limit to; to constrain; restriction; constraint 6 
4720. 材预  yùliào to forecast; to anticipate; expectation 6 
4721. 舆讨 yúlùn public opinion 6 
4722. 愚ᤒ yúmèi ignorant; uneducated 6 
4723. 民渔  yúmín fisherman; fisher folk 6 
4724. 熨 yùn reconciled; smooth 6 
4725. 藏蕴  yùncáng to hold in store; to contain (untapped reserves etc) 6 
4726. 酝酝 yùnniàng (of alcohol) to ferment; (of a crisis) to be brewing; to mull 
over (an issue); to hold exploratory discussions 
6 
4727. ㄬ打 yùnsuàn (mathematical) operation 6 
4728. ㄬ自 yùnxíng be in motion; to move; to run 6 
4729. ሺ体 yùnyù to be pregnant; to produce offspring; to nurture (a 
development, school of thought, artwork etc); fig. replete 
with (culture etc) 
6 
4730. 星预  yùqī expect; expected 6 
4731. ਈ日 ჊俱  yǔrì-jùzēng to increase steadily; to grow with each passing day 6 
4732. 羽 衣㒦  yǔróngfú down garment 6 
4733. 预䌯 yùsài preliminary competition; to hold preliminary heats 6 
4734. 打预  yùsuàn budget 6 
4735. 欲希 yùwàng desire; longing; appetite; craving 6 
4736. వ预  yùxiān beforehand; prior 6 
4737. 言预  yùyán to predict; prophecy 6 
4738. 公言 yùyán fable; CL:則| [߭ze2] 6 
4739. 可੍ yǔyǐ to give; to impose; to apply 6 
4740. ళ预  yùzhào omen; prognosis (in medicine) 6 
4741. 砸 zá smash; smashed; to fail; to get it wrong 6 
4742. ๹ zǎ (dialect) why; how; what 6 
4743. 宰 zǎi to slaughter livestock; to govern or rule; to cheat 
customers; Imperial official in dynastic China 
6 
4744. 在几 zàihu determined by; to care about; to mind 6 
4745. 接ౣౣ 厉 zàijiē-zàilì to continue the struggle (idiom); to persist; unremitting 
efforts 
6 
4746. 灾难 zāinàn disaster; catastrophe 6 
4747. 栽ၭ zāipéi to grow; to cultivate 6 
4748. 在意 zàiyì to care about; to mind 6 
4749. ᛛ复  zájì acrobatics; CL:႐|场[chang3] 6 
4750. 交复  zájiāo a hybrid 6 
4751. 攒 zǎn to accumulate; to amass; to hoard; to save 6 
4752. 而暂  zànqiě for now; for the time being; temporarily 6 
4753. 赞叹 zàntàn to sigh or gasp in admiration; high praise 6 
4754. ห赞  zàntóng to approve of; to endorse; (vote) in favor; trad. also written 
贊ห 
6 
4755. 赞ᡀ zànyáng to praise; to approve of; to show approval 6 
4756. 帮赞  zànzhù to support; to assist; sponsor 6 
4757. 制෻ zàofǎn rebel; revolt 6 
4758. ㆣ接 zāoshòu to suffer; to sustain (loss, misfortune) 6 
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4759. 糟糟 zāotà to waste; to wreck; to despoil; to abuse; to slander; to 
insult; to defile; to trample on 
6 
4760. 制大 zàoxíng modeling; mold-making; model or mold; molding 6 
4761. ㆣ遭 zāoyāng to suffer a calamity 6 
4762. 噪拼 zàoyīn rumble; noise; static 6 
4763. ㆣ遇 zāoyù to meet with; to encounter; (bitter) experience 6 
4764. 奇负  zéguài to blame; to rebuke 6 
4765. 贼 zéi thief; wily; deceitful; evil; extremely; disagreeably 6 
4766. ㅍ赠  zèngsòng give as a present; present as a gift 6 
4767. ჊画 zēngtiān add to; increase 6 
4768. 眨 zhǎ wink 6 
4769. 渣 zhā slag (in mining or smelting); dregs 6 
4770. ᚾ zhā to prick; to run or stick (a needle etc) into; jug (a classifier 
for liquids such as beer) 
6 
4771. ೛债  zhàiquàn bond; debenture 6 
4772. 摘要 zhāiyào summary; abstract 6 
4773. 截斩丝 铁 zhǎndīng-jiétiě to chop the nail and slice the iron (idiom); resolute and 
decisive; unhesitating; definitely; without any doubt 
6 
4774. 斗战  zhàndòu to fight; to battle; CL:႐|场[chang2],ᰴ[ci4] 6 
4775. 保妨 zhàng'ài barrier; obstruction; hindrance; impediment; obstacle 6 
4776. 长䕜 zhǎngbèi elder generation 6 
4777. 文程 zhāngchéng rules; regulations; constitution; statute; articles of 
association (of company); articles of incorporation; charter 
(of a corporation); by-laws 
6 
4778. 篷结  zhàngpeng tent; CL:㗂|乊[ding3],座[zuo4] 6 
4779. ᴩశ zhānguāng to bask in the light; fig. to benefit from association with sb 
or sth; reflected glory 
6 
4780. 占根 zhànjù to occupy; to hold 6 
4781. 占乚 zhànlǐng to occupy (a territory); to hold 6 
4782. 侵战  zhànlüè strategy 6 
4783. 展表 zhǎnshì to reveal; to display; to show; to exhibit sth 6 
4784. 战术 zhànshù tactics 6 
4785. 展希 zhǎnwàng outlook; prospect; to look ahead; to look forward to 6 
4786. 展⦄ zhǎnxiàn to come out; to emerge 6 
4787. ᣂ崭  zhǎnxīn brand new 6 
4788. 瞻俯 zhānyǎng to revere; to admire 6 
4789. 役战  zhànyì military campaign 6 
4790. 占᦭ zhànyǒu to have; to own; to hold; to possess 6 
4791. 照材 zhàoliào to tend; to take care of sb 6 
4792. 着ㅅ zháomí to be fascinated; to be captivated 6 
4793. 朝不朝致 zhāoqì-péngbó full of youthful energy (idiom); vigorous; energetic; a 
bright spark 
6 
4794. 招收 zhāoshōu to hire; to recruit 6 
4795. 招ᛩ标 zhāotóubiāo bidding; tender 6 
4796. 照么 zhàoyàng as before; (same) as usual 6 
4797. 照⠦ zhàoyào shine; illuminate 6 
4798. 照应 zhàoyìng to correlate with; to correspond to 6 
4799. ᴧ⋑ zhǎozé marsh; swamp; wetlands; glade 6 
4800. 䆜骗 zhàpiàn to defraud; to swindle; to blackmail 6 
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4801. ᚾ实 zhāshi strong; solid; sturdy; firm; practical 6 
4802. 打 zhé to break; to snap; to suffer the loss of; to turn; to bend; to 
admire; to amount to; to discoun; to fold; turning stroke (in 
Chinese character); booklet 
6 
4803. ㆤᣵ zhēdǎng to shelter from; to keep out 6 
4804. 打磨 zhémó to persecute; to torment 6 
4805. 地䰉  zhèndì position; front 6 
4806. 决乡  zhèndìng calm; unperturbed; cool 6 
4807. 振兴 zhènfèn to stir oneself up; to raise one's spirits; to inspire 6 
4808. 正当 zhèngdāng honest; reasonable; fair; sensible; timely; just (when 
needed) 
6 
4809. ੎弊 zhēngduān dispute; controversy; conflict 6 
4810. 整乓 zhěngdùn to tidy up; to reorganize; to consolidate; to rectify 6 
4811. ੎༎ zhēngduó fight over; contest; vie over 6 
4812. 蒸发 zhēngfā to evaporate; evaporation 6 
4813. 正负 zhèngfù positive and negative 6 
4814. 特衣 zhēngfú conquer; subdue; vanquish 6 
4815. 正规 zhèngguī regular; according to standards 6 
4816. 正书 zhèngjing decent; honorable; proper; serious; according to standards 6 
4817. 正不 zhèngqì healthy environment; healthy atmosphere; righteousness; 
vital energy (in Chinese medicine) 
6 
4818. ੎不 zhēngqì to work hard for sth; to resolve on improvement; 
determined not to fall short 
6 
4819. ᡽权 zhèngquán regime; (wield) political power 6 
4820. 证实 zhèngshí to confirm (sth to be true); to verify 6 
4821. 特收 zhēngshōu to levy (a fine); to impose (a tariff) 6 
4822. 证书 zhèngshū credentials; certificate 6 
4823. 珍䌉 zhēnguì precious 6 
4824. ੎వ恐อ zhēngxiān-
kǒnghòu 
striving to be first and fearing to be last (idiom); outdoing 
one another 
6 
4825. 正Н zhèngyì justice; righteous; righteousness 6 
4826. ੎䆂 zhēngyì controversy; dispute 6 
4827. 正᦬ zhēngyuè first month of the lunar year 6 
4828. ᚾ挣  zhēngzhá to struggle; struggling 6 
4829. ㊀郑  zhèngzhòng serious 6 
4830. 癌形 zhèngzhuàng symptom (of an illness) 6 
4831. 安乡  zhènjìng calm; cool 6 
4832. 地吃 zhènjīng to shock; to astonish 6 
4833. 容䰉  zhènróng troop arrangement; battle formation; line-up (of a sports 
team etc) 
6 
4834. 勘պ  zhēntàn detective; to do detective work 6 
4835. 珍珍 zhēnxī rare; precious and uncommon 6 
4836. 真相 zhēnxiàng the truth about sth; the actual facts 6 
4837. 振݈  zhènxīng Zhengxing district of Dandong city ਤ丹超|ਤ 超ϰ [Dan1 
dong1 shi4], Liaoning 
6 
4838. 乡压 zhènyā suppression; repression; to suppress; to put down; to quell 6 
4839. 真诚 zhēnzhì sincere; sincerity 6 
4840. 珍珍 zhēnzhū pearl 6 
4841. 斟斟 zhēnzhuó to consider; to deliberate; to fill up a cup to the brim 6 
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4842. 打腾 zhēteng to toss from side to side (e.g. sleeplessly); to repeat sth 
over and over again; to torment sb; to play crazy 
6 
4843. 枝 zhī branch; classifier for sticks, rods, pencils etc 6 
4844. 限裁 zhì cái to punish; punishment; sanctions (incl. economic) 6 
4845. 致ㄉ zhì cí to express in words or writing; to make a speech (esp. short 
introduction, vote of thanks, afterword, funeral homily 
etc); to address (an audience); same as 致副|致词 
6 
4846. 限衣 zhì fú to subdue; to check; to bring under control; (in former 
times) what one is allowed to wear depending on social 
status; uniform (army, party, school etc); livery (for 
company employees); CL:套[tao4] 
6 
4847. 智努 zhì lì intelligence; intellect 6 
4848. ᴦ理 zhì lǐ to govern; to administer; to manage; to control 6 
4849. 致努于 zhì lì yú to devote to; to dedicate to 6 
4850. 致使 zhì shǐ to cause; to result in 6 
4851. 指表 zhǐ shì to point out; to indicate; to instruct; directives; instructions; 
CL:個|个[ge4] 
6 
4852. 指负 zhǐ zé to criticize; to find fault with; to denounce 6 
4853. 限禁 zhì zhǐ to curb; to put a stop to; to stop; to check; to limit 6 
4854. ᴦ安 zhì'ān law and order; public security 6 
4855. 班值  zhíbān to work a shift; on duty 6 
4856. 指标 zhǐbiāo norm; index; target 6 
4857. 一广 zhíbō live broadcast (not recorded); direct internet broadcasting 6 
4858. 支支 zhīchēng to prop up; to support; strut; brace 6 
4859. 支಴ zhīchū to spend; to pay out; expense 6 
4860. 限预 zhìdìng to work out; to formulate 6 
4861. 指决 zhǐdìng to appoint; to assign; to indicate clearly and with certainty; 
designated 
6 
4862. 脂脂 zhīfáng body fat 6 
4863. 指↲ zhǐjia fingernail 6 
4864. 知觉 zhījué perception; consciousness 6 
4865. 指命 zhǐlìng order; command; instruction 6 
4866. 停留 zhìliú to detain; retention 6 
4867. 支交 zhīliú tributary (river) 6 
4868. 繁民地 zhímíndì colony 6 
4869. 指南针 zhǐnánzhēn compass 6 
4870. 能㘠  zhínéng function; role 6 
4871. 智能 zhìnéng intelligent; able; smart (phone, system, bomb etc) 6 
4872. 支分 zhīpèi to dominate; to allocate 6 
4873. ᔒ不 zhìqì ambition; resolve; backbone; drive; spirit 6 
4874. 智商 zhìshāng IQ (intelligence quotient) 6 
4875. 指希 zhǐwàng to hope for sth; to count on; hope 6 
4876. ૏㘠  zhíwèi post; office; position 6 
4877. 㘠务 zhíwù post; position; job; duties 6 
4878. 支支 zhīyuán to provide assistance; to support; to back 6 
4879. 限㑺 zhìyuē to restrict; condition 6 
4880. 支支 zhīzhù mainstay; pillar; prop; backbone 6 
4881. 知踢非乐 zhīzú-chánglè satisfied with what one has (idiom) 6 
4882. 忠诚 zhōngchéng devoted; fidelity; loyal; loyalty 6 
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4883. 点终  zhōngdiǎn the end; end point; finishing line (in a race); destination; 
terminus; CL:個|个[ge4] 
6 
4884. 中断 zhōngduàn to cut short; to break off; to discontinue 6 
4885. 究终  zhōngjiū in the end; after all is said and done 6 
4886. 中成 zhōnglì neutral 6 
4887. 瘤肿  zhǒngliú tumor 6 
4888. 年终  zhōngnián entire year; throughout the year; age at death 6 
4889. 身终  zhōngshēn lifelong; all one's life; marriage 6 
4890. 忠实 zhōngshí faithful 6 
4891. 众ᚲ周知 zhòngsuǒzhōuzhī as everyone knows (idiom) 6 
4892. ㊀担 zhòngxīn center of gravity; central core; main part 6 
4893. 无担 zhōngxīn heartfelt; wholehearted; cordial 6 
4894. 中中 zhōngyāng central; middle; center; central authorities (of a state) 6 
4895. 禁终  zhōngzhǐ to stop; to terminate (law) 6 
4896. 杯种  zhǒngzi seed; CL:顆|乫[ke1],粒[li4] 6 
4897. 民种  zhǒngzú race; ethnicity 6 
4898. Ꮊ zhōu prefecture; state (e.g. of US); province (old); 
administrative division (old) 
6 
4899. 舟 zhōu boat 6 
4900. 粥 zhōu porridge (of rice or millet) 6 
4901. 周边 zhōubiān periphery; rim 6 
4902. 周密 zhōumì careful; thorough 6 
4903. 周年 zhōunián anniversary; annual 6 
4904. 周星 zhōuqī period; cycle 6 
4905. 皱㒍 zhòuwén wrinkle; CL:道[dao4] 6 
4906. 昼夜 zhòuyè day and night; period of 24 hours; continuously, without 
stop 
6 
4907. 周打 zhōuzhé complication; twists and turns; problem; setback 6 
4908. 周转 zhōuzhuǎn turnover (in cash or personnel); to have enough resources 
to cover a need 
6 
4909. ᜁ zhǔ to lean on; to prop on 6 
4910. 株 zhū tree trunk; stump (tree root); a plant; classifier for trees or 
plants; to involve others (in shady business) 
6 
4911. ᜩ zhuài to drag; to haul 6 
4912. 专长 zhuāncháng specialty; special knowledge or ability 6 
4913. 程专  zhuānchéng special-purpose trip 6 
4914. 表转  zhuǎndá to pass on; to convey; to communicate 6 
4915. 幢 zhuàng tents; classifier for houses 6 
4916. 安备 zhuāngbèi equipment; to equip; to outfit 6 
4917. 理㾖 zhuàngguān spectacular; magnificent sight 6 
4918. 理Б zhuànglì magnificence; magnificent; majestic; glorious 6 
4919. 理激 zhuàngliè brave; heroic 6 
4920. 安装 zhuāngxiè to load or unload; to transfer; to assemble and disassemble 6 
4921. 庄严 zhuāngyán stately 6 
4922. 庄㊀ zhuāngzhòng grave; solemn; dignified 6 
4923. Ӵ䆄 zhuànjì biography; CL:篇[pian1],部[bu4] 6 
4924. ⑼专  zhuānkē specialized subject; branch (of medicine); specialized 
training school 
6 
4925. 流专  zhuānlì patent 6 
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4926. 转䅽 zhuǎnràng transfer (technology, goods etc); conveyancing (property) 6 
4927. 专乬 zhuāntí special topic 6 
4928. 瓦砖  zhuānwǎ tiles and bricks 6 
4929. 移转  zhuǎnyí to shift; to divert or distract (attention etc); to change; to 
transform; metastasis (medicine) 
6 
4930. 打转  zhuǎnzhé shift in the trend of events; plot shift in a book; twists and 
turns 
6 
4931. 主ࡲ zhǔbàn to organize; to host (a conference or sports event) 6 
4932. 主ᇐ zhǔdǎo to lead; to manage 6 
4933. 主不 zhǔguǎn in charge; responsible for 6 
4934. 追追 zhuīdào mourning; memorial (service etc) 6 
4935. 追究 zhuījiū investigate; look into 6 
4936. 帮理 zhùlǐ assistant 6 
4937. 主交 zhǔliú main stream (of a river); fig. the essential point; main 
viewpoint of a matter 
6 
4938. ㅙ年 zhúnián year after year; with each passing year; over the years 6 
4939. 准߭  zhǔnzé norm; standard; criterion 6 
4940. 琢磨 zhuómó to carve and polish (jade); to polish and refine a literary 
work 
6 
4941. 着手 zhuóshǒu to put one's hand to it; to start out on a task; to set out 6 
4942. 着想 zhuóxiǎng to give thought (to others); to consider (other people's 
needs) 
6 
4943. 卓越 zhuóyuè distinction; excellence; outstanding; surpassing; 
distinguished; splendid 
6 
4944. 着㊀ zhuózhòng put emphasis on; to stress; to emphasize 6 
4945. 主权 zhǔquán sovereignty 6 
4946. 注射 zhùshè injection; to inject 6 
4947. 注电 zhùshì to watch attentively; to gaze 6 
4948. 注释 zhùshì marginal notes; annotation; to annotate; to add comments 
to text 
6 
4949. 帮手 zhùshǒu assistant; helper 6 
4950. 主乬 zhǔtí theme; subject 6 
4951. ૏䇌  zhūwèi (pron) everyone; Ladies and Gentlemen; Sirs 6 
4952. 制铸  zhùzào to cast (pour metal into a mold) 6 
4953. ᚾ驻  zhùzhā to station; to garrison (troops) 6 
4954. ૑住 zhùzhái residence; tenement 6 
4955. 注㊀ zhùzhòng to pay attention to; to emphasize 6 
4956. 著工 zhùzuò to write; literary work; book; article; writings; CL:部[bu4] 6 
4957. 自发 zì fā spontaneous 6 
4958. 自卑 zìbēi feeling inferior; self-abased 6 
4959. 本资  zīběn capital (as in capitalism) 6 
4960. 资财 zīchǎn property; assets 6 
4961. 杯弹 zǐdàn bullet; CL:粒[li4],顆|乫[ke1],⊔|发[fa1] 6 
4962. 自努更先 zìlì-gēngshēng regeneration through one's own effort (idiom); self-reliance 6 
4963. 自满 zìmǎn complacent; self-satisfied 6 
4964. 名母 zìmǔ letter (of the alphabet); CL:個|个[ge4] 6 
4965. 深资  zīshēn senior (in terms of depth of accumulated experience); 
deeply qualified 
6 
4966. 姿ᗕ zītài attitude; posture; stance 6 
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4967. 滋味 zīwèi taste; flavor; feeling 6 
4968. 滋长 zīzhǎng to grow (usually of abstract things); to yield; to develop 6 
4969. 自主 zìzhǔ to act for oneself; autonomous 6 
4970. 帮资  zīzhù to subsidize; to provide financial aid; subsidy 6 
4971. ⠰言分总  zǒng'éryánzhī in short; in a word; in brief 6 
4972. ๺总  zǒnghé sum 6 
4973. 横纵  zònghéng lit. warp and weft in weaving; vertically and horizontal; 
length and breadth; criss-crossed; able to move 
unhindered; abbr. for 符合合合|符 横纵䖲 [He2 zong4 Lian2 
heng2], School of Diplomacy during the Warring States 
Period (475 - 221 BC) 
6 
4974. 跟名 zōngjì tracks; trail; footprint; trace; vestige 6 
4975. 棕色 zōngsè brown 6 
4976. ቬ宗 zōngzhǐ objective; aim; goal 6 
4977. 揍 zòu to beat up; to break to pieces 6 
4978. 走走 zǒuláng corridor; aisle; hallway; colonnade; passageway; piazza; 
veranda 
6 
4979. 走漏 zǒulòu to leak (of information, liquid etc); to divulge 6 
4980. 走⑳ zǒusī to smuggle; to have an illicit affair 6 
4981. 㒘 zǔ to form; to organize; class; section 6 
4982. 阻妨 zǔ'ài to obstruct; to hinder; to block 6 
4983. 石钻  zuànshí diamond; CL:顆|乫[ke1] 6 
4984. 研钻  zuānyán to study meticulously; to delve into 6 
4985. 祖父 zǔfù father's father; paternal grandfather 6 
4986. 嘴嘴 zuǐ chún lip; CL:片[pian4] 6 
4987. 阻ᢺ zǔlán to stop; to obstruct 6 
4988. 出赁 zūlì n to rent; to lease; to hire 6 
4989. 阻ᣴ zǔnáo to thwart; to obstruct (sth) 6 
4990. 遵循 zūnxún to follow; to abide by; to comply with; compliance 6 
4991. 尊严 zūnyán dignity; sanctity; honor; majesty 6 
4992. 工弊 zuòbì to practice fraud; to cheat; to engage in corrupt practices 6 
4993. 做ϰ zuòdōng to act as host 6 
4994. 工ᑳ zuòfèi to become invalid; to cancel; to delete; to nullify 6 
4995. 工风 zuòfēng style; style of work; way 6 
4996. 工休 zuòxī work and rest 6 
4997. Ꮐฝ zuǒyòu about; approximately; left and right; around; attendant 6 
4998. 座ฝ铭 zuòyòumíng motto; maxim 6 
4999. 做主 zuòzhǔ make the decision; take charge of; back up; support; be 
host 
6 
5000. 踢可 zúyǐ sufficient to...; so much so that; so that 6 
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Wieger total traditional: 
(all phonetic relatives below belong to the 30 items from our three sample stages. They were 
extracted from smarthanzi.net, a search-engine based on Wieger 1927. I have added a few 
additional graphs based on my knowledge and judgement; all graphs are in traditional form) 
Դ 您 妳 好 陸 坴 稑 睦 逵 埶 雨 需 繻 鑐 嬬 平 苹 閛 坪 枰 䀩 泙 萍 砰 怦 抨 伻 秤 力 历 
歴 沥 呖 枥 轣 雳 苈 疬 历 厯 波 皮 䀪 鈹 骳 怶 ⾯ 翍 旇 疲 彼 貱 柀 披 帔 彼 被 鞁 破 跛 
陂 頗 婆 碆 玻 蚾 菠 ㈌ 叚 嗎 馬 螞 榪 禡 瑪 媽 碼 獁 鰢 ٠ 罵 我 俄 餓 蛾 誐 哦 鵝 ኽ ኼ 
㥾 蛾 餓 鵝 義 羲 很 艮 根 跟 詪 茛 齦 硍 貇 哏 狠 恨 痕 銀 珢 垠 眼 限 呢 尼 苨 妮 胒 坭 
⾰ 伲 昵 怩 柅 旎 馜 泥 埿 也 灺 ᮑ 弛 池 馳 阤 匜 扡 迆 貤 酏 訑 忚 地 髢 他 杝 林 ⎟ 琳 
菻 痳 霖 彬 霦 禁 郴 綝 ᚣ 婪 Ἦ 焚 梵 Ἥ 娜 那 哪 飄 票 漂 嫖 瞟 僄 縹 鏢 ᜧ 倗 嘌 螵 膘 
醥 魒 勡 彯 瓢 剽 標 摽 鰾 ᐪ 揚 昜 陽 ⽧ 楊 煬 颺 暘 崵 婸 瘍 婸 碭 湯 餳 逿 逿 踼 蝪 愓 
暢 畼 腸 場 飛 虎 唬 諕 猇 琥 旗 其 ᳳ 欺 僛 騏 祺 帺 蜞 鶀 娸 琪 粸 淇 錤 䏥 麒 魌 箕 ẞ 
ẟ 碁 綦 藄 箕 萁 ᚢ ᳲ 稘 基 捲 卷 錈 倦 睠 埢 圈 菤 惓 棬 踡 蜷 綣 鬈 圈 藏 臧 臓 贓 中 
ᖴ 盅 衷 仲 沖 冲 种 翀 ᖵ 用 串 ᙷ 榜 旁 ١ 螃 鎊 膀 嗙 徬 磅 滂 霶 ١ 牓 謗 髈 縍 搒 艕 
宋 代 玳 袋 黛 帒 岱 貸 王 旺 枉 汪 尩 迋 皇 閏 狂 匡 安 按 鞍 洝 胺 鴳 案 石 祏 哿 拓 柘 
跖 碩 妬 蠹 總 ᙸ 聰 倘 璁 傯 憁 摠 匆 怱 聦 騘 楤 葱 緫 偬 是 湜 褆 諟 匙 寔 隄 堤 睼 鞮 
提 鯷 ⽨ 蝭 媞 踶 醍 題 鶗 尟 親 襯 櫬 ᛯ 僾 曖 靉 薆 噯 終 冬 苳 Գ 炵 鼕 疼 鼨 螽 ᮐ 淤 
棜 閼 瘀 菸 淺 戔 箋 牋 諓 餞 䏤 賤 濺 錢 綫 棧 輚 剗 碊 海 每 酶 梅 脢 鋂 莓 痗 霉 誨 悔 
晦 敏 毓 峽 夾 裌 挾 俠 鋏 蛺 梜 郟 莢 筴 俠 狹 郟 浹 硤 頰 俠 悏 匧 ᛰ 箧 挾 瘞 測 則 鰂 
崱 側 側 惻 廁 厠 賊 試 式 拭 軾 ᓥ ᓦ 恜 栻 答 荅 搭 褡 嗒 剳 匒 瘩 塔 鞳 箚 數 籔 擻 ᄫ 
子 孜 ᄪ 仔 籽 秄 牸 孔 汓 李 孱 適 啇 嫡 樀 滴 鏑 蹢 敵 摘 䃿 當 擋 檔 鐺 璫 襠 ㈍ 闣 劏 
鼞 尚 賞 裳 掌 鞝 惝 徜 敞 常 甞 償 牚 倘 ⎠ 躺 棠 堂 黨 瓽 党 名 銘 詺 酩 洺 茗 稱 季 度 
渡 鍍 踱 喥 角 模 㥿 糢 謨 漠 ᜨ 獏 瞙 ᲃ 鏌 膜 塻 嗼 鄚 ᩍ ᩌ 寞 瘼 㥿 嫫 氁 募 ᲂ 驀 ᐩ 
幙 冪 ᩌ ᩍ 糢 蟆 
[576] 
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Wieger total simplified: 
嗳爱叆暧僾薆安鞍按洝案胺鞁縍榜牓膀١谤磅镑艕陂被骳伻彼柀䀪貱ᷛᐪ骠膘镖摽鳔
彬霦波玻菠碆蚾跛㈌藏侧厕恻测孱刬肠偿常徜甞场惝敞畅畼郴綝衬称榇铛牚秤弛池驰
匙恜冲ᖵ翀Ἦ串匆ᙸ葱楤骢璁緫聦聪騘憁搭嗒褡荅剳匒答瘩代岱帒玳贷袋黛訑当珰裆
筜挡党ⷔ档婸瓽逿闣堤滴镝鞮敌髢嫡地啇踶冬苳妒度渡镀蠹喥踱俄ኼኽ㥾鹅蛾誐饿阏
梵彷飞焚根跟哏艮茛海好痕很狠詪恨虎唬琥ᙷ皇悔诲晦基稘箕錤季ᚢ夹浃梜裌郏荚铗
蛱颊叚戋笺碊饯贱溅践諓角禁卷菤锩倦眷貇孔匡狂逵婪李力历呖沥苈枥疬雳厯歴轣林
ᚣ⎟琳痳霖菻陆坴稑妈蟆马犸玛ⷕ蚂鰢ᴽ骂٠禡吗鄚Ἥ莓梅脢酶鋂霉每痗幂敏名洺茗
铭酩詺ᩌᩌ谟嫫ᩍ模膜㥿嗼塻寞漠蓦ᲃ瘼瞙镆貘氁募ᐩᜨ睦ᲂ哪那娜妳呢妮尼坭怩泥
⾰埿伲Դ苨柅旎馜昵胒您哦滂霶旁螃嗙髈帔怦抨泙砰閛搒怶披⾯铍旇翍皮疲剽彯漂缥
飘螵魒瓢瞟醥票僄勡嘌嫖ᜧ平评坪苹枰萍颇婆破娸ᳳ欺僛魌其帺淇萁骐ẞẟ琪祺碁旗
粸綦蜞䏥藄鶀麒钱浅浅匧悏惬箧亲汓圈棬埢惓蜷鬈绻嬬繻闰愓裳赏尚ᮑ石祏寔湜哿式
试拭是适栻轼ᓥ褆諟籔数⸩宋擞他塔鞳汤劏蝪鼞堂棠糖踼倘⎠躺疼媞提蝭题醍鯷鶗睼
炵Գ扡拓尩汪王枉迋旺我忚羲侠侠峡狭⸪諕鲜线限硍猇挟灺需鑐烟眼鴳扬阳旸ᴼ炀疡
昜崵⽧也匜杝迤酏义貤埶瘗垠珢银龈用淤瘀于雨棜毓赃臧臓则崱贼鲗箚摘ᷜ輚掌鞝谪
樀柘⽨跖蹢阤中ᖴ终盅衷螽鼨种仲仔ᄪ孜籽子秄ᄫ牸总偬摠 
[544] 
There are only 544 characters in the simplified group, because in the course of reform, many 
compounds were replaced by an often simpler member of the same phonetic family. The 
simplified list is in alphabetical order, since I needed to spot and delete repetitions for these 
cases. 
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NPCR1-5 traditional (with repetitions/unchecked): 
 
(the gross accumulation of search results in New Practical Chinese Reader 1-5 (Liu Xun 
2002-2005) applying the search on Appendix 1 with the graphs in Wieger total traditional) 
你好陸雨平雨平力波嗎我很呢也林娜嗎媽媽他他他我你他呢我我是哪那中中您他你婆
您楊馬哪哪我好王王用宋宋你你很名力波名字中馬历數當愛愛王王子期期宋宋漂中場
常常常跟名子那那苹苹錢錢錢錢錢哪哪數字字字題答?疼子是是中中子是子廁適中好
婆中中海銀鎊用常馬數王安好好好用地子子名試期期期用用用用答答匙匙子旗中式式
襯子子試適子子子子總是是海海海海海好票票票地票票聰子子子子中中當愛好好馬馬
虎虎虎虎馬虎虎石石子愛式旁旁場平提提平平陽場堂林林是地地愛安安角角种种地聰
林黛愛提飛飛冬海海孔子子度中中飛場媽當地地雨雨种場李子平安愛常被馬躺子霉用
地中中历中餓中中那那子子力場安安常子子子子子尚宋代賞名子那那中中稱代皇皇皇
字字字地好子子子子子子子ᣈ子子子代子棋愛好好式ᣈ聰林林親地平平俄俄陸藏瑪中
中名名名名海煬揚稱稱哦賞名名地中中好好楚历王王子藏藏漠眼峽李王藏子子錢子是
子貸貸按按用其其跟代代好好季季季子好代代是地池池子子場按子ᣈ字字堂親是李李
評尼馬旗子虎飄揚飛虎旗虎旗捲卷藏中榜宋代王安石總是是親愛終ᣈ好餓中中地平常
用是平平地總袋稱需平安代ᣈ總力名試碼子子王數石石子子眼王王子子禁地其親子泥
錢當子子子那那子子破孔是是代代模子子子玻眼眼眼適錢子子子子子度度場場票票中
中場代ᣈ历適平試平根根子子子子历名名是常常聰字字袋銀子子子子基基力力義稱也
也當皮历媽名字林林子子子代平度其其期期度式總數力平平子子中中按好用堂王王王
王皮皮腸飛恨恨飛力標代愛地平子ᣈ模模飛愛匆匆當數親眼眼是玻地側模被子子安力
力愛飄地地安償碩總是子好ᣈ破破答答禁李李湯親皮皮銀眼楊親場ᣈ根婆地子孔皮我
媽我其代名名皮用力种琳琳圈馬眼眼好海中中堤親尚其他基ᣈ基字字數用地數子度度
睦子子好种子哪子种子种破標飛种平安安ᣉ力力皮皮ᣈ角好好當愛好答答義安安代湯
罵子好渡仔仔頗李錢子子地子子馬尚拭泥力力他他膀子疼是提堂子總親則答答期期藏
藏藏常地地石石親平揚子子適林林安中中陽子子葱袋袋子子銀眼眼子石王淺海峽海測
試答案數字字適當名稱名季度角度模式 
[833] 
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NPCR1-5 simplified (with repetitions/unchecked): 
 
(same as above, applying the search task with the graphs listed in Wieger total simplified) 
你好雨平陆雨平力波吗我很呢也林娜吗妈妈他他他我你他呢我我是哪那中中您他你婆
ᴼ马您 哪哪我好王王用宋宋你你很名力波名字中马历数当爱爱王王子期期宋宋漂中场
常常常跟名子那那苹苹钱钱钱钱钱哪哪数字字字题答烟?疼子是是中中子是子厕适中
好婆中中海银镑用常马数王安好好好用地子子名试期期期用用用用答答匙匙子旗中式
式衬子子试适子子子子是总是海海海海海好票票票地票票聪子子子子中中当好爱好虎
虎马马虎虎虎马虎石石子爱式旁旁场平提提平平 场阳 堂林林是地地爱安安角角种种地
聪林黛爱提飞飞冬海海孔子子度中中飞场妈当地地雨雨种场李子平安爱常被马躺子霉
用地中中历中饿中中那那子子力场安安常子子子子子尚宋代赏名子那那中中称糖代皇
皇皇字字字地好子子子子子子子子于子子代子棋好爱好式于聪林林亲地平平俄俄陆藏
玛中中名名名名海炀扬称称哦赏名名地中中好好楚历王王子藏藏漠眼峡李王烟藏子子
钱子是子贷贷按按用其其跟代代好好季季季子好线代代是地池池子子场按子于糖字字
堂亲是李李评尼马旗子虎飘扬虎旗飞虎旗卷藏中榜宋代王安石是总是亲爱终于好饿中
中地平常用是平平地总袋称需平安代于总力名试ⷕ子子王数石石子子眼王王子子禁地
其亲子泥钱当子子子那那子子破孔是是代代模子子子玻眼眼眼 钱适 子子子子子度度场
场票票中中场代于历适平平试根根子子子子历名名是常常聪字字袋子银子子子基基力
力义称也也当皮历妈名字林林子子子代平度其其期期度式总数力平平子子中中按好用
堂王王王王皮皮肠飞恨恨飞力ᷛ代爱地平子于模模飞爱匆匆当数亲眼眼是玻地侧模被
子子安力力爱飘烟地地安偿⸩总是子好于破破答答禁李李汤亲皮皮银眼ᴼ亲场于根线
婆地子孔皮我我妈其代名名皮用力种琳琳圈马眼眼好海中中堤亲尚其他基基于字字数
用地数子度度鲜睦子子好种子哪子种子种破ᷛ飞种平安安ᣉ力力皮皮于角好好当爱好
答答义安安代汤鲜骂子好渡仔仔颇李钱子子地子子马尚拭泥力力他他膀子疼是提堂子
总亲则答答期期藏藏藏线常地地石石亲平扬子子适林林安中中阳子子葱鲜袋袋子子银
眼眼子石王浅海海峡测试答案字数字适当名名称季度角度模式 
 
[841] 
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NPCR1-5 traditional, checked for repetitions:1 
(genuine traditional member graphs from NPCR1-5 / Appendix 1, after eliminating repetitions) 
愛安按案榜膀鎊被標波玻藏側廁測常腸償場稱襯池匙楚匆葱聰答代袋貸黛當堤地冬度
渡俄餓飛根跟海好很恨虎皇基季角禁卷捲孔李力历林琳陸媽馬瑪碼罵 ?嗎霉 名模漠睦
哪那娜呢尼泥你您哦旁皮漂飄票平苹評婆破頗期其棋旗錢淺親圈賞尚ᣉ石式拭是試適
數碩宋他湯堂躺疼提題王我峽需眼陽揚楊煬也義銀用ᣈ雨則中終种仔子字總 
 
[144] 
 
                                                 
1
 Checking for repetitions as an operation has its limits, because among the most commonly used 
graphs (2400) there are 480 graphs with more than one pronunciation (20%) (Zhou 2003). In half of 
these cases, there is only a change in tone. Different pronunciations, however, stand for different 
morphemes. This is even the case for words like want (yào 要  ) and demand (yāo 要  as in 
yāoqiú/request) since they are not synonyms. Each one is a genuine morpheme, which potentially 
contributes to an error rate in the skimmed overall count. 
More specifically, deletion based on the character shape can lead to the following mistake: genuinely 
new morphemes would go missing in the total count, even though it was only the aim to delete 
recurring characters that reappear in their pronunciation/morphemic function (just like the generic 子, 
which comprised a great share of the unchecked total). 
Within the scope of this work and the computer-based operation, I cannot check on characters that 
have multiple pronunciations. This, however, doesn’t mean that there is a potential error rate of 20%. 
Even if the unchecked total is exclusively made up of characters with multiple pronunciations, this 
doesn’t mean that New Practical Chinese Reader or HSK introduce all their various forms and 
meanings. In most cases, just like with 子, there will be a justified deletion-case, i.e. a repetition. The 
repetition-free total is therefore expected to be valuable. The unchecked total is presented for the 
record of the procedure that was used to retrieve the numbers. 
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NPCR 1-5 simplified, checked: 
(genuine simplified member graphs from NPCR1-5 / Appendix 1, after eliminating repetitions) 
爱安按案榜膀镑被ᷛ波玻藏侧厕测肠偿常场衬称池匙匙楚匆葱聪答代贷袋黛当堤地冬
度渡俄饿飞根跟海好很恨虎皇基季角禁卷孔李力历林琳陆妈马玛ⷕ骂吗 ?霉 名模漠睦
哪那娜呢尼泥你您哦旁皮漂飘票平评苹颇婆破期其棋旗钱浅亲圈赏尚ᣉ石式试拭是适
数⸩宋他汤堂糖躺疼提题王我峡鲜线需烟眼扬 ᴼ炀阳 也义银用于雨则中终种仔子字总  
[148] 
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Gross total HSK 1-6 (unchecked): 
(the gross accumulation of search results in HSK Level 1-6 (issued by Hanban), applying the 
search task on Appendix 2 with the graphs from Wieger total simplified) 
爱子ᐩ场子飞好很钱吗妈妈名ᄫ那那哪哪呢Դ您漂苹钱是他我我雨ᳳ子名中中子ᄫᳳ
是常子好答场试堂每您Դ旁票子题题场眼种也场爱好安被场场子根衬聪当地地地子地
冬饿场跟根场于是场角季常名子爱子根子历马马子马袋力子Ἦ其其他子平数阳糖疼提
种根名李鲜需眼银用名场种种中终于ᄫ总是用爱安安按按种名扬ᷛ种场烟答案代名代
当当地当地地子名则亲种子掌海滴好ⷕ好适子悔子子基场历子禁其种是种虎力也马虎
场ⷕ亲力皮种平子评破飞力其种种亲其中则林试用场场名适种适子数⸩数ᄫ度袋子度
躺汤提提提子度用代根限滴力场阳线子名匙也子种好其于于是种ᳳ常好式好种中被被
名仔总好爱爱爱安安١子种被子彼需场ᷛᷛ玻子好安场厕测常代子称度称称子膀池子
冲匆ᮑ贷挡当代种霉答于滴地地池地敌地地地度于藏案式是票用狂档根根子名平名种
场子根代模则敏ᳳ票根海海鲜好恨平皇皇题根根膀历角度名夹子基烟寞代爱力力种中
卷角子ᐩ式堂根爱好种力钱用陆地陆骂力根种名名名ᩌ模模ᷛ根袋哪代仔偿披飘疲平
平平平常平平平评平平种皮破破种浅ᄫᳳᳳ亲爱海种亲亲其圈力爱历ᳳ常用子漠当于
子子子ᮑ代是践试卷ᳳ尚石种用终ᷛ种数数数ⷕ适于子塔疼爱提皮提提题提常地子王
子种场种数种子地地当皮ẟ种鲜子式赏ᳳ式阳是义子平安银种用子义用则用其其其则
摘掌线场常场钱于度票中中中子根ᄫᐩ总总总名总总名总爱爱暧案安案按安安安王王
磅磅秤榜答力被被波驰用钱义于子根ᷛᷛᷛ题场波波种偿当禁名票案测侧那场偿敞狂
场常试场畅常畅票秤称称ᄫ力池当冲冲冲阳串搭答搭档答代代场党档案当场当档当当
当当当当季旺季搭偿力陆地地㈌堤地ᳳ义敌力称常ᄫ扬谤飞飞飞度度用试尚瘩地跟根
跟根跟式安婆式子根度渡于海海义好睦恨痕狠代ᙷ石悔恨力常溅赏践ᄫᄫᄫ义于代角
夹基地妒季度饿力限基季限基于名限拓题孔敞式种历历力场历代⎟敏名当力力ⷕ敏子
度敏名名名其名名敏用膜模㥿名其模式ᩌ模模用ᐩ度历哦地漂飘扬疲皮疲倦平评评平
平平平颇破力义当好力提欺ⷕ亲亲旗欺ᳳᳳ限力旗力圈子角子ᷛ度是力力试线适常代
ᮑ力ᮑ是试石ᮑ藏数畅数泥袋数数义测糖倘婪堂提题提子提提用票案测当破常力ᳳ于
偿于衷力侠狭峡根场鲜子子线种狭种代好旺疼眼阳扬历⸩需眼海烟禁ᳳ眼眼石眼眼钱
力用于常度ᙷ裳式用用于林枉藏ᳳ则场扬贼摘场ᷛ挡地当义力力于安ᷛ地常ᖴ终中终
中终终ᖴ衷中终种子种ᳳ题则题子力ᄫ总总石铭 
[947] 
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HSK 1-6 checked: 
(genuine member graphs, after eliminating repetitions) 
爱暧安按案榜١谤磅被彼ᷛ波玻㈌藏侧厕测偿常场敞畅衬称秤池驰匙冲Ἦ串匆聪搭答
瘩代贷当挡党档堤滴敌地冬妒度渡饿飞根跟海海好痕很狠恨虎ᙷ皇悔基季夹溅践角角
禁卷倦孔狂婪李力历林⎟陆妈马ⷕ骂吗霉每敏名铭ᩌ模膜㥿寞漠ᐩ睦哪那呢泥Դ您哦
旁披皮疲疲漂飘票平评苹颇婆破ᳳ欺其ẟ旗钱浅亲圈裳赏尚ᮑ石式试是适数⸩他塔汤
堂糖倘躺疼提题拓王枉旺我侠峡狭鲜鲜线限需烟眼扬阳也义银用于雨则贼摘掌中ᖴ终
衷种仔子ᄫ总 
 
[191]  
 
APPENDIX 4 
 
Qualitative findings 
(56 pages) 
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Appendix 4 – Qualitative findings 
 
About the procedure: The 53 characters of the 30 vocabulary items and their 144 relatives 
from NPCR1-5 (Liu 2002-2005) were checked on the phonological level. Thanks to the 
computer-based operation, it had been assured that the item-characters (in the following called 
sample) and their 144 counterparts have a phonetic component in common. This phonetic 
element was used as defined by Wieger, an influental character etymologist from the late 19th 
and early 20th century. Wieger’s definition, however, doesn’t say if the phonetic relation is 
still valid today, and also, if the orthographic commonality helps learners to draw 
associations. Furthermore, it doesn’t say anything about sub-divisions within a family. I 
develop a concept of flexible association in order to find a quality in each phonetic family. 
 
In the following collection, each phonetic family is presented on a single page (except item 
3839 適 shì, which needs two pages). On the top of each page, the item number and the 
sample’s character, together with its Pinyin, precede the findings. 
 
“3839 
適 shì 
{Findings-grid} 
Results: …” 
 
The findings are presented in a grid, except for a few remarks, which stem from my own 
considerations (often labelled “JG”). The general structure of the grid is given by 
http://smarthanzi.net/ (Wieger 1927/Smarthanzi). Column 1 and 2 are copied from the 
website, column 3 and 4 are added with reference to the NPCR 1-5 item list (Appendix 1). 
Column 5 is my rating: 
 
Column 1: the 
phonetic family 
relatives of the 
sample item, 
considering the 
phonetic family 
as defined by 
Wieger 1927 
Column 2: 
corresponding 
Pinyin as listed 
by smarthanzi, 
including 
alternative 
pronunciations 
Column 3: if the 
character is 
found in NPCR, 
there is a number 
stating the item’s 
position 
(between 1 and 
3843) 
Column 4: if the 
character has 
multiple 
pronunciations, 
the Pinyin in this 
column 
corresponds to 
NPCR 
Column 5 : 
Rating remarks, 
such as fractions 
or analogies, 
together with 
some explanation 
of the word’s 
phonology 
e.g. e.g. e.g. e.g. e.g. 
种 zhŏng chóng 
zhòng 
987 Zhŏng (ong-fraction) 
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The grid is usually followed by a closing remark, labelled “Result:”. In some cases, there is no 
need for such a notion, for example, when the rating idea has been familiar by then. The 
thought behind this presentation is that the reader of the findings slowly discovers the variety 
of phonetic relations. Hence, it is advised to read the findings from item 1 to 3843 in the given 
order. Likewise, students would be expected to develop a comprehensive phonetic assessment 
step by step, with no need of a complete briefing on the first day they start learning characters. 
At an early point, though, they should learn about the Phonological Consonant Chart声母表
shēngmŭbiăo: 
 
 
 
 
(Source: Pasden 2004)
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1 
你 nĭ 
 
Wieger has no entry on a phonetic family for 你 
 
(JG:) related to 您, nín, on item list position 40 
 
Phonological similarity to the sample character: same initial + medial 
 
 
• Result: a case of two related characters, which comprise their family alone (neglecting 
the Taiwanese 妳, which wasn’t found in NPCR) 
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2 
好 hăo 
 
Wieger has no entry on a phonetic family for 好 
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3 
陸 lù 
 
坴 liù    
稑 lù    
睦 mù 3252 rime-same to the sample character  
逵 kuí    
埶 yì shì    
 
 
• Result: a case of a rime-same couple, stretching across the book (3rd and 3252nd item) 
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3 雨 yŭ 
 
(JG) rime-same to a fraction in the family of 需  
 
需 xū nuò ruăn rú 2064 xū Same vowel (High vowel y) 
繻 xū rú    
鑐 xū rú    
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
excluding: 
儒 rú 
孺 rú rù 
濡 rú nuán ruăn ér nuò 
醹 rú 
擩 rŭ ruì 
嚅 rú  
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
including: 
嬬 xū    
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
excluding: 
襦 rú 
薷 rú 
懦 nuò 
檽 ér nòu 
臑 rú ér nào 
穤 nuò 
獳 nòu 
糯 nuò 
壖 ruán 
瓀 ruăn 
蠕 rú ruăn 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
• A case of phonological scrutiny, which reveals the detail that is needed for the 
judgement: rú, amongst others, is excluded, because the vowel is pronounced u 
after the retroflex r. 
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3 
平 píng 
 
苹 píng pín pēng 297 Píng Homophone 
閛 pēng    
坪 píng    
枰 píng    
䀩 Píng 1904  Homophone 
泙 píng pēng    
萍 píng    
砰 pēng pīng pèng    
怦 pēng    
抨 pēng bēng    
伻 bēng    
秤 chèng chēng chèn píng    
 
• A group of homophone mates, remaining consistent throughout the textbook series 
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4 
力 lì 
 
(JG) related to 历 (歷) 
 
Relation among members of the simplified form 历 
 
歷 历 lì 167 Homophone  
歴 歴 lì    
瀝 沥 lì    
嚦 呖 lì    
櫪 枥 lì    
轣 
Note: orthography varies 
轣 lì    
靂 雳 lì    
藶 苈 lì    
癧 疬 lì    
曆 历 lì    
厯 
Note: orthography varies 
厯  lì    
 
• An exception in this qualitative study (which normally only checks the traditional 
forms of the characters, due to the Wieger source). As my own contribution, note that 
learners of the simplified script can include one more analogy. 
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4 
波 bó 
 
皮 Pí 2497  Related initial (see shēngmŭbiăo) 
䀪 bì    
鈹 pī pí    
骳 bì bèi    
怶 pī    
⾯ pī    
翍 pī    
旇 pī    
疲 pí    
彼 bĭ    
貱 bì    
柀 bĭ    
披 pī    
帔 pèi    
彼 bĭ    
被 bèi pī bì pì 1133 Bèi Same initial 
鞁 tuó bèi    
破 pò 2213  Related initial, same vowel (bo/po-fraction) 
跛 bŏ bì pō    
陂 bēi bì pō pí    
頗 pō pŏ pò pí 3509 Pō Related initial, same vowel (bo/po-fraction) 
波 bō bēi bì    
婆 pó 47  Related initial, same vowel (bo/po-fraction) 
碆 bō    
玻 bō 2255  Same initial, same vowel (bo/po-fraction) 
蚾 bŏ    
菠 bō    
㈌ bò bŏ    
叚 jiă jià xiá    
 
• The phonological consonant chart shēngmŭbiăo reveals a sound-relation between the 
initial consonants b and p. Within the family, all relations work under this rule, but a 
group of four, including the sample character, have their own fraction. 
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5 
嗎 ma 
 
馬 Mă 74 Added tone  
螞 mă mà mā    
榪 mà mă    
禡 mà    
瑪 mă 1502 Added tone  
媽 mā 14 Added tone  
碼 mă 2103 Added tone  
獁 mà mă    
鰢 mă    
٠ mà    
罵 mà 3468 Added tone  
 
• Sounds only differ in tone in this otherwise consistent group. The sample character is 
the only tone-less member. 
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6 
我 wŏ (phonological sound is transcribed u« on Jun 2004) 
 
俄 È 1496  Phonological sound «, (e-fraction) 
餓 è 1201  Phonological sound «, (e-fraction) 
蛾 é yĭ    
誐 é    
哦 é ó ò 1543 ó Same initial, same final mora (rising tone) (wo-fraction) 
鵝 é    
ኽ é    
ኼ é    
㥾 é    
我 wŏ    
蛾 é yĭ    
鵝 é    
義 yì 2475  Different in simplified form 义, unrelated 
羲 xī    
 
• A case of phonological scrutiny, using the concept of mora, the minimal phonological 
sounds within a syllable (Duanmu 2002). The effort reveals that here, the mora brings 
the third and the second tone together. Learners of the traditional form encounter an 
unrelated graph. Furthermore, e-sounding words can form their own fraction, although 
this is not a must. 
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7 
很 hěn 
 
艮 gèn gĕn hén    
根 gēn 1370  Related initial, same final, different tone (gen/hen-fraction) 
跟 gēn 287  Related initial, same final, different tone (gen/hen-fraction) 
詪 hĕn    
茛 gèn jiàn    
齦 kĕn yín qiăn    
硍 kèn    
貇 kūn    
哏 hĕn gén    
狠 hĕn yín  yán kĕn hăng 
   
恨 hèn 2667  Different tone (gen/hen-fraction) 
痕 hén gèn    
銀 yín 527  In a sub-fraction with 眼 (y-fraction) 
珢 kèn    
垠 yín    
眼 yăn wĕn 1645 Yăn (y-fraction) 
限 xiàn wĕn    
 
• Two fractions with their own analogies, members of the y-fraction share the same 
initial, members of the gen/hen-fraction share the same rime and have related initials. 
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8 
呢 ne 
 
尼 Ní 1908  Ni-Homophone, n-analogy 
苨 nĭ    
妮 nī ní    
胒 nì    
坭 ní nì    
⾰ ní lí    
伲 nĭ nì    
昵 nì nĭ zhì    
怩 ní    
柅 nĭ    
旎 nĭ    
馜 nĭ    
泥 ní nì nĭ niè nìng 2166 Ní Ni-Homophone, n-analogy 
埿 ní bàn    
 
• Although 尼 and 泥 are homophone mates, I decide for a consistent n-analogy, 
including the character from the sample 
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9 
也 yě (Final sound ə) 
 
灺 Xiè    
施 shī shĭ yí yì 3349 Shī Final sound ə (fraction) 
弛 chí shĭ    
池 chí tuó chè 1803 Chí Final sound ə (fraction) 
馳 chí    
阤 tuó yĭ zhì    
匜 yí    
扡 yĭ chĭ tuō    
迆 yĭ yí    
貤 yí yì    
酏 yí hù tuó yĭ    
訑 yí dàn    
忚 xī    
地 dì de 575 1372 
Dí 
De 
Two pronunciations 
髢 tì dí dì    
他 tā 15  Listed by Wieger 
杝 yí chĭ lí    
 
• The character from the sample fits loosely in a fraction, where the final includes the 
sound ə. 
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10 
林 lín 
 
⎟ lín lìn    
琳 lín 3092  Homophone 
菻 lĭn má    
痳 lín    
霖 lín    
彬 bīn    
霦 bīn    
禁 jìn jīn 2154 Jìn Same rime 
郴 chēn lán    
綝 lín chēn shēn    
ᚣ lín lán    
婪 lán    
Ἦ chŭ 1575  Listed by Wieger, probably more 
related to处 
焚 fén fèn    
梵 fàn    
Ἥ mào    
 
• A rime-consistent analogy is the best choice. 
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10 
娜 nà 
 
(JG) relation to 那 
 
那 nà nèi nā nă 
né nĕi nuó nuò 
35 Nà Homophone 
哪 nă nĕi na né 32 Nă Different tone 
 
• One a side-note, it is interesting to see that 挪 nuŏ, which is missing in the list, has the 
same initial as the three characters above. Also, 哪 něi is a spoken variety of the same 
morpheme as 哪 nă. 
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1919 
飄 piāo 
 
票 piào piāo 731 Piào Different tone 
漂 piāo piăo piào biaō 
261 Piào Different tone 
嫖 piào piáo biaō piāo 
   
瞟 piăo piào piāo    
僄 piào    
縹 piăo piāo    
鏢 biaō    
慓 piào    
倗 piào biaō    
嘌 piāo piào    
螵 piāo pí    
膘 piăo biaō    
醥 piăo    
魒 piāo    
勡 piào    
彯 piāo    
瓢 piáo    
剽 piào piāo piáo biaŏ biaō 
   
標 biaō 2681  Different initial (piao/biao-analogy) 
摽 piāo biaò biaō pāo piăo 
   
鰾 biaò    
ᐪ biaō    
 
• The characters from the textbook suggest a piao/biao-analogy. 
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1919 
揚 yáng 
 
昜 yáng    
陽 yáng 932  Homophone, yet no fraction 
⽧ yáng    
楊 yáng 64  Homophone, yet no fraction 
煬 yáng yàng 1532 Yăng Different tone (ang-analogy) 
颺 yáng    
暘 yáng    
崵 yáng    
婸 dàng    
瘍 yáng dàng    
婸 dàng    
碭 dàng    
湯 tāng tàng 
shāng yáng 
2897 Tāng Adds a consonant, different tone (ang-
analogy) 
餳 xíng táng    
逿 dàng táng    
逿 dàng táng    
踼 táng    
蝪 tāng    
愓 dàng shāng    
暢 chàng    
畼 chàng    
腸 cháng 2653 Cháng Adds a consonant (ang-analogy) 
場 cháng chăng 283 Chăng Adds a consonant, different tone (ang-
analogy) 
 
• The consistent ang-analogy makes it hard to keep the fraction of homophone mates. 
One can assume that learners will prefer to build a more lose, and therefore more 
inclusive group if it helps to avoid having many little fractions. 
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1920 
飛 fēi 
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1920 
虎 hŭ 
 
唬 Hŭ  
諕 háo xià  
猇 yáo xiāo  
琥 hŭ  
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1920 
旗 qí 
 
其 qí jī 1738 Qī Different tone 
ᳳ qī qí jī 227 Qī Different tone 
欺 qī    
僛 qī    
騏 qí    
祺 qí    
帺 qí    
蜞 qí    
鶀 qí    
娸 qī    
琪 qí    
粸 qí    
淇 qí    
錤 qí jī    
䏥 qí jī    
麒 qí    
魌 qī    
箕 jī    
ẞ qí    
ẟ qí jī 1449 Qí Homophone 
碁 qí    
綦 qí    
藄 qí    
萁 qí jī    
ᚢ jì    
ᳲ jī qí    
稘 jī    
基 jī 2461  Related initial (see shēngmŭbiăo) 
 
• Consulting the phonological chart, one can accept a riming analogy for all of the 
graphs, which fosters the association between j and q. 
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1921 
捲 juăn 
 
卷 juàn quán    
錈 juàn    
倦 juàn    
睠 juàn    
埢 juăn    
圈 quān juàn 3095 Quān Related initial, different tone 
菤 juăn    
惓 quán    
棬 quān quàn    
踡 quán    
蜷 quán juăn    
綣 quăn    
鬈 quán    
 
• The textbook series introduces only two members of this consistent group, which goes 
parallel to the example above (sample #1920). 
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1922 
藏 cáng 
 
臧 zāng cáng 
zàng záng 
1501 Zàng Related initial, different tone (zhang/cang-analogy) 
藏 cáng zàng zāng 1697 Cáng Homophone (zhang/cang-analogy) 
臓 zàng    
贓 zāng    
 
• If there were unrelated initials involved, the analogy would be called ang-analogy. 
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1923 
中 zhòng 
 
ᖴ Zhōng    
盅 zhōng chōng    
衷 zhōng zhòng    
仲 zhòng    
沖 chōng    
冲 chōng    
种 zhŏng chóng 
zhòng 
987 Zhŏng (ong-fraction) 
翀 chōng chóng    
ᖵ chōng    
用 yòng 103  用 is the same in simplified and traditional form, but the phonetic family around 拥 yŏng applies only to the simplified 
串 chuàn guàn    
ᙷ huàn    
 
• Learners of the simplified script will put 用 in a different set of phonetic relation. 
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1923 
榜 băng 
 
旁 páng bàng 853 Páng (Pang/bang-analogy) 
١ bàng páng    
螃 páng băng    
鎊 bàng pāng 533 Bàng (Pang/bang-analogy) 
膀 băng bàng pāng páng păng 
3590 Băng (Pang/bang-analogy) 
嗙 păng    
徬 páng    
磅 bàng pàng páng pāng 
   
滂 pāng    
霶 páng pāng    
١ bàng páng    
榜 băng bàng bēng páng 
   
牓 băng    
謗 bàng    
髈 páng băng    
縍 bāng    
搒 bèng bàng péng    
艕 bàng    
 
• Same idea as for the piao/biao-analogy. 
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1924 
宋 song4 
 
(JG) 
 
荣 2902 Róng, riming 
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1924 
代 dài 
 
玳 Dài    
袋 Dài 2053  Homophone 
黛 Dài 1001  Homophone 
帒 Dài    
岱 Dài    
貸 dài tè 1725 Dài Homophone 
 
• A homophone group, which persists as a concept even if learners go beyond the 
vocabulary of NPCR. The only exception is the word 貸 tè. 
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1925 
王 wáng 
 
旺 Wàng    
枉 wăng    
汪 wāng wăng hóng    
尩 wāng    
迋 wàng guăng guàng kuáng 
   
皇 huáng wăng 1357 Huáng Adds a consonant 
閏 rùn    
狂 kuáng jué    
匡 kuāng    
 
• Phonologically, wang and -uang are the same, therefore, 皇 huáng only adds a 
consonant. 
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1925 
安 ān 
 
按 àn 1734 Different tone 
鞍 ān   
洝 àn   
胺 è àn   
鴳 yàn   
案 àn 3837 Different tone 
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1925 
石 shí 
 
祏 Shí    
哿 shí    
拓 tuò tà zhí    
柘 zhè    
跖 zhí zhī    
碩 shuò shí 2842 Shuò Same initial 
妬 dù    
蠹 dù    
 
• An analogy based on the same initial 
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1926 
總 zŏng 
 
ᙸ Cōng    
聰 cōng 748  (cong/zong-analogy) 
倘 cōng    
璁 cōng    
總 zŏng zōng 1926 Zŏng (cong/zong-analogy) 
傯 zŏng    
憁 cōng zŏng    
摠 zŏng zōng    
匆 cōng 2738  (cong/zong-analogy) 
怱 cōng    
聦 cōng    
騘 cōng    
楤 sŏng    
葱 cōng chuāng 3759 Cōng (cong/zong-analogy) 
緫 cōng zōng zŏng    
偬 zŏng    
 
• Same idea as for the cang/zang-analogy 
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1926 
是 shì 
 
湜 Shí    
褆 tí    
諟 shì    
匙 chí shi 632 shi Presented without tone in NPCR (shi-fraction) 
寔 shí    
隄 dī tí    
堤 dī tí 3134 Dī (di/ti-fraction) 
睼 tì    
鞮 dī    
提 tí dī dĭ shí 898 Tí Related consonant (di/ti-fraction) 
鯷 shì tí    
⽨ tí zhī    
蝭 tí    
媞 tí dì    
踶 dì chí tí zhì    
醍 tí tĭ    
題 tí dì 364 Tí (di/ti-fraction) 
鶗 tí    
尟 xiăn    
 
• There are two fractions. On a side-note, the shi-fraction could also be called a 
homophone fraction (depending on the judgement of the toneless shi). 
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1927 
親 qīn 
 
親 Qīn qìng xīn   
襯 chèn 668 Related initial, same final 
櫬 chèn qìn guàn   
 
• The relation of the consonants and the shared final sound make it a solid analogy. 
Learners are expected to ignore the different medial, because of the general 
phonological similarity. 
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1927 
愛 ài 
 
僾 Ai 
曖 ài 
靉 ài 
薆 ài 
噯 ăi ài āi 
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1928 
終 zhōng 
 
冬 Dōng 1028 (d/t-fraction) or (ng-analogy) 
苳 dōng   
佟 tóng   
炵 tōng   
鼕 dōng tóng   
疼 téng 386 (d/t-fraction) or (ng-analogy) 
終 zhōng   
鼨 tóng zhōng   
螽 zhōng   
 
• The related consonants d and t suggest a fraction based on consonants. Equally, 
learners could think of a ng-analogy, depending if their generally tend to a consonant- 
or a rime-strategy. The ng-analogy would be more inclusive, since there is the sample 
character 終 zhōng. 
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1928 
於 yú 
 
淤 Yū 
棜 yù 
閼 è yān yù yè 
瘀 yū 
菸 yān yū yù 
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3834 
淺 qiăn 
 
戔 Jiān    
箋 Jiān    
牋 Jiān    
諓 Jiàn    
餞 Jiàn    
䏤 Jiàn    
賤 Jiàn    
濺 Jiàn jiān zàn    
錢 Qián jiăn 304 Qián Different tone 
綫 Xiàn    
棧 Zhàn    
輚 Zhàn    
剗 Chăn    
碊 Jiān    
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3835 
海 hăi (the final mora is a rising i) 
 
每 Mĕi mèi 383 Měi the final mora is a rising i 
酶 méi    
梅 méi    
脢 méi    
鋂 méi    
莓 méi mèi    
痗 mèi    
霉 méi 1160  the final mora is a rising i 
誨 huì    
悔 huĭ    
晦 huì    
敏 mĭn    
毓 yù    
 
• A mei-fraction would be an alternative to the relatively profound phonological concept 
o mora. Furthermore, 海 is introduced earlier in the textbook series (first appearance 
item number 512) and a frequent graph. 
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3835 
峽 xiá 
 
夾 jiā jiá 
裌 jiá 
挾 xié jiā xiá 
俠 xiá 
鋏 jiá 
蛺 jiá 
梜 jiá jiā 
郟 jiá 
莢 jiá 
筴 cè jiā 
俠 xiá 
狹 xiá 
郟 jiá 
浹 jiá jiā 
硤 xiá 
頰 jiá 
俠 xiá 
悏 qiè 
匧 qiè 
愜 qiè 
箧 qiè 
挾 xié jiā xiá 
瘞 yì 
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3836 
測 cè 
 
則 Zé 3640 Zé (Ze/ce-analogy) 
鰂 zé    
崱 zé zè    
側 cè zè 2771 Cè (Ze/ce-analogy) 
側 cè zè    
惻 cè    
廁 cè 448  (Ze/ce-analogy) 
厠 cè    
賊 zéi zé    
 
• It would not be wise to single out the 則 Zé, because c and z are related 
(shēngmŭbiăo). 
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3836 
試 shì 
 
式 Shì 645 Homophone 
ᣁ shì 3559 Homophone 
軾 shì   
ᓥ shì   
ᓦ shì   
恜 chì   
栻 shì chì   
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3837 
答 dá 
 
荅 dā dá tà 
搭 dā tà 
褡 dā 
嗒 tà 
剳 zhā 
匒 dá 
瘩 da dā dá 
塔 tă 
鞳 tà 
箚 zhá dá 
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3837 
(案) àn 
案 and 式 have no individual entry, they are included in the family-chart of 安 and 試。 
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3838 
數 shù 
 
籔 sŏu shù 
擻 sŏu sòu 
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3838 
字 zì 
 
子 zĭ zì 214 zi Presented without tone in NPCR (zi-fraction) 
孜 zī    
孖 zī mā    
仔 zĭ zăi 1507 Zĭ (zi-fraction) 
籽 zĭ    
秄 zĭ    
牸 zì    
孔 kŏng 1037  Exception 
汓 qiú    
李 lĭ 1118  (i-fraction), as listed by Wieger 
季 jì 1761  Riming with 李 lĭ (i-fraction) 
孱 chán càn    
 
• A mixed phonetic family. The i-fraction does not include the zi-members. Note that 李 
and 季 are extremely similar in orthographic shape. 
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3839 
適 shì 
 
啇 dí 
嫡 dí 
樀 dì 
滴 dī 
鏑 dí dī 
蹢 dí zhí 
敵 dí 
摘 zhāi zhé 
䃿 zhé zé 
 
 
(JG) 适, the simplified form of 適, is close to the family㟠 
 
㟠 shé guā 2629 Shé (She/Shi-fraction) 
ᣀ kuò guā 472 Kuò  (K/h/g-fraction) or alternatively (kuo-fraction) 
聒 guā guō    
佸 huó    
闊 Kuò (simpl. 阔 ) 3074  (K/h/g-fraction) or alternatively (kuo-fraction) 
蛞 kuò shé    
栝 guā kuài kuò tiàn    
颳 Guā (simpl. 刮) 1664  Related initial (K/h/g-fraction) or alternatively (ua-fraction) 
刮 guā    
鴰 guā    
筈 guā kuò    
話 huà 
452 Huà Related initial (K/h/g-fraction) 
or alternatively (h-fraction) 
or alternatively (ua-fraction) 
⌏ huó guō 426 Huó (K/h/g-fraction) or alternatively (h-fraction) 
佸 huó    
甜 Tián 2119  Double-Semantic compound: tongue 㟠 and sweet 甘 
餂 tiăn    
銛 xiān    
栝 guā kuài kuò tiàn    
恬 tián    
㟡 shè shĕ shì 83 1415 
Shè 
Shě 
(She/Shi-fraction) 
(She/Shi-fraction) 
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捨 shĕ    
騇 shĕ shè    
     
•  The k/h/g-fraction is an inclusive decision to avoid the three similar groups (kuo-
fraction, ua-fraction and h-fraction). Learners of the simplified script can profit from 
another fraction. Especially Shè and Shì are almost homophone. 
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3839 
當 dàng 
 
擋 Dăng dàng tăng 
檔 dàng dăng 
鐺 dāng chēng tāng 
璫 dāng 
襠 dāng 
㈍ dāng 
闣 dàng 
劏 tāng 
鼞 tāng 
 
(JG) 當 is close to the family 尚  (notable overlap in sound) 
 
尚 shàng cháng 1290 Shàng (ang-analogy) 
賞 shăng 1305  (ang-analogy) 
裳 cháng sháng    
掌 zhăng    
鞝 zhăng    
惝 chăng tăng    
徜 cháng    
敞 chăng    
常 cháng 285  (ang-analogy) 
甞 cháng    
償 cháng 2835  (ang-analogy) 
牚 chèng chēng    
倘 tăng cháng    
⎠ tăng chàng chăng    
躺 tăng 1151  (ang-analogy) 
棠 táng    
堂 táng 940  (ang-analogy) 
當 dāng dàng    
黨 dăng zhăng    
瓽 dàng    
党 dăng    
 
• Even though ch and sh are related initials, the ang-analogy makes more sense. One 
could also see the top three strokes of these items as the phonetic element (in that case, 
there would be no mother phonetic/stand-alone form). 
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3840 
名 míng 
 
銘 Míng 
詺 mìng 
酩 míng mĭng 
⌎ míng 
茗 míng mĭng 
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3040 
稱 chēng 
 
稱, together with 程 chéng and 秤 chèng , suggests a relation. However, close bonds of 程 to 
the phonetic family of 呈 chéng tear it apart. Also, 秤 can rather be counted as belonging to a 
fraction (eng-riming) of the family 平 。 
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3941 
(季) jì 
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3841 
度 dù 
 
渡 Dù 3501 Homophone 
鍍 dù   
踱 duò duó chuò   
喥 dù   
 
• Two homophone mates, appearing in relative succession (Item number 3501 and 
3841) 
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3842 
角 jiăo 
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3942 
(度) dù 
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3843 
模 mó 
 
㥿 mò mù   
糢 mó   
謨 mó   
漠 mò 1622 Different tone 
獏 mú mò   
瞙 mò   
ᲃ mò   
鏌 mò   
膜 mò mó   
塻 mò   
嗼 mò   
鄚 mò   
ᩍ mó   
ᩌ mō mó   
寞 mò   
瘼 mò   
㥿 mò mù   
嫫 mó   
氁 mú   
募 mù   
ᲂ mù   
驀 mò mà   
ᐩ mù   
幙 mù   
冪 mì   
ᩌ mō mó   
ᩍ mó   
糢 mó   
蟆 má mò   
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3843 
(式) shì 
